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FOREWORD

This volume contains the Proceedings of (he 13 Technical Sessions from the 11th Annual
Conference of the Canadian Nuclear Society. As in previous years, the Annual Conference of the
Canadian Nuclear Society was held in conjunction with the Canadian Nuclear Association
Conference.

The papers for these Proceedings were prepared on standard forms supplied by the
Canadian Nuclear Society and are generally published as submitted by the Authors. Responsibility
for the content of each paper rests solely with the Author.

These Proceedings are Copyrighted by the Canadian Nuclear Society. Requets for further
information concerning these Proceedings, permission to reprint any part of these Proceedings or
orders for copies of these Proceedings should be addressed to :

Canadian Nuclear Society
111, Elizabeth Street., 11th Floor

Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M5G 1P7

AVANT-PROPOS

Ce volume contient les actes des 13 séances techniques de la 11 Conférence de la Société
nucléaire canadienne. Comme dans les années passées, la Conférence annuelle de la Société
nucléaire canadienne s'est tenue en même temps que la Conférence do l'Association nucléaire
canadienne.

Les communications ont été rédigées selon un formai standard, sur des feuilles fournies
par la Société nucléaire canadienne et sont généralement publiées telles que soumises par les
auteurs. Le contenu de chaque commincation n'engage que la responsabilité de son auteur.

Les actes de la Conférence sont protégés par un droit d'auteur détenu par la Société
nucléaire canadienne. Pour toute demande de renseignements sur ces actes, pour obtenir
l'autorisation d'en reproduire une quelconque partie ou pour en commander un exemplaire,
s'adresser à :

Société nucléaire canadienne
111, Elizabeth St., 11th Floor
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

M5G IP7
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CANDU 3 - READY TO BUILD

K.R. HEDGES
E.M. HINCHLEY
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CANDU OPERATIONS

SHERIDAN PARK RESEARCH COMMUNITY

MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO L5K 1B2

SUMMARY

AECL's CANDU 3 design program has broken new ground in a number of key areas.

One of the most important is that for the first time in Canada a majority of the detailed

design and related work is being completed well in advance of actual project

commitment. Design work on the standard CANDU 3 is at its halfway point, but

already it has gone a long way beyond what has ever been accomplished on previous

new CANDU designs at the pre-project stages. By those standards, the CANDU 3

is more than ready to build.

Accomplishments to date include:

- Completion of conceptual design, documentation, and design reviews on all

key systems

- Utility and vendor input to design and review of design to date

- Establishment of new systems of computer hardware, software, and

databases to improve efficiency and quality of the design process

l . i



- Test programs nearing completion on those innovative areas where proof

testing is a requirement

- Suppliers have been selected or will be selected shortly for all components

where early selection is important to standard design or to short construction

schedules

- Detailed design using integrated 3-dimensional CADDS databases is

underway in mechanical, process, civil, and electrical areas.

- Licensing program undertaken with AECB aimed at early licensing approvals

of the standard CANDU 3 design.

- Construction planning well advanced to ensure short and flexible construction

sequences

- Initial plans in place for commissioning, training, and operations

- Planning of project execution has been done for a number of innovative

contractual arrangements.

Overall, the CANDU 3 design staff has peaked in 1990 and the planning and design

is at a stage where one or more CANDU 3 projects could be committed with excellent

prospects for meeting technical and commercial objectives.

This paper reviews the key requirements of the CANDU 3 design, gives details of

each of the accomplishments noted above, and shows how those requirements and

accomplishments have given an advanced design now at an advanced stage.

1.2



INTEGRATED PLANT DESIGN

MANUEL LI M
M. J.McASKIE

GEORGE TOLPA

AECLCANDU
Mississauga, Ontario

Figure 1: Reactor Building Internals

ABSTRACT

Integrated plant design requires the consolidation of work proc-
ess and computer assisted design tools. This integration
founded on the concepts and configuration contained in the
flowsheet, is found in every phase of the CANDU 3 analysis
and desicn. The successful tise of these methods and tools on
the CANDU 3 have changed the culture of engineering aixi
project management at Atomic Energy.

This paper describes the tools and the work processes used in
the CANDU 3, Standard Product Design. The evolution of
the design in each discipline, vWe îkv« oï infotmttvon anvl klic
configuration of the design will be discussed focusing on inte-
gration of plant design activities.

INTRODUCTION

The father of CADDS at Atomic Energy of Canada Limited,
Tim McNeil said very early on in the game that our real
strength was in the glue that binds our CADD design and detail-
ing applications together. Now. seven years later, Tim's then,
prophetic remark lias been implemented in the Candu .1
design. This kind of prophecy, however, does not stand alone.

Integrated plant design is the process through which we
develop requirements, capture each designers implementation
of those requirements and concurrently develop the analytical
and physical configuration, which leads to the documentation
used to procure and construct our nuclear generating station
design. Each step of the process is linked to the next. The
development of the requirements is linked to the establish-
ment of standards. Components used on each project are
selected from these standards and added to the design. This
process is repeated until a" of the components needed to com-
plete the plant are in the database. If the components fit in
the design they will fit in the field. Information required for
construction, licensing and operation are extracted from the

database as opposed to being drawn or composed.
At Atomic I-ncrey nf Canada Limited, through the application
of inleurnied plant design, we have buill a new culture in the
organisation. This culture has ;i common focus and a common
unilerstundine. l:acli individual can conceive, build and plan
Iheir work and have thai comribulion seen by those that need
thai work done. This work, pfoperh conceived, reviewed, is
built on fundamental principals for quality in engineering,
which through implementation ilo not put the company at risk.
What we a ih io i - is a design thiM meets the requirements, one
that captures each individual's contribution, removes the
tedium from our work and meets cost and schedule objectives,
every lime.

INTEGRATED PLANT DESIGN - THE DREAM HAS
ARRIVED"

The Requirements for Integrated Plant Design

Integrated plant design requires the consolidation of work proc-
esses. Each work process, in an industry highly specialized as
ours, has unique and demanding requirements. Unique,
demanding work processes often require point solutions. For
each piece of work there are customers that need that work.
They need that work as an input so they in turn may continue
in adding value to that design. In this sense integration is a syn-
onym for linking all of the point solutions needed to complete
and document the plant design. Hence glue is needed to bind
each of the applications together.

Integration takes two forms. First the use of point solutions to
carry out the work in each discipline. Second, standards,
•wlnidn aVlnw imer and intra-uiseipVine use oV iVie output from
each application.

Integration has requirements if it is to be used effectively. A
multi-discipline team, each member with a knowledge of soft-
ware for that application equal to that of their discipline, must
work co-operatively to capture the data from upstream work
processes for use in subsequent detail analysis and design.

This level of integration places incredible demands for access
to software, workstations and computers. The costs associated
with these demands are high. Fortunately some of the cost has
been offset by the willingness of the team to sacrifice personal
time and adjust their work schedule to make more effective
use of these tools.

This level of integration places teal stress on both the design-
ers and persons trying to advance the state of the software appli-
cations being used. It is no secret that this technology and its
effective application has been teething, in the seventies.
Corporate survival in application of plant design technology to
development tasks, frequently development tasks with low mar-
gins, in partnership with the providers of the software, elevates
the status of these tools to that of a proven technology. The
odd productivity break-through is needed. Fortunately, the
CANDU 3 is the beneficiary of some of these break-throughs.



HISTORY

In 1982 Atomic Energy of Canada began (he evaluation of com-
puter assisted design tools. Several systems were evaluated.
In I9S4 AECL selected Intergraph based on their strength in
both drafting and plant design. Training was made available
for anyone who was expected to use it in day to day work, and
ultimately to anyone who was interested. Two dimensional
drawings production started almost immediately. Three dimen-
sional modelling using applications software for plant design
started in parallel with engineers and designers modelling and
designing fuel reprocessing, underground fuel storage facilities
and systems and structures for the CANDU 6.

In 1987, with the emphasis on the use of this technology from
the concept, forward in new designs, AECL committed to use
what evolved into the second generation of plant design tools
on the CANDU 3. A multi-discipline team, initially containing
six members, combined new and existing Candu 3 information
and produced the flowsheets and three dimensional models for
some of the systems and structures in the reactor building.
That marked the evolution of the work processes presented
here and the end of completely manually produced documenta-
tion.

WORK PROCESSES FOR THE STANDARD PRODUCT
DESIGN

Good plant design software should effectively emulate proven
work processes. The path that we will follow here, begins with
review of the work processes and follows with the software that
is used to achieve the objectives and extraction of the deliver-
ables that we produce to document the design. We will stress
the work processes for the standard product design and pre-
sent the processes for the site specific design to complete the
discussion.
Table 1: Work Processes of the Standard Product Plant Design

- Develop the flowsheet (requirements)
- Size Equipment and umbilicals
- Preliminary analysis
- Construct the conceptual design model
- Conceptual design review
- Equipment pre-selection
- Standard product detail analysis and design
- Standard product model
- Standard product design review

The Requirements

The key requirements for plant design are embedded in the sys-
tem description and the flowsheet. The description documents
the requirements in words. The flowsheet completes the
entire process and process data model for each system. The pip-
ing and instrumentation diagram (P&ID)

Figure 2: Portion of the Heat Transport System Flowsheet

shows the configuration of the entire network. It shows each
piece of equipment and stores in the database, key information
about the code class, pressure, temperature, insulation and so
on. Every nozzle and instrument is shown as are all of the
umbilicals that connect the vessel to the network. The P&ID
above is to the process designer what the wiring diagram is to
the electrician. It is the road map to the process.

The process flowsheet shares the same data, containing infor-
mation about velocity, flows, chemistry, flow media, system
design conditions and criteria.

Table 2: The Flowsheet (Requirements)

Software
- Piping and Instrumentation Diagram
- Electrical Design and Elementary Design
- Equipment General
Documentation / Deliverables
- Process flowsheets
- Line, valve and instrument lists
- Instrument loop and wiring diagrams
- Equipment lists

Piping and Instrumentation software is used for the prepara-
tion of process flowsheets. Process engineers and designers col-
laborate on the evolution of the requirements and the informa-
tion in the P&ID database. Electrical and process designers
follow through with collaboration on instrumentation.

Here three point solutions or application packages must track
information about instrumentation. The demand for the instru-
ment is generated in the piping and instrumentation diagram.
The elementary and wiring diagrams capture both the logic for
the instrument and its end to end wiring. The instrument is fre-
quently connected to piping and its location in 3D space is
shown there. Instruments require access for inspection, calibra-
tion and replacement. Hence the requirement for platforms,
ladders and the link to structural design.

1.4
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Ultimately these links ensure that information about any com-
ponent in the system does not get inadvertently forgotten.
These schematics databases feed the production of procure-
ment information like Equipment Quotation Requests and con-
struction information like line lists which contain the
insulation requirements.

Every single application package used for plant design con-
tains data fed forward from the flowsheet.

Table 3: Some Applications Software Used for Plant Design

- Piping and Instrumentation Diagram Package
- Equipment General
- Electrical Design and Elementary Diagrams
- Equipment Modelling
- Electrical Power
- Structural Modelling, Analysis and Design and drawings
- Piping
- Heating Ventilating and Air Conditioning
- Cable Tray Modelling Software
- Electrical Wiring Package
- Engineering Modelling System (mechanical applications)
- MicroStation (workstation and personal computer model-
ling and drafting software)
- Interference Detection
- Modelvicw and Design Review
- Isogen (piping isometrics)
- Concrete detailing package (Rebar)

Equipment general is used for preparing equipment specifica-
tions. It contains information fed forward from the flowsheet.
The equipment model takes it "id" and information about mate-
rial, specification and size of each nozzle from the flowsheet.

Figure 4: Moderator System Piping
Similarly the piping modelling software takes all of its analysis
attribute information from the P&ID. Each lime the piping
designer connects to an equipment nozzle, the material class,
specification, line number and other data is read from the
equipment model to seed the data in the piping database. The
piping attribute information is fed forward through an inter-
active piping stress analysis interface. That information is fed
forward again into pipe support design.
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Once the flowsheet has been established and the equipment
sized the structural designers proceed to conceptualize the facil-
ities that will be used to house the process systems. Using the
physical size of equipment and the requirements for mainte-
nance, access, constructability, modularization and shielding
the massive shielding and structural walls svere modelled first.
This structural model becomes the design volume background
for the rest of the layout work in the reactor building.

The equipment, large bore piping, cable trays, HVAC and con-
crete structure are attached to the steel to solidify the configura-
tion of each of the modules. Where structural steel and equip-
ment, piping and other components interact, the design
applies loads to the structure. The structure is constrained, sub-
jected to earthquakes analyzed and designed. The reaction of
the structure to these loads and its interaction with the compo-
nents it supports is studied. The entire process is graphic.
What you see, indeed is what you get.



After the structure has been modeled the drawings needed for
fabrication of the structural steel are extracted. Drawings of
the concrete outline for formwork are extracted directly from
the concrete structural model. Structural designers add rebar
and embedded parts to the concrete outline to prepare con-
crete outline drawings.

Figure 7: Control Dimensions Drawing

Figure 8: Structural Erection Drawing
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Figure 9: Formwork Drawing

PRACTICAL CONCURRENT ENGINEERING

After the principles of modularization were established, (mod-
ules are used to reduce the construction schedule) the struc-
tural steel layout and design follows the placement of key equip-
ment and piping (for example, key large bore piping like the
heat transport system and important elec'rical and HVAC
equipment) may proceed concurrently with the balance of
small and medium bore piping layout. Once the piping layout
in an area is complete, it is followed concurrently with the
instrumentation and electrical layout.

Sounds like systems and components get in each others way?
They do. Concurrent engineering requires a multi-discipline
team, working to common purposes. This multi-discipline
team works together in much the same fashion as Volvo makes
cars.

Each member of the team understands the requirements of the
others sharing the same space. One key feature of
Intergraph's Plant Design Software is each member of the
team sees immediately the contribution of another. Through
the use of reference files, the configuration of the design is
known as soon as it is modelled. This allows work to proceed
concurrently in both Sheridan Park and the Montreal offices.
Should two parties commit to the same space, interference
detection reminds the layout group and ihe affected parties to
work together.

THE PRINCIPLES OF QUALITY IN PLANT DESIGN

In the past, heuristically speaking, the layout of the plant has
been the dot product of two fundamental principles. The first,
make the layout fit the requirements. The second, is the first
one to request the space gets it. Humour aside, if we use the
work process described in Table 1, the design that evolves is
not susceptible to layout errors.

Think of the design as a discovery process. When you set out
to design, you create something that is unique and usually very
new. The design starts with some objectives. Objectives and
requirements are one in the same. Discovery of features
needed in the design occur throughout the life-cycle of the
design. Discoveries late in the design can be expensive. The
designer's "Aha!" can be devastating.
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According to A. (Lynn) Swallows (Manager of Plant Design
for Tennessee Eastman), Quality in plant design requires reveal-
ing the "Ahai's" at the front end of the cycle. Achieving quality
in the plant design process requires that we define and under-
stand the requirements, that we effectively resource the con-
struction of the network modef and that we move the
requirements and data from the network (flowsheet) model for-
ward into the physical model.
Table 4: Quality and Integrated Plant Design
The CANDU 3 learn
- Concurrent engineering effort
- Multi-discipline layout team
The Design Process
- Consolidate requirements
- Commit design early
- Physical layout, analysis and design data model combined
Quality and Integrated Plant Design
- Design is a discovery process
- Quality in design requires discovery of the issues affecting
the engineering early
- Prior to turnover of work, confirm that both data and con-
figuration meet the requirements through review

Figure 10: Candu 3 Reactor Building Internals

Quality and Design Review

Once the conceptual design has been committee to a physical
model, the process of reviewing the design must capture both
the right skills and interests. The design review process
requires the right tools, the designers that contributed to the
configuration, the owner and operator, the manufacturer and
the utility / owner responsible for operation and maintenance.

The tools we use for design review give extremely fast model vis-
ualization (hidden line removal) and an interactive window
into the databases that contain the analysis and design informa-
tion that travel with each component in the design.

Let's step back. The modelling process is simple. You take a
part out of the catalogue and you place it into the design file.
You do this over and over again until you finish your part of
the system design. We combine all of the systems ;tnd struc-
tures to produce the plant model. The conceptual or require-
ments model is the first step of the process.

The digital model is exactly the same as the physical plant that
is proposed for construction. It contains the same number of
components. If it lits in the design file it will fit in the field.
The digital model also reacts the same way to load as the real
structure. The only difference between the digital model and
the real thing (aside from cost) is you cannot walk around,
touch and adjust things in the digital model. At least, not yet.

Figure II: Earthquake Induced Displacement
During the design review, the reviewers are reviewing the
actual design. All of the data that supports the configuration is
accessible for the review. The reviewer's comments are
recorded for action and lagged at the point requiring the
action. After the reviewer concerns have been actioncd and
completed the design is turned over to detail design. The con-
ceptual design phase is called 3DM1. The detail design phases is
called 3DM2. The final standard product design is called
3DM3.

DRAWINGS, THE ROAD MAP TO THE DESIGN

Table 5: Drawing Deliverables Extracted From 3D Models
Flowsheets
Equipment arrangement drawings
Reactor and Fuel Handling drawings
Elementaries and wiring diagrams
Mechanical and tray layout drawjnas
Concrete outline and structural steel erection drawings
Embedded part and other detail drawings
Piping isometrics

Until recently, producing drawings from the three dimensional
CADD model files was error prone, unreliable, computing
intensive, difficult to plot and required many tedious hours of
annotation. Their only saving grace was that they could relia-
bly be scaled.

The past two years brought us break throughs in both plotting
and drawing hidden line removal. What used to take incred-
ible disk storage space, days and extensive support was
reduced to minutes.

Growth in our detail knowledge of the software and how to
use it effectively facilitated the development of drawing annota-
tion tools to considerably reduce the amount of time to pre-
pare drawings. In each discipline there are drawing annotation
tools designed to meet the requirements of constructors, trades-
men, installers, operators and maintainers.
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Piping is called out on the equipment arrangement drawings.
Each line is tagged and its location is shown relative to other
equipment and structures. These drawings are not dimen-
sioned. Conventional grid lines are not required. The whole
of the plant model is constructed using one physical master
coordinate system. Every component in the plant has an east-
ing, northing and elevation (x,y,z) coordinates. AO size equip-
ment drawings can easily be scaled to within one centimetre
(the plant is modelled to an accuracy of l/80th of a milli-
metre). The coordinates for the end of each line and the work-
points of equipment and their nozzles are shown on detail draw-
ings.

Figure 12: Typical Plans and Sections

Piping is installed using isometric erection or installation draw-
ings. Erection or installation drawings arc extracted from the
project database by either line number or area. The sections
of the pipeline belween field welds or other terminations (like
flanges) are called spools. These drawings show the spools asso-
ciated with a line and the coordinates of the working points for
the line. Typically coordinates and the orientation c r the line
are fed into pipe bending machine for fabricating spools. All
of the intermediate points on the line are dimensioned for infor-
mation. Noiw "f this is drawn. All of this information is
extracted.

Figure 13: Piping Isometric

The location and attributes of embedded parts servicing piping
is captured from the piping database. The information is fed
into an embedded parts database. The type and dimensional
parameters of each embedded part is selected based on the cri-
teria in the piping daiabase. The records in the embedded
part database drive a parametric modelling program which
builds a three dimensional model of the part. The detail
mechanical drawing for the embedded part is extracted from
the model. The embedded part model is referenced in the con-
crete outline model for the extraction of formwork drawings.

Piping spools are assembled using fabrication isos. One spool
is drawn per fabrication iso. All of the information for orienta-
tion for each welded in-line component is shown in detail.

Equipment arrangement drawings call out equipment and pip-
ing tags and coordinates. Concrete outline or formwork draw-
ings provide carpenters with the necessary dimensions to build
the formwork, Rebar drawings show the reinforcement place-
ment inside the concrete outline. Each extracted from a three
dimensional model, built from data and requirements that
were ultimately extracted from the flowsheet.

INTEGRATED PLANT DESIGN AND PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

What began as the project marager's worst nightmare has
evolved into useful state of the art tools that support a broad
spectrum of division of responsibilities.

Table 6: Integrated Plant Design and the Project Manager

- Methodology supports concurrent engineering

- Sharing of detailed engineering

- Maximize potential for sharing engineering

- Technology for detailing and drawings easy to acquire

- complete set of data in project data base

- Ultimate transfer of technology, model and plant design
data to the station owner
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Using the work processes in Table 1 it is possible to increase
the level of effort on a project without increasing the potential
for communication errors and still move the project design for-
ward at an accelerated pace. Moreover, it substantially
increases the potential for local engineering input.

Nuclear generating stations ore mega-projects. Lately, we wish
we had more of them. Once a project has started, dividing it
among the companies, owners and others that have the skills is
ideal. Skills are the important factor, not computer assisted
design technology. The three dimensional configuration and
data model fully embodies the design. The design is only a frac-
tion of the detail information that is required to complete
detailing to support construction.

The cost of the tools used for detailing and extraction of the
data supports a wide spectrum of job sharing. For a CANDU
3 at Pt. Lepreau, a module manufacturer like St. John
Shipyard could prepare the module and sub- module drawings
for use by their forces. This would effectively utilizes the ship-
yard's engineering staff while reducing the peak manpower
requirements at AECL. Other detail drawings like piping iso-
metrics and other fabrication drawings can be prepared increas-
ing the local content in the design while building another new
centre of technical excellence.

DESIGN, COMMUNICATION AND DATABASE
STANDARDS

This extent of job sharing is only possible through the adher-
ence to standards. Standards for design, procurement, fabrica-
tion and computing.

Table 7: Computing Standards

- Industry standard SQL databases

- Binary file compatibility

- Ethernet, XNS, TCP/IP, SNA, DNP, ISO/OSI

- X-Windows, GKS, PHIOS

- Operating systems

- Development took, software and dptailin^ tools

- Integration of CADD and non-CADD applications

- Industry standard workstations

Adopting another engineering companies hardware and soft-
ware technology for a one of a kind project is an expensive,
high risk endeavour. The nature of the business often dictates
the hardware and software that is used on a project. For exam-
ple, the technology used for fabricating parts in a shipyard may
differ widely from that used for engineering design.

One of the apparent important factors is use of the same hard-
ware. AECL's design and model files may be extended and
detailed on a wide variety of platforms. Once choice may be
Intergraph workstations, another may be Macintosh comput-
ers, or personal computers or DEC stations and VAX comput-
ers. The key to support of these various platforms is binary file
compatibility. The file formats for models and drawings are
platform independent and can be extended, modified or
extracted using computers already installed at facilities in Si.
John, at utilities like New Brunswick Power and Ontario
Hydro, Canatom and so on.

The present generation of detailing tools are also platform inde-
pendent. The tools used for the preparation of drawings on
one computer can be moved to another platform, without modi-
fication. Drawing development tools utilize the structure of
industry standard languages like "C" and Fortran. The equity
that AECL has in its drawing preparation and annotation tools
can 6e moved forward into the fabrication and detailing opera-
tion of another company without risk or cost, ultimately
lowering the bottom line on engineering.

Many companies have corporate database standards. These
companies have invested considerable development effort in
developing database applications to automate many of their
work processes. The tools that AECL have selected for both
modelling and design support industry standard SQL data-
bases, that communicate with each other through a variety of
protocols. Interfacing with home grown or other applications
for materials management and the like are straightforward.

Ultimately, the project managers worst nightmare has matured
into project applications for information that have few limita-
tions.

WORK PROCESSES FOR THE SITE SPECIFIC DESIGN

Tb close the project life cycle, we need to address how the infor-
mation conceived for design will be used for construction, main-
tenance and operation. The standard product design can be
tuned to meet site specific requirements. The model revision
tools allow designers to preserve the equity in the data through
changes in the configuration. Moreover, the data may be
updated and the topology of the model may be reconstructed
to fit the new requirements. The table below contains exam-
ples of the potential uses of the information and value that
AECL and its partners have added to the CANDU 3 design.

Table 8: Work Processes for the Site Specific Design

- Address criteria outside the standard product design
envelop

- Siting and site specific design

- Sub-module and module fabrication

- Construction planning model

- Site specific equipment details

- Preparation of detail installation drawings and reports

- Formwork and rebar drawings

- Construction temporaries, detail drawings and reports
- Construction progress model
- As-built model

SUMMARY

Regardless of the state of the plant, the digital model is always
accessible without inconvenience of radiation or plastic
clothes. As a planning tool, or recording the configuration
changes made at site, the digital model should be kept trp fo
date. As-built and other information added during the con-
struction, or years later, for maintenance and operation have
value and a distinct adaptability to suit the requirements at
hand and for the future.
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RF.QUIRF.MF.NTS FOR ADVANCED RF.ACTOR DESIGNS
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a brief overview of the
program undertaken by the US Electric Power Research
Institute (F.PRI), to establish a comprehensive set. of
"utility" requirements for the next generation of
nuclear power plant;;. The EPRI program was started
in 1W5 and is still on-going. There are three phases
to the EPRI advanced light water reactor (ALWR)
work: phase I is the development of a high-level
document that defines the design objectives and
philosophies; phase II is the development of detailed
requirements for advance^ designs based on currently
operating plants; and phase Til is the development of
detailed requirement:; for smaller plants that would
utilize passive safety features to the greatest extent
pracficai. Phase f has been comp/euerf and phase T! [•;
Hearing completion.

On the basis of the documents published to date,
it can be concluded that the program is well founded
and merits further support to ensure a successful
completion. Significant advances in safety, simplicity
and robustness of design are called for in the AT.WR
requirements for both the evolutionary and the passive
designs. The passive reactor designs are expected to
achieve a higher level of performance, in all three
areas. Although these requirements are established
specifically for light w^ter reactors, there are no
fundamental reasons why they could not be applied to
heavy water reactors, with proper accommodation for
differences in basic design features. Such differences
are a l ready being accommodated in the ALWR
requirements document, as these documents apply to
both boiling and pressurised water reactors. Hence, a
similar approach could be used to include heavy water
reactors.

REQUIRF.yF.NTS TOR ADVANCED REACTOR DESIGNS

Introduct ion

With t he nuclear option being questioned in many
c o u n t r i e s a r o u n d t h e world, and with t h e c u r r e n t
worldwide» lull in r ea r to i o r d e r s , the focus is on the
next g e n e r a t i o n of reac tors . Tt is generally believed
t.hat t h i s next gonerat io i i of r e a c t o r s wil! be safer ,
more reliable, easier to cotistruct , maintain and operate
t h a n t h e c u r r e n t g e n e r a t i o n r e a c t o r s . I n d e e d ,
international cooperation iç being established to define
requirements for next, generation plants:. The 1AF.A has
convened s e v e r a l Technical Committee Meetings (TCK)
on the safe ly of c u r r e n t and f u t u r e r e a c t o r s . The
first, meeting was held in Vasteras, Sweden (May 88),
t h e s e c o n d in Mont rea l (Dec 8f!),and t h e t h i r d in
KoBr.ow (War 89). The fourth, scheduled for November
19 90 in China, will foetid on r e q u i r e m e n t s for nexl
generat ion planta. The first TCK resulted in an IAEA
publication defining safely related terms. (1>

Howeve r , p e r h a p s
def in ing r e q u i r e m e n t s l 1 ( 1 V . ' l I I I

notai-!"' fffori in
<i] ff/nlnrr, is I h.-it

s p o n s o r e d by the Electric- Power Research Ins t i tu t e
(F.PRT) in I. h I- U S . ' 2 ' T h i s p r o g r a m h a s won
i n t e r n a t i o n a l r e c o g n i t ion and is s u p p o r t e d by US
ut i l i t i e s as well as u t i l i t ies from France , I t a l y , I he
N e t h e r l a n d s , Ta iwan , . lapan and Korea . A b r i e f
overview of the EPRT program is provided herein.

The EPRI Program

The EPRI program was s ta r ted in 19B5 and is still
o n - g o i n g . T h e r e a r e t h r e e p h a s e s to t h e EPRI
advanced light water reac tor (AI.WR) work: phase T is
the development of a high-level document that defines
the design objectives and philosophies; phase 71 ts the
development of detailed requ i rements for advanced
designs based on currently operating plants; and phase
TIT is the development of detailed requ i rements for
smaller plants t.hat. would utilize passive safety features
to the g rea t e s t extent pract ica l . Phasp I has been
completed and phase II is nearing completion.

The process for producing the ALWR documents
i n c l u d e d : t h e e s t a b l i s h m e n t of an AI.WR Uti l i ty
Steer ing Committee, which provides direction to the
program; the preparation of draft documents for utility
review; the submission of thç documents to the US
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRG) for their review
ancl comment; and t h e p repara t ion of draft safety
evaluation reports by the NRC. Following NRC review
and comment, the documents would IJH revised and
reissued for use . The o*.erri<Jing assumption if. that
once reviewed and accepted by the NRC, the documents
would no longe r he challenged i n the licensin;; ol
individual plants. This is an important assumption to
the success of the program, but one that Is Jiffi'din to
judge if it can or will be realised.

The Ley objective;, of the program are:

- to establish the technic.,1 basis for the design
of advanced light watei- reactors,

- to establish the I,.,•.;•; I,,,- "..tandai •!" PWli .nut
BUR design:.,

- to estal.li .- .h I hi- has,,'..; r..r a s t a b l e and
predictable licensing environment, and

- to establ ish the basis foi renewed inves tor
confidence.

It is important to note lh.it the F.PR] program is
a util i ty program and represents the utilities' wishes
for fu ture reactor r equ i rements . The utilities have'
concent rated on the incorporation of lessons learned
from the c u r r e n t generat ion of reactors. Therefore,
the wort to date is for an evolutionary plant design.
H o w e v e r , in p a r a l l e l w i th t h i s w o r k , t h e II S
Department of Energy (DOE) ha\ sponsored a number
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of studies for smaller more passive designs. The EPRT
ALWR steering committee has recognized the potential
p resen ted by thesp smaller plants and will be
developing a scl of requirement s for rhem once the
work on the evolutionary designs is completed.

The complete set of requi rements will be
documented in thirteen chapters; che first nine have
been published at the time of writing. The remaining
chapters are in the final stages of review prior to
issue f.o (he VS NRC.

The t i t les for the thir teen chapters are as
follows:

1. OVERALL REQUIREMENTS
2. POWER GENERATION SYSTEMS
3. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM AND REACTOR

NON-SAFETY AUXILIARY SYSTEMS
4. REACTOR SYSTEMS
5. ENGINEERED SAFEGUARDS
6. BUILDINGS AND ARRANGEMENTS
7. FUELLING AND REFUELLING
8. PLANT COOLING WATER SYSTEMS
9. SITE SUPPORT SYSTEMS

10. PLANT CONTROLS AND INSTRUMENTATION
}1. ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS
12. RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING SYSTEMS
13. TURBINE GENERATOR SYSTEMS

High-Level ALWR Requirements

The high-level requirements are stated in the
form of design objectives and philosophies; and were
established to provide the overall, tone and direction
for the various working groups.

Design Ob iectives

The high-level design objectives include:

- Technical Excellence in all aspects, including
'safety and performance,

- Economic Advantage on a life cycle cost basis.

Investment Protection.

Design Philosophies

Simply stated, the design philosophies are.
captured by the following statements:

- Safety will be of paramount importance,

- Simple design IT» all as ponts through reduced
complexity and use of passive features,

- Robust design through increased margins.

Safety Goals

Thf safety goala are used to express the overall
level of safety that has been established for the. ALWR.
This is expressed by two simple, statements -jbout core
damage and large off-site doses.

Core Damage

The summed frequency of all event sequences
leading to core damage shall be less than
10'Vyear.

Core damage is defined as relocation of the fuel
inside the vessel giving rice to a large source
term.

Large. Dose

The summed frequency of all event sequences
leading to a laree off-site dose shall be less than

/

A large dose is defined au exceeding 25 re m at
0.5 miles from the reactor.

A level 2 probabilistic safety assessment (PSA)
will be used to demonstrate compliance of the plant
design with these goals.

Technology Advancements

The establishment of requirements for next-generation
plants must inevitably be limited by to-day 's
technology and the risk factor that utilities are willing
to take for developing technology. For the most part
the ALWR requirements are based on proven, current
technology. Nevertheless some very challenging targets
have been established, which could stretch to-day's
technology somewhat. These targets include:

60-year design life,
87* design availability,
daily load follow capability,
improved resistance to em brittle ment in reactor
vessels, and

- reactor vessel made of ring forgings so that
vertical welds are not necessary.

Safety Advancements

Tn the area of plant safety, the biggest
advancement is t:he reduction in core damage frequency
from about 10"4/year to less th^n 10"5/year. Other
improvements, relative to currently operating light
water reactors, include!

no fuel damage for a reactor coolant pipe
break up to 6",
r.o core uncovery for- up to two hours
following a sustained loss of all feedwater
(assuming no operator action),

- 15% fuel thermal margin,
increased operator response capability,
strengthened negative reactivity requirements,
natural circulation through steam generators
for decay heat removal,
improved man-machine interface,
increased coolant inventories,

- separation of safety system functions from
normal operating r.yntem functions,

- alternate on-ske AC power source,
larger, more robust, containment,
radiation exposure less than 100 person
rem/year,
station blackout capability for at least eight
hours, and
improved post-accident management capability.

Here also, che ad van cements in technology are
modesi., with one possible exception being th& man-
machine interface. As this chapter has not been issued
for public review, judgment is reserved. Nevertheless,
the man-machine interface is an area where substantial
improvements could and should be made in next-
generation plants.
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Design Margins

One of the primary program object ives, as
discussed above, is the enhancement- of design margins.
However, it appears that. the. gains in safety achieved
through increased margins ate modest. Examples. oC
increased design margins include:

Increased operator response time (not less than
20 minutes),

- Increased fuel thermal margin to not lens than
15S,

- Increased coolant inventory,
- Reduced power density,
" Increased margin in steam generator design
Not all design margins have been pushed in the

positive direction. As shown below, some are headed
in the negative direction. In efforts to rationalize
some licensing requirements and in anticipation of
changes to be approved by the NRC, a number of
exemptions from current NRC requirements have been
proposed- If accepted, these wilL reduce margins,
albeit in some instances from what has been recognized
as excessively conservative levels. These proposed
exemptions include:

- Reduction of the operating basis earthquake
(OBE) Level from 1/2 to 1/3 of t he safe
shutdown earthquake (SSE) level (the SSE is
"equivalent" to the design basis earthquake
used in the design of CANDU plants),

- Use of less conservative damping values for
seismic design,
Use of seismic and environmental qualification
by experience,

- Reduction in to rnado pro tec t ion design
parameters,

- Use of l e a k - b e f o r e - b r e a k to eliminatepostulated piping rupture.

Discussion

Perhaps, for the first, time, in (he comparatively
short span of the nuclear power industry, there has
been a serious attempt at rationalizing requirements in
a comprehensive manner. Clear objectives and goals
have been established from which detailed requirements
can be derived.

It is clear that, safety objectives have played a
big role in this work. The focus has been correctly
placed on accident , p r e v e n t i o n . That i s , the
enhancement of safety by making systems more robust
(increasing design margins), more reliable (simpler), and
more tolerant to failures.

Severe accidents have bern addressed by the
requirement for mitigating provisions or measures, as
well as for the requirement for a stronger containment.

The value of probabilistic safety assessments has
been recognized through the requirement to perform
one for demonstrating compliance with the safety
goals. However, the licensing basis for the plant, is
still deterministic, that is, while t:he assessment criteria
implicitly recognize the frequency of postulated event..';,
by placing less frequent Qvents in different catégories,
the categorization process* is not Frequency based and
appears to be arbitrary. The five categories into
which all events are placed should carry specific
frequency ranges and tho assignment of events should
be on the basis of frequency.

CANDU Relevance

While the F.PRI program focuses specifically on
light water r eac to rs , it should not. be ignored in
Canada on the basis that CANDU is a heavy water
reactor. At a detailed reqmremonv level, some of the
ALWR requirements do not apply to CANDU because of
the fundamental design differences and because of the
d i f fe rences in safety and licensing philosophy.
However, at a higher level, a comparison with CANDU
is both relevant and informative.

Safety Goals

The safety goals contained in the EPRI ALWR
requirements appear to be consistent with those
of the INSAG.O Risk assessments completed for
the Darlington NGS and an operating CANDU 6
have demonstrated that these safety goals are
a c h i e v a b l e e v e n w i th c u r r e n t CANDU
technology/" Therefore, it is possible to exceed
the EPRI safety goals in a next-generat ion
CANDU.

Hifth-Level Requirements

The Mgn-level requirements established €OT the
CANDU 3, a n e x t - g e n e r a t i o n d e s i g n , a re
comparable to those for the ALWR<». A summary
of a comparison of key high-level requirements
between an advanced PWR and the CANDU 3 is
given in Table 1. This table is taken directly
from Reference 5.

Design Margins

The objective for both the ALWR and the CANDU
3 is to increase design margins to makr rut.ure
r e a c t o r s more r o b u s t and more lole jn t to
accident precursors. One notable difference is in
the area of power density/fuel thermal power.
Whereas the CANDU 3 requirement is to keep
these margins approximately at the same level of
c u r r e n t l y o p e r a t i n g CANDU p l a n t s , t h e
requirement for the AI.WR is to increase these
marg ins . The ex ten t of the improvements,
however, may be small and may be attributable
more to an operational need than a safety need.

Trends

The FPRI AI.WR requirements published to date
apply to reactor designs that have evolved from the
current generation of operating light water reactors.
However, the t rend to more revolutionary reactor
designs ir. already evident . Several new reactor
concepts are emerging. For better or for worse, the
industry has tended to classify these new concepts in
one of two categories: the so called "passively safe
reactors and the "inherently safe" reactors. Some of
the characteristic features of reactor concepts that fit
in the.se categories are summarized in Tables 2 arid 3.
Whether or not labels such as "passively safe" and
"inherently safe" are appropriate for use will be the
subject of continued industry debate for many more
years. However, what ir, important is the recognition
that some of these new concepts have the potential lo
be much better performers than the current, generation
of reactors.

Specific resrtor concepts that would classify as
passively safe are listed in Table 4. Those reactor
concepts that classify as inherently safe are listed in
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Table 5. Although CANDU is not included in these
tab les , fur ther passive features can be readily
introduced into next-generation CANDU.*6' Reference
6 summarizes some of the exploratory work performed
by AECL CANDU in the area of passive safety. The
paper describes several possibilities for introducing
more design features, in next-generation CANDU
plants, that depend on passive iromponentK and natural
circulation for heal removal. These possibilities
include:

a simplified emergency core cooling system
with less reliance on active components,
a moderator system that does not rely on
pumps to remove heat from the calandria,

- a shutdown cooling system that relies only on
natural circulation for decay heat removal, and

- a passive pressure suppression scheme for
protecting the integrity of the containment
structure against severe accidents.

These features are consistent with the features
associated with "passively safe" reactors.

As work on the passive reactor concepts
progresses, the EPRI ALWR requirements developed
specifically for the evolutionary designs will be updated
and revised to apply to the passive designs.

Conclusions

1. On the whole the EPRI work is commendable and
should be supported as many of the requirements
will be applicable to CANDU as well.

2. While significant safety advancements are called
for in the EPRI requi rements , notably the
reduction in core damage frequency from 10"̂  to
10-!/year, for the most part the requirements
reflect current technology. However, the EPRI
ALWR documents, currently being produced for
the evolutionary designs, form an encellent basis
for developing requirements for more advanced
reactor designs, such as the "passive and
"inherent" concepts that are emerging.
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TABLE 1
COMPARISON OF KE>r ALWR REQUIREMENTS

WITH CANDU 3

Requirement Advanced PWR CANDU 3

Safety Targets

- core damage frequency

- dose for events with frequency >10~6/y

Availability Targets

- capacity factor
- refuelling interval
- maintenance outage interva]

- inadvertent trips

Design Life

Construction Tine

Radwaste Volume

<10'5/y
25 rem

87%
2 years
2 years

60 years

54 months

<25OO ft3

25 rem

94 Z
0
3 years

100 years

35 months

<1200 ft*
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TABLE 2
COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF REACTOR CONCEPTS

CONSIDERED TO BE PASSIVELY SAFE

Decay heat removal by na tu ra l convection
Passive containment cooling

No opera tor intervent ion for two or t h r e e days
Large coolant inventory (low power dens i ty)

Core flooding capability

TABLE 3
COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF REACTOR CONCEPTS

CONSIDERED TO BE INHERENTLY SAFE

Inherent, shutdown capability
Decay heat removal by na tura l convection and radiation

Low power densi ty
Exclusion radius less than 500 m

No evacuation requirement
Reactors located below grade

Small power uni ts (150 to 500 MW)

TABLE 4
REACTOR CONCEPTS CONSIDERED TO B~

PASSIVELY SAFE

AP-600 (Hest inghouse)
S BWR (General Electric)

SIR (Combustion Engineering)

TABLE 5
REACTOR CONCEPTS CONSIDERED TO BE

INHERENTLY SAFE

PTUS (Asea Brown Boveri)
MHTGR (General Atomics)
PRISM (General Electric)
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ABSTRACT

The CANFLEX1 bundle is being developed as the next
logical step in the evolution of CANDU2 fuel, to meet
the envisaged needs of CANDU reactors over the next 5
to 25 years. The bundle provides flexibility in the
design of new, more economical CANDU reactors, and
allows for the improvement of operating flexibility and
economics in existing CANDU reactors--principally
tl'.ough the optimal use of enrichment or advanced fuel
cycles. The CANFLEX program is focused on the
development and demonstration of the 43-element bundle
and its supporting technologies. The development
program has demonstrated a 20% reduction in element
ratings, and an ability to increase critical channel
power by over 5%. The generation of high-bumup
behavioural information (including high-burnup ramp
tests) and the fuel management studies necessary to
provide the models and data bases required to support
the use of the CANFLEX bundle have been underway for
several years, and are progressing well. CANFLEX
bundles are currently being fabricated for various
irradiation, flow and fuel handling tests, with the
first irradiation test of prototype CANFLEX bundles due
to start shortly.

INTRODUCTION

A maj or factor in the development and evolution of CANDU
reactors, and therefore its supporting fuel technology,
is the environment in the power reactor market place.
This environment is currently characterized by a marked
improvement in the cost and operating efficiency of LWR
reactors, a continuing low price for both uranium and
enrichment services, a movement toward "safer" reactors,
a greater public concern for the environment, increased
competition from conventional power plants due to
depressed prices for fossil fuels, and a growing demand
for electrical power. To remain competitive in this
environment, CANDU reactors must become cheaper and
safer, and be able to exploit the economic advantages
of low-cost enriched fuels, plus in market areas where
this is attractive, the use of other advanced fuels.
From a fuel viewpoint, this means a capability for lower
fuel ratings, higher burnups and greater operational
flexibility.

The CANFLEX1 bundle (1) is being developed to meet these
emerging fuel needs of CANDU2 reactors, within the tine
scale of the next 5 to 25 years. As such, the bundle
must anticipate the requirements of the new, more
economical CANDU reactors that will be designed and
built during this period, and must be able to expand the
capabilities of existing CANDU reactors. In both cases,
the bundle must reduce operating costs, and allow ths
optimum use of advanced fuel cycles (2,3)--in
particular, slightly enriched uranium (SEU) (4,5)--with
their promise of reductions in fuel-cycle cost and the
volume of spent fuel. The CANFLEX program is thus
focused on developing and demonstrating a bundle with
significant additional operating capabilities, plus the
technologies to support its use in these anticipated
applications. This has led to a more-subdivided bundle,
with features to enhance its thermalhydraulic behaviour.
The bundle concept has been under development since
1986.

THE CANFLEX BUNDLE

The bundle is illustrated in Figure 1, along with a 37-
element bundle for comparison3. The name CANFLEX
identifies the bundle's envisaged role: "flexible"
refers to the versatility of the bundle with respect to
operational and fuel-cycle options.

37-ELEMENT BUNDLE

CANFLEX BUNDLE

'CANFLEX: Çâfidu ELESible Fuelling

*CANDU: SAflada Eeuterium-Uranium. Registered
Trademark.

3The 37-element bundle is used in Ontario
Hydro's Bruce and Darlington reactors, and in all
CANDU-6 reactors.

FIGURE 1:
CANFLEX FUEL BUNDLE
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The bundle contains 43 fuel elements, and is the next
logical step in the evolutionary development of CANDU
fuel-bundle technology, from the original 7-element
bundle in NPD, through 19, 28 and 37 elements. Each
step has increased the power-producing capability of the
bundle, from less than 200 kW for the NPD 7-element
bundle, through 1035 kW for the 37-element bundle, to
a potential of 1250 kW for the CANFLEX bundle.

Bundle Power, 1035 kW

FIGURE 2:
CANFLEX BUNDLE

As shown In Figure 2, the CANFLEX bundle has two sizes
of elements: two rings of smaller diameter elements on
the outside, plus one ring, and a central element of
larger diameter. The larger number of elements in the
outer rings allows the CANFLEX bundle to operate up to
1250 kW without exceeding the 65 kW/m peak linear rating
currently established as the maximum for CANDU fuel.
In the more likely scenario of the CANFLEX bundle being
used at current powers, the peak element rating is
reduced for the range of appropriate fuel types and
burnups by approximately 20%, compared to that in the
37-element bundle. The reduction in linear rating for
the case of natural uranium is shown in Figure 3. This
provides increased flexibility to operate to higher
burnups, or to withstand greater power ramping than
would be possible with a 37-element bundle.

To further augment this greater operational flexibility,
the thermalhydraulic performance of the CANFLEX bundle
is being optimized to provide an increase in critical
channel power (CCP). The new bundle has also been
designed to be compatible with the fuel handling systems
in current CANDU reactors, so that the CANFLEX bundle
can be both demonstrated and used in such reactors. The
use of the CANFLEX bundle at current bundle powers also

40

FIGURE 3:
LINEAR ELEMENT RATINGS FOR

NATURAL URANIUM

provides enhanced safety margins. For example, the 20%
lower fuel rating results in the fission-gas release
being substantially lower because of lower fuel
temperatures, as shown in Figure 4. It also lowers
peak-element temperatures and pressure-tube temperatures
during loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCA), and lowers
post-dryout clad temperatures.

The reduction in fuel rating, plus the enhanced
thermalhydraulic capability available from the CANFLEX
bundle, can provide additional operating flexibility
(with the resultant cost savings) in existing reactors
using natural uranium. Additionally, bundle powers of
up to 1250 kW (compared to 1035 kW for the 37-element
bundle) can be achieved, with current ratings, in new
CANDU reactor designs. With SEU or advanced fuel
cycles, all of the above benefits can apply, plus the
ability to operate to the extended burnups required to
obtain the optimum economic benefits from these fuel
cycles.

BUNDLE DESIGN SELKCÎION PROCESS

The process of optimizing the geometry of the next
generation of CANDU fuel bundles began with the reactor
physics assessment of various bundle designs, The
primary reactor physics objective was to achieve a level
of subdivision (and/or element-diameter grading) that
would reduce peak element ratings by at least 20%, or
allow a corresponding increase in bundle power if the
element rating is kept at 65 kW. It was also desirable
to lower the ratings on the outer ring of elements to
provide increased protection of the pressure tube
during certain LOCA scenarios. Of course, the burnup
was to be maximized. Reasonable inter-element spacings,
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and outer-element to pressure tube gaps were used. For
this initial assessment, it was assumed that the fuel
sheath of the new bundles would have the same thickness
to diameter ratio as the standard 37-element bundle.
Finally, the assessments were done for both natural
uranium and 1.2% SEU fuel.

-4 MWd/kg burnup

30

25 -

Ô 20 -i

15 -

10 -

5 "

0

37-element.

CANFLEX

40 50 60

Linear Element Rating (kW/m)

70

FIGURE 4:
TYPICAL FISSION PRODUCT GAS

RELEASE vs ELEMENT RATING

The reactor physics calculations were done using the
WIMS-AECL lattice code, with the Winfrith data library
(6). Over two dozen geometries were considered, and
the element ratings and average bundle burnup were
computed for each design, for natural uranium fuel.
Calculations were done for 1.2% SEU only for the nore
promising designs.

The geometries considered tanged from 39 to 52 elements,
even though the target ratings could only be achieved
with a minimum of 41 elements. Many of the bundle
geometries considered were variants of one of three
geometrical progressions :

- 1-6-12-**, with ** varying from 20 elements for a
39-element bundle, to 24 for a 43-element bundle.
Generally, these geometries are constructed from the
center 19 elements of a 37-element bundle, but with
a larger number of smaller diameter elements in the
outer ring.

- 1-7-14-**, with ** varying from 20 elements for a
42-element bundle, to 21 for a 43-element bundle, and
22 for a 44-element bundle. These geometries had 3
element sizes, with the central 8 elements having the
largest diameter. (The 43-element CANFLEX bundle is
derived from this basic geometrical progression.)

- 3-9-15-**, viith ** either 21 (48-element bundle) or
24 (51-element bundle). In the 48-elemeiii: bundle,
geometries having one or two element diameters were
considered. The 51-element bundle had two element
diameters.

The thernalhydraulic performance, which includes both
pressure drop and critical heat flux (CHF), was then
assessed using the ASSERT sub-channel code (7) for the
most promising thirteen geometries. Two different
methods were used for predicting the CHF: a table
lookup method, and a filn dryout model. ASSERT
predicted the dryout power and pressure drop, for
constant flow conditions. Generally, the 1-6-12-**
geometries had lower CHF power than the 37-element
reference bundle, while the 1-7-14-** and 3-9-15**
geometries had higher CHF powers.

The reactor physics, thermalhydraulics,
manufacturability, and other considerations allowed
the field of candidate bundles to be narrowed to two:
the 43- and 48-element designs. These two designs have
1-7-14-21, and 3-9-15-21 element configurations,
respectively.

Some minor modifications were made in the element sizes
and pitch circle diameters of the candidate bundles, and
the auofeer of distinct eleaent~ sizes ia eke 43-eleaent
bundle was reduced from three to two, for the following
reasons :

- to lower the bundle fabrication cost, by reducing both
the number of element diameters, and the number of
distinct element types (including the spacer/bearing
pad locations);

- to increase the flow area, in order to reduce the
pressure drop, increase the flow, reduce boiling in
the channel, and increase the CCF;

to increase the inter-element gaps,
to affect CHF.

as these are known

These benefits came at the expense of:

- an increase in burnup penalty relative to the
37-element bundle. The burnup of the original
43-element design was 0.3% lower than the 37-element
reference if expressed in HIM/ bundle), while the barnap
of the modified design with two pin sizes was 5.5%
lower ;

- decreased the code prediction of CHF power slightly,
relative to the original 43-element design (at
constant flow);

- 4% higher ratings than the original 43-element design.

The net effect of changes in CHF and pressure drop on
the CCF was then evaluated using the NUCIRC circuit code
for a Bruce reactor operating at 100% full power. Both
the 43- and 48-element bundles showed an improvement in
CCF compared to the 37-element bundle. However, it was
intended that specific CHF-enhancement techniques, such
as additional planes of spacers and bearing pads or
other flow disturbers, would be the principal means of
increasing CCF.

The final selection of the 43- over the 48-element
bundle for CANFLEX was based on several Saceors:
compatibility with existing fuel handling equipment (for
both Bruce and CANDU 6-type reactors) vould be easier
to ensure with the 43-element bundle; the larger
pin-sizes in the 43-element bundle make it stiffer; a
smaller number of distinct element types (including
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spacer/bearing pad locations) in the 43-element geometry
than in the 48-eleraent bundle would be expected to make
fabrication easier and cheaper; and the greater power
capability of the 48-element bundle was not needed.

Finally, adoption of chin-walled clad for the reference
CANFLEX bundle reduced the burnup penalty relative to
the reference 37-el«ment natural uranium bundle with
regular clad to approximately 2%, when expressed In
MWd/bundle; however, when expressed in HWd/kf?TJ, there
Is an Increase in burnup of approximately 1/2% in
comparison to the 37-element bundle.

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The CANFLEX program has been underway since 1986, and
Is built on the insight and broad experience of staff
in fuel design, fuel behaviour, reactor physics,
thernalhydraulics, flow and vibration testing, plus fuel
handling. The program is approximately halfway to its
identified development and demonstration goal in 1994,
which will lead to an Industrial-scale demonstration,
and the subsequent provision of licensing information
to support commercial use. The program, having first
optimized the basic design parameters for the CANFLEX-
43 bundle, is now proceeding to demonstrate the bundle's
capabilities through performance testing, fabrication
development, thermalhydraulics confirmation, reactor
physics and endurance/handling tests.

Requirements for the Development Program

Meeting the perceived fuel requirements of CANDU
reactors over the next 25 years results In the following
requirements for the development and demonstration
program for the CANFLEX fuel bundle and its supporting
technologies :

(1) Optimize CCP enhancement provided by the CANFLEX
bundle by maximizing the CHF and reducing the
pressure drop in the bundle.

(2) Demonstrate the behavioural acceptability of the
smaller-diameter elements necessary to provide the
reduction in fuel ratings. Of particular
importance are demonstrations of element integrity
to high burnups, freedom from damaging vibrations
and fretting, and the bundle's ability to interface
with the different types of fuel handling
equipment.

(3) Demonstrate burnup up to - 30 MHd/kgV, plus develop
and validate behavioural codes to these burnups.

(4) Measure the CHF for the optimized CANFLEX bundle
for use in licensing, and measure the effect on
CHF of the different radial heat flux distributions
that result from the use of enrichment.

(5) Generate data on power ramping fuel at high
burnups.

(6) Establish fuel management strategies for use with
enriched fuels to high burnups, to provide
realistic power histories.

A number of important recent developments in the CANFLEX
program are summarized In the following sections.

REACTOR PHYSICS PROGRAM

Basic Reactor Physics

The initial reactor physics assessment of several bundle
geometries, for both natural uranium and SEU, has

already been described. Subsequent assessments have
examined the following:

- The effect of clad thickness on burnup.

- The use of enrichment grading as an alternative to
element-diameter grading. Peak ratings in a
3/-element bundle with SEU can be reduced by using
differential enrichment across the bundle, rather than
different element diameters. However, with enrichment
grading, the improvement in element ratings decreases
with increasing burnup, and all but disappears at the
discharge burnup. By contrast, with element-diameter
grading, the benefit persists for all burnups. This
Is illustrated for 1.2* SEU in Figures 5 and 6, which
show the linear element ratings for fresh and
discharged fuel respectively for the 37-element and
CANFLEX bundles. The CANFLEX bundles have uniform
enrichment, while the 37-element bundle has enrichment
gradings (the inner elements having an enrichment of
1.44* and the outer element 0.95*).

Bundle Power, 1035 kW

FIGURE 5:
LINEAR ELEMENT RATINGS FOR

1.2% SEU, FRESH FUEL

- The effect of greater sub-division on void reactivity.
The full core static void reactivity Is slightly
greater for the 43-element bundle than for the
37-element bundle, with natural uranium fuel, and is
slightly greater with 1.2% SEU than with natural
uranium.

Recently, a detailed calculation was made of the radial
and azinuthal power-density through each pin of the
CANFLEX bundle, as a function of burnup, for both
natural uranium and 1.2% SEU. This calculation was
performed using the P U option in WIMS, with each fuel
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element divided into 12 equal-volume regions: cwo
radial, and six aziouthal. This detailed calculation
was in good agreement with the simpler calculation of
the relative ring powers used in routine calculations.
For fresh natural uranium fuel, there is a variation
in power of about 20% around the circumference of the
outer pins (with the highest power occurring in the
outward-facing sector, and the lowest in the
inward-facing sector). For fresh 1.2% SEU, this
variation is about 31%, and corresponds to a variation
in surface heat flux of about 13%. The impact on CHF
of the distribution of surface heat flux around the
circumference of the element will be investigated with
the ASSERT subchannel code.

i

Bundle Power, 1035 kW

Ç

FIGURE 6:
LINEAR ELEMENT RATINGS FOR

1.2% SEU, DISCHARGE FUEL

Another fundamental reactor physics study in support of
CAHFLEX is currently in progress : a detailed comparison
of WIMS with a Monte Carlo calculation for the CANFLEX
bundle. The primary interest in this comparison is a
check of the accuracy of the WIMS resonance treatment.
WIMS estimates the average resonance integral of the
cluster, and then makes a simplifying approximation of
the spatial variation of resonance integral across the
cluster: the infinite lattice resonance integral is
used for the interior of the bundle, while the resonance
integral of the elements in the outer ring is adjusted
to give the calculated bundle average. WIMS makes no
allowance for the two element sizes in the CANFLEX
bundle. A Monte Carlo calculation, done with sufficient
accuracy, can provide the spatial distribution of
resonance absorption across the bundle, for each of the
WIMS energy groups, and hence can serve as a
computational benchmark for the WIMS calculation.

This Monte Carlo calculation has been performed using
the HCNP code (3), for fresh, natural uranium fuel in
the CANFLEX geometry. Initial analysis indicates good
agreement across the cluster for reaction rate ratios
sensitive to U-238 resonance absorption, such as the
conversion ratio (U-238 absorptions/U-235 fissions),
and the epi-thermal to thermal VJ-238 capture ratio.
This agreement between WIMS and MCNF is insensitive to
the data library used in WIMS, whether ENDF/B-V or the
original WInfrith data. Further analysis will compare
energy-dependent U-238 resonance cross sections, and
will assess the effect of leakage on the resonance
reactions.

Validation of WIMS-AECL

One generic reactor physics activity if particular
importance to the CANFLEX program is the \-alidatlon of
WIMS-AECL (9). In the medium- to long-term, the use
of WIMS for calculating lattice properties in CANDU
reactors is to be preferred over the currently used
POWDERFUFS code, since WIMS is a more fundamentally
based code, is more flexible in application (for
example, WIMS can handle different geometries, coolants,
fuel types, and isotopes), and is generally nore
accurate. The use of WIMS will be required for SEU
fuel, and it would be preferable for use with the
CANFLEX geometry. Hence, while the validation of WIHS
against a large number of experiments is an ongoing
activity, a shorter-term focus is its validation for use
with either natural uranium or SEU in the CAHFLEX
geometry. Over the past year, much progress has been
made in the validation of the WIMS calculation of void
reactivity.

Fuel Management with CANFLEX-SBi

Over the past several years, SED fuel management studies
have been carried out to provide supporting technologies
for the CANFLEX program. Equilibrium fuel management
options have been identified for 1.2% SEU for both
existing and future CANDU reactors. The following is
a sample of the options investigated:

- In a CANDU core without adjuster rods (such as Bruce
A), a regular 2-bundle shift results in excellent
axial power profiles, particularly if the direction
of fuelling is changed to the direction of coolant
flow (10).

- In a CANDU core with adjuster rods, the checkerboard
fuelling scheme or axial shuffling can be used in the
central channels to yield good power profiles (10-12).

- In future CANDU reactors, reactivity devices can be
relocated to provide good power distributions for a
range of fuel types (13).

In addition to these equilibrium full core fuel
management studies, a part-core loading of SEU has been
studied, which can occur either during the transition
to a full core loading of SEU, or as a large-scale
demonstration of SEU fuel performance (14).

Currently, detailed simulations of the transient powers
during refuelling with 1.2% SEU are underway using the
axial shuffling fuelling scheme in a CANDU 6 reactor.
This study Is examining the changes in bundle powers as
the fuel string moves along Che channel during
refuelling, and the effect on zone control and regional
over-power protection (ROF) detectors.
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IRRADIATION PERFORMANCE

The irradiation performance of Che CANFLEX bundle is
being demonstrated via prototype bundle irradiations,
and the development of the supporting technology on
high-bumup behaviour is being achieved through a series
of both in-reactor and out-reactor Cests.

Prototype Irradiation

All arrangements are in place for the first CANFLEX
prototype irradiation Chat will use two different bundle
variants, one with all-enriched U02 fuel and the other
with natural U02 fuel in the outer elements. The
objective is to test the elements in the outer (21-
element) and central (7-element) rings at higher ratings
than are likely in service. To achieve this with the
central ring of elements* requires the reduced neutron
self-shielding offered by natural U02 fuel.

The prototype irradiation will involve two stages. In
Che firsC stage, the bundles will experience steadily
declining power during irradiation to a bundle average
burnup of about 180 MW.h/kgU. At this Ijrnup, Che two
highest burnup bundles (one of each type of outer
element) will be removed for complete destructive
examination. This first stage of the irradiation will
thus demonstrate CANFLEX irradiation at a power of
1250 kW, to natural uranium buraups.

In the second stage, the remaining bundles will be
reconstructed as a six-bundle string using Bruce filler
bundles, and the irradiation will continue to a final
burnup of about 500 HW.h/kglf. The second stage thus
demonstrates the high-bumup capability of the CANFLEX
bundle. The first phase will require about 75 full-
power days, and the second will require a further 192
full-power days. The second scage irradiation will be
followed by a full destructive examination of one (or
more) of each type of bundle

Any lessons learned will be incorporated into a second
series of 'improved' or 'advanced' CANFLEX bundles for
a second irradiation test in the NRU loops.

Power Ramp Irradiation

One of the principal support irradiations for the
CANFLEX program is the DHE-210 power ranp irradiation
of special subdivided elements to test Che performance
of three differenC CANLUB coating types from two
different fabricators--in all, five different CANLUB
coating variants, as shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1:
CANLUB COATINGS IN FOSTER RAMP EXPERIMENT

*The centre element is removed from all bundles
irradiated in Che NRU reactor loops at the Chalk
River Nuclear Laboratory (CRNL), in order to assemble
the test bundles into a vertically supported fuel
string, by means of a central tie rod that passes
through the position normally occupied by a central
fuel element.

Manufac turer

Zircatec Precision
Industries (Formerly
UECAN)

WECAN

CGE

Type

Graphite

Siloxane
(thin)

Siloxane
(thick)

Siloxane
(chin)

Siloxane
(thick)

Thi

5

2

4

2

4

cknes

(pm)

to 8

to 3

to 5

to 3

to 5

Thirty-six demountable elements containing these
variants are mounted on two demountable elenenc bundles,
currencly undergoing irradiation at low power at the
upper and lover ends of a six-bundle string in the NRU
Ul and U2 loops. Current burnup is about 300 MW.h/kgU
with an additional 256 full-power days required to
achieve the target ramp burnup of 500 JW.h/kgU. At chis
final burnup, the string will be shuffled to put the
bundles in the high-powered cencre position for a ramp
from an initial 30 kW/m to 50 kH/m.

This test will provide valuable power ramp performance
data at a burnup where no such data exists for CANDU
fuel. It will also provide a demonstration of Che
ability of CANLUB graphite and siloxane coatings to
provide protection from stress corrosion cracking (SCC)
at 500 KW.h/kgU burnup.

The predominant influence on high-burnup behaviour is
the fuel chemistry effect, which increases operacing
temperature for a given power racing ac extended
burnups. This is being addressed by membership in the
International High-Burnup Chemistry Program, coordinated
by Belgo-Nucleaire, and by a program of inactive testing
of the effect of fission products on Che conductivity
of, and fission-gas diffusion, in U02, using SIHFUEL

5

technology (15).

The data from the above program will be used in the
development and validation of a high-burnup, CANFLEX
version of the ELESIH fuel performance code.

CRITICAL HEAT FLUX TESTING

CHF tests have been performed on the CANFLEX 43-element
bundle in the MR-3 Freon loop at CRNL, using two
configurations of spacers: the first had two planes of
incernal spacers and four planes of bearing pads, and
the second had three planes of spacers and five planes
of bearing pads. In comparison to the reference 37-
element CANDU bundle (containing one plane of internal
spacers and three planes of bearing pads), both
configurations showed superior dryout performance: for
the same channel inlet conditions, the bundle scring
dryout power is increased, respectively, by about 3.5
and 15%. A preliminary analysis with a systems code
shows that, for a CANDU 6 reactor, the CCP will increase
by around 1.5% and 5%, respectively.

5SIMFUEL: a technology in which U02 pellets are
fabricated with carefully controlled quantities of non-
radioactive isocopes of the solid fission products found
in irradiated fuel elements.
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Separate tests were also performed to determine the
hydraulic resistance of the CANFLEX bundle in two
separate facilities. The results show that the CANFLEX
bundle provides the same or slightly lower flow
resistance compared to a 37-element CANDU bundle.
Further improvements in CHF, CCP and hydraulic
resistance can be achieved by:

(i) optimizing the CHF enhancement potential of the
additional spacers by relocating and redesigning
those spacers and bearing pads not needed for
element support, and

(ii) reducing the hydraulic resistance of the bundle
junctions by streamlining the endcaps and
endplates.

Experimental studies are in progress at CRNL to quantify
these improvements. Plans are being formulated to
undertake large-scale CHF tests in water, once the
details of the bundle appendages have been finalized.

SAFETY PROGRAM

Safety studies are normally undertaken to support Che
application to license a specific reactor, since
reactors are licensed, not the fuel they contain.
Despite this, it is desirable for the CANFLEX program
to establish the relative behaviour of the CANFLEX
bundle with respect to a standard, such as the 37-
element bundle, for a number of selected accident
scenarios relevant to the potential uses of the CANFLEX
bundle.

Safety analyses, for both natural uranium and SEU fuel,
have been an integral part of the CANFLEX program from
the start, in order that both the benefits and the
limitations offered by CANFLEX be understood. One
analysis has looked at the effect of the number of braze
heat-affected zones on fuel performance during a
postulated LOCA with 1.2% SEU. The effect of burnup
and power history on the steady-state fission gas
release for 1.2% SEU fuel was also examined In this
study. In another study, the peak clad temperatures
were determined for a range of initial bundle powers for
37-, 43-, and 48-element bundles for typical LOCA
scenarios.

Recently, the effect of CANFLEX on pressure tube heatup
with natural uranium fuel was examined for one
particularly demanding LOCA scenario, in the context of
the CANDU 3. The calculations showed that the lower
initial fuel temperatures (and stored heat) before the
accident with CANFLEX fuel delayed the time to pressure
tube strain.

The use of CANFLEX with natural uranium fuel, along with
suitable fuel management strategies, can enable a
reduction in fuel ratings to below 40 kW/m for most
bundles in the core, in existing and future CANDU
reactors. At this low rating, fission-gas release in
the "free inventory" is very low. This has potential
benefits not only in safety, but also in waste
management, where the "instantaneous" release of fission
products from the fuel during geological disposal in a
vault can be significantly reduced (16).

FABRICATION DEVELOPMENT

This activity is undertaken to serve as a source of fuel
bundles for irradiation and flow testing, as well as to
develop any unique specifications required for the
fabrication of the CANFLEX bundle. Because of the snail
element diameters and the use of thin wall sheath,
considerable attention vas devoted to the development

of the end cap to sheath welding process. The process
was qualified using the resistance magnetic welding
method. All specified weld characteristics were
achieved, and process capability was demonstrated as
satisfying statistical tolerance limits better than P
- 99% (99% of product within specification limits) with
a probability of - 95%.

The pellet fabrication and the braze attachment of
appendages to the sheath tubes has been done by a
commercial fuel fabricator. The jigs and welding
process for bundle assembly have been developed, and
assembly of the first bundles for irradiation testing
is currently underway.

This will be followed by the fabrication of bundles for
flow testing. Further evolution of the CANFLEX geometry
is possible as the results of CHF testing in Freon are
assessed, and any changes will be incorporated into the
fabrication development program.

FLOU TESTING

Although meaningful flow testing of the CANFLEX bundle
cannot commence until the appendage locations are
defined from the CHF test program, and the bundles fo-
such testing have been fabricated, some preliminary work
has been completed to look at pressure drop in specially
made brass bundles. Additionally, work is planned to
investigate the excitation characteristics of the small-
diameter CANFLEX elements in comparison to the reference
elements in the 37-element bundle.

CLOSURE

The CANFLEX development program is proceeding well, and
is now reaching the stage where some of the more
important and more visible demonstration tests have
started. The current program of tests to optimize the
CHF capability of the bundle should be completed by
early 1991, allowing more emphasis to be placed on the
fabrication of bundles with the necessary appendage
types and locations for large-scale flow testing. The
prototype irradiation tests will commence shortly. The
current projection is for the CANFLEX program to have
demonstrated the bundle on a laboratory scale and to
have assembled the necessary supporting technology,
such as high burnup fuel models and water CHF data, by
1995, at which time the bundle would be available for
large-scale demonstration testing in a power reactor.
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FACILITÏ REQUIREMENTS FOR A NRB REPLACEMENT

K.S. KOZIEB, H.E. ROSINGER AND J.V. DONNELLY

Systens Analysis Branch
AECL Research - Whiteshell

1. IHTRODDCTIO»

The Advanced MAPLE (Multipurpose Applied Physics
Lattice Experimental) research reactor [1] is a
multipurpose, high-flux reactor concept that has been
proposed as a possible future replacement for the
National Research Universal (NRU) research reactor at
AECL Research - Chalk River. This paper describes
the presently envisaged facility requirements for the
Advanced MAPLE research reactor as determined by a
preliminary assessment of the needs expressed by
experimental users.

Some details of the preconceptual design work for
an Advanced MAPLE research reactor that has proceeded
in conjunction vith this assessment, specifically
involving the choice of H20 or D20 as coolant, are
presented in a companion paper [2] at this
conference. A clear statement of the facility
requirements is necessary for the Advanced MAPLE
research reactor design activities to proceed beyond
the preconceptual design stage.

In general, the main performance requirements for
an NRU replacement represent an extension to, or
enhancement of, the R&D activities presently per-
formed in NRU, but vith improved cost effectiveness.
Thus, the Advanced MAPLE research reactor design must
provide a higher fast neutron flux than NRU for
materials irradiation experiments, but at a lover
total core pover of about 50 HW(t). Similarly, the
peak unperturbed thermal neutron flux for the
Advanced MAPLE research reactor vould be signifi-
cantly higher than that obtained with NRU, and vould
enhance the capability of AECL Research to perform
pure and applied research using extracted neutron
beams. In addition, the Advanced MAPLE research
reactor vould be required to play a backup role to
the MAPLE-X10 reactor (3,4,5], presently being
constructed at AECL Research - Chalk River, for the
production of commercial isotopes.

Brief descriptions of the types of experimental
facilities that have been identified as being
required for the Advanced MAPLE research reactor are
presented along vith a statement of their intended
use or justification. For example, a continuing need
is forecast for several, vertical experimental loop
sites in the D20 reflector tank, each independently
cooled vith light vater. The types of assemblies
that vould be irradiated in the loop sites include
fast-neutron (FN) fuel rods, single or trefoil
instrumented fuel element assemblies, CANDU* fuel
bundles, and fusion breeder blanket experiments. New
experimental capabilities vould be provided by the
addition of cold and hot neutron sources and their
associated horizontal neutron guide tubes. Some of
the general requirements identified for the reactor
building and associated experiment halls are also
discussed.

* CARada Deuterium Uranium. Registered
trademark.

2. BACKGROUND

The NRU research reactor at AECL Research - chalk
River has been the prime facility in Canada for pure
and applied neutron research for over three decades.
Hovever, like other research reactors of similar
vintage throughout the vorld, it is faced vith the
challenge of meeting present day performance and
regulatory requirements, and it may require extensive
refurbishment to extend its useful life. Important
decisions must be made as to the type of research
reactor facility Canada vill need both in the near
term and into the 21" century.

The two basic options facing AECL are to perform a
major upgrade of NRU or to consider the construction
of a new research reactor facility. AECL is present-
ly developing a nev base of research reactor techno-
logy to support the MAPLE class of research
reactor [6] and is constructing a 10-MW(t) initial
unit, MAPLE-X10, at AECL,Research - Chalk River. A
higher-pover version, referred to as the Advanced
MAPLE research reactor concept [1], has been proposed
earlier as a possible replacement for NRU, with the
original impetus being the consideration of a core
design that could be retrofitted to the existing NRU
D20 tank. This earlier work on an Advanced MAPLE
research reactor forms the starting point for the
present assessment. Hovever, the possibility of an
entirely nev research reactor facility is now
assumed.

Because the main purpose of this paper is to
provide an initial statement of the foreseeable
facility requirements, it may serve as a useful
starting point for subsequent, more-detailed assess-
ments, regardless of which option is pursued by AECL
to meet Canada's future neutron research needs.
Indeed, this subject is an ongoing one, and the
present work has benefited from the deliberations of
previous internal reviews, especially those of the
Future Irradiation Research Facilities (FIRF)
committee and its predecessor, the Future Uses of
Research Reactors (FURR) committee.

3. TERMS OF REFERENCE

The information contained in this paper has been
compiled from an internal review conducted over
approximately a six-month period from 1989 July to
December. The results are primarily based on discus-
sions vith numerous individuals at AECL Research -
Chalk River and from several written recommenda-
tions [7,8,9]. Also, this information was intended
to be used solely as a basis for discussion and feed-
back, so that the user needs and priorities could be
more clearly defined subsequently.

Ho attempt has been made to set priorities for the
identified experimental facility requirements for an
Advanced MAPLE research reactor. However, some
thought vas given to the mutual compatibility of
diverse technical needs in a single, multipurpose
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research reactor facility. While it may be techni-
cally desirable to have two separate research reactor
facilities devoted to fast neutron and thermal
neutron applications, respectively, this option vas
not considered.

Because this preliminary assessment is concerned
primarily with technical requirements and feasibility
issues, no attempt has been made to estimate the cost
of the proposed experimental facilities. Also, this
assessment is concerned only with the experimental
facilities that directly impact the reactor design
and not with the equipment they serve.

While it is conceivable that a replacement for NRU
might not be required until early into the
21st century, it is also possible that unanticipated
problems with the operation of NRSJ could necessitate
the construction of a replacement as early as the
mid-1990's. Thus, the Advanced MAPLE research
reactor must be based on the most up-to-date MAPLE
nuclear technology.

4. GENERAL FACILITY REQUIREMENTS

The Advanced MAPLE design concept must satisfy the
following general needs:

1. Enhanced AECL Research neutron research
capabilities

The Advanced MAPLE research reactor should
provide a peak fast neutron flux of 2 to
3 x 1 0 " n.m-z.s'1 (in a central irradiation
site) and a peak (unperturbed) thermal flux of
1 x 1019 n.m-^-s-1 (in the radial reflector
tank). It must be a flexible, multipurpose
instrument with facilities common to both
beam-tube and materials-test research reactor
types.

2. Isotope production

The Advanced HAPLE research reactor must be
capable of serving as a backup to MAPLE-X10
for the production of short-lived commercial
radioisctopes to meet contractual obligations.
Also, it must continue to supply the longer-
lived commercial isotopes presently generated
in NRU. In the future, the high neutron flux
of the Advanced MAPLE research reactor may
facilitate entry to transuranic isotope
markets.

3. Increased commercial revenue and external
support

Appropriate irradiation facilities must be
provided to support both present and future
generations of CANDU power reactor designs.
Also, a cold neutron source (CNS) with asso-
ciated neutron guides is desirable to support
national scientific programs and commercial
ventures, such as neutron radiography.

4. Safety

The Advanced MAPLE research reactor must
incorporate state-of-the-art safety principles
and features for reactors of this type. For
example, the reactor core fac i l i ty would
l i k e l y be located within a containment
building structure.

5. Reduced costs

Operating costs should be reduced relative to
NRU through the use of a moderate total power
level of 50 MW(t) (reduced fissile consump-
tion) and through consolidation of support
staff requirements (e.g., centralized control
room design as opposed to physical separation
of reactor and experimental loop control
functions). Design and development costs must
be minimized through the use of existing MAPLE
research reactor technology to the greatest
extent practicable.

6. Maintainability

The reactor design must facilitate frequent
replacement of the entire core fuel loading on
a regular basis (roughly every 40 full-power
days). Also, core structural components that
will be exposed to high fast-neutron fluences
must be designed for easy replacement.

5. DESCRIPTION OF NOMINAL ADVANCED MAPLE REACTOR

A nominal reference design for the Advanced MAPLE
research reactor was established based on the
information of Reference 1 and from discussions with
the developers of the MAPLE concept and potential
users. The main specifications for the Advanced
MAPLE research reactor core are the following:

Fuel: 19.7 wt!5 235U enriched U3SiAl clad in
Al; similar to MAPLE-X10, but with
possibly a different ratio of U in Al.

60 elements of NRU-sized fuel pins per
hexagonal assembly; 8.01 cm flat-to-
flat.

Fuelled core: 12 fuelled sites in an annular
configuration, similar to the outer
ring sites of a 19-site MAPLE core
arrangement.

1-m high fuelled zone.

Reference operating power is 50 MU(t).
The target core lifetime between
refuellings is 40 full-power days.

Central Site: Fast-neutron materials irradiation
loop occupying the 7 central sites of
a 19-site MAPLE lattice.

Nominal loop outside diameter (O.D.)
is 10 cm; sample region O.D. is 6 cm.
Nominal sample region height is 30 cm,
giving a sample region volume of about
850 cm3.

Cooling: Forced circulation of pressurized H20
or D20 primary coolant; upward flow is
chosen to avoid flow reversal on loss
of forced circulation. Flow velocity
is 12 m/s. Inlet conditions are
1.0 MPa, 38'C; outlet conditions are
0.37 MPa, 57»C.

Separate cooling systems for the
central site and other experimental
loops.
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Control: 6 (or more) axial, hafnium neutron
absorber blades located between the
fuelled core and the radial reflector
tank. Locating the absorbers outside
the fuelled zone ensures that control
absorber insertion is not opposed by
the primary coolant flov.

Reflector: Cylindrical D20 reflector tank nomi-
nally extending 1.5 m from the fuelled
core in all directions. Thus, its
height is about 4 m and its outside
diameter is about 3.5 m. (Note: for
comparison, the NRU D20 vessel has a
height of 3.658 m and an OD of
3.505 m)

Reactor Pool: The reactor core and reflector tank
are immersed in a light water pool,
functioning as shielding and safety
heat sink. The total pool depth would
be at least 10 m, although this para-
meter has not received detailed
evaluation. The radial thickness of
the H20 annulus will be 0.5 to 1.0 m,
so that the pool OD is nominally about
5 m.

The reactor pool is contained within a
metal liner vessel, most likely
stainless steel.

Shielding: The reactor pool is contained within a
heavy-concrete biological shield
structure with a nominal thickness of
about 2 m. The required thickness of
concrete depends on the thickness of
the H20 annulus and should be in the
range of 1.89 to 2.05 m [10]. The
general background dose rate on
external contact is about 0.25 mrem/h,
apart from contributions from beam
tube penetrations.

The main design options for the Advanced MAPLE
research reactor relate to the choice of H20 or D20
as primary coolant and to the selection of the
primary coolant pressure boundary. With D20 primary
coolant, either a pressurized tank configuration can
be used, as proposed in the original Advanced MAPLE
research reactor concept [1], or a separate primary
coolant loop contained in a Core Pressure Boundary
Tube (CPBT) can be used, similar to that proposed for
the Advanced Neutron Source (ANS) [11). With H20
primary coolant, a CPBT must be used, most likely
with a narrow annulus of unpressurized pool water
(containing the absorber control blades) between the
core and the D20 reflector tank. A schematic layout
of the Advanced MAPLE research reactor core in the
D20 tank is shown in Figure la, and the CPBT arrange-
ment for an H20-cooled version is shown in Figure lb.
The latter arrangement vas favoured in the present
assessment [2]; however, more detailed design work
would be necessary to reach definitive conclusions.

6. REACTOR EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND REQUIREMENTS

6.1 Central Materials Testing LOOP

A strong need exists for a new, high-flux, fast-
neutron materials test facility in Canada to serve
the CANDU power reactor program, because the fast
flux experienced in present-day CANDU reactors

(3.9 x 1017 n-m^.s 1 nominal peak value at the pres-
sure tube) is comparable to the highest values that
can be achieved in the fast-neutron experimental
loops in NRU. Experimental irradiations at higher
fast fluxes are necessary to be able to predict the
changes in the physical properties of structural
materials before they occur in the power reactors and
to test new alloys. Consequently, some materials
irradiations in support of the CANDU reactor program
are now being performed offshore.

MAPLE Fuel assembly

FIGURE 1: (a) SCHEMATIC LAYOUT OF THE ADVANCED
MAPLE RESEARCH REACTOR CORE IN THE D20
TANK AND (b) THE CPBT ARRANGEMENT FOR
AW H20-C00LED VERSION

The required materials irradiation facility should
have a fairly large volume of about 800 cm3 for
materials samples, and the fast neutron fluence
experienced must be known to within ± 10Z. Also, the
temperatures of the samples roust be comparable to
those experienced in CANDU power reactors (260-350°C
for pressure tube samples and 70-100-C for calandria
tube samples) and must be known to within about
± 5°C. Temperature gradients across the materials
samples must be kept small, especially for hydrided
samples.

The central loop site of the Advanced MAPLE
research reactor is reserved for fast-neutron
irradiations of materials. The calculated average
fast flux (En > 0.8 MeV) is about 3 x 10" n-m^.s"1

over the nominal central loop volume of 850 cm3 and
would result in a neutron damage rate about 15 times
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greater than that found in a typical CANDU power
reactor. The fast, intermediate and thermal fluxes
achievable in the Advanced MAPLE research reactor are
shown as a function of radial distance from the core
centre in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 2 : TYPICAL RADIAL FLUX DISTRIBUTION IN
AN ADVANCED MAPLE RESEARCH REACTOR

The neutron and gamma heating of the materials in
the central site would be about 11 tf/g (assuming Zr
samples occupying about 10Z of the sample volume).
Loop cooling is a significant problem at this power
density, given the requirement of maintenance of
sample temperature within a fairly tight tolerance.
The detailed design of the central materials irradia-
tion loop was not considered in this assessment;
however, it would be desirable to use a re-entrant
configuration for loop cooling, so that the rig would
be inserted as a unit from the top of the reactor.

6.2 Fuel Irradiation Loops

Approximately tour or five independently cooled
reactor loop sites in the D20 reflector tank appear
to be required to support fuel irradiations of
various types. These loops would include the
following:

6.2.1 Fast-Neutron (FN) Loops. At least one, and
probably two, experimental loop sites would be
required for fast-neutron fuel irradiations for
materials damage experiments. A second fast neutron
flux level, lower than that provided by the central
site, is necessary to distinguish the possible
effects of flux and fluence on the changes in
material properties with irradiation. More
importantly, perhaps, the FN fuel loops extend the
available volume of high-quality fast-neutron
irradiation space and increase the flexibility to
serve proposed experiments with differing
requirements.

Fast-neutron fuel assemblies typically consist of
an annular arrangement of tightly spaced, small-
diameter fuel pins surrounding a central cavity for
experimental samples. The fuel operates at high
linear power ratings to create a strong fast flux in
the central region.

The location of the FN fuel loops in the reactor
core should be selected to provide approximately the
same total loop power as is presently obtained in NRU
(e.g., about 5 Mlf(t) for a fresh Mark-7-type FN fuel
rod). Because the power and flux obtainable with the
fast-neutron fuel rod decline with irradiation, some
means of controlling the local thermal flux indepen-
dently of the total core power (e.g., by means of
local adjuster rods or an 3 H e shroud) might be
necessary to maintain a constant flux history to
satisfy experimental objectives.

Ideally, the presence of fuelled FN loops should
not degrade the fast-to-thermal flux ratio and the
total thermal flux obtainable at thermal irradiation
sites that are distant from the loop sites. Also,
voiding of the H20 coolant from an FN loop site must
represent a manageable change in the core reactivity
(e.g., <+6 mk).

Our preliminary neutronics calculations show that
a fresh Hark-7 FN fuel assembly would achieve a total
power of 5 HW(t) in a loop located about 60 cm from
the core centre. Voiding the H20 coolant increased
the reactivity by 3.6 mk. However, more detailed FN
fuel neutronics calculations are required to deter-
mine the radial flux gradients across the FN fuel rod
to ensure adequate uniformity of irradiation of the
material samples and to evaluate the peak-to-average
ratio of FN fuel element ratings.

6.2.2 Fuel Test L O O P S . At least one, but preferably
two, small-diameter, high-integrity loops are
required for testing single fuel elements or trefoil
fuel element assemblies. These experimental loops
are used to characterize fuei behaviour over a wide
range of conditions and are necessary to support both
CANDU reactor and research reactor fuel development
programs.

The fuel assemblies irradiated in these fuel test
loops are typically highly instrumented. The types
o£ experiments that might be performed include [7]

- steady state,
- fuel defect,
- loss of coolant (small, medium, large break),
- loss of regulation,
- load following,
- power boost,
- thermalhydraulic (departure from nucleate

boiling, onset of significant void, critical
heat flux, etc.), and

- severe fuel damage.

These loops should be located so that the required
fuel power ratings are obtained using fuel with an
enrichment of less than 5% for cost reasons. A
representative case for the simulation of this type
of loop has not been defined.

6.2.3 CANDD Fuel Loop. A loop facility is required
for the irradiation of a CANDU pressure tube and fuel
bundle assembly to support CANDU power reactor fuel
bundle design and the study o£ advanced fuel cycles.
The loop would be used primarily for lifetime
(soaking) tests of fuel bundles, but might also be
used to test new fuel channel concepts. This loop
would be vertical and would be cooled by light water.

The location of this loop should be chosen so that
a 37-element, natural U02 CANDU fuel bundle would
operate at fuel power ratings representative of
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present-generation CANDU power reactors. However,
this loop should also be able to operate at the
conditions required to demonstrate new bundle designs
(e.g., CANFLEX) and other enrichment levels
(e.g., slightly enriched uranium (SEU) or tandem fuel
cycles). The minimum requirement is that the loop
accommodate at least one CANDU-type fuel bundle, but
there appears to be no difficulty in using an axial
stack of three or more fuel bundles.

Our preliminary calculations show that an experi-
mental loop containing an axial stack of three,
37-element, natural U02 CANDU fuel bundles located at
a distance of 60 cm from the core centre would
achieve peak bundle powers of about 750 kW(t).
Voiding of the light water coolant from this loop
increased the reactivity by a modest 0.8 mk.

6.2.4 Fission Product "Ho. The driver fuel region
of the Advanced MAPLE research reactor is not being
designed to accommodate the substitution of "Mo
target fuel assemblies. Therefore, it is suggested
that such fuel assemblies (if required) be designed
for insertion into the experimental loops if the
reactor is required to temporarily assume a backup
role to MAPLE-X10.

6.2.5 Other Loop Usage. Experimental loops can also
be used for experiments requiring a high thermal flux
that do not contain reactor fuel, especially if the
heat loads generated by the experiment are
appreciable or if carefully controlled irradiation
conditions are required. At present, the only non-
fuel type of experimental loop usage that is readily
identifiable appears to be a continuation of the
fusion-breeder-blanket tritium production experiments
presently underway in NRU.

It is suggested that non-fuel loop experiments be
performed in defuelled FN loop sites or other loop
sites on a case-by-case basis.

6.3 Isotope Irradiation and Production Requirements

The main isotopes presently produced in NRU are
"Mo (fission product)) 60Co (high specific activity
60Co from the control rods)! 192Ir and 131I (from
tellurium oxide targets) from multicapsule rods; 125I
using enriched xenon targets; and l4C (from the
irradiation of an A1N adjuster rod). For the
Advanced MAPLE research reactor, isotope production
by neutron activation would be performed in general-
purpose vertical tubes through the D20 reflector
tank. The number, sizes and locations of these tubes
have not yet been specified.

Production of "Mo by neutron absorption in 98Ho
targets may be practical in the high thermal flux
environment of the Advanced MAPLE research reactor
reflector tank. Also, there appears to be some
interest in examining the potential for production of
the higher actinides, such as 252Cf.

The need for special facilities for the large-
volume production of neutron transmutation doped
(NTD) Si is uncertain. Production of NTD Si in
MAPLE-X10 requires several thermal flux irradiation
sites capable of handling samples that are about
15 cm in diameter by 1 m long. Future demand will
likely increase for larger samples about 20 cm in
diameter. Since the necessary thermal flux is only
about 2 to 3 x 1017 n.m^.s"1, NTD Si irradiation

sites would be readily placed in the H20 annulus
surrounding the D20 reflector tank of the Advanced
MAPLE research reactor. Such irradiation sites would
likely have little impact on other experiments.

6.4 Neutron Physics Requirements

6.4.1 Beam Tubes. Thermal neutron beams are
extracted from a research reactor by placing a voided
tube into a region of high neutron flux in the
reflector. A tangential beam tube configuration,
where the axis of the beam tube does not directly
view the core, is often preferred to reduce core
gamma rays. Neutron beams are important tools in
many areas of basic research, such as condensed
matter physics where they are particularly useful for
studying the structural and magnetic properties of
materials. Neutron beams of various types can be
used for neutron scattering and diffraction, neutron
radiography, prompt gamma-ray neutron activation
analysis, and cancer treatment using the technique of
Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT).

Although the neutron research users desire [8] a
large number of horizontal, tangential beam tubes for
the Advanced MAPLE research reactor, it is difficult
to arrange the geometry of a large number of these
horizontal tubes between the vertical loops and
irradiation sites already penetrating the reflector
tank. Also, the maximum number of neutron spectro-
meters that would be installed external to the
biological shielding is limited to six by geometric
considerations [9].

The preferred size of beam tube is elliptical with
dimensions about 20 cm high by 10 cm wide [9J. The
nose of the beam tube should be in the peak of the
thermal flux (about 35 cm from the core centre). All
beam tubes should be at the same convenient height of
about 122 cm (4 ' above the floor of the experiment
h a l l , so that e x p e r i m e n t a l equipment is
i n terchangeable.

A divergent, horizontal, tangential beam tube,
with the small end at the reactor core, is required
for neutron radiography.

6.4.2 Cold Neutron Source. A cold neutron source
(CNS) is a region of cryogenically cooled neutron-
scattering medium that is inserted into a high
thermal flux region of the reflector. It "tailors"
the neutron flux spectrum to longer wavelengths
(lower energies) to meet the needs of experimental
users. The CNS services several beam tubes, usually
referred to as "neutron guides", that carry the
neutrons over long distances to experiments located
in a well-shielded neutron guide hall. In recent
years, many CNSs have been established at other
neutron research centres worldwide, so that they have
become almost a standard tool for condensed matter
research.

A cold neutron source will be a very important
feature of the Advanced MAPLE research reactor.
Specifications for this device are not available, but
a typical D2 CNS would occupy a cylindrical volume
approximately 30 cm in diameter (an H2 CNS would have
a smaller diameter) and be positioned about 35 cm
from the core centre.

The choice of neutron-scattering medium for the
CNS (i.e., liquid H2 or D2) is an open question that
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will require much further study at a later date. A
CNS based on D2 would probably give the highest cold
neutron yield per unit reactor thermal power, but a
CNS based on Hj vould be smaller, safer (less
hydrogen) and less expensive.

The CNS will be inserted from above to facilitate
thermosiphon circulation and will be similar in
design to the facilities presently in service at
other world-class research reactors.

It has been requested [8] that the CNS for the
Advanced MAPLE research reactor serve two tangential
neutron guides on opposite sides of the reactor core,
plus a direct (radial) neutron guide.

6.4.3 Hot Hentron Source. A hot neutron source
(HNS) functions much like a CNS, except that it
tailors the neutron spectrum to shorter wavelengths.
The neutron- scattering medium for a HNS is usually
heated graphite.

Specifications and requirements for the HNS are
not available. However, the HNS location would
likely be greater than 35 cm from the core centre
(for comparison, the HNS proposed for the ANS reactor
would be located at the outside edge of the D20
reflector). It vould serve one tangential beam tube
that may be at a higher elevation (e.g., 137 cm or
4'6") than the thermal beam tubes.

6.à Pneumatic and Hydraulic Capsule Facilities

A pneumatic capsule (rabbit) facility is required
for short-duration neutron activation analysis
experiments. This facility would consist of a
dedicated, vertical-tube irradiation site In the
reflector containing two or three independent sample
lines. The pneumatic capsule facility vould likely
be located well beyond the thermal flux peak to
provide a high thermal-to-fast flux ratio and to
minimize gamma heating of the irradiation capsules.

For capsule irradiations lasting a few days or for
those requiring seme cooling, an hydraulic capsule
Irradiation facility vould be more appropriate. The
present hydraulic capsule facility in NRU is D20
cooled, but we see no reason why a similar facility
for the Advanced MAPLE research reactor could not be
cooled with H20.

7. BUILDING REQUIREMENTS

Some of the general considerations given to the
layout proposed for the Advanced Neutron Source
(ANS) [11] will be used as a guide; however, it is
important to note that the proposed ANS reactor is,
first and foremost, a bean-tube type of research
reactor. The Advanced MAPLE research reactor, unlike
the ANS, would have several Important experimental
loops that would require careful integration into the
building structure. Also, we have been advised [9]
that it is very important to take into account
various aspects of the building structure and the
special needs of the users from the outset of the
reactor design.

Some of the general facility requirements that
have been requested include

- The neutron guide hall should be rectangular in
shape with the reactor at one end and suffi-

ciently long (about 250 m) to accommodate the
cold neutron guides with their spectrometers.

• The neutron beam room (an area in the reactor
building external to the radial concrete shield
at about the core elevation) should have as low
a background radiation level as possible. Cold
neutron guides should be passed through an
additional shielding wall before entering the
neutron guide hall.

• XY-cranes vith 2-tonne capacity are required
above the thermal neutron spectrometers out to
approximately 6 m from the concrete biological
shield.

The experiment halls should have very strong
floor loadings. Some contemporary experimental
equipment weighs up to 70 tonnes.

The experiment halls should provide easy user
access for neutron scattering and radiography
research with a minimum of security
restrictions. Reactor operation and control
areas requiring restricted access should be
physically separated from the experiment areas.

Regularly scheduled, frequent shutdowns are
necessary to facilitate an intensive user
program that requires frequent equipment adjust-
ments for short-duration experiments. However,
neutrons should be available at >60% of full
power for at least 80X of the calendar year.
Thus, a brief mid-cycle reactor shutdown might
be desirable for an Advanced MAPLE research
reactor operating on a reference 40-day fuelling
cycle.

8. COMPATIBILITY OF EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES

Whereas it appears technically possible to service
all the foreseeable neutron research needs with a
single, multipurpose, Advanced MAPLE research
reactor, conflicts could arise that would require
very careful scheduling and the establishment of
clear priorities for experiments. Such conflicts
could arise from both the compact nature of the MAPLE
core with consequent spatial congestion near the
thermal flux peak and from conflicting experimental
needs.

In principle, no conflict exists between fast
neutron materials irradiations performed inside the
fuelled core and thermal neutron activities conducted
in the reflector, since the latter are primarily
benefitting from neutrons that escape the core
region. However, this approximation holds true only
if the volume of the experimental facilities in the
reflector and the nature of their contents do not
degrade the neutronic performance of the reflector
prohibitively.

The main compatibility issues concern the activi-
ties performed in the reflector region. Our prelimi-
nary investigations show that a fresh FN fuel
assembly would increase the fast-to-thermal flux
ratio of a thermal flux site located at 90° azimu-
thally from the FN loop by about 5X and would depress
the thermal flux at the thermal flux site by about
202. A possible means of limiting the adverse
impacts of fuelled loop sites on the thermal beam
tubes would be to cluster the fuelled loops toward
the opposite side of the reflector tank from the
majority of the beam tubes.
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Clearly, more detailed technical assessment is
required to address the complex neutronic inter-
actions of the proposed experimental f a c i l i t i e s .
Such an assessment would require the establishment of
both a plausible geometric layout for the various
experimental loops, beam tubes and neutron sources
and a typical reference loading of the fac i l i t ies .

9 . CONCLUSION

The large number of research reactor fac i l i ty
requirements identified in this study suggests that
Canada v i l l continue to need a s ta te-of- the-ar t
neutron source equivalent to, or surpassing the
capabi l i t ies of, the present NRU reactor for many
years to come. Host of the research ac t iv i t i es
ident i f ied represent a continuation of programs
presently underway in NRU, but they would benefit
from the enhanced capabilities that an Advanced MAPLE
design could provide. Probably the most pressing
Canadian neutron research needs are for a high fast
flux materials irradiation facil i ty to support the
CANDU power reactor program and for a Cold Neutron
Source to support basic research. The Advanced MAPLE
research reactor design approach offers the future
prospect of enhanced cost effectiveness through the
achievement of higher flux levels than NRU (albeit
over limited volumes) at a lower total thermal power.
The needs of a l l the identified applications could
likely be met with a single Advanced MAPLE research
r e a c t o r f a c i l i t y , a l t h o u g h p r o b a b l y not
simultaneously.

[9J HARVEY, M., p r i v a t e communication to
H.E. Rosinger, 1989 November 10.

[10] McILWAIN, H., p r i v a t e communication to
K.S. Kozier, 1989 October 27.

[11] PERETZ, F.J. , "The Advanced Neutron Source -
Designing to Meet the Needs of the User
Community", IAEA-SM-310/9, Presented at
Internat ional Symposium on Research Reactor
Safety, Operations and Modifications, CRNL,
1989 October 23-27.
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REVIEW OF CANADIAN CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE DESIGN
OF ITER
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ABSTRACT

an International d^sian t.p.ifn comprised of member0 the
Soviet Union, the United States of America. Japan, the
European Community and Canada are in the process of
designing an expérimenta] fusion reactor. This project,
oresently in the conceptual design phase, has been
ongoing since May of 19SS» and is headquartered at the
Max Planck Institute fur Plasma Physik in Garching West
Germany. The performance objectives for the
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER)
are to demonstrate controlled plasma ignition, extended
burn using tritium .and deuterium, and in-situ testing of
power reactor-relevant materials, systems anci
technologies. Canadian agencies, coordinated through
and including the Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology
Project (CFFTP), have made significant contributions to
the present reference design of this device;
specifically in the areas of tritium systems, reactor-
configuration and maintenance, nuclear safety and
facility layout. This paper will:

1. Review the present status of the ITER project,

?. Outline the depth and breadth of Canadian
involvement;-, and contributions :

5. Describe the ] ikeJy terms of reference for the
next, design phase..

INTRODUCTION

Thf eeginninq

Fusion nnerqy h.a? the n o t a n t i a l t o maK-' .;i subr- tant i . i l
c o n t r i b u t i o n t o the --oJ u t i o n of th»11 wo. ' d * ' energy
problem:- i n tlv? niv/t <*>'nti.irv; not on ly ivr pi odur i nci
e l e c t r i c a l oower w i th a >.'ii tu.'ji Jy I J ni 11, ICBS f n e l , but bv
r t i sn l . i cma enecuv •̂••l m-; whi- h nrodiK.»-* qt "^nh-.-us-? oas*-:-
In a d d i t i o n , t t i f i ^ wouldbT no iij r^jj-rfns w i l h dispc^.al of
i r r îd i . i ted f u e l , ind r n r e t u l :>i» ] ec t ) • >n of m.jti-'ri.îl:1 f o r
a comme i '" i.-ii P I ̂  >cji am woul<"! re-sult i n v^rv 11 mi ted

ijii?*t t h i - cior.ivnt J.:: 1 . i^xper i mental iaci i i t.:ie"-- w j i 1 hav^
to hi--' ri^-r- jt^npd. oonstructPd .ind >o>-?r..iter! which w i l l
T'onf i r m the phyr J es Û^II ampt^i ̂  . r- lo r 11 v t.h»"j -«CA It^-tiji
O' inclpK?^ , .anrJ ?ï-talJÎi:-h ...in ^ n r j i i w r inq rl.it.-ibd'-t3 t-•(
comiif:1) - ûfl I f us ion In the car-e of tl>:- macinptj'-
-::• mi" Mir'-meni. fu:? ion proqt dm . Ui»*1 need f'.'i o ma ior next,-
••"t.ep cxpen n^'ntai and encii n^er ing ck-v!>:••? h.:f; br-fn
re'-' jqm zeef a1.'- .3 nec^soary nulestonr- m . i l l of t.h»= l.jrqr-
nataonai f uc ion progi-nini- tht onghotit t.ii*^ worlr l .

To this end. an unprecedented project study was proposed
in 1986 at a summit between then U.Ti. President konalci
P(?rtqan and USSR f-1 r:>t Secretary Gorbachev. Quickly
joined by the EC and Japan, this imti3tave developed
into the ITER Fusion Oesign Study. which is presently
Hearing the end of the conceptual design phase in
Garching West Germany. Unique in its international
scope and scale, this project quickly became the focus
of PAD and design activity in the international fusion
community- Canada participates at- one of the EC
contributors, via a special Memorandum of Understanding
with the Euratom agency headquartered in Brussels.

The purpose

The purpose of the ITER pro jec t (which means:- "the way"

in La t i n , and which is the acronym fo r In ternat iona]

Thermonucleai Engineering Reactor ) i s to pool

]ntern 31icna1 resea re h. expe r t l s e and funding in the

design of the next-step machine; and i f approved by the

par tners , w i l l lead t o the const ruct ion of the device.

Reside? avoiding cos t ly dur-î îcat ion o1 e f f o r t , the

momentum of the foci;.-ed internat ional , e f f o r t should lead

to a commercial fus ion prototype: hopeful 1 y in 1 ht? ear ! y

par t of the next century.

At. present, appro* iin.*tt?ly V, f u l l - t u n e S i - ien l rM^ and

eng"j neers ! aid13-:! h y numerous hctw t.fam or *>f er.si ..in-' is

from each partner > i r« r e f i n i ng the design .-.oncept. in i '

p-prforminti pre.t iminarv enenne^r ing for -^uch -t f a c i l i t y .

Canac)3 > '::ommi t t ed con t r i bu t i on ovei the th i ee veai

'tonc^ot ph.ti^e 1.̂  t-~-r t^n man- •/**;-•-• of tii*-? \an ef tot t ,

whjch in J 9ft° re^nltpr i 1 ri i.\v_ attachment, of the one

fu l l-tim*? ' ; ta f f '?r . .-tnd the "il r>^ t o-^rî.!•• mai.i'^n -if nine

ftpeciti'i Jvts in •; tratocij^" t^hrn- ' .a l <jic'i-- -*uoh .3^ h i t j u n i

•!7« t.t-''fl;*v - P^moti"1 MM nci ! ina -inrj Nnr L^ r̂ S^fi^tv . '"aru.ii.i

.TJSO cnnt.ribute'*- i 01. '•** the JO nn J i K-n dol lar ' - M l . " . •

p*̂ i- y-'.ir t.h.?t t.hp Kr •"••>ntribut.>'i-- f---i '•!.inP'"'ri.i no I T'--U

hi- mi=--]'Yi t-^i Mu- I ÎITP in.li hi ni*. 3- - - t . . i fd hv th.- ITTP
oun:- 1 I v- /:T- f<--J low:..

) D^m^n^.t.iMt.o- t.fa1 e-r3irt i t . i f 1 :. . ind 1.erhnc>lo:i t-- ,• 1

t ' ' . j ; - l!")i 11 t.y of- fi j '-v-'M pfïwrr .

* 0>'rnonr"1 t i ' i ï t . i • ' ' T ï i t r o l l p d l a n i t i ' ^ n .snd uvti^nrinrj

b u r n o f n P-T P'I .if. ma. w i t h t l i r c|f\i I of r-tt=-.u1v-

M.a1>'' "^••ot^t 1 on .
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c ) Demons 1.1 'ate essential technologies- such as
•superconducting magneto . divprtor matunalp and
OT fuelling systems..

To be considered successful, thf testing phase must also
support the design and >t=. extrapolation to commercial
machines.

Fhe design objectives for the iT£R proiect team are:

1. Specify the technical characteristics for ITER
and do the design work necessary to establish a
ccnceptual design.

? - Tden t if y R&D needs, resources and schedu1 ing
requirements to realize the design of such a
device.

3. Define site requirements for ITER and perform a
safety and environmental analysis.

4. Perform specific validating R&D work in support

of design objectives.

PRESENT STATUS OF THE PROJECT

Basic Device Design Concept

Although the basics of this device were described in a
similar paper presented at last year's CNS conference,
a brief outline is still in order.

At its present stage of design, the ITER machine is a
magnetic confinement device of the Tokamak type. The
plasma is contained in a "magnetic bottle" within a
vacuum chamber such that the plasma, under normal
conditions, will not contact the sides of the chamber.
A set of poloidal and toroidal superconducting magnets
Keep the plasma suspended in the plasma chamber, with
the space between the plasma and the chamber wall acting
as a thermal insulator.

The torus-shaped plasma chamber, as presently
envisioned, is larger than any existing machine by about
a factor of two, with the major radius of 6.0 meters (.to
the plasma chamber center line) and a minor radius of
2.15 meters. Accordingly, each of the 16 TF coils is
about 1? meters.

The vacuum chamber will be fuelled by isotopes of
hydrogen: all high-Z contaminants must be minimized
prior to initiation of the pult"?, and during long
pulses, in order to ensure that they do not "poison" the
fusion reaction by radiating heat out of the plasma.
Energy will be added to the olasma in several ways to
elevate the ion temperature to that necessarv for a
se]f-sustaining reaction, about 10* ev. The primary
method is to induce a current in the plasma by ramping
current in the PF coils. In llfcft. the plasma ohnnc
heating currents are envisioned at 27 MA at p*aK.
However, current ramping has a finite tim* 1 mut. and
must be augmented by auxiî) i-3i y heating syst^mr- for
rteady-otate opeiation. These can be one of or alt of
Neutr<il fi^am Injection. RP He.itinq, or other forms of
current drive

There are two major modec-, of operation envicwoned for
the lTl'R devirs; for the fii-;T. f»*w yrvu"1 the experiments
win etnphar-ize plasma phyrK's- ISM*?*, initially. 0-D

reactions wi'Ji be investigated, to avoid activation and
to alLow the use of <iiaqnostic instruments which cannot
toi^rat** A neutron envi ronment.

The second operational phase will be the technology
phase, which wiiJ be characterized by Jong-pulse fusion
reactions simulating commercial reactor conditions to
test materials, equipment, seJf-sustaining D-T fusion.
At this stage, experiments will stress the nature of
steady-state operation, and the effects of the 14 MeV
neutron flux on the candidate tritium breeder blankets
and on the materials of the tokamak.

Shortly after this ohase begins, only remote maintenance
of the device (via robotic manipulators) will be
possible since the activation levels will be too high
for manned access. The range of diagnostic data
gathering will be reduced, since much of the D-0 phase
diagnostic instruments will not survive the neutron
environment. This phase will continue until the device
has accumulated one full power year of operation, at
1000 HW of fusion power. This will also expose the in-
vessel components to a wall load of approximately 1.0
MW/m of neutrons for one year; which will allow
assessment of breeder performance and materials effects.

Key Technical Questions

One of the important outcomes of any design study is the
identification of critical technical issues which will
have to be targeted for further R&D or prototype tests
prior to the detailed design of the facility. The
following are a few of the critical issues which have
surfaced in the most recent work sessions, and which
will dominate the design activities during the final
1990 summer work session.

Fusion Safety

Uni ike fission, fusion does not have to contend with
criticality issues and extremely long lived fission
products. Fusion, however. is not entirely devoid of
radioactivity, -as tritium ifuel ) is radioactive. In
addition, the structural materials used in the machine
are subject to activation by the neutrons produced xn
the fusion reaction. A number of d»=ign steps can be
taken to reduce the radioactive inventories, and hence
any risk associated with thi& technology. These
features include:

limiting the inventory of tritium fuel in the fuel
cycle and associated processes;

selecting :;tructurat materials so that long lived
activation products are minimized.

Limiting the dispersion forces (temperatures.

pressures and chemicaJ potentials,*;

providinci sufficient exclusion zones.

ff tor example, the- t/itaum inventory could be limiter;
to ?no a. it. would not. bi? possible to exceed dose? .ibovp
JO fp|» at. $ distance of 1 km even it no protective
f-MUire-r -at -ail were provided. It is. however, unlikely
t.lwl r.itch r:nnchx-jon& xr*- achievable. At present thp sum
of tritium inventories in the plant irs estimated to be
about J- ': kg. Therefore-, to ensure isafftv under these



:ircum:= tances . the fnl low m u desian stf.iteqy wi L t
inc&roorated Into the JIFR desian:

Subdivision ot inventories to limit the activity
that can be released in the pvent of anv one
fai Jure;

Isolation of the inventories from each other by
suitable reparation, physical barriers or other
means to ensure that a failure in one system will
not propagate to other systems;

Provision of multiple layers of protection, with
more layers provided fro higher risk systems;

Provis i" on of simple, robus t and r*= I iable
containments or confinements for all processes
contalni ng tritium or acti vation p roduct
activity;

Provision of separate, diverse and independent
safety cooling and shutdown capability to cope
with all credible failures of the normal
functions:

Preferentïa1 use of passive means to achieve
safety goals, to the extent practical and
consistent with required effectiveness and
operating flexibility.

Plasma Edge Interfaces

The powerful magnetic fields generated by the PF and TF
magnets serve to confine essentially all of the plasma,
with only minimal leakage. However, since the
temperature of the leaking plasma is extremely high
(hundreds of thousands of degrees Kelvin), and since the
first wall is bombarded by an intense flux of neutrons,
the first wall is exposed to very high stresses, both
thermal and material (molecular) damage. Thsse extreme
conditions cause considerable erosion of the first wall
surface, resulting in materials structure damage which
can eventually lead to component failure. Another
undesirable aspect of this erosion is the sputtering of
these erosion products into the plasma volume,
contaminating the plasma with higher Z atoms and thus
degrading the fusion reaction.

In order to protect the first wall from these conditions
for the extended time that the machine is designed to
operate, and to protect plasma purity, some sort of low
I first wall armour will likely be required. Canada is
involved in an extensive R^O program to characterize
these plasma edge effects and to develop possible arnioui
materials. Presently, work i& being done on C and BR.
to investigate the suitability of these materials (in
their various elemental and composite forms) for ITER
conditions. Experiments are under way to determine the
QT uptake to assess the implications of tying up
expensive tritium and thus increasing the operating
inventory required. Also of interest .are the &df«ty
aspects of thes-e hydrogenous- matei ial^ contained in the
armour in the event of somp .accident. [n addition.
«.inre Be is & toxic material, fabrication and handling
techniques will have to bp developed.

En vector Design

although a reference design tor the diver tor ha3 heen
produced "fur the Dhvfiicr- nhase. an adeauate design for
the technology phase is stiiJ problematic . During trnr-
ohase. the plasma facing surface will have to M H V I V P
average heat Joads. of ̂ .0 hw/m , with a peaking factoi
of two or gréa ter". No des ign ba?-e<J on an t°\ i <=. 11 ncj
fusion materials- database can assure that the divertor^
will •? urvi ve for more than a f*w d-iys in this
environment- R&u on high l or other advanced material
is now utgent, with no clear indication ot which wi.il
become the reference in the summer work session.

Characterization of Disruptions

7ne energy release associated with the disruption of the
22 MA plasma current during a shot could be
unacceptable: or conversely could be adequately
addressed in a robust design of the plasma chamber and
in-vessel components. However, the nature of the energy
release must be properly '"haracterijed through analysis
and modelling exercises. For example, forces on the
blanket modules during a disruption are estimated in the
range of LD to 100 MN over a timespan of a few
milliseconds- At present, there are no acceptable
designs for fastening mechanisms which wouid survive
such forces, and yet would also enable remote blanket
replacement. Proposed concepts involve the use of
hydraulic locking wedges and/or inflatable bladders
which would fix the modules in place after installation.
However, such systems are likely to degrade in a neutron
environment; and so irradiation tests are necessary
before a reference concept can be selected-

Canadian Contributions

As in the past. Canadian contributions to the project,
both in design and in R&0 activities have been
concentrated in niche areas where we have an
«acknowledged experience base and capability. These are
as follows:

Design Activities

1.0 Tri t ium Systems*

l . 1 Development of Conr.eDtual Oesians .and
prepai at.ion of the Design Reauirements f DR t
and O ĴMqn Description (ODi documentation for
the system which extracts t r i t i u m froni t h *
AciueoMS Lithium Salt. Glanket iALSS).

L 2 UPVP 1 opment of -• ->nceoti la 1 d<=̂  i gns -^IK J
preparation of the DR and DO fo r the jssotope
Separation System, which would be iifed t.r.
pu r i f y exhaust streams such that fusion tueK-
aan bf cycled bark in to the plasma.

1 ?J Design Integration for a l l tr i t ium handling
systems in the fac i l i t y , in order to optimj7e
oerformanrp. minimize duplication and arirnmi'v*
trit ium inventory.

I .4 Development of a conceptual design of i
comprehensive Atmospheric Contamination
Contra] Sypt.pm for the whole fac i l i t y ; Hit.ii
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^mphasi = on i.r i t.i urn ~ontrol .*nd recovery
frotu :;-tataon confinement.

l.b Development of a conceptual design and lavnut of
thf building and •-tiuctuivs of the facility, with
emphasis on equipment location xn the reactor
hall.

1.6 Engineer ing Design Assessments (re: faijure
modes, operability. reliability, etc) of various
systems which handle radioactive materials, or
which have a safety function (eg.
Containment/Confinement).

1. 7 Safety and Environmental Analysis . deal ing wi t.h
modes for tritium release, tritium behaviour in
the environment, and tritium uptake by facility
staff.

2.0 Maintenance and Assembly

2.1 ConceDt development and preliminary design of an
In-Vessel Vehicle System for remote maintenance
of activated components in the plasma chamber.

2.? Maintenance System concept development for ex-
vessel components in the vacuum pump room and in
the lower access areas of the torus.

5.0 Breeder Blanket Design

Development of concepts which incorporate Lithium
ceramic spheres into blanket modules. This
involves analysis of material behaviour,
neutronics and thermal properties of candidate
designs.

Research and Development Contributions

The bulk of Canadian funded R&O contributions to ITER
were performed by Canadian agencies, and included the
following:

Blanket. Ceramic Blanket Materials Development which
involves investiqationc- of spherepak manufacture, and
preparation for irradiâtion tests of candidate
configurations.

AL3B Characterization which involves investigation of
method? to suppress radiolosj?, corrosion testing and
thermal conductivity testing.

First Wall, low 7 protection material investigations,
including graphite erosion tests and preparations of
Carbon Filament Composite specimen?-.

Beryllium. Diffusivity measurements of deuterium and
tritium in beryllium as a possible alternate to
graphite.

F Lie- J Processing. Testing of a lurbonio Jocular Pump in v
tritium environment, for an extended oenod nf simuJat.^ri
plant operation.

[IP y*! opnif-rit '"'f a thermal ly coup Jed pressure swing
absorption m*?'"hanî (n for fuel pui v f i'"..it.ion/ isotopp
«^parat ion. with emphasis -in impi ov*?nii?nt oi
hydrogen/he Hum separation «efficiency

ri.H i ntt=-nan<-̂  and rt*i=emhl v. uevelopm^nt <">f vanou-
mpchan isms tor i n-ve- ̂ P ] mamtenanre . inc I uding l.n̂
production of a p r * x >f of-principle oi ototypi3 of a -self-
d^ploving '-] rcular truss -HÇ. a hasp for an in-ve1- s>:jl

Oeve lr>pment. of a roncwDtiw I rfp-̂ iqn and investigations nt
material? requirements fora f lexibl»? conf moment ̂chom»-"'
during removal of itradiated in-veoseJ components.

Safety and Environment. Further development of a
comprehensive tritium disper s ion code (OHTDC ) tor
assessing environmental impact of various HT/HTO release
scenarios.

Oosimetric and toxicity studies relating to beryllium
and it? use in ITER. Development of site selection
techno Logy/techniques to suit criteria/requirements
(computer interrogation of digital maps).

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE EDA

The Next Design Phase

Due to strong support from the participating
governments, it is quite likely that the project will
continue into its next phase; the Engineering Oesign
Activity (EDA). Detailed engineering begins in 1991 and
continues through to the end of 1995, and will require
about 1000 professional man-years (.PMY) of design
activity by fusion scientists and engineers. A site for
the facility would be selected during this phase (around
1993) with construction slated to begin in 1995.
Canada's contribution to the EDA, in line with the
existing formula, wouid be 25 PMY in design areas where
we are recognized as having specific or unique
expertise.

The RfcO budget which would require activities to be run
in parallel with the EDA is targeted at 700M$, which
would result in a required Canadian contribution of 15>M$
of in-kind R&D, or about 4.0M$ per year over the period
of the FDA. This work would be performed in Canada, in
the areas identified as areas of Canadian expertise. It
should be noted that since the work performed at the
Tokamak dp Varenne is likely included, this commitment
25 on)y a modest increase into existing Canadian fusion
R&D budget. It would however, require that most of the
ongoing fusion R&D in this country be redirected to ITER
requirements.

Although the design team may continue to be based at the
IPP laboratories in lurching. West Germany, there will
be presstjie from many of the natjonal contributors to
move the FOA of the project to another site (in the
interest of fairness K lo limit wor k disruption and
cost. it may bp preferable to move the EDA to the
counti y which i^ most like-Jv to be the actuaJ
construction *:-ite- At present, each of the maior
pri rtrif-*r •:• wouIrj c} ear 1 y 1 i he to hos t. the next, phase.
Howpvf=»r . t.ĥ i e is évidence that, .in e.v-y resolution will
not. r~'i ̂!•-••.•*rit itself unless a compromise site, agreeatv'l^
V.-' mo*t of the p.irtir.ipants, i* put forward. Ther*! i"
a t iv.-uly ^virlpncp that a Canadian site tof the FDA WCMJU'
bfs v iPW^CI as .in acceutab {•? 11 t**i n.at ive ami ^ vt= U+om**
option.
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Biting Initiatives

The current thought for hosting the construction of ITER
reflects the concern that "the host country will spend a
great deal of money (to provide the facilities and
infrastructure) which would reduce the funds available
for R&D on the machine.

Canada, therefore, having a modest domestic fusion
program, would do well to offer as a contribution, to
develop the site for ITER, thus leaving the funds of the
other collaborators available, for supplying parts of
the Tokamak and its support systems as well as the
design and operation of the experimental program. This
is a strategy which is sensible and we feel makes best
use of our skills and resources.

We have taken the initiative to develop a technique to
compile site relevant data and screen it against the
siting requirements/criteria in a manner which permits
integration of the database to answer "what if"
questions as to the affects and advantages to selecting
one site over another.

Canada intends to offer a host site to the H E R machine,
as well as the EDA, if other partners wish to use
"neutral" ground.

CONCLUSIONS

The ITER Conceptual Design Activity is proceeding well,
with the expectation of a final report in November of
this year.

As presently envisioned, the ITER torus will have
approximate dimensions of 25 meters diameter by 20
meters in height, and will cost approximately 5.0
billion $ Canadian to build; including most of the site
auxilliaries.

Three urgent areas for R&D have been identified; plasma
edge interfaces, high I or advanced divertor materials,
and characterization of disruptions.

It is highly likely that the next phase of the project,
the Engineering Design Activity, will be authorized by
the international partners, to begin in 1991.
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TRANSIENT EFFECTS ON CRITICAL HEAT FLUX AND QUENCHING IN
. DIRECTLY HEATED TUBES

by

S.C. Sutradhar, D.C. Groeneveld and L.K.H. Leung

Thernalhydraulics Development Branch

Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario, KOJ 1J0

ABSTRACT

The effect of power and flow transients on the
critical heat flux (CHF) and revetting were investi-
gated experimentally in a high-pressure, steam-water
loop at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL).
Experiments were performed in 2 round-tube test
sections equipped with 6 pressure taps and 15 surface-
mounted thermocouples along the 2.5-m heated length.
The tests included the loss-of-regulation-accident
(LORA) conditions for typical CANDU* reactors. The
results showed that for fast power transients, there
is an hysteresis effect due to the thermal inertia of
the system. Occasionally, a slight reduction in heat
flux was observed at the return to the nucleate
boiling compared to the CHF. No significant effect
of flow oscillation on CHF was observed.

INTRODUCTION

The understanding of critical heat flux (CHF) or
thermal crisis is important for the operation and
safety of nuclear reactors. CHF results when a
characteristic reduction in local heat-transfer
coefficient fit.-t occurs in a reactor channel. The
CHF phenomenon has been extensively studied for the
steady-state operation of reactors. Many empirical
and analytical correlations for steady-state CHF are
available in the literature (1, 2). However, if CHF
occurs at all in a reactor, it usually occurs during
transient or accident conditions. In the event of
loss-of-coolant-accidents (LOCA), severe transients
in pressure, mass flow and power may occur, resulting
in a complex redistribution of the void fraction and
velocity. Under severe accident conditions, CHF may
occur within a few milliseconds, and the response of
coolant may lag the changes in transient parameters
such as heat flux or pressure.

In contrast to such a severe transient, operational
transients may also occur as a result of moderate
variations in power and/or flow during the operation
of a reactor. CHF under such transient conditions can
be predicted using a quasi-steady approach. The
response time of the two-phase fluid under the quasi-
steady approach is comparable with the rate of change
of transient parameters. CHF under transient
conditions is deternined from steady-state
correlations using the quasi-steady approach. The
Bias! (3), Bowring (4), CISE (5) and Griffith-Zuber
(6) correlations are widely used in estimating CHF
with the quasi-steady approach.

CANDU: CANada Deuterium Uranium.
Registered trademark

The range of validity of the quasi-steady approach
is qualitatively demonstrated in Figure 1. Fluid
response lags considerably for fast transients, as in
the case of a LOCA. In this case, the quasi-steady
approach will not provide good results for the
transient phenomenon. However, for slow transients,
the thermodynamic changes in fluid follow closely the
parametric changes of transients, and the quasi-steady
approach is satisfactory (7).

Slow transients are typical of CANDU fuelling
manoeuvre situations. Due to the scarcity of relevant
slow-translent data for CANDU reactors, steady-state
CHF correlations are used for the phenomenological
description of transients in these cases. The present
experiments for power and flow transients in tubes
have been aimed at obtaining a better understanding
of the CHF phenomenon in the subchannels of CANDU
bundles. Data can be used to validate the steady-
state CHF correlations used in available codes for
predicting transient CHF. This paper discusses the
data and experimental observations of the wall
temperature and pressure drop measured in two
different round tubes (5.45 mm and 8.94 mm inside
diameters) simulating the power and flow transients
in a CANDU reactor.

SET-UP AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Experimental Loop

The transient CHF tests were carried out in the HR-
1 loop at CRNL. This loop is designed for high-
temperature and high-pressure conditions using either
light or heavy water. The loop consists mainly of
boilers, a condenser, heat exchanger, pre-heater,
steam-superheater and two pumps. Test-section power
was supplied by a separate transformer capable of
generating 350 kU (175 V DC and 2 000 Amps).

Test Sections

Two test sections were used in the experiments.
They were fabricated from Inconel-600 tubes having
5.45 and 8.94 ram inside diameters (ID), and 1.24 and
1.09 mm wall thickness, respectively. The 5.45 mm and
8.94 mm diameters, respectively, corresponds closely
to the hydraulic diameters of the snallest and largest
subchannels in a 37-element bundle. The heated length
was 2.5 n for both test sections.

The test section was vertically mounted and
connected to the loop through two ceramic fittings.
The fittings provided electrical isolation between the
test section and the loop. Fifteen miniature Chromai-
Alumel (K-type) thermocouples were spot welded to the
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test section, and 6 pressure taps were installed
along the test section. The pressure taps were
connected to Rosemount differential-pressure (DP)
transducers using electrically isolating ceramics
fittings. The locations of the thermocouples and the
pressure taps are shown in Figure 2.

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

During the entire transient CHF-test program, the
outputs of 6 test-section thermocouples were recorded
on chart recorders. The variation in test-section
power (for power transients) and the pressure drop
along the test section were also recorded on the chart
recorders. Besides the chart recorders, all
measurements were recorded on demand or periodically
on magnetic tapes. During the transient CHF part of
the test the following parameters were recorded at
high speed (100 scans per minute) by the on-line
computer :

pressure at the outlet of the test
section,

flow rate through the test section,
power applied to the test section,
temperatures at both inlet and
outlet of the test section,
aiibient temperature, and
tenperatures and pressure drops
along the test section.

There vere 15 sets of power transient data, each
with a duration of roughly 15 minutes. Thirty-one
sets of flow transient data were recorded. Each set
was of approximately 4.25 minutes duration and the
data were acquired at 100 scans per minute. A total
of roughly 38 000 data was recorded for both power
and flow transient conditions.

TEST PROCEDURE

(i) Power Transient

At first, the steady-state dryout power for the
specific flow conditions was obtained by slowly
increasing the power. The permissible power (maximum
power) applied to the test section was obtained by
increasing the power in very small steps beyond the
dryout condition. Power was then slowly reduced to
about 85 to 95 percent (starting power) of the steady-
state level. Power was varied between the starting and
maximum powers for the power transient conditions.
Ramp-wise power variations having different rates of
rise and fall in power were used during the power
transient tests. The rate of power variation was
accomplished using a wave generator (Wavetek-75) in
series with the main power supply. Four cycles of
power transients were used: four-minute rise and four-
minute fall, two-ninute rise and two-minute fall, one-
minute rise and one-minute fall, and half-a-minute
rise and half-a-minute fall, A typical pattern of the
ramp-power variation is shown in Figure 3. Once the
peak power was reached (allowable by a safe
temperature of the test section), power was reduced
at a pre-assigned rate to the initial starting value.
The maximum power in the test section varied from 6
to 100 percent in excess of the steady-state dryout
power, depending on the hydrodynamic condition of the
coolant.

(li) Flow Transients

Two types of flow transients were recorded during
the present series of tests. At first, the steady-
state dryout power was determined for the lower flow
boundary (5 to 10% below the nominal flow) . Then the
Slow oscillations (stap change) «ere started for 50-
, 20-, 10-, and 5-second periods. Each time, the flow
was varied from lower flow boundary (5 to 10 percent
below nominal flow) to the upper (5 to 10 percent
above nominal flow) one. The flow control for the
transient Rase was accomplished by an on-off switch,
which allowed the operator to vary the flow within the
pre-assigned lower and upper bounds.

For the second type of flow oscillation, the
steady-state dryout power was kept fixed at the
nominal flow. Then the flow was varied between the
upper and lower limits, depending on the permissible
temperature excursion in the est section. Three
periodic oscillations of dryouc thermocouples, each
for 50-, 20-, 10- and 5-second periods, were recorded,
and the data were simultaneously stored in the on-line
computer tape.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

(i) Power Transients

With the increase in power, the mass-flow
rate was observed to decrease slightly. Manual
adjustments were required to keep the flow-rate
constant. This trend was noticed for slow
transients (4 mln up and 4 min down ramp-power
profile); however, for fast transients, the
variation in flow rate was insignificant.

Pressure drop measured across the last 50
cm of the test section generally decreased from
the start of the dryout and continually
decreased till the maximum heat flux was reached
in the test section. This trend was very well
marked for even fast transients, where the power
changed very rapidly. Sometimes, there was a
discontinuity in the pressure drop due to
fluctuations in mass-flow rates.

As the power was increased at a constant
rate, the dryout occurred first at the outlet
end of the heated section in most cases.
Thermocouples IS, IMS, 2S and 3S (see Figure 4)
showed dryout almost simultaneously, but
thermocouples 4S, 5S, 6S and 7S (Figure 5)
showed delayed changes (within 10 seconds for
slow-transient cases).

Peak temperatures recorded by the last
three thermocouples were almost the same for
different rates of power variation for a
particular set of transient experiments. In a
few cases, the temperature went up to 700-
degrees C, initiating a power trip in the test
section.

Power Hysteresis Effects

Data analysis shows the effect of hysteresis due
to the ramp-power transients. Figure 6 shows the
hystérésis effect for mass flux of 6.0 Mg.m^.s"1,
inlet quality of -1% and operating pressure of 9.6
MPa. The two plots in the figure are for 8-minute
(top) and 1-minute (bottom) ramp-power cycles,
respectively. As the power was increased and
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decreased for the slowest power variation (8-minute
cycle), there was no effect on rewetting of the
surface. The fluid had sufficient time to adjust
itself with the change in power applied to the test
section. The effect of the power transient on surface
rewetting even for the 4-miraite and 2-nlnute cycles
(not shown In the figure) was insignificant. There
was no difference in the dryout powers (either
increasing or decreasing) for these rates of ramp-
power transients.

However, for the fast transient (1-minute cycle),
the hysteresis effect was noticeable. Comparing the
8-minute-cycle power transient, the test-section
temperature remained higher when the applied power was
reduced at a faster rate. CHF was observed to occur
at a higher power level (increasing power) for the
fast transient than for the slow power transients.
No significant effect of the speed of power transient
on the maximum temperature of the test section was
observed for all the power-transient conditions.

The outlet quality was obtained from the heat
balance, and qualities for different power levels are
shown in the same figure. No significant difference
in the outlet quality due to the ramp-power variation
was observed.

The two-phase pressure drops measured across the
last 50 cm of the test section for different power-
transient conditions are shown in Figure 7. The
effect of the transient is noticeable for the fastest
ramp-power transient.

(ii) Flow Transients

During the flow transient tests the power was kept
constant, and initially corresponded to the dryout
power at the low-flow boundary. The two-phase
pressure drop and dryout-thermocouple traces for 6.0
Mg.m^.s"1 and -1% inlet quality are shown in Figure 8.
The following observations were nade:

With the increase of flow, the
thermocouples IS, IMS, 2S and 3S indicated pre-
dryout temperatures. The test-section
temperature increased when the flow was reduced
to the dryout flow rate. The flow control was
usually Instantaneous, but in a few cases flow
fluctuations were noticed due to control-valve
sensitivity.

The pressure drop (usually two-phase)
across the last 50 cm of the test section was
in phase with the mass-flow rate. Any
fluctuation in mass-flow rate usually affected
the pressure drop.

The CHF occurred with a decrease in flow,
but there was no significant change in dryout
behaviour of the test section compared to the
steady-state dryout conditions.

The test-section power was subsequently increased
to correspond to the nominal flow conditions. The
two-phase pressure drop and dryout-thermocouple traces
for 6.0 Mg.n"2.*'1 and -1% inlet quality are shown in
Figure 9. The following observations were made from
the figure:

Dryout was Indicated simultaneously by the
four thermocouples at the outlet end of the
tset-cection; they remained at high temperature

as long as the flow was lower than the initial
flow. Maximum temperature was substantally
higher than the previous case of lower-bound
flow oscillation.

For the fastest flow oscillation (the 5-
second period), the rise in test-section
temperature near the outlet was very sharp
indicating dryout. The peak temperature
recorded for this period was, however, lower
than the slow oscillation periods. This
indicates that the time taken in generating a
stable vapour film on the heated surface was
longer than the period of oscillation. Before
the surface could become completely deficient
of fluid during the reduced flow condition, the
flow was increased to the higher level. This
again suggests a violation of the quasi-steady
approach for rapid parametric changes during
transients.

As demonstrated earlier for the lower-
bound flow oscillation, the pressure drop was
in phase with the flow variation, even for the
fastest flow oscillation. The peak pressures
were the same for all the flow oscillations.

Although the temperature rise was higher
than the previous case of lower-bound flow
oscillation, there was no noticeable change in
the CHF under the flow transients.

CONCLUSION

Transient CHF and quench experiments were performed
on 5.45 and 8.94 mm inside-diameter tubes. During the
flow and power transients, measurements of wall
temperatures, test-section pressure drops, and coolant
flow and temperature were obtained. The fast-power
transients showed some hysteresis effects. Dryout
was observed at a higher power level for the fast-
transient conditions. No significant effect of flow
oscillations on CHF was observed.
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ANALYSIS OF LOCA EXPERIMENTS IN THE RD-12
PARALLEL-CHANNEL TEST FACILITY

N.K. POPOV and G.R. McGEE

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment

Pinawa, Manitoba ROE 1L0

ABSTRACT

Selected loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) experi-
ments, conducted in the RD-12 parallel-channel test
facility, are described and analysed in this paper.
The objective was to obtain a physical understanding
of the thermalhydraulic processes during coolant
blowdovn and refill of the loop after a break opened.
The analysis is based on fuel element simulator
sheath temperatures in the heated sections, differen-
cial pressures around the loop, void fractions, mass
flow rates and fluid temperatures measured at various
locations in the loop.

INTRODUCTION

The RD-12 test facility was designed to study flow
and heat transfer phenomena^of interest in thermal-
hydraulic analysis of CANDU* reactors under normal
and postulated accident conditions. In this paper a
series of four inlet-header-break experiments and
three outlet-header-break experiments are analysed.
The principal parameter varied in these experiments
was the break size. It varied in the inlet-header-
break experiments between 0.5 and 2.0% of the header
cross sections, whereas in the outlet-header-break
experiments it varied between 2.5 and 10.02.

Brief Description ni Expérimental Facility

The RD-12 thermalhydraulic test facility was a
medium-scale pressurized-water loop (1). A simpli-
fied flow diagram of the loop is shown in Figure 1.
The RD-12 loop was not a "scale" model of any parti-
cular CANDU reactor. Rather, it possessed many geo-
metric features of a CANDU reactor heat transport
system and was capable of operating at conditions
similar to those expected to occur in a reactor under
normal operation and some postulated accident condi-
tions. The most important parameters of the RD-12
loop are shown in Table 1.

The test facility had four horizontal heated sec-
tions connected in two parallel pairs, four headers
(two inlet and two outlet), two primary pumps and two
steam generators. The loop components were connected
in a symmetrical "figure-of-eight" geometry similar
to the CANDU reactor primary heat transport system.
Note that all four heated sections were at the same
elevation.

RD-12 PARALLEL-CHANNEL TEST FACILITY

FIGURE 1: SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF RD-12 LOOP

TABLE 1: RD-12 FACILITY CHARACTERISTICS

* CMada Eeuterium Uranium. Registered trademark.

Characteristic

Operation Près. (MPa)
Loop Volume (m3)
Heated Section-to-
Boiler Top Elevation
Difference (m)
Heated Channels:

Number
Heated Length (m)
Rod Diameter (mm)
Flow Tube Diam. (mm)

Power (ktf)
Pumps :

Impeller Diam. (mm)
Rated Plow (kg/s)
Specific Speed,

(U.S. units)
Steam Generators:

Number of Tubes
Tube I.D. (mm)
Heat Tran. Area (m2)

RD-12
4 channels

10
0.48
9.6

7-rod bundle
indir. heaters

4
4
13.0
44.S

400
Single stage,
centrifugal
horizontal

356
6

319
Recirculating

U-tube
42
12.7
7.99
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Each heated section consisted of a flov tube of
44.5 mm I.D., containing a 7-eleraent assembly of fusl
element simulators (FES). The FES were electrically
heated and the heated length vas 4.0 in. The axial
power profile vas uniform. Primary fluid circulation
vas provided by two high-head, single-stage, centrif-
ugal pumps. In all experiments analysed in this pa-
per primary pumps were linearly ramped down over a
time period of -100 s.

Heat was removed from the primary circuit through
tvo U-tube-type steam generators. The design heat
removal capacity of each steam generator vas 1.2 Mw
at a primary side flov rate of 6 kg/s.

The break simulation system consisted of a fast-
acting ball valve, connected either to an inlet
header (header 4) or an outlet header (header 3). A
restricting orifice was placed immediately upstream
of the valve to provide the desired break size.

A system was provided to inject cold water into
all four headers, to simulate the action of a CAHDU
Emergency Coolant Injection (ECI) system. It con-
sisted of a nitrogen-pressurized accumulator tank
containing cold water, initially at 5.5 MPa, con-
nected to the headers by check valves. Restricting
orifices in the Injection lines limited the injection
flow rate to approximately 0.5 kg/s per header at a
loop pressure of 1 HPa. The injection flow-rate/loop
volume ratio was about one quarter of that for a re-
actor.

Test Conditions and Experimental Procédures

Before each experiment, the ED-12 loop was filled
with distilled water and degassed. All instrument
lines vere vented and instrument zero readings
checked and adjusted. Then, the loop vas brought to
stable single-phase forced flow at preselected condi-
tions (see Table 2). An automatic sequence was then
initiated that started the computer scans, isolated
the surge tank, opened the blovdovn valve and stepped
back the heated section power to a prescribed value
to simulate reactor shutdown (see Table 3).

A pcogran.tu.ble pump speed controller was used In
all experiments analysed in this report to simulate
pump ramp-down following a loss-of-class IV power.
The pump speed vas programmed to ramp-down linearly
over a 100-s period.

TABLE 2: NOHINAL INITIAL CONDITIONS

Primary outlet-header pressure - 10.1 HPa(g)
System: inlet-header pressure - 11.5 HPa(g)

initial power - 400 kW/heated section
post-blowdown power - 60 ktf^heated sec.
flow rate (at pump) - 7*10' m /s

Secondary
System:

steam drum pressure - 5.4 HPa(g)
feedvater temperature - 74°C

ECI start: high pressure - 5.5 MPa(g)

? m p Ramp- linear type
Down Time: approximately 100 s

The isolation valves at the ECI pipes to all four
headers were opened when the pressure in header 3 had
fallen below 6.1 HPa. As long as the pressure in any
header was above 5.5 HPa (the pressure in the ECI
tank), no ECI entered that header, tfhen the pressure
in any header was below 5.5 HPa, ECI entered the
header at a rate determined by the pressure differ-
ence between the ECI tank and the header.

TABLE 3: TEST PROCEDURE

t
t
t
t

t
p

= 0 s
= 8 s
= 10 s
= 14 s

= 114 s
= 5.5 MPa

Siart data gathering
Isolate surge tank
Open break valve
Step input povsr to decay level,
start pump speed ramp
Pump ramp-down completed
Start high-pressure ECI

The experiment test matrix, shown in Table 4, in-
cludes tests with various break sizes, and with the
break located at an inlet or an outlet header.

TABLE 4: LIST OF RD-12 LOCA EXPERIMENTS

Test
Number

B8302

BB303

B8304

B8311

B8313

B8312

B8314

Break
Loca-
tion

Outlet

Outlet

Outlet

Inlet

Inlet

Inlet

Inlet

Break

<*)'

2.5

5.0

10.0

0.5

0.75

1.0

2.0

Size

(mm)

6.8

9.6

13.5

3.0

3.7

4.3

6.1

ECI Flow
Begins
(s)

31

29

26

50

35

41

15

Power
Trip
(s)

-

604

470

-

-

-

-

Test
Ends
(s)

1190

910

740

1500

1600

1500

,1560

Cold water vas injected into the loop when the
primary pressure fell to, or belov, the ECI pressure.

* Z cross-section area of a two-inch (nominal) pipe
(42.8 mm I.D.).

** Power supply 1 tripped. It was connected to
heated sections 1 and 2.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Outlet-Header-Break Experiments

A series of three outlet-header critical-break
RD-12 experiments is analysed in this paper, with
break sizes of 2.S, 5.0 and 10.07 of an RD-12 header
cross section (1). Previous calculations showed that
these experiments were expected to result in highest
rise in sheath temperatures caused by prolonged low
flov conditions in the downstream pass. In all three
experiments the ECI system was activated soon after
the break opened, and vas active until experiment
termination.

The analysis presented here is focussed on ex-
periment B8304 with a break size of 13.5 mm (10.02
break). The break vas located at header 3, outlet
header for heated sections 2 and 4.
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Dif ferent ia l Pressure Across Heated Sect ions .
Figures 2 and 3 show measured differential pressure
across a l l four heated sections. As soon as the
break valve opened, pressure at header 3 started to
decrease, thus decreasing the pressure at pump 2 suc-
tion side. Since pump 2 differential pressure vas
rather high during the period of pump ramp-down, this
resulted in decreased pressure at pump 2 delivery
side and at header 4, and in decreased pressure dif-
ference between headers 4 and 1.

HEATED SECTION !

250 500
TIME (s)

FIGURE 2: DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE ACROSS HEATED
SECTIONS 1 AND 3 IN EXPERIMENT B8304

The decreased pressure at header 3 (due to the
break) resulted in an increase of the pressure dif-
ference across the heated sect ions in the upstream
pass to approximately 100X of the nominal value
(Figure 3 ) .

As the pump speed vas reduced, the d i f f e r e n t i a l
pressure across the pumps decreased. Consequently,
the d i f ferent ia l pressure across a l l heated sect ions
also decreased to a very low value by t = 114 s .

After the pump ramp-down vas completed ( t = 114 s)
the pressure dif ference across heated s e c t i o n s was
low and very osc i l la tory . Therefore, in this period,
the density difference between in let and outlet
feeders played an Important role in driving the flov.
The measured pressure difference across heated sec-
tions indicates that, after t » 114 s , a tvo-phase
flov vas established across a l l heated sections with
periods of Intermittent and slug flov.

Figures 2 and 3 show that, after t = 114 s, sig-
nificant differences in the pressure drop were ob-
served betveen the tvo parallel heated sections in
each pass. In the period betveen t -100 s and
t ~2S0 s the pressure difference across heated sec-
tion 1 was mostly positive vhile across heated sec-
tion 3 (connected in parallel to heated section 1) i t

was mostly negative. This suggests a period of very
different flov betveen the tvo parallel dovnstream
heated sections, and perhaps indicates a possibility
of bidirectional flov (see below).

In the period betveen t = 250 s and t = 500 s, the
pressure difference across both dovnstream heated
sections vas very lov, vhile the amplitudes of the
oscillations tended to be small.

After pover vas tripped in heated sections 1 and
2, high-amplitude oscillations in the pressure drop
across the dovnstream heated sections were observed
again in the period between t = 620 s and t = 750 s.
At this point the pressure drop across heated sec-
tion 1 was mostly negative, whereas across heated
section 3 It vas very lov (oscillatory around zero).

HEATED SECTION 2

I

750

750
TIME (s)

FIGURE 3: DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE ACROSS HEATED
SECTIONS 2 AND 4 IN EXPERIMENT BB304

In the period betveen t = ISO s and t = 500 s
(Figure 3 ) , the pressure d i f ference across heated
s e c t i o n 4 vas much more o s c i l l a t o r y than acros s
heated section 2, indicating different flov regimes.

As shovn in Figures 2 and 3 , the measured d i f -
ferent ial pressures across the heated sec t ions were
s ign i f i cant ly different betveen the heated sec t ions
connected in para l l e l in each pass, thus indicat ing
different f lov regimes.

Mass Transfer In and Out, of the Reated Sect ions . The
mass transfer in heated s e c t i o n s was analysed by
using the volumetric flow measurements (Figures 4 and
5 for the downstream heated s e c t i o n s , and Figures 6
and 7 for the upstream heated sec t ions ) , and the void
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-36.0
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OUTLET HEATED SECTION 1

-8.0
250 530
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750

FIGURE 4: FLOU RATE AT THE INLET AND OUTLET OF
HEATED SECTION 1 IN EXPERIMENT B8304

fraction measurements (Figures 8 and 9). Note that
flow Measurements vere performed vith turbine flov
meters, which vere calibrated for single-phase liquid
flov. Therefore, the flcv measurements during peri-
ods of tvo-phase flov might not be as accurate as in
the single-phase liquid flow.

As seen in Figure 4, forward flov vas aeasured in
heated section 1 until t - 420 s, except for a short
period of reverse flov around t - 100 s. Reverse
flow vas measured in heated section 1 for t >420 a,
(peaking at t - 630 s), vhlch is consistent vlth the
measured pressure drop (Figure 2). The reverse flov
vas higher at the inlet than at the outlet. This in-
dicates that tvo-phase fluid was entering heated sec-
tion 1 from its outlet at this time, vhile mostly
steam vas leaving heated section 1 at the inlet.

A quite different flov behaviour vas observed in
heated section 3, connected in parallel to heated
section 1. As shovn in Figure 5, for t >I14 s, re-
verse flov vas measured in heated section 3. At the
outlet the flov rate vas very oscillatory, vhereas at
the inlet it vas less oscillatory and lover. This
indicates that liquid vas entering heated section 1
from the outlet intern! ttently, and liquid vas leav-
ing heated section 3 at its inlet. Vapour reverse
flov at the inlet vas observed only around t "120 s,
when the flov direction changed (fron forward to re-
verse flov).

HEATED SECTION 3

250 500

HEATED SECTION 3

750

250 500
TIME (s)

750

FIGURE 5: FLOU RATE AT THE INLET AND OUTLET OF
HEATED SECTION 3 IN EXPERIMENT B8304

Figures 4 and 5 indicate that in the period be-
tween t - ISO s and t « 300 s bidirectional flov vas
observed in heated sections 1 and 3 downstream of the
break. The term bidirectional flov is used to de-
scribe a situation vhen flovs in heated sections of
the same pass are in opposite directions.

Figures 6 and 7 shov forward flov in both upstream
heated sections throughout the test. For t >120 s
(pump ramp-dovn completed), oscillatory and lov for-
ward flov vas observed at the inlet of heated sec-
tion 2. At the outlet, the flov rate vas higher than
at the inlet and very oscillatory. That indicates
change of phase and fluid acceleration tovards the
break.

After pover in heated section 2 vas tripped on
high sheath temperature in heated section 1 (the same
pover supply for heated sections 1 and 2), the flov
through heated section 2 decreased and vas very lov
and stable after t » 500 s. This would indicate a
lov liquid flov and a quenched condition.
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750

2S0 500

TIME (s)

750

FIGURE 6: FLOW RATE AT THE INLET AND OUTLET OF
HEATED SECTION 2 IN EXPERIMENT 88304

HEATED SECTION 4

INLET

750

In heated section 4 (Figure 7) the flow decreased
to a lov value by t = 200 s, and remained low and os-
cillatory thereafter, indicating single-phase liquid
flow (void fraction was not measured at heated sec-
tions 2 and 4).

Figure 8 shows that the inlet of heated section 1
voided by t = 80 s. It was refilled in forward flow
at t = 140 s and remained filled until t = 200 s.
After that, the inlet of heated section 1 gradually
voided again by t = 420 s, and the flow reversed (see
Figure 4). The flow reversal resulted in increased
evaporation at the inlet and FES severe superheat,
causing the power trip.

This phenomenon did not occur in heated section 3,
connected in parallel to heated section 1, as it was
in reverse flow and filled with liquid coolant the
entire time (see Figure 5).

The outlet of heated section 1 voided soon after
the break opened and remained voided until t = 550 s.
For t >550 s the outlet of heated section 1 gradually
refilled, since power was tripped a: t = 470 s in
heated section 1.

HEATED SECTION I

0 250 500

TI M E (s)

FIGURE 8: VOID FRACTION AT THE INLET AND OUTLET OF
HEATED SECTION 1 IN EXPERIMENT B8304

HEATED SECTION 2
00
75 -

I
-0.25

S 1.00

250 500 750

0.75-1
0.50 -
0.25-

0
-0.25

OUTLET

TIME (s)
250

TIME (s)
500

I
750

FIGURE 7: FLOW RATE AT THE INLET AND OUTLET OF
HEATED SECTION 4 IN EXPERIMENT B8304

FIGURE 9: VOID FRACTION AT THE INLET AND OUTLET OF
HEATED SECTION 2 IN EXPERIMENT B8304
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The inlet and outlet of heated section 2 started
to void soon after the break opened, and gradually
voided coapletely by t = 120 s (Figure 9). By
t > 500 s, both the inlet and outlet of heated
section 2 refilled because the power vas tripped.

In the experiments vith smaller break size than
10.OX, heated section 1 vas less voided, especially
at the inlet. Also, the void measured at heated sec-
tion 2 inlet and outlet vas significantly decreased
as the break size decreased (in the experiment vith
2.5Z break they never voided).

Heated Section Sheath Temperatures, figures 10 and
11 show Fuel Element Simulator (FES) sheath tempera-
tures measured at the Inlet and outlet top FES at
heated sections 1 and 3. A significant difference
is observed in sheath temperatures betveen the tvo
heated sections connected in parallel at the down-
stream pass.

The top FES sheath temperatures at the inlet and
at the outlet of heated section 1 vere above the sat-
uration temperature in the period 50 s < t < 40 s and
250 s < t < 680 s (Figure 10). In these periods,
heated section 1 vas voided (see Figure B) and flow
was in the reverse direction (see Figure 4). A sig-
nificant superheat (600*C) of the top FES vas mea-
sured at t > 470 s. At this time, because of high
sheath temperature in heated section 1, pover vas

750

0 2S0 500
TIME (s)

FIGURE 10: SHEATH TEMPERATURES AT INLET AND OUTLET
OF HEATED SECTION 1 IN EXPERIMENT BB304

tripped at the pover supply 1, resulting In pover
trip in heated section 1 and 2. After this occur-
rence, heated section 1 vas quenched in reverse flow.

The top FES sheath temperatures at the inlet and
outlet of heated section 3 (Figure 11) vere belov the
saturation temperature during most of experiment
B8304 (by about 80°C). Since the outlet FES vere
more subcooled than the inlet FES, this clearly shows
single-phase liquid reverse flov and good cooling.
In the period 60 s < t < 100 s , the top FES vere
slightly superheated, when high reverse (Figure 5) of
steam (Figure 8) vcs observed in heated section 3.

Comparing the top sheath temperatures in the dovn-
stream pass (Figures 10 and 11), i t i s interesting to
point out that reverse flov vas observed in both
heated sections (around t - 470 s ) . In one heated
section, however, significant reverse volumetric flow
of steam vas observed at the inlet , and, the top FES
vere superheated. In the other heated section, lov
reverse volumetric flov (apparently mostly liquid)
was measured, and the top FES vere subcooled.

SHEA» TEMP.
SATO*. TIB».

250 500 750

HEATFÎÏ SECTION 3

SHEATH TEMP.

sum. TEW.

OUTLET

250 500
TIME (s)

750

FIGURE 1 1 : SHEATH TEMPERATURES AT INLET AND OUTLET
OF HEATED SECTION 3 IN EXPERIMENT B8304

As shovn in Figures 12 and 13, lover sheath tem-
peratures were measured in heated sections 2 and 4,
in the upstream pass, than in the downstream pass.
Significant superheat vas observed only at the top
outlet FES of heated section 2 in the period betveen
t « 120 s and t » 360 s, when the outlet vas voided
(Figure 9) and the outlet flov rate was very high
(Figure 6). After t - 500 s, as pover was tripped,
heated section 2 vas quenched and sheath temperatures
remained slightly belov the saturation temperature.

As seen in Figure 13, the top sheath temperatures
at heated section 4 vere never above the saturation
temperature in experiment B8304. They vere somewhat
belov the saturation temperature after t - 140 s, es-
pecially at the inlet, indicating good cooling.

Figure 14 shows the peak top inlet FES sheath tem-
peratures measured during experiment B8304 at any of
the heated sections. The highest peak sheath temper-
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ature vas measured in heated section 1 in the down-
stream pass during experiments vith a break size of
9.6 and 13.5 mm (5.0* and 10.0Z break). The peak
sheath températures in the upstream pass vere much
lover, regardless of the break s i ze . Host impor-
tantly, note the high difference in the peak sheath
temperatures between the two heated sections in the
downstream pass. In the experiment vith a break size
of 6.8 am, sheath temperatures did not rise above the
saturation temperature in any of the heated sections.

INLET

750

250 500
TIME (s)

OUTLET

750

FIGURE 12: SHEATH TEMPERATURES AT INLET AND OUTLET
OF HEATED SECTION 2 IN EXPERIMENT B8304

HEATED SECTION 4

INLET

250 500 750

HEATED SECTION 4

OUTLET

SHEATH TOW.
SMUJt. « H P .

250 500

TIME (s)

750

C

1°
3

isj

HEflTEO SECTION I INLET TOP FES

MEfiTEO SECTION 3 INLET TOP FES

ILET TOP FES

FIGURE 13: SHEATH TEMPERATURES AT INLET AND OUTLET
OF HEATED SECTION 4 IN EXPERIMENT BS304

E 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 111 15 16
BREAK SIZE (mm)

FIGURE 14: VARIATION OF PEAK FES SHEATH TEMPERATURES
AT THE INLET OF HEATED SECTIONS

Inlet-Hearler-Break Experiments

A series of four inlet-header critical-break ex-
periments is analysed in this paper, vith break sizes
of 0.5, 0.75, 1.0 and 2.03! of an RD-12 header cross
section (Table 4). In all four experiments the ECI
system was activated soon after the break opened, and
vas active until experiment termination.

The analysis is focussed on experiment B83U, vith
break size of 6.1 mm (2.0Î break). The break vas lo-
cated at header 4, inlet header for heated sections 1
and 3.

Differential Pressure Across Heated Sections. The
differential pressure across heated sections in the
dovnstream pass briefly dropped to a lov negative
value as soon as the break opened (Figure 15), and
then recovered to about 65? of the nominal value. The
pressure difference across the heated sections in the
downstream pass decreased to a very lov value by
t » 100 s. In the same period the pump speed vas
ramped down, causing a ramp-down of the pump bead.

After the pump linear ramp-dovn vas complete, the
pressure difference in both dovnstream heated sec-
tions vas lov, mostly positive and oscillatory, indi-
cating an intermittent flov regime. The amplitudes
of the oscillations vere much higher in heated sec-
tion 3 than in heated section 1 in the same pass.
Also, periods of negative pressure drop vere observed
across heated section 3.

Very similar pressure differences were observed in
the dovnstream heated sections in all inlet-header
experiments regardless of the break size.
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FIGURE 15 : DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE ACROSS HEATED
SECTIONS 1 AND 3 IN EXPERIMENT B8314

HEATED SECTION 2

200 400 600 800

HEATED SECTION 4

-100
200 400

TIME (s)
600 800

FIGURE 16: DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE ACROSS HEATED
SECTIONS 2 AND 4 IN EXPERIMENT B8314

The pressure di f ferences measured across heated
sections in the upstream pass (Figure 16) vere sim-
i l a r to the pressure d i f ferences measured in the
downstrean heated sect ions . The pressure difference
vas low and osc i l latory after t - 100 s; i t tended to
be s l i g h t l y negat ive across heated s ec t ion 2, and
s l ight ly pos i t ive across heated sect ion 4. Similar
ef fec ts vere observed as the break s i ze vas varied.

Hass Transfer In »n<t Out of Heaturt Sort ions . The
measured volumetric flows in and out of heated sec -
tions are shovn In Figures 17 and 18 for the down-
stream pass, and In Figures 19 and 20 for the up-
stream pass. The measured void fract ions for one of
the downstream, and one of the upstream heated sec-
tions are shovn in Figure 21 and 22, respectively.

As seen in Figure 17 the flow at heated sect ion 1
vas very o s c i l l a t o r y , v l th some periods of reverse
flov. The flov at the outlet of heated section 1 vas
alvays posi t ive . Very low void fraction was observed
at the in l e t , vhi le significant void occurred at the
out le t of heated s e c t i o n 1 ( s ee Figure 21 ) . From
Figures 17 and 21, i t may be inferred that l iquid in
pulses vas entering heated section 1 and, after being
evaporated, i t vas expelled at the outlet as steam.

800

-2.0
200 400

TIME (s)
600 800

FIGURE 17: FLOW RATE AT THE INLET AND OUTLET OF
HEATED SECTION 1 IN EXPERIHENT B8314

HEATED SECTION 3

INLET

200 400 600 800

HEATED SECTION 3

OUTLET

200 400
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FIGURE 18: FLOW RATE AT THE INLET AND OUTLET OF
HEATED SECTION 3 IN EXPERIHENT B8314
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As shown In Figure 18, low reverse flow was mea-
sured In heated section 3 for t >B0 s . Comparing
•easured flow rates in heated sections 1 and 3 (Fig-
ures 17 and 18), i t appears that periods of bidirec-
tional flow occurred in heated sections in the down-
strean pass.

The flow measured at the Inlet and outlet of
heated section 2 In the upstream pass was positive
and very osci l latory after the pump ramp-down was
completed (Figure 19). As shown in Figure 20, the
flow measured in heated section 4 was similar to the
flow in heated section 2 in the upstream pass.

Figure 21 shows the measured void fraction in ex-
periment B8314 at the inlet and outlet of heated sec-
tion 1 in the downstream pass. Only low void vas
measured at the inlet of heated section 1. In the
experiments with a smaller break size than 2.0%, no
void vas measured at the Inlet of heated section 1.
However, with a 2% inlet-header break the outlet of
heated section 1 (Figure 21) was 1002 voided In the
period between t - ISO s and t = 450 s. After that,
it was refilled, but a 30% oscillatory void was ob-
served until the end of the experiment. In the ex-
periments vlth smaller break size, the measured void
at the outlet of heated section 1 did not surpass
50%.
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200 400
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600 800

FIGURE 19: FLOW RATE AT THE INLET AND OUTLET OF
HEATED SECTION 2 IN EXPERIMENT B8314
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FIGURE 20: FLOU RATE AT THE INLET AND OUTLET OF
HEATED SECTION 4 IN EXPERIMENT B8314
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FIGURE 21: VOID FRACTION AT THE INLET AND OUTLET
OF HEATED SECTION 1 IN EXPERIMENT B8314
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FIGURE 22: VOID FRACTION AT THE INLET AND OUTLET
OF HEATED SECTION 2 IK EXPERIMENT B8314

In the upstream pass, no void was measured at the
Inlet of heated section 2 (Figure 22) for all break
sizes analysed in this paper. The outlet of heated
section 2 was significantly voided in the period be-
tween t = 100 s and t = 400 s in the experiment vith
2.0% break (Figure 22). In the experiments with
smaller break size, the void measured at the outlet
of heated section 2 tended to decrease as the break
size decreased.

Heated Section Sheath Temperatures. Sheath tempera-
tures measured at heated sections in both passes in
the lnlet-header-break experiments vere much lover
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than in the outlet-header-break experiments. Cooling
of a l l heated sect ions vas good throughout the exper-
iments.

SIKATH TEMP,
SATO». TIHP.

800

200 600 800
TIME (s)

FIGURE 23: SHEATH TEMPERATURES AT INLET AND OUTLET
OF HEATED SECTION 1 IN EXPERIMENT B8314

3B0°C at t » 360 s , when the outlet was s ign i f i cant ly
voided (Figure 2 1 ) . After t = 400 s , as the o u t l e t
of heated s e c t i o n 1 was r e f i l l e d , the o u t l e t sheath
température fo l lowed the s a t u r a t i o n temperature
throughout the experiment.

In the experiments with smaller break s i z e than
Z.OZ, some periods were observed when sheath temper-
atures in the downstream pass vere higher than the
saturation temperature. Generally» as the break s i z e
increased, superheat tended to occur ear l i er .

Figure 24 shows measured sheath temperatures a t
the inlet and outlet of heated section 3 In the
downstream pass. This figure clearly confirms that
reverse flow vas established in this heated section,
as sheath temperatures vere below the saturation tem-
perature during most of the experiment and the outlet
temperature vas lover than the inlet temperature. A
comparison of Figures 23 and 24 shows that while in
one heated section FES sheaths vere superheated, in
the other heated section in the same pass FES sheaths
vere subcooled.

Figure 25 shows the inlet and outlet sheath tem-
peratures measured in heated section 2 in the up-
stream pass. The sheath te»peïat>wes measured in the
other heated section in the upstream pass are not
shown as they vere very similar. The outlet sheath
temperature vas higher than the inlet sheath temper-
ature, which i s consistent with the forward f lov
shovn in Figure 19. Significant subcooling, espe-
cial ly of the inlet FES, occurred after t = 400 s ,
vhen the heated section 2 was completely refilled.
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FIGURE 24: SHEATH TEMPERATURES AT INLET AND OUTLET
OF HEATED SECTION 3 IN EXPERIMENT B8314

FIGURE 25: SHEATH TEMPERATURES AT INLET AND OUTLET
OF HEATED SECTION 2 IN EXPERIMENT B8314

As shown in Figure 23, in experiment B8314 the top
inlet ÏES sheath teapexatuxe at heated section 1
marginally exceeded the saturation temperature until
t - 500 s. There vere tvo brief superheats at
t - 80 s and t - 140 s, vhen reverse flov occurred.

The outlet top sheath temperature was several
times above the saturation temperature, peaking at

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A series of three outlet-header critical-break
experiments and a series of four inlet-header crit-
ical-break experiments vere analysed. One experiment
of each group, during vhich the highest sheath tem-
perature rise occurred, vas selected and described in
detail. The results vere compared with the other ex-
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perinents in the same group. The general flow be-
haviour and the key mechanisms governing the loop be-
haviour vere described.

In both series of experiments, i.e., inlet- and
outlet-header-break, different flov behaviour was ob-
served between the two heated sections connected in
parallel both in the upstream and the downstream
pass. In both inlet- and outlet-header-break exper-
iments, evidence of bidirectional flow was found in
the downstream pass.

As a result of different flow rates, very differ-
ent sheath temperatures vere measured between the two
parallel heated sections in the downstream pass, es-
pecially in the outlet-header-break experiments. In
one heated section the FES vere superheated, while in
the other they vere subcooled at the same time. This
behaviour vas caused by different flov rates in the
tvo channels, as well as by bidirectional flov.

The highest sheath temperature of ~75O°C vas mea-
sured at the top inlet and outlet FES in one of the
heated sections in the downstream pass in the outiet-
headec-bceak experiaettts vith 5. OS anà 10.0X break.
After reaching this peak temperature, pover vas
tripped, and this heated section was refilled and
quenched. In all other experiments good cooling was
observed in all heated sections throughout the exper-
iments.

The experiments vith 5.02 and 10,02 break (B8303
and B8304) appeared to be critical outlet-header-
break experiments vith respect to the highest sheath
temperature measured In these experiments (causing

power trip). In none of the inlet-header-break ex-
periments was significant sheath temperature rise
observed, and therefore, these experirents do not
appear to be critical in that sense.

Experiments are being performed in the RD-14M
multi-channel test facility (2), as well in other
experimental facilities, to improve the understanding
of the mechanisms that cause different flow rate or
bidirectional flow in the heated sections connected
in parallel In each pass.
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TABULAR APPROACH FOR PREDICTING CRITICAL HEAT FLUX
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ABSTRACT

Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL) has recently
developed an improved table look-up method for
predicting the critical heat flux (CHF) in tubes. This
look-up table provides CHF values at discrete values of
pressure, mass flux, and dryout quality covering the
ranges of 0.1-20 MPa, 0-7500 kg.m"2.s'1, and -SO to
+100%, respectively. Correction factors have been
derived and permit the use of this method to a much
wider range of application than before: horizontal flow,
flow transients, non-uniform radial and axial profiles,
etc. Compared to the other CHF prediction methods (over
500 are now available for tubes only), the table look-up
approach has the following advantages: (i) greater
accuracy, (ii) wider range of application, <iii) correct
asymptotic and parametric trends, (iv) less computing
time, (v) larger data base, and (vi) ease in updating if
additional data becomes available. A separate version
of the CHF table has alsc been developed specifically
for the 37-element bundle geometry. It is based on CHF
data obtained from a horizontal string of segmented
bundles, and is currently being used for both channel-
critical power and accident analysis. This bundle
version has been extended outside the data base using
the parametric trends jbserved for tube CHF data.

INTRODUCTION

The maximum heat flux attained in nucleate boiling is
usually referred to as the critical heat flux (CHF).
Because of its importance in reactor operation and
safety analysis, a variety of prediction methods have
been developed. It has been estimated that more than
500 different methods are available for a simple
geometry such as a heated tube [ 1J. Most of these
prediction methods are empirical correlations, based on
data within narrow ranges of conditions. Extrapolation
of these correlations to other geometries (bundles,
annul!) and/or outside the range of its data base is a
common practice, but its justification is usually
absent. Significant improvements in the prediction
accuracy, however, may be made using suitably derived
adjustment factors.

With the development of advanced reactor-safety
codes, replacement of the empirical correlations with
multi-fluid mechanistic models was attempted. Since
these models required assumptions regarding various
interfacial-transfer terms, a proliferation of models
soon appeared. Table I summarizes the types of CHF
prediction methods which have been used in reactor-
safety analysis. These methods, however, may also be
applied to non-nuclear heat-transfer equipment for both
aqueous and non-aqueous fluids.

Modern prediction methods tend to have several of the
characteristics that are listed in Table II.
Significant progress has recently been made in the
development of tabular-type prediction methods for both
the CHF and post-dryout (POO) heat transfer. Having the
advantage of a wider range of application than empirical
correlations, these methods are currently being used in
the design and safety analysis of nuclear reactors.

Table II Characteristics of a universal
prediction method

- simple form, using the least number of
correlating parameters,

- attempts to model the physical mechanisms
(phenomenological),

- employs dimensionless correlating parameters,
• has the correct parametric and asymptotic
trends,

• has a very wide range of applications as far
as flow conditions and geometries are
concerned (i.e., does net require a completely
new prediction method for each flow regime),
predicts reasonable values even when extrapol-
ated outside the range of its data base,
can be easily modified for special effects
such as transients, non-uniform heating,
spacer effects, and
efficient in computation, does not require
many iterations.

Table I Classification of CHF prediction methods used in reactor-safety analysis

Bï QUANTITX TO BE PREDICTED
CHF
Critical Ouality
Critical-Boiling Number
Boiling Length
Dryout power

BÏ TYPE OF TRANSIENT
Steady-State
Transient Condition
- oscillating pressure
- power transient
- flow transient, etc.

BX TYPE
Empirical
correlation
- based on inlet conditions
- based on local conditions
Graphical
Table look-up

Analytical
Annular-Flow Model (Hewitt)
Bubbly-Flow Model (Heisman)

Phenomenoloaical
Pool-Boiling Equation

BY FLOW DIRECTION
Axial Flow
Vertical flowf upward
Vertical flow, downward
Horizontal flow
Cross Flow

BX FLOW CROSS SECTION
Tube
Annulus
Subchannel shape
Bundle{square/triangular array)
~ c/s average approach
- subchannel-based approach
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CHF LOOK-UP TABLE FOR TUBES

Since most empirical correlations and analytical
models have a limited range of application, the need for
a more general technique is obvious. An attempt was made
in-the USSR to construct a standard table of CHF values
for a given geometry [2]. This table approach has been
continued at the CENG in Grenoble and at the University
of Ottawa, using a much more extensive data base (over
15 000 tube-CHF data) [3]. The recently developed CHF
table provides CHF values for an 8-mm diameter, water-
cooled heated tube at discrete values of prèsBUre (P),
mass flux (G), and dryout quality (X) covering the
ranges of 0.1-20 MPa, 0-7500 kg.m^.s"1 {zero flow refers
to pool-boiling conditions) and -50 to 100% {negative
qualities refer to subcooled conditions), respectively.
Linear interpolation between table values is used for
determining the CHF. Extrapolation is usually not
needed as the table covers a much wider range of
conditions than any other prediction methods. A section
of the CHF table for water is shown in Table III.

{Note that the nomenclature used in this paper is
specified at the end of the text. ) Most of these
correction factors have been derived from a mechanistic
approach. Table IV lists the correction factors that
may be used in conjunction with CHF prediction methods
for tubes. Usually, they are all close to unity. The
derivation of each of the correction factors is
described below.

Ki tube-diameter factor. Previous studies have
indicated the reduction in CHP with an increase in tube
diameter, but agreement on quantifying this effect is
still outstanding [6]. The correction factor for
diameter {Table IV) was derived from an analysis of over
15 000 CHF tube data [3]. It was initially recommended
for the range of 2 to 16 mm. Using a different data base
containing CHF values for large-diameter tubes, ESDU
recommended the use of this correction tactor, Klf and
extended its range of validity to 32 mm 15]. A constant
value of 0.63 is suggested for diameters beyond 32 mm.

Table III Section of CHF look-up table (CHF values in kw.m"2)

p
kPa

4500
4500
4500
4500
4500
4500
4500
4500
4500

7000
7000
7000
7000
7000
7000

G
kg.m-2.8-1

500
750
1000
1500
2000
3000
4000
5000
7500

0
50

100
200
300
500

-0.50

9136
9539
9916
10617
11273
12494
13633
14716
17251

7118
7306
7446
7688
7907
8305

-0.40

8562
8973
9357
10073
10741
11986
13148
14252
16835

6752
6927
7057
7284
7487
7858

-0.30

7906
8294
8656
9930
9959
11132
12226
13266
15968

6381
6S36
6651
6852
7032
7361

-0.20

7400
7800
7816
8S00
8600
8700
9215
9890
10510

5997
6127
6223
6391
6542
6817

-0.15

7300
7700
7700
7768
6400
6299
8948
8937
9913

4538
54S5
S800
6200
6400
6500

X
0.40

3509
3835
3886
3333
2658
1889
1527
1366
2200

570
1493

... 1800
3000
3500
2539

0.50

3000
2884
3370
2641
2050
1382
939
1200
2200

475
1169
1400
2300
3172
2290

0.60

2920
2611
2679
1744
1446
1018
900
1200
1800

380
920
1100
1600
2201
2222

0.70

2392
2263
2150
1700
802
391
393
1100
1500

350
535

1100
1300
1937
2066

0.80

1801
1705
2124
1668
687
300
309
1100
1300

300
500

1000
1289
1531
1S32

0.90

1192
1075
1531
1608
200
224
200
900
1000

250
500
909
1257
1216
952

1.0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

For fluidB other than water, Kiarneh [4] examined a
number of CHF prediction methods that satisfy many of
the characteristics listed in Table II. He noted that
Groeneveld's table look-up method, based only on water
CHF data but non-dimensionalised using accepted CHF
modelling criteria, predicted the data for a wide
variety of fluids more accurately than any other
methods. A similar study by ESDU [5] also came to the
same conclusion.

CHF CORRECTION FACTORS

CHF prediction methods for tubes (such as the look-up
table) are more reliable than those for bundles, since
the CHF can be detected more accurately in tubes and the
tube-data base is more extensive. Improved accuracy for
CHF predictions in bundle (or subchannel) can be
obtained using correction factors, xf> to account for
effects such as croBS-sectional shape, spacers, flow
orientation, and axial-flux distribution:

CHFtube.KrK2....K, (1)

K-, bundle-geometry factor. In general, the CHF
values experienced in bundles are less than those in
tubes due to the flow and enthalpy imbalances in complex
geometries. Also, inside a subchannel of a bundle,
significant variations in phase velocities and near-wall
void fraction may occur, especially for tightly spaced
bundles. Experimental data suggest that these effects
are more severe at high qualities. The equation of the
form

K2 = min[l,{2 5mjn/d)
n] <2)

where n is about ,3, predicts the correct trend and can
be used as a crude estimate of the bundle cross-section
effect. Pressure, mass flux and quality will also
affect the K2 factor but to a lesser extent. If bundle-
CHF data are available, however, it is recommended to
derive K2 empirically and extrapolate K2 to conditions
where bundle data are scarce. Moreover, a suitable
subchannel code can be used to predict the flew
conditions in various subchannels of the bundle and the
initial CHF in the bundle can subsequently be found
using the table look-up method.
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K» gpacer or flow-obstruction factor. CHP is
significantly higher downstream than upstream of a plane
of spacers. This is primarily due to: (i) the increase
in turbulence level and (ii) improved mixing between
subchannels, which results in a reduction in flow and
enthalpy imbalances. The increase in CHF tends to decay
exponentially with distance downstream from the Bpacer
plane. As suggested in Table IV, the coefficient, A, is
directly proportional to the pressure-loss coefficient,
K. This is probably an over-simplification, as for
large K factors the proportionality no longer applies.

K, heated-length factor. The inclusion of void
fraction in the expression correctly predicts the
diminishing length effect at subcooled conditions.

K: axial-flux distribution (AFD1 factor. The
proposed correction for axial-flux distribution is based
on using the boiling-length-average heat flux. It has
a more general form than Tong's F-factor method [71.

K. radial-flux distribution (RFDi factor. A reliable
subchannel code is the ideal tool for evaluating the RFD
effect on dryout power or CHF. It can also consider the
effect of flux tilt across elements by accounting for
the different heat fluxes around the circumference of a
fuel pin* Howevert Bubchsnnel codes are expensive to
run and usually have a limited range of validity. Hence
an empirical, cross-sectional-average approach is often
preferred.

The RFD correction factor falls between two extreme
values. For open bundles, where the Bubchannel flow and
enthalpy imbalances are small, the maximum heat flux
controls the initial occurrence of CHP. Therefore, K2

is close' to unity and K6 is approximately equal to
q /qmax- For very tight bundles, where communication
between subchannels is severely hampered, K6 and Kg are
strongly influenced by the degree of flow and enthalpy
imbalances.

Ky flow-orientation factor. The effect of
orientation is important for CANDU reactors, where the
fuel channels are oriented horizontally, and for
conventional boilers, where many of the boiler tubes are
inclined. In developing the correction factor, the
present approach modifies the CHF of vertical-upward
flow by a penalty factor to account for the deleterious
effects of flow stratification. For fully stratified
flow, the CHF is 0 <i.e., K7=0), while for a flow regime
unaffected by flow stratification, CHFbor is equivalent
to CHFver (or K ^ l ) . Using a mechanistically based flow-
regime map (e.g., Taitel and Dukler [8]) permits the
determination of the mass-flux threshold, G,, corres-
ponding to the onset of complete flow stratification
(where liquid no longer touches the top of the channel,
i.e., CHF=O) and the mass flux threshold, G2, corres-
ponding to the onset of any noticeable effect of
stratification on the ph^se distribution. Table IV
shows a simple expression for the correction factor, K?,
having the correct asymptotic trends. A more rigorous
expression of correction factor for flow stratification
was recently derived by Wong [9] based on both the flow
regime and a force balance of the phases.

Kn low-flow factor. For very low flowa, including
negative values, the CHF is expected to become a strong
function of void fraction. In the net-quality region,
it is assumed that the Zuber-Griffith [10] equation for
predicting CHF is valid:

The same approach may be used for downwr.rd flow at low
flow rates. For flow rates less thar -400 kg. m"2. s~1

(the minus sign refers to downward flow), the effect of
flow direction is assumed to be negligible and Kg
becomes 1. For flows in between 0 and -400 kg.m*z.s"'f
CHF can be obtained from linear interpolation using the
value for upward flow and the value based on the 2uber-
Griffith equation, but with the void fraction evaluated
for downward flow using a drift-flux model.

Kj transient-effect factor. This factor is based on
the similarity in flow history between upstream and
local-transient effects. It is recommended to use
Chang's method [11], which considers both the heat-flux
and mass-flux history effects.

CHF = CHFx=00=0(l-a) (3)

BUNDLE CHF TABLE

A CHF table, applicable for both the loss-of-
regulation (LOR) and the loss-of-coolant (LOC) accident
conditions, has recently been constructed for a string
of horizontal, 37-element bundles. This bundle-CHF
table is primarily based on the tube-CHF table and
empirically derived correction factors accounting for
the differences in geometry (between tubes and bundles)
and in channel orientation (between vertical and
horizontal flows). Experimental results of CHF in
bundles are subsequently used to improve the accuracy of
the table. The tabulated CHF values have been adjusted
to provide a correct and smocsth parametric trend.

Within the ranges of experimental data, the
prediction accuracy of the C H F look-up table for 37-rod
bundles is excellent: the overall rms error is 5.9% for
256 data obtained with 3 different water-cooled, 6-m-
long bundles.

Predictions from the bundle-CHF table have also been
compared against the results obtained with Freon-12,
using the H2O/F-12 modelling parameters. These Freon
CHF tests covered a range of mass flux from 2 500 to
7 450 kg.m'^.s"^ (water equivalent conditions). The
overall rms error for nine sets of CHP test with 6-m-
long bundle (846 data points) is 5.6%. The excellent
prediction of the Freon results improves the confidence
in the fluid-to-fluid modelling of CHF in a 37-element
bundle. It thus permits the prediction of CHF in heavy
water after converting the light-water CHF table to
heavy-water equivalent values. A separate heavy-water
CHF table for strings of horizontal, 37-element bundles
was thus constructed.

Outside the ranges of the data base, a semi-empirical
correction factor, which is obtained from a balance of
turbulent and gravitational forces, is employed to
account for the effect of flow stratification. At
conditions corresponding to stratified-smooth or
stratified-wavy flow, the tabulated CHF values become 0.

The bundle-CHF table covers a wide range of
conditions (0.1-20 MPa in pressure, 0-8 Mg.nf^.s"* in
mass flux and -50 to +100 in dryout quality). It
provides boiling-length-average heat-flux values and
thus does not require any corrections for a bundle
having a radial-flux distribution similar to that of a
37-element bundle.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

Recently, Kirillov et al. [12] have updated
Doroshchuk's CHF table by increasing both the data baBe
and its ranges of application. Based on the average CHF
values calculated using 4 different approaches, their
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Table IV CHF correction factors

FACTOR

K., Subchannel or
Tube c/s
Factor

K2. Bundle Factor

K,, Grid-Spacer
Factor

K,, Heated-Length
Factor

K5, AFD Factor

K6, RFD Factor

K7, Flow Factor,
Horizontal
Flew

Ko, Flow Factor,
Vertical Flow

Ko, Transient-
Effect Factor

FORM

For 2 < 0h < 32 mm: , ,
K, = Î5.008 / D h . ) V Ï

For D h > 32 urn: " e

K!| = (0.008 / 0.032)1/4= 0.63

K2 = f(P,G,X,Geometry)

K3 = 1 + A exp(-B Lsp / Dhy)

A => 1.5 K0-5 (0.001 G) 0 - 2 ,
B = 0.1

L/Dhy > 5: K4 = exp[(Dhy/L) e
2a]

o = X / [X + pg/pf (1-X)]

X < 0 : Kç = q. _... / ai.,
X > 0 : Kj = 1.lPl B L A

K- = [max(Rj )]" n ; Rj = Rj/ Rj 0

Rj = element-to-bundle average
heat-flux ratio

Stratified Flow (G<G«) K7= 0
Non-stratified flow (3>GO f-?- 1
Intermediate (G. < G < G|) I 7
K7 « KG - G,) / (G2 - G,)]"-'

G<-400 kg/(m2 s) or X«0 : Kfl= 1

-400<S<0 kg/(m s): use linear
interpolation between table
value for upward flow and value
predicted from
Milt; _ file #4 jvlf*

CHF - CHFg.Q^.nd-a'C,

Power Trai

Flow Trin

isients

He8î5L(inS8lâr Flow)
G.Hfg.X.DhJ

_4 LB <%LAJ

COMMENTS

Includes the Observed diameter effect
on CHF. This effect is slightly
quality dependent.

Ad hoc factor, strongly dependent on
geometry, weak function of P,G,X,
generally 0.5 < Kj < 1.0.

Ideally,A and 8 should be obtained for
each grid spacer, as the pressure-loss
coefficient,K, is insufficient to com-
pletely express the grid-spacer effect

The length effect is particularly
noticeable if L/0hv <10 for subcooled
burnout and L/0h>/ « 100 for two-phase
dryout. y

The F-factor method may also be used
within narrow ranges of conditions.

Rj to be obtained experimentally
n depends on bundle geometry.

To determine G. and G, (for a given
X and P), use the Taitel & Dukler [8]
flow-regime map.

a < 0.8 C, = 1.0
0.8 + 0.2 pf/p.

o ^ 0 8 C -
a + (1-a) pf/p

Minus sign refers to downward frow.

G-0, X-0 refers to pool boiling.

C, = microlayer depletion factor
: 1 for Annular Flow(Chang [11])

qB., is evaluated using Lagrangian
approach (as seen by fluid).

table has much larger parametric Intervals and smaller
ranges than Groeneveld ' s. It is expected that its
prediction accuracy la reduced once interpolation is
employed for in-between conditions. Nevertheless, the
predictions from Kirillov's table will be compared
against the CHF data in the CRNL data bank. A
cooperative effort has been proposed to the USSR for
exchanging CHF data and jointly developing a unique CHF
table for cubes.

Since the last update of Groeneveld's look-up table,
more CHF data have become available (e.g., Taiwanese,
British and recently obtained CRNL data). TheBe data
will be included in the next version.

The table look-up approach has also been employed in
developing a prediction method for FDO wall temperature.
This PDO look-up table contains wall-superheat values
(TH-TS) for film-boiling heat transfer at discrete
values of pressure, mass flux, quality and heat flux.
Currently, it covers a wide-enough range to permit the
analysis of all conceivable LOR accident conditions
(i.e., high flow and high pressure), and has been

particularly useful in subchannel analysis. A
preliminary version of the PDO look-up table covering
all conceivable LOC accident conditions has also been
derived and is currently being refined.

CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL REMARKS

i. The described CHF table look-up methods for tubes
and bundles are simple to use. They are more
accurate, and cover a much wider range of
application than other prediction methods.

ii. The CHF table look-up method has become a widely
accepted prediction technique. It is currently
being used in such codes as RELAP5/MOD3, CAT H A R E ,
CATHEHA, ASSERT, and THERMOHYDRAULIK, and has
been recommended by the Heat Transfer and Fluid
Flow Service (HTFS) and the Engineering Science
Data Unit (ESDU).
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NOMENCLATURE

"ÏLOCAL
Ts
Tu
X
a

Critical Heat Flux
Fuel-rod diameter
Keated-eguivalent diameter
Hydraulic-equivalent diameter
Mass flux
Mass-flux boundary between fully
stratified and intermittent-low
flow
Mass-flux boundary between
intermittent and annular flow
Latent-heat of vaporisation
Pressure-loss coefficient
CHP correction factor
Heated length
Boiling length
Distance downstream from the spacer
Pressure
Boiling-length-average heat flux
Local-heat flux
Saturated temperature
Wall temperature
Quality
void fraction
Liquid density
Vapour density
Minimum element-to-element gap

kg.m"z.s"'

kg.m"2.s"1

J.kg'1

°C

kg.nf-m"3

kg.m'3

m

7.

B.

9.

10.
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CCmiSSIONING THE 2 PUMP MODE OF

OPERATION AT THE POINT LEPREAU GENERATING STATION

M. EL-HAWARY, P.D. THOMPSON AND D.F. WEEKS

New Brunswick Power
Point Lepreau Generating station

P.O. Box 10
Lepreau, N. B.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Point Lepreau Generating station is powered
by a CANDU-600 series reactor. This uses four
Primary Heat Transport (PHT) pumps, two in series
in each of the two PHT loops. The reactor was
designed to operate in the four pump mode up to
full power, and in the two pump mode (in which there
is one running pump in each loop) at a reduced power
level up to 65% full power. The latter mode of
operation provides flexibility in dealing with
various pump problems. This is especially important
during periods of peak power demand (winter/summer)
to either avoid shutdown or to postpone it until a
more convenient time.

Due to priority considerations at the time, the
two pump mode of operation was not commissioned or
licensed when the station was placed in service.
Hence the existing operating license, as well as
the station Operation Policies and Procedures
(OPSP), currently restricts reactor power to less
than two percent of full power when there are less
than four PHT pumps operating.

To remove this restriction it was necessary to
demonstrate both the safety and operational
feasibility of operating with only two running
pumps. To begin this process, a number of safety
studies were performed and submitted to the AECB.
With these studies in place, the way was paved to
perform a number of tests to verify the operational
aspects of the two pump mode.

A series of tests was planned to confirm the
expected plant behavior in the two pump mode. The
first test was conducted under zero power hot
conditions to confirm pressure drops and flows
around the loop, both with the non running pumps in
a freewheeling and in a braked state. The success
of this test, which was conducted at the end of the
1988 annual outage, lead to a second test being
conducted in the following year. This test was
similar to the first except that reactor power was
raised in steps up to a value of 30% full power.
The limit of 30% FF was selected on the basis of a
review of the station control program (Reactor
Regulating System (RRS) - the Power Measurements and
Calibration Routine (PMCR)), which indicated that
certain adjustments had to be made to allow higher
power operation. These adjustments were made and
the third test was performed at the end of the 1990
annual outage, with power being raised to 65% FP.
The latest test added extra dimensions to the test
series by the following variations: using the
turbine, operating with quality in 2 of the 4 core
passes, and restarting the tripped pumps at power at

the end of the test. The three tests complemented
one another in other ways, such as covering
different conditions of the tripped pump brakes.
Data collected in each test was used to verify and
tune the analytical tools used in the planning of
the next test. Experience gained from one test was
used to improve and optimize the work plan for the
next test in the series.

The two pump mode of operation is restricted to
symmetrical combinations of running pumps in each
loop, i.e. pumps #1 and 3, or 2 and 4 running
(component numbers are shown in the schematic of
Figure 1). This restriction, which is intended to
minimize interloop flows, in practice does not
impose a significant limitation since only
symmetrical pumps can experience common mode power
interruptions. The above tests were performed with
pumps 1 and 3 running and pumps 2 and 4 tripped.
The other pump configuration, whic.h is referred to
as the P2/P4 running mode, is planned to be tested
in 1991.

Reference 1 provides a detailed description of
the second test in the series.

2.0 PHTS CONDITIONS UNDER DIFFERENT TWO PUMP
CONFIGURATIONS

The operation of one pump in a loop creates end-
to-end asymmetry accompanied by a large flow in the
Reactor Outlet Header (ROH) interconnect (typically
5% of the core flow). Loop-to-loop symmetry is
however maintained by stipulatling that only
symmetric pumps in each loop can be tripped. If
asymmetric pumps are tripped (i.e. pumps 1 and 4 or
pumps 2 and 3), an undesirable interloop flow will
be created in the purification lines at one end of
the PHTS, and in the pressurizer connections at the
other end (these connections are shown in the
schematic of Figure 1).

For any two pump configuration, the loop
pressure is maximum at the discharge of the running
pump and minimum at its suction, and drops gradually
as the flow goes around the loop. The tripped pump
acts as a flow resistance whose magnitude depends on
whether the pump impeller is locked or freewheeling.
Under steady state conditions, the pressurizer
pressure is controlled to the fixed value of 9.89
NFa(g). Subsequently, the pressure at ROH3 and ROH7
remains close to this value as both outlet headers
are directly connected to the pressurizer. Figure 2
shows schematics for loop 1 flows and pressures for
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both the P1/P3 and F2/F4 running configurations. In
the P1/P3 running configuration, the minimum
pressure in loop 1 (which occurs at the suction of
pump 1) is equal to the pressurizer pressure less
the pressure drops across boiler 2, core pass 4-1,
and boiler 1. In the F2/F4 running configuration,
the minimum loop pressure (which occurs at the
suction of punp 2) is equal to the pressurizer
pressure less the pressure drop across boiler 2
only, it therefore follows that the minim» loop
pressure is lower for the P1/P3 running
configuration than for the P2/P4 configuration.
Since the pressure drop around the loop is of the
saae order for both configurations, it is easy to
conclude that the pressures around the loop are
generally lower for F1/P3 configuration than for the
P2/P4 configuration. If the powers are high enough
to generate void in the reactor core, there will be
•ore void in P1/P3 configuration than in the P2/P4
configuration for the same power as a result of the
lower pressures. The higher void content will lead
to lower flows for the saae pumping power, it is
therefore clear that the margins to fuel dryout
under accident conditions are smaller for the P1/P3
configuration as compared to the P2/P4 configuration
for the same boundary conditions. It was for this
reason that the first three tests in the series
concentrated on the P1/P3 configuration.

Operation in the P2/S4 running configuration
does not provide PHIS purification as the flew in
the purification system is driven by the head
across pumps 1 and 3 (see Figure 1). This might
impose a restriction on the duration of the steady
operation in this mode (of the order of weeks to
months, depending on pre-existing conditions). The
steady operation with three PHTS pumps, although
possible, is not desirable due to the large
interloop flows. It is also not economical since
reactor power is limited by the minimum core flow
which is equal or less than that with 2 pumps, and
extra electrical power is required to drive the
third punp.

3.0 TEST PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

3.1 Test Program objectives

The test program has the following objectives:

1. To commission the station control program for
two pump operation. This was considered necessary
based on commissioning experience for the four pump
mode, in conjunction with the fact that certain
parts of the program use different control values
and correlations when less than four PHT pumps are
running.

2. To obtain data for the validation of various
thermohydraulic and neutronic computer codes.

3. To measure the vibration level of the BOH
interconnects under the high flow condition iiaposed
by two pump operation.

4. To observe the PHTS thennohydraulic stability
for t™ punp operation, especially at 65% power
with void generated in the system.

5. To examine the primary system response to
restarting the tripped pumps at power.

3.2 Generic Test Procedure

Testing is done according to a separate Hark
Plan for each test that identifies the detailed
test procedure to be followed, m general however,
the basic elements of the plans are as follows:
after completing the test prerequisites, the plant
is placed in the pretest position. This includes
synchronizing the clocks in the Digital Control
Computers (DCCX, and DCCY) and the Data Logger,
installing the Computer Software Changes (CSC's) in
DCCX, and confirming that the pars is in a hot
pressurized state. The data collection is then
initiated and the flow verification and pipe
vibration baseline data are collected.

Punps 2 and 4 are then tripped, the Safety
System process handswitches selected to the P1/P3
running position, and the neutronic handswitches
selected to the 2-purap position (for both SDS1 and
SDS2). The steady state data collection, process
parameters monitoring and piping vibration
collection is then performed.

Reactor power is then raised in steps of 5% to
15% FP, with data being collected at each step.
Data collection is usually started before the
power is raised to the next step and continued
until a steady state is reached at the new power
plateau. Power steps are usually small at the
beginning of the test to allow for flow
verification and larger later iti the test. For the
third test, power steps of 1-2%EP were used in the
high power period (larger than 55% FP) to capture
the changes caused by the first generation of void
in the PUTS. When the peak power for the test is
reached, the pump brakes are released, reactor power
reduced, and the tripper" pumps restarted. The
reactor power is then reduced before restarting the
pumps (to 2% FP for the second test, and to 50% FP
for the third test). This is followed by setting
the shutdown system handswitches for normal
operation and removing the transient CSC's.

3.3 Pretest Analytical Support

3.3.1 Computer Code Simulations

A variety of pre-test simulations were performed
using several thermohydraulics and neutronic
computer codes. The following is a brief
description of these simulations.

(a) PHTS Thermohydraulic Conditions

These were predicted for planning purposes and
to set the test abort criteria, the SOPHT code was
used to calculate the header conditions and other
significant process parameters, and the NUCIRC code
was used to calculate individual, channel flows. The
primary circuit calculations performed by SOPHT were
done for combinations of variety of conditions that
includes:

- Partial reactor power ranging from zero to 80%
FF (powers higher than 65% were analyzed to obtain
header conditions at the onset of fuel dryout for
Critical Channel Power (CCP) calculations).

- Tripped pumps' brakes on and off.

- Turbine running mode and poison prevent mode
where steam bypasses the turbine through the
Condenser Steam Discharge Valves (cSDV's).
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- P1/P3 and P2/P4 pump configurations.

Samples of code results are shown in figure 3
and Table 1. Figure 3 shows the variations of the
main process parameters with power for loop 1 when
in the P1/P3 pump configuration. Results for loop 2
are almost identical to those of loop 1. Figure 3
shows results for two cases: poison prevent mode
and turbine running mode, the pump brakes for pumps
2 and 4 were assumed on for both cases. The main
boundary conditions used for these calculations are
constant pressure at R0H3 of 9.991 HPa(a)
(controlled), constant boiler pressure of 4.693
HPa{a) (controlled), and the feedwater temperature.
The latter parameter is constant in the poison
prevent mode and increases with power when the
turbine is running because of the steam extraction.
Values shown in Figure 3(a), obtained from station
data for nominal four pump startups, were used in
the calculation as boundary conditions.

At the bottom of figure 3, the predicted header
qualities are given for ROH 1 and ROH 3. As
reactor power is increased, quality appears first
in R0H1 because of the pressure difference between
ROH 1 and ROH 3 when in the two pump mode. Quality
in both headers appear at lower powers when the
turbine is running due to the higher feedwater
temperatures. The appearance of quality in the
primary system has significant effect on most
parameters as observed in Figure 3.

Core flows and header-to-header pressure drops
increase slowly with power in the single phase
legion due to coolant density effects. As power is
increased, void first appears at the entrance to
boiler 1. For the case with the turbine running,
this occurs at a power smaller than 57% FP. The
appearance of void above the headers causes the flow
and header-to-header pressure drop in both passes to
decrease. As power is increased, and the void
region expands to and below ROH 1, the flow in both
passes and the header-to-header pressure drop in
pass 2-3 continues to decrease while the header-to-
header pressure drop in pass 4-1 increases sharply.
As power is further increased, and void is generated
in the other core pass (they reach ROH 3 at 71% FP
for the case with the turbine running), the core
flows take another drop and the header-to-header
pressure drop take an increase in both passes.

The predicted RIH temperatures shown in figure 3
indicate that RIH 2 has higher temperatures than
RIH 4 at all reactor powers. The main reason is
the heat added for the running pump at one side of
the loop in the SOPHT code calculations when in the
two pump mode. The coolant exit temperatures for
boiler 1 are generally lower than those for boiler 2
due to the higher heat transfer coefficient on the
secondary side. This is caused by higher feedwater
flow for boiler 1 as it has higher power than boiler
2. However, the heat addition at pump 1 causes the
temperatures at RIH 2 to be higher than those at RIH
4. Temperatures at both inlet headers decrease as
power is increased due to the improved heat transfer
coefficient in the preheater as feedwater flow is
increased. This trend continues for all powers
when in poison prevent mode. When the turbine is
running, the trend is reversed at bout 45% FP as
the feedwater temperature increases significantly
with power. It can also be noticed in Figure 3
that as void appears in the primary system, the
rate of RIH temperature drop with power increases
as the heat transfer in the boiler is improved.

The ROH pressure is controlled in ROH 3 to the
same value under all conditions. The pressure at
ROH 1 varies with power to reflect the pressure
losses in the one half of the primary loop with the
tripped pump. The difference in pressure between
ROH 3 and ROH 1 is basically the header-to-header
pressure drop in pass 4-1 added to it the pressure
losses in boiler 2 and pump 2. The decrease in pass
4-1 header-to-header pressure drop as void is
generated above ROH 1, followed by its sudden
increase as void is developed below the header, as
earlier explained, is shown as a spike in ROH 1
pressure.

The effects of the pump configuration and pump
brake status on the PHTS process parameters can be
seen from the results of Table 1. Releasing the
tripped pump brakes increases core flow by 10-12%,
and reduced ROH1 quality by 2.6% when in the P1/P3
configuration at 65% FP. It is also clear that the
P2/P4 configuration has higher RIH1 pressure, higher
core flow, and less ROH quality when compared with
the P1/T3 configuration.

(b) Flow Verification Acceptable Limits

Flow verification is performed at reactor
startup by recording the increase in core
temperature rise for each channel as power is
increased between two levels (usually 8 and 15% FP).
The measured core temperature rise for each channel
is the difference between the channel exit feeder
temperature and the temperature of the associated
RIH. The rate of increase of this value with
reactor power (degrees C per percent power increase)
is examined in comparison to precalculated
acceptable minimum and maximum limits for all core
channels. To calculate these limits prior to the
test, the rate of core temperature rise with power
was calculated for each individual channel to
determine the minimum and maximum values.

The SOPHT code is used to calculate the header
conditions at 15% FP (using the test boundary
conditions). The NUCIRC code is then used to
calculate the individual channel flows. These flows
are insensitive to power as long as power is low
enough for the primary coolant to remain single
phase. The FHDP neutronic code is used to calculate
the bundle powers for the core configuration
expected during flow verification. Channel single
phase flows and bundle powers are then used to
calculate the core temperature rise per unit reactor
power for individual channels. Allowance is made
for refuelling ripples in determining the minimum
and maximum values of core temperature rise per unit
power increase over all core channels.

(c) Regional Overpower Protection Trip (ROPT)
Setpoint

The ROPT setpoint calculations are performed in
steps involving the use of many thermohydraulic and
neutronic codes. The FHDP and RFSP neutronic codes
are initially used to simulate the reactor core for
all core configurations permissible during the test
(nominal and shim cases). The codes predict bundle
powers, flux shapes, and detector readings. The
SOPHT code is used to calculate the header
thermohydraulic conditions which are used with the
bundle powers to calculate the Critical Channel
Powers (CCP's) for all core channels using the
NUCIRC code. The predicted CCP's, flux shapes, and
detector readings are input to the ROSE code along
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with the site penalty for startup after a long
shutdown to obtain the BOPT setpoint and the
associated trip confidence.

The site penalty for startup after a long
shutdown is to account for the effect of xenon free
fuel, Moderator poison, detector dynamic
compensation, and detector suppression on the
detector reading during the test.

(d) abort Criteria

The following test abort criteria were designed
to provide additional degree of safety of the plant,
and its operation within the licensed envelope
during the test. Hie relevant parameters and test
conditions were periodically monitored during the
test to abort it if any of these criteria was met
and the operator was unable to restore normal
conditions within a few minutes.

1) Flow verification results not acceptable.

2) Excessive ROH interconnect vibrations.

3) Reactivity control devices entered into a
configuration not covered by the neutronic Band
Switch Position (HSP) number 3.

4) Deviation of the following process parameters
from preset acceptable ranges: ROH pressure, R I B
temperature, and header-to-header Delta P.

ltie acceptable ranges for the process parameter
were based on the best estimate SOPHT code
predictions presented earlier in part (a) with an
assumed margins of uncertainty. The margins of
uncertainty were based on the observed parameter
variations in previous testing and on the known
instrumentation accuracy limits and the control
program characteristics. In the BOPT study
performed prior to the test, the assumed regions of
parametric uncertainty were treated as error in the
analysis leading to the evaluation of the trip
setpoint.

(e) FHIS Transient Response to Pump Startup at
Power

The SOPHT code was used to assess the transient
response of the primary system to the startup of
pumps 2 and 4 at power at the end of the 1990 test.
The objective of this study was to ensure that the
oscillations caused by this perturbation would not
lead to a reactor process trip, and that short term
operation with 3 pumpc was acceptable. Results have
shown that the oscillation initial magnitudes were
very small compared with the margins to trip, and
that they are quickly converged. Code results also
concluded that the amplitude of the initial
oscillation following pump startup was less for the
single phase system at 55% FP than for the two phase
system at 65% FP. it was therefore decided to
reduce power at the end of 1990 test from 65% FP to
50% FP before restarting the tripped pumps.
Reducing the power all the way to 2% FF for this
test would have delayed reaching full power in four
pumps following the completion of the test.

A sample of SOPHT transient results following the
start of pumps 2 and 4 at 55% re is shown in Figure
4. The ROH pressures hardly show any significant
oscillations following the pump startup.

3.3.2 Temporary Control Program Changes

A number of temporary changes were made to the
station control program prior to each test either to
enable the conduction of the test or to provide
further safeguards during the test. The following
is a summary of these changes:

1. The pressure setpoint for a punp trip was
changed from 2.4 HPa(g) to 10 HPa(g) in the HTT
program to allow tripping the pumps using this
program. This was done as an alternate way of
tripping the pumps at the beginning of the test to
verify the recently installed auto pump trip in HTT.

2. The power end point for a Stepback on pump
breaker status was raised in the RRF program from
2%FP to 75% FP to enable the conduction of the test.

3. Changes were made in the RRS program to enable
performing the thermal calibration in the two pump
mode. Also, the power range over which the thermal
power calculation shifts from core temperature rise
base (PRTD) to boiler power is changed from 50-70%
FP to 35-45% FP for the two pump mode.

4. A reduction of the setpoints on Setbacks and
Stepbacks was made as follows to avoid unnecessary
BOP trips:

a) The setpoints to initiate and clear a Setback on
high local neutron flux (normally 110% FP and 105%
FP respectively) were reduced to 65% of their
nominal values. The power end point on this action
was also reduced from 60% FP to 2% FP.

b) The setpoints to initiate and clear a Setback on
high calibrated zone power, (normally 110% FP to
initiate and 105% FP to clear), were reduced by a
factor of 65%. The power endpoint on this action
was reduced from 60% FP to 2% FP.

c) The power endpoint of a Setback on zone tilt was
reduced from 60% FP to 2% FP.

d) The condition to initiate a Stepback on high zone
power was changed from 4 zones > 108% FP to 2 zones
> 50% FP.

5. The alarms on maximum bundle/channel powers were
reduced to 65% of their noninal values in the FLX3
routine.

6. The RIH temperature and ROH pressure alarms in
the HTC program were changed from loop-to-loop to
end-to-end basis. Lower setpoints were also
selected for these alarms.

3.4 Data Collection

Data was mainly collected on the Numerical Trend
log from the Digital Control Computers DCCX and
DCCT, and on the Data Logger for parameters
monitored by the shutdown systems 1 and 2. Steady
state data collection was also taken from many other
sources including the paper Tapes, the spare
graphical trends, the HTS status Displays, the
Reactivity Logs, and the Heat Balance Log.

Hard copies of the alarm messages from DCCX and
DCCY have also been collected. The Work Plans also
include the collection of vibration data on piping
stability.
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4.0 TEST PROGRAM RESULTS

The results of the first test provided data on
the flow and pressure distribution in the PHTS when
in two pump mode under zero power hot conditions. A
sample of results is given in Figure 5 where the
flow variations recorded in two instrumented
channels are given. Notice the effects of the pump
brakes on the flow in the period 780-920 (s). The
test also provided tJata on the ROH interconnect
vibrations.

For the second test, where power was raised in
steps to 30% FP, the recorded behavior for key
process parameters isj given in Figure 6. Figure
6(a) shows a representation of the reactor power
variation during the test as indicated by one of the
SDS1 flux detectors. The power plateaus at
approximately 0, 5, 15, 30 and 2 percent are
apparent. The effect of pump trip on core flow is
shown in Figure 6(b), where samples of the
instrumented channel îlows are given for each of the
four core passes. The flows with four pump
operation are indicated at time zero and at the end
of the test. The flows with two pump operation are
different for the two core passes of the same loop
due to the flow in the ROH interconnect. The effect
of braking the impellers of the tripped pumps on
reducing flow is visible in the period 2.85 - 3.20
hours.

Figure 6(c) shows the variations of the measured
header-to-header pressure drop for the four core
passes. This parameter behaves very much like the
channel flows because of the single phase nature of
the flow.

The ROH pressure is given in figure 6(d). It
shows the controlled pressure in headers 3 and 7,
and the lower pressures at headers 1 and 5. The
difference in pressure in the two outlet headers of
the same loop increases when the tripped pump is
braked due to the associated increase in flow
resistance. There are pressure oscillations
superimposed on the mean ROH pressure specially at
the 15% and 30% power levels. They have a maximum
amplitude of about 200 kPa and a period of about 9
minutes and are not associated with two pump
operation. They are rather the product of the
station control program characteristics.

The pressurizer level variations are shown in
Figure 6(e). An average value at each power level
can be identified and is increased as power
increased. This is in accordance with the expected
action of the HTC inventory control program. Small
oscillations are also observed at the 15% and 30%
power levels, and are identical to those of the ROH
pressure. These oscillations seem to be driven by a
PHTS feed flow oscillations which are also of the
same frequency and phase. It appears that this
behavior is characteristic of the HTC inventory
control program.

The boiler pressure transients are shown in
Figure 6(f). The boiler pressure dropped
considerably in the first part of the test when core
power was near zecc. ïftis is mainly due to the
power maneuver prior to the test, from 5% to near
zero, which caused boiler overcooling. The
"parasite" steam loads with near zero steam
production, and the absence of pump heat for the two
tripped pumps also contributed to the drop in boiler
pressure. As reactor power was raised to 5%FP, the

boiler pressure increased to the value specified in
the control program. The boiler pressure has direct
influence on the RIH temperature which follows the
same behavior pattern. It had a value of 248°C at
the beginning of the test, dropped to a minimum of
233°Cr then increased to a plateau of about 2tt°C as
the controlled boiler pressure was restored.

The boiler level transients are shown in Figure
6(g) for boilers 1 and 2. Boiler level
oscillations are observed at the 15% and 30% FP
levels. They have a maximum amplitude of about 0.7m
and a period of about 8 minutes. These oscillations
appear to be an inherent character of the BLC
control program at low power levels. They are
accompanied by oscillations in the feedwater flow
with the same frequency and opposite phase. A
possible explanation of the feedback mechanism that
drives the oscillations is as follows: as the
feedwater valves are opened to correct for low
boiler level, too much cola water are allowed into
the boilers before the level correction is completed
and acknowledged by the control program, and the
valves start to close. The cold water causes the
boiler inventory to shrink causing the level to fall
below the setpoint and the cycle is repeated.

The D,0 storage tank level variations are shown
in Figure 6(h). The level was fairly steady for the
duration of the test which indicates smooth
inventory control for the Pins.

The 1990 two pump test to 65% FP with the
turbine running was successfully completed as
planned. The plant was smoothly controlled
throughout the test, and the process parameters
remained very close to their pre-test calculated
values. Pipe vibration was below the acceptable
limit. No significant oscillations were observed
during the two-phase period of the test (at 65% FP),
or when the two pumps were restarted at 50% FP at
the end of the test. Processing test measurements
is underway.

5.0 COMPUTER CODE TUNING

The SOPHT code steady state results were tuned to
station data (four pump operation) prior to the 1989
pre-test simulation. The total circuit resistance
and the top-to-bottom resistance distribution were
adjusted to produce accurate predictions for the
PHTS pump head and header-to-header pressure drop.
The end-to-end resistance distribution was also
adjusted to produce accurate predictions for both
single phase flow (80% FP) and two phase flow (100%
FP) where void is limited to one end of the primary
loop. Station data for all main parameters were
reproduced within the instrumentation accuracy
limits.

The tuned code successfully reproduced the
measured primary and secondary conditions for the
1988 test. Test data were used to tune the
resistance coefficients for the freewheeling and
braked impellers for the tripped pumps. These
coefficients were not part of the original code
tuning against four pump station data.

The code has further accurately predicted the
conditions measured in the second two pump test to
30% FP. No further code tuning was required to
reach good agreement with data. The actual test
boundary conditions (especially at low power where
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the boiler pressure was lower than normal) were used
for the code simulation.

The SOPHT code predictions are presented in
Reference 2 in comparison with neasurements for the
first and second two pump tests.

6.0 SMHftHY

A series of three tests has been performed at
Point Lepreau Generating station to study the
station performance under the two pump mode of
operation. This is part of the activity undertaken
to license the reactor for operation in this mode
for powers up to 65% FP. The ability to operate in
the two node provides flexibilty in dealing with
various pump problems.

"Hie tests were performed one year apart, at the
end of the annual outages of 1988, 89, and 90. The
maximum power reached during the test progressed
from zero power hot for the first test, to 30% FP in
the second test, and 6S% FP in the third test.
Complementary test conditions were selected to cover
various combinations of boundary conditions such as
the pump brakes status for the tripped pumps, and
the turbine availability during the test. The tests
were performed in the P1/P3 punp configuration (pump
1 and 3 running and pumps 2 and 4 tripped), the
other permissible running configuration, P2/P4, is
less restrictive as it provides more margin to fuel
dryout under similar conditions.

For all three tests, the station was smoothly
controlled throughout the test, and the vibration
level was acceptable for the ROH interconnect (large
flow - about 5% of core flow - is developed in the
interconnect when in the two pump mode). The
primary system remained thermohydraulically stable
throughout testing including the two phase period of
the third test.

A fair amount of analytical work has been done in
preparation for each test. This includes the
prediction of the primary system thermohydraulic
conditions for general planning purposes, and for
the determinatiaon of the test abort criteria. The
ROPT setpoint has been calculated prior to the test
as well as the limits required to perform the flow
verification routine during the test. The
transient response of the system to pump restart on
power has also been predicted to aid in the planning
of the third test. Several thermohydraulic and
neutronic codes were used to perform the above
calculations.

Both predicted and measured behavior of the main
process parameters are presented and analyzed in the
paper for two pump operation. The large amount of
data recorded during the test series is being used
to validate various anaytical tools, and to further
tune the station control program.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of an experi-
mental investigation of enthalpy migration in a
horizontal test assembly with two interconnected
subchannels. Measurements were conducted using water
at pressure and mass flux typical of CANDU* reactor
conditions. For nass fluxes at and below 4 Hg/m*s,
the upper subchannel carried considerably more energy
than the lower one. At the highest mass flux of 5
Mg/m's, the enthalpy migration phenomenon seemed to
disappear. A comparison was made between the ASSERT
code predictions and the test data at several mass
fluxes and, under fl<>w matching conditions, good
agreement was found.

INTRODUCTION

The enhancement of fuel channel power in CANDU
reactors is one of the research areas being actively
pursued by COG (CANDU Owners Group) working parties.
Recent studies showed that enhancement of CANDU 600
channel power up to 15* is economically feasible and
technically practical. Such a significant up-rating
of power output requires further optimization of fuel
bundle design, and improved modelling capabi- lities
of the subchannel channel code ASSERT.

Although several measurements and analyses of
critical heat flux <CHF) and post dryout (PDO) in
subchannel assemblies have been carried out in the
recent past at CRNL [1, 2, & 3], data on enthalpy
migration in subchannels at CANDU reactor operating
conditions are not yet available. This study was
designed to generate a data base for the support of
the above-mentioned code validation work. The results
of enthalpy migration from the bottom subchannel to
the top were selectively presented in graphic form.
Comparisons have also been made between the data and
the code predictions.

EXPERIMENT

facility, Figure 1, was constructed of stainless steel
with a maximum operating pressure of 10.3 MPa.
Subcooled water up to 2 kg/s and dry steam up to 0.35
kg/s can be mixed upstream of the test section to
provide a wide range of subcooled or positive-quality
inlet conditions. The DC power supply to the test
section has a maximum capacity of 350 kW. The data
acquisition system consists of an on-line computer
capable of converting analog signals to digital
readings of loop and test section conditions. Rapid
data scans, instant display or printout and magnetic
tape data storage are all available.

Test Section

The test section consisted of an outer tube made
of Inconel 718, and an inner rod made of stainless
steel tubing. The cross section of the inner rod was
drawn into an elliptical contour, but slightly
concaved In the middle portion on both sides, as shown
in Figure 2. Two interconnected subchannels were thus
formed, with one being on top of the other. The outer
tube was directly heated by PC power over a length of
3400 mm. The inner rod was electrically insulated
from the outer tube and served as a subchannel
divider. A 1.84 mm gap was provided on each side of
the inner rod for enthalpy lateral redistribution
purposes.

The instrumentation for the test section and the
downstream heat-sink circuits are illustrated in
Figure 3. Differential pressure transducers
calibrated to ±0.25% accuracy within the operating
ranges were used for flow and the test-section
pressure-drop measurement. Resistance temperature
detectors (RTD) were used for the water bulk-
temperature measurement. The RTDs were calibrated to
0.1'C with a computer resolution of one-hundredth of
a degree. Chromel-Alumel thermocouples, sheathed in
1 mm OD stainless steel tubing, were used for the
test-section wall temperature measurement, and also
for power trips when the wall temperature exceeded the
safety limit.

MR-1 Heat Transfer Loop

Tb.e measurements «ere care led out using the KB.-1
loop at CRNL. The primary flow circuit of the MR-1

* CANada Deuterium Uranium. Registered trademark.

Measurement Technique

A. caliar.tŒiatr.tc approach gas used to rc.aa.sura the
enthalpy imbalances between the upper and lower
subchannels at the exit of the test section, as shown
in Figure 4. At the downstream end of the flow
divider, a cone-shaped flow splitter was used to guide
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the subchannel flous into their respective condensing
circuits. Two identical heat-rejection units were
installed at the downstream end of the flow splitter.
The energy imbalances in the hot subchannels were
deternined by neasurlng the increase or decrease of
enthalpy of each subchannel when the two-phase medium
was condensed.

Test Conditions

The experinent covered the range of conditions
relevant to CANDU reactors. A detailed list is given
in Table 1. The mass flux given represents the
calculated value using the total flow area of the test
section. The value of X ^ * corresponds to the highest
power applied to the test section during a particular

Tabla 1 Test Conditions for Enthalpy
Migration Measurement

P o u t

MPa

5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5

9.6
9.6
9.6
9.6
9.6
9.6
9.6

G
Hg/m2s

1
2
3
4
5

1
1
2
2
3
4
5

Xln

*

-15
-15
-15
-15
-15

-10
-5

-10
-4
-4
-4
-4

Xout

36.0
26.4

7.7
0.0
5.2

64.8
35.0
27.1
41.8
35.0
24.0
25.3

TEST RESULTS

Single-Phase Heat Balance

Heat balance measurements were performed to
determine the quality or accuracy of the instruments.
These included (i) the heat balance within the heated
length of the test section and (ii) the heat balance
within the two heat-rejection units.

Single-phase heat balance runs were conducted
during the early part of each test run. Some
representative results are plotted in Figure 5. Heat
balance errors were found to be within ±1* under
stable loop conditions. Scatter increased slightly
when there were oscillations in the loop flow and
pressure.

Enthalpy Migration between Two Subchannels

The experimental results showed that the
stratification effect exerts a strong influence on the
re-distribution of void and energy in the

* The nomenclature used in the paper is defined at
the end of the text.

horizontal boiling channels. As the two-phase
mixture flows to the downstream end of che test
section, the vapour phase drifts to the upper
subchannel; meanwhile, the liquid phase appears to
move down to the lower subchannel.

The extra energy carried by the upper subchannel
at the end of the test section can be determined
following the equation and the illustration given in
Figure 4.

Figures 6 and 7 show typical results of enthalpy
measurements under various flow, inlet temperature and
system pressure conditions. The amount of enthalpy
imbalance is plotted against the test-section power.
For mass fluxes at and below 4 Mg/m2s, enthalny
migrated from the lower subchannel to the upper one,
and the amount was inversely proportional to the flow.
The data also show that, while energy was being
redistributed in the subchannels, the mass flux in
both subchannels appeared to be equal and steady.
During the highest mass flux test of 5 Hg/m2s, no
enthalpy migration from the lower to the upper
subchannel was observed. This can be noted from the
results shown in Figure 6. System pressure appeared
to have little effect on the results.

In parallel to the enthalpy migration measurement,
single- and two-phase flow pressure drops across the
heated length were also measured. The information was
used in the derivation of single and two-phase
friction factors which were required in the code
analysis.

COMPARISON WITH ASSERT CODE PREDICTION

The experimental results have been compared with
the ASSERT predictions by Kiteley and Carver [4]. One
basic assumption used in the above code for modelling
of the horizontal subchannel flow is that the lateral
pressure difference (Ap) across the subchannels must
be zero, so that there would be no forced diversion of
flow from the bottom to the top subchannel. In the
present experiment, the condition of A P - 0 was not
measurable due to loop instabilities and the minute
values of pressure differentials to be measured across
the subchannels. Hence the subchannel flow collection
vias of a natural split type using a specially
designed, cone-shaped flow splitter at the end of the
heated test section. The code predictions indicated
that some flow diversions had occurred from the lower
to the upper subchannel. In the final analysis, a
flow-matching technique was adopted. This was done by
introducing an exit loss factor in the condensing
circuits and then implementing this factor in the
code. Typical results of comparison, after the flow
matching, are shown in Figure 7. Cood agreement was
found between the data and the predictions.

DISCUSSIONS

1. Efforts were made to design the two subchannels
as symmetrically as possible downstream of the flow
splitter. The cooling flow arrangements for the
condensers could be alternatively made of two parallel
lines connecting to the shell side of each unit.
However, due to additional uncertainties associated
with two flow measurements and other practical
limitations, a single cooling line offered more
advantages.
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2. In earlier studies conducted by others [5, 6,
7] dealing with enthalpy migration in vertical
bundles, lateral pressure differences and cross flows
were observed co have occurred in the adjacent
subchannels. The isokinetic method was used by these
researchers for the sampling of subchannel flows.
This technique enables the maintenance of identical
lateral pressure distributions in the subchannels
prior to and during the extraction of flow samples.
In the present case, the problem is more challenging
because, in addition to cross flow between
subchannels, there is flow stratification. Therefore,
we adopted the "natural split" technique described
above. Where as gravity would be expected to cause a
higher mass flux in the lower subchannel, within the
experimental uncertainties, we found no evidence for
cross flow between the subchannels. Hence, in the
future, we plan to modify the experiment to control
the lateral pressure gradient and so vary the flow in
a controllable manner. Then it will be possible to
determine the enthalpy imbalance due to gravity alone.

FINAL REMARKS

1. An enthalpy migration experiment in a horizontal
subchannel assembly was performed at near reactor
operating conditions. A total of 12 test ruas
covering two system pressures, five mass fluxes and
three inlet subcoolings were conducted.

2. The data indicated that for mass fluxes of less
than 5.0 Mg/m2s, the upper subchannel carried
considerably more energy than the lower one. The
stratification effect certainly affected the

redistribution of the energy in the subchannels.
Energy drift in the subchannels was not observed
during the highest mass flux of 5.0 Mg/m2s.

3. A comparison «as made between the data and the
ASSERT code prediction. Reasonable agreement was
obtained after matching the measured subchannel flows,
by introducing in the code appropriate loss factors
for the condensing circuits.
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NOMENCLATURE

G Mass flux Mg/m2s
*h Enthalpy migration from lower to upper

subchannel kJ/kg
Pout Pressure at test section exit MPa
ST. " Twl - T,,t «C
TE Designation of thermocouple
Twl Inner wall temperature of test section °C
Xln Inlet quality %
Xout Outlet quality %
4 Heat Flux kW/m2
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ABSTRACT

The migration of bubbles injected at the bottom of
a horizontal 37-rod buildle channel with liquid flow has
been determined, using a twin-needle fibre-optic probe.
The void migration was further investigated, visually,
in a 30.5-mm i.d. Lucite tube with and without a
transparent Lucite rod-bundle contained in the tube.
The experiments were performed for air-water flow at
room temperature and atmospheric pressure. The results
show that bubbles migrate to the top of the subchannels
and form bubble clusters prior to passing through the
narrow inter-element gaps- A subsequent study using a
video camera confirmed this observation, and further
revealed that bubbles with diameters larger than the
gaps cannot pass through, and hence remain trapped
within the subchannel. The bubble sizes and velocities
were determined using tfle twin-needle fibre-optic probe.

Analytical expressions have been derived based on
the physical mechanisms of the process. The effects of
Geometry, axial liquid velocities and void fraction have
been accounted for, and good agreement with experimental
results were obtained.

1. INTRODUCTION

In spite of the considerable effort in two-phase-flow
research during the past two decades, the phase
distribution in horizontal and inclined flows with or
without heat addition is still not fully understood.
The particular cases of horizontal flows are complicated
by flow stratification at low mass fluxes due to the
effects of gravity. Horizontal and inclined two-phase-
t\QM effects are ot catamount ûnço.rt.a.tu2e. Lu the C&KuU
reactor fuel channels, boilers and piping, and in the
chemical and process iitdustry.

An initial study of the mechanisms for bubble
migration in a horizontal pipe has been performed by
Wong [1], and the void migration between two
interconnected horizontal subchannels has been studied
extensively at Ecole Polytechnique. The bubble
migration for complex horizontal rod-bundles is,
however, still not folly understood. The bubble
migration phenomenon in rod bundles is important for its
strong effect on the initial location of dryout
occurrence. It is also important for determining
whether, during emergency core cooling (ECC) conditions
in the CANDU reactor, water can reach the top element
of the rod bundle, and thus quench the bundle. The void
migration mechanism enables the determination of the
transit time taken for bubbles to migrate to the top of
the horizontal channel, important for predicting
transient flow stratification.

The objective of this study is to investigate the
mecYiaTiismu for voVa migiatioa in hosi-Lontal. chawasla.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A knowledge of the transit time taken for bubbleB to
migrate to the top of a horizontal channel is important

for estimating the rate of accumulation of void at the
top of the channel, leading to flow stratification. The
present analysis accounts for the effects of inertial
and surface tension forces, void fraction, geometry and
liquid-flow rate.

2.1 Accelerating Bubble

A bubble rising in a stagnant pool experiences a
buoyancy force, FB, acting upwards, and a drag force,
FD, tending to oppose the motion of the bubble. These
forces can be expressed as,

(1)

(2)

where 0 is the bubble velocity, d represents the bubble
diameter, pa and pt are the gas and liquid densities,
respectively, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and
Co is a drag coefficient. Initially, the buoyancy force
dominates, hence the bubble tends to accelerate.
Therefore, a balance between the inertial and buoyancy
forces acting on the accelerating bubble yields.

<pi+pg>du7dt = g(prPg) (3)

The L.H.S. of Equation (3) is a sum of two parts,
namely, the inertia of the gas bubble (usually small
except at elevated pressures), and a "virtual force" due
to the liquid flowing to replace the volume displaced
by the bubble. From Equation (3), the velocity of the
accelerating bubble is given by.

U = g(Pi-pg)t/(pl+pg) (4)

2.2 Terminal Rite Velocity

The bubble velocity increases aB it accelerates,
eventually attaining a uniform motion where the buoyancy
and drag forces acting on the bubble, balance. The
bubble therefore migrates uniformly, at the terminal
rise velocity, across the rest of the channel. The
force balance becomes.

(B)

yielding an expression for the terminal rise velocity
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of. becomes.

(6)
t = to+<D-yo>/uo (12)

Surface tension and the presence of any amount of
contaminants significantly influence the shape and
stability of the bubbles. Hence to account for the
effect of surface tension, we express the bubble
diameter by.

Equation (12) can be further simplified to yield.

(13)

where

where the constant, k, is given by

where He is the Weber number, which is a ratio of
inertial to surface tension forces, and a is the
surface tension. Substituting Equation (7) into (6),
we obtain.

(8)

(9)

The constant, )., is sometime» referred to as the
Kutateladz* nutrjser, and varies from 1.18 to 2.9, from
various experimental observations. A value of k*l.4 is
generally roicoaiwnded in practice. It is presumed hare
that the effects of contaminants would have been
accounted foj by the choice of k. for a constant value
of the dray coefficient, Cfe-0.5, used in the present
analysis, the Weber number. We is obtained to be 1.44.
Equation (B) gives a terminal rise velocity of 0.23 m/s
for an air bubble rising in a stagnant pool of water at
atmospheric pressure, and 0.16 m/s for a steam bubble
in water at a pressure of 10 MPa. From Equation (7),
average bubble diameters of 2 ram, and 1 mm, are obtained
for the air bubble and the steam bubble, respectively.

The time taken for the bubble to reach its terminal
rise velocity is given from Equation (4) as.

(10)

and the distance covered by the bubble to attain the
terminal rise velocity becomes,

Yo

For air-water flow, yo-2.7 mm, and for steam-water flow,
yo-l. 5 mm. It could, therefore, be assumed that bubbles
traverse the cross section* of large tubes at a rate
determined mainly by their terminal rise velocities.
However, for small flow cro»»-»ections such as the rod-
bundle subchannels, the effect of acceleration of the
bubbles needs to be considered.

Assuming the bubble starts to rise at the bottom of
the channel, the transit time across the channel

t/(D/u0)

Substituting Equation

obtain,

(14)

(11) into Equation (13), we

l+(pi-ip0)Oo
2/[2gD(pl-p(l)]

A modified Froude number can be defined here ae.

(15)

(16)

and substituted into Equation (15) to give the
expression for a dimensionless transit time, t*, across
a channel of diameter, D, as.

l+Fo
2/2 (17)

where t* and F, are defined by Equations (14) and (16),
respectively. For a 3.05 cm i.d. pipe, the transit time
of a bubble rising in a stagnant pool of water at
atmospheric pressure is about 0,144 s, and about 0.25
s for a steam bubble in water at a pressure of 10 HPa.
Also, in a 10.34 cm i.d. tube, the transit time for an
air bubble to rise in a stagnant pool of water at
atmospheric pressure is 0.46 s, «hile a transit time of
0.66 s is obtained for a steam bubble at a pressure of
10 MPa.

2.3 «ffect of Rod-Bundle Oeoawtrr

In the rod-bundle geometry, bubbles migrating to the
top of the channel are obstructed by tne rod-bundle
elements. It has been observed from ongoing experiments
that bubbles larger than the narrow inter-element gaps
cannot pass through, while bubbles with diameter» less
than the gap migrate through, nearly unobstructed. It
was also observed that bubbles tend to accumulate just
below the gaps, as they migrate across the rod bundle
to the top of the channel. This is illustrated
schematically in Figure la. Two approaches have been
adopted here to properly account for the effect of the
rod-bundle geometry. The first approach followed is to
apply Equation (17) to the different types of
subchannels in the path of the bubble as it migrates
across the rod bundle to the top of the channel. In the
case of the 37-rod bundle, three type* oC subchannels,
namely. A, B and C, have been identified along the
gtneral path of the bubble, as shown in Figure 1b.

In our void migration tests in horizontal 37-rod
bundles, bubbles were injected at the bottom of the
channel; they subsequently encounter four subchannel A,
two subchannel B, and two subchannel c before reaching
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SHOWING DIFFERENT SUBCHANNELS

the top of the channel. The transit time of the bubble
across each subchannel is then obtained using Equation
(17), with D replaced by the hydrodynamic diameter of
the respective subchannels. The transit tine obtained
for a subchannel is multiplied by the number of such
subchannels in the path of the bubble, and the results
summed appropriately to yield the bubble transit-time
across the rod bundle. Using known dimensions of the
37-rod bundle, the hydrodynamic diameters have been
calculated to be 8.5 mm for subchannel A, 5.6 mm for
subchannel B, and 8.8 mm for subchannel C. Substituting
these values into Equation (17), and summing, we obtain
the transit time of an air bubble rising across a 37-
rod bundle, in a pool of water at 1 atm, to ba 0.37 s.
For the steam-water flow at 10 HPa, the bubble transit-
time is 0.47 s.

The second approach simply calculates the bubble
transit-time from Equation (17), based on the maximum
height traversed within each subchannel, rather than the
hydrodynamic diameter. For the 37-rod bundle geometry,
a maximum height of 14.8 mm is traversed by the bubble
in subchannel A, 12.8 mm in subchannel B and 9.3 mm in
subchannel C. The bubble transit-time across the 37-
rod bundle, in a pool of water at 1 atm, is 0.54 s.
similarly, for «team-water flow at 10 HPa, the bubble
transit-tin» i« 0.72 ». Tfais approach yields a more
reasonable result since the bubble transit-time obtained
is longer than for a 10.34 cm i.d. pipe, as would be
expected.

For the case of air bubbles in water at 1 atm, bubble
accumulation may readily occur, since the average bubble
diameter of 2 tun is comparable to the 37-rod bundle
gaps. Hence the bubbles may migrate across the rod

bundle in the form assumed in this analysis. On the
other hand, the average bubble diameter is 1 iun,
obtained for steam bubbles rising in a stagnant pool of
water at 10 MPa, and is less than the 37-rod bundle
gaps. Bubbles of this size tend to be more spherical
in shape, and move rectilinearly. In thi.3 case, the
bubbles may migrate through the 37-rod bundle gaps
nearly unobstructed, hence the results for pipes may
yield a good estimate of the bubble transit-time.

2.4 Effect of Liquid-Flow R«ta

The bubble transit-time for a stagnant pool, as in
the preceding analysis, is determined mainly by the
dominant forces of buoyancy and drag. In horizontal
flow channels, turbulence effects become important
considerations in the bubble dynamics. In this case,
both the turbulent and the drag forces act to oppose the
buoyancy force tending to lift the bubble to the top of
the channel. Equations (1) and (2) give the expressions
for the buoyancy and drag forces, respectively. The
effective force resulting from turbulent fluctuations
can be expressed as.

F, = nd2pLU'(
2/8 (18)

where U't is the radial velocity fluctuation. In the
work of Brighton and Jones [2] for annuli, the turbulent
intensity distribution seemB to approach unity as the
radius ratio tends to zero. Taitel and Dufcler [3]
argued that the root-mean square value of the radial
velocity fluctuation is equal to the friction velocity,
U«. Therefore, we assume that the radial velocity
fluctuation can be expressed as.

(19)

(20)

where f{ is the friction factor. Hence an expression
for the turbulent force acting on the bubble is obtained
as.

where ct represents the shear stress given by.

FT « nd
2fyolUl

2/16 (21)

A balance of the forces acting on the bubble in a
horizontal flow channel gives.

Cgo,Ua
2«d2/8 + nd2flpiUl

2/16 = g(p,-pg)nd3/6 (22)

where Us represents the radial slip velocity, which is
the relative velocity of the gas and liquid in the
radial direction. Equation (22) can be simplified to
yield an expression for the slip velocity as.

Us = [4gd(pl-pg)/(3C0p,) - fiUl
2/(2C0)]

0-5 (23)

Equation (23) reduces to Equation (6) (i.e., US*UO;, «-he
equivalent expression for a stagnant pool, whai the
liquid velocity becomes zero. The condition where Us-0
corresponds to that where no radial void migration
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occurs, and hence could be used to determine the mass
flux threshold beyond which the bubble is no longer able
to reach the top of the channel. However, the bubble
diameter for this case is not predicted using the Weber
number approach (Equation 7), as was the cese for a
stagnant pool. In fact, Equation (7) tends to predict
an infinite bubble diameter at the condition where no
void migration occurs.

The bubble sizes depend mainly on (i) the initial
bubble size, either at the injection point (as in our
experiment), or at the nuclaation site, when detaching
(as for a heated bundle), and (ii) the surface tension
forces and the fluid stresses, in a mechanically
agitated system. Hinze [4] gives the maximum stable
bubble diameter for the latter case as,

(24,

where e represents the mechanical power dissipated per
unit mass, and is given by.

e - \ap/àx\vm/pM (25)

tJ«-vg + v, is the mixture velocity, and pm=dpa + (l-cf)p(
is the mixture density. V9 and V( are the superficial
gas and liquid velocities, respectively, and cr is the
void fraction. The pressure gradient is expressed as.

dp/dx * 2fuC,U»2/D (26)

Tor the single bubble problem, a is zero, oB « u(, and
pm ' pt. Ihe transit time taken for the bubble to
migrate to the top of the channel is obtained from

Equation (17), where 0s is the rise velocity, in this
case.

The axial liquid velocity, Ul( for which no upward
bubble migration occurs in ths flow channel, can be
estimated from Equations (23) to (26), with Ut»0. In a
3.05 cm i.d. pipe, the average liquid velocity above
which the bubble can no longer migrate upwards is about
2.6 ra/t for air-water flow at 1 atm, and 2.3 ra/s for
steam-water flow at 10 HP». In the 37-rod bundle
geometry with • hydrodynamic diameter of 7.6 mm, the
r*ipective average liquid velocities are 1.8 ra/s for
air-water, and 1.6 m/s for steam-water flows.

2.5 Effect of Void Fraction

The preceding analysis has bean performed for a
single bubble rising in a stagnant pool, and also for
the case where liquid is flowing in the channel. When
a swarm of bubbles is rising in the pool, the relative
velocity (i.e., rise velocity) is given by.

- «i (27)

where u, and U( are the phase velocities of the gas and
the liquid, respectively. Equation (27) can be
expressed as.

Ugl - V < * - Vi/(l-on <28)

and could be further simplified to yield.

where jgi is given by.

(29)

(30)

3g, is the drift flux, which is defined as the
volumetric flux of the gas relative to a surface moving
at the average velocity. It can also be expressed as,

(31)

where j represents the average velocity. The terms in
brackets represent the drift velocity of the gas
relative to the mean fluid, Ugj. Substituting Equation
(31) into (29) yields,

(32)

is often taken as the riseThe drift velocity.
velocity of a single bubble in an infinite medium, Oo,
given by Equation (8). Experiments generally support
this assumption. Therefore, the rise velocity in this
case becomes.

(33)

The transit time taken for the bubbles to migrate to the
top of the tube is given by Equation (17), where the
rise velocity is taken to be trg).

Several experimental studies have shown that void
fractions in bubbly flow, generally, do not exceed about
30%, before transition occurs to other flow regimes due
to bubble coalescence. Griffith and Kallie (5] have
also shown that bubbles rarely coalesce at void
fractions less than 20%. A suitable correlation may be
chosen to estimate the void fraction, depending on the
nature of the problem. For the present analysis, the
drift flux expression has been used. This is given as;

<*- Qa/lce(Q, + (34)

where Co is known as the distribution parameter, Qg and
C( are the volumetric flow rates of the gas and liquid,
respectively. In our experimental tests, 0g was kept
constant at 9 mL/s, while Q( was varied from 0.5 L/s to
10 L/s for the 37-rod bundle geometry, and from 0.13 L/s
to 1.6 L/s for the 30.5 mm i.d. pipe, with Co»1.2, the
mean void fraction is less than 1.5% for the rod bundle,
and less than 5.5% for the pipe. For a nean void
fraction of 5.5%, the bubble transit-time using Equation
(17) is about 0.154 s for the air-water pipe flow.

In a case where liquid is also flowing in the tube,
the relative velocity would be given by Equation (33),
with U, rather than Uo, used as the rise velocity.

Other minor factors that may influence the lateral
void migration across a horizontal channel include:

(1) Effect of flow turbulence at the narrow inter-
element gap for the case of rod-bundle geometries.

(2) Effect of bubble coalescence at high void fraction.
The present analysis has been performed for discrete
non«-interacting bubbles. Bubble coalescence may result
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in a wider range of bu»ble size distribution, and hence
affect the rise velocity. This ia more likely to occur
in the rod-bundle geometry, due to bubble crowding in
the narrow gap region.

3. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIHEKDIL EQUIPMENT

3.1 MB-2 L O O P and Test Section

The MR-2 experimental facility is a multipurpose rij

used for both single-phase and two-phase studies. A

detailed description has been given by Osamusali et al.

[6).

3.2 MR-2* Loop «nd Test Section

Figure 2a shows the schematics of the MR-2A loop.
The test section is a 130-cm-long, clear horizontal
Lucite tube with an inner diameter of 30.S mm, bounded
by a pair of mechanically linked quick-closing valves
at either end. The loop is capable of flowing water up
to 1.6 L/s, and air up to 14.0 L/s. For the present
experiment, air was injected from the bottom of the test
jection, and the water circulated by a 1-hp pump.

Figure 2b shows the twin'needle fibre-optic probe in
the HR-2A test section. The probe is mounted in a
traversing vernier gear assembly with the probe tips
pointing upstream. Precise vertical adjustment of the
probe i3 achieved using the traversing gear.

FIGURE 2ai A SCHEMATIC OF THE MR-2A LOOP

3.3 TMt..-M..di. rihr.-Patic Probe

The twii.-needle fibre-optic probe was located between
the quick closing valves in the HR-2A loop, and about
40 cm from the upstream endplate of the MR-2 test
bundle. A narrow slit, 2 mm wide, in the centre element
of the MR-2 test bundle enables the fibre-optic probe
to traverse across th£ bundle for measurement of the
lateral void distribution.

The principle of operation of a fibre-optic probe is
based on Snail's law applied at the tip location.
Depending on the particular phase surrounding the tip,
the incident light may Pe completely reflected (for air-
glaes interface) or completely transmitted (for water-
glass interface). The twin-needle fibre-optic prob«
used in the present experiment has two Y-junction glass
fibres. The base of the Y is the needle portion of the
probe, and the two legs represent the transmitter and
receiver ends. The probe consists of a triangular-
shaped stem made of stainless steel, and two small tubes
inserted into the rounded edge of the triangular stem
at the base. The small tubes are constructed with
stainless steel, O.Sno traitw diameter, ihese axe them
bent into an L-shape, and placed side by side, with the
fibres exposed at the tip of the probe. The tip of the
short needle is separated from the long needle tip by
1.2 mm for the rod-bundle sat up, and 1.75 mm for the
pipe. The neadlea are spaced about 0.5 mm apart.

FIGURE 2 b : THE TWIH-NEEDÏ-E FIBRE-OPTIC PROBE
SET-UP

3.4 Signal Processing

The received signals are fed into photodiodes, which
convert them to electronic signala. A trigger level to
àiBcrimlrate tine air aTiû waï-ei is auyasted maroaaYiy in
the comparator, and signals below this threshold value
are considered to be noise ot purely water signals. The
signals corresponding to the void are considerably
higher than the threshold, so that high sensitivity can
atill be achieved. For vt>id fraction measurements,
signals from the long needle which encounters the gas
phase first are fed into an AND gate along with a 1 MHz
clock signal (i.e., the presence of the vapour phase is
detected at a sampling rate of 1 HHzj. Whenever the
needle tip is in contact with the gas phase, the signals
will be high and a counter is incremented. At the end
of the sampling time, the local time-averaged void
fraction is calculated by dividing the length of time
that the tip was in contact with gas by the total
sampling time. The output appears as a percentage on
an LED display.

4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

4.1 Bubble Migration

Gas was Injected at a constant rate of about 9 mL/s
through the ports at the bottom of the channel. As the
gas penetrates the flowing liquid, discrete bubbles
form. The bubbles migrate to the top of the tube at
different trajectories, depending on the liquid-flow
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rate. The bubble trajectories were observed to be
generally linear, except at a few millimetres from the
point of Injection, due to bubble acceleration. The
axial bubble-migration diatance, which represents the
axial distance travelled by the bubbles from the point
of injection before reaching the top of the tube, was
measured directly, using a metre rule. The pipe reBultB
were further verified by measuring the trajectory angle,
uaing a «impie assembly of a protractor and a pointer
arm. At. different liquid-flow rates, the pointer arm
was aligned with the bubble trajectory, and the angle
read off the protractor.

At high liquid-flow rates the bubbles are more
dispersed, and hence a direct measurement of the axial
bubble-migration distança becomes difficult in the rod-
bundle geometry. For these cases, the fibre-optic probe
was traversed across the bundle to obtain a void
distribution, subsequently giving the void trajectory.

4.2 mabblm glses and Velocities

The mean bubble diameters and velocities were
determined using the twin-needle fibre-optic probe in
the pipe geometry. The bubble velocity is simply the
ratio of the spacing between the needle tips (1.75 mm,
in this case), and the delay between the signals from
both the long and the short needles. However, to
achieve a higher degree of accuracy, signals of several
bubbles were sent to a Hewlett-Packard spectrum
analyzer. Model Ho. 3582k, which generates the phase and
coherence functions in the frequency domain. A
Tektronix micro-computer. Medal No. 4051, was then used
to obtain the slope of the phase function, and
subsequently compute the mean bubble velocity. Several
traces of the square-wave signals from the long needle
displayed on a Gould digital oscilloscope. Model No.
'030, were obtained using a Hewlett-Packard X-Y plotter.
Model No. 7046A, giving an average length of time spent
by the long needle in traversing the bubbles. Hence,
the mean bubble diameter was determined as the product
of the time and the mean bubble velocity.

High-speed Polaroid photographs were taken, and
recordings made of the void migration. A GYÏR time-
lapse high-speed video cassette recorder. Model No. TLC
2051C, was then used to view the processes.

5. tXPIMHWTM, RESULTS Krt> DISCUSSION

5.1 Void Migration in Horizontal «od-Bundl..

The experimental results for bubble migration in a
horizontal 37-rod bundle has been presented as local
void distributions across the bundle in Figure 3, for
liquid-flow rates ranging from 4 kg/s (Re(-8 900) to 10
kg/s (Re,-22 250). The results show that multiple void
peaks occur for a given liquid-flow rate. The void
peaks represent the locations of tha bubble trajectories
in the 37-rod bundle. The presence of multiple void
peaks indicates that bubbles may reach the top of the
channel over a range of axial bubble-migration
distances. Hence, the rod-bundle geometry tends to
disperse the bubbles, thus negating bubble accumulation
at the top of the channel, and opposing the tendency to
flow stratification. These void peaks coincide with the
location below the inter-element narrow gaps, at tha top
of the subchannels. Hence, bubbles may be crowding at
these locations as they migrate across the bundle, and
may lead to flow stratification within the subchannel.
This bubble crowding predicted from the present results
for rod bundles has been confirmed from tests in a
transparent test section containing Lucite rod-bundles,
using a video camera.

Based on the present results and observations, a
trajectory pattern for bubble migration through the 37-
rod bundle, as shown in Figure 4, has been proposed.

LCCAL VOID ffueiim m

ReL=18 000

U0QU. VOW flttCTMN 00

Wl'22 250

LOCAL rcia nucnm BJ

VOID DISTRIBUTION DURING BUBBLE
MIGRATION IN A HORIZONTAL 37-ROD
BUNDLE FLCW

•OSKsn

OH CAT

BUBBLE TKAJZCtOUr

FIGURE 4: A VOID TRAJECTORY PATTERN FOR A
HORIZONTAL 37-ROD BUNDLE FLOW

The schematic of Figure 4 shows that bubbles undergo
mainly axial migration in the regions below the narrow
inter-element gaps, at the top of the subchannels, and
nainly upward migration through the narrow inter-element
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FIGURE 5: AXIAL BUBBLE-MIGRATION DISTANCE FOR
A HORIZONTAL 37-ROD BUNDLE FLOW

gaps and the subchannels. Secondary bubble trajectories
were also observed, and this accounts for the smaller
void peaks obtained in Figure 3.

The axial bubble-migration distances have been
plotted in Figure 5 as a function of the liquid Reynolds
number, including the results for lower liquid-flow
rates (Re|<8 900), which were obtained by direct
measurement. At low liquid-flow rates, an average value
of about 0.S s was obtained experimentally for the
bubble transit-time across the 37-rod bundle, in the
present tests. This is in good agreement with the
theoretical value of 0.54 s obtained for the 37-rod
bundles, in Section 2.3, and the theoretical value of
0.46 8 obtained for the 10.34 cm i.d. pipe, in Section
2.2.

S.2 Void Mia «1 Pit>»«

The axial bubble-migration distance in a 3.C --m i.d.
pipe has been plotted in Figure 6 as a function of the
liquid Reynolds number. The shaded circles are the
experimental results and the solid line represents the
theoretical predictions. The theoretical result is the
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FIGURE 61 AXIAL BUBBLI-MICRATION DISTANCE FOR
HORIZONTAL FLOW IN A 3.05 cm PIPE
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FIGURE 7 : BUBBLE TRANSIT-TIME FOR HORIZONTAL
FLOW IN A 3 . 0 5 cm PIPE
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EXPERIMENT
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FIGURE 8 :

ReLxl0"4

DIMENSIONLEES BUBBLE TRANSIT-TIME
FOR HORIZONTAL FLOW IN A 3.05 cm PIPE

product of the average liquid velocity, U| and the
bubble transit-time given by Equation (17). The linear
portion of the curve is baaed on the stagnant pool
theory, while the other portion accounts for "-.he effect
of axial liquid velocity. The result shows that effects
of axial liquid velocity become important only at high
Reynolds numbers, and approach an asymptote at the
liquid velocity above which the bubble can no longer
migrate upwards.

Figure 7 shows the bubble transit-time as a function
of the liquid Reynolds number. The theoretical
prediction is represented by the solid line, while the
data points are the experimental results. The
experimental results show that the bubble transit-time
is constant at low liquid-flow rates, and is well
predicted using the stagnant pool model. However, at
high liquid-flow rates, it varies sharply with axial
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liquid velocity t and approaches an asymptote. A
dimensionless time, based on the transit time of a
bubble rising in a stagnant pool, has been plotted in
Figure 8 as function of the liquid Reynolds number. The
result shows good agreement between experiment and
theory.
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FIGURE 11: BUBBLE RISE VELOCITY AS A FUNCTION OF
LIQUID REYNOLDS NUMBER FOR HORIZONTAL
FLOW IN A 3.05 cm PIPE

FIGURE 9: HEAN BUBBLE DIAMETER AS A FUNCTION
OF THE LIQUID REYNOLDS NUMBER FOR
HORIZONTAL FLOW IN A 3.05 cm PIPE
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FIGURE 10 s BUBBLE RISE VELOCITY AS A FUNCTION OF
MEAN BUBBLE DIAMETER FOR HORIZONTAL
FLOW IK A 3.05 cm PIPE

5,3 Bubble Dia—ter and aise Velocity

The mean bubble diameter has been plotted as a
function of the liquid Reynolds number in Figure 9. The
experimental results are shown in the shaded circles,
and the solid line repressnts the theoretical prediction
using Equation (24). The bubble diameter decreases very

AVERAGE LIQUID VELOCITY
MAXIMUM LIQUID VELOCITY

•x

FIGURE 12: BUBBLE AXIAL VELOCITY AS A FUNCTION
OF AVERAGE AND MAXIMUM LIQUID VELOCITY

sharply with the liquid-flow rate at a Reynolds number
of about 40 000, for the present tests. A good
prediction of the results is obtained for liquid
Reynolds numbers higher than 40 000. The theory tends
to diverge from the experimental results at lower values
of the liquid Reynolds number. The bubble rise velocity
increases with the mean bubble diameter, but decreases
with increasing liquid-flow rate, as shown in Figures
10 and 11, respectively. In these figures, the
experimental results are shown in the shaded circles and
the solid line represents the theory, which is based on
Equation (23) at high liquid-flow rates, and Equation
(8) for low liquid-flow rates.

A slip-ratio analysis of the experimental data was
also performed, as shown in Figure 12. The solid
circles represent the analysis based on the average
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liquid velocity, and the crosses represent that based
on the maximum liquid velocity. The line of 45° is
shown by the solid line. The result shows that the
bubble velocity is faster than the average liquid
velocity, but close to the maximum liquid velocity at
low liguid-flow rates. At higher liguid-flow rates., the
bubble velocity is close to the average liquid velocity,
but less than the maximum liquid velocity. In general,
the result shows that the slip ratio, which is the ratio
of the gas to the liquid velocity, is close to unity,
based on the average liquid velocity. Hence, the
bubbles tend to move at the average liquid velocity, in
the axial direction, as previously assumed in the
theoretical analysis.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The mechanisms for void migration in horizontal pipes
and 37-rod bundle tlows have been investigated
experimentally, and a theoretical analysis performed.
Effects of geometry, liquid-flow rates, and void
fraction have also been discussed.

In horizontal pipe flows, the bubbles tend to migrate
axially at a velocity close to the average liquid
velocity. The rise velocities can be well predicted
using the theory fox 4 stagnant pool, for low axial
liquid velocities (i.e., for liquid Reynolds numbers
less than a threshold value of 40 000, as obtained in
these tests). The effects of fluid stresses are mainly
significant at higher Reynold» numbers of the liquid.

The effects of the rod-bundle geometry on bubble
migration become very significant for bubbles with
diameters larger than the narrow inter-element gaps.
The present analysis yields a good prediction of the
bubble transit-time across the 37-rod bundle; however,
more teats are needed for this case. In the rod-bundle
geometry, bubbles accumulate below the narrow inter-
element gaps at the upper part of the subchannels. This
bubble crowding could lead to flow stratification within
the subchannels.
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ABSTRACT

A refinement to the Ontario Hydro fuel-management
code SORO allows local values, instead of reactor-
averaged "global" values, of coolant density, fuel tem-
perature, and bundle power (flux) to be used when
evaluating lattice properties. The fuel
temperature/flux component of this refinement was
assessed by comparing local-parameter and global-
parameter simulations of Bruce B reactor operating
histories (both past and future). Local-parameter re-
simulations of past histories do not significantly
improve fits to measurements, i.e. instrumented chan-
nel powers, channel outlet temperatures, and in-core
detector fluxes. However, self-consistent long-term
(4-year) pre-simulations of future histories show typ-
ical reductions of 5% in maximum bundle power, 1% in
maximum channel power, and 1% in channel-power-peaking
factor, which imply substantial (potential) economic
benefits for Ontario Hydro.

INTRODUCTION

The current production version of the Ontario Hydro
fuel-management code SORO uses lattice properties cal-
culated for reactor-averaged values of parameters such
as coolant density, fuel temperature, and power den-
sity. This "global-parameter" method, which consider-
ably simplifies reactor simulations, is only an
approximation, since these parameters do in fact vary
significantly across the core, both radially and axi-
ally.

Foe example, in Bruce B reactors the spatial varia-
tion of bundle power is in the range from =50 kW to =1000
kW. The absolute flux level varies essentially in the
same ratio. Since the fuel temperature is directly
related to the corresponding bundle power, it also
varies widely. This is shown in Figure 1, which is the
result of first-principles heat transfer calculations
for a 37-element Bruce 8 fuel bundle. The local values
of coolant density for Bruce B can vary from 0.5 to 0.9
kg/1. All of these variations produce spatial depen-
dencies in lattice properties and therefore in local
reactivities.

The effects of using local, rather than global,
values of the above parameters have already been stu-
died to some extent by Jenkins and Rouben (1), who re-
simulated a one-month Pt. Lepreau operating history.
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They concluded that the "local-parameter" scheme could
produce some substantial economic benefits. However,
their conclusions were based on a rather short period
of past reactor history, and did not take into account
the possible impact of the local-parameter method on
future fuel management decisions. The purpose of our
work is to determine and assess the local-parameter
effects for Ontario Hydro reactors by simulating
extensive reactor histories, both past and future, for
several reactors.

LOCAL PARAMETER CALCULATIONS
A new version of SORO was created wherein lattice

properties can be derived using local values of coolant
density, fuel temperature, and bundle power. This
"local-parameter" calculation is based on using a rec-
tangular grid of 40 pairs of coolant density and bundle
power, as shown in Figure 2. The vertical axis has 8
different bundle powers, while the horizontal axis has
5 different coolant densities. In total, 40 sets of
fuel tables, at every pair of coolant density and bun-
dle power, were generated for each unique type of fuel
as a function of irradiation. Because the fuel tempera-
ture has a one-to-one relationship with bundle power
{Figure 1) , and the local absolute flux level is
directly related to the bundle power, the flux level
and fuel temperature need not actually be independent
variables. The lattice properties at each bundle in the
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Figura 2. Bundle power (i.e. fuel temperature) and
coolant density grid.

core are then calculated by using double linear inter-
polation in the fuel tables from the four closest grid
points (see Figure 2) .

The density at each bundle site should be generated
from a thermohydraulic coder such as the program SOPHT
{2) in use at Ontario Hydro. However, calculations
presented in this paper made no use of the capability
for varying coolant density. Instead, we have arbi-
trarily used the constant value 0. B kg/1 throughout our
calculations. Thus, the results presented here
represent the effect of varying only bundle power and
fuel temperature.

Since the local-parameter lattice properties depend
on the power distribution, calculations 3hould be per-
formed self-consistently» i.e. an initial power dis-
tribution is assumed, lattice properties are calcu-
lated, a new power distribution is generated, and so on
until consecutive power distributions differ by less
than a prescribed tolerance. Our calculations required
four such iterations per core snapshot.

The main effect of using the local-parameter method
should be an overall flattening of the calculated flux
and power distributions. The reasons are:

(i) The lattice reactivity decreases as the fuel
temperature and the power (or flux) level
increases. Thus, in high-power regions of the
core, the local-parameter calculation tends to
reduce the local reactivity and therefore the
flux/power level. On the other hand, in low-
power regions, the local-parameter calcula-
tion tends to increase the local reactivity
and, therefore, raises the flux. Hence, the
central core region, both radially and axi-
ally, will generally show a relative power
decrease, whereas the radial and axial peri-

pheries will show a power increase,
(ii) In CANDÙ" reactors, reactivity increases as the

coolant density decreases. Since coolant den-
sity is lowest near the channel outlet, bundles
near the channel downstream end would show a
power increase if the coolant density varia-
tion were used in the local-parameter calcula-
tions. However, since this option was not
activated in the present calculations, this
effect is absent here.

The flattening due to reason (i) is evident in our
results, which are presented in the following section.

RESULTS

Two categories of simulations were carried out to
study the effects of the local-parameter method on
Ontario Hydro reactors :

(i) "post-facto" simulations of past reactor refu-
elling histories

(ii) pre-simulations of potential future refuel-
ling histories

In the fir3t category, past periods of reactor history
were studied. Since the choice of channel refuellings
in these histories was based on simulations with the
global-parameter method, this choice of refuellings is
not consistent with the local-parameter method. In
contrast, the second category involves simulations of
future refuelling histories, where it is possible to
have consistency between the refuellings selected and
the method of simulation (global or local parameters).
For this reason, the results of the second category of
simulations are considered more significant. However,
the first category affords the opportunity of assess-
ing the simulation methods against experimental data.

Past Refuelling Histories

The effects of using local fuel temperatures
instead of average ones were first studied by re-
simulating Bruce B (BNGS-B) Units 5-8 reactor his-
tories using the local-parameter version of SORO and
comparing the results with the archived global-
parameter simulation results. Histories were re-
simulated from January 1, 198B through August 31, 1989
for each of the four units. However, since the majority
of in-core bundles during the early portions of the
reruns still had their pre-19B8 'global SORO' fuel
irradiations, and could thus unduly contaminate the
comparisons, our analysis included only those =300
flux snapshots following June 1988.

In Table 1 we present the snapshot-averaged values
of the most critical reactor operating parameters,
i.e. the maximum bundle powers, maximum channel
powers, channel power peaking factors, and their
local-minus-global differences. The channel power
peaking factor (CPPF) is the maximum value, over all
inner channels, of actual channel power divided by
reference channel power. The bundle and channel powers
are constrained by reactor operation licence limits,
while the CPPF is used to calibrate shutdown system
(NOP) detectors. Note that the maximum bundle powers
are reduced on average by 3-5% using local fuel tem-
peratures, while the maximum channel powers end CPPF's
are virtually unchanged. These values differ somewhat
from those of Jenkins and Rouben (1) for Pt. Lepreau.
They found that maximum bundle powers were reduced by
5-7% and maximum channel powers and CPPF's were each
reduced by 2%. Part of this difference is probably due
to our suppression of the local coolant density effect.
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TAULE 1

and channel power poaking factors (Cl'PFl for the local parameter ILI') and
global parameter (GPI calculations. The Actual production history from
July 198B to August 19B9 was re-simulated fot each Deuce B reactor.
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11 .4

% DIFF

- 0 . 2

0 .4

0 . 3

- 0 . 1

which they included in their analysis. More signifi-
cantly, their analysis spanned a much shorter reactor
history than ours, i.e. 1 month vs 13 months. In their
10 core snapshots the local effects consistently
reduced the values of the above critical parameters. We
finri, however, that this is not generally true. When a
reactor's history is re-simulated with the local
parameter code, the overall flattening of a flux dis-
tribution does not always produce a smaller maximum
bundle power, maximum channel power, and CPPF because
refuelling operations that were selected on the basis
of the previous flux shapes are no longer consistent
with the new flux shapes. As a result of the flux redis-
tribution, some refuelling now occurs in regions that
have had their fluxes amplified and could thus produce
additional flux peaking. This effect is illustrated
for CPPF's in Table 2.

A re-simulation of a history by the local method must
begin from a simulated state that was arrived at by the
previous {global) method of calculation. In particu-
lar, the fuel bundle irradiations from the starting
point onwards will not be consistent with the local
parameter calculations until all 'old' bundles have
been replaced by new ones and the influence of the pre-
vious irradiations has been sufficiently diluted.. To
test the importance of this effect we have compared a
one-year local parameter re-simulâtion for BN6S-B8
with a corresponding local parameter re-simulation
which used the global parameter irradiations. The
resulting CPPF's are shown in Table 2. The effects are
clearly quite small, with the differences averaging
=0.1%. Similar differences were observed for the max-
imum bundle and channel powers .

Modelling accuracy can be assessed by comparing the
simulations with measurements. In this regard the most
useful comparisons are with the measured powers of the
22 fully instrumented channels (FINCH's), which are
located in the high power region of the core. A
rigorous analysis <3> of the percentage error in the
computed channel powers shows that its standard devia-
tion, o, has three components: (i) aRP, the time devia-
tion of the reactor power error (ii) O'FLUX, the time
deviation of the calculated flux shape error and (iii)
°"(i,FLUX/ the space deviation of the calculated flux
shape error. These error components were calculated
for each Bruce B reactor for the period July 1988
through August 1989 using the results of the simula-
tions discussed above. Approximately 250 sets of FINCH
powers were included for each reactor. The results are
presented in Table 3. They indicate that the local
parameter calculations reduce the overall SORO error,
but only marginally, i.e. by less than 0.1%.

In addition to the measured FINCH powers, we can
also use the 480 measured channel outlet temperatures
and 54 flux-mapping detector readings to assess model-
ling accuracy. Such data, however, are collected
infrequently and are not as reliable. For example, to
deduce channel powers from outlet temperatures one

TABLE 2

A comparison of some global- and local-parameter
CPPF's for Unit 8. Also shown are local-parameter
calculations that use the corresponding global-
parameter bundle irradiations (LOCAL (G(0) > .

DATE

890104
890106
890110
890113
890116
890119
890123
890126
890130
890201
890203
890208
890213
890216
890220
890223
890227
890301
890303
890308
8903]3
890316
890320
890323
890327
890331

891102
891109
891116
891123
891130
B91208
891214
891221
891228
891231

GLOBAL

11.1
9 . 6

12.3
11.4
11.9
10.7
10.7
13.2
11.9
12.3
11.0
11.3
11.2
11.1
11.5
10.6
12.5
13.4
11.2
11.0
11.9
11.5
10.1

9 . 3
10.1
10.0

13.5
10.6
10.3
10.2

9 . 9
9 . 6
9 . 3
8 . 7

10.4
10.3

C P P F (%)

LOCAL <G<!»

9 . 8
10.4
11.8
11.5

9 . 9
11.8
10.8
16.1
12.3
12.5
10.4
11.6
11.0
11.4
11.8

9 . 6
12.9
12.9
11.1
11.2
13.0

. 11.7
12.9
12.6
12.0
10.7

13.0
11.2
10.2

9 . 9
9 . 9

10.8
10.7
10.1
10.6
10.5

LOCAL

9 . 8
10.4
11.8
11.5

9 . 9
11.8
10.8
16.0
12.1
12.3
10.4
11.5
10.7
11.9
11.7

9 . 5
12.8
12.9
11.1
11.0
13.1
11.5
12.3
12.4
12.0
10.3

12.9
11.0

9 . 9
9 . 9
9 . 7

10.6
10.5
10.0
10.3
10.2

needs coolant flow rates, which are not measured
locally and hence must be assigned design values.
Nevertheless, an attempt was made to use archived Unit
8 data for an independent model validation. For the
above-mentioned time period, only 39 sets of tempera-
tures and flux readings were available. The rms percent
difference between calculated and "measured" channel
powers was increased 0.1% by the local parameter calcu-
lations. The detector flux comparisons showed a
corresponding increase of =0.5%.

Insofar as comparisons with the above types of meas-
urements are concerned, it is clear that the local-
parameter method does not show significant improve-
ments over the global-parameter method.
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TABLE 3

Components of the SORO channel power error standard
deviations (in %) derived from SORO/FINCH comparis-
ons for =300 core states from July 1988 through Au-
gust 1989.The error components are defined in the
text.

reactor

BNGS-B5

BNGS-B6

BNGS-B7

BNGS-B8

method

global
local

global
local

global
local

global
local

0.41
0.44

0.65
0.66

0.68
0.81

0.60
0.62

1.30
1.04

1.27
1.19

1.17
1.12

1.13
1.11

ati, FLUX

1.20
1.28

1.52
1.48

1.29
1.22

1.34
1.33

a'

1.90
1.79

2.16
2.08

1.95
1.92

1.93
1.92

*A covariance correction of 0.3 has been added due to
a statistical dependence of reactor power and flux
shape errors.

Pre-simulationa of future refuelling histories

Although re-aimulations of reactor histories are
informative, they do not give much insight into how
modelling changes might affect the long-term future
performance of a reactor core. A more useful approach
is to actually simulate the anticipated reactor his-
tory that would result if the current refuelling stra-
tegies continued to be applied into the future. This
can be done efficiently and reliably by the AUTOSORO
program (4J, which applies user-defined refuelling
rules and logic to extrapolate a reactor core history
into the future for any specified time period (Note: On
a SUN-4/110 workstation, 4-year pre-simulations using
the global- and local-parameter methods require =24
hours and =48 hours of CPU time, respectively) .
Accordingly, for each of the Bruce B reactors, we have
used AUTOSORO to simulate future performance, for both
the global- and local-parameter methods, starting from
a January 1 1989 archived reactor state and continuing
for at least 1700 full power days. Reactor powers were
set to their 1989 averages and each liquid zone con-
troller level was frozen at 50% full.

The AUTOSORO results are shown in Table 4. Note
first that local-parameter calculations reduce max-
imum bundle powers by 2-7%, with an average of =5%. The
maximum channel powers and CPPF' s are reduced, on aver-
age, by =1%. The effect on average discharge burnup is
very small, showing a decrease of about .3%. For a

AUTOSORO predictions of key reactor parameters for both global and local
parameter approaches. (FP=full power)

simulated operating
time <FP days)

reactor power <%FP)

maximum bundle
power (kW)

maximum channel
power (kW)

channel power
peaking factor (*)

bundles fuelled
per FP year

average discharge
burnup (MWh/kgU)

actual 1989
burnups (MWh/kgU)

global
local
% dif f

global
local
% diff

global
local
% diff

global
local
% diff

global
local
% diff

BNGS-B5

1743

96.6

809
755
-6.7

6900
6796
-1.5

11.7
10.0
-1.7

6545
6579
0.5

192.4
191.0
-0.7

194.7

BNGS-B6

1721

90.0

739
705
-4.3

6400
6328
-0.9

11.5

10.7
-0.8

6641
6624
-0.3

177.8
177.7
-0.0

178.8

BNGS-B7

1708

97.9

807
761
-5.7

6942
6842
-1.4

11.7

9.8
-1.9

6604
6604
0.0

193.4

192.9
-0.2

194.0

BNGS-BB

1931

86.6

710
694
-2.1

6178
6159
-0.1

11.7
11.4

-0.2

5912
5930
0.3

190.9
190.0
-0.5

190.1

mean

-4.7

-1.0

-1.2

+ 0.1

-0.3
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sufficiently long simulation period, the changes in
average discharge burnup and fuelling rates should be
identical to each other. However, the comparison of
bundle-averaged discharge burnups with discharged
bundle counts in Table 4 indicates that for our simula-
tion periods there is still a 0.2% inconsistency, sug-
gesting that the apparent reductions in average
discharge burnups could be as small as only 0.1%. The
fact that the predicted average discharge burnups are
in excellent agreement with the 1989 production values
strongly suggests that the above AUTOSORO predictions
are reliable.

CONCLUSIONS
The redistribution of power effected by the local-

parameter scheme (fuel temperature effect only)
improves marginally, if at all, the agreement between
SORO and available measurements for existing reactor
histories. However, in pre-simulations of future
reactor performance, tne consequent average reduction
in the predicted values of maximum bundle powers by 5%,
maximum channel powers by 1%, and CPPF' s by 1% has
potential economic benefits for Ontario Hydro. For
example, a reactor that is currently running derated
because of maximum channel power constraints could
have its power raised by 1%. Based on the 1989 mean
energy replacement cost of 29$/MWh(e) this translates
into a net benefit of more than 6 k$/day, which is more
than 2 MS/year for a Bruce B reactor.
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ABSTRACT

To meet the CANDU 3 design targets for low occupational
exposures and for load following operation, the reference
37-element fuel bundle must perform as well as or better in a
CANDU 3 than in previous CANDUs. With single-ended
refuelling, the entire fuel column must be temporarily removed
from the channel and placed inside the fuelling machine located at
the downstream end of the fuel channel. The power boosts on
upstream bundles as they slide through the centre of the core are
acceptable for low burnup fuel, but not for bundles at normal
discharge bumup. To eliminate the concerns about fuel
performance, symmetric refuelling schemes are now planned for
the central region of the core. This flattens the power profile in the
axial direction and reduces peak bundle powers from 920 kW to
levels below about 800 kW. These low powers will ensure good
performance. The new refuelling schemes will result in some
burnup loss (7.5%) but will ensure that the design targets are met.
They will also have favounble impacts on safety and licensing
primarily because of lower fuel element and bundle powers.

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, CANDU reactors are refuelled on-power with two
fuelling machines: cne inserts pairs of new bundles into a fuel
channel while the other unloads the same number of irradiated
bundles from the opposite end. With two machines, all fuel
management strategies are bi-directional and have been restricted
to one degree of freedom : the number of bundles shifted along the
channel per visit. On the other hand, the CANDU 3 design, with its
unidirectional flow heat transport system, employs only one
fuelling machine at the downstream side of the reactor face.
Bundles are pushed out of the fuel channel by the coolant hydraulic
drag generated across the fuel column and fuel pusher. The pusher,
which is located at the upstream end of the fuel column, remains
in the channel. Every refuelling operation starts by removing all 12
fuel bundles from the channel. New and partially irradiated bundles
can be reinserted into the channel in any chosen order. This adds
a new dimension to fuel management strategies: axial shuffling.
Fuel bundles can now be rearranged to obtain greater control over
the axial flux and power shapes. This in turn leads to greater
operational margin by reducing bundle powers at maximum reactor
power output.

The axial power shape determines the peak operating bundle
powers and the fuel reshuffling pattern determines the power
changes experienced by bundles during and after the refuelling
process. Both parameters, along with fuel burnup, are important
because of their influence on fuel failures. From previous CANDU
experience, the risk of fuel failure due to stress corrosion cracking
(SCO* increases with ramped power, power increase and burnup.

PLANT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

The design requirements of many plant systems depend on the
operational characteristics of the refuelling scheme. Therefore, it
is important to select the reference refuelling scheme early in the
plant design stage. The selection process must take into account the
overall CANDU 3 plant performance requirements.'11 The most
relevant ones are listed below.

* SCC is sometimes referred to as environmentally assisted
cracking (EAC).

(1) The general design philosophy is to retain or enhance
traditional CANDU advantages, to use proven system and
technology to the maximum extent.

(2) The CANDU 3 design must be capable of load-following
operation. The load cycle is a daily cycle to 50% turbine
power.

(3) The CANDU 3 design target is to have an annual occupational
dose level lower than that of the operating CANDUs.

With the single-ended refuelling concept, it is possible to mimic
the conventional bi-directional bundle shift refuelling patterns used
in previous CANDUs. Such conventional schemes are attractive
since they are "proven" and meet Requirement (1 ) above. However,
the selected refuelling schemes must also meet the other two
requirements for low occupational exposures and load following
operation. This means that the fuel must perform as well or better
than in other CANDUs. The refuelling schemes must not cause
systematic or multiple fuel element failures during base load or load
following operation. Consequently, criteria for evaluating the risk
of systematic fuel failures needed to be chosen and applied to the
CANDU 3 refuelling options.

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING RISK OF SYSTEMATIC
FUEL FAILURES

Many multiple fuel element failures have occurred during the
past 25 years in the NRU experimental loops and during the early
years of operation in some CANDU power reactors. In most cases,
the defect mechanism was stress corrosion cracking of the fuel
sheath, brought on by a power ramp/13 ' The empirical correlations
derived from this data show that the probability of fuel failure
increases during a power ramp if the ramped (final) power and the
power increase both exceed threshold values which are burnup
dependent.'2'

Figure 1 shows three sets of threshold curves for predicting
power ramp conditions that cause SCC fuel failures. Generally, low
burnup fuel (less than about 80 MWh/kgU) is very tolerant of power
ramps as indicated by high threshold values in this bumup region.
The resistance to SCC failure diminishes with burnup as corrosive
fission products build up in the pellet-to-sheath gap and attack the
irradiated sheath. These curves which have evolved since about
1974, have crept upward to reflect good fuel performance in
CANDUs and in the NRU reactor. The 1979 curves were originally
recommended for use in CANDU 6 reactors where bundle powers
peak at about 900 kW. They represented the SCC failure threshold
values for CANDU fuel that contained graphite coatings (Canlub)
on the inside surface of the fuel sheaths. In the 1970s, Canlub was
recognized as an effective solution to SCC problems. In 1982, the
curves were adjusted upward to reflect good fuel performance
during 4 bundle shifts at Bruce A. At that time, thousands of fuel
bundles were successfully power ramped beyond the 1979
threshold curves. The operating bundle power envelope peaked at
about 1000 kW. In 1985, the curves were redrawn again to reflect
good fuel performance in NRU where CANDU-type fuel with good
quality thick CANLUB graphite coatings survived very high power
boosts'4'. Since the 1982 curves are based on CANDU power
reactor data (4-bundle shift experience at Bruce A), they are
recommended for use in evaluating fuel performance in CANDU 3
for base load operation. The 1985 curves are not considered
"proven" for power reactors because the database does not include
power reactor data.
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Figure 1 SCC Defect Thresholds (or 37-Element Fuel.
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BUNDLES

Schemes thai mimic "Bi-Directional" Refuelling
(Number in box refers to dwell period for
each bundle pair)

Load following operation has been successfully carried out
during intermittent periods at Embalse, Bruce B and Wolsong'5'.
Fuel bundles in these reactors were power ramped to conditions that
generally fell below the 1979 SCC defect thresholds and below the
operating bundle power envelopes that peak around 850-900 kW.
Since there is no extensive load following experience where fuel has
been power ramped above these threshold curves.the 1979 SCC
defect threshold curves are recommended for evaluating fuel
performance in load following operation for CANDU 3. It should
be noted that the 1979 SCC thresholds may not be applicable to all
load following operations because not all possible combinations of
frequency, cycle depth, hold-down time, etc., have been "proven",
according to the plant performance requirements in the previous
section.

POTENTIAL CONCERNS WITH BI-DIRECTIONAL
REFUELLING

If the CANDU 3 refuelling scheme mimics the conventional
bi-directional 4-bundle shift, then half the fuel channels will contain
high bumup fuel at the low power upstream positions, as shown in
Figure 2. (Note, the figure shows pairs of bundles, not individual
bundles. The numbers indicate whether a pair of bundles is in its
first, second, or third dwell period.) During discharge, high burnup
bundles from these upstream positions must slide through the centre
of the core and undergo a substantial power Tamp, wett beyond
800 kW. The power boost will normally lastforafewminutes while
the fuelling machine unloads the channel. If the fuelling sequence
is interrupted due to a fuelling machine malfunction, the power
boost could last for several hours. Both the ramped power and
power increase conditions imposed on high burnup bundles will
exceed the 1982 SCC defect threshold curves.

There are several way s to reduce the SCC fuel failure risk during
refuelling as listed below:

(a) Lower the peak element linear powers by increasing fuel
element subdivision within the bundle. A 20% reduction in
element powers can be achieved by replacing the reference
37-element bundle with the 43-element CANFLEX bundle(6).

(b) Modify the internal fuel element design to accommodate the
ramped powers during refuelling. Some options include
thicker CANLUB coatings, improved CANLUB, hollow
pellets, graphite discs between pellets, etc.(7). These options
would require some development and proof testing to
demonstrate effectiveness against SCC.

(c) Abandon schemes that mimic the bi-directional refuelling
scheme and use schemes that ensure:

• low bumup on the first pair of upstream bundles,
and/or

• flat axial power profiles over the central 8 to 10 bundle
positions that reduce bundle powers by about 15-20%.

Various refuelling options were reviewed from the fuel and
physics standpoint, as well as with respect to the impacts on the
overall plant performance, licensability, schedules and costs. After
a thorough design review of the fuel management options in 1989
September, the CANDU 3 design team selected solution (c) above.

FUEL MANAGEMENT FLEXIBILITY WITH AXIAL POWER
FLATTENING

After a preliminary investigation, a number of refuelling
schemes were identified that place low bumup bundles at the
upstream end and also flatten the axial power profile. Even with the
constraint that only new bundles are loaded into the upstream
positions, the combinations of various bundle reshuffling patterns
within the core are virtually endless. Some of the more promising
schemes are illustrated in Figure 3.
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CANDU 3 Fuel Management Survey Studies
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Time-averaged power distributions and instantaneous snapshots
of power distributions were calculated for most cases. The radial
power shape was kept unchanged so that the effects of the different
reshuffling patterns are not obscured by radial power redistribution.
The general characteristics that emerged from the survey are
summarized below.

(a) Asymmetric schemes that place fresh bundles at the upstream
end in all channels lead to axially asymmetric power profiles
(Schemes D, E, F, H). Such skewed shapes can be
compensated to some extent by adjuster grading or zone
control actions, but introduce additional complication in the
design and operation of reactivity control devices. These
schemes were not pursued further.

(b) Schemes with fresh bundles placed at both ends generally
produce a flattened axial power shape (e.g., scheme±C).
However, some schemes depress (e.g., scheme A) or peak
(e.g., scheme B) powers at central bundle positions.

(c) The degree of axial flattening can be controlled by the
refuelling scheme and the size of the core region to which the
scheme is applied. The axial power form factor, which is a
rough indicator of flatness, can vary from 0.73 for a peaked
flux shape to about 0.83 for the flat shape.

(d) Axially flattened flux shapes increase neutron leakage and
reduce fuel burnup.

(e) Axially flattened flux shapes shift the neutronic importance
towards the ends, and impact on the reactivity device
performance characteristics. For example, the centrally
located adjusters are less effective because they operate in a
lower flux region.

(f) For the same number of bundles replaced per visit, the
refuelling power ripple is somewhat lower for the schemes
where the new bundles are located only at the ends of the fuel
column (e.g. scheme ± C versus 4-bundle bi-directional
scheme).

(g) Increasing the number of bundles replaced per visit generally
increases the power ripple and reduces the frequency of
channel visits, the fuelling machine duty cycle, and the sliding
wear damage on the pressure tube.

To minimize the impacts on fuel burnup and reactivity device
performance (items (d) and (e) above), one can consider using
schemes that lead to cosine power shapes in the outer low power
channels. The peak powers in these channels are below the SCC
defect threshold at high burnup. Therefore, 4-bundle bi-directional
refuelling in outer channels does not constitute a SCC defect risk.

The refuelling strategy is optimized to provide the lowest peak
bundle powers. The optimization process (see Figure 4) starts with
the case with the 4-bundle bi-directional scheme applied to all
channels. For this case, the peak bundle power is located in the
central region of the core, denoted as "site a". The other extreme
case represents a combination of one or more of the symmetric
schemes distributed over the entire core. The resulting peak bundle
power is located in an intermediate region of the core, denoted as
"site b". Subsequent cases that were analyzed represented
combinations of the two cases: i.e., a central region of the core was
refuelled with the new schemes, and the rest of the core with the
4-bundle bi-directional scheme. As the size of the central region
increased, the bundle power in "site a" dropped as the power in
"site b" increased. The central region is at the optimum size when
powers at both sites are equal.

CASE:

Time-Average Peak Bundle Power (kW)

OPTIMUM

; Max. Bundte Powers

' - 5 - Site a

; -X- Silab

400 •
50 100 150 200

Size ol Central Region (# of channels)

4 BUNDLE
BIDIRECTIONAL
REFUELLING

SYMMETRIC
REFUELLING

Figure 4 Schematic Outline of Optimization Method
for Minimizing Peak Bundle Power
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SELECTED REFUELLING STRATEGY

The selected reference fuel management for CANDU 3 contains
four refuelling schemes (two for the bi-directional, and one each for
Schemes A and B) distributed across the core as shown in Figure 5.
Schemes AandB are designed to minimize the risk ofSCC defects.
In high power channels, pairs of new bundles are inserted at both
ends of the fuel column. This ensures that the upstream end bundles
will have a fairly low burnup at the time of the next refuelling when
they have to be brought through the reactor core and into the fuelling
machine.

Scheme B is used in the central 52 channels where the adjusters
are located. Low burnup bundles are placed in central positions
after one dwell time. These bundles, together with the
adjusters.provide the desired degree of power flattening. Scheme A
is used in the intermediate 60 channels, just outside the adjuster
region. High burnup bundles are placed in the central positions after
two dwell times. These bundles prevent power peaking in this
region of the core and ensure a flat power profile. The conventional
4 bundle shift scheme is used in the outer 120 channels. The
resulting cosine power profile in these channels minimizes neutron
leakage and bumup loss.
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Figure 5 CANDU 3 Refuelling Schemes and Pattern
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Figure 6 shows an optimum flat flux profile and how it compares
with the original more cosine-like shape associated with the
bi-directional refuelling scheme. Table 1 shows the key
performance parameters of the core design with the 4-bundle shift
refuelling scheme and the tevised cote design with the new
refuelling schemes. The peak bundle power is reduced to below
800 kW, well below the 1979 SCC threshold curve for ramped
power. The average discharge fuel burnup drops by 7.5%. The feed
rate (fuelling machine utilization) increases correspondingly. The
burnup cost penalty represents a small portion of the overall total
unit energy cost.

TABLE 1
KEY PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS FOR CANDU 3

REFUELLING OPTIONS

Refuelling Scheme
(See Figure 3)

Core Thermal Power

Radial Form Factor

Axial Form Factor

Adjuster Worth (mk)

Xenon Override Time
(min)

Average Exit Bumup
(MW.lVkg(U))

Average Feedrate
(Bundles/FDP)

Channel Powers
(MW):
- Time-Average

Peak

- Estimated
Instantaneous
Maximum

Bundle Powers (kW):

- Time-Average
Peak

- Estimated
Instantaneous
Maximum

Estimated Power
Peaking Factors:

- Channel

- Bundle

Static Worth of
ShutoffRods(mk)

ORIGINAL CORE
CONFIGURATION

4 bundle
bi-directional
(232 channels)

1370.

0.809

0.726

12.6

28

160

11.5

7.30

7.74

838

920

-1.06

-1.10

82

REVISED CORE
CONFIGURATION

Scheme B
(52 centre
channels)

Scheme A
(60 intermediate
channels)

4 bundle
bi-directional
(120 outer
channels)

1370.

- 0.806*

0.830

11.9

26

148

12.1

7.33

7.65

736

800

-1.05

-1.10

88

Figure 6 Axial Power Envelope in CANDU 3
(Refuelling ripple included)

For the current study, the radial form factor was maintained at
about 0.81.
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REVISED CORE DESIGN

The performance of the reactivity control and shutdown devices
was reassessed for the flattened flux distribution. Due to the shift
in neutronic importance away from the central region,
redeployment of some of the devices was necessary, subject to the
physical constraints of the reactivity mechanism deck. The deck is
located on the top of the shield tank extension (see Figure 7). The
more significant changes are given below:

( 1 ) The number of shutdown rods was increased and rearranged
so that more rods are positioned near the end regions.

(2) The adjuster loading was increased to preserve the xenon
override capability.

The revised core design is more susceptible to axial distortions
and spatial xenon oscillations because of the flattened flux shape
and less homogeneous buniup distribution in the core. The zone
control system was reassessed and the results show that the system
can quickly dampen any oscillations that may occur.

The critical channel power (CCP) is increased by about 2%
based on a preliminary assessment. The flat power profile reduces
the boiling length along the fuel column at a given channel power
and header-to-header pressure drop. This effectively reduces the
hydraulic resistance on the fuel column and increases the
power-to-flow ratio that leads to dryout. The full impact of the flat
power profile on the regional-over-power (ROP) trip setpoints and
margins has yet to be investigated.

SAFETY AND LICENSING IMPLICATIONS

Tne selected refuelling strategy has favourable impacts on
reactor safety and licensing. The more significant ones are listed
below.

(1) The lower peak bundle powers and lower fuel temperatures
reduce fuel and/or sheath temperatures following all
accidents.

(2) The lower powers and temperatures also reduce fission
product source term and releases during most accidents.

(3) The margin to dryout is improved primarily because the flat
power profile reduces the boiling length along the fuel column
at a given channel power.

(4) The above factors reduce the licensing risk in terms of
schedule delays, additional engineering, and analysis re-work.
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Figure 7 Top View of Reactivity Mechanism Deck and
Locations of Vertical Reactivity Control Units
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FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS

With axial power flattening, the peak bundle and fuel element
powers in a CANDU 3 have been reduced by 15-20%. This was
achieved without derating the reactor or reducing peak channel
powers. The new refuelling scheme is consistent with the present
CANDU 3 project requirements for low occupational exposures
and for load following operation.

Some additional options, as outlined below, could be considered
in the future.

(1) Element Power Reductions Without Deratings. There may he
a need to lower the fuel element powers even further. For
example, the introduction of slightly enriched fuel may lead
to performance problems due to the increase in fuel duty cycle
associated with the high burnup. The fuel element powers can
be reduced by 20% with CANFLEX fuel'6'. Reductions can
also be achieved through radial power flattening. This means
adjusting the differential refuelling rates between annular
regions of the core or shuffling fuel from outer to inner
channels. It should be noted the radial power shuffling will
also reduce bundle and channel powers.

(2) Increased Critical Channel Power Margin. Some of the
asymmetric refuelling schemes in Figure 3 provide skewed
power profiles. Such skewed shapes can improve CCP and
margins-to-dryout beyond those offered with a flat profile.

(3) Increased Fuel Burnup or Lower Fuelling Costs. Fuel burnup
and fuelling costs can be improved under certain conditions,
as described below.
• If fuel performance proves to be acceptable, then the

utility can consider other refuelling schemes and
patterns to reduce neutron leakage. A shift to a more
cosine shaped power profile will be possible, provided
there is sufficient operating margin below the bundle
power license limit.

• If the utility is prepared to sacrifice xenon override
capability, then the refuelling schemes and pattern can
be readjusted to permit full power operation with all
adjusters withdrawn. This can be achieved while
preserving the same power profile in the axial and
radial directions. About 8% burnup improvement is
expected.

• If the utility takes advantage of radial flattening, the
peak bundle powers will be much less than 800 kW. It
may be desirable to load 28-element fuel into the core.
This bundle is a "proven" design that offers lower fuel
fabrication costs and higher uranium content per
bundle.

The operational flexibility discussed above is potentially
available to CANDU 3, because of its single-ended refuelling
capability. It may also be possible to exploit some of these features
in other CANDUs that have double-ended refuelling.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) The selected refuelling strategy ensures that all the
fuel-related plant performance requirements are met. The
selected schemes for the central high power channels are
symmetric and place new bundles at both ends of the fuel
column. This ensures that power boosts during refuelling only
occur on low bumup fuel which is very defect resistant. The
flattened power profile reduces bundle powers by 15 20% and
burnup by 7.5%. Improvements in safety and licensing are
expected primarily due to the lower bundle anJ fuel element
powers.

(2) Numerous other refuelling schemes are available with
single-ended fuelling that offer axial power flattening. Such
flexibility can be exploited by CANDU 3 utilities to meet
site-specific requirements.
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ABSTRACT

The neutronic mechanisms responsible for the production of
positive void reactivity in CANDU lattices are presented. Based on
an understanding of these, a method of void reactivity reduction is
developed. Calculations show that a zero void reactivity lattice,
which requires neutron poison in the fuel and fuel enrichment, is
possible.

INTRODUCTION

Positive void reactivity has recently come under focus in the
context of marketing CANDU plants to clients with specific
requirements regarding inherent safety. In support of this, studies
nave been carried out to see how void reactivity might be reduced
and whether it is feasible to meet a zero void reactivity requirement.
In order to minimize development costs the approach taken is one
that maximizes the use of present-day CANDU technology, i.e.,
does not require any modification to the geometry of the fuel bundle
or lattice. (This method, however, involves the use of enriched fuel
which diminishes the advantages of high neutron economy in
CANDU.)

To understand the approach used for void reactivity reduction,
a description of the void reactivity mechanism in CANDU is given.
This description is supported by results of the PPV
(POWDERPUFS V) code, which is the lattice code used in
CANDU plant design.

MECHANISM OF VOID REACTIVITY

Void reactivity in CANDU is a consequence of the loss in
neutron scattering in the coolant (as opposed :o a loss in neutron
absorption). The loss in neutron scattering has the following
consequences:

(a) Neutrons entering the channel that are in thermal equilibrium
with the moderator (which operates at a temperature of 70°C)
are normally up-scattered by the coolant (which operates at a
temperature of 300°C). The loss of up-scattering reduces the
neutron temperature in the fuel and consequently affects the
microscopic neutron cross sections of the fuel nuclides. The
changes in the Westcott spectral parameters that occur are
shown jn Table 1 for the standard CANDU lattice of
37-element natural uranium fuel. The changes in the actinide
absorption cross sections are given in Table 2. The point to
note in Table 2 is the behaviour if the fissile plutonium
isotopes. Pu239 cross sections droj because the flux shifts
away from the 0.3 ev resonance. Fori>u239 and for Pu241 the
drop in absorption cross section exceeds the drop in yield cross
section. This means that the contribution of fissile plutonium
to void reactivity through eta (the ratio of yield to absorption)
is positive.

The reduction in void reactivity with fuel irradiation therefore
cannot be explained by the presence of fissile plutonium. Nor
can it be explained by the presence of Pu240 since its cross
section also decreases on voiding.

TABLE 1

CHANGE IN WESTCOTT SPECTRAL PARAMETERS
SHOWING SHIFT IN FUEL NEUTRON SPECTRUM ON

VOIDING

Westcott r in Fuel

Neutron Temperature in Fuel

% CHANGE ON VOIDING

7.3

-17.1

TABLE 2

PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN ACTINIDE CROSS SECTIONS
DUE TO SHIFT IN THERMAL NEUTRON SPECTRUM ON

VOIDING (PPV RESULTS)

WESTCOTT CROSS SECTION

U235 Absorption

U235 Yield

U238 Absorption

U238 Yield

Pu239 Absorption

Pu239 Yield

Pu240 Absorption

Pu240 Yield

Pu241 Absorption

Pu241 Yield

% CHANGE

0.52

0.52

-0.07

-

-4.1

-3.5

-3.1

-

-2.31

-2.28

In Table 3 the effect of voiding on lattice parameters is shown
for fresh and equilibrium fuel. It is seen that the main
difference between fresh and equilibrium fuel is in the changes
in reproduction factor defined as neutrons produced per
thermal neutron absorbed. The basic reason for this drop is the
increase in the thermal neutron cross-section of the fuel with
irradiation. This increase in total cross-section decreases the
positive contribution to void reactivity due to changes in
thermal neutron absorption in the fuel. In Table 4, the
contributions to void reactivity that occur with and without the
increase in fuel cross-section with irradiation are compared.
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Table 4 shows thaï 2.6 mk of the void reactivity reduction is
due to this effect.

TABLE 3

EFFECT OF VOIDING ON LATTICE PARAMETERS
(PPV RESULTS)

Neutrons Bom per
Thermal Neutron
Absorbed in cell

Resonance Escape
Probability

Fast Fission Factor

k - infinity

CHANGE ON VOIDING (mk)

Fresh Fuel

+ 5.9

+ 6.5

5.4

15.1

Equilibrium Fuel

-1 .0

+ 6.3

5.2

9.6

(b) The flux incident on the fuel at energies (5 to 150 ev)
corresponding to the U238 cross section resonances, drops on
voiding. This is because, in addition to neutrons from the
moderator, resonance flux results from moderation by the
coolant within the channel. Coolant voiding, therefore,
reduces the resonance flux level and thereby reduces
resonance absorption. This is especially true of
overmoderated lattices.

The increase in resonance escape probability on voiding is
shown in Table 3 for fresh and equilibrium fuel. Since U238
depletion with fuel irradiation is small, the increase in
reactivity does not change much with irradiation.

TABLE 4

CONTRIBUTION TO VOID REACTIVITY (mk)
DUE TO CHANGE IN THERMAL NEUTRON ABSORPTION

OF MAJOR FUEL COMPONENTS
(Fuel at 1.6n/kb)

Uranium

Plutonium

Fission Products

TOTAL

FUEL ABSORPTION CROSS-SECTION

NORMAL

-1.6

+13.0

-0.96

10.44

NO FISSION
PRODUCTS

-1.83

+14.88

0.0

13.05

(c) The flux level in the fuel at energies above the U238
fast-fission threshold of = 1 MeV increases on coolant
voiding. This is a result of the loss in moderation by the
coolant of fission neutrons born in the channel. This increase
in flux level results in a higher rate of U238 fast fission. The
contribution to coolant void reactivity is shown in Table 3.
Again, since U238 depletion with irradiation is small, this
contribution is not sensitive to fuel bumup.

(d) In addition to the effect on the lattice parameters, coolant
voiding affects neutron leakage from the reactor Coolant
voiding increases migration area due to loss of neutron
scattering. This results in increased neutron leakage. The
increase in migration area is less than 5%. This reduces
neutron leakage by about 0.5 mk in a CANDU 600.

(e) Coolant voiding leads to a re-distribution of thermal neutron
flux across the lattice cell. The flux in the fuel channel
increases and that in the moderator decreases. Furthermore,
the flux in the outer elements of fuel decreases while that in the
remaining elements increases.

The drop in moderator flux on voiding produces an additional
positive component when the moderator contains soluble
neutron absorbers. This is due to the drop in absorption rate
caused by the reduction in flux.

METHODS OF VOID REACTIVITY REDUCTION

As described earlier, most of the neutronic processes in CANDU
that are responsible for producing positive reactivity on voiding are
brought about by a change in neutron spectrum. The role of neutron
absorption in the coolant is negligible. A major fraction of the
spectrum change is in the epithermal range. This increases fast
fission in U238 and decreases resonance absorption in U238. A
reduction in these positive reactivity components would require
either;

(a) a reduction in the size or a reversal of the spectrum change on
voiding, or

(b) reduction in the reactivity effect of the spectrum change if the
spectral effects are left unchanged.

Following approach (a) would require a change in the neutron
scattering properties of the coolant which is equivalent to replacing
the heavy water coolant with a lower scattering cross-section
material. This requires a major development program. To produce
a reversal in the spectrum change on voiding would require a
reduction in moderator volume. This is not desirable since it
changes lattice geometry. Similarly, approach (b) would require a
change in the fuel bundle geometry, in particular a reduction in the
surface to volume ratio of the fuel pins. ~ '
development program.

Creation of Negative Reactivity

This also entails a major

Rather than attempting to reduce the magnitude of the positive
void reactivity components described above, the focus is placed on
the creation of new negative reactivity components due to voiding.
This is achieved by making use of the redistribution of the thermal
neutron flux that occurs across the bundle on voiding. The negative
reactivity component is created by placing neutron absorbing
material in those locations of the fuel bundle where the thermal
neutron flux increases on voiding. The production of negative
reactivity due to the increased neutron absorption rate in these
materials on voiding, caused by an increase in flux can be made
sufficiently high to completely offset the positive reactivity
components that are produced on voiding.

Due to negligible absorption in heavy-water the thermal neutron
flux redistribution in the lattice, on voiding in CANDU, is relatively
small. The amount of absorber material required to create a
substantial negative reactivity component is therefore large. It is
sufficiently large that the penalty due to the neutron absorption
during normal operation may be unacceptable. To address this
problem, a further modification has to be considered. It is necessary
to downgrade the heavy water coolant with light water and thereby
increase the flux rise in the fuel on voiding. This step would reduce
the amount of absorber in the fuel to produce the required negative
reactivity. However, the required negative component would
increase slightly to offset the additional positive reactivity produced
on voiding due to the downgraded coolant.

The absorber material is to be located in the region where the flux
change on voiding is the highest. Hence it is restricted to the
innermost seven elements of the 37-element fuel bundle. This
choice of location is a compromise between selecting inner fuel
element rings, where the flux change on voiding is higher and outer
rings where the absorber can be spread over a larger volume. An
advantage of locating absorber in the outer rings is that it flattens the
power across the fuel bundle and thereby reduces the fuel element
rating.

An alternative is to add the absorber to the fuel sheath. The
advantage expected with this approach is that problems related to
the effect of absorber on the behaviour of the fuel can be avoided.
Suggestions from fuel engineers to minimize problems of material
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behaviour and the related development include placing the absorber
on the sheath surface. From the neutronic viewpoint these are
acceptable suggestions.

The following is to be considered in testing the suitability of
burnable absorbers for void reactivity reduction.

a. The bumup rate of the absorber should be such as to maintain
zero void reactivity through the life of the fuel.

b. The bumup rate should match the reduction in lattice
reactivity such as to minimize the parasitic load of the
absorber integrated over the life of the fuel.

c. The burnup rate should also minimize the power of a fuel
channel, over the fuel life, relative to neighbouring fuel
channels. This is necessary in order to offset the increase in
the peak power density produced in the fuel element by
restricting the absorber to the inner fuel elements of the
bundle.

d. Absorbers that are known to be chemically and neuaronically
compatible with the fuel, in particular naturally occurring
isotopes of fission products are a good choice.

There are two major consequences of using burnable absorbers
for void reactivity reduction:

(i) fuel enrichment is required to overcome the parasitic load of
the absorber, and

(ii) the relative power of elements that contain absorbers is
reduced.

The reduction in the power of the inner elements can be
compensated partially by distributing the enrichment non-
uniformly between the elements.

Further compensation for the reduced power of the inner
elements is obtained by the reduction in the bundle to bundle power
ripple attributed to the difference in fissile content of neighbouring
bundles. The higher fissile content of fresh fuel is compensated by
its higher absorber content. It is also compensated by introducing
the fresh fuel in regions of low neutron flux, e.g. in the outerregions
of the reactor core.

RESULTS OF LATTICE STUDIES

The simulation of the lattice neutronics was carried out with the
WIMS-CRNL code(1). The Winfrith (1985 version) library was
used for the neutron cross section data base. The neutron spectrum
was calculated in twenty energy groups. These were chosen
according to the energy bounds of the major reaction rates that are
expected in the CANDU lattice. The simulation modelled the fuel
elements discretely (Pij-Option).

The effect of neutron leakage on the neutron spectrum was
calculated on the basis of reactor leakage. This was necessary to be
able to interpret the results as being valid for the reactor and not the
lattice. The reactivity of the lattice that would produce a critical
reactor was obtained from previous analysis for the CANDU 6
reactor. The k-infinity for this lattice is 1.035.

Absorber Level And Distribution

Several absorbers were evaluated as candidates for use in void
reactivity reduction. It was found that relatively low cross section
absorbers such as natural cobalt, hafnium and indium did not
burnout fast enough to minimize the parasitic load at high fuel
burnups. On the other hand the familiar burnable poisons such as
gadolinium and boron had an unacceptably high burnout rate. The
closest match to the optimum burnout rate was obtained with natural
dysprosium. The calculations showed that the dysprosium
absorption rate dropped to 60% of its initial value at the midpoint
of fuel life.

To compensate for any mismatch between the dysprosium
burnout rate and the depletion rate of the fuel fissile content a few

low cross section absorbers were added. Indium was found to
remove most of the mismatch.

The most effective location for the aborbers was identified as the
seven inner elements of the bundle. By coolant downgrading, the
flux rise on voiding was maximized to between 9 and 11% in the
central element and between 8 and 9% in the next six elements.
Absorber parasitic load became unacceptable when the next ring of
twelve elements was included. Since the flux rise on voiding in
these elements was only 4 to 5%, it was considered inefficient cost
wise to use these locations.

To increase the magnitude of reactivity reduction on voiding
with the above flux rise limits, absorbers that respond favourably to
the shift in neutron spectrum were tried. One such isotope is
samarium-152 which shows a 20% increase in cross section on
voiding because of the cooling of neutrons in the thermal energy
range.

TABLE 5

RELEVANT PARAMETERS FOR A TYPICAL ZERO
VOID REACTIVITY LATTICE

1. Fuel Enrichment
(wt«)

2. Relative Power Density
(Fresh Fuel)

3. Dysprosium Content
(wt%)

4. Fuel Exit Bumup

5. Power Ripple of Hot
Channel

6. Lattice Void Reactivity
(Fresh Fuel)
(Mid Burnup)

Ringl*

1.1

0.1052

9.08

Ring 2

...

0.1677

9.08

Ring 3

3.37

1.1369

0.0

Ring 4

2.03

1.2359

0.0

22MWd7kg(U)

2.5%

^ . l m k
-1.9 mk

RING 1 is the inner ring of a 37-element fuel bundle.

Coolant Composition

The parametric survey was carried out for light water content of
the coolant ranging from normal (0.25 wt % light water) to 25 wt %.
The effect of light water content on the change in flux/power
distribution is illustrated in Table 6. The effect is largest for the
central element It should be noted that the flux rises on voiding in
the third ring of 12 elements. This puts a limit on the amount of
enrichment in the third ring because the increase in fission rate on
voiding produces positive reactivity.

Enrichment And Fuel Burnup

The level of enrichment required depends on the fuel exit burnup
to be achieved. Previous work on the optimization of the Sightly
Enriched Uranium (SEU) fuel cycle for CANDU shows that
fuelling costs and uranium requirements are minimized at an exit
burnup of 22 MWd/kg(U). Since fabrication and disposal costs are
major components of fuelling cost and because these are sensitive
to fuel exit burnup, the zero void reactivity lattice is expected to
optimize in the vicinity of enrichment levels that produce an exit
burnup of 22 MWd/kg(U).

The results show that the incremental enrichment required to
override the absorber load for a zero void reactivity lattice with an
exit fuel bumup of 22 MWd/kg(U) is 0.85 wt % U235.
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TABLE 6 TABLE 8

EFFECT OF COOLANT LIGHT WATER CONTENT ON
FLUX

REDISTRIBUTION ON VOIDING

EFFECT OF ENRICHMENT GRADING ON PEAK
ELEMENT POWER (5% LIGHT WATER IN COOLANT;

4.3% DYSPROSIUM-164 IN FUEL)

Percent
Light
Water

5%

15%

Percent Change in Thermal Neutron Flux in
Fuel on Voiding

Ringl*

+7.9

+24.4

Ring 2

+9.7

+11.7

Ring 3

+4.0

+5.0

Ring 4

-2.9

-3.4

* RING 1 is the inner ring of a 37-element fuel bundle.

Element Rating

The addition of neutron absorber to the fuel bundle increa ses the
peak to average element power and therefore reduces the available
bundle power output. Restricting the absorber to the inner seven
elements enhances the effect. The variation of element power
density with absorber level is shown in Table 7. It is cle?j that peak
to average element powers are much higher due to the absorber
addition.

Adjustment of enrichment levels can be used to reduce the
peak-to-average element power. Calculations show that if the
enrichment level of Ring 3 is increased and that of Rings 1 and 2 is
decreased, the relative power of Ring 3 increases and that of Rings
1 and 2 decreases (Table 8). Peak-to-average element power is
reduced from 1.42 to 1.27. The value of 1.195 achieved at
equilibrium burnup is to be compared with 1.13 for the normal
CANDU lattice of natural uranium.

Further reduction in fuel element peak power is achieved by the
reduction in the power ripple due to refuelling. The calculations
show that the power ripple for the maximum powered channel is
12.4% without burnable neutron absorber added to the fuel. For a
zero void reactivity lattice the power ripple, of the maximum
powered channel, is reduced to 2.5% due to the presence of neutron
absorber in the fuel. This reduction of 9.9% in power ripple
indicates that even with a peak-to-average element power of 1.195,
the peak element power is lower than that for natural uranium fuel
and a penalty in bundle power output (and consequent derating of
reactor power) is not be be expected.

TABLE 7

EFFECT OF ABSORBER LEVEL ON ELEMENT POWERS
(AVERAGE ENRICHMENT = 1.5 WT % U235; COOLANT

LIGHT WATER CONTENT = 15%)

Dysprosium 164 Concen-
tration
(wt%)

Ringl*

9.0

5.7

3.0

Ring 2

4.0

2.5

1.5

Relative Power

Ring 1*

.1344

.1720

.2452

Ring 2

.2747

.3410

.4195

Ring 3

.9144

.9081

.9015

Ring 4

1.3470

1.3269

1.3011

Enrichment (wt %)

NAT-U
Bundle

Ring!*

2.3

1.1

0.72

Ring 2

2.3

1.1

0.72

Ring 3

2.3

3.37

0.72

Ring 4

13

Z03

0.72

Peak-to-Average
Element Power

Fresh
Fuel

1.420

1.270

-

Equilib-
rium

Bumup

1.270

1.195

1.13

* RING 1 is the inner ring of a 37-element fuel bundle.

Zero Void Reactivity Latrira

Relevant parameters for a typical zero void reactivity lattice are
given in Table 5. Slightly negative void reactivity (-4.1 mk at zero
burnup and -1.9 mk at mid bumup) is produced by 9.1 wt %
natural dysprosium in the inner seven elements of the 37-element
bundle. The bundle average enrichment is 2.1 wt % (Rings 1 and
2 are enriched to 1.1 wt %, Ring 3 to 3.37 wt % and Ring 4 to 2.03
wt%).

The exit bumup of this fuel is 22 MWd/kg(U). The
peak-to-average element power is initially 1.236 anddrops to 1.195
at mid-burnup.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

(1) A study of the neutronic mechanisms that produce positive
reactivity on coolant voiding in CANDU lattices points to a
method for void reactivity reduction.

(2) Lattice calculations carried out to investigate the neutronic
feasibility of void reactivity reduction indicate that a zero void
reactivity can be achieved by adding burnable neutron
absorbers to the inner most seven elements of the 37-element
fuel bundle. The incremental enrichment of 0.85 wt% U235,
distributed non uniformly across the bundle, would be
required to override the reactivity load of the absorber. The
fuel exit bumup achieved is 22 MWd/kg(U). Uranium
requirements are less than that for natural uranium fuel. Power
derating due to excessive element power is not indicated.

REFERENCES

(1) J.V.Donnelly, 'The CRNL Version of the Lattice Code
WIMS", AECL Report #8955, January 1986.

RING 1 is the inner ring of a 37-element fuel bundle.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of the detailed fuel
management study performed for the CANDU 3 reactor at
equilibrium fuelling condition, that is when each channel is
fuelled at a constant rate and the average power distribution
remains constant. First, the characteristics of the
time-average equilibrium core were calculated, then a
time-dependent fuelling simulation was performed for 100
full power days (FPD) of reactor operation (including channel
refuelling) in steps of 5 FPD.

The present study has shown that if the recommended
channel selection guidelines are followed, the reactor can be
operated without exceeding the target bundle and channel
power limits. If these guidelines are violated, the peak
powers increase, which means that small power derating
would be necessary. Corrective actions can be taken by the
operator to bring the peak powers back to their normal levels.
This will be at the expense of increased fuelling rates.

INTRODUCTION

The CANDU 3 reactor is designed for single-ended
fuelling and utilizes one fuelling machine, operating at the
outlet end of the reactor. This permits a wide variety of
refuelling schemes, in which fresh fuel bundles are added in
any position in the channel, while some irradiated bundles are
discharged and some are shuffled from one position to
another in the channel. The flux and power distributions are
flattened in both the axial and radial directions in order to
operate the reactor at full power without violating any of the
constraints on bundle and channel powers,

The purpose of the present study was to demonstrate that
the fuel management strategy selected for CANDU 3 meets
the design requirements. It should be viewed as part of the
iterative process of the conceptual design stage; the final fuel
management study will be performed later as part of the
detailed design.

A detailed fuel management simulation was performed
for the CANDU 3 reactor at equilibrium fuelling condition,
that is when the channels are fuelled at a constant rate that
depends on the fuel burnup. First the characteristics of the
time-average equilibrium core were calculated. These
include the average core properties such as equilibrium
fuelling rate, exit fuel bumup, and power distribution. A
3-dimensional, 2-group fuel management code (FMDP) was
used in the simulalion(l).

The time-average power distribution should be used as
the target during day-to-day reactor operation. The lattice
properties used in this type of calculation for any fuel bundle
position are averaged over the residence time of the bundles
at that position. This represents a situation that does not occur
in practice, but is useful for calculating channel powers that
are close to values averaged over an extended period of time
(one cycle of fuel residence). In reality, fuel of all ages will
be present at any time in the core and this will result in power
ripples.

In order to estimate parameters such as instantaneous
peak powers and refuelling ripples, a time-dependent fuelling
simulation was performed for 100 full power days of reactor
operation. This simulation also provides information needed
in power margin calculation and fuel performance
assessment. Both bulk and spatial control actions were
credited and day-to-day refuelling operations were
considered.

For each timestep, the channel and bundle power
distributions as well as channel power peaking factors were
calculated to be used in estimating the margins to channel and
bundle power limits. Moreover, the power and fuel burnup
history of each bundle was calculated and saved for future use
in fuel performance assessment.

In addition to the 100 FPD simulation, 21 FPD of reactor
operation (between FPD 61 and FPD 81) were re-simulated
assuming a less "idealistic" fuel channel selection and a
fuelling pattern similar to that followed at one of the
CANDU 6 stations. This was done in order to assess how
tolerable CANDU 3 core is to inappropriate channel
selections for refuelling. The reactor operator may make
these selections because of bad judgement or may be forced
to make them as a result of other operating restrictions.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR REACTOR POWER

The standard CANDU 3 reactor has a net electrical power
output of about 450 MW(e). To produce this nominal electric
output, the station requires a total thermal power of 1370 MW
transferred to the coolant, which corresponds to a total fission
power of 1439 MW. The reactor has 232 fuel channels; each
is loaded with 12 bundles. The reference fuel is essentially
the standard 37-element natural uranium fuel bundle that is
presently used in many operating CANDU reactors.
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The licensing limits on channel and bundle powers have
been tentatively set at 8.10 MW and 850 kW, respectively.
Assuming that the measurement and prediction uncertainties
are of the order of 3% in channel power and 5% in bundle
power, the operating limits on channel and bundle powers
should be 7.86 MW and 810 kW.

In order to operate the reactor at its full power without
violating the constraints on bundle and channel powers,
power flattening is required in both radial and axial
directions. The presence of adjuster rods in the central region
of the core provides a degree of power shaping. However,
dynamic shaping (or flattening) of the power is to be achieved
by means of day-to-day fuelling operations. Adequate radial
power flattening can be achieved by adjusting the fuelling
rates in various radial regions of the core. Similarly, axial
power flattening may be achieved by selecting an appropriate
fuel management scheme.

METHODOLOGY

Reactor Model

A full-core reactor model was used in the present study
with 38,25 and 26 mesh points at which the neutron flux is
calculated in the x, y, and zdirections, respectively. Figures 1
and 2 give a face view and a top view of the simulation model
which show the 12 adjuster rods and 8 mechanical zone
controllers. As shown in Figure 1, the simulation model has
a reduced reflector thickness at the top in order to
accommodate the presence of the shield tank extension.

The lattice properties for the reflector and natural
uranium fuel were obtained by executing the
POWDERPUFS-V module within the fuel management code
(2). The flux dependent fission products were assumed to be

MECHANICAL ZONE CONTROLLERS

F ] ADJUSTER RODS (AT DIFFERENT PLANES)

i-i

FIGURE 1 FACE VIEW OF REACTOR MODEL

MECHANICAL ZONE CONTROLLERS

ADJUSTER RODS

FIGURE 2 TOP VIEW OF REACTOR MODEL

at their equilibrium concentration. Of these, the xenon 135
distribution was included explicitly in the simulation model.
The incremental cross sections for the reactivity devices and
their structural materials were generated using the computer
program MULTICELL(3). These incremental cross sections
were calculated for a cell of size (a lattice pitch x a lattice pitch
x a bundle length) at equilibrium core conditions.

Outline of Method of Analysis

The time-average calculations were performed to
determine the average core properties such as bumup and
refuelling rate, and the reference power distributions. The
time-average calculation does not take into account refuelling
ripples. To do this, an "instantaneous" calculation was
performed next, which was meant to be a "snapshot" of the
burnup distribution in the core at an arbitrary point in time.
Then a time-dependent fuel management simulation was
carried out using the instantaneous calculation as the starting
point. The refuelling simulation was carried out for 100 FPD,
and from this simulation core characteristics such as bundle
and channel power distributions and channel power peaking
factors were calculated.

Fuel Management Schema

In a recent study, the fuel management scheme illustrated
in Figure 3 has been shown to provide the required axial
power flattening (4).

Basically, it is a combination of two axial shuttling
schemes (A and B) and a once-through, bi-directional
fuelling scheme (C). As shown in Figure 3-1, the core is
divided into three fuelling zones. The outer 120 fuel channels
are to be fuelled with scheme C. Sixty channels in the middle
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FIGURE 3-1 REFUELLING ZONES AND SCHEMES

zone are to use scheme B, whereas the inner 52 channels are
to be fuelled with scheme A.

In the shuffling schemes (see Figure 3-2), fresh fuel
bundles are located at the two ends of the core leading to
flattened axial flux and power distributions and hence
reduced peak bundle power. This results in higher powers at
the ends of the core which in turn leads to increased axial
neutron leakage and hence bumup loss. The once-through
scheme is used in the outer channels (where the channel and
bundle powers are relatively low) in order to reduce the
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burnup loss. The bi-directional fuelling is mimicked with the
single fuelling machine by placing fresh bundles at alternate
ends of alternate channels (see Figure 3-3).
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FIGURE 3-2 FUEL SHUFFLING PATTERNS FOR SCHEMES A AND B

FIGURE 3-3 STANDARD FOUR BUNDLE SHIFT FUELLING SCHEME

Initial Conditions

The fuel management simulations were started from
equilibrium condition of the CANDU 3 reactor. The
equilibrium condition was arrived at by performing a
time-average calculation to obtain the global fuel bumup and
power distributions. This was followed by an instantaneous
calculation which produced the initial bumup and power
distributions used as initial conditions.

The instantaneous calculation is meant to be a "snapshot"
of the core power and bumup distributions at some point in
time. Every channel in the core is assigned an "age", a
number between 0 and 1 which indicates the fraction of
dwell-time between visits of the fuelling machine to the
channel. A channel with an age of 0 has just been refuelled;
a channel with an age of 1 has reached its target bumup and
is about to be refuelled. In the instantaneous calculation, the
lattice cross sections used correspond to channel ages that are
randomly distributed between beginning and end of life over
the channels. A random number generator was used to obtain
the age of each channel. This random distribution of ages
resulted in channel and bundle powers which included the
power ripple due to refuelling. To eliminate any bias in the
selection of random ages, the instantaneous calculation was
repeated starting with new seeds for the random number
generation. Clustering of highly reactive channels was
avoided by rejecting the random values which resulted in ages
of adjacent channels which are each less than 0.25. This
condition resulted from standard criteria used in the channel
selection during fuel management The resultant
instantaneous power distribution is somewhat "idealistic" in
terms of very low power ripple due to an evenly spaced age
distribution.
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Time-Dependent Fuelling Simulations

In order to estimate parameters such as peak powers and
refuelling ripples, time-dependent fuelling simulations were
performed starting from the instantaneous core conditions.
The following two acts of fuelling simulations were
performed:

i. Normal Channel Selection

In selecting channels for refuelling, we usually

recommend to observe the following guidelines:

(1) Those candidate channels that have reached or exceeded
their target burnups (i.e. those bundles which would be
discharged had reached the target discharge bumup).
Noie that the most aged channels also tend to provide the
highest reactivity increase on refuelling.

(2) Candidate channels and their neighbours should not have
high power or overpower before refuelling, so as to
minimize power peaking as a result of refuelling. This
criterion generally complements the first one, since
channel power generally decreases with age.

(3) Clustering of highly reactive channels or high power
channels must be avoided. This guideline reduces global
and local power peaking.

(4) Fuelling should occur in symmetric parts of the core (both
radially and axially). This criterion again aims at
avoiding global tilts in the power distribution.

(5) The number of channels refuelled is determined by the
need to maintain criticaJity.

The above guidelines were followed in simulating
100 FPD of reactor operation in 5 FPD timesteps. The
number of refuelled channels in each simulation step were
about equally divided among the 5-day period.

Average values of coolant density and temperature were
used in the calculation of lattice properties. These values
were obtained by flux (power) - square weighting of the
time-average density and temperature distributions. Both
bulk and spatial control actions were credited at the end of
each simulation step. Xenon distribution was also included
explicitly in the simulation model.

By the end of the simulation period, a total of 1200 fuel

bundles had been discharged from the core, corresponding to

300 refuelling operations.

In the first week (between FPD 61 and FPD 67) the
central core region was over-fuelled (about 80% more
channels fuelled than the time-average fuelling rate). This is
a real challenge to the spatial control system due to the lack
of zone controllers in tiiatregion of the core. In ihe following
two weeks, the operator was supposed to correct for the
inappropriate channel selection by over fuelling the outer
region of the core and therefore talcing the heat out of the
central region. A smaller time step of 1 FPD was taken in the
3 week reactor simulation. Table 1 lists the number of
channels refuelled in each core region during this period.
Other than the differences in channel selection for refuelling
and fuelling pattern described above, all other assumptions
and methodology used in the 100 FPD simulations were also
followed here.

TABLE 1

NUMBER OF REFUELLED CHANNELS

(Less Idealistic Channel Selection)

TIME

(FPD)

61

62

64

TOTAL
DURING

61-67

68

69

70

71

TOTAL
DURING

68-74

75

76

n
TOTAL

DURING
75-81

TOTAL
DURING

61-81 FPD

INNER

3

3

3

9

0

0

0

3

3

1

1

2

4

16

CORE REGIONS

MIDDLE

0

4

2

6

0

3

3

0

6

2

3

Î

8

20

OUTER

4

0

2

6

7

4

4

4

19

4

3

2

9

34

TOTAL

7

7

7

21

7

7

7

7

28

7

7

7

21

70

ii. Less "Idealistic" Channel Selection

In addition to the 100 FPD simulation described above,
21 FPD of reactor operation (between FPD 61 and FPD 81)
were re-simulated assuming a less idealistic fuel channel
selection. That is assuming that the reactor operator deviated
from the above guidelines recommended for channel
selection. The reason for the improper channel selection may
be a bad judgement of the operator or some operating
restriction that forced him to make that selection. Moreover,
a fuelling pattern similar to that followed at one of the
CANDU 6 station (Point-Lepreau Generating Station) was
assumed. In this simulation, fuelling operations were
assumed to occur during three days over a week period; the
first, second and fourth days of the week.

ANALYSIS RESULTS

The results of the time-average calculation are given in

Reference 4 and Table 2 summarizes the time-average core

characteristics.

Figure 4 shows the instantaneous channel age
distribution used as a starting point in the time-dependent
simulations. The characteristics of the instantaneous core are
summarized in Table 3.

The refuelling ripple, or deviation from time-average
power distribution, in the instantaneous core is usually
smaller than what could be achieved in reality, and the
time-dependent simulation is an effort at estimation more
realistically the actual refuelling ripples and peak powers.
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TABLE 2

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TIME-AVERAGE
CORE

Total Thermal Power (MW)

Total Fission Power (MW)

Maximum Time-Average Channel
Power (MW)

Average Channel Power (MW)

Maximum Time-Average Bundle
Power (kW)

Average Bundle Power (kW)

Average Discharge Bumup
(MWh/kgU)

Average Refuelling Rate
(channels/FPD)

(bundles/FPD)

1370.4

1439.1

7.33

5.91

736

492

148

3

12

It has to be kept in mind that the results of the
time-dependent refuelling simulation are influenced by the
starting point, especially fora relatively short simulation such
as this. The longer the time-dependent simulation is carried
out, the less the effect of the starting point on the final results.

TABLE 3

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INSTANTANEOUS
CORE

Maximum Instantaneous Channel
Power (MW)

Maximum Instantaneous Bundle
Power (kW)

Maximum Channel Overpower

Maximum Bundle Overpower

7.52

744

1.044

1.062

Throughout the simulation, the core excess reactivity was
kept at its time-average value of about 1.0 mk (with bulk
control) to account for the absence of detector materials,
liquid poison injection nozzles and moderator inlet nozzles in
the model. The variation of the average zone controller
insertion was kept close to the time-average value of 60%.
The overall average fuelling rate in the 100 FPD simulation
period is 3.0 channels/FPD (12.0 bundles/FPD), which is
about equal to the time-average value.

In the case of the improper channel selection, the average
fuelling rate over the three-week simulation period is
3.33 channels/FPD (13.33 bund!es/FPD). In the second week
(between FPD 68 and FPD 74), the average rate of refuelling
is 4.0 channels/FPD (16 bundles/FPD). This is the period
when the operator is supposed to select more channels in the
outer core region for refuelling in order to bring the power
distribution closer to its nominal shape.

Table 4 and Figures 5 to 7 show the maximum channel
and bundle powers and the channel power peaking factor
(CPPF) encountered during the 100 FPD simulation period.
The CPPF is a measure of the refuelling ripple, and is defined
here as the largest value of the ratio of instantaneous channel
power to time-average channel power, taken over channels
having an instantaneous power of at least 90% of the peak
channel power at that point in time. The CPPF is an important
parameter in the method currently used in calibrating the
regional overpower protection (ROP) detectors.

Over the 100 FPD of normal fuelling simulation, the
maximum channel and bundle powers never exceeded
7.72 MW and 801 kW which are below the target limits. The
maximum CPPF value was 1.057. However, with the less
"idealistic" fuelling simulation, the maximum channel and
bundle powers exceeded 7.95 MW and 825 KW and the
CPPF had values as high as 1.090. By the end of the
three-week simulation, the maximum channel and bundle
powers were brought down to 7.76 MW and 795 kW while
the CPPF was reduced to 1.061 (see Table 5 and Figures 8 to
10).
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FIGURE 4 INSTANTANEOUS SNAPSHOT CHANNEL AGE MAP
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TABLE 4
MAXIMUM POWERS AND CHANNEL POWER

PEAKING FACTOR

(Normal Channel Selection)

TIME
(FPD)

0
5

10

15
20

25

30

35

40
45

50

55

60

65

70

75

80
85

90

95

100

MAXIMUM
CHANNEL
POWER,

MW
(LOCATION)

7.62 (J08)
7.48 (J10)
7.47 (H06)

7.55 (J07)

7.65 (J09)
7.67 (J09)

7.61 (J09)

7.60 (K08)
7.59 (J12)
7.53 (JI2)

7.56 (H10)

7.53 (K09)

7.53 (K09)

7.54 (H09)

7.57 (J08)

7.62 (J10)

7.58 (G10)

7.72 (J09)

7.70 (J09)

7.66 (J09)

7.65 (H08)

MAXIMUM
BUNDLES
POWER,

KW
(LOCATION)

736(H04-09)
776(Jll-07)
774 (HO6-O7)

775 (Jll-07)

788 (J09-07)
791 (J09-07)

787 (J09-07)

778 (HI 1-07)

784 (J12-07)
773 (J12-07)
769(HO8-O7)

77O(KO6-O7)

770 (Jll-07)
775 (J06-07)

779 (J06-07)

789 (HO9-O7)

789 (J06-07)

794 (109-07)
795 (J09-07)

796 (HI 1-07)

801 (Hll-07)

CPPF, %
(LOCATION)
-
3.2 (L08)
3.0 (N08)

3.6 (E07)

4.7 (J09)
5.5 (G08)

4.5 (Kll)

5.0 (E08)

4.2 (E08)

4.5 (L09)

4.7 (L07)

3.9 (K06)

4.3 (M08)
4.8 (M08)

4.4 (F07)

5.2 (F09)

5.0 (G10)
5.6 (J09)

5.7 (M09)

5.2 (L10)

4.9 (Fll)

7.8

7.6

7.4

7.2

7(1

•
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FIGURE 6 PEAK CHANNEL POWER (NORMAL CHANNEL SELECTION)
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FIGURE S PEAK BUNDLE POWER (NORMAL CHANNEL SELECTION)

FIGURE 7 CHANNEL POWER PEAKING FACTOR (NORMAL CHANNEL SELECTION)

In addition, power and fuel burnup history in each bundle
was calculated and saved for future use in fuel performance
assessment.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A detailed fuelling simulation was carried out for
CANDU 3 at equilibrium conditions. First the characteristics
of the time-average equilibrium core were calculated. These
include the average core properties such as equilibrium
fuelling rate, exit fuel burnup, aud power distribution. The
time-average power distribution is indicative of what would
be seen "on average" in the core and, therefore, is used as a
target during reactor operation. It does not represent,
however, the real power distribution which includes power
distortions due to refuelling operations and control actions.
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TABLE 5
MAXIMUM POWERS AND CHANNEL POWER

PEAKING FACTOR

(Less Idealistic Channel Selection)

TIME
(FPD)

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

MAXIMUM
CHANNEL
POWER,

MW
(LOCATION)

7.73 (J10)

7.82 (H09)

7.80 (H09)

7.97 (J08)

7.95 (J08)

7.93 (J08)

7.90 (J08)

7.83 ((J08)

7.77 (J08)

7.70 (J08)

7.74 (J08)

7.72 (J08)

7.69 (J08)

7.68 (H06)

7.67 (H06)

7.83 (J09)

7.81 (J09)

7.82 (J09)

7.81 (J09)

7.79 (J09)

7.76 (J09)

MAXIMUM
BUNDLES
POWER,

KW
(LOCATION)

788(Jll-07)
808 (H09-07)

804 (H09-07)

826 (J08-07)

822 (JO8-O7)

818 (JO8-07)

813 (J08-07)

807 (J08-O7)

803 (J08-O7)
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7.1 (J09)

6.9 (J09)
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6.8 (J09)
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6.1 (J09)

76 7870

TIME (FPDI

FIGURE I PEAK BUNDLE POWER (LESS IDEALISTIC CHANNEL SELECTION)

60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78

TIME (FPD)
FIGURE 9 PEAK CHANNEL POWER (LESS IDEALISTIC CHANNEL SELECTION)

74 76 7870 72
TIME (FPD)

FIGURE 10 CHANNEL POWER PEAKING FACTOR (LESS IDEALISTIC
CHANNEL SELECTION)

In order to estimate parameters such as instantaneous
peak powers and refuelling ripples, a time-dependent fuelling
simulation was performed for 100 full power days of reactor
operation. This simulation also provides information needed
in power margin calculation and fuel performance
assessment. Both bulk and spatial control actions were
credited and day-to-day refuelling operations were
considered.

The fuel channel selection for refuelling was based on
general guidelines in order to avoid clustering of highly
reactive channels and hence power peaking. In addition to
this "idealistic" simulation, 21 FPD of reactor operation
(from FPD61 to FPD 81) was also simulated assuming a less
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idealistic channel selection and a fuelling pattern similar to
that followed at one of the CAf <DU 6 sation. This was dons
in order to assess the tofc/ance of CANDU 3 core to
inappropriate fuel channel selection.

The present simulation shows that if the recommended
channel selection guidelines are observed, the maximum
bundle and channel powers can be kept below about 800 kW
and 7.7 MW, respectively. These values are below the target
limits.

If these guidelines were violated, the peak powers can go
as high as 826 kW and 7.97 MW which means that small
power derating would be necessary. Corrective actions can
be taken by the operator to bring the peak powers back to their
normal levels. This will be at the expense of increased
fuelling rate.

In summary, the present study demonstrates that the
design requirements for reactor power outlined earlier in the
paper are met when the guidelines recommended for channel
selection for refuelling are observed. In addition, the
CANDU 3 core is shown to be tolerant to inappropriate
channel selections.
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TRANSIENT ANALYSIS OF A POSTULATED REACTIVITY INSERTION ACCIDENT
IN THE MAPLE-X1O REACTOR USING THE CODE TANK

R.J. ELLIS

AECL Research - Vhiteshell Laboratories
Pinawa, Manitoba ROE 1L0

ABSTRACT

TANK is a space-time reactor kinetics computer
code being developed for simulating postulated
reactivity transients in the AECL Research's MAPLE
class of research reactors. TANK has recently been
val idated against experimental SPERT-1B step
reactivity-insertion power-burst transients. The
agreement between the results of the TANK simulations
and the SPERT experimental data were shown to be
within the l imits o£ uncertainty. This paper
presents the preliminary results of the simulation
with TANK of a postulated accident scenario in which
an off-centre react ivi ty hold-dovn assembly is
ejected from the core. The simulated dynamic
reactivity, the instantaneous inverse period, poser
levels, and reactor component temperatures are shoun.

INTRODUCTION

TANK (1,2) (Transient Analysis with Neutron
Kinetics) is a reactor kinetics computer code used
for simulating transient behaviour using a reactor
model in a two-neutron-energy-group representation,
in two dimensions. The two designated neutron-energy
groups considered In TAKK are fast neutrons with
kinetic energy s 0.625 eV and thermal neutrons with
kinetic energy < 0.625 eV. In addition to the
reac tor neut ronlcs , TANK also considers the
thersialhydtaulic conditions.

Considerations are included in TANK for effects in
the axial direction. Axial flux-squared weighting is
performed in the calculation of appropriate cross
s e c t i o n s , and the e f fec t s of coolant void
distributions along the fuel channels, axial power
distribution, and control and shutdown rod positions
are considered.

The heat transfer package of the AECL Research
thernialhydraullcs code SPORTS-M (3) is accessed by
TANK, providing heat transfer coefficients and
coolant characteristics at each transient time step
for each fuelled channel. Subroutines are used to
calculate fuel, cladding, and coolant transient
temperature distributions. The temperature of the
coolant entering the core is updated continuously to
reflect the effect of the coolant circulation time,
the heat exchanger system, and the power history of
the core.

For TANK simulations, nuclear reactors are
modelled on a two-dimensional hexagonal mesh with
over 600 cells. Each cell is characterized by a set
of nine kinetics parameters: fast- and thermal-
neutron macroscopic absorption and fission cross
sections, fast-to-thermal macroscopic removal cross
s e c t i o n s , fast and thermal axia l diffusion
coeff ic ients , and the cell-averaged fast- and
thermal-neutron velocities. These parameters are
obtained from computations with the multigroup
transport code WIMS-AECL (4,5) for models describing
appropriate latt ice cells at various fuel and coolant
conditions. The static neutronic characteristics of
the full reactor model are determined using the
diffusion code 3DDT (6).

The k i n e t i c s parameters for the c e l l s
corresponding to fuelled sites in the reactor core
are continuously updated during the simulations by
means of parameterized equations in fuel temperature
(the flux-squared-weighted averages of the axial
temperature distr ibutions are used), moderator
temperature, coolant temperature and coolant density.
Updating the kinetics parameters accounts for the
reactivity feedback effects of fuel temperature
change, coolant density change, and void formation.

A flux-factorization approach, similar to that
suggested by Ott and Meneley (7), is used in TANK to
separate the spatial and time dependence of the
neutron flux levels. For the transient simulations
with TANK, the neutron kinetics calculations account
îor six delayeâ-neution groups, in addition to the
prompt fission neutrons. The space-time reactor
kinetics equations are coupled with delayed-neutron
precursor concentration equations to form a set of
differential equations that describes the fast- and
thermal-neutron flux levels at a l l times and
locations during transients. Numerical methods are
employed to solve these equations for the neutron
flux distributions.

TANK was validated for step reactivity-insertion
transients (1) in a series of simulations of selected
SPERT-1B (Special Power Excursion Reactor Tests)
tests (8). The SPERT-lB(24/32) core was similar to
that of' the MAPLE-X10 Reactor: both are slightly
undermoderated, both are metal-fuelled, the amounts
of 23SU in both reactors are similar, as are the
fuel-to-moderator volume ratios. The selected SPERT
experiments were super prompt c r i t i c a l - s t e p
reactivity insertions from very low power levels
characterized by asymptotic inverse reactor periods
ranging from 20 to 93 s-1. The TANK simulations and
the SPERT experimental results agreed well within the
limits of uncertainty.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE MAPLE-X1O REACTOR

The MAPLE-X1O reactor core Is to be fuelled with
the metallic dispersion fuel U3Si-Al. It will be
light-water-cooled and -moderated, and heavy-water-
reflected, and is to operate at a power level of 10
MW.

The 19-site MAPLE-X10 initial power core
configuration consists of (a) ten 36-eleraent driver
fuel assemblies with aluminum-clad U3Si-Al fuel
elements; (b) six 18-element fuel assemblies also
with aluminum-clad U3Si-Al fuel elements; and (c)
three 12-element dummy assemblies with steel and
aluminum elements.

The purpose of the dummy assemblies is to limit
the available reactivity in the core. The dummy
assemblies are made up of two half-assemblies: the
lower half with nine aluminum and three stainless
steel elements, the upper half with six aluminum and
six stainless steel elements. It is the postulated
accidental ejection of one of these dummy assemblies
from the core that initiates the transient discussed
below.

The 18-element fuel assemblies are used in the
control and shutdown sites. Annular hafnium absorber
shrouds, which provide a control and shutdown
capability, move axially outside a circular flow tube
in the control and shutdown sites.

THE TANK SIMULATION OF THE POSTULATED DUMMY EJECTION
TRANSIENT

Under full forced cooling, the light-water flow
velocities are estimated (9) to be 5.0 m/s through
the 36-element driver assemblies, 8.5 tn/s through
the 18-element sites, and 7.4 m/s through the 12-
element dummy sites. If a dummy-assembly latching
mechanism were to fail, the assembly could be ejected
from the core in about 0.25 s. This would rapidly
insert approximately 3 mk of positive reactivity
(0.3Z Ak/k) (see Figure 2) placing the reactor in a
super-critical state. The simulation of the ensuing
transient behaviour for this postulated accident
scenario was performed using TANK. The results,
presented in Figures 2 to 5, are discussed in the
following.

Initially the reactor is assumed to be just
critical at a low-power level of 100 V. The
temperature of the entire reactor (fuel, coolant,
structures) is assumed to be 20°C, and the coolant is
circulating at the full forced flow rate. During the
transient simulation, no intervention by the
regulating or shutdown systems is considered. Thus,
the control and shutdown hafnium absorbers are
assumed to remain fixed. Under normal operating
conditions, the coolant heat exchanger system would
turn on when the coolant temperature exceeds 35°C;
however, for this scenario, the assumption made is
that the heat exchanger does not automatically start
functioning, so no heat is removed from the coolant.

Figure 1 is a schematic of the hexagonal lattice
cell representation of the MAPLE-X10 initial reactor
core. Shown in the figure are the assembly
designations, and the cell identification numbers
used in the hexagonal mesh in the TANK model of the
reactor. The various core assemblies are named as
follows: the ten 36-element driver assemblies are
denoted by "Dl to Oi" for inner sites and "DAI to
DA6" for outer sites; the three 18-element assemblies
"CR1 to CR3" are in control rod sites, and the three
18-element assemblies "SD1 to SD3" are located in
shutdown sites; and the three 12-element dummy
assemblies are identified by "Bl to B3".

Figure 2 shows the dynamic reactivity of this
transient as a function of time for the 900-s
duration of the simulation with TANK. Once inserted,
the reactivity remains constant until approximately
50 s when the power level increase becomes
significant (see Figure 3 ) . The net negative
reactivity feedback caused by the temperaturs
increase in the fuel and coolant reduces the
reactivity to zero by 165.3 s. There is a small
undershoot after which the reactivity asymptotically
approaches zero.

SCHEMATIC OF THE KAPLE-X10 INITIAL CORE
THE ASSEMBLY DESIGNATIONS AND THE
HEXAGONAL CELL ID. NUMBERS USED IN THE
TANK MODEL ARE SHOWN.

DYNAMIC REACTIVITY FOR THE DUMMÏ EJECTION
TRANSIENT.
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Figure 3 displays the inverse reactor period as a
function of time, for this transient. The inverse
reactor period is also known as the rate of
logarithmic power Increase: it describes the change
in the reactor power level resulting from the dynamic
reactivity and the concentration of delayed-neutron
precursors- As in all "step" reactivity insections,
there is an Initial very large inverse period, but
this drops quickly to an asymptotic inverse period of
about 0.115 s'1. Once the reactivity starts to drop
(see Figure 2), the inverse period decreases until it
becomes negative at 134.1 s. It drops to a minimum
of -0.0079 s"1 and then rises until it exceeds zero
at 398.6 s and remains positive until 502.1 s. The
inverse period then reaches another minimum,
-0.0006 s 1 , but increases to -0.0003 s"1 by 900 s.
Once it stays at zero, the power level will remain
constant.

EJECTION OF A DUMMY ASSEMBLY

700 =00 'I'OO

Time (s)

FIGURE 3: IHVEHSE REACTOR PERIOD FOR THE TRANSIENT
SIMULATION.

Figure 4 shows the behaviour of the reactor power
level in response to the dynamic reactivity. The
power level peaks at 9.93 HW at 134.1 s and then
drops steadily to 3.67 MW at 398.6 s. After a very
slight slow recovery to 3.72 HW at 502.1 s, the power
level again decreases, dropping slowly to 3.20 MW at
900 s. It will continue dropping but at a smaller
rate, as indicated by the behaviour of the inverse
period (discussed above).

EJECTION OF A DUMMY ASSEMBLY

_i i

0 100 2Ù0 300 JQ0 500 600 700 S00 9'r'-

Time (s)

FIGURE 4: REACTOR TRANSIENT POWER LEVEL.

Figure 5 shows a number of representative
temperatures describing the thermal behaviour of the
reactor during this transient. The peak fuel
temperatures in four fuel assemblies (see Figure 1)
occur at the hottest axial position at the centreline
of the fuel elements. As can be seen, the
temperature peak is highest (150.7°C) in the 18-
element fuel assemblies in the shutdown sites. The
melting point of the U3Si-Al dispersion fuel is
approximately 640°C, thus a l l the peak fuel
temperatures in Figure 5 are well within safe limits.

Also shown in Figure 5 are the coolant inlet
temperature and the bulk pool temperature. Because
the heat exchanger is not actuated during this
transient simulation, the coolant temperature rises
quickly to 57.5°C. It then drops somewhat but rises
later, reaching 55.6°C at 900 s. There is a 15.5 s
forced circulation time for the coolant, so that hot
coolant leaving the core is delayed before it can
reach the core inlet plenum. This effect is seen in
Figure 5 as the lagging response of the coolant inlet
temperature curve from the fuel temperature curves.
As there is a 102 coolant bypass flow into the
reactor pool, the pool water slowly heats up during
the transient. By 900 s, the bulk pool temperature
reaches 31.1°C.
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EJECTION OF A DUMMY ASSEMBLY REFERENCES
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FIGURE 5: REPRESENTATIVE PEAK CENTRELINE
AND BULK POO1 AMD ISLET COOLAKT
TEMPBEtATUItES.

SUMMARY

Using the code TANK, a postulated dummy-assembly
ejection accident scenario was simulated for the 10-
MW MAPLE-X10 reactor at the low power level of 100 W.
The ejection of the dummy assembly inserts
approximately 3 mk of positive reactivity into the
reactor. The TANK simulation predicts a peak power
level of 9.93 Mtf by 134.1 s, which drops to 3.20 MW
by 900 s. The coolant inlet temperature rises to
57.5°C because the heat exchanger is not operating.
This temperature then drops, and oscillates slightly.
It will probably level at about 60°C before it drops
to its final asymptotic value. The fuel temperature
peaks at 150.7°C at the hottest centreline position
in the 18-element assembly at the shutdown sites.
This is well below the melting temperature of 640°C
for the U3Si-Al metallic dispersion fuel. It is also
below the maximum fuel centreline temperature at
normal operating conditions.
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Thus, the simulation with TANK of this postulated
ejection accident indicates that no fuel failure will
occur, and that the reactor power level will probably
stabilize at about 3 MW. The consequences of such an
accident from low power are therefore minimal.
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NEUTRONIC DECOUPLING AND COOLANT VOID REACTIVITY IN CANDU

V.K. MOHMDRA AND A.R. DASTUR

AECL CANDU
Sheridan Park Research Community

Mississauga, Ontario
Canada L5K1B2

ABSTRACT

An analytical method, based on coupled reactor theory, has been
developed to predict coolant void reactivity holdup. The method is
validated against numerical solutions with 3-D models for
bare-homogeneous and heterogeneous-.-eflected reactors.

INTRODUCTION

Coolant void reactivity is a key parameter in CANDU safety
analysis. In several LOCA scenarios (especially in cases where the
reactor approaches prompt critically during a transient) the
uncertainty in void reactivity values can have a major influence on
the size of the power pulse following loss of coolant. In the past a
major effort, in the form of experiments and analysis, has been
expended towards understanding the lattice neutronics and for
estimation of the reactivity associated with coolant voiding.

In this paper we focus on the global or reactor (in contrast to the
lattice) neutronics involved with coolant voiding and show that the
non-lattice or global component of void reactivity can be a major
determinant in the size of the power pulse.

Void Reactivity Enhancement

Space-dependent void transients require multidimensional
models for proper simulation. The major spatial effect of due to
localized voiding from channels in one segment of the core such as
a half or a quarter. The increase in neutron flux level in the voiding
segment increases the neutron importance of the voiding channels.
This results in void reactivity enhancement. In the analytical
treatment given below, we show that void reactivity enhancement
increases with neutronic decoupling. We also develop a
relationship between enhancement and extent of decoupling. Next,
a method of obtaining the extent of decoupling is derived based on
1-energy group diffusion theory. Finally, the analytical result is
shown to agree with the value obtained using 3-D simulation.

Lattice vs. System Void Reactivity

The relationship between lattice and system void reactivity can
be seen, for example, when voiding is restricted to one half of the
core. If coolant voiding is simulated by applying a change, A£, in
the lattice cross section uniformly over Region 1 (Figure 1), then
lattice void reactivity is given by the fractional change in the lattice
cross section:

lattice void reactivity = AS

2o + AS

where So >s the unperturbed lattice cross section.

System void reactivity is given by the fractional increase in
reaction rate over the core

where i>i and $2 are the average fluxes in Regions 1 and 2.

So system void reactivity depends on $i/<]>2-

Asymptotic Value of fo/fe

Although the values of $1 and $2 change with time depending on
the rate at which the change, AX, is applied to Region 1, the ratio
<j>i/<)>2 reaches an asymptotic value some time after AS has become
constant, i.e., total voiding has occurred. This is the time at which
a stable reactor period is reached. The asymptotic ratio, (fi/fc
depends, for a given value of A£, on the extent of neutronic
decoupling between Regions 1 and 2.

The neutron source, Si, in Region 1, consists of two
components. Fissions in Region 1 by neutrons produced in
Region 1 in the previous generation and fissions in Region 1 by
neutrons produced in Region 2 in the previous generation:

k1 1S1+k2 iS2 = Si

where k u is the probability that a neutron born in Region 1 will
produce a fission neutron in Region 1 in the next generation and IC21
is the probability that a neutron born in Region 2 will produce a
fission neutron in Region 1 in the next generation.

Similarly,

Based on the above

il
s*

and

system void reactivity = •

. ,. S, 22Pun = -j- ^r
S2 2]

Calculation of kn

From the definition of kn it is obvious that kn is the k-effective
for Region 1. In other words kn can be obtained by solving the
neutron balance equation over Region 1 with the condition that the
flux goes to zero at the boundary of Region 1. (This means that
Region 2 is absent).

We make use of the equivalence of the subcriticaliiy of Region 1,
i.e., 1 - ku to the subcriticality of the first azimuthal mode. This
equivalence holds for the following conditions:

(a) Azimuthally uniform properties in the absence of voiding.
(b) One-energy group approximation.

It should be noted that the first-azimuthal mode flux distribution
goes to zero along the boundary between Region 1 and 2. This is
the boundary condition that is applied in the calculation kn using
1-group diffusion theory.
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ANALYTICAL CALCULATION OF MODAL
SUBCRmCALITY

Casel

For the bare homogeneous cylindrical reactor, the radial neutron
flux distribution over Regions 1 and 2 is given by Jo(ar) where a2,
the fundamental mode buckling, depends on the extrapolated radius
R and is given by (2.4048/R)2. The first azimuthal mode buckling
is given by the first zero of Ji and is (3.806/R)2. The difference in
neutron leakage corresponding to these two modes gives the first
azimuthal mode subcriticality:

where M2 is the neutron migration area. The effect of coolant
voiding on neutron migration area is less than 5% and can be
neglected in the above calculation.

To check the accuracy of the method we calculated kn using
3-D, 2-graup neutron diffusion simulations. The two sets of values
are compared in Table 1. The two sets of values are close enough
considering the mode! differences such as 1 group vs. 2 group and
cylindrical in the 2-D vs. rectangular in the 3-D geometry in the two
models being compared.

Case 2

For a reactor with reflector and flux flattening in the radial
direction, the flux distribution over Regions 1 and 2 is given by:

C = J.(aRr) Y.(aR) - Y.(aRP) Ja(aR)Y. (aR) . J.(«R)
A = — £ — , B —

In this case Rf is the radius of the flattened region and a is the
buckling of the unflattened region. In this case die first azimuthal
mode subcriticality can be approximated by:

' Y, 0R) A

Void Reactivity Enhancement

For half-core voiding we define void reactivity enhancement as:

I System Reac
I (Lattice Reac)/2

x 100

We calculated enhancement for a lattice void reactivity of
10.4 mk for a range of first azimuthal mode subcriticalities. The
results are shown in Figure 2.

It is seen that enhancement approaches zero with increasing
subcriticality of the first azimuthal mode. At the upper end, when
the subcriticality is equal to the lattice void reactivity of 10.4 mk,
4*1/4*2 <s infinite and void reactivity enhancement is 100%, i.e.,
system void reactivity is equal to the lattice void reactivity. This is
because kii = 1 which means that Region 1 is critical by itself. We
expect system void reactivity to equal lattice void reactivity when
&t is applied over the whole reactor. Region 1 in this case behaves
as the whole reactor.

Two values of enhancement were obtained using 3-D, 2-group
simulations. There were for C-6 and C-3 with first azimuthal mode
subcriticalities of-17 and -27.7 mk respectively. The values are
shown on Figure 2 and are in agreement.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The results show that the system void reactivity approaches the
lattice void reactivity with decreasing subcriticality of the first
azimuthal mode. At mode criticality the two halves of the reactor
are totally decoupled and the system void reactivity is expected to
be equal to the lattice void reactivity. It can be seen that significant
increase in void reactivity starts when the first azimuthal mode
subcriticality is less than -15 mk. Therefore, measures to uniformly
distribute voiding throughout the core (e.g., by feeder interlacing)
are only required when the subcriticality of the first azimuthal mode
is less than -15 mk. This is a significant result which should be
considered when designing PHT systems.

TABLE 1

COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL
CALCULATION OF kn

R
(cm)

245.8

314.5

353.5

366.5

380.5

441.3

882.6

1 - k n
(mk)

Analytical
(1 group)

58.6

35.3-

27.8

25.8

23.9

17.8

4.9

Numerical
(2 group)

56.5

34.4

27.2

25.5

23.2

17.2

4.4

SIDE VIEW

- UNIFORM CHANGE IN LATTICE
CROSS SECTION

- RESTRICTED TO REGION 1

FIGURE 1
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IMPROVING CANDU SAFETY WITH ORGANIC COOLANT
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ABSTRACT

The AECL study of an organic cooled CANDU reactor
was terminated in 1973 when the capital cost advantage of
about 10 to 15% and the operational advantage of low
primary circuit activity were judged as being insufficient to
warrant the diversion of effort from the commercially
successful PHWR program. However the OCR has certain
safety advantages which take on more significance now
than in 1973.

The main characteristics of organic coolant which lead
to its safety advantages are the absence of an exothermic
chemical reaction with zirconium, the compatibility with
high conductivity uranium carbide fuel and the low vapour
pressure. These characteristics lead to considerable
simplifications in the safety systems and in the safety
analysis. For example, a change to organic coolant could
remove the need for emergency core cooling, shutdown
cooling and crash cooldown in order to protect the public
from the release of fission products.

INTRODUCTION

The use of an organic liquid as coolant in a CANDU
reactor was first proposed by CGE staff in 1958 and was
assessed by AECL from that time to 1973. This
assessment included the construction and operation of the
organically cooled experimental reactor WR1, which soon
demonstrated that many of the anticipated problems could
be eliminated or controlled, and culminated in an
engineering study of a 500 MWe power station. The
reference coolant was the Monsanto product HB40.

Though organic coolant had significant advantages over
heavy water, these were seen to not justify dilution of the
R&D support to the commercially successful PHWR, and
the work on an organic cooled CANDU was terminated in
1973.

The main advantage of organic coolant was seen as its
higher operating temperature leading to higher plant
thermodynamic efficiency. This together with a direct
saving in the cost of the coolant itself led to an estimated
plant capital cost reduction of 10 to 15%. Also, the
virtual elimination of radiation fields around the reactor
was expected to lead to lower operating costs. Fuelling
costs with natural uranium were expected to be similar to
the PHWR, higher plant efficiency compensating for
reduced fuel bumup.

Even in 1973, the safety advantages of an organic
cooled CANDU reactor (OCR) were recognised but they
were not given prominence. It was clear that the OCR
could meet the single and dual failure criteria and that was
all that was seen as necessary. In 1990, the safety

advantages could be more important, with market
incentives to design safer reactors, in particular reactors
with passive safety instead of engineered safety.

G.L. Brooks, reference 1, sees safety related initiatives
as being essential for the next generation of reactors, but
warns that the economic imperatives must also be met. By
way of example, he notes that the use of passive heat
sinks should lead to major simplifications, improved
operability and maintainability, reduced testing requirements
and greater assurance that safety objectives can be achieved
under all circumstances.

Passive heat sinks and simpler safety systems are the
focus of a paper by A. Natalizio et al, reference 2. Three
improvements being investigated for the next generation of
CANDUs are: passive moderator heat rejection, passive
residual heat removal from the primary system and a
simpler emergency core cooling (ECC) system. The
passive systems do not rely on a continuing supply of
service water or electrical power and no automatic actions
are needed. The Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) system
is simplified to reduce the number of active components
and automatic actions.

As pan of an evaluation of the use of alternative
coolants to improve CANDU safety, the use of organic
coolant has been revisited. It will be argued that, with
organic coolant, the level of improvement envisaged by
Natalizio et al can be surpassed. With organic coolant, the
ECC and shutdown cooling systems are not needed for
public safety assurance. (Redundant cooling systems would
perform the normal plant back-up function.) Also crash
cooldown (not mentioned by Natalizio) is not needed. The
moderator is effective in minimising radioactivity releases
and maintaining fuel channel integrity for all loss of
coolant and loss of heat sink accidents and the proof of its
effectiveness is relatively simple.

The loss of coolant and loss of heat sink accidents are
discussed in the next section. These accidents bring out
the main safety advantages of an organic cooled reactor.
Other important accidents are discussed in a subsequent
section.

LOSS OF COOLANT AND LOSS OF HEAT SINK

Firstly some features of an OCR should be mentioned
that are relevant to its behaviour in these accidents.

An organic cooled reactor has time characteristics that
help give better performance in accidents: zirconium does
not bum in organic coolant, high conductivity fuel can be
used and, due to the low coolant pressure, the pressure
tubes operate at low stress. Consider each of these
characteristics in rum.
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Zirconium does not hum: Without the exothermic reaction
with Zircaloy, decay heat can be transferred by radiation
from fuel to pressure tube to calandria tube and then by
conduction and convection to the moderator at a maximum
pressure tube temperature of 1100°C and a maximum fuel
temperature of 1400°C (reference 3). But in steam, at
these temperatures, the rate of heat release is more than
doubled by the reaction with zirconium, driving the
pressure tube temperature towards the Zircaloy melting
point of 1700°C and the fuel temperature towards the UO2
melting point of 2700°C.

Figure 1 compares the fuel temperature transients of the
PHWR and OCR given a large break in the primary circuit
with loss of emergency coolant. The PHWR curve comes
from reference 4 and the OCR curve comes from the work
reported in reference 3. As fuel temperatures rise above
1000°C, the curves diverge due to the zirconium/steam
reaction.

3000 i-
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Figure 1: Fuel Temperature Transient With Lass of Emergency
Coolant

High Conductivity Fuel: Organic coolant is compatible
with uranium carbide which has six times the thermal
conductivity of uranium oxide. Therefore, for the same
fuel element linear rating, carbide fuel has much lower
central temperatures. Diffusion of fission product gases
from the fuel matrix to the gap between fuel and sheath is
sensitive to temperature and is reduced by orders of
magnitude with carbide fuel. Experiments with carbide
fuel in WRI showed gap fission product inventories around
0.01% at element ratings of 100 KW/m. This compares to
gap inventories of around 10% at ratings of 60 KW/m with
oxide fuel. The lower gap inventory dramatically
decreases sheath strain, fuel failures and fission product
releases in accidents as severe as a large break with loss of
ECC.

Low Pressure Tube Stress: The low vapour pressure of
organic coolant permits the primary system to be operated
at low pressure and high temperature. At high

temperature, creep is an important consideration and
pressure tubes can be readily sized to give low stress so as
to minimize creep. Low stresses become a particular
advantage when considering channel integrity for loss of
heat sink events.

Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA^: Does an OCR need

In an OCR, as mentioned above, decay heat can be
transferred by radiation to the moderator at a pressure tube
temperature of 1100°C and a fuel temperature of 14O0°C.
These figures do not account for any distortion of the
pressure tube into contact with the calandria tube. The
contact conductance would reduce the temperatures in a
real fuel channel.

A 1979 analysis of the behaviour of uranium carbide
fuel during a LOCA without ECC indicated minor fuel
failures and fission product releases. This is because of
the low rate of diffusion of fission product gas from the
fuel pellet at these temperatures.

This suggests that, from the public safety viewpoint, an
organic cooled reactor would not have to rely on an ECC
system. However from the viewpoint of economic
recovery from a severe accident some redundant core
cooling might be advisable.

Loss of heat sink: Does the OCR need another heat sink
or is the moderator good enough?

Probabalistic risk analyses, see for example reference 5,
show the importance of redundant heat sinks in reducing
the frequency of severe core damage. Natalizio, reference
2, proposed a passive shutdown cooling system to improve
the heat sink reliability over active systems used in
conventional CANDU designs. For the OCR, not even this
is needed. Primary pressures would be low even in a loss
of heat sink accident and, at low pressure, fuel channel
integrity would be maintained by the moderator.

Though the moderator would be an effective ultimate
heat sink, an OCR would still probably be fined with a
decay heat removal system. Certainly a shutdown cooling
system would be needed for maintenance purposes. The
point is that public safety could be demonstrated with
reference only to the moderator as a heat sink.

Small Break LOCA without ECC: Does an OCR Need
Crash Cooldown?

To ensure channel integrity for a small break with
coincident failure of ECC, there is a need to cool down
the secondary side of a PHWR so as to dépressurise the
primary side. Otherwise pressure tube failures are possible.

During a small break LOCA in an OCR, pressure tube
stresses would not exceed the normal operating value of
about 30 MPa and this compares favourably with the
failure stresses of about 60 MPa observed in WNRE
experiments on channels with unpaired cooling. Crash
cooling would not be needed.

The Simplicity of the OCR Safety Stnnr

From the above discussion, it is clear that the OCR
safety story is simple. Whether the accident is LOCA with
or without ECC or loss of heat sink, the only analyses
needed are the trip coverage analysis (see below) and the
analysis of the moderator as a heat sink.
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The analysis of the moderator as a heat sink is much
simpler and more certain for the OCR than for the PHWR.
An uncertainty for the PHWR is the distortion in fuel
bundle geometry at temperatures higher than the melting
point of Zircaloy. This effects the surface area of
zirconium exposed to steam and hence the magnitude of
the energy release from the zirconium/steam reaction. For
the OCR, these complications disappear.

LOCA Trip Coverage: What about void reactivity?

The rate of increase of reactivity due to core void in a
LOCA sets the requirement in CANDU for two fast acting
shutdown systems. Safety would be improved if the rate
could be reduced.

The low vapour pressure of organic coolant results in a
low rate of core voiding. Unfortunately the hydrogen in
the organic coolant gives a larger void reactivity coefficient
than with heavy water.

The combination of lower voiding rate and higher
coefficient leads to a reactivity transient which, in the first
second, is similar to the PHWR transient

The OCR reactivity transient can be improved from that
given in reference 3 by processing the coolant used at start
up to have no more hydrogen than at equilibrium. In this
way the void reactivity can be reduced to about half of the
PHWR value.

A much better solution would be to deuterate the HB-
40 but this would require a coolant processing system that
paid strict attention to losses of deuterium. Of course the
cost advantage of HB-40 over D2O would be lost.

The Fire Hazard: Change the containment atmosphere!

To avoid the remote possibility of a vapour explosion
in a loss of coolant accident, the designers of the OCR
500, reference 3, chose a Halon system which would be
activated to inert the containment when required.
Following ths passive approach, it would be preferable to
operate with a containment atmosphere in which an
explosion is impossible.

Reference 6 indicates that a containment atmosphere
around 10 KPa oxygen and 90 KPa nitrogen will support
the human respiratory function and yet will preclude
hydrocarbon-based fires. The 10% oxygen limit may also
apply to HB-40 but needs to be checked at the
temperatures of interest.

OTHER ACCIDENTS

To complete the assessment of OCR safety, a few
important accidents need to be considered in addition to
LOCA and loss of heat sink.

Loss of Regulation

PHWRs require sophisticated regional overpower
protection systems using many in-core flux detectors to
detect small deviations in local power so as to guarantee
that fuel dryout power levels are not exceeded. Detectors
have to be frequently recalibrated not only because they
bum up but also because their calibration depends on a
calculated refuelling ripple, and this changes with time.
Recalibration raises the concern that- it can be done
incorrectly.

As designed in reference 3, an OCR would operate well
away from any dryout limitation. High transient
overpowers could be tolerated without any concern about
fuel or pressure tube failures. Large margins would permit
ex-core detection of overpower using ion chambers or a
substantial reduction in the number of in-core detectors.
Ideally, the need for recalibration would be avoided.

Multiple Bniler Tube Failures

To take advantage of the higher operating temperature
and improve thermodynamic efficiency, the designers of the
OCR 500, reference 3, chose a pressure of 10.7 MPa on
the secondary side. If multiple failures are possible in
boiler tubes, one can imagine the primary system being
rapidly pressurised from 1.4 MPa, the operating pressure,
to the secondary side pressure of 10.7 MPa. The concern
then is that pressure tubes would fail.

Because of creep considerations, the thickness of an
OCR pressure tube would not be much less than that of a
PHWR pressure tube so the stress on an OCR pressure
tube in such an accident would not be much more than the
normal stress in a PHWR. However, the sudden stressing
of the OCR pressure tube might lead to a brittle fracture.

Because of the hydrogen in the coolant, much higher
hydride concentrations can be expected in OCR pressure
tubes. However embrittlemem is not likely to be a
problem during normal operation because of the higher
operating temperature and lower operating stresses. In the
accident under consideration, one would have to be sure
that the higher temperature alone would preclude brittle
fracture.

If multiple boiler tube failures become a concern, an
intermediate coolant circuit could be employed. However,
this would detract from the thermodynamic efficiency and
increase the cost.

Single Channel Events

Some of the single channel events in CANDU are close
to limiting in terms of releases of radioactivity and
remedies are not easy to find. These events are discussed
briefly below. In short, the use of organic coolant does
not improve the situation.

End Fitting Failure: Here we are concerned with the
chemical reactions between a fuel bundle ejected from the
fuel channel and the containment atmosphere. The
reactions can lead to release of fission products from the
fuel matrix and their potential release from containment.
Reactions between carbide fuel and oxygen are likely to be
more severe than between oxide fuel and air. Maybe the
reactor vault can be designed so that the discharged fuel is
covered by a pool of ejected organic fluid. This would
imply a system to remove heat from the pool.

Another option is to remove oxygen from the
containment atmosphere. However, it has been noted that
carbide fuel might react with nitrogen.

Channel Flow Blockage: The problem is that a sudden
and complete channel flow blockage might not be detected
in time for ti. reactor to be tripped and channel failure
prevented. Thf problems are no less severe for the OCR
than the PHW'.Î. In fact some consideration is needed to
the interactions between organic coolant, carbide fuel and
the heavy water moderator.
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A problem unique to the OCR is that a minor blockage
can lead to coking (the precipitation of insoluble
decomposition products) in fuel bundle subchannels and
this can make the blockage worse. Fortunately coking is a
process that occurs over a period of days and would
almost certainly be detected by process measurements such
as channel flow and outlet temperature measurements.

Coking During Thermosvphpning

Provided the reactor is tripped, PHWRs thermosyphon
effectively in a loss of pumping accident such as loss of
class IV power. Without doubt, OCRs will also
thermosyphon but coking of the coolant occurs more
readily at low flow so there is a need to check whether
coking could occur prior to the forced flow being re-
established.

This issue has been considered and the finding is that for
shutdown levels of gamma radiation and for a coolant
temperature of less than 250°C, coking is not likely to be
a problem even after several days. There is no doubt that
a reasonably sized shutdown cooling system could be
designed to keep the température of organic coolant below
250°C.

In a severe accident, coking in the fuel channels would
aid in the transfer of heat to the moderator heat would be
transferred from fuel to pressure tube by conduction instead
of by radiation.

Power Runaway

The power runaway is one of the most severe accidents
that one can imagine in many reactors. Of course it is
most unlikely in CANDU because it requires the failure of
the two independent shutdown systems in addition to the
initiating event. The large LOCA with failure to shutdown
is, in turn, the most severe power runaway because it has
a larger rate of addition of reactivity than the loss of
power regulation event The power runaway event is
terminated when channels fail causing moderator
displacement. A key intermediate variable is the energy
release because this effects containment integrity.

With organic coolant, the reduced rate of addition of
reactivity will be an advantage in a power runaway
accident, but the larger absolute void reactivity may be
more important. It is 30 mk for equilibrium organic
coolant as compared to 13 rok for the PHWR.

Void reactivity influences the timing of the energy
release but the timing may not be as important as the
energy needed to fail the channel. With its lower
operating pressure, the energy to fail the channel might be
higher in an OCR. On the other hand a concern with the
PHWR is the subsequent release of energy from the
steam/zirconium reaction both directly because it is
exothermic and indirectly from the burning of hydrogen.

An analysis of an OCR power runaway accident is
clearly needed. At this stage it can only be said that the
consequences for the OCR might be expected to be similar
to the PHWR.

CONCLUSION

The use of organic instead of heavy water as primary
coolant in a CANDU reactor has potential for safety as
well as capital cost and operational advantages. The latter
advantages are well known: 10 to 15% improvement in
capital cost and the operational advantage of a primary
circuit that is essentially activity free.

The safety advantages have not previously been given
prominence. The low operating pressure, the absence of
an exothermic reaction with Zircaloy and the compatibility
with carbide fuel lead to a design that, for reasons of
safety, does not need ECC or crash cooldown and for
which the moderator is effective in maintaining channel
integrity even for a complete loss of all other heat sinks.

The safety analysis of an OCR would be simpler than
that for a PHWR. An analysis of the moderator as a heat
sink would replace the complex loss of coolant and loss of
heat sink analyses needed for the PHWR. Not only that,
but the analysis of the moderator as a heat sink, is itself
much simpler and more certain than that needed for
PHWRs.

The use of organic coolant in CANDU could eliminate
some safety systems and would î-^rmit a simple, cheap and
certain safety analysis. This in rum would assist in
convincing the regulators and the public of die safety of
die reactor.

This study was based on information generated prior to
1980 and should be confirmed by modem analysis
techniques.
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CATALYTIC AND SPARK HYDROGEN IGNITERS

R. HECK

SIEMENS AG; UB KWU; Offenbach, FRG

1 Introduction and Concept

Considerable quantities of hydrogen are ex-
pected to be released into the containment
of a typical light water reactor as a result
of severe accidents (Fig. 1). To avoid that
this hydrogen burns in an uncontrolled man-
ner, the hydrogen concentration must be
limited as soon as possible to ensure that
detonable levels cannot be reached and the
containment is not subjected to excessive
pressure and temperature loads.

12
Time •

Fig. 1
Hydrogen released into the containment during
a core - melt - accident (Low pressure case)

[h| 24

As suggested on Phase B of the German Risk
Study (Ref. 1) one reasonable way to miti-
gate the consequences of hydrogen burning is
ignition soon after hydrogen release.

Detailed information regarding hydrogen be-
havior in severe accidents is given in Refs.
2, 3. Combinations of problems arise as a
result of
. the behavior of hydrogen alone and in com-
bination with other gases in the contain-
ment atmosphere,

. the complex geometrical configuration in-
side the containment,

. the exact prediction of the accident histo-
ry.

It is possible to overcome these problems
by installation of a large number of devi-
ces for timely and repeated ignition of hy-
drogen in various compartments.

The present policy is to use glow plugs or
hot coils as igniters. These igniters re-
quire electrical power from outside the
containment as well as cabling and cause
considerable capital investment, particular-
ly when they are to be installed in an ope-
rating plant. For this reason, two types of
igniters were newly developed as passive de-
vices which are not dependent on an external
power supply.

Backfitting of these igniters in existing
power plants is simple and can be performed,
e.g., during a refueling outage.

2 Catalytic igniters

In the catalytic igniter hydrogen is ignited
by a precious metal catalyst.
The catalyst and its integral igniter wire
system together form the so-called igniter
element accomodated in a closed metal hous-
ing for protection from the environment du-
ring normal reactor operation and possible
loads during the refueling outage (Fig. 2 ) .
The cover and bottom automatically open in
the event of a severe accident. Hereto a
fuse links is used, which melts when a cer-
tain temperature in the environment is
reached. The gas mixture containing hydrogen
which surrounds the device enters the hous-
ing. The catalyst recombines the hydrogen
and the exothermic reaction causes the igni-
ter element to become hot. The gas surround-
ing the igniter element ignites when the ig-
nition limit is exceeded.

The igniters have been tested in a vessel of
265 dm3, which was equipped with a heated
water sump, a fan and pipes for the
injection of hydrogen and catalyst poisons.
Ignition was defined as a sudden pressure
build-up of at least 50 mbar.
The hydrogen concentrations which could be
ignited in an atmosphere with different
steam contents and airborne impurities is
shown in Table 1.
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Tabla 1

Catalytic Igniter; Lower ignition Concentrations

Minimum H2 - concentrations in lean compositions

in dry atmosphere

quiescent

moved

in saturated steam/ air - mixtures

quiescent

moved

rise with increasing steam content

•), 5 Vol. - % H2

i 6 Vol. - % H2

4. S .... a Vol. - % H2"

> 6 .... 8 Vol. - % H2"

A spark frequency of about 7 min
safe ignition at concentrations
Table 2.

-1 provides
shown in

3 Spark igniter

The spark igniter (Fig. 3) triggers com-
bustion of hydrogen by generation of
high-energy sparks.
The release is caused automatically not
only by a rise of containment-pressure or
-temperature but also in such cases when
hydrogen is set free without distinct in-
crease of temperature or pressure. Actuat-
ing temperature and pressure are adjustable
in a wide range.
High temperature and radiation resistant
batteries are used to deliver constant
energy for the whole sequence of hydrogen
generation.

1 Fuse link
2 Batteries
3 Electronics
4 Pressure Switch
5 Temperature Switch
6 Electrodes
7 Contact safely device
B Heal Insulation
9 Evaporative cooling
10 Mounting

Fig. 3
Spark Igniter with Batteries WZB 89

An enclosure protects all parts associated
with spark generation from the environment.
Very high temperature loads - for instance
in case of multipile ignitions - can be
handled by evaporation of water stored in
the double cylinder. The electronic system
of selected components generates highvolt-
age pulses resulting in sparking between
the splash-proofed electrodes which are lo-
cated below the housing.

Tabla 2
Spark Igniter; Lower Ignition Concentrations

Minimum H2 • concentrations in l?an compositions

in dry atmosphero

quiescent

moved

in saturated steam/ air - mixtures

quiescent

moved

rise with increasing steam content

4,

4,

4.

4.

5 Vol.

5 Vol.

• % H2

• % H2

5 ....7, 5 Vol. - % H2"

5.... 6 Vol. - % H2

4 Application

Hydrogen igniters can be installed in any
water-cooled reactor plant with noninerted
containment. When deciding the number and
location of igniters, the following aspects
are to be taken into consideration:
. time and location of release and distribu-
tion of hydrogen,

. local conditions and structures of the
containment,

. results of combustion experiments
performed

. results of calculation with the multi-
compartment code WAVCO /Ref. 4/

Which type of igniter (or combination of
both igniters) will be used in each case
depends on the thermodynamic and atmosphe-
ric conditions in the area where the igni-
ter has to be installed.
Prior to installation of igniters within
the containment, SIEMENS-KWU usually per-
forms engineering analysis and consults the
utility with respect to locating the igni-
ters .

5 Qualification

Full-scale hydrogen igniters were subjected
to extensive functional tests. The purpose
of the tests was to demonstrate tne hydro-
gen igniters' function under conditions ex-
pected during and after a severe accident.

5.1 Catalytic igniter

The catalytic igniter was - due to its
thermochemical mode of operation - exposed
to various compositions of atmosphere in
which combustion had to be performed. Sub-
stances like iodine, methyliodine, carbon-
oxide silicone oil vapor, and boric acid,
which are well known to affect catalysts in
their functionality have been tested.
These substances were added to mixtures of
vapor, air, and hydrogen in timely sequence
and in amounts which are to be expected in
severe accidents (Table 3) .
The results of following ignition experi-
ments have indicated that the catalyst
composition used is adequately protected.
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Table 3
Catalytic Igniter
Qualification Program and Conditions

Thermodynamic Load
(Design Basis Ace.)

1
Ignition in Air/ Steam/ H2 -

Mixture

Ignition in the Presence of
Airborne Impurities

|

•

Vibration (Normal Operation)

Ignition after Submergence

Ignition after
Methyl - Iodine Load

«
Ignition Behaviour in Diffe-
rent Air/ Steam Mixtures

Ignition under Influence of
Forced Flow Convection

1 .... 6 bar: 40 .... 160"C,24h

Steam: 30 .... 35 Vol. - %
H2 :8Vo l . -%

J2 :2x106kg/m3

H38O3:2200 ppm in H2O

CO : 2. 5 Vol. • %

Steam: 30 .... 35 Vol. - %

H2 : 8 Vol. • %

ace. to IEEE 382
IEC 68 -2 -6

Water 80 °C, deionized
H2: 8 Vol. • %

60 .... 240 ppm Methyl -
Iodine in Air
H2:7. 6.... 7. 8Vol -%

Steam:2....50Vol.-%
H2 : 4. 5 ... 6. 5 Vol. • %

v = 0,4.... 4 m/s:
different directions
H2 . > 6 Vol. - %

Insensitivity to high temperatures and hu-
midity could be demonstrated as well as the
capability of repeated operation in the
event of further hydrogen build-up.
In addition, the influence of forced flow
convection with velocities up LO 10 m/s
were tested.
It was determined that higher gas
velocities produce longer ignition delay
times and increase the lower ignition
concentrations. Optimized housing dimenions
assure that the igniter will not be
defeated by convective heat losses.
To make sure that the catalyst will operate
properly even after long-term exposure to
normal containment atmosphere the catalyst
was exposed to representative amounts of
vapor from liquid painting and coating
substances used in the containment. Follow-
ing ignition tests did not show any nega-
tive influence.

5.2 Spark igniter

In contrast to the catalytic igniter,
qualification of the spark igniter concen-
trated on the resistance to temperature and
radiation of elements in a pressure and
steam-tight enclosure. After thermal aging
the assembled igniter was exposed to a ra-
diation source with dose rates which are
expected during normal operation and after
severe accidents. (Table 4) After that a
steam test was carried out fallowed by con-

sistent generation of sparks under post-
accident environment conditions. Additional
high temperature and pressure loads caused
by multiple ignitions have been exposed to
the igniter successfully. The igniter
remained active for more than 5 days until
the batteries were discharged.

Table 4
Spark Igniter
Qualification Program and Conditions

Thermal Aging
(Normal Operation)

Radiation
(Normal Operalion)

Vibration
(Normal Operation)

i
Radiation

(DBA and Severe Ace. Conditions)

Thermodynamic Load
(Design Basis Ace.)

Multiple Combustion
(Severe Accident Conditions)

Long-Duration Function
(Severe Accident Conditions)

1 bar;125"C;360h

50kGy; 500 Gy/h: 100 h

ace. to IEEE 382;IEC 68-2-6

10 kGy; 10000 Gy/h; 1h
7 kGy; 1000 Gy/h; 10h
5 kGy; 500 Gy/h; 1 h

1 ..6 bar; 40.. 160°C;2.5h

2.5 bar; 125 "C; 1.5 h
2.5 bar; 350 °C; 0.5 h

2.3bar:125°C;>5days

The ternary diagram (Fig. 4) shows evidence
that both igniters are able to ignite mix-
tures at low hydrogen concentrations.
Above steam concentrations of more than 45
Vol.-% ignition could not be reached.

Fig. 4
PgHormed Ignitions with Calalylic
and Spark Igniters
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Additional experiments which should clear up
the characteristics in condensing atmosphere
with hydrogen concentrations > 15 Vol.% are
under consideration.
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN ANALYTICAL METHOD TO EVALUATE
THE INTEGRITY OF A CALANDRIA TUBE

IN THE CASE OF PRESSURE TUBE RUPTURE

Y. MORISHITA, I. MATSUSHITA. H. MOCHIZUKI AND Y. HAYAMIZU

O-arai Engineering Center
Power Reactor ana Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation

4002 Narita, O-arai, Ibaraki-ken, 311-13, Japan

ABSTRACT

An analytical method which consists of two-dimensional
thermal-hydraulic analysis and three-dimensional
structural analysis has been proposed to evaluate the
integrity of a calandria tube in the case of pressure lube
rupture in a pressure tube type reactor. In order to
validate the method, experiments were carried out with
coaxially arranged double tubes simulating a pressure
lube and a calandria tube. Experimental data were also
compared with analytical results with the proposed
method.

INTRODUCTION

The Advanced Thermal Reactor (ATR) being developed
in Japan is a boiling-light-watcr-cooled heavy-watcr-
modcrated pressure-tubc-type reactor. The core of ATR
consists of an array of a vertical pressure tube
surrounded with a coaxial calandria tube passing through
a calandria vessel, as shown in Fig.l. The pressure tubes
contain the fuel bundles. 7MPa boiling light-water as a
coolanl is circulated in the pressure lube. The calandria
vessel is filled with a roughly 70 °C heavy-water
moderator insulated from the high-temperature reactor
coolant by a CO2 gas filled annulus between the pressure
tube and the calandria tube. In the case of pressure tube
(PT) rupture in ATR. a calandria tube (CT) is expected to
withstand failure of the PT and survc as a pressure
boundary instead of the PT. The integrity of the CT is,
therefore, of prime concern in safety assessment.

Calami A n n u l u s

lube .<-^z-
Pressu'e '-- ' -^=r~
lut» -, .y- " /

Calandria tube

Pressure tube

Calandria

Fuel bundle

Heavy water

» . .Coolant

Fig.l Core of ATR

When a PT ruptures, the following arc supposed;
namely, the ruptured lips of the PT spread in a radial
direction and collide with the CT surrounding the PT, the
coolant in the PT is discharged into the annulus from an
opening of the ruptured PT, and the pressure of the
annuius rises because of the discharged coolant. At this
time, the CT is also supposed to be subjected to some loads,
which are mainly the impact loading caused by collision
of the PT with the CT, the risen pressure and thermal
stress caused by temperature rise of the CT.

The objectives of this study arc to clarify the dominant
load for the integrity of the CT and to develop the
analytical model for predicting the dominant load and
deformation of the CT. As a first step in the development
of the analytical method, semi-scale experiments were
carried out to clarify the behavior of the loads acting on
the CT in the case of PT rupture and the dominant load to
the CT. The analytical method which consists of a
thermal-hydraulic analysis and a structural analysis is
proposed to predict the deformation behavior of the CT
subjected to the impact loading regarded as the most
serious load to the CT from experimental results. The
applicability of the proposed method is also investigated
through the experimental analyses. The analytical
results are compared with experimental data.

EXPERIMENTS

Experiments were conducted to clarify the loading
behavior to the CT and the dominant load for the integrity
of the CT. The test section employed in the experiments
consisted of coaxially arranged inner and outer tubes
simulating a PT and a CT, respectively. They were
positioned horizontally in the atmosphere as shown in
Fig.2. The inner tube was made of carbon steel, and the

STEAM SEPARATOR

Fig.2 Schematic diagram of test section
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outer tube, stainless sieel or Zr-2 alloy. Outer diameter of
the inner tube and inner diameter of the outer tube are
the same sizes as those of a FT and a CT of an actual plant,
and are 126.4mm and 158.4mm, respectively. A 36-rod fuel
bundle simulator was provided in the inner tube to
simulate the flow area inside the PT. In order to simulate
the flow resistance of discharged coolant into the
atmosphere, orifices were provided at both ends of the
annulus. An axial notch, which was designed so that it
might rupture at the pressure ranging from S to 7MPa,
was machined on the outer surface of the inner tube. The
coolant was circulated with a pump through the inner
tube. The coolant was heated and pressurized by electric
heaters until the tube ruptured.

The pressures in the inner tube and in the annulus
between the tubes, the strains of the tubes and the
temperature of the outer tube were measured at positions
shown in Fig.3. Regarding pressure measurement, piezo-
type pressure transducers of which the resonant
frequencies are 50KHz were used. The lime of initiation of
the rupture and the extension speed of the crack were
measured with crack gauges attached to the surface of the
inner tube along the notch. Mean hoop strains of the
outer tube at several axial positions including the starting
point of the crack extension were also measured after the
experiments. Data were sampled at intervals of 0.05
milliseconds. A summary of experimental conditions and
results are shown in Table 1.

Experimental results showed that the impact loading, the
maximum pressure rise in the annulus and the maximum
thermal stress occured at about 1 millisecond, 0.S seconds
and 1 second, respectively (Fig.4). The maximum pressure
rise in the annulus was nearly equal to the initial
pressure of the coolant inside the inner tube under the
condition of 10 °C in subcooling. The most serious loading
to the outer tube was the impact loading according to the

outer tube machined notch

• Pressure transducer

«Strain gauge
(circumference)

x Crack gauge

o Thermocouple

Table 1. Summary of test conditions and results

Test No.

1

2

3

4

5

Inner tube

Carbon steel

Carbon steel

Carbon steel

Carbon steel

Carbon steel

Outer tube

Mmm thek
Stainless steel

1.1mm thek
Ziru loy- I

1.1mm ttuck
Zvuley-1

3.1mm truck
Stainless steel

I.lmm thick
Stainless steel

Burst pressure
(Mpa)

6.3

5.0

7.2

5.5

S.5

Fluid
temperature

(C)

272

258

2B3

267

26E

Void
Iraction

(-)

0

0

0.5

0.5

1.0

Crack
etfeostcn s£eed

(m.s|

290

2B0

370

320

320

Mean '
hoop strain

«)

2.6

1.5

3.9

1.1

1.1

* ) measured at a starting point of crack extension.

experimental results. Figure 5 shows the immediate
histories of the pressure and the strains after the rupture.
The pressure inside the inner tube decreased rapidly at
0.2 milliseconds below the saturated pressure level. This
behavior suggests that the depressurization inside the
inner tube was caused by increase in the volume inside
the tube due to spread of tube wall and thermal non-
equilibrium of the coolant. The overheated coolant inside
the inner tube started to boil significantly at about 0.6
milliseconds, resulting in a 0.4 milliseconds delay of
initiation of boiling. The wall of the inner tube was
accelerated to spread by the pressure acting on it. The
coolant was discharged from the spread opening, and it
resulted in the rapid pressure rise on the inner surface of

2,—
5.0

I"

: 2 . 5

0

1

\
Maximum
pressure rise (~0.5sec)

-PT-1

'CT
PT-I

IXCollision of outer tube
! with inner tube

( ~ 1 m sec) PT~2

-0.5 O.B 0.5 1.0 l.S 2.0 2.5

Time (sec)

Fig.3 Arrangement of detectors
Fig.4 Pressure, strain and temperature histories in

experiment
(Osec : initiative time of rupture)
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Fig.5 Pressure and strain histories in experiment

the outer tube at the front of the opening. The impact
occured at about 1.2 milliseconds when the strain (PT-1)
of a ruptured lip increased abruptly. Figure 6 shows the
relation between the pressure inside the inner tube
integrated with time until occurrence of the collision and
the strain energy calculated from the mean hoop strain of
the outer tube. The integrated pressure is equivalent to

5-

o
A

•

Outer tube

Zr-2, tl

SUS304,

SUS304,

i—

i

9
t2.0

t3.4 /

/
^

H

°0 2 4 6 8 10
Impulse applied on the inner tube ( N -sec/m)

Fig.6 Relation between the impulse applied on the inner
tube and the strain energy of the outer tube

the impulse applied on the inner tube. The strain energy
increased with the impulse. Thus, the impact loading
caused by the spread of the inner tube depends on the
pressure acting on it.

ANALYSIS

As is obvious from the experimental results, the impact
loading, which was the most serious load and occured very
early(l-2 msec) after the rupture, depends on the
pressure acting on the inner surface of the ruptured PT.
The pressure in the ruptured PT, which decreased rapidly
after the rupture, is affected by the thermal non-
equilibrium of the coolant and deformation of the PT. It
is, therefore, necessary that both the deformation
behavior of the ruptured PT and the thermal-hydraulic
behavior in the PT are considered in numerical analysis
to evaluate the impact loading. The subject of this type of
analysis is a fluid-structure interaction problem.
Analytical codes such M PISCES^1) and AUTODYN*2), which
are extensively applied to the fluid-structure interaction
ploblem, cannot calculate 'he effect of thermal non-
equilibrium. Therefore, we hive been developing an
analytical method capable ot treating both the
deformation of the PT and the therm»' non-equilibrium of
the coolant.

The analytical method proposed in this study consists of
the thermal-hydraulic analysis'3' to predict the pressure
transient inside the ruptured PT and the structurel
analysis to predict the strain generated i.i the CT >jy
collision of the PT with the CT.

Thermal Hydraulic Analysis

Analytical Model. Thermal-hydraulic behavior of the
coolant was treated by a two-dimensional six equation
scheme based on the two-fluid model for two-phase
mixture. The rapid depressurization under the thermal
non-equilibrium condition is controlled by the superheat
of the liquid phase of the two-phase mixture. Hence, a
mass exchange rate between the liquid and steam phases
was estimated using the non-equilibrium vapor
production model. The mass exchange rate, I", is defined
by the following equation;

where Je stands for evaporation rate and Jc , condensation
rate. Regarding J e , the non-equilibrium vapor
production model'4) expressed by the following equation
was adopted:

where rb is bubble radius; ai . liquid thermal diffusivity;
Ci. liquid specific heat; Ts. saturated temperature; and L,
latent heat. On the other hand, in the rapid
depressurization process within a few milliseconds,
condensation usually plays rather an insignificant role
on the mass exchange rate. Therefore, Jc was assumed to
be zero.

The six equations representing mass, momentum and
energy conservation for each phase were discrclizcd
using the forward-time and upwind differences. In this
discretizing, a moving boundary method was adopted to
treat the spread of the PT wall in a radial d -ct on. In
Fig.7, cell [1] indicates a typical discretized cell with a
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boundary

U( : velocity of fluid

Ub : velocity of boundary

a '. transmission factor ot boundary

Fig.7 Moving boundary and Porosity model

moving boundary which corresponds to the section of the
PT wall. When the boundary with a cross section A moves
at the velocity Ub, the volume of the cell [1], V" at the time
of tn is enlarged at the next time step tn + ' to v n + 1 given by

Vn+1 = V» + At Ob A ,

through limc-maiching process ©{ the numeiical
integration of the equations. In order to take into account
the change in the opening area, moreover, the concept of
transmission area was introduced on the basis of a
porosity model. For the cell with the opened boundary,
the transmission area, S n + 1 was defined by

gn+1 = an+l A ,

where a transmission factor a is given by the ratio of the
opening area, a and the cross sectional area, A as

n n + l = a / A .

With the use of this S n + 1 , discharge flow volume, Q from
the cell [1] to die adjacent cell [2] for At is obtained by

Q = Sn + 1 (Uf-Ub)dt,

where Uf stands for fluid velocity.

Experimental Analysis. The analytical model discribed so
for was validated through the analysis of the semi-scale
experiments. The test section in the experiments was
modeled by the mesh system illustrated in Fig. 8. On the

Calandria tube
Annulus

assumption that the thermal-hydraulic behavior is axially
symmetric in the test section, the inside of the inner tube
and annulus space between tubes were divided equally
into nine cells in the circumferential direction. The fuel
bundle simulator was replaced by a column of which the
sectional area is equivalent to that of the simulator.

Applicability to the rapid depressurization process has
not been fully examined for the existing correlations of
interfacial friction between water and steam. However, it
was confirmed that calculational results were insensitive
to the selection of the correlation. Consequently, we used
so large interfacial friction coefficient that the liquid and
steam could move at the same velocity. The information
on the deformative motion of the inner tube is
indispensable for calculating the thermal-hydraulic
transient after the rupture. Thus, the deformative motion
was determined with the code DYNA-3D<5> from pressure
histories measured at an inner surface of the inner tube.
Because the calculation by the code DYNA-3D could not
reproduce the time of the collision of the inner tube with
the outer tube, however, the time scale in the calculated
results was modified by the ratio of the calculated and
measured collision times before utilizing them in the
thermal-hydraulic calculation. Figure 9 illustrates the

(t=0.5msec) (t=1.3msec)

^

• ' /

(t=0.«msec) (t=1.6msec)

Fig.9 Moving of boundary in experimental analysis

modified deformative motion after the rupture. The
transmission factor a was also determined for each cell
from the calculated deformative motion in accordance
with the definition described above. Although small
deformation was observed in the outer tube after the
collision of both tubes, the effect of this deformation was
not taken into account in the thermal-hydraulic analysis.
Furthermore, heat transport across the walls of the inner
and outer tubes was assumed to be negligible.

The calculational pressure transients in the inner tube
and the annulus are compared with the experimental data
in Fig. 10. As for the inside pressure of the inner tube, the
observed sudden decrease at about 0.2 milliseconds after
the rupture is well reproduced with the calculation. This
suggests that the adoption of the moving boundary
method is essential in the analysis of the depressurization
phenomena due to the rapid change in volume. The
calculational annulus pressure increases rapidly at about
0.8 milliseconds after the rupture and reaches the
maximum when the lip of the ruptured lube collides with
the outer tube.

Fig.8 Analytical model for thermal hydraulic analysis
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Fig.10 Comparison of calculated results with experimental
results

given by

Tj = L; / Uc, (i=1.2 ,n) ,

where, Lj is distance from the starting point of the crack
to a point where the spring is provided, and Uc is the
crack extension speed (see Fig. 12).

Initiation point of crack extension

> Crack extension speed Uc
- Pressure

tube

= time after >
occurrence of collision'

Fig. 12 Analytical model for structural analysis and
treatment of crack extension

Structural Analysis

Analytical Model. A three-dimensional shell model was
applied to the analysis of the structural behavior of the
FT, especially in order to properly predict the rigidity
effect where ruptured lips of the PT are restrained from
freely deforming. Because this rigidity effect strongly
depends upon the length of the crack on the PT, it is
essential to treat appropriately the crack extension with
definite speed. Hence, the following model was adopted;
the ruptured lips are considered to tightly connect with
each other initially by a superficial chain of springs
whose elastic constants are equal to the value estimated
from Young's modulus of the material of the PT, as
illustrated in Fig. 11. And the elastic constant of the
spring at the position where the edge of crack reaches is
set to zero by turns with extending the crack. The time
when the elastic constant of the spring is set to zero, Tj, is

Springs

Fig. 11 Analytical model for structural analysis

Experimental Analysis. An experimental analysis was
conducted for the experiment of tes: No.2 shown in Table. 1
with the code DYNA-3D<5>. DYNA-3D is the code for three-
dimensional impact stress analysis and can handle
contacts of structural objects considering the slidings on
surfaces of the contacts. A mesh system illustrated in
Fig. 11 was adopted to predict the strain generated in the
outer tube. Deformation of both the inner lube and the
outer tube in a radial direction was assumed to be
symmetrical between the upper and lower halves.
Deformation of both tubes in an axial direction was also
assumed to be symmetrical between the right and left
halves at the initial point of the crack. The inner tube
and the outer tube of the model consist of 18 shell
elements in a circumferential direction, respectively.
The axial length of the model adopted in the analysis was
selected as 400mm to allow for crack length until the
collision occured. The crack extension speed was set to be
equal to that which was measured in the experiment. In
the analysis, the pressure histories measured in the
experiment were given Ou the inner surface of ihe inner
tube divided into three equal parts, assuming thai the
pressure acting on the inner surface was uniform in each
part.

The calculated mean hoop strain at the starting point of
the crack extension and the local strains al measuring
points are compared with experimental data, as shown in
Fig. 13. The three dimensional model predicts the mean
hoop strain at the starting point of the crack extension
within ±20% of error, and the histories of the local
strains.

DISCUSSION

The calculation succeeds in reproducing overall profile
of the experimental pressure transients, as shown in
Fig.10; especially the calculated pressure increases
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1 2
Time after rupture (msec)

Outer tube
Inner tube

I 1 3
Time after rupture (msec)

Mean hoop strain {%)

Experiment

1.S

Three dimensional
model

1.47

Two dimensional
model

2.49

Experiment
Three dimensional
model
Two dimensional
model

structural analysis. In the structural analysis, the
deformation of both tubes are calculated on the basis of
loading conditions which are given by calculating results
of the thermal-hydraulic analysis.

CONCLUSIONS

The fallowings are obtained from both semi-scale
experiments simulating the PT rupture and the
investigations of the analytical method.

(1) The impact loading, the pressure rise and the thermal
stress, which act on the CT after the PT rupture, are
individual regarding the occurrence time. The most
serious load to the CT is the impact loading which occurs
at about 1 millisecond after the rupture.

(2) Thermal-hydraulic behavior of the coolant after the
rupture can be predicted by use of a combination of the
vapor production model for the thermal non-equilibrium,
the moving boundary for the spread of the ruptured lips,
and the porosity model for the opening area change.

(3) Deformation behavior of the CT caused by the
collision of the ruptured PT can be predicted by use of the
three-dimensional shell model considering the crack
extension speed after the rupture.

Fig. 13 Comparison of analytical results with experimental
results at initiation point of crack extension

without time lag after the experimental rapid
depressurizacion at 0.2 milliseconds. Regarding the
pressure charge after the rapid depressurization, on the
other hand, the measured pressure in the inner tube
remains at a lower level for a while and rises gradually
while the calculated pressure starts to rise rather sooner.
This difference obsereved in the pressure recovery phase
is supposed to result from the neglect of delayed
evaporation in the calculation. Regarding the pressure
behavior in the annulus, the calculated pressure rises
higher than the measured pressure at 0.8 milliseconds.
The higher pressure rise in the analysis is supposed to be
caused by stagnation of discharge flow due to the collision
of the ruptured lips with the outer tube. The two-
dimensional analysis overestimates the effect of
obstructing; however, in the experiment, the coolant may
be discharged into the annulus in an axial direction as
well as radial direction so that the pressure rise at 0.8
milliseconds may be mitigated.

The capability of the three-dimensional model in the
structural analysis was assessed by comparing the
analysis by the two-dimensional model. The calculated
pressure histories given as loading conditions on the
inner surface of the inner tube were the same as those
given in the three-dimensional analysis. As shown in
Fig. 13, the two-dimensional model predicts the mean hoop
strain of the outer tube larger than the three-
dimensional model, and does not simulate the histories of
the local strains. The difference of both results is due to
the difference of rigidity effect of the lips.

The thermal-hydraulic analysis and the structural
analysis proposed in this study, are coupled in an analysis
of the imegrily of the CT in the case of the PT rupture. In
the series of the analysis, the thermal-hydraulic analysis
is executed by considering both movement of the
boundaries and the transmission factors of the boundaries
which are defined from calculating results of the
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ABSTRACT

An experimental program, the CHAN Thermal
Chemical Experimental Program, has been ongoing at
WNRE under COG to assess and verify the physical
and mathematical models of the CHAN codes in both
separate and integrated modes. The CHAN-II series
of codes are used in the licensing analysis of
CANDU reactors. The basic code provides an
efficient tool to predict the thermal response of a
fuel channel under degraded steam cooling-
conditions during postulated loss-of-coolant
accidents (LOCA) with a loss of emergency coolant
injection (LOECI) in which the transport of heat by
convection is greatly reduced. The code models the
fuel channel heatup and geometry deformation due to
severe overheating. It is the main objective of
this paper to discuss further verification of the
CHAN-II (MOD 6) computer code against two seven-
element experiments. The main models and
assumptions used in the code will be briefly
described.

The objective of the experiments is to assess
the physical and mathematical models of the CHAN
codes and produce data for code verification under
integrated conditions with significant hydrogen
production and flow rates similar to the LOCA/LOECI
scenario. Agreement between prediction by CHAN-II
(MOD 6) and experimental results is reasonably
good.

INTRODUCTION

To assess the physical and mathematical models
of the CHAN codes, an ongoing CHAN verification
experimental program has been ongoing at WNRE under
COG funding. This experimental program consists of
several series of experiments ranging from single
to seven- element multi-rod geometry. Two series of
the experiments involve single Pickering type fuel
elements, one series at low temperature and one at
high temperature. The purpose of the verification
against these single-element tests is to verify the
individual models for convection, radiation heat
transfer (low temperature series) and the zircaloy
steam reaction (high temperature series) in a
simple geometry. In the third series of the
experiments, seven Pickering type fuel rod
simulators are used to represent a multi-rod
geometry. The purpose of the seven element
experiments is to verify the code in integrated
conditions resembling the subchannel fuel geometry.
These three series of experiments were carried out
using vertical apparatus with electrically heated
single-element (annular) and seven-element (multi-
rod) fuel rod simulators, respectively. A vertical
configuration was adopted for two reasons, first
because in a vertical configuration axial symmetry
is maintained during most of the test and second

because a suitable heater (graphite rod) was
readily available. A fourth series of experiments,
currently underway, is using seven-element multi-
rod geometry in horizontal configuration to study
the effect of orientation. A final series in the
CHAN experimental verification program is being
considered, currently in the preliminary designing
stages, for a full scale horizontal fuel channel
with 28/37 element fuel bundles to represent the
actual geometry in a CANDU reactor.

Other versions of CHAN have been used to compare
with the CHAN verification experimental series [1].
CHAN-II (MOD 6) was previously used to compare with
the then available first two experiments of the
third series of the CHAN verification experiments
[2). It is the objective of this paper to present
and discuss further verification results of CHAN-II
(MOD 6) computer code for additional two seven-
element, steam cooling experiments.

A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF CHAN-II (MOD 6) CODE

The CHAN-II series of codes is used in the
licensing analysis of CANDU reactors. The basic
code provides a fast calculational tool for the
prediction of the thermal, chemical and mechanical
responses of a CANDU fuel channel under degraded
steam cooling conditions during postulated loss-of-
coolant accidents (LOCA) with a loss of emergency
coolant injection (LOECI).

The CHAN-II code is based on an approach which
replaces the complex pin geometry by an equivalent
cylindrical ring geometry [3] (see Figure 1). The
fuel channel is divided into several axial
segments. Each of these segments is further
subdivided into fuel rings, flow ring subchannels
and the pressure tube and calandria tube. Fuel
elements on the same pitch circle radius are
represented by a fuel ring, subdivided into two
annular masses, one inner and one outer, for the
purpose of carrying out the thermalhydraulic and
heat transfer analyses for each flou ring
subchannel.

The inlet flows to the subchannel rings (i.e.
flow split) may either be input or calculated by
the code. No lateral mixing of the subchannel flows
is assumed to take place within a bundle, however,
various mixing assumptions at the bundle end plates
are available. Usually, subchannel flows are
assumed to be constant during the transient except
when there is a change in the bundle or pressure
tube geometry. Various models which focus on
determining the physical, thermal and chemical
state of the fuel channel during an accident
scenario are used to formulate a set of ordinary
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differential equations governing the temperature
distribution. Interactions of the various
thermalhydraulic, thermcmechanical and chemical
models are also accounted for. The FORS1M code
package [4] is used to solve the resulting set of
ordinary differential equations explicitly to
obtain the temperature distribution.

The Ontario Hydro version of the CHAN computer
code has undergone extensive modification,
improving and adding new models, resulting in CHAN-
II (M0D6) for single phase steam flow. In addition,
The latest licensing version, CHAN-II (M0D7), also
includes two phase cooling of the fuel.

Figure 1: Schematic Drawing of Fuel Bundle Representation

DESCRIPTION OF
INSTRUMENTATION

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND

The test apparatus is shown in Figure 2. Steam,
supplied by the steam generator, is regulated via a
1-Inch gate valve and monitored by an orifice flow
meter. The steam leaving the test section is
condensed and any hydrogen produced is collected in
a hydrogen tank. The rate and total volume of
hydrogen produced is monitored.

The test section consists of a centre heater
(fuel element simulator) surrounded by a ring of
six heaters with a pitch circle diameter of 38 mm.
This geouetry simulates the centre pin and inner
ring of pins in a 37-element CANDU fuel bundle.
Figure 3 shows a schematic of the seven-element
test section. Each fuel element simulator consists
of a graphite rod heater, a Zircaloy Pickering-type
fuel sheath, and annular alumina pellets to
electrically insulate the graphite rod from the
sheath.

A zirconium flow tube, representing the pressure
tube, surrounds the fuel element simulators. The
flow tube is separated by a CO2 gap from an aluminum
cooling Jacket in which water is circulated,
representing the moderator. The cooling jacket is
an annulus, the inner wall representing the
calandria tube.

For instrumentation purposes, the test section
is subdivided into 12 equal axial nodes. Twenty-
four platinum/13* rhodium (Type R) thermocouples
were spot-welded to the inner sheath surface of the
centre and surrounding six heaters at different
axial and azimuthal locations to monitor the fuel
element simulator temperatures. Twelve
thermocouples were spot-welded on the outer surface
of the flow tube to monitor the axial and
circumferential temperature distribution. Four
shielded Chrome 1-Alumel (Type K) thermocouples were
used to monitor the steam inlet and outlet
temperature. Duplicate thermocouples were used at
each location to increase reliability. Two
thermocouples (Type K) were used to monitor the
cooling water inlet and outlet temperatures.
Thermocouple locations are shown in Figure 3. The
test apparatus is described in more detail in [5],
The rated accuracies for Type R and Type K
thermocouples were 1.5% and 2% respectively, up to
1800°C.

EXPERIMENT PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

The general test procedure for all experiments
is identical [5], First, the test section is filled
with argon and heated until the minimum flow tube
temperature was well above the steam saturation
temperature to avoid steam condensation. Then steam
is introduced and the argon is purged. The steam
flow rate is measured with an orifice meter. A
predetermined power curve is then followed. Since
the electrical power losses were estimated to be
less than 1% of the total power supplied, the
heater power calculation was based on the measured
voltage drop across the voltage taps and current
supplied from the power supply generated in the
heater circuit. The power is raised in steps to
achieve steady state as well as various temperature
ramp rates of change on the sheath. The sieam
leaving the test section is condensed and any
hydrogen produced is collected in a hydrogen tank.
Heater failure usually defines the end of the
experiment. In the following, a brief description
Is given for each test.
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Figure 3: Schematic of Seven-Element T u t Section

A. TEST # 1

In the first seven-element experiment, a spacer
plate made out of 1.65 mm diameter Zircaloy wire
was placed in the middle of the test section to
simulate the effect of an end plate on steam flow
patterns through the fuel element simulator bundle.
The measured steam flow was 5.20 g/s. The steam
inlet temperature was 700°C and the test section
steam pressure was 140.0 kPa. The power history
curve for the test is shown in Figure 4. Time zero
in the Figure corresponds to 5500 s from the start
of the experiment. The power was raised in steps
from 2 kW at time zero to 36 kW at 1200 s and
remained at that level until the test was
terminated at 1500 s due to a hole that developed
in the steam exit line. This hole was caused by
overheating of the exit piping due to heater
failures and the exothermic Zircaloy/steam reaction
at the toD of the test section.

The maximum centre pin sheath temperature
recorded was 1700°C at segment 11. The minimum axial
temperature difference between the ring pin
temperature at axial segments 2 and 11 was 100°C;
the maximum was 400°C. The maximum ring pin and
pressure tube temperatures were approximately 1550°C
and 1400°C respectively. The cumulative hydrogen
production was 6.63 g-mole. However, hydrogen
measurement was uncertain due to the failure of the
steam exit line which allowed a substantial amount
of hydrogen to be released from the test section.

B. TEST # 2

In the second seven-element experiment, five
spacer plates were placed at different elevations
in the test section (see Figure 5) to examine
whether for the same flow conditions (as in Test #
1), the turbulence and nixing promoted by the
spacer plates greatly affects the thermal response
of the fuel channel. The steam flow, inlet steam
temperature and test section pressure were
approximately the same as in Test # 2. The power
history curve for this test, shown in Figure 6, is
similar to that of Test # 1.

The maximum centre pin sheath temperature
recorded was 1620°C at segment 11. The minimum axial
temperature difference between the ring pin
temperature at axial segments 2 and 11 was 100°C;
the maximum was 250°C. The maximum ring pin and
pressure tube temperatures were approximately 1600°C
and 1280"C respectively. The cumulative hydrogen
production was 10.0 g-mole. However, the total
hydrogen production measurement was uncertain due
to the failure of the switching valve between the
two hydrogen tanks which allowed ambient air to
enter in both tanks.
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COMPARISON BETWEEN CHAN-II PREDICTIONS AND THE
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

CHAN-II MODIFICATION AND ASSUMPTIONS

The CHAN-II computer code accepts the initial
axial and radial temperature distribution in the
channel as input and calculates the channel
transient response. The code accepts CANDU fuel
bundle geometry, i.e., 37- or 28-element. The
normal computational grid consists of 13 axial
subdivisions (one per bundle), three radial fuel
rings and a centre pin for the 37-element bundle,
and 12 axial subdivisions and three radial fuel
rings for the 28-element bundle.

The code was modified to accommodate the seven-
element heater geometry including the material
properties of the annular alumina pellets and
graphite rod. Light water steam properties were
added to the code.

The following assumptions are used in the
simulation of the seven-element tests:

1. The seven heater elements are
modelled by one centre pin and one
ring representing the outer six
elements.

2. No flow mixing occurs in the channel
between the inner and outer flow
subchannels. The flow split is input
and assumed to be proportional to
the subchannel areas.

3. The thermal capacitance of the
graphite rod, alumina pellets and
sheath were lumped together into the
fuel. The thermal resistance between
the graphite rod and sheath is due
mainly to the alumina pellet and the
air trapped in the alumina.

4. Thermodynamlc and transport
properties are for light water.

5. The connective heat transfer
coefficient earlier used the
Hadaller-Banerjee correlation [6],
which assumes a Nusselt number of 2
in the laminar flow regime. This
correlation is based on flow through
tubes. In these simulations a more
appropriate correlation based on
flow through annul! [7] was used.
The annulus correlation gives a
Nusselt number of 6 for this
geometry. A comparison between the
results of the two correlations were
discussed previously ( 2 ] . The
enhancement of heat transfer due to
disruption at the entrance of the
developing hydrodynanic and thermal
boundary layer (thermal entrance
effect) [8] is also accounted for as
discussed in [2].

6. The emissivities the fuel sheath,
the pressure tube inner and outer
surfaces were assumed constant and
equal to 0.8 [9). The emissivity of
the inner surface of the calandria
tube was set to 0.2.

7. The ring radiation heat transfer
model is used.

8. Axial heat conduction and radiation
is neglected.

9. The thermodynamic properrlcs at each
axial segment are evaluated at the
segment centre temperature. The
partial flow mixing model was used
in these simulations which assumes
the mixing of interior subchannel
flow only at the end-plates.

10. The temperature of the cooling water
jacket is assumed to be constant at
the measured average between inlet
and outlet.

11. The Urbanic-Heidrlek equation [10]
is used to calculate the Zircaloy-
steam reaction rate.

12. A flat axial power profile was
assumed in the simulations due to
the relatively flat variation of the
graphite rod resistance with
temperature.

13. The inlet steam temperatures for
both Test 1 and Test 2 was 700°C.

14. The power was set equal to the
measured voltage times the measured
current squared. Power losses were
assumed negligible.

15. The moderator temperature was
assumed to be 16°C and 9°C for Tests
#1 and #2 respectively.
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COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS

Five parameters are chosen to show the
comparison between the CHAN-II predictions and
experimental results, namely, the centre pin sheath
temperature, the outward facing ring sheath
temperature, pressure tube temperature, outlet
steam temperature and hydrogen production.

Test # 1

There is a prolonged period of steady state in
this test, from 300 s to 1100 s, followed by a
transient increase in temperature between 1100 s
and 2000 s. Figure 7 shows the stean temperature at
the outlet of the test section (average of inner
and outer subchannels for the predicted and average
o£ the two thermocouples for the measured). During
the steady state period (800 s), the agreement
between measured and predicted stean temperature is
excellent. Although the temperature is slightly
overpredicted throughout the test, it is still
within experimental error considering the spread in
the two thermocouple readings which measure the
steam temperature at the outlet of the test
section. However, the temperature is slightly
underpredicted at the peak (at 1450 s) of the
transient period by about 20°C.

During the relatively low temperature steady
state region, the outlet steam temperature is
primarily a function of the channel power and steam
flow and independent of the convective heat
transfer coefficient between the sheath and the
steam. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
assumed power and stean flow are reasonable for
this test.

The excellent agreement of the outlet steam
temperatures during the transient also indicates
that heat transfer from the sheath to the steam is
being reasonably predicted. This is illustrated in
Figures 8 and 9 which show the centre pin and ring
sheath temperatures are in excellent agreement in
both the steady state and transient periods. The
appreciable difference in peak temperatures between
predicted and measured values for both centre pin
and ring sheath are attributed to the overheating
of the exit piping, during the test, due to heater
failure and exothermic Zircaloy/steam reaction at
the top of the test section. Figure 10 shows the
pressure tube temperatures are in very good
agreement with experiment.
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Examination of the calculated Reynolds number
along the channel reveals that during steady state
and transient periods, the steam flow is laminar
along the entire channel. In the laminar region,
the Hadaller-Banerjee correlation assumes a Nusselt
number of 2 based on flow through tubes while the
Nusselt number used in these simulations is based
on the annul us geometry [2]. However, since the
portion of total heat transferred by convection is
small compared to that transferred by radiation,
the effect of the two different Nusselt numbers is
quite small on the results of these simulations. In
the steady state and transient periods, thu ratios
of the total heat transferred by convection to that
transferred by radiation to the pressure tube were
10*-15% and 2* respectively.

This test is very similar to Test # 2, since the
same mass flow rate and similar power history curve
were used. The reduction in power at time 1600 s
(Figure 5) was done purposely to verify if the
Zircaloy/steam reaction is self sustaining. The
only exception was the addition of five spacer
planes at different elevations along the test
section. There is no real steady state period in
this test, however, there is a period of slow
temperature increase between 400 s and 1300 s.

Figure 11 shows the comparison between predicted
and measured outlet steam temperatures. The outlet
steam temperature is slightly overpredicted
throughout the transient, but still within the
experimental error range considering the spread
between the two thermocouples (spread of up to 100°c
at peak temperatures).

The centre pin and ring sheath temperatures are
shown in Figures 12 and 13 respectively. The
agreement is excellent in the first 1500 s of the
transient, however, the code slightly underpredicts

the peak temperatures. The pressure tube
temperatures are shown in Figure 14 for axial nodes
#2 and #11. The agreement at node #11 is reasonably
good with slight overprediction, especially at the
second peak of the transient. The difference
between predicted and measured temperatures at node
#2 is quite large. In light of the good agreement
in centre pin, outer ring sheath and steam
temperatures, it is concluded that the thermocouple
readings at this node was not reliable. To support
this hypothesis, the predicted pressure tube
temperature at node #6 is in excellent agreement
with experimental measurement as shown in Figure
15.

2500 3000
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Examination of the Reynolds number, in Test 2,
along the channel reveals that the steam flow is
entirely in the laminar regime. In light of the
excellent agreement between predictions and
experiments in both tests, it appears that the heat
transfer coefficient based on aunulus geometry is
more appropriate for the laminar regime.

The exothermic Zircaloy/steam reaction was found
to be not self-sustaining. The Hydrogen production
was reported to decrease as soon as Che power to
the test section was dropped. A quick comparison
between Test #2 and Test #1 shows that the effect
of the additional spacers used in Test #2 (5
spacers) appears to be small. This is probably to
be expected since the radiation heat transfer mode
was dominant in both these tests.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The CHAN-II computer code was used to model
two high temperature seven-element CHAN
verification experiments. The effects of
assumed Nusselt number in the laminar flow
regime, enhancement of the convective heat
transfer and the effect of addition of spacer
planes were studied.

2. In general, excellent agreement was obtained
for both Test 1 and Test 2 where sheath
temperatures reached about 1600°C. The
discrepancies between measurement and
prediction were well within experimental
errors. This suggests that the models used in
the code and the mathematical formulation of
the problem are adequate.

3. Both tests were entirely dominated by laminar
flow. The Hadaller-Banerjee correlation for
convective heat transfer to steam assumes a
constant Nusselt number for laminar flow, set
equal to 2, based on experiments on flow in
tubes. Using a more appropriate value of 6,
based on flow in annulus geometry, gives
excellent agreement with experiments.
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4. The Zircaloy/steam reaction was not self 10- v- F- "rbanic and T. R. Heidrick, "High-
sustaining in these tests; the hydrogen Temperature Oxidation of Zircalloy-2 and
production decreased as the power to the test Zircalloy-4 in Steam", Journal of Nuclear
section was dropped. As discussed above no Materials, V.75 (1978). pp. 251-261.
reliable hydrogen measurements were available

for comparison.

5. The addition of extra spacer planes did not
seem to have any effect on the thermal
response in these tests. However, radiation
heat transfer was dominant and any effect may
be expected to be small.
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RUPTURE D'UNE CONDUITE COTÉ SECONDAIRE
GENTILLY 2

PAUL LAFRENIERE

Hydro-Québec
Centrale nucléaire Gentilly 2

Énergie atomique du Canada limitée
Opérations CANDU, Montréal

RÉSUMÉ

La CCEA a demandé à Hydro-Québec en juillet 1986
d•étudier les conséquences pour la sûreté de la
centrale d'une rupture importante d'une conduite côté
secondaire dans la salle des machines. Cette étude
devrait porter sur la rupture guillotine de la
conduite de vapeur principale, de la conduite d ' eau
d'alimentation et du collecteur de vapeur principal.
Un examen préliminaire réalisé par Hydro-Québec a
indiqué qu'il était nécessaire d'assurer la
disponibilité des systèmes du Groupe 2 pendant et
après une RCCS. l i a également été décidé que
1'étude porterait aussi dur des ruptures à
1 ' extérieur de la salle des machines ( SM), et tout
particulièrement des ruptures dans la salle S2-246 du
bâtiment des services (BS). En juin 1988,
Hydro-Québec a demandé à EACL de faire une étude de
sûreté de la centrale Gentilly 2 pendant et après des
accidents de rupture de conduite côté secondaire
(RCCS) d'envergure à l'extérieur du bâtiment réacteur
(BR). L'étude a été parachevée progressivement et
comprenait des brèches de toute taille y compris des
ruptures guillotines et non-guillotines. L'étude a
également porté sur la réponse des systèmes du
Groupe 1 dans des conditions hypothétiques afin
d'avoir une meilleure compréhension de la réponse de
la centrale.

Pour évaluer la sûreté de la centrale Gentilly 2,
quatre critères ' de sûreté principaux ont été
examinés : arrêt du réacteur, source froide,
confinement et surveillance.

Dans certaines conditions, les systèmes du Groupe 1
pourraient être indisponibles à la suite d'une RCCS.

Par conséquent, il est impératif que les systèmes
du Groupe 2 et la salle de commande auxiliaire (SCA)
soient toujours disponibles pendant et après une
RCCS. Ainsi, il a été nécessaire de vérifier la
qualification de tout 1 ' équipement du Groupe 2 au
point de vue environnement, ainsi que le système de
refroidissement d'urgence du coeur {SRUC) à pression
moyenne (pour permettre de remplir le circuit de
caloportage en cas de nécessité d'un appoint à long
terme).

Les conséquences d ' une RCCS dans le bâtiment des
services ou dans la salle des machines ne se limitent
pas à un milieu hostile dans plusieurs zones de la
centrale. D'autres effets reliés à la RCCS, comme le
fouettement des tuyauteries, le jet de vapeur, et
1'effondrement des structures autour de 1'équipement
doivent également être évalués.

MÉTHODOLOGIE DE L'ÉTUDE RCCS

Treize événements RCCS ont été envisagés
relativement aux événements MSLB (rupture de conduite
de vapeur principale) et FWLB (rupture de conduite de
1'eau d'alimentation) survenus à pleine puissance du
réacteur. Ces événements prennent en compte une
gamme de tailles ainsi que tous les endroits
principaux de RCCS à 1'extérieur du bâtiment
réacteur.

Les techniques probabilistes utilisées par l'étude de
la RCCS ont identifié 1'avantage éventuel de
plusieurs modifications conçues pour empêcher la
propagation de vapeur dans la centrale et assurer un
accès sûr à la SCA.

INTRODUCTION

Une étude préliminaire de la rupture de conduite
côté secondaire (RCCS) de G-2 a conclu qu'une variété
d'événements initiateurs de RCCS ( à diverses
fréquences) pouvaient être envisagés à plusieurs
points de la centrale et notamment dans la salle des
machines et dans le bâtiment des services (y compris
la zone autour de la conduite de vapeur principale
juste au-dessus du toit).

Les fonctions de sûreté principales sont
normalement rempli es par les systèmes du Groupe 1.
Les systèmes du Groupe 2, dont le seul et unique rôle
est d'assumer dr s fonctions relatives à la sûreté
pendant et aprèf; un événement de mode commun, sont
toujours en attente lors de 1'exploitation normale

Si les quatre critères de sûreté principaux
(arrêt du réacteur, dissipation de la chaleur
résiduelle, intégrité du confinement et surveillance)
sont remplis cela permet d'enrayer 1'événement
initiateur et de placer la centrale dans un état
stable.

L'analyse de sûreté de la centrale a été réalisée
en suivant des méthodes logiques et a englobé le
spectre complet des événements RCCS éventuels.

L ' examen de sûreté a eu recours à des méthodes
d'"analyse probabiliste de sûreté" pour décrire,
quantifier et évaluer le bien-fondé de toute les
questions relatives à chaque événement initiateur de
RCCS.

Les risques (en général) sont reliés à toutes les
activités. De plus, les risques peuvent être réduits
à des niveaux infimes mais ne peuvent pas être
éliminés complètement. Cet axiome est le point de
départ de l'étude RCCS. L'agencement de la centrale
G-2 présente de nombreuses inquiétudes au point de
vue RCCS. Une méthode globale conçue pour
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identifier, évaluer et régler de façon méthodique ces
problèmes convient tout à fait pour assurer
1'utilisation optimale des ressources disponibles
malgré les contraintes pratiques d'une centrale
nucléaire en exploitation. La fréquence de coupure
de la matrice de sûreté de référence de Gentilly 2,
de 10 événement par année a été retenue comme
modèle pour mesurer tous les problèmes de RCCS.

La partie d'examen de la sûreté de l'étude RCCS a
été complétée par une analyse et un examen dans
plusieurs disciplines techniques (analyse
MICROPHESCON 2, examen de génie civi1, examen de
qualification environnementale, examen de la
tuyauterie). Ce travail a été essentiel pour
déterminer la réalité et 1'ampleur de chacune des
questions relatives à l'événement RCCS.

La partie d'analyse MICROPRESCON 2 (M/P-2) de
1 ' étude RCCS a fourni les données sur le milieu
hostile transitoire pour évaluer les effets de 1A
RCCS. Les conditions environnementales à court terme
et à long terme pour chacun des événements
hypothétiques sont nécessaires pour identifier les
défaillances de mode commun éventuelles ainsi que les
caractéristiques de l'événement.

La partie de l'examen de génie civil de l'étude
RCCS de G-2 s'est concentrée sur 1'évaluation
relative aux structures et éléments des BS et SM.
Cette évaluation a passé en revue les ouvrages de
génie civil et a déterminé les résistances de rupture
en régime permanent en cas d'anomalie importante de
ces structures pour la sûreté de la centrale. Elle a
également prédit les conséquences des événements RCCS
aléatoires et SR (séisme de référence) + RCCS sur la
sali- des machines (SM) et le bâtiment des services
(BS).

La partie de 1'examen de qualification
environnementale de 1 ' étude RCCS de G-2 a porté sur-
la qualification des systèmes du Groupe 2 et de la
SCA en fonction du milieu hostile entraîné par une
MSLB guillotine. L'homologation RCCS a évalué
1'équipement en fonction d•une enveloppe prévue de
pression, de température et d'humidité.
L'homologation a porté également sur des phénomènes
relatifs à la RCCS comme le jet de vapeur, le
fouettement des tuyauteries et 1'effondrement des
structures. L'homologation anti-séisme de référence
de tout 1'équipement important a été vérifiée. Un
examen des systèmes d'alimentation électrique du
Groupe 1 ainsi que de leurs réponses à une RCCS a été
réalisé.

La partie examen de la tuyauterie de l'étude RCCS
de G-2 a fourni les charges induites de la tuyauterie
de la RCCS sur les éléments de structure du bâtiment
et 1'équipement du Groupe 2. Ces informations ont
été nécessaires pour réaliser 1'étude de 1'intégrité
structurelle de la salle des machines et du bâtiment
des services en cas d'une RCCS et d ' un SR + RCCS.
Elles ont également été utilisées pour évaluer la
vulnérabilité de l'équipement du Groupe 2 au mode de
défaillance jet de vapeur/fouettement des
tuyauteries.

L'étude a évalue les conséquences d'une RCCS
aléatoire et d'une RCCS provoquée par un tremblement
de terre.

DESCRIPTION DE L'ÉTUDE RCCS

Arbres d'événements de la rupture de conduite côté
secondaire

Les arbres d'événements conformes a la
construction out été réalisés pour évaluer la sûreté
actuelle de G-2. Treize arbres d•événements ont été
réalisés pour englober les trois emplacements
principaux (à 1'extérieur des bâtiments, à
l'intérieur du BS, à l'intérieur de la SM), les deux
circuits principaux (vapeur et alimentation) et trois
types de ruptures (petite, moyenne et grosse brèche).

Il a été reconnu que les conséquences d'une RCCS
dépendent également de 1'emplacement de la rupture.
Lorsque la tuyauterie se trouve à 1'extérieur des
constructions, les effets sont généralement les mêmes
que s'il s'agissait d'une perte de charge. A
1 'intérieur des constructions, une RCCS entraîne la
misu en pression des salles avec une éventuelle
détérioration de la construction. Le reste de la
construction constitue une enveloppe renfermant un
milieu hostile. Des efforts considérables ont été
consentis pour analyser la mise sous pression
provoquée par des ruptures de tailles différentes à
l'intérieur du BS et de la SM. Parallèlement à cette
analyse une évaluation détaillée a été réalisée sur
la tenue des divers éléments de construction. Ces
analyses ont permis d'identifier la zone de
détérioration et le milieu hostile dans chaque
bâtiment a la suite de ruptures de diverses tailles.
Cela a permis ensuite d'examiner les effets du milieu
hostile sur le fonctionnement de 1 * équipement, sur
l'accessibilité et l'habitabilité de la SCA ainsi que
sur les opérateurs.

Chaque arbre d'événements commence par un
événement initiateur auquel on a attribué une
fréquence. Les branches sont tracées en fonction de
1'état des systèmes de soutien et d'atténuation
pouvant mener à une terminaison stable. La fréquence
de 1'événement initiateur est multipliée par la
probabilité de l'état de chaque branche qui mène à la
fréquence de chaque terminaison. Différentes
catégories de terminaisons sont définies selon
l'efficacité du refroidissement du coeur du réacteur.
L'eau d'alimentation et les générateurs de vapeur, le
refroidissement en temps d'arrêt (RTA) et le circuit
d ' eau d ' appoint des GV (BMW ) aux générateurs de
vapeur constituent une source froide sans libération
de produits de fission. Si ces sources froides ne
peuvent pas fonctionner, il se produit alors un
refroidissement dégradé du combustible.

L'augmentation de la température du combustible
provoque alors la déformation du tube de force
jusqu 'à ce qu' il entre en contact avec le tube de
calandre et la chaleur est alors transmise au
modérateur. Certaines ruptures de gaines peuvent
survenir avec un dégagement de produits de fission
libres dans le circuit de caloportage primaire. Si
le modérateur ne peut pas faire office de source
froide, il peut y avoir un dégagement important de
produits de fission dans le confinement à la suite de
la perte de la source froide.

Arrêt du réacteur. Cette étude RCCS a porté sur les
conséquences du milieu hostile et d'autres phénomènes
de la RCCS sur les études précédentes de couverture
des paramètres de sûreté (références 1, 2 et 3). Il
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en a été conclu que cela ne nuisait pas à
l'efficacité de l'arrêt d'urgence du réacteur.

Référence 1 : H.M. Huynh S C.H. Nguyen, Efficacité
des paramètres de déclenchement pour un bris d ' une
conduite de vapeur en dehors du bâtiment réacteur,.
G2-RT-88-14, octobre 1988.

Référence 2 : H.M. Huynh & C.H. Nguyen, Efficacité
des paramètres de déclenchement des systèmes d'arrêt
d'urgence pour certains accidents postulés du circuit
d'eau d'alimentation aux générateurs de vapeur,
G2-RT-87-14, rév. 1, juin 1987.

Référence 3 : H.M. Huynh & C.H. Nguyen, Efficacité
des paramètres de déclenchement de basse pression
d ' eau d'alimentation pour les accidents du circuit
d'eau d'alimentation aux GV, G2-RT-86-12,
octobre 1986.

Source froide. La disponibilité de la source froide
du Groupe 1 s'est avérée être altérée pour plusieurs
séquences d'événements RCCS en raison principalement
de l'indisponibilité de l'alimentation électrique du
Groupe 1. Ces effets ont été définis et quantifiés,
puis évalués conjointement avec 1'analyse
probabiliste de la sûreté.

Cette étude a permis de conclure que 1'opérateur
dispose de suffisamment de temps (par ex. charge de
quinze minutes du générateur de vapeur) pour
commander une source froide depuis la Salle de
commande principale (SCP). Cette conclusion
s'applique à toutes les MSLB inférieures à 20 %. Les
études précédentes (références 2 et 3) ont confirmé
que 1'opérateur disposait de suffisamment de temps
pour déclencher une source froide pour tous les
événements PWLB.

n'étudier que 1'impact des points techniques sur la
sûreté de la centrale. Les schémas logiques portent
sur le comportement de 1'opérateur et permettent
d'évaluer les points négatifs sur la sûreté de la
centrale.

Pour chaque événement, les schémas logiques
portent sur les points principaux qui sont
indispensables pour assurer la sûreté de la
centrale :

arrêt du réacteur,
habitabilité de la SCP après une RCCS (si la SCP
est habitable),
disponibilité du Groupe 1 après une RCCS (par
ex. défaillance provoquée par des effets
interreliés des systèmes électriques du
Groupe 1),
utilisation de sources froides du Groupe 1 (si la
SCP est habitable),
évacuation de la SCP après une RCCS,
voie d'accès à la SCA après une RCCS,
habitabilité de la SCA après une RCCS,
disponibilité du Groupe 2 après une RCCS (par ex.
défaillance provoquée par les effets interreliés
des fonctions de surveillance et de commande
externes à la SCA),
utilisation de sources froides du Groupe 2.

Le schéma logique de la RCCS a été réalisé pour
représenter le comportement séquentiel de chaque
arbre d'événements et pour examiner 1'obstacle que
représente le milieu hostile pour l'opérateur lors de
la mise en oeuvre des fonctions de sûreté. Le schéma
logique constitue un moyen pratique pour expliquer
l'événement. Il démontre également l'efficacité des
modifications étant donné que la plupart d'entre
elles ont pour but d ' éliminer et/ou d ' atténuer les
obstacles du milieu hostile pour l'opérateur.

Intégrité du confinèrent. L•étude a confirmé que
l'intégrité du confinement n'était pas menacée par un
événement RCCS hypothétique seul à l'extérieur du BR.

Surveillance. Cette étude a conclu que la
surveillance par l'opérateur depuis la SCA posait un
problème sérieux. La SCA et 1'équipement associé du
Groupe 2 devraient pouvoir fonctionner à la suite
d'événements hypothétiques (moyennant de légères
modifications). Toutefois, un milieu hostile peut
empêcher 1'opérateur d'avoir accès à la SCA (et à un
degré moindre l'évacuation de l'opérateur de la SCP).

Schéma logique de la rupture de conduite côté
secondaire

L'arbre d'événements est conçu pour évaluer la
sûreté en fonction de la disponibilité de
l'équipement et de la réponse de la centrale. Toutes
les interventions de 1'opérateur ont été prises en
compte malgré le risque d'un milieu hostile.

La réponse de 1'opérateur aux obstacles
environnementaux et physiques de la RCCS rencontres
lors de la mise en oeuvre de ses fonctions de sûreté,
est difficile à évaluer. Les caractéristiques
psychologiques et physiologiques variables d ' un
opérateur donné permettent toute une variété de
réponses. Il a été jugé préférable d'isoler ce
comportement subjectif des arbres d'événements pour

Matrice d'étude de _ la rupture de conduite côté

secondaire de Gentilly 2

Le tableau 1 résume les résultats de l'évaluation
de 1'arbre d'événements de la "matrice d'étude RCCS
conforme à la construction de G-2". Ce tableau
permet d'établir une comparaison globale des trois
critères principaux de l'étude :

1. sûreté de la centrale,

2. effets environnementaux (lorsqu•ils ont des
conséquences sur la sûreté de la centrale),

3. fréquence de dépendance aux systèmes du Groupe 1
et du Groupe 2 (pour assurer la source froide).

Le milieu de travail de l'opérateur (pour remplir
les fonctions de sûreté associées) peut être touché
selon des fréquences importantes. Des modifications
doivent être envisagées pour réduire la fréquence
éventuelle d'Exposition des opérateurs à un milieu
hostile. Dans la plupart des cas des ruptures de
conduite côté secondaire de petites et moyenne brèche
à grosse brèche, les systèmes du Groupe 1 restent
opérationnels et fournissent une source froide
efficace.
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Compilation des données de tuyauterie pour l'étude de
rupture de conduite côté secondaire de G-2

L'objet de cet exercice a été de dériver les
données de fréquence de défaillance des tuyauteries
comme une fonction d'emplacement et de décharge de la
rupture. Une méthodologie en six étapes a été
développée pour déterminer la fréquence d'une rupture
d ' une taille donnée dans un circuit donné et en un
endroit donné :

1. Préparation d'une base de données de la
tuyauterie du côté secondaire (par ex. diamètre,
longueurs) des différentes dimensions de
tuyauterie à chacun des trois endroits.

2. Calcul du taux de rupture des tuyauteries (ou la
fréquence).

3. Dérivation de la probabilité d'une zone de
rupture en tant que fonction de la section de la
tuyauterie.

4. Dérivation d'une échelle de "taille de la
rupture" RCCS. L'énergie que dégage xe fluide
déchargé par une rupture lors de la première
seconde correspond bien mieux à la pression
maximale de la SM.

5. Corrélation de la " sone de rupture " et de la
"taille de la rupture" de la tuyauterie. Des
équations ont été établies pour appliquer les
simulations SOPHT-G2 et FIREBIRD de décharge de
rupture de tailles données à toutes les tailles.

G. Calcul de la répartition de fréquence intégrée de
sectionnement des tuyauteries. En combinant les
résultats des étapes i ) à v ) , les tableaux de
fréquence d'une rupture d'une certaine taille ont
été calculés pour les trois endroits.

Toutes les RCCS sont quantifiées par rapport au
sectionnement total (guillotine) d'une rupture de
conduite de vapeur principale (MSLB) de 26 pouces de
diamètre, en tant que pourcentage équivalent à la
MSLB.

Examen de l'expérience de la rupture de conduite côté
secondaire de G-2

L'expérience réelle des RCCS de Gentilly 2 a été
examinée. Cela a confirmé que de petites ruptures
étaient plus probables et que leurs effets sur la
sûreté de la centrale étaient secondaires.
L'expérience réelle a permis d'évaluer la fréquence
d'une petite RCCS aux fins de 1'évaluation
probabiliste.

Examen de la fiabilité du circuit d'eau d'appoint des
GV

Lors de certains événements, le circuit d'eau
d'urgence qui utilise 1'eau d'appoint des GV (BMW)
basse pression provenant du réservoir d'eau
d'aspersion assure la source froide fournie par les
générateurs de vapeur. Un examen détaillé a été
réalisé pour évaluer la fiabilité selon laquelle le
BMW pouvait assurer que les générateurs de vapeur
fassent office de source froide. Certaines mesures
d'amélioration de la fiabilité du BMW ont été
trouvées et on recommande de les mettre en oeuvre.

Examen de la fiabilité des circuits d'eau de service

II faut que les circuits d'eau de service soient
disponibles afin de permettre au circuit de
refroidissement en temps d'arrêt (RTA) de fonctionner
comme source froide. Il est crédible que le courant
de Classe IV et 1'air d'instrument soient perdus
suite à une RCCS. Donc, 1'aptitude des circuits
d'eau de service à satisfaire les besoins du RTA avec
le courant de Classe IV ou de Classe III et avec ou
sans air d * instrument ainsi que toutes let.
combinaisons, a été déterminée. Certaines mesures
d'amélioration de la fiabilité des circuits d'eau de
service ont été trouvées et on recommande de les
mettre en oeuvre.

Recommandations sur la méthode d'exploitation

L'examen de sûreté de 1'étude RCCS de G-2 a
permis d'identifier plusieurs recommandations quant
aux méthodes d'exploitation anormales.

Capacité du réservoir d ' air
vapeur principale (SVP)

local des soupapes de

Pour de nombreuses séquences d•événements à la
suite d'une rupture d'une tuyauterie d ' eau
d'alimentation, ou d'une rupture d'une conduite de
vapeur petite ou moyenne brèche, les SVP doivent être
maintenues ouvertes pour mettre le côté secondaire
des générateurs de vapeur hors pression et permettre
le fonctionnement de la BMW. Lors d ' une perte d ' air
d * instrument, les SVP peuvent être laissées ouvertes
pendant au moins deux heures en utilisant leurs
réservoirs d'air locaux. On recommande d'ajouter une
source d'appoint d'air comprimé pour les SVP.

Examen de l'inondation du bâtiment des services

Une rupture de conduite d'eau d'alimentation
(FWLB) dans le bâtiment des services pourrait inonder
son sous-sol. Si cette inondation atteignait une
certaine hauteur, elle pourrait nuire au
fonctionnement des systèmes nécessaires pour assurer
la sûreté de la centrale. Les hauteurs d'eau ont été
évaluées pour une FWLB et 1'étude a porté également
sur 1'inondation provoquée par des ruptures d•autres
circuits d'eau. Les systèmes des groupes 1 et 2
relatifs à la sûreté n'ont pas été touchés.

Autres voies d'évacuation entre la salle de commande
principale et la _salle de commande auxiliaire

Certaines RCCS importantes peuvent obliger
d'évacuer la SCP et obstruer l'accès normal à la SCA.
D'autres voies d'évacuation possibles entre la SCP et
la SCA ont été identi fiées et une autre voie d'accès
sûr a été prévue.

DISCUSSION DE L'ÉVÉNEMENT INITIATEUR DE LA RCCS

Caractérisation de la RCCS

Une rupture subite du côté secondaire se
caractérise par une décharge initiale maximale. La
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masse de fluide et 1'énergie dégagées par la rupture
entraînent une montée presque instantanée de la
pression ambiante. Cette montée en pression se
propage en ondes. La pression maximale est atteinte
au cours des ondes des premières secondes et c'est
cette pression maximale qui est la plus susceptible
d'endommager les structures. Les ondes de pression
initiales sont suivies par la propagation d'une
atmosphère de vapeur. Dans le cas d'une RCCS
importante, l'air ambiant est rapidement saturé de
vapeur et sa température commence à monter.

équivalence des ruptures de conduite d ' eau
d'alimentation aux ruptures de conduite de vapeur
principale

Les ruptures de conduite d'eau d'alimentation des
GV (FWLB) peuvent également se traduire par la mise
sous pression de la structure dans laquelle s ' est
produite la rupture. Le concept de "rupture de
conduite de vapeur principale équivalente" établi
pour caractériser les conséquences de la mise sous
pression des FWLB, a servi de point commun pour
évaluer la mise sous pression entraînée par des
ruptures du côté secondaire. (Le concept est fondé
sur 1'énergie libérée lors de la première seconde de
tout événement RCCS donné.)

L'équivalence en énergie des ruptures de conduite
de vapeur principale et d1eau d'alimentation
simplifie l'évaluation probabiliste.

Séisme de référence et rupture de conduite côté
secondaire

Un séisme de référence ( SR ) peut provoquer une
RCCS dans la tuyauterie de vapeur et d ' eau
d'alimentation non homologuée anti-séisme. La
conduite de vapeur est homologuée anti-séisme entre
le générateur de vapeur (GV) et le collecteur de
vapeur principal (MSBH). Toutefois, les diverses
tuyauteries en aval du collecteur vers les
dispositifs consommateurs de vapeur ne sont pas
homologuées anti-séisme.

La tuyauterie d'eau d'alimentation est homologuée
anti-séisme uniquement entre les GV et le mur du BR.
Un SR pourrait provoquer une rupture des conduites
d'eau d'alimentation dans le BS ou la SH.

Bien que les conduites d'eau d'alimentation aient
subi une analyse au point de vue sismique, entre
l'ancrage de la SH et le mur du BR, elles ne sont pas
homologuées anti-séisme dans le BS. Étant donné
qu'une grosse FWLB met bien moins les structures sous
pression qu'une MSLB, la mise sous pression du BS
provoquée par la rupture simultanée des quatre
conduites d'eau d'alimentation est inférieure à celle
d'une rupture MSLB de 100 %.

Si un SR provoquait des ruptures généralisées sur
les tuyauteries, il est peu probable que des machines
tournantes non homologuées, comme les pompes, ne
soient pas également défaillantes. La décharge
provenant d'une FWLB s'arrêterait ainsi rapidement ou
serait limitée au contenu de la bâche alimentaire.

En supposant que les systèmes non homologués
anti-séisme soient défectueux en raison d'un SR,
alors, un SR en plus de provoquer la perte du courant
électrique, de l'air de régulation, de l'eau de

service et d'autres systèmes, provoquerait une
rupture de la conduite de vapeur ainsi qu'une FWLB.
Une FWLB dans le BS déchargerait, dans le pire des
cas, 1 'eau dans le sous-sol. Dans le pire des cas,
le contenu de la bâche alimentaire se déchargerait et
225 000 kg d'eau chaude inonderaient le BS. D'autres
circuits d'eau pourraient déverser de 1'eau plus
froide. Une étude a conclu qu'aucun équipement du
Groupe 2 non homologué anti-séisme serait inondé.
L'équipement du Groupe 2, qui serait soumis à
1'humidité et aux températures élevées à la suite
d'un déversement d'eau chaude dans le sous-sol du BS,
a été évalué et il a été conclu que l'équipement est
homologué pour un tel milieu hostile.

Ainsi, on en est arrivé à la conclusion qu'un SR
accompagné d'une RCCS n'est pas pire qu'une RCCS
aléatoire ou qu'un SR (avec perte de tout
l'équipement non homologué anti-séisme).

Un SR + RCCS ou une RCCS aléatoire nécessitant
l'utilisation des systèmes du Groupe 2
nécessiteraient aussi probablement 1'utilisation de
la SCA étant donné que la SCP ne permet que des
interventions limitées. La plus grosse RCCS
envisageable peut endommager le mur mitoyen du BS et
de la SM, sur toute sa hauteur entre 23 pi - 6 po et
62 pi - 6 po. Pour une RCCS supérieure à une rupture
MSLB équivalente de 40 % dans la SM conforme à la
construction, le mur mitoyen au-dessous du niveau
56 pi peut être endommagé. Au-dessus du niveau
56 pi, le mur mitoyen est susceptible d'être
endommagé en cas de rupture supérieure à une MSLB
équivalente de 16 %. La vapeur peut entraîner
1'évacuation de la SCP et présenter un danger le long
de la voie d ' accès normale à la SCA. Toutefois,
1 ' accès à la SCA peut être possible dans les trente
minutes.

Dans le cas d ' un SR + RCCS ou d • une RCCS
aléatoire, des voies d'évacuation de remplacement
entre la SCP et la SCA ont été proposées* Une entrée
de remplacement pour la SCA a également été proposée
dans le sous-sol du BS. Le plancher au niveau du sol
du BS forme une barrière pour empêcher que la vapeur
ne se répande dans le sous-sol. Ces modifications,
si elles sont mises en oeuvre permettraient l'accès à
la SCA.

D'autres modifications proposées, comprenant le
renforcement de certains murs et des modifications
aux portes, protégeraient le couloir sismique actuel
ainsi que l'entrée à la SCA pour un plus grand nombre
de tailles éventuelles de RCCS, ce qui réduirait la
nécessité d'une deuxième entrée sûre à la SCA. Ces
modifications, cloison S2-219 et tuyaux de vidange en
S2-246, à l'extrémité est de la S2-219 et de la
S2-245, peuvent réduire considérablement le risque
qu•une quantité importante d'eau chaude n'inonde le
sous-sol du BS.

Disponibilité du SRUC

Une RCCS n ' entraîne pas un LOCA et, par
conséquent le SRUC n ' est pas nécessaire pour cet
événement. Toutefois, un événement RCCS peut
nécessiter un appoint de caloporteur à long terme
pour compenser les pertes secondaires.

Si 1'appoint du circuit de caloportage à long
terme est nécessaire, il peut être assuré par le RUC
à moyenne pression (MP). Étant donné que le RUCMP
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est homologué pour un séisme de référence, il est
disponible après un SR. L'étude a permis de
constater que tous les composants essentiels du R17CMP
seront disponibles à la suite d'une RCCS. Le BMW
alimentant les GV, le circuit de caloportage sera
suffisamment mis hors pression pour que les pompes du
RUCMP puissent rompre les disques de rupture et
remplir le circuit de caloportage. Une fois que les
disques de rupture sont ouverts, les pompes EWS
peuvent alors fournir s'il y a lieu 1'appoint futur
du circuit de caloportage.

CONCLUSION DE L'ÉTUDE RCCS

La matrice de 1•étude résumant les résultats
tirés des treize arbres d'événements est illustrée au
tableau 1 pour la centrale conforme à la
construction. Le format de la matrice permet de
présenter la gamme complète des RCCS, y compris leurs
caractéristiques essentielles, et définit la portée
de l'étude. Cela comprend :

la classification, grosse,
brèche.

moyenne et pet ite

le type, rupture d'une conduite de vapeur ou

d'eau d'alimentation,

la taille, importance d'une rupture fondée sur
1'énergie équivalente libérée en pourcentage de
MSLB,

l'emplacement de la rupture entre le BR et le BS,

dans le BS ou la SM.

Les résultats, exprimés en fréquences
d'événements (événements par année), sont classés en
tant que fonctions des critères principaux
d'évaluation; sûreté, effets environnementaux et la
fréquence de dépendance aux systèmes du Groupe 2.
Les résultats ont été analysés pour faire ressortir
une stratégie pour les RCCS de G-2. Une technique
d'étude probabiliste a été utilisée pour obtenir une
évaluation probabiliste de la réponse de la centrale
à une RCCS ainsi que de ses conséquences. Cette
technique a permis d'identifier les éléments
principaux qui ont contribué aux événements peu
souhaitables (et très peu vraisemblables).

L'étude RCCS de G-2
conclusions suivantes :

permis de tirer les

Sûreté de la centrale

Le tableau 1 donne les résultats des séquences
d'événements qui entraînent une fréquence
d'utilisation du modérateur en tant que source froide
et la perte totale d'une source froide. L'étude a
permis de dégager une fréquence d'événements maximale
de 7,56E-7 événements par année au point de vue perta
totale d'une source froide. Cette valeur est le
résultat direct d'une contrainte imposée par le
modèle d'opérateur utilisé dans 1'étude. La perte
totale d'une source froide se produit à la fréquence
la plus élevée pour de gros événements FWLB et
survient principalement en raison du manque de
fiabilité de la mise en oeuvre et du fonctionnement
continu du BMW. Quelques-unes seulement des
170 séquences d'arbres d'événements subsistantes
s'approchent du seuil plausible.

Il est à noter que, même pour un événement de
perte totale d'une source froide, tout produit de
fission qui se dégage du combustible sera confiné au
circuit de caloportage et/ou au BR. Le confinement
qui est disponible, s ' il n ' est pas mis en oeuvre
automatiquement, peut être mis en oeuvre manuellement
pour éliminer les rejets importants de matières
radioactives au public.

Effets environnementaux

L'événement peut entraîner un milieu hostile qui
empêche l'opérateur d'intervenir localement. Dans le
cas des événements grosse brèche, le milieu hostile
peut se propager aux alentours si les structures dans
lesquelles se produit 1'événement se détériorent.
Pour ces événements importants, il a été établi que
ce milieu hostile peut nuire à 1'habitabilité
continue de la salle de commande principale et
empêcher ou interdire 1'utilisation de la voie
d'accès normale à la SCA, Pour ce dernier cas, des
voies d'accès de remplacement ont été indiquées. Les
arbres d'événements conformes à la construction
présupposent que un ou plusieurs opérateurs trouvent
un minimum d'obstacles lorsqu'ils se rendent à la
SCA.

Le tableau 1 représente la fréquence d'événements
initiateurs d'effets environnementaux peur la SCP et
pour la voie d'accès normale à la SCA. L'importance
potentielle de ces effets environnementaux sur la
réponse de 1'opérateur est confirmée par le
tableau 2. Le milieu hostile pourrait poser un
obstacle important pour l'opérateur. Ainsi une
augmentation significative du nombre de séquences et
de la fréquence de quelques séquences, au point de
vue perte totale de source froide, est plausible.
L'étude a démontré que le milieu hostile ne se
propagerait pas de façon importante dans la SCA si
1'intégrité de la cage d'escalier d'accès S2-130
était préservée. De plus, la SCA demeurera habitable
à la suite de l'événement.

Fréquence d'utilisation du système du Groupe 2

Une étude de la réponse et de la disponibilité
des systèmes du Groupe 1 a permis de conclure que,
pour la centrale conforme à la construction, les
systèmes du Groupe 1 resteraient opérationnels dans
le cas de ruptures à 1'exception des grosses brèches
dans la SM et le BS. Même pour ces événements, la
perte complète de tous les systèmes du Groupe 1 en
raison du milieu hostile n'est pas censée se produire
au moment de la rupture. La défaillance de
1'équipement vital (redondant) peut survenir dans un
milieu hostile continu. Les arbres d'événements
présupposent de façon prudente une perte instantanée
des systèmes électriques du Groupe 1 en cas de
dommages structurels de la salle d'alimentation
électrique.

RECOMMANDATIONS

L'étude a identifié des modifications éventuelles
pour augmenter la sûreté de la centrale.

Le tableau 3 représente les modifications
recommandées.
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Les modifications recommandées ont pour but
d'augmenter la sûreté de la centrale en cas de RCCS,
en :

fournissant une voie d'accès de remplacement sûre
à la SCA,

augmentant la fiabilité des systèmes par rapport
aux événements,

empêchant le milieu hostile provoqué par
l'événement de se propager dans la centrale.

Pour la plupart des événements, à l'exception des
grosses brèches dans la SM et le BS, les Groupes 1
et 2 sont disponibles pour la centrale conforme à la
construction. Les modifications recommandées
assureront également la disponibilité des systèmes du
Groupe 1 pour la plupart, voire pour toutes les
grosses brèches à l'intérieur du BS. Selon l'analyse
d'arbres d'événements, les modifications recommandées
réduisent la fréquence de dépendance aux systèmes du
Groupe 2 pour les RCCS grosse et moyenne brèche.

Les modifications recommandées réduisent la
fréquence des effets environnementaux. Cette
amélioration de la sûreté de la centrale découlant de
la modification proposée est clairement indiquée dans
le tableau 2.

Les résultats des schémas logiques sont résumés
au tableau 2. Ces schémas montrent que les
modifications recommandées réduisent la fréquence
d'indisponibilité des fonctions nécessaires du schéma
logique pour la plupart des événements à 1'exception
de quelques-uns qui restent inchangés. Il en résulte
que las modifications recommandées réduisent la
fréquence de dépendance aux systèmes du Groupe 2 pour
les RCCS grosse et moyenne brèche à environ 29 % des
événements, dans l'ensemble.

Les hypothèses utilisées aux schémas logiques,
pour tenir compte de 1•obstacle qui représente le
milieu hostile pour l'opérateur, causent une
augmentation importante d'environ 2400 % de la
fréquence de perte de source froide relativement aux
résultats des arbres d'événements. Ceci a été estimé
en comparant les fréquences du tableau 1 pour perte
de source froide, conforme à la construction, à celui
du tableau 2. Le tableau 2 démontre que les
modifications recommandées réduisent la fréquence des
obstacles environnementaux d'une façon significative.
Il en résulte que les fréquences de perte de source
froide sont réduites d'environ 94 % dans 1'ensemble
( ie, une amélioration de deux ordres de puissance),
selon 1 ' analyse de schémas logiques. Après que les
modifications recommandées sont en oeuvre la
fréquence de perte de source froide selon les schémas
logiques sera seulement environ 50 % supérieur à
celui des arbres d ' événements. Ceci sont les
conclusions majeures de l'étude RCCS G-2.



TABLEAU 1

MATRICE D'ETUDE RCCS G-2 «CONFORME Â LA CONSTRUCTION)

ARBRE
DTSVE-
NEMENT
N"

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Clan.
PETIT

GRAND

MOYEN

GRAND

MOYEN

GRAND

MOYEN

GRAND

MOYEN

GRAND

MOYEN

GRAND

MOYEN

ÉVÉNEMENT DOTIATEUR

Type
RCCS

MSLB

MSLB

FWLB

FWLB

MSLB

MSLB

FWLB

FWLB

MSLB

MSLB

FWLB

FWLB

Ganter
< 0 . 5 *

> 8 *

0.5-8 *

> 8 *

0.14-8 %

> 1 »

0.5-8 *

> 8 *

0.14-8 %

>I2«

0.5-12 %

>I2*

0.14-12%

1.67E-0I

2.60E-05

5.50E-06

2.72E-05

1.O5E-05

7.69&O6

2.9OE-O5

2.4IEO5

I.16E-O5

4.86E-0S

5.14E-05

7.58S05

1.S2E44

Endroit
G-2

BRàBS

BRàBS

BRàBS

BRàBS

BS

BS

BS

BS

BT

BT

BT

BT

FREQUENCE D'EMISSION DE
PRODUITS DE FISSION AU BR POUR
CHAQUE FRÉQUENCE

SÉp. M

4

6 1XJ6E-7

2
4
5

6 5.42E-7

PSF

2.40E-7

lvME-7
7.56E-7
143E-7

FREQUENCE DEFFET SUR
L'ENVIRONNEMENT (IMPACT SUR
LA SURETE) POUR CHAQUE
ÉVÉNEMENT
C FuibflCi • J

DANS SCP A SCA

7.80E-6 1XQE4

7.69E-6 7.69E-6

5.5IE-6

2.4IE-S 2.41E-5

4.50E-6

4.22E-S 4^2E-5

6.58E-5 6J8E-5

POUR CHAQUE EVENEMENT
INmATEUR LA SOURCE FROIDE
EST ASSURÉ PAR

GRI
1.67E-I

1.82E-5

5.49E-6

2.71E-5

lJ)7E-5

19OE-5

1.15E-5

4J4E-5

O3E-4

GR2
1.19E-5

7.78E^

7.66E-6

2J7E-5

4J5E-5

5AE-6

7/I7E-5

1.77E-5

N«e : Un casier Manc àam te uhkau signifie une fréquence < l i)E-7 évôiements pariante.
Rcv.2 (01-12-1989)

LOGIC
DIAGRAM
N- Claat.

0

1

2

3

4

S

6

7

8

9

10

II

12

PETIT

GRAND

MOYEN

GRAND

MOYEN

GRAND

MOYEN

GRAND

MOYEN

GRAND

MOYEN

GRAND

MOYEN

ÉVENEMENTmmATEUR

Type

RCCS

MSLB

MSLB

FWLB

FWLB

MSLB

MSLB

FWLB

FWLB

MSLB

MSLB

FWLB

FWLB

GnHkar

» 8 *

0 .5 -8*

> B *

0.14-8*

> 8 *

0.5-8*

> 8 *

0.14-8*

>\2%

0.5-12*

>\2%

0.14-12 *

Friouoice

5.5Œ-06

2.72&05

UXSM

7.69E-06

2.9CE-05

24IE4S

I.I6E45

4«&05

ÎME-05

7-85*5

I.52E-O4

1

Endroit

BRàBS

BRàBS

BRàBS

BRàBS

BS

BS

BS

BS

BT

BT

BT

BT

LOGIC DIAGRAM MATRICE D'ETUDE RCl
(CONDITION STABLE SANS OBSTACLE R

FRÉQUENCE DU
MODERATEUR COMME
SOURCE FROIDE
ÉNUMÉRÉEPAR
SÉQUENCE

Conforme à Aprtjle.
bcontlrvclion modifica-

tions

1.06E-7

5.42E.7 D.1SE-7
3.32E.7 2.06E.7

3 G-2
CCS) 1

FREQUENCE DE PERTE
DE SOURCE FROIDE
ÉNUMÉRÉEPAR
SÉQUENCE

Conforme à
la construction

B.06E-7

3J8E-7

9.09E-7

5JOE-7

241E-5

430E-7

I.3IE-7
6.90E-7
i22E-7

Apres les
modifia-

I.42E-7
7.47E-7
2.40E-7

9^5E-7

POUR CHAQUE
ÉVÉNEMENT INmATEUR
LA SOURCE FROIDE EST
FOURNIE PAR
GROUPE 1

Conforme à
la construction

1.66E-1

U2E-5

5.43E-6

2.71E-5

lJ)7E-5

2J4E-S

7.05E-6

4J4E-S

J3E-4

Apres les
modifica-

tions
1.66E-I

2.32E-5

5.43E-6

2.7IE-5

1.07E-5

7.S7E-6

2.90E-S

2.38E-S

LISES

4.84E-5

POUR CHAQUE
ÉVÉNEMENT INITIATEUR
LA SOURCE FROIDE EST
FOURNIE PAR
GROUPE 2

Conformeà
taconsnuclion

1J02E-S

7.76E-6

6.75E-6

4.88E-6

359E-6

4.85E-5

5.63E-6

6.B2E-S

77E5

Apres les
modifica-
tions

1.19E-5

2J7E-6

1.72E-7

4.85E-5

2.70E-6

7.38E-5

9.37E-6

Noie:Uiic»!icrbl»ncrJanjleutik»iisi»iiineiiiicrréqutiicc<1.0E.74v<iiemtnl»
Rev. 1(01-12-1989)

;parann£e.
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TABLEAU 3

MODIFICATIONS RECOMMANDÉES
DESCRIPTION JUSTIFICATION

NO

1 Mesures pour vidanger la S2-246 et les
alentours à la suite d'une RCCS.

Une nouvelle procédure pour tester les
clapets au BMW.

Programme de réduction des risques
d ' une RCCS.

Téléphones cellulaires.

Sortie de remplacement de la SCP.

Voie d'accès de remplacement de la SCP
à 2a SCA.

Entrée de remplacement de la SCA.

Cloison de vapeur BS sur S2-219/
S2-130/S2-245.

Évent de toit en S2-130.

Augmenter la résistance à la vapeur de
l'entrée de la SCA.

Réduire l'entrée d'air de ventilation
dans les salles électriques provenant
de la salle des machines.

Réduire le risque d'eau très chaude et d'inondation
du sous-sol du BS suite à une FWLB en S2-246.

Nécessaire pour satisfaire les exigences du permis
d'exploitation. Vérifier la fiabilité du BMW.

La meilleure façon de réduire les risques des
événements peu probables*

II y a un risque élevé de perte du système de
communication. La meilleure façon de fournir des
communications indépendantes et alternatives.

Une nouvelle sortie vers une zone à moindre risque
s'assurera l'évacuation de la SCP par les
opérateurs.

Une autre voie d'accès de la SCP à la SCJ plus
éloignée d'un environnement hostile s'assurera que
les opérateurs puissent se rendre à la SCA au
besoin.

Une porte à la SCA dans le sous-sol puisse être
protéger d'un environnement hostile suite à une
RCCS.

Il protège la SCP et la voie d'accès actuelle à la
SCA suite à une RCCS.

L'environnement sera moins hostile à la porte de la
SCA parce que la vapeur montera et sortira par le
toit.

Améliorer l'habitabilité de la SCA suite à une RCCS.

Augmenter la fiabilité âes system;; électriques de
Groupe 1 en réduisant les voies d'entrée d'un
environnement hostile suite à une RCCS.

Augmenter l'entrée d'air frais dans la
SM au niveau du sol.

En augmentant l'évacuation de vapeur vers le toit
1 • équipement en la SM est soumis à un environnement
moins hostile.

13 Alimentation d'air autonome aux SVP.

14 50 m supplémentaires de décharge pour
la SM.

15 Fournir un clapet de non retour pour
l'évacuation de la SCA au BS.

16 Ajouter une position de commande "REL"
pour les pompes de ERB (71150).

17 Alimentation d'air autonome pour les
vannes de contrôle au modérateur.

Retarder le besoin d'accès à la S2-246 par un
opérateur suite à une RCCS en S2-246.

La pression maximale en SM est réduite ainsi que la
fréquence des effets d'un environnement hostile en
BS suite à une RCCS en la SM.

Augmenter l'habitabilité de la SCA suite à une RCCS.

Augmenter la fiabilité de l'eau brute de
refroidissement.

Augmenter la fiabilité de l'eau
recirculée.

de service
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PRECONCEPTOAL STDDÏ OF AN ADVANCED MAPLE
RESEARCH REACTOR

J.V. Donnelly, N.P. Skulski and K.S. Kozier

Systens Analysis Branch
AECL Research - Vhiteshell

1. INTRODUCTION

The Advanced MAPLE is a research reactor design
under development as a high-flux neutron source. The
main performance goals for the Advanced MAPLE
research reactor are a high peak thermal neutron flux
in a heavy-water reflector tank, and a high average
fast neutron flux in a central irradiation facility,
with a maximum linear fuel rod rating of less than
120 kV/m.

The basic features of the original Advanced MAPLE
reactor concept design are described in AECL-9870
[1]. Some of these design features were the conse-
quences of the original conceptual design, namely,
the development of an advanced research reactor that
could be placed within a tank-type vessel. The
original conceptual application was as a replacement
for the NRU (National Research Universal) reactor at
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL) (2). The
current preconceptual study of an Advanced MAPLE
research reactor, however, is not restricted to a
direct substitute for the NRU core, and is free to
consider a completely new facility. As well, the
current study involves the consideration of a wide
scope of features in the reactor design, beyond the
core neutronics. For these reasons, it was deemed
appropriate to investigate the neutronic and reactor
design consequences of the use of H20 coolant, as
well as D20 coolant (as had been assumed in
AECL-9870).

The main criteria used in this investigation of
the choice of coolant for the Advanced MAPLE research
reactor are as follows:

1. The peak thermal neutron flux in the D20
reflector outside of the core should be
greater than 1.0 x 10" n.m^.s"1.

2. The average fast neutron flux in the central
materials test facility of the reactor should
be greater than 2.0 x 10" n-m-'.s-1.

3. A core lifetime of 40 full-power days should
be achieved at an operating thermal power of
50 MW. The nominal end-of-li£e reserve
reactivity for the unperturbed core configura-
tion should be about 30 mk, to account for
experimental assemblies.

4. The operational safety characteristics of the
reactor should not be degraded by the choice
of coolant material.

As far as possible, the designs for the H20- and
D20-cooled reactors are the same for the purposes of
this comparison.

2. MAPLE RESEARCH REACTOR CHARACTERISTICS

The Advanced MAPLE research reactor is a logical
extension of the "standard" MAPLE reactor concept, in
the direction of higher fast and thermal neutron
fluxes. The main features of MAPLE-type research
reactors are flj:

- A compact light-water-cooled and -moderated core
- The MAPLE core volume is limited to about
63 litres, resulting in good flux-to-power
ratios in the reactor, and high thermal neutron
fluxes in the surrounding reflector.

- LEU-Silicide Fuel Particles Dispersed in
Aluminum Sods - MAPLE fuel is Low Enriched
Uranium (LEU) of 19.7 weight percent " 5U. U3Si
particles are dispersed in an aluminium matrix
and co-extruded with aluminum cladding to form
finned rods.

- Heavy-Water Primary Reflector - The MAPLE
reactor concept employs heavy water in an
annular region surrounding the fuelled core as
the primary thermal neutron reflector. Heavy
water provides optimum transmission of neutrons
from the core over a large volume to experi-
mental and irradiation facilities in the
reflector.

3. ADVANCED MAPLE RESEARCH REACTOR DESCRIPTION

The reactor specifications used in this document
are based on (a) those of Reference 1, (b) changes
due to further information on fuel performance
characteristics, and (c) the conceptual configuration
of the reactor core and surrounding assemblies. The
descriptions and definitions below are not to be
taken as rigorous design specifications, but rather
the terms of reference for this study. The details
of the reactor specification below are mainly those
required for the core neutronics design. The schema-
tic layout of the Advanced MAPLE core studied is
shown in Figure 1.

The fuelled core of the Advanced MAPLE research
reactor is based on an annular arrangement of twelve
hexagonal 60-element fuel bundles located in the
outer twelve sites of a 19-site MAPLE-type core
assembly. The flat-to-flat dimension across the
hexagonal sites is 8.05 cm. The sixty fuel pins are
of co-extruded U3Si-Al with aluminum cladding. The
U3Si-Al outer radius is 0.274 cm and the equivalent
outer radius of the finned cladding is 0.335 cm. The
concentration of U in the U3-Si-Al fuel meat is
assumed to be variable up to the maximum density of
3.204 g U/cm3 currently used in NRU fuel [31. The
235U enrichment was fixed at 19.75 weight percent in
this study. The fuel meat length was fixed at
100 cm. It is assumed that the fuel will be used in
a once-through mode; that is, the full core load is
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discharged after 40 full-power days and no fuel
shuffled from one site to another.

60 Element IUel Assembly

Central Fast LoopCore Pressure
undary Tab

Reflector Tank Inner Hall

Reflector Tiink Outer Wall

FIGURE 1: SCHEMATIC LAYOUT OF ADVANCED
MAPLE RESEARCH REACTOR

The central region of the core (equivalent to the
inner seven sites of a 19-site HAPLE-type core
assembly) is reserved for a fast-neutron materials
irradiation loop. The design details of this assemb-
ly have not been defined; thus, it vas represented in
this study by a region containing only 10 percent of
nominal density zirconium.

The fuel support and restraint structure in the
core were not included in the calculations for this
study. It is assumed that the support structure will
be of low neutron absorption material (an aluminum or
zirconium alloy), and that it does not displace a
large amount of coolant.

It is assumed that the primary coolant is
contained within a Core Pressure Boundary Tube
(CPBT), and that the primary coolant is isolated from
the D20 in the reflector tank. The nominal primary
coolant inlet pressure is about 1.0 MPa (absolute),
and hence, a pressure boundary is required between
the primary coolant and pool water (unlike the
"standard" MAPLE coolant circuit where the primary
circuit water and the pool water are fully
connected). Although a CPBT arrangement is not
strictly necessary in the D20 coolant option, it
would be necessary in the H20-cooled design. The
CPBT is assumed to be constructed from an aluminum
alloy. The CPBT inner diameter is 36.66 cm and its
thickness Is 0.635 cm. Immediately outside of the
CPBT is an H20 gap, 0.6 cm thick, separating the core
and the reflector tank. Control rod blades would be
positioned within this gap. However, no control rod
blades or blade followers were deployed in the
reactor models in this preliminary study.

Low neutron cross-section displacers are assumed
between the fuel assemblies and the CPBT, and between
the fuel assemblies and the central fast loop-

is The reflector tank was sized to provide a rela-
tively large volume for thermal neutron irradiations.
It was approximately 1.5 m thick in all directions
from the fuelled core, yielding a height of 4.25 m
and an outer diameter of 3.36 m. The D20 reflector
tank is assumed to have an aluminum wall 0.635 cm
thick.

Outside the D20 reflector tank and primary circuit
piping is an H20 reactor pool. The reactor pool
functions as the primary radiation shielding for the
core, as a containment barrier for the release o£
fission products, and as a safety heat sink. The
diameter of the pool will be chosen to allow suffi-
cient room for primary coolant and loop piping.
These considerations lead to a nominal pool-water
thickness of 0.5 to 1.0 n outside the reflector tank,
corresponding to a pool diameter of about 4.4 to
5.4 m. The pool depth will be designed to provide
the volume of water required as a safety heat sink,
have the thickness required for shielding during
reactor refuelling and maintenance operations, and
the water pressure required for possible cooling at
the reactor core depth when primary coolant circula-
tion is stopped (nominally, a total depth of about
10 m).

Two options exist for placement of primary circuit
pump(s) and heat exchanger(s): fully immersed in the
reactor pool, or placed in a dry pump room immedi-
ately adjacent to the reactor pool. The fully-
immersed primary circuit concept could have some
advantages, such as a smaller sensitivity to a break
in the primary circuit, but would require the use of
sealed pumps with potentially greater maintainability
problems. The dry pump room concept follows the
design of other MAPLE reactors, and is the reference
concept for this study.

4. REACTOR PHYSICS MODELLING METHODOLOGY

The methods used in this study were chosen to be
sufficiently accurate to determine the relative
advantages and disadvantages of the two coolant
options, but to neglect the details of the core
design that will not influence these differences
significantly. The main neglected features of the
core were the experimental assemblies in the D20
reflector tank.

Lattice cell calculations for this study were
performed using VIMS-AECL [4] with the nuclear data
library produced from ENDF/B-V [5J. Calculations
were carried out in 36 neutron energy groups,
condensed from the 89-group library structure at the
following points:

2 4 6 8 10 12 16 20 22 24 26 28 31 35 39 41 44 50 53
56 59 62 65 67 69 71 73 75 77 81 83 85 87 89

Supercell modelling techniques were used to derive
homogenized cell cross-section data for the core
component regions. The supercell models were
constructed to account for the reactor environment of
each component required as a result of the non-
uniformity of the reactor configuration. The basic
lattice cell models used were a 60-element fuel
assembly, a pure coolant cell, a CPBT and reflector

D20 in the reflector, and avessel cell, a pure
central loop cell.

Reactor core calculations were carried out using
diffusion theory in the 3DDT code [6]. For conveni-
ence, the reactor core calculations were carried out
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in R-Z geometry, rather than in X-Y-Z geometry.
Symmetries in the reflector tank, when experimental
assemblies in the reflector tank and control rods are
neglected, allow the reflector to be accurately
modelled vlth an R-Z calculation and a reflective
boundary condition at the axial mid-plane. The
modelling of the fuelled core in R-Z geometry is less
rigorous, but should preserve the important reactor
characteristics during changes in coolant. To
accurately calculate the neutron energy distribution
in this highly heterogeneous core, twelve neutron
energy groups were used in the core calculations,
condensed from the 36-energy-group structure used in
the UIHS-AECL calculations at the following points:

3 5 6 12 15 18 21 24 29 31 34 36

Two options are available for the calculation of
core reactivity changes with fuel burnup:
(a) interpolation of cross-section tables produced by
VTMS-AECL according to integrated energy output (age
burnup method), or (b) explicit integration of iso-
tope concentration changes from the calculated core
flux distributions (microscopic burnup method). For
this study, microscopic burnup calculations were
performed because of the very strong gradients in
neutron flux and power within the reactor core, the
high core power density, and the short core lifetime.

5. RESULTS OF REACTOR CORE CALCULATIONS

5.1 Coolant Temnerature and Void Reactivity

Coefficients

Coolant reactivity coefficients were calculated
for the H20- and D20-cooled designs to investigate
potential reactor stability or safety effects result-
ing from the coolant choice. For the purposes of the
coolant coefficient calculations, the coolant can be
divided into two regions: (a) the coolant within the
core, and (b) the coolant in the plenum region
(outside of the fuelled core but inside the limits of
the reflector tank). This division of the coolant
into two regions is necessary because of the dif-
ferent reactivity effects of these two regions.
Nevertheless, there will be a very close physical
relationship between the two coolant regions because
of the high coolant velocity (nominally 12 m/s).

The coolant temperature coefficients are shown in
Table 1. The table indicates that the core coolant
coefficients are negative for both options, with the
H20 coolant coefficients being significantly larger
than those of the D20 coolant. The magnitude of the
core coolant coefficients seems reasonable, but would
require evaluation from a reactor stability and
safety perspective for a definitive conclusion. The
plenum coolant coefficients for the D20-cooled case
are both negative and of reasonable magnitude. In
the H20-cooled case, however, both plenum coolant
temperature and void coefficients are positive,
although only the plenum coolant temperature coeffi-
cient is of a significant magnitude relative to the
core coolant coefficient.

The HjO coolant coefficients were calculated in a
core configuration with beryllium/H2O central end
regions to reduce the volume of H20 coolant adjacent
to the core, reducing the magnitude of the coeffi-
cients from what they would have been with wholly H20
coolant adjacent to the core. The use of an H20
displacement region reduces the plenum H20 coeffi-
cient problem in a manner similar to that proposed
for another high flux reactor under design, the

Munich Compact Core Reactor (7). The total coolant
(plenum + core + outlet) coefficients for the
H20-cooled core design are negative, -3.6 mk for a
60°C temperature rise and -4.5 mk for a 5% increase
in void volume, and are of somewhat larger magnitude
than the D20-cooled case. As well, the plenum
coolant coefficients would be reduced by the place-
ment of control blades or burnable poison
preferentially at the core ends.

TABLE 1: COOLANT TEMPERATURE AND VOID COEFFICIENTS

(mk pec 60°C)

Core Coolant Void
(ml: pet 5% volume)

Plenum Coolant Tempérât m e
{mk per 60eC)

Plenum Coolant Void
(mk per 52 volume)

D,O-Cooled Corc-

-2.1

-1.5

-0.7

-1.6

HjO-CooletJ Core

-U.I

-4.6

+0-6

+0.1

Temperature coefficients due to other core compo-
nents, such as fuel temperature or reflector tempera-
ture, should not be significantly affected by the
choice of coolant material.

5.2 Core Criticalitv

Critlcallty calculations for the H 20- and
D20-cooled cores were carried out, and the variation
in k-effective with core lifetime is shown in
Figure 2. For each coolant, the variation in
k-effective with time is shown with fuel of (a) full
density meat (3.204 g U/cm3) and (b) uranium density
reduced to give a k-effective of 1.03 at End-Of-Life
(EOL). In the case of D20 coolant, the initial fuel
loading could be reduced to 852 of full density; in
the case of H2O, the initial fuel loading could be
reduced to 65Z of full density. The curves with the
full density fuel and the H20 and D20 coolants indi-
cate that, for the same fuel and core configuration,
H20 w i U have a significantly higher k-effective.
This increase in k-effective with H20 coolant indi-
cates that the fuelled core was significantly
undermoderated. The evaluation of the overall bene-
fits of the H20 coolant must also consider its influ-
ence on fast and thermal fluxes, to be discussed in
Sections 5.3 and 5.4.

For the H20-cooled core, full density fuel calcu-
lations were carried out with the same core config-
uration as the D20-cooled, full density fuel
calculation. In the H20-cooled core, the temperature
coefficients for the coolant above and below the core
indicate that the H20 is a net reactivity load on the
reactor core and has undesirable positive temperature
and density coefficients, as discussed in
Section 5.1. To increase core reactivity and reduce
the positive temperature coefficients, an H20
displacement region equal to the diameter of the
central fast loop and extending the full height of
the reflector vessel was added to the core design. A
further advantage of the displacement of part of the
H20 from the region adjacent to the fuelled core
would be to increase the peak flux in the radial D20
reflector tank.
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FIGURE 2: K-EFFECTIVE VARIATION WITH CORE LIFE

The choice of material(s) for this central end
region would have to be based on a number of consi-
derations not covered in this paper, but for the
present purposes it was assumed that a 1:1 volume
fraction mix of beryllium metal and H20 would be
acceptable. This material mix was chosen because it
gives a significant reactivity increase through the
improved moderation characteristics of the beryllium,
while still allowing plenty of room for coolant.
Other materials such as graphite or beryllium oxide
could be candidate materials. With this beryllium/
H20 central end region, the required initial fuel
loading was reduced to 7.0 kg 235U. A similar
central end region could be used in the D20-cooled
design, although the reactivity benefits would be
smaller since the D20 in that region is already a
good moderator and thermal neutron reflector.

5.3 Peak Thermal Flux

The peak thermal neutron fluxes (less than
0.625 eV) in the D20 reflector tank with the H20 and
D20 coolant and the two fuel loadings are shown as
functions of burnup in Figure 3. The core calcula-
tions did not include any representation of the
reactivity management system, which will affect the
peak thermal-flux-to-power ratio. The proposed
configuration for the reactivity management system is
burnable poison integrated in the fuel assemblies and
movable control rods immediately outside of the Core
Pressure Boundary Tube. This arrangement of control
devices will not significantly affect flux distribu-
tions in the reflector tank. With this configuration
of reactivity management, and a k-effective greater
than 1.0, the peak thermal flux calculated in the D20
reflector tank will be greater than would actually be
required to produce the 50 MW of power, by a ratio
approximately equal to k-effective. More realistic
representation of a reactivity management system
would require significantly more complex
calculations. This approximation will be adequate
for the purposes of this study, although calculations
with realistic reactivity management devices in the
core model would be required for more accurate
estimations.
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FIGURE 3: PEAK THERMAL FLUX IN HEAVY WATER
REFLECTOR

The results in Figure 3 indicate that the peak
t h e r m a l n e u t r o n f l u x c r i t e r i o n , of
1.0 x 1019 n-nr^s"1, would be exceeded in all of the
calculated configurations. At the fuel loadings
calculated to provide the required 40-day core life-
time (852 density fuel for D20 coolant and 65£ densi-
ty for H20 coolant), the results are within about b%
of each other and are not significantly different for
either coolant. The peak thermal flux for the full
density fuel with H20 coolant was lower than the 657,
density fuel by about B%, since the larger amount of
fuel increased the probability of fission for any
neutron entering the central fuelled region from the
reflector. The location of the thermal flux peak did
not vary significantly with the choice of coolant.

5.4 Fast Flux in the Central Site

The average fast neutron flux (greater than
0.8 MeV) in the central materials test facility with
the two coolants and two fuel loadings is shown as a
function of time in Figure 4. For the two different
H20-cooled fuel loadings there is no significant
difference between the fast fluxes, and the fast flux
variation with the two D20-cooled fuel loadings shows
a similar trend. The main reason for the difference
between the H20- and D20-cooled cores has nothing to
do with the coolants, but rather occurs because of
the increased fast flux in the core centre from fast
neutron reflection from the beryllium in the central
end regions. The small differences due to fuel
loading with the two coolants is very reasonable
since, if the scattering effects are Ignored, the
fast flux level in the small fuelled core is only a
function of the power density. As well, the results
indicate that the increase in energy reduction per
collision during scattering with hydrogen relative to
scattering with deuterium does not significantly
reduce the fast flux levels in the central site. The
small contribution of H20 to the reduction of the
fast flux in the central region is in large part due
to the relatively small volume of coolant in the
fuelled core itself.
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FIGURE 4: AVERAGE FAST FLUX IN CENTRAL SITE

tion of this reactor, H20 coolant will result
in a higher reactivity than D20 coolant.
Therefore, the D20-cooled design could have a
more severe accident following a primary
circuit break.

Provision for emergency core coolant might be
simpler in the H20-cooled design, as the
rtaccor pool water could be used directly. As
explained in point 3 above, in the D20-cooled
design, emergency coolant, such as D20 or
borated H20, would have to be provided from an
auxiliary system.

Similar to point A, decay heat removal during
reactor shutdown should be easier to accommo-
date with H20 cooling. With H20 cooling, the
pressure boundary between the primary circuit
and pool water can be opened, but not with D20
coolant; although, in the D20-cooled case, the
water in the reflector tank might be able to
be used for decay heat removal. The coolant
flow requirements during reactor shutdown have
not been assessed.

If a béryllium central end region were used in the
D20-cooled core, a similar increase in the fast flux
would occur, as beryllium is a better fast neutron
reflector than H20 or D20. From this result, it is
apparent that the use of beryllium in a central end
region would be an advantage for the D20-cooled
design as well. There may be further advantages to
the use of a more effective fast neutron reflector,
such as lead, in the portion of the central end
region near the material testing site, although this
will not be considered in this report.

6. OTHER REACTOR DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

6.1 Primary Coolant Circuit

A preliminary investigation of considerations in
areas other than the basic core neutronics, suggests
that an HjO-cooled design for the reactor might have
some advantages. Among these are safety, maintaina-
bility and engineering design factors:

1. The use of D20 in the primary circuit would
introduce a tritium hazard to the primary
circuit, an important consideration for
reactor maintenance and contamination. The
contamination problem would arise from
potential leaks from the primary circuit
associated with process equipment, and from
refuelling operations.

2. The cost of D20, and its possible contamina-
tion with tritium, requires that a higher
level of inventory control be maintained.
Although AECL has had a significant amount of
field experience vith seals in this type o£
D20 system, it is one area that would be much
simpler with H20 coolant.

3. Following a hypothetical primary circuit break
in the H20-cooled design, mixing of primary
coolant and pool water would not be a reacti-
vity or economic problem in and of itself.
Adding H2O in significant amounts to the D2O
primary circuit, however, would result in
increased core reactivity. This increase
occurs because, for any given core configura-

6.2 RefuelHnpr Operations

Refuelling operations should be less complicated
in the H20-cooled design. During the removal of the
fuel from the core and transfer to the cooling and
storage bays, the fuel must remain immersed in water
to allow cooling and shielding. For practical
reasons, it is expected that the water in the fuel
cooling and storage bays will be H20. The full
details of the requirements for the fuel transfer
operations have not been analyzed, but some basic
differences because of the coolant material are
evident.

In the H20-cooled design, there is no need to
maintain a separation between primary coolant and
pool water. Therefore, the basic features of a
refuelling operation would consist of opening the
pressure boundary between the primary circuit and
pool water, raising the fuel out of the core struc-
ture into the reactor pool, and transferring the fuel
to the storage bays through a canal. The cooling
requirements of the fuel bundles shortly after
reactor shutdown have not been assessed, but an
optimistic assumption would be that free convection
in the pool would be adequate.

In the D20-cooled design, the used fuel could not
be exposed to H20 during the transfer to the cooling
and storage bay without some loss or contamination of
primary circuit D20. The options available to allow
r e f u e l l i n g of this concept have not been
investigated. The problems associated with refuel-
ling a D20-cooled high flux reactor are under inves-
tigation for the Advanced Neutron Source (ANS) [8,9],
and it is assumed that tractable solutions are
possible.

6.3 Similarity to Other MAPLE Designs

The "standard" MAPLE design is based on an
H20-cooled reactor with an annular D20 reflector tank
in an H20 reactor pool. Although there will no doubt
be reasons why some components of the reactor design
would be different in a version optimized as a high
flux research reactor operating at higher powers than
some other MAPLE designs, there are advantages to
maintaining some overall similarities.
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7. DISCUSSION

The neutronics results o£ this paper indicate that
H2O coolant has a number of advantages over the D20
coolant originally assumed for the Advanced MAPLE
Research Reactor [1J. One possible reason for the
smaller impact of H20 coolant in the results of this
paper than in the previous work is that the central,
non-fuelled zone of the core is not fil led with
coolant as was apparently used in the original study.
Filling the central region of this reactor core with
H20 would indeed result in a high thermal flux peak
in that region, lower thermal fluxes in the external
reflector, and depressed fast fluxes, contrary to the
design goals for this reactor.

The neutronics results presented in this paper
indicate that the choice between H20 and D20 coolant
may not have a negative impact on the identified
performance c r i t e r ia . The predicted lower fuelling
requirements of the H20-cooled design, about
7.0 kg 235U compared with 8.6 kg of "5U in the fresh
core loading (2.1 and 2.7 g U/cm3 in the fuel meat
respec t ive ly) , suggest improved economy for the
operation of the faci l i ty .

A number of considerations beyond the core neutro-
nics were addressed in this paper, and generally
indicate advantages in favour of the H20-cooled
design.

[7] K. Boning, W. Glaser, A. Rohrmoser, "Physics and
Status of the Munich Compact Core Reactor
Projec t" , Proceedings of the Internat ional
Reactor Physics Conference, Jackson Hole, 1988.

(8] P.J . Peretz, "The Advanced Neutron Source -
Designing to Meet the Needs of the User
Community", Proceedings of the International
Symposium on Research Reactor Safety, Operations
and Design, Chalk River, Ontario, 1989.

[9] F . J . P e r e t z , P r i v a t e C o m m u n i c a t i o n ,
1989 October.

8. CONCLUSIONS

The main research reactor design criteria of a
peak thermal flux in the external reflector exceeding
1.0 x 1019 n.nr2.s-1 and an average fast neutron flux
in a central materials test loop exceeding
2.0 x 1018 n-m-^s-' may be achieved for the reactor
configurations analyzed in this paper. Based on the
results of this study, it is suggested that the H20
coolant option be considered in the design for the
Advanced MAPLE research reactor.
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ABSTRACT

An experimental program was established to improve
low-temperature boiling heat transfer on a vertically-
oriented surface in a heat pipe evaporator. The heat
pipe was conceived as a passive Decay Heat Rejection
System (DHRS) in the SLOWPOKE 10 MWth pool reactor.
Results from the test program were correlated with the
Rohsenow dimensionless pool boiling equation, which
worked well despite the vertical orientation of the
heat transfer surface. The boiling heat transfer was
improved by wrapping a Teflon-coated wire around the
heat transfer surface. A simple model of the DHRS
evaporator shoved the Teflon wire-wrap could increase
the DHRS heat removal by 11 to 19X. This paper
describes the test apparatus, results and predicted
improvements in the DHRS heat transfer capability.

INTRODUCTION

Under conditions in which the normal heat sinks
are lost in a SLOWPOKE Energy System (SES) 10 MWth
pool reactor, a passive Decay Heat Removal System
(DHRS) may be necessary to ensure the pool water does
not boil off and uncover the reactor core. A DHRS,
employing a wickless heat pipe, was designed by Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited and the National Research
Council of Canada. Each DHRS is designed to remove
10 kW of heat when operating at full capacity.1

The DHRS consists of an annular water-filled
evaporator, connected to a natural-convection air-
cooled condenser located outside the reactor building
(Figure 1). A gas buffer (air) prevents the DHRS from
functioning during normal reactor operation. The
buffer gas pressure corresponds to a saturation
temperature equal to the pool set point temperature.
Should the reactor pool temperature rise above the set
point temperature, water vapour would be generated in
the DHRS evaporator, forcing the buffer gas up the
heat pipe and into a reservoir. When the vapour
pressure is sufficient to purge the buffer gas from
the condenser, vapour condenses, and the condensate
flows back to the evaporator.

The DHRS must go from zero to full heat rejection
capability as the pool rises from the set point
temperature (75 to 85°C) to the maximum allowable
temperature of 95°C. Since the DHRS transfers no heat
before the pool temperature rises above the set point,
the evaporator is initially at the same temperature as
the pool. Therefore, the evaporator liquid
temperature must rise above the pool set point in
order to generate vapour to purge the condenser. The
DHRS response to a pool temperature transient is
illustrated in Figure 2.

Aii/Vapour Interface

AirReservoir

Naturally ConvecUng Air
M h Condenser

Figure 1: The S L O W P O K E Decay Heat Rejection
System

The heat transfer from the SES pool to the
evaporator working fluid is by natural convection,
conduction and nucleate boiling in series. Low
temperature (below 100°C) boiling heat transfer with
water as the working fluid is the governing thermal
resistance in this case. Boiling enhancement would
reduce the wall superheat required to generate vapour,
resulting in an earlier purging of the DHRS condenser
during a pool temperature transient, and the total
DHRS heat rejection capability would be increased.
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Figure 2: DHRS Response to a Temperature Transient

MATERIALS AMD METHODS

Test Apparatus

Experimental work and data analysis were done by
H.J. Brown as a M. Eng. thesis project.2 A half-scale
model of the DHRS evaporator was built and tested at
the National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa. It
consisted of two concentric, vertically- oriented 304
stainless steel pipes of 25 and 75 mm nominal
diameters (Figure 3). A 1000 W electrical immersion
heater boiled vater, and the vapour rose up the small
tube (heat pipe 1), where it condensed on the inside
vail. The condensate returned by gravity to the
immersion heater. The heat of condensation was
conducted through the wall of the small tube, and
boiled water in the annulus (heat pipe 2) between the
two tubes. This vapour was condensed by a cooling
jacket at the top of the 75-mm diameter tube, and the
condensate ran down the inside of the tube.

The total length of the common wall between the
heat pipes was 1220 mm, half the length of the full
size DHRS evaporator. The annulus gap between the
tubes was 25 mm, or 802 of full size. A 50-mm thick
layer of fiberglass insulated the test rig. The
condenser jacket at the top of heat pipe 2, outside
the 75 mm diameter tube, was fed by an adjustable head
tank which controlled the coolant flow. A variac was
used to control the voltage, and hence power, supplied
to the 1000 V heater. Both heat pipes had extension
tubes attached to an aspirator for removing non-
condensible gases.

The operation of the test rig was monitored by
four K-type thermocouples. These measured vapour
temperatures in heat pipe 1 (T2) and heat pipe 2 (T 4),
the two-phase temperature in heat pipe 2 (T,), and the
ambient air temperature (T3). A wattmeter measured
the electrical power delivered to the immersion
heater. The instruments were monitored by a multi-
channel digital voltmeter, and the readings were
stored and analysed on an HP9826 computer.

The goal of the experimental work was to quantify
and enhance the boiling heat transfer on the outside
of the small tube.

S? >1000 W Heater

Figure 3: Half-Scale D H R S Evaporator Test Rig

Three test sections were used, each with different
surface conditions. The first test section used the
as-received steel tube. The second test section used
a 1-mm outside diameter Teflon-insulated copper wire,
wrapped in a 13.5-mm double helix around the small
steel tube. The wrap extended over the entire heat
transfer surface, the wire itself covering 15X of the
surface area. The purpose of the Teflon wire-wrap was
twofold. First, the size of nucleation sites, at the
contact between Teflon and the steel tube, was
increased because of the non-wettability of Teflon.
Larger nucleation sites require less wall superheat to
generate vapour than do smaller sites typical of the
plain steel surface. Teflon was first used for
boiling enhancement by Young and Hummel.3 Secondly,
the wire-wrap geometry created surface nucleation
sites at the contact line between the wire and the
small tube.

The third test section was designed and built at
Carleton University to measure local wall temperatures
on the outside of the small tube. This test section
was instrumented with two thermocouples placed in
slots cut in the tube surface. The thermocouple
junctions were positioned 150 mm from the top and
305 mm from the bottom of the heat transfer surface.
The slots were filled in with solder, and the entire
surface vas sanded smooth.

Test Procedure

Before assembling the test rig, both heat pipes
were washed with acetone and rinsed with distilled
water. Heat pipe 1 was filled with enough distilled
water to cover the immersion heater. Heat pipe 2 was
filled with distilled water to a depth of 1020, 1120
or 1220 mm in order to study the effect of the amount
of liquid on evaporator performance.
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After filling the heat pipes, air was evacuated by
the aspirator. The heat pipes initially required more
frequent aspiration, until the water degassed. During
operation, the air/vapour interface for each heat pipe
was monitored by touching the heat pipe extension
tubes. The interface was detected by the transition
from hot to cold over a short length of the extension
tube.

The thermocouples were calibrated in a steam bath
before installation in the test rig. Thermocouples
T 2, T, and T,, which measured vapour and two-phase
temperatures, were located in copper tubes; this
allowed temperatures to be monitored at different
positions.

Each test series consisted of two types of
experiment. The first type was run at constant power,
and hence heat flux, while maintaining the vapour
température in heat pipe 2 (T4) constant for 20
minutes. The second experiment type was run with
increasing and then decreasing heater powers, while
maintaining the vapour temperature (T4) constant in
heat pipe 2. Each power setting lasted B to 10
minutes. These increasing/decreasing heat flux
experiments tested for boiling hysteresis, caused when
nucleation sites are activated at a higher wall
superheat than is necessary to sustain activation.4

During some tests, the liquid temperature (Tx) in
heat pipe 2 was recorded at different depths.

THEORY

The average vapour temperatures in both heat pipes
were used to analyse the boiling heat transfer
process. Each average involved 25 samples, taken over
the course of one minute, during which the test rig
pover was stable.

The immersion heater power was measured by a
wattmeter. Heat loss from the lower section of heat
pipe 1, below the heat transfer test section, was
calibrated as a linear function of the temperature
difference between the vapour in heat pipe 1 (Tj) and
the ambient air (T 3). Losses reached a maximum of
30 V for a vapour temperature (T2) of 110°C.

Knowing the net beat transferred to the test
section, the condensation and boiling surface areas,
and the two vapour temperatures, the overall wall
superheat in heat pipe 2 vas calculated ao follows:

The Rohsenow-modified Nusselt film condensation
equation for an isothermal vertical wall was used to
determine the average condensation heat transfer
coefficient:5

k3
g (p- V h£g

V AT

1 +

L

0. 66
C A T c ]

0.943

Since the wall temperature, and thus ATC, was
unknown, hm was found by substituting equation 1 into
Che equation relating the known heat flux to h and
AT,:

Because the boiling surface was of primary
consideration, the heat flux, q", was based on the
outside area of the 25-mm diameter pipe, hence the
Ri/Ro term. The outcome of the substitution was:

[3]

where:

0.943 g P (P-Pg>

V L

Equation 3 was solved iteratively for ATC,
initially ignoring the second term of heat capacity in
the condensate film. Each iteration was used to
refine the condensate film temperature and thus the
liquid properties. When the iteration converged, the
average inner surface wall temperature was determined.

Using one-dimensional radial conduction, the outer
surface wall temperature was then calculated from:

In (Ro/ R.) 151

The average wall superheat for boiling, ÛTb, is the
difference between the outer vail temperature
calculated in equation 5 and the measured vapour
temperature (Ta) in heat pipe 2. It was assumed that
the Rohsenow dimensionless pool boiling equation could
be used to correlate the experimental results, with
the wall superheat determined as described above. The
Rohsenow equation for water is given by:6

c ÛT.

Pr h.
= C

sf

,0.5
0.333

[6]

The empirical coefficient C s f depends on the fluid-
surface combination. The experimental results were
used to determine C3t for the present conditions.
Fluid properties are evaluated at the saturation
temperature (i.e., the measured vapour temperature
T 4 ) . It should be noted that equation 6 can be
simplified as follows:

ATK = Î7J

This shows the wall superheat is a function of C s f,
fluid properties, and the cube root of the heat flux.
If the saturation temperature is held constant, the
wall superheat is directly proportional to the cube
root of the heat flux. An increase in the saturation
temperature decreases the value of K,, and hence the
wall superheat required for the same heat flux.

The heat transfer equations and their applications
are illustrated in Figure 4.

q" = h, ÛTC 12]
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Figure 4: Test Rig Heat Transfer Equations
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Figure 6: Increasing/Decreasing Heat Flux Tests

Experimental Results

Typical results for constant power, or heat flux,
tests are shown in Figure 5. Four power levels of
500, 700, 900 and 1100 W were used, giving
approximately 5000, 7000, 9000 and 11000 WVm2 heat
flux. The data were generally linear with a slope of
three and higher saturation temperatures required
lower wall superheats, as predicted by the Rohsenow
correlation. The wall superheat for the Teflon wire-
wrap surface was found to be 0.5 to 1.5'C less than
for the smooth surface at the same heat flux and
saturation temperature.
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Figure 5: Constant Heat Flux Tests

Figure 6 shows comparable data for increasing, then
decreasing heat flux tests. The Teflon wire wrap
surface had a lower wall superheat and a more linear
response than the smooth surface. This illustrates
the improved nucleation properties of the Teflon wire-
wrapped surface as compared with the smooth surface.

The difference between the local liquid temperature
(Tt) close to the boiling surface and the vapour above
the fluid (T4) plotted against depth below the liquid
surface is shown in Figure 7. The local saturation
pressure increases with depth, due to the static and
dynamic heads, so the local saturation temperature
also increases. For boiling to occur, the local
llquic temperature must exceed the saturation
temperature, and so the liquid temperature increases
with depth.

The experimental data are parallel to a curve of
the superheat based on the static head. The local
single-phase head vas added to the pressure of the
vapour at the top of the heat pipe, to determine the
local saturation pressure and temperature. The
difference between the static head prediction and the
data can be attributed to two phase effects. For lov
power, the maximum local liquid temperature occurs at
a shallower depth than that for high power, and the
liquid temperature begins to drop for further
increases in depth. This behaviour results from heat
transfer being dominated by natural convection rather
than boiling as depth increases.

Smoolh Tube, Nominal Level - 1 . 3 3 m

Vcpour Temperature • TD*C

S 4-

2

0-

- Prediction band on static bead

1.0 1.2-O.2 0 0.3 0.4 0.6 OB
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Figure 7: Liquid-Vapour Superheat as a Function of
Depth and Power
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Because the local saturation temperature increases
with depth, the local wall temperature similarly rises
to Maintain the superheat needed for boiling. As
shown in Figure 8, the vail temperature near the
bottom of the heat pipe (T5) rises steadily as the
heat flux increases and the vapour temperature (T4)
stays constant, at 75°C in this case. Vhen the
boiling in the region around T5 is fully developed, at
about 10,000 tf/m2, the local wall temperature does not
rise any further. The temperature near the top of the
heat transfer surface (T6) remains constant,
indicating fully developed local boiling for the whole
heat flux range.
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Figure 8: Local Wall-Vapour Superheat as a Function
of Heat Flux and Depth.

The Rohsenow surface-fluid coefficient, C.,, was
calculated for each data point. Grouped according to
the heat transfer surface and the fluid level in heat
pipe 2, the coefficient is relatively constant
regardless of heat flux and vapour temperature
(Figures 9 and 10).
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Figure 9: Rohsenow Poo] Boiling Surface-Fluid
Coefficient as a Function of Heal Flux and
Saturation Temperature. Smooth Surface.
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Figure 10: Rohsenow Pool Boiling Surface-Fluid
Coefficient as a Function of Heat Flux and
Saturation Temperature. Teflon Wire-Wrap.

Results for Cnf and the associated standard
deviations and experimental errors are listed in
Table 1. The standard deviations (o) of all the
results are well within the estimated experimental
errors, described in reference 2. The Teflon wire-
wrap showed a substantial reduction in the Csf value
from that of the original saooth surface. The
differences due to the fluid level are insubstantial,
being within experimental error, as might be expected.
Also shown in Table 1 are typical values for Csf for
water on various horizontal stainless steel surfaces.7

It can be seen that the magnitudes of C,f determined
in the present experiments ate of the same order as
these values.

Table 1: Surface Fluid Coefficient Experimental
Results

Surface

Smooth
Smooth
Smooth

Teflon Vrap
Teflon Wrap
Teflon Vrap

Nominal Level
(mm}

1020
1120
1220

1020
1120
1220

°Csf "Csf

m
0,0190 0.0011 6
0.0200 0.0009 5
0.0201 0.0020 10

0.0157 0.0006
0.0153 0.0008
0.0169 0.0010

IB
16
13
13

12
12
12

Water on ground and polished steel = 0.0080
Water on Teflon-pitted stainless steel = 0.0058
Water on chemically-etched stainless steel = 0.0133
Water on polished stainless steel = 0.0132

The instrumented test section was erratic, both in
operation and results. It required continual
adjustment to the coolant flow to maintain constant
temperatures, unlike the operation of the smooth and
the Teflon wire-wrapped tubes. Although the
instrumented test secti<Hi proved useful for
understanding the heat transfer processes and
verifying the predicted wall temperatures, the values
of C,, obtained with it were unreliable. The surface
aged, and upon disassembly, the solder filling the
thermocouple grooves was found to have dissolved. The
two wall thermocouples had split their sheaths, and
the resulting impurities changed both the fluid
properties and coated the heat transfer surface.



DHRS PERFORMANCE PREDICTION

A simple computer model was developed to predict
the performance of the full-scale DHRS evaporator
using the experimental values of C s f. The evaporator
vas assumed to sit in a uniform temperature pool, and
both boiling heat transfer surfaces of the annulus
vere assigned the same value of C,c.

In the model, a downward flow of pool vater is
assumed to occur in the inner evaporator tube. For
typical conditions, the Reynolds number for this flow
indicates that turbulent conditions exist. The flow
is under the influence of buoyancy forces resulting
from the cooling of the pool vater, as it evaporates
the liquid in the heat pipe, and frictional forces
opposing the downward motion:'

UP = 4 f (L/d) (p V V 2 ) J8]

where:

0.046 [91

for turbulent flow.

The pressure drop due to the difference in vater
density is:

AP (P - P.) g [10]

Substituting [9] into (8) and equating to [10], the
following equation was obtained where the mass flux
G = pV:

G =

1.5(p - P_) P g d

u 0- 2 2 (0.046)
[11]

The water properties vere determined at the bulk
temperature, the average of the inlet (or SES pool)
and outlet temperatures. This flow can be considered
a forced flov because of the driving head, equivalent
to a static head. Because of the relatively short
length of the flov tube, the flov will be in the
thermal developing region. Therefore, the inner
surface heat transfer coefficient is determined from
the following equation:9

Nu, = 0.036 Re d°•• Pr°- 3 3 3 (d/L)°° 5 5 [12]

the

The heat transferred from the vater to the inner
surface of the inner evaporator tube is equal to the
mass flov rate times the specific heat times the
difference betveen inlet and outlet temperatures.
Using the heat flov rate, wall area, and the heat
transfer coefficient from [12], the temperature of
inner surface of the inner evaporator tube vas
calculated. Applying the radial conduction [5J and
pool boiling [6] equations, the DHRS vapour
temperature vas calculated.

A correlation for natural convection on a vertical
vail vas used to model the heat transfer from the pool
to the outermost evaporator tube vail:10

Nu,. 0.13 (GrL [13]

The Nusselt and Grashof numbers vere based on the
length of the evaporator, and fluid properties vere
evaluated at an average fluid film temperature. The
outside wall surface was assumed isothermal, and the
temperature was initially set to be the same as for
the inner tube inner surface. Applying 113] and
subsequently the radial conduction [5] and pool
boiling [6] equations, the DHRS vapour temperature vas
calculated, and was compared vith the vapour
temperature calculated for the inner evaporator tube.
An iterative process occurred until the two calculated
vapour temperatures converged.

An illustration of the computer model is shovn in
Figure 11.

Nql-0.036Be/*Pr
(U>>(oVL)0*6

© NuL-0.13(GrPrJ
IUB

<§) Radial Conduction Equation

© Robsenow Pool Boiling Equation

Figure 11 : Computer Model of the DHRS Evaporator

The computer program vas run keeping the DHRS
vapour temperature constant while the SES pool
temperature rose. Although in reality the vapour
temperature would rise in order to purge the buffer
gas from the condenser, holding the temperature
constant vas a simple way of comparing the effect of
improved boiling heat transfer surfaces on the DHRS
performance. Two C5f values, 0.0157 for a Teflon
wire-wrap surface, and 0.0200 for the smooth vailed
surface, vere chosen from the experimental results.

The results for two SES pool set point temperatures
(and hence DHRS vapour temperatures in this model) are
shovn in Figures 12 and 13. Both graphs shov the
Teflon wire-wrap surface has a significant impact on
the heat transfer. The Teflon vire-vrap surface
increases the heat transfer capacity of the DHRS by 11
and 19% for pool set point temperatures of 75 and 85°C
respectively.
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Figure 13: Computer Prediction of DHRS Evaporator
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CONCLUSIONS

Rohsenov's pool boiling equation proved to be a
good model for the vertical heat transfer surface.
Results showed the surface-fluid coefficient C 5 f is
constant for the range of heat flux from 2000 to
12000 V/n*.

The Teflon wire-wrap reduced the C, f from 0.0200
for the smooth surface to 0.0157, a decrease of 212,
and thus a lower vail superheat was needed to generate
vapour. This reduction of wall superheat is important
in improving the heat rejection response of the DHRS
to a reactor pool temperature transient. The computer
model predicts significant improvements in the total
capacity of the DHRS, of the order of 11 to 19%, by
using the Teflon wire-wrap surface.

Although applied here to a model of the SLOWPOKE
Decay Heat Rejection System, boiling enhancement can
have a significant impact on the capacity and response
of passive heat removal systems for other nuclear
reactors, including power reactors.
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NOMENCLATURE

Specific heat of water
Pool boiling surface-fluid coefficient
Diameter of DHRS evaporator inner tube
Turbulent flow friction factor
Acceleration of gravity
Mass flux

Grashof number based on DHRS evaporator length
Heat of vapourization
Mean condensation heat transfer coefficient
Thermal conductivity of water
Thermal conductivity of 304 stainless steel
Length of heat transfer surface
Pressure difference between inlet and outlet of
DHRS evaporator inner tube

Nusselt number based on DHRS tube diameter d
Nusselt number based on DHRS evaporator length
Prandtl number
Heat transfer rate
Heat flux based on Ro = q/it Ro L
Reynolds number based on DHRS evaporator inner
tube diameter

Inner radius of 25-mm diameter pipe
Outer radius of 25-mm diameter pipe
Two-phase temperature in heat pipe 2
Vapour temperature in heat pipe 1
Ambient air temperature
Vapour temperature in heat pipe 2
Wall temperature 305 mm from bottom of heat
transfer test section

Wall temperature 150 mm from top of heat transfer
test section
Wall superheat

Vapour - wall condensation temperature difference
Temperature difference across wall
Average water velocity in DHRS evaporator inner
tube
Dynamic viscosity of water
Water density
Water vapour density
Water density in SES pool
Surface tension of water/vapour interface
Standard deviation on experimental results of C s f •
[X) aCst expressed as a percentage of CsC

Estimated experimental error expressed as a
percentage of Csf

UP

Pr

q
q"
Re,

Ro

Ti

T,
T4
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u
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Thermal hydraulic tests of an electrically-heated full-
scale prototype of the reactor heat source for a 1.5 MWt
version of the Autonomous Marine Power Source (AMPS)I1)
have been completed at Stern Laboratories Inc., in Hamilton.
As discussed by Hewitt^2/, this particular AMPS unit is
being developed for eventual use in a 100 kWe powerplant for
small submarine vehicles. The objectives of the full-scale
tests were to obtain data for code validation and design
feedback purposes and to verify key features of the
thermal hydraulic design, many of which are unique to AMPS
and applicable to other versions at higher output.

2.0 AMPS THERMALHYDRAULIC DESIGN

As discussed previously^), an AMPS core is surrounded
by a large reservoir of relatively low temperature (<60°C)
water known as the reserve coolant. The core inlet and
outlet, legs, each in series with a hydrodynamic port (HDP),
traverse the reserve coolant tank (RCT) and carry pumped
coolant through the core under normal operating conditions.
The HDP's also provide unobstructed openings into the RCT
both above and below the core. The HOP's are themselves
enclosed in anti-convective shrouds or ports (ACP's) which
open into the reserve coolant tank some distance below the
level of the HDP's.

Under normal operating conditions, mass and energy
exchange between the pumped coolant and that resident in the
RCT must be maintained at a low level to minimize losses in
overall plant efficiency and to avoid the build up of
excessive radioactivity in the reserve coolant. Exchange
between the pumped coolant and the RCT water is minimized by
balancing the total pressure drop of the through-core flow
between the inlet and outlet HDP's at design conditions,
against the static head of the water column in the RCT at
the design RCT temperature.
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The lower extension of an inlet or discharge ACP is
designed to minimize turbulent diffusion between the hot
water in the upper part of the ACP and the cool water in the
RCT. It also accommodates restoration of the pressure
balance by permitting the cold/hot water interface within it
to move thereby altering the static head of the column of
RCT water. To further inhibit exchange flow at off-design
conditions, the HOP'S are designed to have high branch
(exchange) flow loss coefficients under pumped flow
conditions. Upon termination of pumped flow, the HDP's
allow unobstructed natural circulation of the RCT water
through the core. The transition from forced to natural
circulation is accomplished by purely passive means, a key
feature of the AMPS design.

3.0 TEST FACILITY

The test section of the full-scale AMPS test facility
is fitted with electrically heated simulated fuel rods and
is surrounded by the RCT. The test loop includes a
circulating pump and a shell-and-tube heat exchanger to
remove the heat added in the core. A boiling surge tank is
used both to deaerate the water in the test loop and the
RCT, and to control the loop pressure. A cooling jacket is
fitted to the cylindrical outer surface of the RCT to
simulate the passive dissipation of the reserve coolant heat
to the environment.

The RCT is mounted on rollers to permit testing at test
section inclinations ranging from 0° (vertical) to 90°
(horizontal).

4.0 TEST INSTRUMENTATION

The primary objective of the thermal hydraulic tests was
to verify those aspects of the design related to exchange
flow suppression under normal operating conditions and the
provision of passive cooling under accident conditions. To
that end, two independent methods were used to measure
exchange and passive cooling flows. The first of these used
measurements of the through flow and branch flow pressure
differences at the HDP's to predict the corresponding
flowrates using correlations of HDP loss coefficient data
obtained from in-situ calibrations. The second method
relied on enthalpy balances performed using measurements of
the pumped flow and RCT water temperatures at points
upstream and downstream of the HDP's, and across the entire
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test section. Passive cooling flowrates were also measured
with ultrasonic flowmeter fitted to the core discharge tubes
upstream of the discharge HDP's.

In addition to the instrumentation required by the
methods described above, instrumentation was also provided
to measure the pumped flow, core pressure, core power,
heater element sheath temperatures (to detect dryout),
numerous loop and reserve tank temperatures, reserve tank
wall temperatures and heat fluxes, the total heat removed by
the reserve tank cooling water and several differential
pressures in the core and reserve tank.

The different instruments for measuring exchange and
passive cooling flows were calibrated in situ by pumping a
known calibration flow from the RCT into the lower openings
of the discharge ACP's, or vice-versa.

5.0 TEST MATRIX

The full-scale tests which were successfully completed
include:

1) Simulation of start-up of the reactor from a cold
isothermal condition.

2) Measurement of the exchange flow over a range of
coolant inlet temperatures, flowrates, RCT
temperatures, core powers, core pressures and test
section inclinations.

3) Simulation of postulated 1oss-of-pumped flow
transients, with and without reactor trip, over a
range of core pressures and RCT temperatures.

4) Simulation of postulated loss-of-regulation
transients.

5) Measurement of passive cooling flowrates over a
range of RCT temperatures, core powers, core
pressures and test section inclinations.

6) Measurement of reserve tank temperature
distributions and heat transfer characteristics at
different rates of heat rejection (to the RCT
cooling water).

•; 1 7



6.0 TEST RESULTS

The results of the tests in which exchange flow was
measured over a range of operating conditions verified those
features of the AMPS design related to exchange flow
suppression (i.e. the HDP and ACP designs) by proving that
exchange can be maintained at an acceptably low level under
most conditions. The experimental results were also found
to be predictable to a high degree of accuracy with TRACT, a
thermal hydraulics code developed in-house at ECS, providing
confidence that future, different designs will function as
predicted.

The results of the passive cooling tests verified the
efficacy of the passive cooling system. In particular, the
dryout power was found to be greater than 3MW (this was the
hardware-imposed power limit of the test facility) at
reserve tank temperatures less than 40°C. It was verified
that the reserve tank cooling system is capable of
maintaining the reserve tank temperature at a value below
this under virtually all credible operating conditions and
sea temperatures.

CONCLUSIONS

The full-scale tests of the AMPS thermal hydraulic
design have verified the key features of the design and
shown how it can be improved. The results of the tests
should prove invaluable to the further development of AMPS
technology.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes thermalhydraulic tests of a full-scale
electrically-heated (1.5 MWt) prototype of the Autonomous Marine
Power Source (AMPS) reactor being designed by ECS for
submarine applications. The objectives of the tests, which were
performed at Stem Laboratories in Hamilton, were to obtain data
for code validation and design feedback purposes and to verify key
features of the thermalhydraulic design, many of which are unique
to AMPS. One such feature is the passive cooling system, which
permits operation with forced circulation under normal operating
conditions and yet reverts by purely passive means to natural
circulation under abnormal conditions, such as following a
loss-of-flow (LOF). The tests proved the validity of the concept
and indicated ways in which the system could be improved.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report describes thermalhydraulic tests of a full-scale
electrically heated prototype of the reactor heat source for a 1500
kWt (100 kWe) version of the Autonomous Marine Power Source
(AMPS), designated AMPS (C). AMPS is a nuclear-electric plant
being developed by ECS - Power Systems for air-independent
submarine applications [1,2]. Although different versions have
been designed for powers ranging from 100 to 1700 kWe, all
versions feature a water-cooled beryllium-reflected core, using
20% enriched zirconium hydride fuel, and a Rankine cycle heat
engine. To ensure a high level of safety, all versions also operate at
relatively low temperatures and pressures and feature forced
circulation through the core under normal operating conditions for
high conversion efficiency, and natural circulation under abnormal
(eg. loss-of-flow) conditions, or following a normal shutdown,
when the natural circulation (passive cooling) flow is required to
remove decay heat. The transition from forced to natural
circulation is designed to occur by purely passive means, providing
an inherently failsafe system.

The design primary coolant flowrate, pressure and core inlet and
discharge temperatures for AMPS (C) are 35.7 kg/s, 200 kPa, 85°C
and 95°C respectively.

The core in an AMPS reactor is surrounded by a large tank
containing a substantial inventory (>15000 kg) of relatively cool
(<60°C) water designated the reserve coolant. This tank serves
both as the downcomer for the natural circulation flow which
prevails during passive cooling, as well as a temporary heat sink
for core heat rejected to the flow. In AMPS (C), heat rejected to the
reserve coolant is transferred to the seawater surrounding the
submarine through the pressure hull, which thus serves as the outer
boundary of the reserve coolant tank (RCT).

The RCT encloses both the core and the core's inlet and
discharge legs, which open into the RCT through the branch ports

of specially designed tees designated hydrodynamic ports (HDP's).
The HDP's are themselves enclosed in anti-convective shrouds or
ports (ACP's) which open into the RCT approximately 0.3 - 0.7m
below the level of the HDP openings in the inlet and discharge
legs, as shown in Figure 1. The vertical extensions of the ACP's
contain honeycombs, designed to prevent mixing of the hot water,
which will usually be present in the upper parts of the ACP's, and
the cool RCT water below. The honeycombs are designated
stratification grids since they promote stratification of the hot
coolant above the cool RCT water.

The HDP's and ACP's are designed to minimize interchange
between the pumped and reserve coolants under normal operating
conditions, which includes operation over a range of core
inclinations, powers, pumped flows, reserve tank temperatures and
dynamic rol'. pitch and heave conditions. The primary method by
which interchange is minimized is by maintaining a state of
balance between the total pressure drop of the through-core flow
between the HDP's ir the core inlet and discharge legs, and the
static head of the water column in the RCT. Provided the cold/hot

C.5m 5-w;f;c*ri0% ~*I-

FIGURE I: AMPS TEST SECTION
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water interfaces in the stratification grids have not moved to the
lower openings of the grids, any perturbation in operating
conditions should cause the interfaces to move in directions which
automatically restore the state of balance by changing the height
and thus static head of the column of RCT water. If the departure
from the design point is beyond that for which balance can be
restored by vertical movement of the cold/hot water interfaces in
the ACP's, the continuous exchange flow which results should be
minimized by a feature of the HDP's which causes them to have
high branch (exchange) flow loss coefficients under conditions of
pumped flow, as described by Atkinson et al. [3]

The ACP's must be well insulated to minimize cooling of any of
the hot pumped coolant which leaks into them through the HDP's.
The leakage (exchange flow) which occurs in practice under a
given set of operating conditions will depend directly on the heat
loss through the walls of the ACP's.

Interchange between the reserve and pumped coolants must be
maintained at a low level under normal operating conditions to
minimize thermal losses and the build up of radioactivity (eg. Ni6)
in the RCT water. A target of 1% of the pumped flow has been set
for the permissible exchange flow.

In addition to the requirements that the transition from forced to
natural circulation occur by purely passive means and that
interchange be virtually negligible during normal operation, the
AMPS reserve cooling system is also required to provide an
adequate margin against critical heat flux (CHF) under all credible
conditions.

A full-scale electrically-heated prototype of the AMPS (C)
reactor heat source was assembled and tested at Stern Laboratories
in Hamilton. This paper describes the test facility and the nature
and results of some of the tests which were performed.

1.1 Test Objectives

The broad objectives of the tests were to verify key features of
the thermalhydraulic design, in particular the operation of the
passive (reserve) cooling system under (1) normal operating
conditions, when there should be minimal exchange flow (<1%),
and (2) abnormal conditions, when the passive cooling system
should be operative and capable of effectively cooling the core.
Specific objectives were to:

1) measure the exchange flow under design and off-design
conditions, specifically over a range of core inclinations,
pumped flowrates, average core temperatures and core
powers;

2) compare measured exchange flows with flows predicted by
TRACT, a thermalhydraulics code developed in-house to
analyze operation of the AMPS primary system;

3) determine the stability of the exchange and core flows under
different operating conditions;

4) measure the passive cooling flow at different core inclinations
and core powers ranging from 90 kW (initial decay heat level)
to the hardware-imposed limit of 3 MW, or the dryout power
if<3MW;

5) compare the measured passive cooling flows with theoretical
predictions;

6) simulate a variety of hypothetical loss-of-flow (LOF) and
loss-of-regulation (LOR) accident scenarios and compare the
experimental results with TRACT predictions;

7) determine the efficacy of the RCT cooling system (ie, heat
transfer through the reserve tank wall/simulated submarine
pressure hull);

8) determine the degree of stratification (ie, temperature
distribution) in the RCT, and;

9) determine the efficacy of the insulation used on the coolant
pipes within the RCT.

This paper describes the tests performed to satisfy objectives
1-5.

1.2 Previous Tests

Previous tests undertaken during the development of the primary
heat transport system for AMPS (C) include:

1) single element tests [2]. These tests provided CHF data for a
single electrically-heated simulated fuel element with forced
steady flow over a range of mass fluxes, test section inlet
subcoolings and pressures;

2) tests to determine the hydraulic loss characteristics of different
HDP designs [3]. These tests led to the selection of designs for
the system test facility described in a later section of this
paper;

3) tests to determine the overall loss coefficient between inlet
and outlet HDP's. This information is needed for HDP sizing
calculations;

4) tests in which a single inlet and a single outlet HDP were
connected by a pipe which bypassed the core, simulating the
RCT [3], Zero exchange flow was achieved in these tests by
filling the bypass pipe with cool water;

5) full-core CHF tests with forced, steady inlet flow [2].

2.0 TEST FACILITY

The full-scale test facility for the thermalhydraulic system tests
was obtained by adding the reserve tank, HDP's and ACP's to the
facility which had been used previously for the CHF and hydraulic
resistance tests [2]. In addition, a calibration loop was connected to
the main loop to permit the instrumentation for measuring
exchange and passive cooling flows to be calibrated in situ.

2.1 Main Loop

As illustrated in Figure 2, which shows the test facility without
the calibration and reserve tank cooling loops, the principal
components of the main loop were a heat exchanger, linear flow
control valve, boiling surge tank, pressure control venturi and the
RCT containing the core assembly and the inlet and discharge
HDP/ACP's and piping. The boiling surge tank was used to control
the loop pressure when the pressure was required to be greater than
atmospheric. This was done by varying the temperature of the
water in the tank with the 15 kW heater. Sub-atmospheric loop
pressures were obtained with the pressure control venturi shown in
Figure 2. A static tap in the throat of the venturi was connected to
the surge tank, permitting the pressure in the tank to be controlled
by varying the flow of municipal water through the venturi. The
pressure of the flow at the venturi discharge was approximately
atmospheric at all times so the throat pressure was always
sub-atmospheric and varied with the control flow.
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FIGURE 2: SCHEMATIC OF MAIN TEST LOOP

The main loop heat exchanger was used to cool the water
leaving the core to the required core inlet temperature. The heat
exchanger was capable of removing -2MW of heat (the exact value
depended on the cooling water and loop water temperatures and
flowrates) at the AMPS (C) design flow and inlet temperature of
35.7 kg/s and 85°C respectively.

Cooling water for the loop heat exchanger could be obtained
from a closed loop system, consisting of a 136 000 L storage tank
and a cooling tower, or from the municipal water supply. The latter
source was preferred over the former because it provided water at a
more constant temperature.

As indicated in Figure 2, a 900 L (200 Imp gal) tank was
installed upstream of the core. The purpose of the tank was to
dampen rapid variations in the temperature of the water entering
the core inlet piping. The damping or filtering of rapid temperature
variations was required to use the temperature drop sustained by
the coolant between points upstream of the inlet HDP's and
downstream of the discharge HDP's to measure the exchange flow.

The reserve tank was supported on rollers (Figure 3) to permit
rotation of the tank from 0° to 90° (measured from the vertical) in a
north-south plane (ie, the roll axis ran east-west). The direction of
rotation was clockwise when viewed from the east so the north side
of the tank moved downwards and thus was on the low side of the
roll-axis when 'lie core was inclined.

2.2 Test Section

Figure 1 is a diagram of the test section showing one of four
inlet and one of four discharge legs and their respective HDP/ACP

FIGURE 3: RCT (WITHOUT END CAP) AND
CONTENTS (VIEWED FROM THE
WEST)
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assemblies, the inlet and outlet plena and grid plates, the
electrically-heated core and the borated water tank which surrounds
it. The borated water tank, necessary for shielding in a nuclear
installation, was empty and open to atmosphere in the tests. The
entire test section was contained within the RCT and surrounded by
reserve coolant.

The hexagonal fuel lattice contained a total of 91 rods, of which
85 were (electrically) heated and 6 were unheated regulating rods.
Each healer element was fabricated by winding Chromel-A ribbon
around a ceramic core. The pitch of the helically-wound ribbon
was varied axially to provide the required axial power distribution.
The required radial power distribution was obtained by varying the
power supplied to each of six radial power zones with individually
regulated DC power supplies. The maximum combined output of
the power supplies was 3 MW.

The design and operation of the HDPs are described in detail by
Atkinson et al. [3]

Pneumatically-actuated flapper valves were fitted to the lower
openings of the ACP's in order to seal them and thereby prevent
exchange flow whenever desired during testing. Flexible hoses
were connected to the flapper valves on the west discharge HDP's
(Figure 1) to permit in-situ calibration of the different instruments
for measuring exchange and passive cooling flows, as described in
a later section. The flapper valves on the eight ACP's could be
controlled independently.

The core inlet and discharge piping on the north side of (he roll
axis was made a mirror image of that on the south side and the
piping on the west side was similarly made a mirror image of that
on the east side in order to obtain approximately equal flows
through all eight legs, at least with a vertical core. All of the piping
in the RCT as well as the external surfaces of the ACP's were
insulated with FOAMGLAS.

Figure 3 is a photograph of the contents of the RCT taken before
the RCT end cap was welded on. Shown are the borated water tank
and the two inlet and two discharge ACP's, including then-
respective flapper valves, on the west side of the core.

2.3 Reserve Tank Cooling Loop

The RCT was cooled by pumping cooling water through a lm
wide jacket welded to the cylindrical section of the tank around the
tank's circumference. The cooling water was circulated at a rate
which limited its temperature rise to <2°C at the highest cooling
load, approximately 100 kW under the worst conditions. The
reserve tank cooling loop, comprising a circulating pump, the
cooling jacket with its supply and discharge piping, and the line for
make-up water, is shown in Figure 4.

2.4 Instrumentation

As discussed in greater detail below, the test facility was
instrumented with approximately 250 sensors, including
thermocouples, differential pressure transducers and flowmeters for
monitoring operation of the loop and measuring exchange and
passive cooling flows, sheath temperatures (for dryout detection)
and reserve tank coolant, wall and cooling jacket temperatures.
Because of symmetry, only the four inlet and discharge legs and
HDP/ACP's on the west side of the core were instrumented to
measure exchange and passive cooling flows. No attempt was
made to measure void in the core.

HEAD
TANK

COOLING
JACKET

CITY
WATER
MAKE-UP

FIGURE 4: RCT COOLING LOOP

Temperature Sensors. The
included:

facility's temperature sensors

• 103 type K (chromel-alumel) embedded and grounded sheath
thermocouples. These were located in areas where the risk of
dryout was considered high, based on the results of the single
element and full-core CHF tests.

• 42 type T (copper-constantan) thermocouples for measuring the
temperature distribution in the RCT.

• 10 type T thermocouples (copper-constantan) spot-welded and
epoxied to the inner surface of the cooled (with the cooling
jacket) part of the RCT. These thermocouples provided the wall
temperature distribution and were used in conjunction with
jacket cooling water temperatures to calculate local values of
the wall heat flux.

• 3 type K thermocouples in the RCT cooling jacket.
• 6 and 2 type T thermocouples in each of the west and east

discharge ACP's respectively. These thermocouples indicated
immediately whether flow was entering the ACP from the
relatively cool RCT.

• 3 and 1 type T thermocouples in each of the west and east inlet
ACP's respectively. As in the case of the thermocouples in the
discharge ACP's, these thermocouples provided an immediate
indication of the flow direction in the ACP.

• Type K thermocouples upstream and downstream of the branch
port in each of the west HDP's. The temperatures indicated by
these thermocouples, which were located in the throughflow
lines of the HDP's, were used ir. an enthalpy balance to
calculate HDP branch flows. This was not possible unless cool
RCT water was entering the branch port from the adjoining
ACP, however, since it was only in this case that the
throughflow sustained a temperature drop.

• Type K thermocouples in the core inlet and discharge pipes
(Tin and Tom in Fig. 2). The amount by which (Tin - Tout)
changed when the initially-closed flapper valves were opened
was used in conjunction with the pumped flowrate to calculate
the total exchange flow.
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• Miscellaneous type T thermocouples for monitoring operation
of the loop and obtaining densities for flowmeter mass flow
calculations.

Flowmeters. Orifice plates were used to measure the main loop
flow and the loop heat exchanger and reserve tank cooling jacket
flows. The flowrate of make-up water for the reserve tank cooling
loop was also measured with an orifice plate.

Calibration flows for the different methods of calculating
exchange and passive cooling flows were measured with a
Controlotron 1" ultrasonic flowmeter in a calibration facility that
will be described in a later section. Controlotron ultrasonic
flowmeters were also fitted to the west core discharge tubes
(upstream of the outlet HDP's), as shown in Figure 1, to measure
passive cooling flows.

Pressure Transducers. The absolute pressure was measured at the
centre of the core, the pump suction and in the boiling surge tank.
Apart from differential pressure transducers fitted to orifice plates,
differential pressure transducers were also used to measure Ap's
between:

1) the core inlet and outlet;
2) the inlet and outlet plena;
3) points at different elevations in the RCT;
4) points in the throughflow line upstream and downstream of

each instrumented (west) HDP, and
5) points in the throughflow line and ACP of each instrumented

HDP.

The Ap's between the points indicated in 4) and 5) were used to
calculate the HDP throughflow and branch flow pressure losses
respectively.

All pressure transducers were Rosemount units.

Miscellaneous Instrumentation. In addition to the instrumentation
already described, instrumentation was also provided for measuring
the voltage, current and power produced by each of the 6 DC
power supplies, and the dissolved O2 content in both the main loop
and the RCT. The loop water conductivity and pH were also
monitored for corrosion control purposes.

2.5 Data Acquisition System

All of the test loop instruments were patched into the Stem Labs
computer-based (HP-1000) data acquisition system (DAS) for
monitoring, recording and loop control. The DAS had a total of
400 channels, comprising 260 scanner channels and 140
calculation channels. Features and functions of the DAS included
monitoring of sensors, A/D conversion, conversion of sensor
outputs to meaningful engineering units, data reduction, video
display, transient data recording at rates up to 55,000
readings/second, power control, bundle CHF detection using
specified criteria, and a wide range of data output options and
formats, including tables, plots and spreadsheets.

3.0 EXCHANGE FLOW MEASUREMENT

Exchange flows were measured with two different and
independent methods. The first of these, which was used to obtain
both the total and individual HDP exchange flows, used the
temperatures of the reserve coolant and the pumped coolant
upstream and downstream of each reserve coolant/pumped coolant

confluence point to calculate the corresponding exchange flow by
means of an enthalpy balance. When applied to a single HDP, this
technique could only be used when the reserve coolant was joining
the throughflow (combining branch flow), as noted earlier.

Individual HDP exchange flows were also obtained by
measuring the HDP branch flow pressure drops and substituting
them into correlations of branch flow pressure drop versus flow
split (ratio of branch flow to throughflow). The throughflow was
assumed to be approximately one-quarter of the total pumped flow
(since there were four inlet and four discharge legs), permitting
calculation of the branch flow from the flow split. The correlations
of branch flow pressure drop versus flow split were obtained from
in-situ calibrations of the HDP's, described in a later section.

4.0 PASSIVE COOLING FLOW MEASUREMENT

The total passive cooling flow was calculated from the core
power and the coolant temperature rise in the core by means of an
enthalpy balance. The flows in the west core discharge tubes were
measured with ultrasonic meters (Figure 1) so the total passive
cooling flow could also be obtained by assuming that the flows in
the east core discharge tubes were the same as those in the west
(due to symmetry).

At higher flows (>1.5 kg/s per HDP), the flows through the
individual HDP's could be obtained from their branch pressure
drops using correlations of branch flow versus branch flow
pressure drop (with no throughflow).

5.0 CALIBRATION OF EXCHANGE AND PASSIVE
COOLING FLOW INSTRUMENTATION

The different instruments and methods for measuring exchange
and passive cooling flows were calibrated in-situ using the facility
shown in Figure 5. The flapper valves on the discharge ACP's were
closed during calibration while the valves on at least one of the
inlet ACP's were open. Exchange flow (reserve coolant) entering
the inlet and leaving the outlet ACP's respectively, designated
ingress flow, was simulated by opening valves 1, 2, 5 and/or 6 in
the calibration circuit, and using the calibration pump to pump
water from either one or both of the west discharge ACP's (through
the flexible hoses) into the RCT and thus into all of the inlet ACP's

INGRESS
DIRECTION

BYPASS
DIRECTION

HDP CALIBRATION LOOP

4XULTRA-T2
SONIC ,
METER

SOUTH

FIGURES: CALIBRATION FACILITY
(RCT VIEWED FROM THE WEST)
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whose flapper valves were open. Exchange flow in the other
direction (ie, leaving the inlet ACP's), designated bypass flow, was
simulated by opening valves 3, 4, 5 and/or 6 and pumping water
out of the reserve lank (and thus the inlet ACP's) into one or both
of the west discharge ACP's. The calibration flow was measured
with a 1" ultrasonic flowmeter.

The four instrumented (west) HDP's were calibrated in pairs to
obtain the required correlations of branch flow pressure drop
versus flow split The northwest inlet and discharge HDP's were
calibrated (simultaneously) by opening valve S and the northwest
inlet flapper valve and pumping different exchange flows through
them with the calibration pump, for instance. All calibrations were
performed at the design flow and average core temperature of 35.7
kg/s and 90°C respectively.

Passive cooling flows were simulated in the manner described
previously for ingress flows. There was no pumped flow when
passive cooling flows were being simulated.

In addition to its calibration function, the calibration facility was
also used to test the flapper valves for leakage at periodic intervals.
This was done by closing all of the flapper valves, opening valves
3, 4, 5 and 6 and operating a small jet pump instead of the
calibration pump to produce a Ap of -1.5 kPa between the core and
the RCT. This Âp was estimated to be the largest that the flapper
valves would have to withstand without leaking. The leakage flow
was measured with the 1" ultrasonic meter normally used to
measure calibration flows.

6.0 EXCHANGE FLOW COMPARISON TESTS

After the HDP's had been calibrated and the calibration data had
been entered into the DAS, the calibration facility was used to test
the accuracy of the two methods (enthalpy balance and HDP Ap's)
of measuring exchange flow. This was done by operating the loop
at the design flow and temperature and using the calibration facility
to supply known exchange flows in the manner described
previously for the calibration tests.

The results of the tests in which the known exchange flow was
calculated from the HDP Ap's indicated that the discharge HDP's
were significantly better flow metering devices than the inlet
HDP's because of differences in design. As an example of the
accuracy of the discharge HDP flow measurements, Figure 6
compares exchange flows measured with the calibration ultrasonic

M U U K D FLOW (U*M). k|
0 «WOUTlCTfWFLOW

flowmeter to those calculated using the branch flow Ap's for the
SW discharge HDP. The throughflow/leg was -9 kg/s in the test to
which Figure 6 applies, so the target exchange flow of 1% of the
pumped flow represented -0.09 kg/s. For exchange flows between
-0.2 kg/s (combining branch flow) and +0.2 kg/s (dividing branch
flow), the largest difference between the measured (calibration) and
calculated (with the HDP) exchange flows is only -0.017 kg/s or
-19% of 0.09 kg/s. For the four data points at zero (measured)
exchange flow, the maximum error is <10 % of 0.09 kg/s.

When applicable (ie, for combining branch flows), the HDP
enthalpy balance method of predicting exchange flows yielded
results which were almost as accurate as those obtained with the
HDP Ap's.

The enthalpy balance method of predicting the total exchange
flow was found to be significantly less accurate on average than
either of the methods for predicting the exchange flow through an
individual HDP. When used to calculate the total exchange flow,
the enthalpy balance method used an average RCT temperature and
the temperatures Tin and Tout shown upstream and downstream of
the core respectively in Figure 2. As seen in Figure 7, which
compares ingress and bypass exchange flows calculated with this
method to those measured with the ultrasonic meter, the method
consistently underpredicted the exchange flow by as much as 25%
of 0.36 kg/s (which represented the target exchange flow of 1% of
the pumped flow of 36 kg/s in this case) for exchange flows
<0.36kg/s and by larger amounts at greater flows. It is believed that
the method's relatively poor accuracy was due to excessive heat
loss through the walls of the ACP's.

MEASURED FLOW (USFM). hp»
O ENTHALPY BAL FLOW

FIGURE 7:

FIGURE 6: EXCHANGE FLOWS CALCULATED
FROM SW DISCHARGE HDP Ap's
VS. FLOWS MEASURED WITH THE
ULTRASONIC METER

OVERALL EXCHANGE FLOW CAL-
CULATED FROM AN ENTHALPY
BALANCE VS. FLOW MEASURED
WITH THE ULTRASONIC METER

7.0 TEST MATRIX

Preliminary tests indicated that there were significant lateral
exchange flows between the discharge HDP's alone and between
the inlet HDP's alone. To eliminate this exchange, termed
recirculation, tests were performed initially with just the SW inlet
and SW discharge flapper valves open. These tests were performed
at a core pressure of 200 kPa with pumped flows ranging from 27
to 48 kg/s, average core temperatures ranging from 67 to IOO°C
and core powers between 0 and 1.85 MW. Except for the variable
whose effect on the exchange flow was being examined, all other
variables were held at their respective design values.
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Tests were also performed with (1) only the four instrumented
(west) HDP's open, and (2) all of the HDP's open. The pumped
flow, average core temperature and core power were varied from
28 to 44 kg/s, 60 to 100°C and 0 to 1.9 MW respectively in these
(separate effects) tests.

AU of the abovementioned exchange flow tests were performed
at core inclinations of 0° (vertical) and 22 1/2°. The RCT
temperature was maintained between ~20 and 45°C at all times.

Passive cooling tests were performed with a vertical core at
initial RCT temperatures of -25 and 55°C, core pressures of 100
and 200 kPa, and core powers ranging from 90 to 3000 kW.
Similar tests were performed at a core inclination of 22 1/2°.

8.0 TEST PROCEDURE

In the exchange flow tests, the loop was operated at each set of
test conditions with all of the flapper valves closed until the
temperatures in the ACP's and the calculated (from an enthalpy
balance) total exchange flow had stabilized. All required data were
then recorded using 300s averaging (S readings/s). The flapper
valves were then opened and the abovementioned parameters (ACP
temperatures and total exchange flow) permitted to stabilize again.
All data were then recorded (300s average) and a transient
recording was taken if desired. The lime required for conditions to
stabilize after the flapper valves were opened was as long as 45
minutes in some cases.

Exchange flows were calculated using the HDP Ap and enthalpy
balance methods from the data obtained with the flapper valves
closed and then from the data obtained with the specified valves
open. The "closed flappers" exchange flows were then subtracted
from the "open flappers" flows to obtain corrected values of the
latter (ie, "the closed flappers" flows were used as zero offsets).

In the passive cooling tests (performed with the main pump off
and the main control valve closed), the power was increased
monotonically and maintained at each of the specified test values
until quasi-steady conditions prevailed. This was not really
possible at the highest test power of 3 MW, however, when the
RCT temperature was increasing at over 2°C/min on average and
~4°C/min at mid-height in the RCT.

9.0 RESULTS

Figure 8 shows the results of the vertical core tests performed at
different pumped flows with just the SW flapper valves open and
compares them to TRACT predictions. The exchange flows
obtained with the HDP Ap (SW discharge HDP) and enthalpy
balance (for the HDP with combining flow) methods, designated
WBOUP and WBUE respectively, can be seen to be in excellent
with each other as well as with the TRACT predictions. The
TRACT thermalhydraulic model of the test section used
component hydraulic resistances obtained in separate hydraulic
resistance tests [2] and HDP hydraulic loss characteristics
measured in the in-situ calibration tests. The model also accounted
for heat transfer through the walls of the ACP's, using wall thermal
resistances estimated from experimental data, since this heat
transfer was found to be significant. The core loss coefficient used
in the model, although held constant for all of the TRACT results
shown in this paper, was ~5% less than the value measured in the
hydraulic resistance tests. The lower value was selected because it
produced the best agreement, on average, between experimental
and TRACT results and the 5% adjustment was less than the
experimental error in the original measurement in any event.

The results in Figure 8 show that the exchange flow was less
than the target flow of 0.09 kg/s (ie, 1% of the pumped flow in a
single leg, 9 kg/s) for pumped flows between -28 kg/s and 46 kg/s.

PUMPED FLOW (l

+ WBUE

FIGURE 8: EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTED
EXCHANGE FLOWS VS. PUMPED
FLOW (SW FLAPPER VALVES
OPEN)

Figure 9 shows a similar comparison for the tests in which the
average core temperature was varied. The exchange flow is less
than 0.09 kg/s for average core temperatures between 70 - 75°C
and 100 + °C in this case. The differences between the results
obtained with the two experimental methods for predicting
exchange flow and TRACT, although not as small as before
(Figure 8), are still < 0.03 kg/s at all but the lowest core
temperature.
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FIGURE 9: EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTED
EXCHANGE FLOWS VS. CORE
TEMPERATURE
(SW FLAPPER VALVES OPEN)

Figure 10 compares the exchange flows measured using the Ap's
for the NW and SW discharge HDP's (WBOLP and WBOUP
respectively) to the corresponding TRACT predictions (WBOLT
and WBOUT) for the pumped flow variation tests in which all of
the west flappers were open. The maximum difference at any test
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point is 0.07 kg/s and the next largest is 0.045 kg/s. Note that
WBOLP is greater than WBOVJP at all pumped flows, indicating
that there is a significant recirculation flow from the SW discharge
HDP to the NW (positive exchange flows in Figures 8 - 10 are
flows from the RCT into the discharge HDP's).

The TRACT results shown in Figure 10 were obtained by
modelling both of the west discharge legs and first adjusting the
loss coefficients in the legs downstream of the HDP's until the
resulting recirculation flow from the SW discharge HD? to the NW
with die iniet Happer valves closed (ie, with no net ingress or
bypass) matched the corresponding experimental value. The
resulting different loss coefficients produced the differences
between WBOLT and WBOUT seen in Figure 10.

FIGURE 10: EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTED
EXCHANGE FLOWS FOR THE SW
AND NW DISCHARGE HDPs VS.
PUMPED FLOW
(W FLAPPER VALVES OPEN)

Figure 11 shows the total exchange flow (all flapper valves
open) measured using the enthalpy balance method, as a function
of core power. The almost insignificant dependence of flow on
power seen in the figure was substantiated by the results of power
variation tests performed with only the SW and then only the west
flapper valves open. In view of the comparison test results shown
in Figure 7, the exchange flows shown in Figure 11 are probably
too low, possibly by as much as 25%. Additional tests performed
with only the discharge flapper valves open and then only the inlet
flapper valves open indicated that the exchange flows shown in
Figure 11 probably resulted primarily from recirculation instead of
net ingress or bypass.

Passive cooling flows measured with a vertical core at an RCT
temperature of 25°C are compared to theoretical predictions in
Figure 12. The agreement is very good at all but the highest power
level (3 MW), when the experimental conditions were far from
quasi-steady, as noted previously, and the buoyancy head may have
been significantly augmented by subcooled void in the core. The
theoretical predictions were calculated for steady-state,
single-phase conditions using the measured temperature
distribution in the RCT and component hydraulic resistances
measured in previous tests.

The passive cooling system successfully dissipated 3 MW,
which was the hardware-imposed power limit, in the tests

COREPOWER. H
Q ENTH. BALANCE FLOW

FIGURE 11: TOTAL EXCHANGE FLOW VS.
CORE POWER
(ALL FLAPPER VALVES OPEN)

RCT TEMP APPAOX25C. PRESS- 2 » «

CORE POWER KW (ThouMnfc)
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FIGURE 12: EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL
PASSIVE COOLING FLOWS VS. CORE
POWER

performed at a core pressure of 200 kPa and an RCT temperature
of ~25°C. Dryout occurred at lower powers at all other
combinations of RCT temperature and core pressure, however, as
shown in Table 1. Dryout, as indicated by large (>50°C) spikes in
sheath temperature, occurred near the centre of the core at a core
discharge subcooling of 10 - 15°C (typically) due to the onset of
flow instability. In contrast, core discharge qualities exceeding
30% (typically) were required to produce dryout in the CHF tests
performed previously with the same core but using forced instead
of natural circulation. [2]

The results of the exchange flow and passive cooling tests
performed at a core inclination of 22 1/2° were similar to those
described above for a vertical core. In particular, the total exchange
flow did not increase significantly when the core was inclined.
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CORE PRESSURE
(kPa)

200
200

100
100

RCT TEMPERATURE
(°C)

25
55

25
55

DRYOUT POWER
(kW)

>3000
2450

2250
1500

TABLE 1: VERTICAL CORE DRYOUT POWERS

10.0 CONCLUSIONS

The principal conclusions of the ihermalhydraulic system tests of
the AMPS prototype are as follows:

1) exchange flows can be measured with acceptable accuracy
using either the HDP àp or the enthalpy balance method;

2) exchange between the pumped and reserve coolants can be
maintained at a level less than 1% of the pumped flow over a
broad range of operating conditions if recirculation flows are
eliminated. It should be possible to eliminate such flows by
balancing the system during commissioning;

3) exchange flows, when present, appear to be stable;

4) the performance of the system can be predicted within the
accuracy of the experimental data with the TRACT code;

5) the insulation used on components in the RCT, including the
ACP's, must be improved;

6) the passive cooling flow becomes unstable and dryout appears
to occur when the subcooling at the core discharge drops
below 10-15°C. The power could possibly have been
increased beyond the apparent dryout power at the risk of
damaging some of the heater elements, however;

7) although not described in this paper, the RCT coolir ïsts
indicated that the proposed method of cooling the Ri (by
heat transfer through the pressure hull) should be adequate
and that stratification of the water in the RCT should not be
problematic. In addition, the LOF and LOR simulations were
uneventful, although LOF scenarios which would have caused
the dryout powers summarized in Table 1 to be exceeded were
not attempted.
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ABSTRACT

The thermalhydraulic behaviour of the AMPS-1000 reactor is
analyzed using the subchannel code COBRA-IV. The code was
used to calculate the critical Power Ratio (CPR) and the Minimum
Departure from Nucleate Boiling (MDNBR) of the core.

COBRA-IV was modified to allow for buoyancy, void diffusion,
and void drift between adjacent subchannels. These modifications
were verified against the sample case described in the ASSERT
manual [Judd et al. (1984)] representing the calculated flow
distribution in a 37-pin CANDU bundle. The predictions of
ASSERT and COBRA of flow and enthalpy distribution across the
bundle agree within 10 percent

CPR of the AMPS-1000 core was analyzed parametrically for
submarine tilt angles of up to 90° using the modified version of
COBRA. The predicted change of CPR with tilt angle was found to
be insignificant.

INTRODUCTION

The Autonomous Marine Power Source (AMPS) is a low power
nuclear-electric power plant designed for submarine applications.
A description of the unique and innovative design and safety
features of this light water cooled and moderated plant is provided
by Oliva and Hewitt (1988), Oliva(1989), Hewitt (1989), and Tahir
and Tavasoli (1990). Design studies are currently underway for the
AMPS-1000 version, which has a design electrical output power
level of approximately 1700 kWe.

The reactor core consists of an array of SI shrouded fuel
assemblies, each consisting of 25 fuel elements held in a square
array by spacers. Eight lattice sites are reserved for regulating rods
and eight sites contain shut-off rods. Each fuel element contains
uranium-zirconium-hydride (U-ZrHi.6 ) eutectic alloy fuel and has
Incoloy 800H cladding. Each fuel element has a diameter of
13.;-mm and an active length of 560.0 mm. The fuel matrix
contains 45.0 wt% uranium, enriched to 19.7% in uranium 235.
Erbium burnable poison is homogeneously interspersed in the fuel
matrix to achieve the design core bum-up lifetime of 1400 full
power day while avoiding the need for more than an operating
margin of excess reactivity. Table 1 summarizes the key design
parameter of the AMPS-1000 plant.

THERMALHYDRAULIC ANALYSIS

The objective of the AMPS-1000 thermalhydraulics analysis
described herein is to establish the margin to critical heat flux
(CHF) and the critical power ratio (CPR) of the core over a wide
range of operating conditions including the effect of submarine
angle of inclination.

Table 1: AMPS-1000 CORE DESIGN
PARAMETERS

FUEL

Type
Uranium Loading
Enrichment
Erbium Loading
U-235Mass
FuelOJD
Fuel Element O.D
Cladding

CORE

Thermal Power
Bumup Lifetime
Heated Length
System Pressure
Inlet Temperature
Total Core Flow Rate
Average Heat Flux
Maximum Heat Flux

U-ZrHi.6
45.0 wt percent
19.7 wt percent
2.0 wt percent
69. kg

12.8 mm
13.7 mm

Incolloy800H

10.8 MW
1400 FPD

550.0 mm
3.7 MPa

187.0 °C
125.0 kg/s
0.35 MW/m2

0.59 MW/m2

CHF PHENOMENON

Once the heat flux applied to a flux-controlled surface in contact
with a liquid is sufficient to initiate liquid boiling in the
neighbourhood of that surface, a progressive increase in the heat
flux will eventually initiate a phenomenon in which vapour
dominates the surface and the contact between the liquid and the
surface is lost Inception of this phenomenon is followed by a
significant reduction in heat transfer coefficient and therefore a rise
in surface temperature.

The critical power ratio (CPR) is defined as the reactor power at
which CHF on a heated surface in the system is induced relative to
the nominal full power level. For CPR evaluation, core inlet
enthalpy, pressure, and flow rate are assumed to remain unchanged
from the nominal conditions. The MDNBR is defined as the
minimum ratio of the predicted CHF to the heat flux. Two new
CHF correlations were incorporated in COBRA, these were the
EPRI [Reddy and Fighetti (1983)), and Look-up Table [Groeneveld
et al. (1986)]. The two correlations are discussed in Appendix A. It
was felt that the new correlations are more applicable to the
AMPS-1000 than the CHF correlations available in COBRA.
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C0BRA-1V [Stewart et al. (1977)1

COolant Boiling in Rod Arrays (COBRA-IV) is a
thermalhydraulic subchannel code which uses the homogeneous
model of two phase flow, in which the governing equations are
employed in conjunction with the assumption of equal phase
velocities and temperatures.

The governing equations are those of continuity, energy, axial
momentum and transverse momentum. These equations are derived
based on an Eulerian approach using the subchannels as control
volumes. In addition, an equation of state and constitutive
relationships for friction, heat transfer coefficient, turbulence
exchange coefficient and void-quality correlations are needed to
form a closed set of equations. The code computes flow and phase
distribution at every node within the rod cluster, and from this
information, critical heat flux criteria are applied to individual
subchannels. A complete description of COBRA-IV capabilities,
options and input data is given by Stewart et al. (1977).

COBRA-IV uses critical heat flux correlations to predict the
margin to critical heat flux under steady state or transient
conditions. During the course of this study, two new CHF
correlations were implemented in the code as described in
Appendix A.

ASSERT [Judd et al. (1984)]

ASSERT (Advanced Solution of Subchannel Equations in
Reactor Thermalhydraulics) is developed by AECL primarily to
asses flow and phase distribution inside horizontal subchannels of
CANDU reactor fuel bundles. ASSERT is an advanced subchannel
code that uses a drift-flux model which permits the phases to have
unequal velocities and temperatures, and include gravity terms
which make it possible to analyze separation tendencies that may
occur in horizontal flow. ASSERT accounts for different
mechanisms to calculate flow conditions in the subchannels.

MIXING MECHANISMS IN ROD BUNDLES

In simulating flow in rod bundles, care must be taken (o model
each of the individual mechanisms contributing to flow exchange,
so some of these mechanisms are reviewed here. For complete
description of mixing mechanisms see Tahir and Carver (1984).

Turbulent Interchange

The salient feature of turbulent motion is the fact that the
velocity and pressure at a fixed point do not remain constant with
time even in steady flow, but undergo very irregular fluctuations of
high frequencies. These fluctuations affect the diffusion of scalar
and vector quantities. In the study of mixing in rod bundles, the
mechanism by which turbulence enhances diffusion between
subchannels is given the name "turbulent interchange". ASSERT
has a mechanism which allows for void diffusion, while
COBRA-IV does not have a direct provision for such a mechanism.

Both ASSERT and COBRA-IV have provisions to calculate
diversion cross flow.

Void Drift

This mechanism account for the tendency of the vapour phase to
move to higher velocity channels. ASSERT has a model which is
based on Lahey et al. (1972) work, while COBRA-IV does not
have a model for void drift calculations.

Buoyancy Drift

In horizontal bundles, the void moves upward normal to major
flow direction due to the different specific gravities between the
phases. ASSERT has a model for buoyancy drift while COBRA-IV
does not have a model for such a mechanism.

This mechanism is relevant to submarine reactors, since the
submarine can have an angle of inclination to the vertical. Tilt
angles of not more than 40° is the basis for die AMPS-1000.

MODIFICATIONS OF COBRA-IV TO INCLUDE
EXTRA MIXING MECHANISMS

Buoyancy, void diffusion and void drift mixing mechanisms are
added to COBRA-IV as described in this section. The derivation is
based on the work described in ASSERT manual and reported by
Judd et al. (1984). The vapour velocity vv between subchannels i
and j is derived from Zuber and Findlay (1965) relationship:

Where:

Co is the Zuber phase distribution coefficient
j is volumetric flux of the two-phase mixture

vgj is the local relative velocity between liquid and vapour (used
to account for the gravity separation)

E is void diffusivitv
a is void fraction

ctcq is equilibuum void fraction as defined by Lahey et al. (1972)
ctav is average void between subchannels i and j

I is the centroid-to-centroid distance between the subchannels

By definition.

j - o vv • < 1-a ) v,

Diversion Cross Flow

Diversion cross flow is the directed flow between subchannels
caused by pressure gradient normal to major flow direction. These
gradients may be induced by differences in subchannel geometries,
gross variation either heat flux or void fraction in the subchannels.

where vi is liquid velocity.
and the relative velocity, in the lateral direction, between the
phases vr is

v. • v, - v, 3

By combining equations 2 and 3
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and

By combining equations 1 and 4 % _ 0 5Bg . 1 - B 2 0 + 2 ^ 3 3 4

( 1 - a )

The void is assumed to be distributed uniformly in the gap and
by definition Co is 1.0 and consequently equation S is reduced to
the following:

Rowe et al. (1981) defined the vapour and liquid velocities as

r v « v ( « - « „ ) „ ] follows:

p v* 13

The void diffusivity is calculated from the following expression:

where:
, , . , . , , . , . Where v is mixture velocity of the cross flow. This cross flow is

Uav is the average mixture axial velocity of subchannels i and) calculated by COBRA-IV. The extra wv and wi which are
Dav is the average hydraulic diameter between subchannels i and j i n t t o d u c e d b y m e r e l a t i v e v e I o c i t y fe^een ± e p h a s e s ^

The local relative velocity, vgj is conelated in terms of terminal calculated as follows:
rise velocity of individual bubbles and void fraction. Using the
correlation given for vgj in the ASSERT manual the relative
velocity can be expressed as: wv - p v s a i l ' a ' f i v r ^

where s is the gap between the two adjacent subchannels.

»2 - - t>js ( i-a ) l±a. v, 16
Where: P

pi is liquid density
pv is vapour density The extra exchange of flow between subchannels is given as
a is surface tension follows:
g is acceleration due to gravity

gc is proportionality constant
<{> is centroid-to-centroid angle A«r-w,+ wi 17
9 is bundle orientation angle

To render the relative velocity finite as the void fraction
approaches one, the relative velocity is multiplied by a factor C, The e x t r a exchange of enthalpy between the adjacent
similar to that used by Ohfcawa and Lahey (1981) for axial flow. subchannels is given as follows:

itf - wv hv * wj h, 18
vr- v,c 9

where hv and h| are vapour saturation enthalpy and liquid enthalpy
where C is defined as follows : respectively.
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VERIFICATION OF THE MODIFIED COBRA-IV
RESULTS AGAINST ASSERT

The modified version of COBRA-IV was verified against the
sample case described by Judd et al. (1984) representing the
calculated flow distribution in a CANDU bundle. Cross-section of
the simulated bundle is shown in Figurel. Detailed comparison of
flow and enthalpy predictions of flow in subchannels 1 and 10 are
shown in Figures 2-5 inclusive. Comparison of the exit flow and
enthalpy distributions are listed in Tables 2 and 3 at the end of this
paper.

The differences of the two codes predictions are within ±10%
which are deemed acceptable in view of the major differences of
the two codes.

GRAVITY

FIGURE 1: Subchannel and Fuel Rod Numbering Used
in CANDU Bundle Simulation.

0.01 0.18 0.21 0.32 0 4 QM O.SS 0.64 0.72 0 J 0.8S D.D6

NORMALIZED DISTANCE |KL>
Q ASSERT ^ COBRA

FIGURE 2: COBRA-IV and ASSERT Predictions of
Normalized Enthalpy across Subchannel 1.

normalized enthalpy = (subchannel enthalpy change)/(bundle enthalpy change)

0.13 QM 0.32 OA 0M 0.56 0.64

NORMALIZED DISTANCE (Wl)
Q ASSERT 0 COBRA

0.72 0B 0.86 0.9S

FIGURES: COBRA-IV and ASSERT Predictions of
Normalized Enthalpy Across Subchannel 10.

normalized enthalpy=(subchannel enthalpy change)/(bundle enthalpy change)

0 0.09 0.18 0.24 0.32 0* 0 W 0.K 0.64 0.72 0.8 0.88 0.S6

DISTANCE (X/L)

D ASSERT + COBRA

FIGURE 4: COBRA-IV and ASSERT Predictions of
Normalized Mass Flux across Subchannel 1.

normalized mass flux = (subchannel mass flux)/(bundle mass flux)

0 0.OB 0.18 024 0.33 to 0.48 0.96 0.64 0.72 0.8 0.86 D.9E

DISTANCE (XrtJ

• ASSERT + COBRA

FIGURE 5: COBRA-IV and ASSERT Predictions of
Normalized Mass Flux across Subchannel 10.

normalized mass flux = (subchannel mass flux)/(bundle mass flux)
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FIGURE 6: Subchannel and Rod Numbering Used in

AMPS-1000 Bundle Simulation.

GEOMETRY USED IN COBRA-IV SIMULATION

The fuel cluster, Figure 6, is a 25-pin square array that has a
13.7-mm pin diameter and 16.3-mm pitch. The central cluster was
simulated because it has the highest heat flux, thirty percent above
the average, in the reactor cor. The heat flux distribution, required
for the simulation of the core, was calculated by Stone (1988) using
the multigroup diffusion code CITATION.

INCLINATION ANBLE

FIGURE 8: CPR, Using Look-Up Table, vs. Inclination
Angles.

Look-up table predicted a CPR of 8.4 for zero tilt and 7.0. for
ninety degrees. Look-up Table predictions of MDNBR are
presented as a function of total reactor power level in Figure 7.
CPR predictions of Look-up Table for different tilt are shown in
Figure 8.

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis has demonstrated that the margin to CHF of the
AMPS-1000 reactor is high for submarine tilt angles of up to 90°
using the modified version of COBRA-IV. These angles are well
beyond those which form the safety design basis for the reactor.

RESULTS

The AMPS-1000 core was analyzed with COBRA-IV using two
new CHF correlations for normal operating conditions at angle of
tilt between zero and ninety degrees. The EPRI correlation
predicted a CPR of 7.7 for zero tilt and 5.2 for ninety degrees tilt

POWER RATIO
0O.OOEQREES O 0.0 DEGREES

FIGURE 7: MDNBR vs. Power Ratio Calculated by
COBRA-IV, Using Look-Up Table, for 0°
and 90° Inclination.
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TABLE 2: COBRA-IV and ASSERT Predictions of

Subchannel Exit Enthalpy,

nonnalized cnlhalpy=(subchannel enthalpy change)/(bundle ehtalpy change)

TABLE 3: COBRA-IV and ASSERT Predictions of
Subchannel Exit Mass Flux.

normalized mass flux = (subchannel exit mass flux)/(bundle exit mass flux)

Subchannel No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

COBRA

0.56
0.57
0.63
0.72
0.85
1.07
1.27
1.54
1.77
1.93
1.51
1.37
1.30
1.20
1.22
1.06
1.02
0.83
0.92
0.75
0.82
0.67
0.78
1.01
0.76
1.05
0.87
1.17
0.98
1.32
0.88
0.90
0.89
0.95

ASSERT

0.52
0.54
0.60
0.68
0.82
1.09
1.30
1.53
1.74
1.74
1.39
1.28
1.19
1.11
1.23
1.11
1.02
0.83
0.93
0.77
0.82
0.67
0.79
1.02
0.76
1.08
0.87
1.19
0.94
1.25
0.96
0.94
0.91
0.91

Subchannel No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

COBRA

1.40
1.38
1.32
1.22
1.10
0.96
0.87
0.77
0.71
0.67
0.93
0.81
0.85
0.87
0.95
0.89
0.99
1.02
1.14
1.09
1.13
1.16
1.26
1.06
0.92
1.03
0.86
0.97
0.79
0.91
0.87
0.84
0.84
0.82

ASSERT

1.34
1.32
1.26
1.19
1.09
0.97
0.90
0.83
0.80
0.79
0.83
0.76
0.89
0.83
0.99
0.88
0.95
0.99
1.11
1.03
1.05
1.09
1.21
1.07
0.86
1.03
0.83
0.98
0.80
0.97
0.80
0.80
0.82
0.84
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APPENDIX A

New CHF Correlations In COBRA-IV

Two new CHF correlations were implemented in COBRA-IV. A
brief description of the two correlations is given below.

EPRI Correlation

The correlation was developed by Reddy and Fighetti (1983)
based on the local conditions obtained from COBRA-HIC
subchannel code. The correlation data base was collected by the
Heat Transfer Research Facility of Columbia University, from
experiments on electrically heated bundles simulating fuel
assemblies and grid spacers in nuclear reactors. The correlation
covers a wide range of operating conditions and heat flux shapes.
Some of the tested geometries are similar to die AMPS-1000 which
makes the correlation more applicable to AMPS.

The correlation has corrections for cold-wall effects (for corner
subchannels) and grid spacers. Moreover, Reddy and Fighetti
recommended the Bowring (1979) correction for non-uniform flux
distribution.

Even though the correlation is developed based on the local
conditions as calculated by COBRA-IDC, COBRA-IV can be
employed to calculate the local conditions in the subchannels since
the two codes give similar flow conditions in the subchannels.

Look-Up Table

The table is based on accumulated experimental CHF data in
vertical tubes, for different operating conditions. This approach
was pioneered by Doroschuk et al. (1975) and has been extended
by Groeneveld et al. (1986). The data base contains over 15,000
points.

Groeneveld et al. (1986) recommended correction factors for
hydraulic diameter, and non-uniform flux shape. They
recommended either the boiling length average technique or the F
factor ITong et al. (1965)] as a correction for the non-uniform flux
effect on CHF. In this study the Tong F factor is used.
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relating to spent fuel storage. Studies of dry fuel
storage have shown oxidation of the spent fuel in
various degrees, vith the grain boundaries playing an
interesting and critical role. The topics to be
examined include :

• leaching rates in vater (first results have
already been obtained at the Transuranium
Institute)
oxidation rates, especially on grain boundaries

segregation at grain boundaries, by XPS
analysis
electrochemical dissolution rates

CONCLUSION

Fabrication techniques have been developed that
successfully produce inactive oxide fuels that
simulate high burnup. This material, termed SIHFUBL,
is mainly U02 (or ThO2) with stable isotopes of
elements added to represent all fission products, not
including the gaseous and volatile fission products.
The grain size and phase structure is similar (except
for the presence of gas bubbles) to that for fuels
that have operated at high temperature. Ion-beam
implantation studies have indicated that intragranular
Kr gas mobility in SIHFUEL is enhanced relative to U02

without additives, but not sufficiently to explain
high fission gas-release observations in high burnup
fuels. Flans are underway to measure thermal
conductivity, leaching rates, and other physical and
chemical properties.
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ABSTRACT

A program of fabricating simulated high-burnup
nuclear fuel (SIMFUEL) is described. Techniques to
ensure that the microstructure represents irradiated
fuel as well as possible and to characterize the
-icrostructure are also described. Ion-beam implanta-
tion tests on SIMFUEL to investigate the intragranular
mobility of fission gas at high burnup compared to
fresh fuel were performed. Tests to measure thermal
diffusivity and fuel waste properties, such as
leaching and oxidation, have commenced.

INTRODUCTION

Extending burnup has been identified as one of the
practical means of improving the economics of water-
reactor operation, via improved fuel utilization and
reduced spent fuel volumes. Current development work
at AECL in support of CANDU is focusing on the
s lightly-enriched uranium fuel cycle and the new
CANFLEX fuel bundle, which, among other advantages,
can lead to extended burnup (1-3). At extended
burnups, there is growing evidence that fission-gas
release is higher than would be expected from low-
burnup extrapolations, or from codes developed for low
burnup. A change in the fuel thermal conductivity is
a possible indirect reason for this enhanced gas
release at high burnup. Decreased thermal
conductivity would generate higher fuel operating
temperatures and lead to higher gas release.

For the last three years, a program has been
developed at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories and the
Institute for Transuranium Elements to fabricate and
test simulated high burnup nuclear fuel (SIMFUEL).
The primary intent was to investigate krypton and
xenon gas diffusion at high burnup via ion-
implantation techniques, and compare the results to
those for low burnup and fresh fuel (4-7). However,
other applications have developed. The measurement of
thermal conductivity at high burnup, and the study of
leaching rates, using the SIMFUEL as an analogue
system are two of these. Spent-fuel material for
leaching tests has been provided to SKB (Sweden) on a
commerc ial bas is, to the Transuranium Inst itute at
Karlsruhe, FRG, and to Whiteshell Nuclear Research
Establishment, Manitoba.

The primary advantage of using SIMFUEL Is that It Is
not radioactive, and so eliminates the need for
expensive hot cell work. Transport regulations for
sending SIMFUEL to other laboratories are much less

stringent than for irradiated fuels. Implanted gas
doses can be accurately controlled. The absence of
gas bubbles is also advantageous for certain purposes,
especially the measurement of Intrinsic thermal
conductivity or diffusivity.

Initial development was performed on ThO2-based
SIMFUEL; UO2-based SIMFUEL is currently used (8-10).
Non-radioactive additives are mixed with U02 to
represent all classes of fission products In
irradiated fuel, except the gaseous and volatile ones.
The latter are not represented in the SIMFUEL because
high temperatures during fabrication would eliminate
them. However, In our latest batch, we have added Cs,
a partially volatile element; retention will be
measured. In the first SIMFUEL batches, eight
additives were used. The number was later increased
to eleven, and now sixteen are used.

Considerable effort has gone Into developing
techniques to manufacture SIMFUEL and demonstrate, by
extensive characterization, that good representatives
of fuels of several different high burnups have been
produced (9,10). In this paper, we describe these
methods and show typical uses for SIMFUEL.

PREPARATION OF SIMFUEL

The techniques used to fabricate 3 at% burnup, UO2-
based SIMFUEL with eleven additives are briefly
described here. Other compositions, representing
other burnups, of U02-based SIMFUEL and ThO2-based
SIMFUEL are made in a similar manner.

The ORIGEN (Oak Ridge Isotope Generation and
Depletion) code was used to calculate fission product
inventories in Irradiated fuel to 3 at?, burnup. The
eleven elements listed in Table 1 represent all major
fission products, except the volatile elements. In
some cases, elements of similar chemical behaviour are
represented by a single element ; for example, La
represents itself and the actinide elements Am and Cm.
The amount of La added to the SIMFUEL was increased
to account for these elements.

In order to reproduce the complex phase
microstructure of high-burnup fuels, it is necessary
to achieve uniform dispersion and phase equilibrium
during SIMFUEL preparation. This implies that the
SIMFUEL constituents must be mixed homogeneously on a
sub-micrometre scale and then heated to achieve
diffusional mixing on an atomic scale. The SIMFUEL
was prepared by co-grinding urania with barium
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TABLE 1 COMPOSITION OF 3 at% BURNUP FUEL,
CALCULATED BY THE ORIGEN CODE

COMPOSITION (wt%)

0.12
0.26
0.10
0.27
0.070
0.036
0.29
0.14
0.31
0.44

••'•Compositions of the elements In parentheses have been
nddc-d Co Che composition of Che associated element.

ELEMENT

Ba
C?tPu1
l.a(Ain.

Mo
Sr
V
Zr
Rh
Ru(Tr)
Nd(Pr,

*
Cm)

Rm.Sm)

carbonate and oxides of the other ten additives. In
order to obtain a sub-micrometre dispersion, the
grinding was done wet in a high-energy stirred-ball
mill. The ground slurry was kept suspended in droplet
form and spray dried. This served to lock the
selected composition into granules, thereby preventing
any segregation of the components. Precompaction,
granulation, pressing and sintering at 1650°C for two
hours under flowing hydrogen were the remaining steps.
The structure produced is typical of a fuel that has
operated at 1650°C, more reasonable for CANDU fuel
than LWR fuel.

CHARACTERIZATION

Techniques

Identification of the phases present in SIMFUEL and
the determination of their lattice-parameters were
made by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using Cu ka radiation.
The lattice parameter of the U02 matrix was measured
from high-Bragg-angle reflections (90° co 150° range
for 23).

To study the second-phase particles without
interference from the urania matrix, they were
isolated from the matrix by two methods. In the first
method, precipitates were extracted from SIMFUEL
surfaces onto polymer films, using extraction-replica
techniques (11,12). The films, containing the
embedded precipitates, were carbon coated and then
dissolved to obtain carbon replicas containing the
particles. The second method consisted of dissolving
the SIMFUEL matrix (3M nitric acid at 100°C> and
collecting the insoluble residue. The phases of the
particles were identified by X-ray diffraction. The
replicas and insoluble residues were examined by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy-dispersive
X-ray analysis (EDX) and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM).

Results

Pellet densities between 95 and 97% of theoretical
density were obtained. The composition of the pellets
conformed to the composition of the starting powder,
demonstrating that none of the additives were lost.
Equiaxed grains 8-15 /im in diameter and second-phase
spherical precipitates were seen in SEM (Figure 1).
Details of the phases present follow:

FICURF. 1 SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPH OF A POLISHED
AND THERMALLY-ETCHliD SIMFUEL SAMPLE SHOWING
THE MATRIX GRAINS AND SPHERICAL METALLIC
PRECIPITATES.

FIGURE 2 TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROGRAPH OF AN
EXTRACTION REI'LICA FROM A SIMFUEL FRACTURED
SURFACE. THE SOLID BLACK AREAS ARE
EXTRACTED METALLIC PRECIPITATES.

1. Primary Phase: The matrix grains had the
fluorite crystal structure, characteristic of
UOj. These grains contained homogeneously
dissolved Y, Zr, Sr, La, Nd, and Ce.

2. Metal Precipitates: Small spherical
precipitates, 0.5-1.5 ̂ m diameter were composed
of Mo, Ru, Rh, and Pd in a broad range of com
positions. See Figures 1 and 2. They formed
mainly in the hexagonal close packed e phase.
These metal precipitates also formed small
amounts of the a phase, a tetragonal
intermetallic (Mo0 7RuQ 3) and small amounts of
the Pd-rich cubic a phase.

3. Oxide Precipitates: Very fine particles, <0.1
/zm, of BaZr07 were observed. These particles
form in the perovskite structure (cubic with
Ba2* ions at the cube corners, 02" at the face
centers, and Zr4+ at the body center).
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These phases are also observed in irradiated fuels.
Therefore, SIMFUEL correctly represents most
characteristics of irradiated fuel except the presence
of the fission gases and volatile elements (Br.I.Cs)
and the bubbles that these fission products form in
the grains and on the grain boundaries.

ION-BEAM IMPLANTED GAS RELEASE

Tests were designed to investigate reasons for the
enhanced gas release at high barnup. Krypton was Ion-
beam implanted into thin surface layers (20 nm) of
SIMFUEL and additive-free UO2. The mobility of the
krypton was studied using isothermal and isochronal
heat treatments. Direct comparison between the
mobilities in SIMFUEL and UO2 were made for various
Implantation doses, representing a wide range of
concentrations, and with two annealing atmospheres,
one highly reducing, and one slightly oxidizing.
Figure 3 shows a typical release curve for ThO2-
SIMFUEL. In ThO2-based SIMFUEL, xenon, iodine, and
rubidium have been ion-beam Implanted, In addition to
krypton. Transmission electron microscopy was used to
study bubble formation.

This method of Investigating the mobility of gas at
high burnup has the advantage chat, besides being
simpler to work with than irradiated materials, only
intragranular processes contribute to Ion-implanted
gas mobility. Therefore, these processes are
preferentially studied. Release of Ion-beam implanted
Kr from the thin surface layers (20 nm) Is not
affected by grain boundaries since their average
spacing is so large (order 10,000 nm). Most gas atoms
that reach the surface and are released are never
influenced by the distant grain boundaries. The
results shoved that gas release was enhanced In
SIMFUEL, compared to U02, but not by enough to explain
the high gas release observed in high-bumup fuel.

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

Computer codes that calculate gas release in
operating fuels must calculate a temperature profile
in the fuel. To do this, they require accurate values
of thermal conductivity as a function of temperature.
If dissolved fission products at high burnup
significantly reduce thermal conductivity, the codes
will underpredict temperatures and therefore
underpredict gas release.

Measuring thermal conductivities of highly
irradiated fuel Is difficult for several reasons.
Only small pieces of fuel can be obtained because the
fuel Is usually highly fractured. Any residual
microcracks will affect results. Fission gas bubbles
are also usually present. These can be accounted for
by calculations, but only If the specimens are well
characterized. Accurate characterization is difficult
because specimens from adjacent regions of fuel will
have different bubble concentrations. Also, all
thermal conductivity measurements must be carried out
In hot cells.

However, SIMFUEL can be characterized easily. Is not
radioactive, and does not have bubbles that will
affect measurements. The intrinsic thermal
conductivity of the material can be measured, and the
effect of bubbles In irradiated fuel can be added in
by computer codes. The thermal diffusivity will be
measured by electron-beam methods, generally similar
in principle to laser-flash diffusivity techniques.
Densities and specific heats will also be measured so
that thermal conductivities can be calculated. These
measurements have not yet commenced.

OTHER MEASUREMENTS

Plans are also underway to work with Whiteshell
lear Research Establishment on topics primarily
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ABSTRACT

In several development projects of the COG* Operating Fuel
Technology Program, properties of braze heat-affected zone (HAZ)
of CANDU** fuel element cladding turned out to be of key
importance. This paper reviews braze HAZ properties related to the
following three aspects of fuel behaviour under normal operating
conditions (NOC):

(a) Dimensional stability of the sheath;

(b) Hydriding and deuteriding; and

(c) Resistance to stress-corrosion cracking (SCC).
In all three cases, some properties of the braze HAZ are

inferior to those of the as-received (AR) sheath material. The paper
discusses conditions when the characteristics of the braze HAZ
become determining factors for fuel element design.

INTRODUCTION

The principal requirements of the sheath are to retain fission
products and :o provide the structural components to contain the
UOj in a coolable configuration. It must satisfy these requirements
while minimizing neutron absorption and impedance to heat
transfer. The collapsible sheathing of CANDU fuel achieves a
satisfactory compromise between these contradictory
requirements.

The sheaths of CANDU reactor fuel are manufactured from
Zircaloy-4 tubing that complies with a number of specified
requirements'". Among them, the yield strength, microstructure
and texture, and hydrogen content are of particular interest for this
paper.

During fuel manufacturing, the sheath undergoes three major
operations that affect its properties:

• Joining (tack-welding and beryllium brazing) of appendages
on shealh outside surface;

• Coating with Canlub graphite on sheath inside surface, and
subsequent curing of the Canlub layer; and

• Resistance welding of the end caps with sheath ends, after
pellet stack loading.
Beryllium brazing changes a number of propenies and

characteristics of the sheath relevant to both high-temperature
transients and NOC. It generates in the sheath a heat-affected zone
(HAZ), i.e. predominantly beta-annealed region with short
transition regions at its ends The extent of the braze HAZ is greater

* COG- CANDU Qwner's Qroup
** CANDU - CANada-Deuterium-Uranium is AECL-owned

protected trademark.

in outer elements of the CANDU fuel bundle where three brazed
appendage planes involve aboui one-third of the sheath length. This
paper deals with the behaviour of the braze HAZof the sheath under
NOC. It concentrates on the following three topics:

(a) Dimensional stability of the sheath;
(b) Hydriding and deuteriding; and
(c) Resistance to SCC.

The results reported here were obtained partially or
completely within the COG-funded program "Operating Fuel
Technology".

DIMENSIONAL STABILITY

In the COG thin wall fuel development program, sheath
collapse into axial gaps and longitudinal ridging under coolant
pressure were studied on specimens with material conditions
corresponding both to AR and braze HAZ microstructures of the
sheath.

Sheath Collapse into Axial Gaps

Test elements with 13.1 mm outside diameter and 230 mm
length were fabricated from stress-relieved (SR), fully annealed
(4 hours at 750°C), and braze-cycled (30 s at 1150°C) Zircaloy-4
tubing. The ratios of tensile yield strengths for these conditions are
shown in Figure 1.

Three wall thicknesses (0.289, 0.343 and 0.422 mm) were
used for the fully annealed specimens. Test elements with the other
two conditions used only one wall thickness (0.343 mm).

A set of test elements for each wall thickness and material
condition was manufactured with axial gaps ranging from 2.5 to
30 mm. The diametrical clearance in the elements was 0.075 mm
and cladding ovality less than 0.025 mm.

Collapse tests were performed in an autoclave pressurized
with preheated argon. At the test temperature of 300°C, full test
pressure was applied. After 30 minutes, the autoclave was
depressurized, the elements inspected, and the procedure repeated
with the same specimens at a higher pressure, until collapse was
observed or the maximum test pressure of 18.6 MPa was reached.

Figure 2 shows the results obtained for the axial gap of 5 mm.
Braze-cycled and fully annealed elements behaved in a similar way.
The SR tubing had a higher resistance to collapse, the difference
being equivalent to approximately 0.05 mm of wall thickness.

Longitudinal Ridging

Test elements for this program were similar to those described
in the preceding section. Again, three material conditions were
used. Pellet-to-sheath diametral clearance at room temperature
varied from 0.05 to 0.5 mm.
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FIGURE 1

0 200 4M

TEST TEMPERATURE, 'C

TENSILE YIELD STRENGTHS OF CANDU
FUEL SHEATHS: COMPARISON OF BRAZE
HAZ AND AR CONDITIONS.

Equipment and test arrangement were also similar to those
used for the collapse tests. Repeated tests at higher and higher
pressures were conducted with the same specimen, and sheath
profiles were measured after each test. A typical development of
a ridge is shown in Figure 3. With increasing pressure, the sheath
reached geometric instability, and an inelastic ovality increased in
a discontinuous fashion. Figure 3 explains how the instability range
PPi was determined.
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FIGURE 3 DEVELOPMENT OF LONGITUDINAL
RIDGING (MEASURED AS OVALITY) IN AN
ANNEALED SHEATH, UNDER INCREASING
OUTSIDE PRESSURE. DETERMINATION OF
GEOMETRIC INSTABILITY RANGE PP! IS
SHOWN.
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FIGURE 2 PRESSURE OF SHEATH COLLAPSE INTO A
5 MM AXIAL GAP: EFFECT OF WALL
THICKNESS AND MATERIAL CONDITIONS.

Figure 4 shows the ranges of instability as a function of
diametral clearance, for the three material conditions tested. Again,
there is little difference between the fully annealed and the
braze-cycled conditions. The SR condition offers a higher
resistance to ridge formation; the difference from the other
conditions is equivalent to approximately 0.0S to 0.1 mm of
diametral clearance.

HYDRIDING AND DEUTERIDING

Deiiteriding In-Reactor

We evaluated the results of chemical analysis of braze HAZ
and AR sheath material from discharged reactor fuel. In this
evaluation we included older results obtained on Bruce and
Pickering fuel, and more recent determinations of deuterium in
discharged Point Lepreau fuel (studied in the COG program).

Preferential deuteriding of die braze HAZ, reported e.g., by
Hains (2), was confirmed. In addition, two tendencies are evident:

• Figure S correlates the ratio of deuteriding in the braze HAZ
and in the AR sheath (DHAZ/DAR) with the level of deuteriding
in the AR material. The average value of the ratio is - 2 ;
however, it starts at higher levels and decreases to values
between 2 and 1, as the overall level of deuteriding increases
- a phenomenon recently noted by Floyd (3).
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• Figure 6 shows deuteriding rates for fuel discharged from the
same high-power channel in the reactor. The effect of bundle
position in the channel on the rate of deuteriding is very strong.

Note: In order to confirm the differences in braze HAZ and AR
sheath hydriding behaviour under out-reactor condiiions, and
to find how material factors influence them, hydriding tests
were conducted in an autoclave. The test specimens were
exposed to a replenishing flow of water at 320°C and 14 MPa,
with controlled chemistry. No significant differences in
hydriding rate were found.
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Effect of Hydriding on Resistance to Prark Growth

Crack growth in hydrided sheath material has been studied in
the COG "Fuel Element Operational Limits" program. In (4,5), a
description is given of the method of internal pressurization of
cladding samples used to determine, at 300°C, the threshold
conditions for crack growth through the sheath wall at the end cap
weld. For a limited size weld HAZ, this is equivalent to crack
growth through the AR sheath at the "in-board" end of a Bruce fuel
element cladding, and to crack growth through the braze HAZ at the
"out-board" end.

Figure 7 shows the results obtained with unirradiated Bruce
cladding, for three combinations of material and testing conditions
As can be seen, hydriding (to 100 ppm) increases the threshold fo.'
the AR material, and has a negative effect on the threshold of the
braze HAZ.

RESISTANCE TO STRESS CORROSION CRACKING

FIGURE 5 RATIO OF DEUTEREDING OF BRAZE HAZ
AND AR SHEATH, AS A FUNCTION OF
OVERALL DEUTERIDING LEVEL.

Ont-reactor Tests

Internal pressurization tests have been also conducted in the
presence of iodine vapour at 300°C, i.e., at conditions pertinent to
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SCC. Figure 7 compares the results of these SCC lests with the
results obtained in neutral environment. Both "in-board" and
"out-board" ends of unirradiated Bruce cladding were tested. This
corresponded to crack growth through AR material and through the
braze HAZ, respectively.

The presence of iodine reduces the defect Ûireshold for both
the AR and braze HAZ materials. However, its effect on the braze
HAZ is more pronounced, and it brings this threshold down to a
relatively low level.

125

100

50 4-

25

O AR.SHEATH
# BRAZE HAZ

FIGURE 7 EFFECT OF HYDRIDING AND IODINE ON
DEFECT THRESHOLD OF UNIRRADIATED
CANDU FUEL CLADDING. INTERNAL
PRESSUR1ZAT1ON TESTS AT 300°C.

Stress Corrosion Cracking jn-reactor

We reviewed post-irradiation examination data from
1970-1985, and segregated cases where evidence of SCC has been
documented, and location of primary cracks either in the braze HAZ
or in AR sheath noted. In total, we found data on 22 fuel elements
that complied with these requirements.

We used the data to compare the probabilities of SCC in braze
HAZ and in AR material, in two ways:

(a) We compared the numbers of fuel elements where stress
corrosion cracks have been found in braze HAZ and in AR
material, respectively; and

(b) We compared the average numbers of cracks perfuel element,
in the group of 22 elements, detected in braze HAZ and in AR
material, respectively.

The evaluations are shown in Figure 8. In both cases, the
frequency of cracking is significantly higher in the braze HAZ than
in the AR material: Approximately 2.5 times more fuel elements
had stress corrosion cracks in braze HAZ than in the AR material.
Similarly, the number of cracks located in the braze HAZ is ~3.5
times higher than in the AR parts of the sheath.
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FIGURE 8 DISTRIBUTION OF STRESS CORROSION
CRACKS BETWEEN BRAZE HAZ AND AR
SECTION OF FUEL CLADDING IN 22
DEFECTIVE ELEMENTS OF DISCHARGED
REACTOR FUEL.

DISCUSSION

Brazing has been used for appendage/sheath joining in
CANDU fuel manufacturing for years with excellent results. The
strength of the joints is high, and there have been no cases of fuel
defects related to imperfections in the brazed joint.

There are less favourable effects of beryllium brazing as well.
Its contribution to overall manufacturing costs is not negligible.
Also health safety measures are worth mentioning.

This paper deals with three factors that were studied recently
as part of the COG fuel program, and are related to the use of brazing
in fuel manufacturing.

In the first case presented, the results of collapse and
longitudinal ridgingtestsindicateiednced geometric stability of the
braze HAZ. Brazing reduces the yield strength of the sheath
significantly, and stability is a function of yield strength (6). The
consequences of this are reduced tolerances in fuel design or
manufacturing, e.g., of diametral clearance or sheath wall
thickness.

Also indicated is reduced resistance of the braze HAZ to crack
growth at 300°C, both in hydrided condition and in the presence of
iodine. The microstructure and texture of the AR sheath is at an
optimum, thanks to carefully controlled technology of metal
forming and heat treatment, applied to tubing manufacturing. With
this crystallographic texture, the AR sheath has a high resistance to
radial crack growth. The basal plane of the grains is oriented normal
to a radially growing crack, and so is the habit and cleavage plane
of hydride platelets. The heating cycle of brazing leads to alpha
recrystallization and to alpha-beta-alpha transformation, and
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disturbs this texture. Knorr and Pelloux (7) found that Kiscc in
Zircaloy at 3OO°C is reduced to as low as 25% of its initial value,
when the orientation of basal planes changes from normal towards
parallel with respect to the plane of a growing crack.

The orientation of hydrides in the braze HAZ is more random
than in the AR sheath. The strengthening effect of hydride platelets,
observed in the AR material, disappears, and the presence of
hydrides can even make the crack growth easier - see Figure 7.

In addition to that, hydrogen pickup by the braze HAZ,
initially at least, is faster than by the AR structure; the reason for this
difference is not understood yet. Because of the faster pickup, the
deterioration of the resistance to crack growth will occur sooner.

We can conclude that the braze HAZ is the weaker part of the
sheath, if the cracking mechanism is hydride-related.

Probably the most important characteristic of the braze HAZ
material is its reduced resistance to SCC. For this condition, the
defect limit and with it the operational limit of the fuel element are
determined by the braze HAZ. This means that the threshold curves
in the Fuelogram are threshold curves for the braze HAZ.
Improving the properties of the sheath close to appendages will
improve the operational limits of the fuel. Introduction of welded
appendages, another project of the COG program, is one of the
options how to achieve this.

(2) HAINS, A.J., "CANDU Fuel Performance - Ontario Hydro
Experience". 17th International Utility Nuclear Fuel
Performance Conference, Charlotte, NC, 1986 August.

(3) FLOYD, M.R., et al., "Characterization of Fuel Failures
Resulting from the November 1988 Overpower Transient in
Pickering NGS 'A', Unit 1", 1990 CNS Toronto Meeting.

(4) SEJNOHA, R., TAYAL, M., SINGH, P.N.,
SURRETTE, B.A., CHOW, C.K., "Circumferential Cracking
on the End Cap Welds - Case Analysis", Proceedings, 1989
CNS Ottawa Meeting.

(5) SEJNOHA, R., CHOW, C.K., SURETTE, B.A., TAYAL, M.,
FLOYD, MR., "Performance of End Cap Welds in
37-Elemem CANDU Fuel", Proceedings, Second
International Conference on CANDU Fuel, p. 148-157, CNS,
1989.

(6) DONNELL, L.H., "Effect of Imperfections on Buckling of
Thin Cylinders Under External Pressure", J. Appl. Mechanics,
1956 December.

(7) KNORR, D.P., PELLOUX, R.M., "Effects of Texture and
Microstructure on the Propagation of Iodine Stress Corrosion
Cracks in Zircaloy", Met. Trans. A, Volume 13A, p. 73-83,
1982 January.

CONCLUSIONS

( 1 ) Lower resistance to inelastic collapse of the sheath braze HAZ
was demonstrated. It is due to lower yield strength of the braze
HAZ, and reduces several tolerances for fuel design and
manufacturing.

(2) It was confirmed for in-reactor conditions that the rate of
deuteriding is higher in the braze HAZ than in the AR sheath
material. The difference is more pronounced during early
exposures to the coolant. This effect is obviously flux
dependent. Out-reactor exposures to CANDU coolant
conditions did not show preferential hydriding of the braze
HAZ.

(3) After hydriding, the braze HAZ displays a lowerresistance to
radial crack growth at 300°C than a hydrided AR sheath.

(4) The resistance to SCC at 300°C is lower in the braze HAZ than
in the AR sheath. This was shown with the help of tests of
unirradiated cladding, and confirmed by an evaluation of
post-irradiation examinations of fuel discharged from reactor.
Changes of texture in the cladding during brazing are
suggested to explain these differences.
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ABSTRACT

Frequently, the assessment of fuel behaviour, both during normal
operation and in accidents, requires a detailed calculation of fuel
element temperature distribution. At AECL-CO we use FEAT
computer code (Reference 1) to do these calculations. This paper
répons the results of three applications of FEAT to calculate fuel
element temperature distribution subjected to the following
operatingconditions: load following, partial sheath dryout, and end
flux peaking with natural and enriched fuel.

During load following operation, the fuel pellet expands and
contracts thermally due to the power variation. This results in a
non-uniform gap conductance between the pellet and the sheath.
The pellet circumferential temperature distribution is evaluated
parametrically as a function of element power and non-uniform heat
transfer coefficient between the pellet and the sheath. The
pellet-sheath gap conductance and element power have a
significant effect on the pellet temperature.

An important function of the Regional Overpower Protection
(ROP) system is to ensure the integrity of the fuel channel during
LORA. Nevertheless, it is assumed that during a postulated loss of
regulation accident (LORA) some fuel elements will operate in
dryout with the attendant reduction in sheath-io-coolant heat
transfer. The maximum power level at which there is no fuel
centreline melting is calculated. With sheaths in partial dryout the
fuel centreline temperature is lower than with full dryout patch
wrapped around the circumference of the fuel element.

For all operating modes, the heat flux is higher near the ends of
the fuel element than at the centre; this is known as end flux peaking.
The effect of the end flux peaking on the fuel temperature
distribution is calculated for two cases: an element filled with
natural uranium and an element filled with slightly enriched
uranium. The calculations show that the temperature peak to
average temperatures is much larger for enriched fuel than for
natural fuel.

INTRODUCTION

The thin Zircaloy cladding of CANDU fuel maintains good
contact with the pellet since it is designed to collapse onto the fuel
pellet under normal coolant pressure. This ensures good heat
transfer and reduces the pellet temperatures for a wide range of
operating conditions.

During power cycles, the pellet expands and contracts thermally
in response to the variations in power and this results in a
non-uniform gap between the pellet and sheath and the pellet rests
on the bottom of the sheath; this is called pellet bottoming. The
pellet circumferential temperature distribution due to pellet
bottoming will be studied as a function of element power, heat
transfer coefficient of pellet-sheath gap, heat transfer coefficient
between pellet and sheath in contact zone and percentage of pellet
circumference in contact with the sheath.

This study quantifies the effect of non-uniform sheath-pellet gap
on pellet temperatures. The pellet temperature is expected to be low
near the region of pellet-sheath contact and high away from contact.
Also, the sheath temperature is expected to be hot near the contact
area and cold away from contact zone. This results in
circumferential gradient in sheath temperature. The FEAT code is
used to simulate the fuel element in load following operation.

During a postulated loss of regulation accident (LORA),
intermittent diyout can occur in some fuel element sheaths
especially in high-power channels. An important objective of the
Regional Overpower Protection (ROP) and the reactor trip
setpoints, is to ensure the integrity of the fuel channel during LORA
and to prevent fuel centreline melting. With increasing power, the
sheath may operate in a dryout mode, the dry patch spreading
gradually in the axial and circumferential directions, the
sheath-to-coolant heat transfer decreasing gradually to the film
boiling heat transfer. As a result, the sheath temperatures rises
slowly. The fuel element integrity in post-dryout is affected, among
other things, by the heat-transfer behaviour of the fuel element.
Therefore a detailed fuel model is needed to predict this post-dryout
phenomenon. The FEAT code is used. The maximum power level
at which there is no fuel centreline melting is calculated under
partial dryout conditions.

The last operating condition considered in this study is the
end-flux peak. The UO2 is absent in the bundle junction region.
Instead, there are Zircaloy endplate, Zircaloy endcap, D2O coolant,
and internal axial gap provided for the thermal expansion of the fuel
pellets. These materials/gaps have smallerneutron absorption cross
sections than UÛ2, which results in an increase in the heat flux at
the end of the stack of fuel pellets as given in Reference 2. The end
flux peaking causes the ends of the fuel stacks to run hotter than the
middle. The effect of the end flux peaking on the fuel temperature
distribution is calculated using the FEAT code.

The analysis assumptions, and the results of the parametric study
are given.

METHODOLOGY

We used the finite element computer code FEAT in this study.
It simulates the steady state heat flow in radial and circumferential
directions of two-dimensional systems such as a single fuel
element. It solves the non-linear conduction equation and allows
the use of thermal conductivity as a function of local temperature.
Interfaces between surfaces are modelled through gap elements.
This method is used to model the gap between fuel and sheath. A
variety of boundary conditions can be specified as: temperatures at
given surfaces, surface heat fluxes, and convection heat transfer.

A finite element mesh is required to model the fuel element.
Figure 1 shows the finite element mesh used in modelling the pellet
and the sheath for load following and partial dry patch phenomena.
Due to axial symmetry, only half of the cross-section of the fuel
element is modelled. The pellet is divided into 513 triangular
elements, the sheath into 123 elements and the gap between the
pellet and the sheath into 22 elements. To increase the accuracy of
the numerical solution the triangular elements are arranged into
hexagonal pattern as described in Reference 3.
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A parametric study was performed to find the fuel temperature
distributions in the load following simulation. About 50 computer
simulations were performed to study the effect of the following
parameters: pellet-sheath contact angle (percentage of pellet
circumference in contact), number of contact locations,
pellet-sheath heat transfer coefficients in the contact and
non-contact zones, and element linear power.

For partial dryout study, the element linear power at which
post-dryout occurs was determined from the NUCIRC simulation
which contains a simple fuel model. The NUCIRC code is a
steady-state one-dimensional thermalhydraulic code used in the
design of the Heat Transport System (HTS) and for critical channel
power (CCP) assessment. For individual channel thermalhydraulic
analyses, the NUCIRC code models the inlet/outlet feeders, the
inlet/outlet end fittings, and fuel/channel components. Specifically
at and beyond the dryout power, NUCIRC checks for the fuel
centreline melting over the whole dryout region as predicted by the
onset of intermittent dryout (OID). The Groenveld-Delorme
post-dryout correlation with the OID overpower correction term
(Reference 4) was used to predict the sheath temperature.

In the past we assumed that the drypatch spreads instantaneously
around the complete circumference of the element and axially to all
areas in the boiling region, however, CRNL (References)
experiments have shown that the drypatch spreads gradually as
power exceeds the dryout power. To model the partial dryout, we
used the two-dimensional (r,6) FEAT code with thermalhydraulic
boundary conditions generated from the NUCIRC simulation. A
parametric study was performed to re-evaluate the fuel centreline
temperature.

To gain confidence in the methodology for the analysis, fuel
centreline temperatures were compared between FEAT and
NUCIRC predictions. for a drypatch covering 100% of the
circumference. The results from the two codes are in good
agreement under similar heat transfer conditions.

The last phenomenon considered in this study is endflux peaking
(EFP). This results in extra heat generated near the end of the
bundle. On the other hand, axial heat conduction out of the endcaps
provides extra cooling in that region. The axisymmetric
two-dimensional (r,z) calculation was performed by using the
FEAT code to find the temperature near the end of the fuel element.
The finite element mesh used in this analysis is shown in Figure 2.

RESULTS FROM THE LOAD FOLLOWING SIMULATIONS

The results of the parametric study performed by using the FEAT
code for pellet and sheath temperatures are given in Table 1 and
summarized as follows: the pellet centreline température decreases
from 2300°C (when contact between the pellet and sheath occurs
over 4% of the circumference) to 2072°C with 100% contact. The
corresponding volume average temperature decreases by about
195°C and sheath temperature decreases by about 13"C. Also, the
corresponding pellet surface temperature decreases by 55°C. The
above values are given for 60 kW/m element linear power (P) and
heat transfer coefficient between pellet and sheath in the contact (hc)
and non-contact (hn) zones are 10 kW/m2.K and 5 kW/nr.K
respectively.

TABLE 1: PELLET AND SHEATH TEMPERATURES* FOR
LOAD FOLLOWING STUDY AS PREDICTED BY FEAT

Contact
Angle

0.0
3.0

7.0

15.0

27.0

39.0

130.0

190.0

250.0

310.0

360.0

Pellet
Centre
Temp.
(°C)

2308.9

2307.3

2304.5

2300.4

2293.5

2285.5

2223.1

2182.9

2143.1

2104.0

2072.2

Pellet
Av.

Temp.
<°C)

1306.2

1304.8

1302.4

1298.4

1292.1

1284.8

1229.5

1195.0

1161.2

1128.9

1103.2

Sheath
Max.

Temp.
(°C)

355.0
364.8
(355)"
368.8
(355)

369.0
(355)
367.3
(354)

366.3
(354)
362.6
(353)
362.5
(353)
361.3
(353)

355.0
(355)
355.7

Sheath
Outside

(°C)
317.2

318.7
(316.5)

321.0
(316.5)

322.7
(316.5)
321.9
(316.5)

320.6
(316.5)
320.0
(316.5)
320.1
(316.5)
320.0
(316.5)

320.0
(316.5)
317.2

Pellet
Surface
Temp.
PC)

667.8
628.0
(666)

594.0
(667)
567.0
(668)
548.0
(666)

537.0
(665)
518.0
(661)
515.0
(657)

513.0
(650)

512.0
(630)
511.9

* The element linear power is 60 kW/m, heat transfer
coefficient between pellet and sheath in the contact and
non-contact zones are 10 and 5 kW/m2.K respectively.

• • The values between brackets are given for the non-contact
zone.

The isotherms are calculated for different element powers,
contact angles, and heat transfer coefficients. An example is given
in Figure 3 where: P = 50 kW/m, he = 30 kW/m2.K, 360° contact
between pellet and sheath. The isotherms are circular since there
is complete contact between the pellet and the sheath. Another
example is given in Figure 4 where: P=50 kW/m, hc=30 kW/m2.k,
hn = 2 kW/m2.k, 80° contact between pellet and sheath. The
isotherms are distorted in the contact zone and take an elliptical
shape. The pellet temperature is lower in the contact zone than in
the non-contact zone.
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RESULTS FOR THE PARTIAL DRYOUT CASE

The results of the parametric study performed by using the
NUCIRC code are summarized as follows: at element linear power
of 78 kW/m, 70% of element length and 80% of sheath
circumference are in dryout regime. The sheath-to-coolant heat
transfer coefficient is 50 kW/m2.K in the wet region and
5.6 kW/m2.k in the dry region. The fuel-to-sheath heat transfer
coefficient is 13 kW/m2.K. These values were used in the FEAT
simulations and the volume average temperatures were 1653°C and
1420°C in the dry and wet regions respectively. Another example
shows that: at a linear element power of 60 kW/m, 50%
circumferential drypatch is formed on the sheath, with
sheath-to-coolant heat transfer coefficient of 1 k\V/m2.K in the dry
zone, the hottest point is no longer at the centre of the pellet but
about 1 mm towards the drypatch as predicted in the FEAT
simulation.

Figure 5 shows the predicted isotherms. The isotherms are
significantly non-circular, illustrating the importance of using the
2-dimensional heat flow model and the impact of the portion of the
sheath in dryout on the fuel temperatures. The wet half of the sheath
results in reducing the fuel centreline temperature by about 200°C.
The impact is even greater if a larger fraction of the sheath stays wet.

The end flux peaking was calculated for different enrichments
and the results are shown in Figure 6. As the enrichment increases
the effect of EFP increases. The ratio of peak temperature to
average temperature is much larger forenriched fuel than for natural
fuel.

FIGURE 6 EFFECT OF U02 ENRICHMENTS ON END PELLET TEMPERATURE

CONCLUSIONS

The finite element technique was successfully used to simulate
the fuel element in two-dimensional geometry (r,8) for load
following and partial dryout operation and in (r,z) for end flux
peaking.

A comparison between centreline temperature predictions of the
NUCIRC and FEAT shows good agreement under similar heat
transfer conditions.

The parametric study shows that: heat transfer coefficients
between the pellet and sheath and between the sheath and coolant
have the largest impact on the fuel element temperature
distributions.

In case of partial dry sheath, the centreline temperature is not the
maximum temperature (as usual). Instead, the maximum
temperature shifts axially towards the dry patch and the isotherms
change from circular to elliptical. Also, dry patches result in
increased fuel element volume average temperatures. During the
load following operation, the reduced heat transfer coefficient
between the pellet and sheath results in increased volume average
temperature.

Finally, we were successful in demonstrating the variation of
element centreline temperature as a result of endflux peaking (EFP)
both for natural and enriched fuel. The effect of EFP in natural
uranium fuel is much less than in enriched fuel.

RESULTS FROM THE END-FLUX PEAK SIMULATION

The results of the parametric study performed by the FEAT code
in axial and radial directions and the finite element mesh given in
Figure 2 are summarized as follows: at a linear element power of
57 kW/m, 1 kW/m2.K axial conduction heat transfer coefficient
across the endcap, the pellet central temperature is 150°C higher
near the end of the element than at the middle of the element.
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ABSTRACT

During 1988 November, a recovery from a
reactor trip in Pickering NGS-A Unit 1 resulted in
an unexpected number of power-ramp-related fuel
failures. Subsequent examinations at Chalk River
Nuclear Laboratories revealed the defect cause to
be Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCO of the
Zircaloy-4 sheathing. Higher-than-expected sheath
residual strains were observed. These are
believed to be related to the physical properties
of the UO2 fuel (i.e. density, clearances and
pellet geometry). In addition, higher-than-
predicted fission gas releases and anomalous UO2
pellet-centre grain growth behaviour were
observed. Further work has been initiated to
better characterize the Pickering fuel behaviour
to assist in improved fuel modelling capability
(e.g. ELESIH). A revised correlation has been
developed to more accurately predict the onset and
extent of fuel failures (CAFE).

INTRODUCTION

On 1988 November 22, a reactor trip occurred in
Pickering NGS-A Unit 1. During the trip recovery,
all eight adjuster rods were withdrawn from the
core and reactor power was raised to 87% of full
power for a period of 40 minutes. Normally,
reactor pover would have been limited to 65% in
this operating mode. During this time, approxi-
mately 200 fuel bundles in 40 centre-core channels
sustained power ramps (i.e. "overpower").*
Following the transient, coolant radioiodine
levels indicated the presence of many defective
fuel elements. Subsequent discharge and inspec-
tion of suspect fuel in the Pickering KGS-A
Irradiated Fuel Bay revealed that many bundles
adjacent to adjuster rod positions in the centre
of the core had experienced multiple outer-element
failures. The extent of failures was higher than
predicted by existing power-ramp defect
rorrelations.

During 1989, fuel was shipped to Chalk River
Nuclear Laboratories for detailed post-irradiation
Hot Cell examination. The objective of the
examination was to determine the primary defect
cause and characterize the overall fuel behaviour.

This paper summarizes the results of fuel
inspections/examinations and the impact of the
findings on modelling fuel-failure thresholds and
fuel behaviour.

INSPECTION AND EXAMINATION OF FUEL

Following the event, fuel was discharged from
the 40 centre-core channels which sustained over-
powers. One-hundred and forty-five fuel bundles
from 33 of these channels were visually inspected
in the Pickering NGS-A Irradiated Fuel Bay.
Approximately 290 outer-element failures were
observed in 36 fuel bundles. Some bundles
experienced failures in all 16 outer elements.
Failures were limited to bundles residing in
channel axial positions 5-8**. Approximately 70%
of the defective elements were from bundles
discharged with burnups > 200 MWh/kgU. Burnup and
fueling position seemed to be strongly correlated
to failure probability.

The predominant defect feature observed in the
Irradiated Fuel Bay was an axial split adjacent to
a bearing pad at one end of the element. The
mechanism responsible for these defects was
uncertain.

During 1989, fuel elements from eight fuel
bundles which experienced power ramps during the
transient were examined in the Hot Cell Facilities
at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories. The eight
bundles had all resided adjacent to adjuster rods
which were withdrawn during the trip recovery.
Table 1 summarizes the irradiation data for the 48
elements examined, of which 38 were from the outer
ring*** of elements. The other 10 were inter-
mediate elements***.

*0vprpower is defined as the ratio of peak
transient power to the pre-transient fuel
power.

**Adjuster rods are located at the interface of
axial positions 4/5, 6/7 and 8/9.

***Up until 1990, only the outer ring of elements
were graphite (CANLUB) coated in Pickering
28-element bundles.
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Six outer elements were observed to be defec-
tive (Table 1). The four bundles to which these
elements belonged had experienced overpowers of
1.40-1.47 at burnups of 117-205 MWh/kgU. Four
outer elements from a bundle experiencing an
overpower of 1.53 at a burnup of 61 MWh/kgU were
found to be intact. No defects were observed on
the fuel elements from the three fuel bundles
which experienced overpowers of 1.13-1.27 at
burnups of 165-210 MWh/kgU. No defects were
observed on any of the intermediate elements
examined.

The primary defect cause was found to be Stress
Corrosion Cracking (SCC) of the Zircaloy-4
sheathing. These defects were generally too small
to be observed in the Irradiated Fuel Bay inspec-
tion. Typical cracks are shown in Figures 1 and 2
and were at pellet interfaces at the end of the
element adjacent to the adjuster rod. In addi-
tion, the SCC defects were generally found in
recrystallized-alpha-Zircaloy structure which is
located at the transition between the bearing pad
braze-heat-affected zone and as-received sheath
material.

TABLE 1

IRRADIATION DATA FOR FUEL EXAMINED AT CRNL DURING 1989

Channel-
Axial
Position

Mll-7
012-7
P12-7
P12-6
N12-6
P10-8
P10-5
Nll-9

Burnup*

aTransient

205
118
117
193
61
172
166
206

(MWh/kgU)
@

Discharge

214
130
129
203
119
195
191
217

Power

Initial

458
508
511
474
501
481
481
447

(kW)

Maximum

674
737
718
667
767
613
610
506

Overpower
(Pmax/pinit)

1.47
1.45
1.40
1.41
1.53
1.27
1.27
1.13

Elements**
Examined
@ CRNL

outers

2 (2)
4 (2)
3 (1)
1 (1)
4 (0)
4 (0)
4 (0)
16 (0)

inters

2 (0)
2 (0)
1 (0)
1 (0)

4 (0)

*Bundle Average
**Bracketed amount denotes number found to he defective.
"Inter" denotes the intermediate ring of elements between the outer ring
and inner ring.

FIGURE 1: TRANSVERSE SECTION THROUGH SMALL SCC
DEFECT (12 O'CLOCK) LOCATED AT PELLET INTERFACE AT
END OF ELEMENT ADJACENT TO ADJUSTER ROD (DISCHARGED
FROM CHANNEL Nil, POSITION 7) (CC16-C12 x 5)

FIGURE 2: CLOSE-UP OF SCC DEFECT THROUGH RECRYS-
TALLIZED-ALPHA (HEAT-AFFECTED) MATERIAL AT END OF
ELEMENT ADJACENT TO ADJUSTER ROD (DISCHARGED FROM
CHANNEL 012, POSITION 7) (CC16-J4 x 200)
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At the opposite end of the elements (remote
from the adjuster rod), large axial splits up to 6
cm long were observed (Figure 3). These were
secondary defects, having been caused by the
ingress of D2O into the fuel elements. This is
evidenced by the massive levels of deuteride
present in the sheath at the crack locations
(Figure 4). These defects were generally in
braze-heat-affected material (prior-beta) adjacent
to a bearing pad (Figures 3 and 5).

Diametral measurements vere performed on 30
elements of which two were defective. This
permitted residual strain calculations which are
summarized in Table 2. Higher-than-expected
strains were observed; up to 1.3Z midpellet
tensile strains were observed. In comparison, the
fuel modelling code ELESIH [1] predicted these
strains to be compressive. There was no apparent
correlation with fuel power or the occurrence of
defects.

FIGURE 4: TRANSVERSE SECTION THROUGH DEFECT AREA
SHOWN IN FIGURE 3. NOTE MASSIVE AREAS OF SHEATH
DEUTERIDE (DARK) (CC16-A5 x 5)

FIGURE 3: 6 cm LONG SPLIT THROUGH HEAVILY DEU-
TERIDED AREA LOCATED AT END OF ELEMENT REMOTE FROM
ADJUSTER ROD (DISCHARGED FROM CHANNEL P12,
POSITION 7) (RE-493A-F x 4.85)

FIGURE 5: CLOSE-UP OF CRACK THROUGH HEAVILY DEU-
TERIDED AREA REPRESENTED IN FIGURES 3 AND 4.
STRUCTURE IS PRIOR-BETA (NEXT TO BEARING PAD)
(CC16-B7 x 100)
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF RESIDUAL STRAINS CALCULATED FROM DIAMETER
MEASUREMENTS ON OUTER ELEMENTS

Channel -
Axial
Position

012-7*

P12-7*

N12-6

P10-8

P10-5

Nll-9

Outer Element
Burnup (MWh/kgU)

(? Transient @ Discharge

129

128

67

188

181

225

142

142

131

213

208

237

Peak Outer Element
Linear Power (kW/m)

60

58

62

50

49

41

Outer Element
Midpellet Strain

0.1 -

0.2 -

-0.1 -

0.1 -

0.3 -

0.2 -

0.5

0.7

0.6

1.1

1.3

0.8

*These bundles contained defective outer elements.

Twenty-eight intact elements were punctured;
the extracted gas was analyzed and percent
fission-gas releases were calculated (Table 3 ) .
The outer element fission gases were also signifi-
cantly higher (1-5/i) than predicted by ELESIM
(<l%). No correlation existed with fuel power or
the occurrence of defects.

Intact element sheath hydrogen and deuterium
levels were found to be normal.

Burnup analysis confirmed the predicted burnups
to within 10X. Burnup gradients were observed
along some of the elements and attributed to
fueling history.

Analysis of the graphite CANLUB layers in the
intact outer elements revealed that the thickness
was always in excess of the minimum specified
thickness of 3 urn.

Midpellet UO2 grains were observed to be larger
than the quoted pre-irradiation grain size by a
factor of 1.2 - 2.2 (Table 4 ) . There was no
correlation with predicted maximum fuel power.
Grain growth was most evident
discharged from Channel 10,
believed to have experienced powers of up to 49
kW/m. Coincidentally, this fuel also exhibited
the largest strain (1.3X - Table 2) and gas
release (5% - Table 3 ) . Significant grain growth
was not predicted by ELESIM (for thp short
duration of the overpower transient) to occur
below pellet-centre temperatures of 21D0K which is
not expected to be achieved below powers of 65
kW/m.

(x 2.2) in the fuel
Position 5, which is

TABLE 3

PERCENT FISSION GAS RELEASE - INTACT OUTER ELEMENTS

Channel -
Axial
Posit H)n_

012-7*
P12-7*
N12-6
P1O-R
Pin-5
Nil 9

Outer Element Peak Outer Element
Burnup (MWh/kgU) Linear Power (kW/m)

Transient & Discharge

129
128
67
188
181
225

142
142
131
21.»
208
237

60
58
62
50
49
41

Percent Fission
Gas Release

1
<1
3-4
4 5
2-4

*These bundles contained defective outer element?.
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TABLE 4

MIDPELLET UO2 GRAIN SIZE MEASUREMENTS

Channel-
Axial
Position

012-7
P12-7
N12-6
P10-8
P10-5

Nll-9

Predicted
Maximum

Power (ktf/m)

60
58
62
50
49
41

Pre-Irradiation Grain
Size ftim)

9-11
9-11
5-7
9-11

9-11
9-11

Measured Post-Irradiation
Midpellet Grain Size

Apparent Relative
Increase (Ratio)

12-16
10-15
12
14-16
21-22
11-12

1.4
1.3
2.0
1.5
2.2
1.2

FUEL PERFORMANCE AND FAILURE THRESHOLDS

Fuel power-ramping performance in Ontario Hydro
reactors has historically been excellent with over
650 000 bundles successfully ramped during on-
power refueling operations [2J. At present,
empirically-based correlations are used to
estimate the failure probability for a given
bundle exposed to an increase in power level. The
Ontario Hydro code, CAFE [3), developed using the
Chalk River-NRU power ramping database for CANLUB
fuel, provides estimates of failure probabilities
due to SCC, given the operating variables burnup
(<o)f final power (Pjnax) anQl change in power (AP).
The greater any single parameter (or combination
of), the higher the likelihood of failure arising
from SCC. Implicit in the CAFE formalism is the
requirement that thresholds for both P m a x vs M and
UP vs <o be simultaneously exceeded before a bundle
is considered at risk.

Using transient reactor simulations of the
Pickering event, only a few failures would be
expected based on CAFE calculations. This
suggests that the existing correlations on which
CAFE is based are non-conservative with regard to
the onset of defects and the number of elements
failed per bundle. This is schematically depicted
in Figure 6 where observed failures are plotted
against the CAFE 1% failure threshold for P m a x.
Subsequent analysis revealed that this might be
expected given that bundle uranium masses for both
Pickering and Bruce fuel have increased by
approximately 2.52 over the last 10 years. This
increase has been achieved by a combination of
increased fuel density and reduced internal
clearances, both of which contribute to higher
stresses and sheath strains following a change in
power. Furthermore, average burnups of bundles
which failed were typically around 200 MWh/kgU;
statistics from both research and operational data
are heavily weighted toward burnups <150 MWh/kgU.

Element Burnup (MWh/kgU)
Defect + Intact

FIGURE 6: FINAL RAMPF.D POWER VS BURNUP FOR PICKERING-NGS UNIT 1 (1988 NOVEMBER) SHOWING SIGNIFICANT
NUMBER OF FAILURES BELOW HISTORICAL 1% DEFECT THRESHOLD
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The importance of burnup and overpower in
influencing the degree of failure is illustrated
in Figure 7. For 0 < « < 150 MWh/kgU, 3.52 of the
inspected elements were found to be defective.
For 150 < a < 200 MWh/kgU, 7.52: failed. However,
for to > 200 MWh/kgU, 37.5% of the elements were
found to be defective. Combining these depend-
encies, along with the Pmax

 v s w dependency shown
in Figure 6 provides the necessary statistics to
more accurately define the defect-free operating
environment for CANDU fuel in Pickering and Bruce
reactors. This work has been completed and has
resulted in a revised formalism for the CAFE code
[4].

A single equation relating the operating
variables u, Pmax an(* overpower to the probability
of failure arising from SCC has been developed
using a logistic-binary (i.e. fail/not-fail)
approach to fuel failure modelling.

Despite the apparent reduction in failure
thresholds, our investigations have shown that
none of the bundles which sustained overpowers <
1.27 exhibited defects. This confirms that the
limit of 1.24 assumed in the analysis of operation
during periods of fully withdrawn adjuster rods is
still appropriate.

MODELLING FUEL BEHAVIOUR

The ELESIM fuel modelling code (1) is used to
predict the behaviour of intact elements with
respect to parameters such as sheath strain,
fission-gas release to free volume, and grain
growth for a given history of power and burnup.
The code has been extensively validated against
the historical CANDU fuel database which is
heavily weighted toward typical operating condi-
tions of power and burnup. Although it does not
predict the onset of pellet-clad-interaction-
related defects, it can be useful in identifying
factors that might influence sheath strain and
hence defect probability.

ELESIM was run for the power histories calcu-
lated by the Ontario Hydro steady-state (SOEO) and
transient (XEMAX) physics codes for bundles which
were confirmed to have both defective and intact
elements. The resulting predictions were compared
to measured values of sheath strain, gas release
and for UO2 grain growth for intact elements.
Table 5 shows a typical comparison for a bundle
discharged from Channel P12, Position 7. In
general, code-predicted gas release was low (<1£
compared with a measured 1-5%), and predicted
sheath strains were low (<-0.3% compared with
measured values of 0 to 1.32 at the pellet
midplane).
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TABLE 5

ELESIM PREDICTIONS FOR BUNDLE FROM CHANNEL P12 POSITION 7
COMPARED TO MEASURED VALUES FOR XEMAX-CALCULATED 4O-MINUTE POVSR

RAMP AND HYPOTHETICAL SUSTAINED 4O-HINUTE POWER RAMPS 5-15Z HIGHER
THAN CALCULATED BY XEMAX

ELESIM PREDICTED VALUES-

Power Ramp Fission Gas
Release (%)

Residual Hidpellet
Sheath Strain (%)

Pellet-Centre
Grain Size (urn)

XEMAX Calculated
+15*

+152

-0.5
-0.5
-0.4
-0.3

12
14
18
23

Measured Values +0.2 - +0.7 10-15

In an attempt to account for the discrepancies
between ELESIM predictions of sheath strain and
fission-gas release, a detailed parametric
analysis of code input data was performed. These
studies included considerations of fuel swelling,
densification and other physically-based UO2
properties. The detailed findings are beyond the
scope of this paper, but it appears that some of
the apparent disagreement between data and code
prediction can be resolved by a combination of
changes to some physical-property subroutines.
Further fuel micro-structure characterization has
been initiated to help identify the modifications
that are necessary for modelling high-density UO2.

Our work also examined the possibility of large
errors in transient power predictions and found no
corroborative evidence (based on measured values
of grain growth, fission gas release and sheath
strain) to suggest that XEMAX-calculated fuel
powers vere in error by more than 102 (Table 5).

In considering reasons why ELESIM underpredicts
Pickering fuel sheath strain, it is important to
recognize the relevance of the database with which
ELESIM was validated; primarily, the database
consists of Bruce-type fuel of density <10.7
g/cm3, having pellets with a length-to-diameter
ratio of <1.3. In addition, most of the power
ramps in the database took place at <150 MWh/kgU.
The Pickering fuel in question was of density
10.75 g/cm3 with a 1/d ratio of 1.5.* Most of the
failures (approximately 70.Ï) occurred at burnups
in excess of 200 MWh/kgU. ELESIM has not been
extensively validated for fuel exhibiting physical
properties and power histories typical of the
recently-overpowered Pickering fuel. It seems
plausible that the algorithms that describe lower-
density fuel cannot be extrapolated to higher
density, higher burnup conditions. In particular:

(1) Fuel swelling may be underestimated.

(2) Fuel densification may be overestimated.

(3) The temperature at which fuel begins to
deform plastically may be too low.

Currently, effort is being put into further
investigating the behaviour of the Pickering fuel
so rhat modelling codes can be improved and
validated.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) During 1989, fuel elements from 8 bundles
overpowered in Pickering NGS-A Unit 1 (1988
November) were examined at CRNL. Failures
were confined to outer elements which
sustained overpowers > 1.40 and were caused
by Stress-Corrosion-Crocking (SCC) of the
Zircaloy-4 sheathing. Large secondary
deuteriding defects were caused by the
entrance of coolant into the defective
elements.

(2) Fission gas releases of 1-5% were measured;
<1% was predicted by ELESIM.

(3) Higher-than-predicted residual strains were
observed; values of up to 1.32 at the mid-
pellet locations were found.

(4) The existing guideline of limiting bundle
overpower to 1 24 during trip recoveries
where adjuster rods are withdrawn is
adequate to prevent power-ramp failures.

(5) Due to discrepancies between measured and
code-predicted values of sheath strain,
grain growth and fission-gas release,
further work on characterization of current
production UO2 has been initiated to assist
in improving fuel modelling capability.

* T.J. Carter showed that stress/strain (and hence
SCC susceptibility) increased with increasing
1/d ratio [5].
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CANDU FUEL: THE USE OF ZIRCONIUM BARRIER LAYER CLADDING
AS AH ALTERNATIVE TO CANLUB TO PREVENT PCI FAILURES
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P.J. Vaillant, R.F. O'Connor and J.P. Murphy
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operating at low power, there is a risk of cladding
cracking and fission-product release to the primary
coolant. The mechanism has been shown to be Stress
Corrosion Cracking (SCC) from Pellet-Clad Interaction
(PCI). The phenomenon is more generally known as PCI
failure.

Since the early 1970s CANDU fuel has been adequately
protected from PCI failure by the use of CANLUB
graphite layers on the cladding inside surface, and by
modified fuel management schemes. However, proposed
higher . burnup fuel cycles involving the use of
Slightly Enriched Uranium (SEU) or Recovered Enriched
Uranium (REU) envisage burnups of at least 500
MW.h/kgU. At these burnups we have little experience
with CANLUB graphite performance, and while we are in
the process of mounting a high burnup power-ramp test
to demonstrate CANLUB performance, it is prudent to
also look at the zirconium barrier cladding as an
alternative.

In this paper we describe the current state-of-the-
art with CANLUB coatings and ramp testing, and we
describe an initial power ramp test of BWR cladding
with the barrier layer (DME-209), and the final post-
irradiation examination. We also describe the
fabrication and upcoming NRU irradiation of the DME-
213 demountable elements with standard wall-thickness
CANDU cladding and a zirconium barrier layer.

CANLUB COATINGS

In the early 1970s, experience in the NRX and NRU
loop irradiation program and the first on-power
refuelling at Douglas Point reactor led to the
recognition of the power-ramp defect mechanism. The
nature of this mechanism was that fuel irradiated to
some critical burnup at low power, and then increased
in power, would experience defects from cracking of
the Zircaloy cladding. An intensive program of
irradiation testing of possible remedies was
undertaken in NRU and NRX loops and a number of
remedies survived the power ramp test. It was found
that graphite DAG coating on the cladding inside
surface, or on the pellets, was effective in
preventing defects, as was the use of graphite discs
between the pellets. Experimental work (1) led to the
conclusion that graphite CANLUB modifies the threshold
power for ramping defects by limiting fission-product
availability at the inside surface of the Zircaloy
cladding, rather than by limiting stress intensity in
the cladding. Chemical interaction of CANLUB with the
fission-product corrodents is a more likely protection
mechanism than CANLUB as a physical barrier. At a
later date, baked stloxane coatings on the sheath
inside surface were also shown to be an effective

remedy against power ramp defects. However, because
this occurred some time after the exploitation of
graphite was established, the use of siloxane has not
received the same attention. These coatings on the
sheath became known genertcally as CANLUB coatings.

Work by Penn, Lo, and Wood (2) defined the
thresholds at which the cracking mechanism occurred.
It was widely believed to be caused by Stress
Corrosion ^racking (SCC) of the Zircaloy from fission-
product iodine, although Cesium and .Cadmium were later
shovr. to be equally effective in out-reactor tests.
It was at-monstrated that burnup, power increase during
the rtmp, final ramped power, and time at maximum
power were important parameters in defining the
probability of defects. The need for stress in the
cladding from Pellet Cladding Interaction (PCI) led to
the term PCI failure. Later work by Hardy and Co-
workers (3) showed that the thickness of the graphite
layer in CANLUB coatings was also an important
parameter in tha avoidance of defects. Figures 1 and
2 show the maximum power and power-increase threshold
curves for graphite CANLUB in the NRU loop ramp tests.
Although these threshold curves represent the sum of
large numbers of experimental points, most tests were
performed at 100-200 MW.h/kgU and there were very few
done at burnups in excess of 350 MW.hAgU.
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NRU LOOPS

HIGH BURHUP FUEL CYCLES

In the near terra it is thought that total unit
energy costs for nuclear power could be reduced by the

• adoption of Slightly Enriched Uranium (SEU). This is
uranium enriched to less than 5 wt% 0-235. A likely
optimal enrichment for CANDUs is thought to be about
1.2 wt% U-235 (4). In overseas scenarios, the use of
Recovered Enriched Oranium (RED) from re-processing is
thought to be particularly applicable to CANDUs
because of their more favourable neutron spectrum.
Both of these advanced cycles lead to projected core-
average burnups of 500 MW.h/kgU or higher, for which
the CANFLEX advanced bundle is seen as the preferred
vehicle (5). In order to have confidence in the
CANFLEX bundle at high burnup, we must also have a
dependable remedy for PCI/SCC defects. We have
already noted that there is little experimental power-
ramp data available for burnups in excess of about 350
MW.h/kgU. One of the approaches to closing the
experimental gap is to perform a power ramp test at
500 MW.h/kgU burnup. This test (DME-210) is currently
underway in the NRU reactor loops. Two demountable
element bundles, each with 18 Bruce-sized demountable
elements, and with each demountable element subdivided
into three séparace compartments, is currently
undergoing irradiation with both graphite and siloxane
coatings. This test should be complete in 1991 and
will give a valuable cluster of points around the 500
MW.h/kgU burnup range.

Although there is good likelihood that graphite
CANLOB will prove to be effective at high burnup,
prudent planning dictates that we also look to
alternatives. The most obvious alternative to examine
in the CANDU context is the pure zirconium barrier
layer on the internal surface of Zircaloy cladding.
This has been extensively demonstrated in DOE-
sponsored tests in US and overseas BWRs to burnups in
excess of 600 MW.h/kgU (6).

INVESTIGATION OF ZIRCONIUM BARRIER CLADDING

Having decided to investigate the zirconium barrier,
the next problem is availability of cladding. In 198*
we were unable to secure CAHDU cladding with the
zirconium barrier. However, we did locate a source of

supply of BUR cladding. A Japanese fabricator, Kobe
Steel Limited, supplied forty tubes; twenty with the
zirconium barrier clad and the other twenty of
uncoated Zircaloy-2. The dimensional and other detail
is shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1 ZIRCALOY-2 BWR TUBING FROM KOBE STEEL

BARRIER TUBES NON-BARRIER TUBES

length (mm) 500 500

10.55internal 10.55
diameter (mm)

wall thickness 0.85

zirconium layer 60 to 100

thickness (/im)

0.85

nil

One of the important issues to be resolved in the
first experimental irradiation of barrier fuel, which
was known as DME-209, was the effect of braze-heat-
affected-£ones (BHAZ) in the performance of the
barrier layer. US General Electric work (7) indicated
that heat treating the barrier layer could lead to
loss of SCC protective capability, therefore we needed
to test elements both with and without BHAZ. This
necessitated the redesign of the demountable element,
and Murphy and Vaillant (CRNL) produced the design
shown schematically in Figure 3.

FIGURE 3 SCHEMATIC OF THE DME-209 FUEL ELEMENT.

With this design the normal brazing of mid-length
appendages was avoided, and we were able to
selectively add simulated BHAZ to some of the cladding
by submitting it to RF induction heating in a
controlled atmosphere. The other useful attribute of

this element design was the sub-division of the fuel
stack into two separate compartments which essentially
comprise two separate elements, thus giving us the
potential to include more variables if required.
Forty demountable elements vere specified for DME-209,
with the experimental variables shown in Table 2.

DAG-154 and baked siloxane CANLUB coatings were
applied by Zircatec Precision Industries (ZPI), Fort
Hope, by standard techniques. UOj fuel pellets of 1.98
wt% U-235 were also made by ZFI, and the elements were
assembled at CRNL. Thirty six of the elements were
mounted on the outer rings of demountable element
bundles XL and AFN for irradiation in NRU 02 loop.
The positions of the elements in the outer rings of
the two demountable element bundles are shown in
Figures 4 and 5.
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TABLE 2 DME-209 EXPERIMENTAL VARIABLES

ELEMENT
NUMBER

AL01 co
AL10

SL11 to
AL20

AL21 to
AL26

AL27 to
AL40

TYPE OF SURFACE
COATING

graphite DAG-145

siloxane

zirconium barrier
with simulated BHAZ

zirconium barrier

THICKNESS

12.2 to 12.6

3.4 to 4.4

60 to 100

60 to 100

«115

ALSO

I lux, low power, numbers 1 and 6 positions of the fuel
string, the string was removed from the reactor. The
elements were examined, and then were replaced in the
same bundles but were re-Inserted in the high flux,
high power, positions 3 and 4 of the string. This
resulted in a power increase on the elements on
reactor startup for the final power-ramp phase of the
irradiation. This method of power rampinj is
illustrated schematically in Figure 6.

k
BUNDLE
«SSEUBLIES

FIGURE 6 METHOD OF POWER RAMPINS BUNDLES IN NRU
LOOPS.

The approximate power histories of upper and lower
segments of the elements are shown in Figure 7. The
elements were held at high power for about 10 days
before shutting down the reactor to terminate the
test.

FIGURE 4 ARRANGEMENT OF THE DME-209 ELEMENTS ON
BUNDLE XL.

AIÎS

FIGURE 5 ARRANGEMENT OF DME-209 ELEMENTS ON
BUNDLE AFN.

THE DME-209 IRRADIATION AND POWER RAMP

Eundle XL was assembled in the number 1 (top)
[:.•:>! tion and bundle AFN in the number 6 (bottom)
position of a six-bundle string for irradiation in the
outlet leg of U2 loop. The loop was operated at
typical CANOT conditions of chemistry, flow and
pressure. After obtaining the required burnup at low

FICURE 7 SCHEMATIC POWER HISTORIES FOR UPPER AND
LOWER SEGMENTS OF DME-209 ELEMENTS.

POST-IRRADIATION EXAMINATION OF DME-209

Visual examination was done in the Fuels and
Materials Hot Cells Facility at CRNL. Elements were
removed from the bundles and examined with the
stereomlcroscope. Some signs of fretting were
observed, but otherwise the elements appeared normal.

Profilometry was performed on two elements of each
experimental group from each bundle. Ridges were
visible on most elements indicating that firm PCI was
accucrinê during the Tamp. Overall, diametral sttaln
due to the ramp was small; a maximum value of 0.5X was
recorded.
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Internal gases were sampled and measured by
puncturing selected elements under vacuum. Determina-
tion of xenon by mass spectrometry showed that about
16 to 22% of the calculated xenon formed during
operation had been released from the U0£ into the free
volume of the elements, during the ramp and shutdown.
This vas significantly more gas than vas calculated by
running the ELESIM code for the element ' s power
histories, and the reason for the discrepancy Is still
being examined. Previously (8) , fission-gas release
up to 14%, and diametral strains up to 1.3% had been
measured after other power ramps.

Metallographic and ceramographic examination was
performed on representative specimens from each of the
sheath types. Figure 8 shows a macroscopic view of a
typical transverse cross section through an element.
Fission-gas-bubble nucleatlon was visible in the
central regions of the U02 with elimination of as-
sintered porosity (Figure' 9), whereas the outer
regions of UOj had no grain-growth and visible as-
sintered porosity (Figure 10). The metallographic
appearance of the U02 with pronounced fission-gas-
bubble nucleation was consistent with the rather high
xenon release shown by gas sampling.

FIGURE 8 TYPICAL APPEARANCE OF A TRANSVERSE
SECTION THROUGH A DME-209 ELEMENTS.

FIGURE 9 U02 STRUCTURE AT PELLET MID-RADIUS.

FIGURE 10 UO, STRUCTURE AT REGIONS NEAR CLADDING.

The appearance of the zirconium barrier cladding is
shown in Figure 11. The barrier layer is clearly
visible and distinct from the Zircaloy-2. However,
the barrier cladding with simulated BHAZ (Figure 12)
no longer clearly shows the demarcation of the barrier
layer in the prior-beta structure.

FIGURE 11 GRAIN STRUCTURE IN THE BARRIER CLADDING.

FIGURE 12 LOSS OF BARRIER BOUNDARY IN BETA-TREATED
BARRIER CLADDING.
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Very little hydriding was seen In the cLaddlng. Two
elements of each of the experimental cladding types
were examined for signs of interior cladding damage or
incipient cracking, no such damage or cracking was
seen.

To check on the susceptibility of the irradiated
cladding to SCC, we conducted cracking tests on
stressed slotted rings cut from each of the four
cladding types: as received barrier; barrier vith
BHAZ, graphite CANLUB and siloxane CANLUB.

Rings of cladding, slotted and stressed to the yield
point with Zircaloy blocks, were inserted in pyrex
pots with iodine and placed in furnaces at 300*C. The
first inspection after 18 hours revealed that three
out of five barrier specimens with BHAZ had cracked.
No other specimens were cracked. A further inspection
was made after 112H hours 300°C. The remaining two
barrier BHAZ specimens had cracked. At this time the
test vas terminated and all uncracked specimens were
bend-tested as a final check for incipient cracking.
Ho other cracked specimens were found. Thus the out-
reactor SCC testing provided strong evidence that
beta-treated barrier layer cladding is susceptible to
SCC in iodine atmospheres.

When the severity of the power ramp was compared
with Palleck's (9) ramped-power and power-increase
thresholds for CRNL power ramps with thick (>10 ;jm)
graphite coatings, It vas clear that the ramp had not
been severe enough to cause defects in the DME-209
graphite-coated elements. Figure 13 shows the ramped-
power threshold for thick graphite costings. All of
the DHE-209 points fall below the threshold, thus even
though Che points exceed the power increase threshold
shown in Figure 1A, no defect would be expected, since
both of the thresholds must be exceeded.

There is no firm threshold established for siloxane,
since only one power-ramp defect has occurred in all
of the tests performed.
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Cladding thickness effects also need to be
considered. The thickness/diameter ratio of the DME-
209 elements is about 0.07. This compares with a
current Bruce thickness/diameter ratio of about 0.03.
Although the stress at the inside surface should be
the same for thick or thin cladding of the same
internal diameter, the outside fibre stresses will be
less in thickwall cladding. However, the absence of
any incipient cracking at the inside surface of the
cladding suggests that conditions were not severe
enough (stress, corrodent, etc.) to initiate SCC
cracking.

SUMMARY OF DME-209 RESULTS

No power ramp defects in ramping from about 30
to 55 kW/m.

Thresholds for thick graphite CANLUB were not
exceeded.

No sign of incipient cracking in any elements.

Barrier cladding with BHAZ is susceptible to
SCC in iodine.

High fission-gas release.

ON-GOING WORK WITH BARRIER CLADDING - THE DME-213 TEST

During 1987 a batch of standard wall-thickness,
Bruce-sized, sheathing with the internal zirconium
barrier layer was manufactured for AECL by CGE (now GE
Canada), Arnprior. This first CANDU barrier cladding
was designated for power ramp testing in a new
demountable element test, DME-213.

With COG funding, 30 demountable elements were built
by ZPI. Twenty-four of these elements have the
zirconium barrier layer while the other six have
standard Zircaloy-4 with DAG-154 Internal CANLUB
coating. Twelve of the barrier-sheathed elements have
brazed appendages while the other twelve have
resistance- welded, trapezoidal-type, bearing pads.
This will enable us to once again compare the
performance of barrier cladding vlth and without BHAZ.
Of the six standard Zircaloy-4 clad element!, three
have brazed and three have velded appendages.
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The elements are now at CRNL and have undergone pre- (5)
irradiation inspection prior to assembly in two
demountable bundles for irradiation and power ramping
In NKU Ul or U2 loops. We propose to perform ramps in
a similar manner to that used for DHE-209. A first
ramp will be performed at about 150 HW.h/kgU at which (6)
time the string will be removed from the reactor to
allow the demountable element bundles to be shuffled
into the high-powered positions for power ramping.
The objective Is to test at modest burnups, whether
the BHAZ on some elements have made them sensitive to (7)
SCC.

All surviving elements will be re-Installed for
further low-power irradiation to a buraup of about
500 HW.h/kgU; at which time they will be shuffled into (8)
the high-powered string positions for ramping as
previously. At the end of the test, selected elements
will be examined, punctured to sample internal gases
and determine fission-gas release, and cut for (9)
metallographic examination and burnup determination.
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CLOSURE

We have discussed the current status of CANLUB
performance with regard to high burnup fuel, and the
need for the continuing irradiation of DME-210 CANLUB
elements, destined for power ramping at a burnup of
about 500 MW.h/kS"- "e have completed a first
irradiation and ramp test of an alternative, the
zirconium barrier layer, in thickwall BtfR-type
Zircaloy-2, and we are preparing to irradiate th;
first batch of true CANDU cladding with the zirconium
barrier. These final ramp tests which should be
completed by 1992, will enable us to properly specify
the type of SCC remedy which will best meet our needs
for the CANFLEX program and provide optimal protection
In fuel with burnup of about 500 HW.h/kgU.
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ABSTRACT

During more than 13 years of operation of the
SLOWPOKE-2 research reactor with highly-enriched uranium
(HEU) fuel at the University of Toronto, low levels of
fission products have been released from the end-cap
welds of the HEU fuel elements and detected in the
reactor container water and gas headspace. Fission
products have not been detected in the pool water which
surrounds the reactor container and no radiological
hazard has resulted.

A preliminary analysis has been performp'i on fission
product release data measured in the reactor container
of the SLOWPOKE-2 reactor at the University of Toronto.
A dependence on the decay constant of X'i/Z was observed
Tcr the release behaviour of noble gases from the
uranium alloy fuel into the container water. A
dependence of approximately A"1 was observed for similar
releases from the water into the gas headspace.

INTRODUCTION

Following fabrication of the highly-enriched uranium
(HEU) fuel elements for the SLOWPOKE-2 reactor1, an
external uranium contamination of the weld area was
observed. This contamination probably occurred during
the welding of endcaps to the aluminum cladding where
some of the uranium alloy fuel was heated locally above
its melting temperature and flowed out of the weld
location. Although the weld area was machined later to
remove such material, external contamination still
remained.

In subsequent operation of the HEU-fueled SLOWPOKE-
2 reactor, e.g., at the University of Toronto (U of T>,
radionuclides have therefore been observed in the
reactor container water which surrounds the fuel, but
not in the pool water which, in turn, surrounds the
reactor container (see Figure 1). Some of these
radionuclides have also risen up into the enclosed
headspace of the reactor container. The gamma radiation
dose rates about the reactor can generally be attributed
to this buildup of radionuclides [1], although no
radiological hazard has resulted.

COffTBOtHOCIMUVI RUCTOH MJPMMT T MAIM

MBIT SXetUMOCIt

CRITICAL M K I M L Y
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FIGURE 1. Reactor General
Reference 1.)

Assembly. (Taken from

reactor container water and gas headspace. This
preliminary study has provided information on the
mechanisms of fission product release from the uranium
alloy fuel, and the subsequent transport behaviour of
the radionuclides in the heat transport system. On the
basis of these results, a steady-state fission product
release model has been developed.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

An experiment was therefore performed at the U of Facility Description
T using gamma-ray spectrometry to determine the relative
contributions of the radionuclides present in the

:SLOWPOKE (Safe LOW POwer critical (K) Experiment)
is a research reactor developed by Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited.

The SLOWPOKE-2 is a tank-in-pool type of research
reactor (20 kWth) with a light water-moderated core [1],
as depicted schematically in Figure 1. The (HEU) fuel
elements (93% U-235) are in the form of extruded
uranium/aluminum alloy rods (28% U in 99.99% pure Al),
of length 220 mm and diameter 4.22 mm, with an aluminum
coextrusion cladding (0.51 mm thickness). The alloy
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consists of angular particles of U-Alt dispersed in
aluminum. The critical assembly at the U of T is
comprised of 298 fuel elements in a fuel cage surrounded
by beryllium reflectors and cooled by natural
convection. The core and reflectors are installed at
the bottom of a long cylindrical water-filled container
suspended in a vertical pool. The container restricts
access to the core and divides the deionized water in
the core from that of the pool. Water purity is
maintained by weekly operation of two separate
purification systems. The reactor container is filled
with water to a height of 4./i2 m above the upper surface
of the core. Above the surface of the container water
is an enclosed gas headspace which is purged at weekly
intervals to limit the accumulation of hydrogen produced
by radiolytic decomposition of the water.

The gas headspace was monitored with on-line ganuna-
ray spectrometry by measuring the activity in a 500 ml
chamber placed in an existing gas sampling system. A
continuous flow in the recirculating system was
established with a small mechanical pump. The reactor
water activity was sampled by running the pump in the
water treatment system (Figure 2), with the deionizer
column by-passed, and then periodically opening a
sampling valve. A 25 ml sample was obtained in a vial
which was sealed and counted at a second spectrometer.

FIGURE 2. Reactor Water Treatment System
Reference 1.)

(Taken from

Experimental Results and Analysis

Prior to the experiment, the reactor was shutdown
over the weekend. The reactor was then started up to
one-quarter full power (5 kW) and operated at this level
for the 25 hour duration of the experiment.

A full spectrum analysis was performed on a water
and gas sample after the reactor had been operating for
about 1 and 1/2 hours. The predominant fission product
radionuclides observed in the reactor water were the
noble gases (Xe-133, Xe-135, Xe-135m, Xe-137, Xe-138,
Kr-85m, Kr-87, Kr-88) with the alkali metals (Cs-138,
Cs-138m, Rb-88, Rb-89), as well as 1-131 andMo-99. The
above noble gases were also observed In the gas
headspace of the reactor container as well as Cs-138,
Rb-88, Rb-89 and Rb-90. The latter decay products were
probably produced during decay of the short-lived gases
in the sample chamber.

No radioiodine was detected in a gas sample-which
was collected just prior to reactor shutdown and counted
a day later to allow for decay of the short-lived gases.
The deionizer column was also counted several days
later. Cesium-137 (half-life of 30.2 y) was the
predominant fission product isotope identified in the
reactor water deionizer column, with smaller amounts of
1-131, Ba-140, La-140, Zr-95 and Nb-95. Activity levels
for all samples were less than about 0.2 mSv/h.

Relative activity concentrations (C) were estimated
with the following formula:

C(t) - (l)

where
Am(t)- measured count rate at time t (counts/s)
e - relative detector efficiency as a

function of gamma-ray energy
g - relative geometry factor (between the two

detectors)
VB - sample volume [— 25 ml (water) and 500 ml

(gas)]
I - gamma-ray intensity.

Based on mass balance considerations, the release
rates of fission gases from the fuel into the water
(R£w) , and from the water into the gas headspace (R*g),
can be calculated from the activity concentration data.
The net rate of change of the number of atoms with
respect to time of a given radioactive isotope in the
water (NJ is

dNw/dt - R£w - AN. - R,, (2)

where A is the radioactive decay constant (s*1).
Similarly, the mass balance for the inventory in the gas
headspace (NB) is given by

dN8/dt - Kt - *Ng. (3)

These inventories are related to the measured activity
concentrations as follows:

C - AN/V (4)

where V is the given volume of water above the core
(1380 1) or the volume of the gas headspace (108 1).
Hence, using the above relation, Eqs. (2) and (3) can
be rewritten as

I d/A)dCB/dt + CJ

((l/A)dCB/dt + C8).

(5)

(6)

A plot of the above release rates normalized by the
fission product yield (Y) is shown in Figures 3a and 3b,
respectively, as a function of the radioactive decay
constant. The release rate data were obtained near the
end of the experiment. In general, it can be seen that
Rfw *>> ̂ ws ̂ or a ^ isot°Pes °f interest.

At the low fuel temperatures existing in the
SLOWPOKE-2 reactor, fission product release may occur
by the mechanisms of direct fission recoil or diffusion
[2,3] . Recoil release occurs when a high energy fission
fragment is produced within a surface layer equal to its
range (i.e. -30 pm) in the solid uranium-alloy fuel.
For this instantaneous release process, the ratio
(R£l/Y) will be independent of the decay constant (A).
Inspection of Figure 3a shows an exponential dependence
on the decay constant for the short-lived isotopes which
have reached equilibrium conditions. Hence, recoil can
be ruled out as a release process.
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FIGURE 3. Release Rate versus Decay Constant Plot for the
(a) Reactor Container Water
(b) Gas Headspace.
The release rates R in the above figures (relative scale) are equal to Rfw - R,,g and R,,s,

respectively [see Eqs. (5) and (6)].

Fission products can also migrate by solid-state
diffusion. For example, at fuel temperatures below
1000°C i:i ceramic oxide fuel (U02), fission product
release ha- been observed to occur by temperature-
independenr. (athermal) diffusion [4]. Radiation-
enhanced diffusion rates have been observed at these low
temperatures due to the creation of defects in the fuel
lattice by fission fragments [5J. Subsequently,
fission-product gas release (and fuel swelling) can
occur by gas-bubble channeling in the uranium metallic
fuel [6j. Therefore, a dependence of the normalized
release rate (Rfw/Y) on the decay constant is predicted
since the fission products can now decay as they migrate
through the fuel lattice.

The longer-lived isotopes (e.g. Xe-133) can be
corrected to equilibrium using one of the following
formulae, depending on the previous operating history
of the reactor (see Appendix A ) :

Re, - R(t) • [1 - expl-At)]"

R.q - R(t) • ([(

x exp(-A(td,+t)l + [1 - exp(-At)]) -
1

(7)

(8)

Equation (7) assumes that the reactor has been shut down
for a sufficient length of time so that all of the
longer-lived isotopes have decayed away in the fuel
before reactor startup for the experiment. On the other
hand, Eq. (8) assumes that the reactor has operated on
a continuous daily cycle of 8 hours of irradiation (t±)
followed by 16 hours of decay (td), and then shutdown
for 2 days of decay over the weekend (td.) prior to the
experiment. In this case, a finite fission product
inventory exists in the fuel. In reality, the previous
operating history of the reactor lies between these two
bounding cases.

When the isotopes are corrected to equilibrium, a
linear relationship of R/Y versus A is observed on the
log-log plot in Figures 3a and 3b for all isotopes. In
fact, for the reactor water release rate, an exponential
dependence of A"1'2 is observed. This dependence is
indicative of a diffusion-controlled release from the
fuel matrix (7). Furthermore, a behaviour close to
A"1 is observed for the headspace. This behaviour is
described mathematically below.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

As discussed above, Figure 3a indicates a diffusion-
controlled release of fission products from the fuel
elements. This release represents a source in the
reactor water. Since the natural convective flow paths
in the water are relatively localized [8], atomic
diffusion is assumed to be the rate-determining process
as the fission products migrate toward the headspace.
Further, if the fission products are well-mixed in the
reactor container water (due to natural convective
forces and the operation of the reactor water pump),
such transport is governed by the following steady-
state diffusion equation [9]:

dx2 - A C + RfK/lw - 0 (9)

where

= concentration distribution of isotope (per
unit length) in the reactor water (atoms/m)

=• effective diffusion coefficient for noble gas
in the reactor water (m2/s)

- release rate in the reactor water (atoms/s)
= height of water above the core - 4.42 m
- vertical coordinate along the axis of the

reactor.

The physical situation of the model is represented by
the schematic diagram in Figure 4. A one-dimensional
model is considered here since the length of the water
column is much greater than its diameter (Figure 1).

The source of release from the fuel into the water

can be described by the Booth diffusion model [7]:

Rfw/Y - (AS/S) îJÏÏÏ/X f (10)

where

AS/S = fractional surface area of fuel exposed to the

coolant
D'c = effective diffusion coefficient of noble gas

in the fuel (s"1)
fY = fission product birth rate (atoms/s) [f -

fission rate and Y - fission yield].
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FIGURE 4. Schematic Model for Fission Product Transport
in the Reactor Container.

In particular, the Booth model has been employed in the
STARS code for the prediction of fission gas release in
metal fuels [10]; i.e., at lower temperature, resolution
effects dominate so that gas bubbles remain small and
gas release depends more on the behaviour of single gas
atoms than on bubbles [10,11]. Equation (10) therefore
gives the observed A""2 dependence in Figure 3a.

For a solution to Eq. (9), two boundary conditions
are required. Thus, it is further assumed that

1. there is an impenetrable boundary at the top of
the reactor core with no in-current of fission
gas, and

2. release into the headspace occurs by a surface
exchange process.

These requirements can be mathematically described by

[9!

dC'/dx - 0, x - 0,

DK dC'/dx - -Q(C'B - C'.,), x - !„

(11)

(12)

a - surface exchange coefficient (m/s)

C's = concentration of fission products at the
surface of the water (atoms/m)

C'eq =• concentration which would be in equilibrium
with the vapour pressure remote from the
surface (atoms/m).

In general, the concentrations in the gas space are
sufficiently small so that C'eq can be ignored, i.e.
C'eq « C's. Imposing the above conditions, the
solution to Eq. (9) is

C'(x) - [Rfw/(lwA)](l-QCOsh(x/L)/((Dw/L)sinh(lB/L)

+ acosh(lB/L)]l (13)

where the diffusion length L - J0v/\ .

The rate of release of fission products into the
gas headipace can be calculated from Fick's law of
diffusion such that

which yields

»8 - Rru(L/lu){tanh(ln/L)

x [l+(Dw/aL)tanh(lw/L)]"1). (15)

If the height of the water column is much greater than
the diffusion length of the isotope, i.e., 1,,/L » 1,
then tanh(lu/L) is approximately unity and Eq. (15)
reduces to

DJaL]). (16)

(17)

Using Eq. (10) to describe the source of fission
products into the coolant, the above expression gives

R», - Rfw (L/1J

If, in addition, a » Dw/L , Eq. (16) becomes

R»s - Rt

(ÛS/S) 37DÏ5; (18)

which yields the observed release behaviour in Figure
3b where R^/Y is proportional to A"1.

DISCUSSION

As discussed above, Eqs. (10) and (18) describe the
observed release behaviour in Figures 3a and 3b,
respectively. The ratio of the release rates in these
latter figures also yield an effective diffusion
coefficient of 1.0 x 10"6 mJ/s for the noble gases in
the reactor water i.e., from Eq. (17), the ratio
is simply equal to the quantity L/1B where L
Furthermore, since the respective release rates differ
by at least an order of magnitude, the above
requirement, (1,,/L) » 1, is satisfied.

The binary liquid diffusion coefficient for noble
gases can also be calculated theoretically using the
Wilke-Chang method [12]:

7.4 x
(19)

where DD
AB= mutual diffusion coefficient of solute A

(noble gas) at very low concentrations in
solvent B (water), cm2/s
molecular weight of water - 18 g/mol

1B - viscosity of water - 0.8995 cP (for a bulk
temperature and pressure in the container of
293 K and 1.4 atm, respectively)

- average molar volume of noble gas at normal
boiling temperature - 37.34 cm3/"""!

- reactor water bulk temperature - 293 K
- association factor for water - 2.6.

The molar volume of the solute (VA) was estimated fron

the critical volume (Vc) using the Tyn and Calus method

[12]:

V. - 0.285 V.1"48 (20)

where Vc is the average of the critical volumes of
krypton (91.2 cm3/mol) and xenon (118.4 cm3/mol). This
treatment yields a noble gas diffusivity of 1.9 x 10"9

mz/s which is several orders of magnitude less than that
estimated from the release rate data. This discrepancy
may be due to additional transport processes. For
Instance, with United bulk flow due to natural
convection and the operation of the reactor water
sampling pump, transport would still be dominated by
diffusion kinetics, but characterized by an enhanced
diffusivity [see, for example. Reference 13].
Alternatively, the rate-controlling path length for
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diffusion may be less than the assumed distance lw,
suggesting a boundary layer phenomenon.

In the HEU-fueled SLOWPOKE-2 reactor at the Ecole
Polytechnique, fission product activity levels of the
short-lived isotopes (e.g. Xe-133) in the reactor
container water have been observed to increase by an
order of magnitude over a period of 6 years [14] . This
behaviour may be due to an increase in the effective
fission-product diffusivity in the fuel (D£) [see Eq.
(10)] which can increase with irradiation through the
production of tunnel interlinkage [6J. For example,
enhanced fission product releases have been observed
with burnup in ceramic oxide fuel [15]. In addition,
in the metallic fuel performance codes, LIFE-METAL and
SESAME, the rate of gas release is given empirically as
a correlation which increases with fuel burnup [10,16].
Alternatively, such behaviour may indicate a greater
surface exposure (AS/S) of the uranium alloy fuel to the
coolant with time as a result of cladding corrosion.

In contrast to these HEU-fueled reactors, the
SLOWPOKE-2 reactor at the Royal Military College of
Canada was fueled with low-enriched uranium (20% U-235)
ceramic oxide fuel (U02), clad in Zircaloy-4. For this
reactor, only trace quantities of fission products (Cs-
137 and Cs-134) have been detected in samples of the
reactor container water after 4 years of operation.
Such release presumably arises from the original uranium
traces deposited on fuel pin external surfaces during
fuel fabrication [3],

CONCLUSIONS

1. The predominant radionuclides observed in the
reactor container water after operation included
the noble gases and the alkali metals, cesium and
rubidium. These metals are produced principally
from the decay of the noble gases. Iodine and
molybdenum were also observed.

2. Only noble gases are believed to be present in the
gas headspace of the reactor container.

3. Cesium-137 was the predominant fission product
isotope identified in the reactor water deionizer
column by an external gamma spectrum analysis of
the column, with smaller amounts of 1-131, Ba-140,
La-140, Zr-95 and Nb-95.

4. The release rates of noble gases from the fuel into
the reactor container water follow a \'112

dependence. This behaviour is indicative of
atheriiuil diffusion in the uranium alloy fuel.
Increased activity levels of short-lived isotopes
(e.g. Xe-133) over the years could be attributed to
either an increasing diffusion coefficient in the
fuel with burnup, or an increasing uranium exposure
to the coolant.

5. A X'1 dependence was suggested for the release rates
of noble gases from the reactor container wacer into
the gas headspace. A model based on diffusion
kinet.'.cs is in agreement with this observation. The
diffusion coefficient of noble gases in the reactor
container water appear to be several orders of
magnitude greater than that estimated by the
classical Wilke-Chang theory.

6. No fission products were detected in the pool water.
In addition, the release of fission products into
the reactor container water and the gas headspace
pose no health or safety hazard.
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weekend (td>) of 2 days. Hence, the solution to Eq.
(A.I) is

APPENDIX A. Correction Term Calculation for Equilibrium
N£(t) - N£o exp(-At) + (fY/A)[l - exp(-At)]. (A.10)

The mass balance for the isotopic inventory (Nf) of
fission products in a defective fuel element is given Similarly, using Eqs. (A.2), (A.8), (A.9) and (A.10),
by one obtains the final result:

dN£/dt - fY - ANt - /iNf (A.I) R _ R ( t )

where it is assumed that the release from the element x expl-A(td.+t) ) + [1 - exp(-At)]) "
l. (A.11)

is a first-order rate process such that [17]

R - (iNt (A.2)

and fY - fission product birth rate (atoms/s)
A - radioactive decay constant (s'1)
y. - escape rate coefficient (s"1).

In general, the release of fission products from the
fuel element is small compared to losses due to
radioactive decay [17], i.e. A » p.

Case 1. If there is no initial inventory of fission
products at the start of the experiment, the solution
of Eq. (A.I) is

N£(t) - (fY/A)(l - exp(-At)]. (A.3)

Hence, the release rate of fission products from the
fuel element is

R(t) - R., [X - exjH-At)] (A.4)

where R^ - (j»/A)fY. A correction term to equilibrium
is therefore given by

R8q - R(t) • (1 - exp(-At)]-'. (A.5)

Case 2. Alternatively, it can be assumed that there is
a finite inventory of fission products at the start of
the experiment. In this case, it will be assumed that
the reactor has operated continuously with a daily duty
cycle of 8 hours of irradiation (tj), followed by 16
hours of decay (td), where for the (kth) cycle the
solution of Eq. (A.I) is

N£'
l) - (EY/A) [1-expC-Ati)] exp(-Atd)

Nf(2> _ (Nr<
1>exp(-At1) + (fV/A)[l-exp(-At1)]) exp(-Ata)

N£"° - (Nf'
k-1)exp(-Ati)+(fY/A)[l-exp(-At1)]| exp(-Atd).

(A.6)

By substituting in the previous solutions for N£
(1>, N£

(2)

.... Nf^"1' in Eq. (A.6), one obtains

k
N£"° - (fY/A)[exp(Atl)-l] S [exp{-A(t1+td)U

J. (A.7)

If we assume that the reactor has been operating with
this cycle for an infinite period of time {i.e., k
equals infinity), the series in Eq. (A.7) can be
evaluated such that

At the start of the experiment, the initial inventory
is given by
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THE COOLING OF THE GREENHOUSE AN» NUCLEAR ENERGY

DUANE PENDERGAST

Process and Safety Engineering Department
AECL CANDU

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Sheridan Park Research Community

Mississauga, Ontario, L5K 1B2

ABSTRACT

The enhanced greenhouse effect which is caused largely by
gases released during the combustion of fossil fuels is
expected by many researchers to lead to climate warming.
The societal costs of predicted warming provide a strong
incentive to reconsider nuclear fission as a major source of
relatively greenhouse gas free energy. The case for and
against glob?! warming presented in the literature is
reviewed. The strength of the case for warming is found
wanting at present. Continuing model validation and
observation of trends will, in time, resolve much of the
current uncertainty of predictions. In the meantime it is
incumbent on the nuclear industry to clearly establish the
potential for fission derived energy to replace energy
currently provided by fossil fuels.

INTRODUCTION

Scientists have been predicting, for several decades1, that
rising carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere will lead to
increased average world surface temperature. Early articles
on this "greenhouse" effect projected that the warming would
be beneficial as plant growth would be enhanced and the
onset of an anticipated ice age could be delayed indefinitely.
This initial optimism about the consequences of the
greenhouse effect then gave way to concerns that human
interference with the atmosphere might be harmful2. We've
recently read an outpouring of concern from the media and
the popular press that greenhouse warming is here and that
we must start doing something to control it. For the past year
or two the nuclear power industry has anticipated benefits
from the media's discovery of the greenhouse effect.
However expectations of quick public acceptance and
imminent reactor sales are wearing off. The greenhouse
climate is cooling, literally and figuratively, as estimates of
the magnitude of warming decrease3, fault is found4 with
modelling simulations, and scepticism of the public is
reinforced by complacency arising from expectations that the
effect can easily be avoided by conservation and efficient
energy use. Furthermore, nuclear power is rejected by
some5'6, as an inappropriate response to the greenhouse
"problem".

Fossil fuels are believed, by many, to be the major cause of
observed increasing carbon dioxide levels in the

atmosphere. The operation of nuclear power plants is
acknowledged, even by thosewho believe nuclear power is
not the way to achieve reduced global warming, to be
relatively carbon dioxide free7. Why then would nuclear
power be rejected as a solution? The simplistic rationale is
that more efficient energy use is deemed to be more cost
effective at present8, and nuclaar fuel supplies are
inadequate to support the large scale production of nuclear
power needed to significantly reduce carbon dioxide release
to the atmosphere.

Nuclear industry visionaries have identified the tremendous
potential9'10, to replace fossil fuel energy with nuclear
derived energy11. The greenhouse issue has raised the
possibility that the massive conversion to nuclear energy,
envisaged by them, is essential now. Recent media attention
to the greenhouse effect has made it seem that a disastrous
climate change is imminent. Is this really true? Can nuclear

power plants meet the requirements of proposals to limit
greenhouse gas releases? This article outlines a quest for
answers to these questions from the scientific and
engineering literature and the popular media.

GREENHOUSE PREDICTION CREDIBILITY

The prediction of increased temperatures world wide is
based on expectations that man caused releases of carbon
dioxide and other gases into the atmosphere will accumulate
and lead to a trapping of heat in the atmosphere. Carbon
dioxide is the major greenhouse gas in the atmosphere at
present and contributes about half of the projected
warming.There is some degree of dispute over the relative
contribution of these gases expressed in the scientific
literature. The role that deforestation plays through burning
and loss of a carbon dioxide sink is also discussed a great
deal. Nevertheless there are simple, very convincing,
arguments in place to show that the combustion of fossil
fuels plays the major role. The supplies of fossil fuels are
also sufficiently large to potentially overwhelm.othersources
such as deforestation in the long run. The oceans are
thought to have a great capacity to absorb carbon dioxide.
They contain at present far more carbon dioxide than the
stores of fossil fuels could possibly contribute. However, the
oceans absorb carbon dioxide very slowly. Figure 1 1 2

quantifies the role of various major carbon dioxide sources
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and sinks for the atmosphere. The bottom line is that carbon
dioxide is building up in the atmosphere. A good deal of the
buildup is due to fossil fuel combustion. Man has increased
atmospheric carbon dioxide by about 25% in the past
century. This rate of increase is far higher than has occurred
in the past as can be inferred from air trapped in ancient ice.
The scientific evidence is convincing even to the layman.

The cooling of interest in the greenhouse phenomena seems
to be focused, not on doubts associated with the buildup of
greenhouse gases, but on the predictions of the heating
effect from them. The phenomena of greenhouse heating is
very complex with interrelations and feedback effects from
many variables. Predictions of atmospheric heating have
thus become almost entirely dependant on computer
simulation models. The nuclearindustry has plenty of
experience with the vagaries and difficulties of computer
modelling. A lack of understanding and appreciation of these
models has played a role in the loss of public credibility in
nuclear power. Opponents have simply argued that
computer models are too complex and unpredictable to be
believed.We may already be seeing the effects of a similar
reaction to the climate models which predict greenhouse
warming. A brief examination of the predictions and
measurements used for model validation is warranted.

Figure 2 1 3 shows the atmospheric temperature record from
meteorological measurements over the last century. The
plotted points represent a five year mean based on a linear
average for the five years centered on the points. A modest
increase of 0.6°C is evident with some hesitations along the
way. This increase is consistent with heating predictions
from climate models.
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FIGURE 2. GLOBAL TEMPERATURE TREND • BASED ON SURFACE
MEASUREMENTS OF AIR TEMPERATURE OVER LAND.

Figure 3 1 4 shows the output from a control run of a climate
simulation model. This run is based on the assumption of
constant greenhouse gas levels, but allows for varying heat
exchange with the ocean. Comparison of Figures 2 and 3
shows variations of almost the same size emphasizing the
difficulty of clearly identifying temperature trends resulting
from greenhouse gas heating effects.

Existing meteorological records have been questioned as
the temperature records completeness and quality varies
around the world. Records have been kept in the United
States which are deemed to be the best in the world by
some authors. Other experts'15 dismiss them as irrelevant
because of the small land surface they represent. Figure 4 1 6
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FIGURE 3. GLOBAL TEMPERATURE TREND- BASED ON GLOBAL
CIRCULATION MODEL RESULTS WITH NO CHANGE IN
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WITH THE OCEAN.

shows this United States data. No upward trend is evident to
the naked eye. Data based on surface measurements has
also been criticized as potentially biased since some of the
data may be taken from close to cities which tend to heat
their immediate surroundings. Comparisons with such data
removed shows only a small effect17 of about 0.1 °C.
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FIGURE 4. UNITED STATES TEMPERATURE TREND
• ANNUAL AVERAGE TEMPfflATURES

Data from land based measurements leaves out a large
fraction of the earth's surface which is covered by the
oceans. Some researchers18 have factored in
measurements from sea based stations as well. The results
are similar to those of Figure 2. In recent years data from
satellites19 has become available. Figure 520 shows
temperature anomalies from a computed annual sinusoidal
temperature cycle. The satellite measurements are from air
higher in the atmosphere than the land based
measurements. This explains the difference in magnitude of
the observed anomalies. The authors identified no warming
trend in the United States or global data presented in the
paper. This is not surprising as the time period of ten years
is very short. Climatologists do not generally expect
measurements of world climate to confirm or disprove
modelling projections for one or two decades. The expected
warming is too small to separate from normal fluctuations
over a shorter time span.

Recent scientific articles, based on results from computer
modelling of the climate, are predicting temperature
increases at the low end of the broad range of uncertainty
(1.5°C to 4.5°C increase21 for a doubling of carbon dioxide)
in this science. Some of the differences in results arise from

FIGURE 5. UNITED STATES TEMPERATURE ANOMALIES
- BASED ON SURFACE (THERMOMETER) AND
SATELLITE (MSU) MEASUREMENTS

such simple changes in the models as a change froman
assumed sudden doubling of carbon dioxide to a time linear
increase of carbon dioxide to the same end point22. Other
major uncertainties include those of cloud23 and ocean
circulation modelling. The nuclear industry has experienced
similar modelling difficulties. Our simulations tend to be
much simpler than simulations of the climate. We too
encounter meagrely explained modelling phenomena such
as differences between steady state and transient
solutions24 and unexplained asymmetry verified25'26, by test
results.

The data and modelling difficulties presented make it clear
that it's really difficult to come to a clear conviction that the
warming of the climate predicted by the greenhouse theory
has been confirmed by measurement. In recent months
these uncertainties in the modelling of climate have come to
the attention of the popular press27. Projections of future
temperature increases as detailed in Figure 628 are alleged
by some experts29 to be greatly in excess of what should
really be expected. There are good, and irrational and
emotional, arguments put forth from both sides of the
debate. Considerable additional modelling and
measurement research and/or more time is needed to
establish the credibility of the models. We can expect that
work intended to corroborate the existence of the
greenhouse effect will be very interesting in coming years.
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FIGURE 6 - GLOBAL TEMPERATURE PROJECTION
BASED ON GLOBAL CIRCULATION MODEL
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GREENHOUSE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS?

The scientists who are involved will continue with research
and computer simulations. Public and political awareness of
the issue will lead to substantial funding of research and our
knowledge of the climate will increase.A few more decades
of prediction, measurement and validation of models will
finally provide a basis for solid policy decisions on the issue.

My literature review has identified some projects which seem
particularly fruitful.

A great deal of potentially useful information is being
extracted from ice taken from Antarctica and elsewhere.
Some of this ice provides a 160,000 year record of
atmospheric variables from the air trapped in it. Data
researchers have been able to obtain from it includes;
carbon dioxide30 and methane31 content, dust content32,
temperature and the time of deposition.
Satellites are in use to track temperature as already
discussed33, ocean currents34, plant life35 and the
greenhouse effect itself36. This last reference is particularly
exciting as it measures the heat flux radiated from the upper
atmosphere and compares this with the radiation expected
from land and sea surfaces to get an estimate of the energy
trapped by the atmosphere/These researchers also
measured an amplified greenhouse effect associated with
warm areas of the ocean. This is attributed to increased
water vapour, another greenhouse gas, in the atmosphere
above warm ocean water.

The expansion of low cost computing, which is essential to
complex modelling, will be a boon to those who are involved
in the prediction of climate change .

Most of the validation work related to global circulation
models tends to be based on naturally occurring global
phenomena. So-called "separate effects" tests, of the sort
the nuclear industry devises to validate codes, are rare in
the climate change literature. Are there opportunities to
devise closely controlled experiments to check out some
aspects of the models? Ocean circulation is very important
to the long term greenhouse effect. Is it well understood37?
Could the effect of clouds and water vapour^ be studied
under controlled conditions to provide more reliable
computer models? Perhaps the expertise the nuclear
industry has developed in computer model validation could
help provide answers to these and other questions.

CONSERVATION AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY

The nuclear industry is not the only group interested in the
implications of the greenhouse effect on future energy
supplies. The environmental groups who promote
conservation and efficiency are convinced that the
greenhouse effect can be avoided through implementation of
their principles. They seem to believe that reduction of fossil
fuel use through efficiency and conservation is clearly the

most economic and desirable route to reduced greenhouse
gas emissions and avoidance of global warming.

There are two distinctly different ways of achieving
conservation of energy. One way is simply to make do with
less and use less. We could clearly conserve half of the
energy we use in car transport by simply driving the small
fuel efficient models which use half as much fuel. The other
approach is to improve the efficiency of the car so it provides
big car comfort and performance while using less fuel. The
environmental movement greatly favours the latter course of
conservation via "efficiency abatement". Amory Lovins39 of
the Rocky Mountain Institute favours this approach as he
believes, rightly no doubt, that it is more saleable to the
consumer. He says President Carter failed in his
conservation drive through rising energy prices. The record
shows that fuel consumption did go down as a result of high
gasoline prices which led to the development of more fuel
efficient smaller cars.

Efficiency enthusiasts assume that efficiency and/or
conservation at the individual level will globally reduce
carbon dioxide production. They also say it will save a lot of
money while we're doing it. We can thus have our cake and
eat it too. Amory Lovins has been quoted40 as saying; This
is not a free lunch. This is a lunch you are paid to eat".

Efficiency doesn't necessarily reduce fuel consumption. If we
save money through efficiency we'll be able to spend more
money on other energy consuming pursuits. This could take
the form of new energy consuming appliances or perhaps
additional travel or a bigger house. Economists point out that
energy savings at the individual level of energy use do not
automatically translate to savings at the macro-economic41

level. A historical review reveals that the efficiency of energy
applications has improved by an order of magnitude over the
last century. Even as recently as 1920 thermal power plants
were only about 10% efficient compared with 40% today, yet
we now consume more energy per capita than we did a
hundred years ago.

The use of electricity is often castigated by the efficiency
promoters because of the thermodynamic losses inherent in
its generation. The energy benefits which may be recovered
in its end use are often overlooked. Heat pumps are a major
example. Electrical heating is more efficient than the wood
or coal heat much of the world population is using for
cooking. Furthermore, many production processes are
amenable to greater efficiency through use of electricity. An
overall trend to greater productivity per unit energy use and
a reduction in total energy use is characteristic of countries
which are tending toward greater42 electricity use.

It has not been conclusively demonstrated that efficiency
improvements alone will lead to a lowering of carbon dioxide
production. In fact, without the imposition of some hardship
through higher taxes or naturally occurring shortages of
fossil fuel it seems there is little reason to believe43

conservation and efficiency of fossil fuel use will lead to
reduction in global production of carbon dioxide.



REQUIREMENTS OF THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY CONCLUSIONS

The greenhouse effect has the potential to be the major
incentive over the next two or three centuries for
reconsideration of nuclear energy as the major source of
energy. Coal is the obvious alternative if the greenhouse
effect turns out to be a minor hazard. Nuclear power plants,
as they exist today, can be demonstrated, at least to the
nuclear industry's satisfaction, to have minimal impact on the
environment relative to fossil fuel derived energy. It is
recognized by its friends and foes to produce very little
carbon dioxide relative to most other means of
energyproduction.

Not everyone is convinced that nuclear energy is a solution
to our energy needs. Some think the risks of nuclear power
outweigh the benefits. Some argue that improvements in the
efficiency of use44 of fossil fuels are economically more
attractive. Some purport to demonstrate that nuclear fuel
supplies are too limited45 to warrant a conversion to nuclear
power of the scale needed to affect greenhouse gas
production significantly. Recycling of nuclear fuel to extend
the supplies is judged to be too risky. Dilute sources of
nuclear fuel which the nuclear industry has cited46'47, are
deemed to require too much energy to be worthwhile. A lot
of the research undertaken by the environmental advocacy
groups48 is well presented and convincing to the layman.
Most of the work concludes that nuclear energy is
impractical, risky, and uneconomic.

In Canada the nuclear industry has already felt the benefits
of public interest in the greenhouse effect. Recent Federal
Government support for the industry rests, in part, on the
intense interest in the greenhouse effect from the summer of
1988. Public interest has subsequently cooled considerably.
The potential warming from the greenhouse effect will
become just another plank in the long term case for nuclear
power development. We can still expect that fossil fuel
supplies will become more expensive and will have other
adverse effects on the environment whereas nuclear power
is relatively benign. The nuclear industry has been
accused49'50, of not making a strong case for its benefits as
an energy source. A nuclear energy alternative to the carbon
dioxide produced by fossil fuels will require enormous
resources in materials to build reactors and substantial
development of processes to extend nuclear fuel supplies
and replace fossil fuels in transportation and manufacturing.
The most difficult task of all will be to instill understanding
and appreciation of past and possible achievements of the
youthful and innovative nuclear power industry in the minds
of the public and policy makers. The basis for fundamental
understanding must come from the basic science and
engineering principles we have established. We have a long
difficult row to hoe to follow the lead of our visionaries51 and
establish the reality and practicality of the nuclear energy
alternative to fossil fuels. It behooves us to have this in place
if, and when, climatologists demonstrate that global warming
is a reality to bo reckoned with.

Nuclear fission derived electricity already makes a significant
contribution to world energy supply. This proven technology
is known to minimally contribute to the causes of the
greenhouse effect relative to other means of energy use.
More widespread adoption of the technology would thus be
a prudent step to take while uncertainty with respect to
climate change prevails. Nuclear fission has the potential to
provide a far greater fraction of world energy needs. It's
possible widespread adoption raises additional questions of
environmental and economic concern. It is the responsibility
of the nuclear industry to ensure balanced understanding of
these concerns related to the risks and benefits of
alternative energy sources in the minds of the public. The
industry will then be in a strong position for consideration as
a major source of energy should climate change turn out to
be as serious as many believe.
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NEW ENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVES BY AECL

D.J. WREN

AECL Research, Vhiteshell Laboratories
Pinava, Manitoba

Many industrialized and developing countries of the
vorld have begun to adopt a nev philosophy of
"sustainable development" to address a rising concern
over the impact of modern civilization on the global
environment [1]. In Canada, this concern has most
recently manifested itself in the publication of A
Framework for Discussion on the Environment [2].
This document outlines the issues to be addressed by
the government's environmental policies, the evolving
Green Flan.

There is general concensus that changes in human
activities should be made to reduce, or even reverse,
adverse impacts on the environment, but not everyone
can agree on what those changes should be and hov
they should be achieved. Implementing sustainable
development will require fundamental changes in the
decisions ve «alee regarding our lifestyles and
industrial and economic activities. The government
has recognized that such decisions can only be made
successfully if they are founded on an improved
scientific understanding of our environment and our
impact upon it.

The laboratories of AECL Research are a major part
of the research resources of Canada. Through its
lead role in the Nuclear Fuel Waste Management
program, AECL is already engaged in one of the more
challenging and complex research programs being
conducted in support of environmentally responsible
industrial development. A significant fraction of
AECL's resources are committed to this program and to
other, related environmental research. The expertise
and facilities resident at AECL are applicable to a
broad range of environmental issues. In. Its role as
a national laboratory, AECL intends to mobilize its
resources to address these emerging Issues and
transfer its technology to Canadian industry.

AECL'S ENVIRONMENTAL FOCUS

AECL's R&O expenditures related to environmental
science and technology, from the basic science
through to the development of radioactive vaste
management technologies, are about $50 million per
year. The foundation of AECL's environmental
research is a commitment to excellence and a
comprehensive approach. This Includes basic research
to elucidate fundamental understanding, together vith
applied science and engineering to produce practical
results.

The main focus of AECL's environmental research is
the Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program which is
developing and assessing the concept of deep,
underground disposal of Canada's nuclear fuel vastes.
Other important environmental work is performed by
the environmental authorities at the laboratory
sites, and in support of internal vaste management
activities and non-nuclear research activities. The
research programs draw on a combination of key
attributes:

(1) a multidisciplinary approach including
scientists and engineers in chemistry, physics,
biology, hydrogeology, geophysics, ecology,
meteorology, limnology, radiochemistry,
toxicology, civil, mechanical and materials
engineering;

(2) world-class laboratory facilities; and

(3) access to well-characterized field research
areas (Perch Lake, the Experimental Lakes area,
the Underground Research Laboratory).

The application of these combined strengths gives
AECL's scientists and engineers an opportunity to
consider a wide range of environmental issues and
particularly those that include evaluation of
interrelated processes. Such a comprehensive
approach is important in assessing the movement of
chemical contaminants between the different
compartments of the environment and their ultimate
fate and impact.

The strengths of AECL are complementary to those of
many other laboratories and consulting companies
involved in helping industry meet the challenges of
environmental regulations. The scientists at AECL
are equipped to address the fundamental questions on
which environmental impact decisions should be made
(e.g., determination of the ultimate fate of a
chemical in the environment). This permits them to
understand and evaluate the impacts of nev processes
or new problems.

HEy ENVIROHHEOTM. INITIATIVES

AECL is seeking nev opportunities to apply its
expertise and facilities to environmentally related
research and development and to transfer its
technology to industry. It is exploring alternative
means of seizing these opportunities with the advice
of government agencies and the private sector.
Options, that are being considered, include the
creation of a nev enterprise in collaboration with
industry. The form and structure of such an
initiative are not yet established.

The goal of AECL is to achieve a relationship with
Canadian industry and other governmental
organizations that would involve a substantial
fraction of AECL's environmental research
capabilities. The research directions and priorities
of the resulting partnership would be guided by the
private sector in accordance with their regulatory
needs and their requirements for competition in
global markets.

In anticipation of a closer relationship with
industry, AECL, on its own, is already applying its
research. For several years, it has directed a small
fraction of its resources and effort towards non-
nuclear research, some of which vas environmentally
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related. It is now substantially increasing its
efforts to transfer its technology and to work vith
industry in support of sustainable development. The
external projects can be divided into three broad
categories:

(1) environmental research,

(2) environmental services, and

(3) environmental products.

In the sections below, some examples of the
initiatives that AECL has recently taken in these
three areas are described.

Environmental Research

Environmental research covers an extremely broad
range of activities. The tern can be applied to
almost any work that involves the behaviour and
transport of chemicals in the environment and their
impact on the environment. One area where AECL is
already performing research relevant to environmental
issues is in the measurement and modelling of the
movement of chemical species through the environment.
There is a large number of different ways in which
materials move between the different compartments of
the geosphere and biosphere. In general, assessment
models of transport through the environment include
conservative assumptions because of our limited
knowledge of the transfer rates applicable under
specific conditions or for particular chemicals.

Understanding of the migration of radionuclides
through the environment can often be directly
translated to an understanding of the movement of
important non-radioactive species. One example of
this is a recent study by Sheppard et al. [3] of the
soil-to-plant transfer of carbon-14. This study was
conducted to examine the migration and uptake of
1 4C0 2 in plants, a transfer path important for
assessing the safety of an underground nuclear fuel
waste disposal vault. However, the movement of non-
radioactive CO; throughout the biosphere is also part
of the information required in models of global
warming and the greenhouse effect. Similar
radioactive tracer techniques can also be used to
assess the transfer of organic carbon. In the same
study, the uptake of polychlorobiphenyls (FCBs) was
examined and results showed that migration of FCBs in
soil is very slow and that only a small fraction is
taken up by plants.

Other migration studies have been undertaken at the
Chalk Rive'.* Laboratories. The Twin Lakes Tracer Test
Site is a particularly well instrumented location for
measuring the transport of chemicals In groundvater.
In the past It has been used to study the movement of
heavy metals and bacteria using radioactive tracers.
During 1990, a new experimental program on the
migration of pesticides will be initiated at the Twin
Lakes Site. This research program, is jointly
supported by AECL and the Federal Republic of Germany
and includes the cooperation of Agriculture Canada.

Monitoring the migration of chemicals through the
environment often requires the development of
specialized measuring equipment. A unique tovable
sediment probe, capable of underwater reconnaissance
to locate groundwater flows into bodies of water, has
been developed at AECL's Chalk River Laboratory. It
has been used for several environmental studies

including assessment of heavy metal discharges in the
St. Mary's River, near Sault Ste. Harle, and creosote
contamination in Fuget Sound, near Seattle.

Mining is an important component of Canada's
natural resource Industries. A potential chemical
transport problem for this industry is the leaching
of heavy metals from mine tailings due to acidic
drainage. Oxidation and dissolution of sulphide-
bearing mineral wastes lead to the production of
sulphuric acid. This acid can leach various heavy
metals from the exposed mineral wastes and transfer
them to the water systems of the environment. AECL
has developed probablistic approaches to modelling
such chemical processes in order to evaluate the
environmental impact of tailings associated with the
uranium mining industry [4]. This modelling
expertise is transferable to potential acid leaching
problems associated with the vastes of other mining
industries.

Environmental Services

AECL provides a wide range of services within its
laboratories to support its ongoing research programs
and offers these specialized services to external
customers. Very recently, a new service group was
established, the Hazardous Haterials Analysis Centre,
that specifically targets the market for
environmental monitoring and contaminant measurement.
This Centre currently provides the analytical
services required to measure hazardous organic
substances in environmental, industrial hygiene and
waste effluent samples. Using gas chromatographic-
mass spectroscopic technology, the Centre is
concentrating on the analysis of volatile organic
compounds, FCBs, pesticides and herbicides at levels
as low as 1 part per billion.

The initial focus of this new analysis Centre is to
meet the specialized needs of the pulp and paper
industry. The Centre has successfully completed
assignments from four pulp and paper mills in
northern Ontario to perform vaste effluent analyses
required by the Ontario Municipal and Industrial
Strategy for Abatement (MISA).

The large size of AECL's laboratories allows it to
provide comprehensive analytical services. In the
case of the pulp and paper industry, for example, It
is necessary to coordinate the chemical analysis of
the effluent water samples with measurements of the
toxicity of the water. AECL has established a
service to measure the toxicity of water samples
towards daphnia (a snail water flea) and fingerling
trout, as required by regulations.

Environmental Products

In the normal conduct of research, scientists and
engineers are frequently required to invent and
construct new instruments to carry out their work.
To meet new regulations and to improve their
processes, industries continually require new
instrumentation and equipment as well. AECL has
already begun to deliberately target instrument and
product development towards specific environmental
markets.

The field of industries looking for new products
and the potential contributions of AECL's researchers
is very broad. For example, the Radiation
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Applications group is actively performing research on
the use of electron beam irradiation to improve the
production, properties and performance of a variety
of materials. This can Indirectly reduce
environmental impacts through factors such as more
efficient use of raw materials or lover energy
consumption.

Our research chemistry vork has developed a
powerful new atmospheric chemical monitor. This new,
knowledge-based, instrument uses a combination of UV-
visible light absorption, diode array sensors and
microcomputer spectral analysis [5]. The result is a
unique instrument that is portable and capable of
simultaneously measuring several different chemical
species at concentrations in the ppm range
(applicable for industrial hygiene). The instrument
is programmable for large numbers of different
chemicals and provides a real-time or stored-data
atmospheric analysis.

Vork is in progress on the development of a
regenerable filter for the control of soot particles
in the emissions of diesel engines. This device is
based on the use of a ceramic foam filter to remove
the soot particles from the exhaust stream, and
microwave heating to incinerate and destroy toe soot
(regenerating the filter) [6]. This product is
targeted at an emerging heavy-duty diesel engine
market (large trucks and buses) estimated to be worth
in excess of $700 million annually. Regulations are
now In place that require these engines to have soot-
free exhausts by 1994.

In response to a need of western farmers for
chsaper sources of farm chemicals, AECL has developed
a process to produce glyphosate, the active chemical
in a commercial herbicide. The cost of producing
this chemical is projected to be significantly below
the current commercial price and AECL is in the
process of designing a plant to demonstrate this on a
commercial scale. If the pilot tests are successful,
Focus on Inputs, a cooperative group, plans to build
and operate a production plant in Saskatchewan.

Management of the clean-up of radioactive
contamination of Fort Hope, has required AECL to
expand its expertise in remedial vaste management.
This has led to the development of nev processes and
technologies for waste handling. An example in the
development at the Chalk River Laboratories of a
geotextile for use In immobilizing pollutants in
underwater sediments prior to their dewaterlng and
removal.

Through its past vork on the encapsulation of
nuclear wastes in durable glasses and glass-ceramics,
AECL acquired expertise with a type of liquid glass
processor knovn as a joule melter. This molten glass
device has potential application as a poverful form
of hazardous material incinerator. The melter
operates at temperatures over 1100'C, provides long
residence times for incineration, and can encapsulate
incineration by-products directly into a glass waste-
form suitable for safe disposal. AECL is evaluating
the applicability of this technology for hazardous
material disposal in consultation vith government
agencies.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

It is clear that environmental considerations vill
play a far greater role In the economic and
industrial development of Canada in the future. AECL
is planning to become «ore involved in meeting the

need for better information on which to base
environmental impact decisions. AECL also plans to
become more involved in assisting industry develop
processes that are more efficient and environmentally
benign. This will increase the fraction of AECL
resources dedicated to performing research and
development on environmental problems.

The growth in environmental work will complement
and support AECL's ongoing commitment to the nuclear
reactor program and the vaste management programs by
providing several benefits. These benefits will
include:

(1) alternative sources of support for expert
scientists and technologists in disciplines
vith less direct involvement vith the nuclear
programs;

(2) increased stability for expert groups with
alternative funding support;

(3) the ability to support larger expert groups
with the consequent benefits arising from
achieving critical group sizes; and

(4) increased contact vith other scientists through
the environmental research networks.

Overall, this greater diversity of research
programs is expected to strengthen AECL's ability to
continue its world-class research programs in the
nuclear fields. It will also make the scientific
resources of AECL available to Canadians and a
broader range of Canadian Industry to address one of
the most pressing issues of today.
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ONTARIO HYDRO'S PLANNING
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ENERGY PRODUCTION AND ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
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Ontario Hydro

ABSTRACT

In December 1989 Ontario Hydro released its Demand/Supply
Plan for public review. This plan, entitled "Providing the Balance
of Power", identifies actions needed to serve the future electricity
needs of the people of Ontario over the next 25 years and beyond.
The plan integrates demand reducing and supply options and
incorporates concern for the environment as top priority. The
environmental analysis incorporated into the plan, identifies and
compares major environmental characteristics of the alternative
demand/supply options and provides a broad analysis of their
comparative advantages and disadvantages.

PROVIDING THE BALANCE OF POWER

Basic Load Forecast (Demand)

Forecasting the demand for electrical energy is an attempt to
predict future customer demand for the services that electricity
provides and how much electricity it takes to provide them. The
Basic Load Forecast depicted in figures 1 and 2 is the forecast of
what the demand for electricity would be without Hydro's financial
incentives to influence the level and timing of such demands. It
takes into account efficiency improvements and increases in non
utility generation that are driven by normal market forces such as
switching of energy forms, technical advances, and internal
industrial cost reduction measures.

In order to provide for uncertainties in the load forecast the
plan provides flexibility lo cover 80% of the expected future
outcomes for load growth. In other words there is an estimated
80% probability that the actual future load growth will fall within the
range of the plan.

The most likely or median load growth forecast, which has a 50%
probability that actual energy will be more or less than the amount
forecast for energy growth, is 2.3% per year 1987 to 2014. This load
forecast corresponds to average annual absolute growth cf about the
same magnitude as that experienced in the 1980s i.e. about 700
Megawatts per year for peak power and about 4.0 TWh per year for
energy.
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FIGURE 2: BASIC LOAD FORECAST (CAPACITY)

Expected Capability of the Existing System

Ontario Hydro will have a total installed capacity of 32.5 Giga
watts by 1993 when Darlington NGS is completed. Figure 3
shows the 1993 relative amount of capacity available from Nuclear,
Fossil and Hydraulic and Figure 4 shows the Projected Annual
Energy Production by Generation Type. This, with the associated
transmission and delivery networks comprises the "existing
system".

I Nuclear • Fossil M Hydraulic
43% 14.1 GW 37%11.9GW 20%6.5GW

FIGURES: 1993 SYSTEMCAPACITY (32.5 GW)
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FIGURE 1: BASIC LOAD FORECAST (ENERGY)
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FIGURE 4: 1»3 PROJECTED ANNUAL ENERGY
PRODUCTION (155 TWh) 2000 2005 2010

FIGURE 6: FOSSIL AND NUCLEAR RETHEMEMTS

Ontario Hydro operates its generating capacity so that the
lowest variahle cost generation (hydraulic) is used to its fullest
extent, the next lowest variable cost (nuclear) is used to the extent
possible and the next expensive (fossil) is used as required to
meet peaks in demand. The order in which these capacity
sources are used is also in concert with the environmental criteria
for supply options namely making maximum use of renewable
sources such as hydraulic then utilizing non renewable resources.

Various factors will influence the capability of the existing
system to meet future requirements for instance, acid gas emission
regulations currently limit the amount of energy that can be
produced at existing fossil stations. (Figure 5). Control measures
such as SO, scrubbers will be fitted to existing plants as required
to accommodate increased amount of fossil generated electricity.
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FIGURE 5: ONTARIO HYDRO ACID GAS EMISSIONS AND LIMITS

About 26% (9.0 GW) of existing generating capacity, is
expected to reach the end of its service life by the year 2014.
Hydraulic stations are planned to be rehabilitated or redeveloped
indefinitely to make continuing use of this renewable energy.
About 8.7 GW of fossil and Nuclear capacity are expected to be
retired at the end of their 40 year service life by the year 2014.
(Figure 6).

Taking these factors and others such as capacity factors and major
rehabilitation outages etc. into account projected generating capacity
falls to about 22.5 GW by the year 2014 and the load meeting
capability falls to about 18.0 GW. (Figure 7). Similarly the energy
meeting capability of the existing system falls to about 140 TWh by
2014, from 165 TWh per year in the mid 1990s.
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FIGURE 7: LOAD MEETING CAPABILITY OF EXISTING GENERATING
CAPACITY

Comparison of Forecast Demand and Capabilities of the Existing
System

Considering the Median Forecast for capacity and energy and
the expected capability of the existing system the requirement for
new demand/supply options increases to 21 GW of capacity by the
year 2014. This is close to the current peak power demand.
(Figure 8). By 2014 the annual energy requirement grows to an
additional 98 TWh which is an increase of about 75% over the
energy demand in 1988. (Figure 9).
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FIGURE 8: REQUIRED DEMAND/SUPPLY - PEAK POWER DEMAND
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The environmental criteria used for the assessment of the
options and plans were:

1990 1995 2O0O 2O05 2010 2014

FIGURE 9: REQUIRED DEMAND/SUPPLY- - ANNUAL ENERGY DEMAND

DEMAND/SUPPLY OPTIONS AND THEIR ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT

On analyzing the potential supply/demand options for Ontario
Hydro it became evident that there are certain elements that are
more environmentally acceptable than others and which in fact,
have significant advantages over other options such that they
become common elements in all the various mixes of options
available. These common elements include:

Demand Management
Hydraulic Generation
Hydraulic (Manitoba) purchase
Non Utility Generation (NUG)
Generation via other renewable sources
Station rehabilitation

Once these options are utilized to the optimum only then do
large non renewable resources begin to be considered and the
options of fossil and nuclear generation become evaluated for
environmental compatibility.

Environmental Analysis Process

Recognizing that no supply option is environmentally benign and
indeed neither are some demand reduction techniques, the
environmental analysis included the following steps:

- Definition of environmental evaluation criteria for both generation
and transmission in terms of Natural and Social environmental
factors.

• Evaluation of the various Demand/Supply plan options and plans
using the criteria.

- Identification of environmental effects and possible mitigation.
- Determination of environmental advantages/disadvantages of the

various options and plans.
- Conclusions input to the Demand Supply Plan.

Environmental Criteria

Environmental evaluation criteria were developed consistent with
the goal of the corporate strategy which states that "Ontario Hydro
will develop and manage its activities and facilities in such a way
as to sustain the environmented base". The criteria were selected
to be consistent with the concept of sustainable development - that
is; that the needs of present generations (for electricity or any
other materials) must be met without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs.

Resource use

Emissions/Effluent/Waste -

Social Economic Effects -

Societal Considerations

Renewable/Non-renewable
resources
Land use, water use
Atmospheric and Aquatic
emissions and effluent
Solid waste production
Regional employment and
economic development
Local community impact
Social acceptance
Special/sensitive groups
Lifestyle impacts
Distribution of risks and
benefits

Environmental Analysis of Demand/Supply Options

The demand/supply study examined a number of alternative plans
which amalgamated differing ratios of the various options. All these
plans contained the same amount of the common elements, i.e.
demand management, Hydraulic, NUG and Purchases but with varying
degrees of nuclear and fossil generation. One case would rely heavily
on nuclear but less on fossil and another vice versa. A case was
finally chosen for inclusion into the Demand/Supply Plan which placed
mixed reliance on nuclear and fossil generation. The environmental
analysis which lead to these conclusions together with the relative
magnitudes of the options in terms of energy and capacity is described
below:

Demand Management options (i.e. energy efficiency improvements and
load shifting) generally have favourable environmental effects. In
addition, successful demand management programs may defer the
need for additional new supply. The environmental benefits achieved
through deferral of the need for new supply may however, be limited
if this means continued use of less efficient older facilities, since newer
plants would have more comprehensive environmental controls and
more energy efficient systems.

Most of the environmental effects of demand management
relate to the manufacture of equipment and disposal of inefficient
equipment. Preliminary estimates of these effects indicate they are
negligible when compared to the effects of producing displaced
power through conventional generation.

In term of Emission/Effluents and Wastes, the disposal of the
displaced, less efficient appliances for instance, can be a
significant waste disposal problem. For instance potential
Chlorofluoro Carbons from refrigeration circuits and PCB's from old
fluorescent lighting ballasts can create a significant disposal
problem.

Socio Economic effects will include the creation of conservation
related employment spread across the province but there will be
little or no opportunity for focused regional development as for a
major supply project. Demand management through load shifting
may induce major changes in the way energy is used by the
customer including possible changes in the pattern of household
activities. Some possibilities exist to adversely effect special
interest or sensitive groups, for instance low income users may be
adversely affected by accessibility to conservation measures or
variable rate structures.

Despite all this, demand management is viewed as the most
environmentally acceptable option and as such is developed to the
optimum without infringing too significantly on the Social/Societal
aspects of Ontario life style. It is predicted that a savings of 5570 MW
of peak load reduction and 17 TWh of Annual Energy reduction can be
achieved by 2014. (Figure 10).
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FIGURE 10: PEAK DEMAND REDUCTION

Hydraulic Generation is a renewable, indigenous resource and as
such, is preferred from a sustainable development perspective.
The major environmental impact relates to reservoir creation and
the related problems of land/habitat displacement, loss of riverine
fish habitat, increased mercury levels in the reservoir and
erosion/siltation problems. Incremental flooding (required on 9 of
the 18 proposed sites) is estimated at about 8973 ha. and
mitigation measures such as development of a reservoir
preparation plan to help reduce mercury levels plus reforestation to
help offset resource/habitat loss, are considered practical. The
only sizeable remaining hydraulic resource in the Province, after
the current 18 site program, is about 3800 MW of capacity in the
Hudson Bay Lowlands. At this time this is not considered practical
since development would be costly, require substantial flooding and
is likely to encounter serious opposition from Native and naturalist
interests.

Orderly development of northern hydraulic sites will provide
opportunity for regional employment and development. The Moose
River Basin development could provide up to 23,500 person years
of employment over 30 years whereas small projects will provide
short term construction and limited regional development potential.

Development of northern hydraulic sites will arouse Native
concerns as well as those dependent for subsistence on
commercial or recreational fishing of the affected water ways.
Some projects could result in changes to life styles of residents
and to the character of the communities. These effects may be
balanced by potential employment and economic benefits and
special initiatives will ensure that those adversely affected share in
the benefits.

It is estimated that 2800 MW of new capacity could be available by
2014 which should provide about 6 TWh per year of energy to the
system (Figure 11).

Purchase of Hydraulic Power from Neighbouring Provinces Such as
Manitoba are an alternative to building new supply facilities in
Ontario. Environmental impacts in Ontario would be in relation to
the transmission requirements. The plan Includes a 1000 MW
Manitoba purchase which will require 1,100 Km of new right of way
in Ontario and will occupy an area of about 9,000 ha. Manitoba
will review the environmental considerations which may arise in
that province from the development.
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FIGURE 11: THE HYDRAULIC PLAN

Station Rehabilitation and possible demothballing, ensures maximum
economic use is made of existing facilities and in many cases upgrades
the facility to more efficient energy conversion and improved
environmental control processes. For example acid gas reduction
techniques will increase the energy production capability of existing
fossil units under the prevailing acid gas emission limits. It will
therefore play an important part in future supply plans.

Rehabilitation of existing hydraulic stations is unlikely to have
major environmental effects. Retubing and rehabilitation at nuclear
stations, particularly in the 1990s will require that lost power from
nuclear units is made up by increased use of fossil fuels or
purchases. Fossil station rehabilitation will be aimed at restoring
operating efficiency which will tend to reduce acid gas emissions
and effluents. However a number of planned measures (i.e.
installation of scrubbers) have the potential to significantly increase
solid waste volumes. Efforts will be undertaken to recycle this
waste for example to make wall board gypsum from certain FGD
scrubber processes.

Rehabilitation may offer some opportunities for local
employment where new construction is required.

Non-Utility Generation (NUGS) are small localized projects
dispersed throughout the province which suggests that many of the
environmental effects will be less than those for larger, more
centralized, conventional generation options. Figure 12 illustrates
the NUG capacity planned for the next 25 years and Figure 13
provides an estimate of the atmospheric emissions for NUGS over
the same period. Emissions on a per TWh basis may be quite
similar to larger conventional generating stations.

Most (74%) of the NUG over the next 25 years is expected to
be Natural gas fired «generation. Air emissions of NO,, CO and
CO, will be produced and control technologies will be required i.e.
steam injection to control NO,.
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FIGURE 13: ANNUAL ATMOSPHERIC EMISSIONS FROM NUG (1989-20141

Municipal solid waste (MSW) incineration offers the opportunity
to reduce local landfill, produce electricity and reduce the methane
(potent greenhouse gas) resulting from decaying solid municipal
wastes. MSW facilities have generally been strongly opposed in
urban areas because of perceived health risks from the potential
release of toxics (e.g. dioxin) from the burning of plastics and other
organic materials i.i waste. These potential emissions can be
effectively controlled through the installation and use of appropriate
emission control equipment. It is estimated that only 3.4% of NUG
will be derived from this source within 25 years.

Small hydraulic will compile 18% of NUGS capacity and
consists of developments with capacities of less than 10 MAT.
Most such units tend to be operated as run-of-the-river (non
peaking) plants and hence there is limited reservoir storage and
minimal impact on flow patterns.

Wood Waste Burning Plants will provide 4.6% of NUGS and
are generally associated with existing pulp and paper operations in
northern Ontario. Appropriate stack emission controls will be
necessary to minimize CO., CO2 NO, and particulate emissions.
Burning wood waste however, reduces methane (promoter of
greenhouse warming) that would likely occur if such wastes were
stock piled and decayed.

Other renewable sources such as Solar, Wind, and biomass
etc. are being considered for NUGS. There are as yet only very
smalt producers of energy and tend to be used w\ remote areas to
displace expensive energy from sources such as diesel generators.

Fossil Fuel Generation

The front end cycle impacts (i.e. mining or well drilling)
significantly affect the waste volume and land use impacts of fossil
generation. It was assumed these activities were regulated to
meet the environmental standards of the locality and the costs
thereof reflected in the purchase price of the fuel.

Fossil generation tends to consume the highest quantities of
non renewable resources and pr< .u'ces significantly higher acid
gas, CO2 emissions and waste volumes. While these generation
forms meet current regulatory limits, problems like the green house
effect and acid rain are a source of continued public concern.
Fossil based options do however have lower radioactive waste
production and water use as compared to nuclear.

There are numerous forms of fossil generation available as
depicted below. Their general Environmental performance is
shown in Table 1.

CSC - Conventional Steam Cycle (Coal)
FGD - Flue Gas Desulphurization (Scrubber for SO2)
SCR - Selective Catalytic Reduction (NO, reduction)
US/Western Canada

Coal - Western tends to be low sulphur
CTU - Combustion Turbine Unit (Gas, oil, diesel fuels)
CTU/NC- Combustion Turbine Non Convertible
CTU/CC- Combustion Turbine Convertible to Combined

cycle
CC - Combined cycle (Natural Gas)
IGCC • Integrated Gasification Combined cycle.
CTU/IGCC -Combustion Turbine convertible to; Combined

cycle and Integrated Gasification - Combined
cycle, operation

TABLE 1: ENVIRONMENTAL PEBFOHMANCE OF FOSSIL OPTIONS (g/KWh>

DMCription

4x600 MW US Coal CSC/FGD7SCR

4x500 MW US Coal CSC/FGD/SCR

4x500 MW WC Coal CSC/SCR

&:50 MW Oil CTU

2X150 MW Gas CTU

2x660 MW CCiSCR - Inleimediate

2x660 MW CC - Peaking

4x660 MW Phased K3CC

4x660 MW Unphased IGCC/SCR

All the options are significant producers of CO£ the combined cycle
units being the most efficient and the least environmentally destructive.
However from a sustainable development point of view, the long term
use of scarce Non-renewable resources is not encouraged. Natural
gas produces the least CO2 but is more efficiently used in residential
heating than in generating electricity. Integrated Gasification Combined
cycle IGCC, where coal is "cooked" to obtain the combustible "syn-gas"
and mast of the sulphur is removed, can be produced with significant
efficiency and environmental advantages over CSC and can also be
introduced in phased manner, i.e. the combustion turbine using Natural
gas fuel is produced first and can be subsequently converted to a
combined cycle mode tor greater efficiency, with the further option of
final conversion to coal gasification if the price of Natural gas becomes
high compared to coal.

CTUs operate at relatively low efficiencies compared to CC or IGCC
but produce the least natural environmental effects among the fossil
options. They are mainly considered for peaking purposes.

Large fossil fuelled installations, can also produce social and
community effects from employment and regional development.
Frequently these economic benefits offset the adverse effects of
community disruption. Local lifestyle may be affected if there are real
or perceived effects on the natural environment such as large visible
stack plumes or Cooling tower steam discharges.

so,

1 6

1 6

2 3

1.6

0

0

0

0.S2

0.47

NO,

0.25-0 31

0.25-0.31

0.25-0.31

oea

0.B7

0.25-0.31

0.62

0.30-0.53

0.25-0.31

CO,

860

860

910

S60

605

430

425

905

805

Solid
wun
95

95

49

0

0

0

0

31

28
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Nuclear Generation

Nuclear generation tends to have the lowest system non-
renewable resource use, atmospheric emissions and total waste
production. However it produces higher amounts of radioactive
waste and utilizes larger quantities of water. While these
radioactive emission/wastes and indeed the safely of the facilities
are well managed in Ontario, they represent a source of public
concern.

The potential effects of Nuclear power on the natural
environment are primarily related to Uranium mining, radionuclide
releases, cooling water use and the management of radioactive
wastes. Significant quantities of waste are produced during
Uranium mining and processing activities the handling, storage and
disposal of which are subject to strict local environmental and
Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) regulations. Radio nuclide
emissions from generating stations are regulated by the Atomic
Energy Control Board and Ontario Hydro monitors and controls all
such emissions on an annual average basis to less than 1% of the
AECB limit.

Capability for Deep geologic disposal of high level radioactive
wastes (i.e. used fuel) is the focus of work being carried out by Atomic
Energy of Canada Ltd. This disposal concept will be reviewed by a
Federal Environmental Assessment Review Panel commencing in
1991. Until the permanent disposal facility becomes available, used
fuel wastes are stored and well managed at existing generation
stations. Since the volumes of spent fuel wastes are small (about 200
M3/year from all Ontario Hydro's present operating facilities) there can
be plenty of safe storage capacity available for the interim care of this
waste until well into the next century. It is presently envisaged that a
disposal facility will be available to receive spent fuel wastes for safe
long term disposal by the year 2025.

Expansion of the nuclear program will require the production of
more heavy water via the existing plant at Bruce.

There are significant land requirements for Uranium mining,
tailings disposal, generating site development and used fuel/low
level radioactive waste disposal/storage.

Most of the socio economic effects and broad societal
considerations related to nuclear generation are similar to those of
any large power generation project but with additional issues
associated with nuclear-related health and safety concerns. Some
people may chose to change their life styles because of their
perception of the risks from nuclear energy.

The Balance Between Nuclear and Fossil

Comparisons of various Fossil and Wuctear options, were made
based on a series of criteria as exampled in Table 2. The
economic comparison is one of the most significant choice
considerations and depends much on the intended use of the
energy source (i.e. base load or peaking and the corresponding
expected capacity factors) as is illustrated in Figure 14. Detailed
economic studies were made of both the future Nuclear and Fossil
generation costs to provide sound support for this critical factor
(Ref 2 and 3).

LUECcentsAWh19S9
16

4

2 -

CSC Coal
• with SCR

f

CTU gas is more economic at lower capacity factors than scrubbed
coal but nuclear becomes most economic at greater 1han aboul 50%
Average Capacity Factor (ACF). This type of duly allotment is also
supportive of many of the environmental criteria whereby the cleaner
option, namely, demand management, hydraulic eJc. at d nuclear are
better for base load and the less clean options used for peaking and
swing resources.

TABLE 2: COMPARISON OF FOSSIL AND NUCLEAR OPTION

System
Application;

Socio-Economies:

Safety:

Flexibility:

Technical
Soundness:

4 x aOO MW US Coal with
FGD & SCR

•Most suitable lor base load
•Intermediate load also
possible

•The lowesi cosi fossil-
fuelled pption at high ACF
•LUEC(1989$):3.9«rttWhat
80% ACF. 4.5e/kWhai
60% ACF
•Fuel Is a dominant cosi
component of the life cycle
cost, but fuel prices are
expected to remain low to
mod era le for the foreseeable
future

•With appropriate
environmental control
equipment, current
environmental regulations
and Hydro PIS "fis Tip cao bo
met
•SO, emissions can be
mitigated to 1.6 g/kWh wiih
the uso of FGDs
•NO, emissions can be
mid'gated to 0.25 g/kWn with
the use of SCRs
•CO, emissions are 660
g/kWh and cannot be
effectively mitigated
•Solid wastes are 96 g/feWh,
but mast scrubber and ash
wastes are suitable for reuse
in making secondary
products such as wallboard
and cement

•Significant direct and
indirect Ontario employment
associated with the capital
and OM&A components
•US coal must be imported;
hence, few Canadian or
Ontario jobs created due to
fuel purchases
•About 45% of life cycle cost
is spent in Ontario at 80%
ACF

•Existing similar plants h
good safely r d

0 20 40 60 80 100

FIGURE 14: LEVEUZED UNIT ENERGY COST OF MAJOR SUPPLY OPTIONS
(IN-SERVICE DATE 2002)

•Large units have less
operational flexibility
•Construction lead time of 5-
B years
•Some flexibility io bum
lower sulphur coal

•Fuel is non-renewable, but
plentiful resource
•Fuel is non-indigenous to
Canada

•Ontario Hydro has extensive
experience with the
conventional si&am cycle
•Hydro has no direct
experience with the 800 MW
unit size, but there is
extensive world experience
•No Hydro experience with
FGD, but there Is extensive
experience worldwide and
good performance
demonstrated in the US
•Experience with SCR is
Smiled to Germany and
Japan

4 x 881 MW CANDU

-Most suitable for base load
application
•Suitable for intermediate load
(40 to 60%}

•Although capital cost is high,
the relatively low operating
costs make this option the
lowesi cost option for base
load applications
•LUEC (1989$): 3.1 C/kWh at
80% ACF. 4.0 C/kWh at 60%
ACF

•Current environmental
regulations and Hydro
standards can be met
•The CANDU system is a
closed sysiB/n which under
normal operation has virtually
no emission; historically
releases have been less than
1% of AECB approved levels
-Principal by-products include
low volume but long-lived high
and low-level radioactive wasie
•A method for the long-term
disposal of used fuel is
undergoing a public review by
the federal Environmental
Assessment Review Panel

•Significant direct and indirect
Ontario employment benefits
•Al 80% ACF over 85% of life
cycle cost is spent in Ontario
•Community impacts moderate
for existing sites, potentially
signilicant for new sites
•Utilize and possibly expand
the exisling infrastructure in trie
Ontario nuclear industry
•The public is concerned that
there is a risk of radioactive
release

•Excellent safety record
•Design meets aH AEC8
requirements
•Public safety concerns have
been extensively reviewed,
most recently by Dr. F.K. Hare
in the Ontario Nuclear Safety
Review. It was found that
Ontario Hydro reactors are
being operated safoly and at
high standards of technical
performance

•Operational flexibility limited
until cycling capability is well-
established
•Construction lead times of
aboul 5-6 years restricts
planning flexibility

•Uranium is indigenous to both
Ontario and Saskatchewan
•Non-renewable but plentiful
and concentrated resource
•Fuel has few alternative uses

•Well-established and proven
technology with many years ol
Ontario Hydro experience
•Demonstrated benefits from a
standardized nuclear program
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THE FINAL PLAN AND ITS DISPOSITION

The Plan

As stated earlier, the demand supply study examined a number
of alternative plans, each of which encapsulated differing ratios of
the Nuclear and Fossil options along with the same common
elements of Demand Management, NUGs Rehabilitation,
Purchases, and Hydraulic. For instance, one case was designed
to minimize green house gas emissions, nuclear stations would
meet the base load and some of the intermediate load
requirement. Existing fossil stations would handle the balance of
intermediate needs and peaking. Another case was designed to
respond to public perceptions and concerns about public safety
with respect to nuclear generation and radioactive wastes. This
case featured no new Nuclear Generation. Coal fuelled generation
would meet base load requirements and gas CTU's would meet
peaking needs. Existing Fossil would meet intermediate
requirements.

The case chosen to best suit the needs of the people of Ontario
was the case designed to achieve both low air emissions and low long
term cost. A mix of base load nuclear and peaking fossil was used to
achieve low acid gas and greenhouse emissions, low cost, flexibility
and capacity diversity. Intermediate load is met by existing fossil
stations retro fitted, as required, with emission controls.

The proposed plan and schedule is shown in Table 3.
Accommodation of higher or lower than median growth in demand,
or changes in the demand management or NUGs programs, is
made by adjusting schedules and possibly adding CTU/NC
capacity for short-term relief. The plan's "Balance of Power" is
illustrated in Figure 15.

TABLE 3: THE ACTION PLAN (MEDIAN LOAD FORECAST)

Option

Demand Management
Plan

NUG Plan

Rehabilitation Plan

Option

Manitoba
Purchase

Associated
Transmiss.

Capacity
MW

1000

Hydraulic Plan

(Independent of Load Forecast)

Little
Jack fish

Lake
Gibson

Big Chute

Kipling

Smoky
Falls

Harmon

Little Long

Niagara

Canyon/
Olter/Nine
Mile

132

5

10

68

182

66

61

550

932

Major Supply Plan

CANDU A

CTU/
IGCCA

CTU/CC A

CANDUB

3524

2016

1008

3524

Action

Implement wilh High Priority

Implement with High Priority

Implement wilh High Priority

Commerce
Definition

Phase

Underway

Underway

Underway

Underway

Underway

Underway

Underway

Underway

Underway

1991

1990

1990

1994

1994

Submit
ËA

_

1991

Underway

1990

1990

1990

1990

1990

1990

1991

1994

1991

1992

1996

1996

Project
Commit.

1993

1992

1990

1991

1992

1992

1992

1992

1993

1996

1995

1999

1998

2001

Timing

On going

On going

On going

First Unit
in Servi»
Date

199B

1999

1996

1992

1993

1994

1995

1995

1995

1993

2000

2003

2002

2001

2009

1995 2000
Year iJanuar

Approvals

The plan has been filed with the minister of the Environment for
Ontario for public hearings before the Environmental Assessment
Board. Prior to these hearings the documents will be subject to
Government review and their content is the focus of a public
information program to be conducted by Ontario Hydro. The first
phase of the approval process will assess "the requirement and
rationale" for the facilities associated with the plan. Subsequent to
general approval of the requirements, each particular project within
the program will undergo individual Environmental Assessment.
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ABSTRACTi

We have considered four approaches to cost
models to be used in the assessment of the
consequences of severe accidents. They
encompass models of direct costs as defined
by the Nuclear Liability Act and societal
impact models including direct and indirect
costs. A macro-economic model to account for
both direct and indirect costs is proposed as
the best method for assessing the total
societal impact within the Canadian context.

INTRODUCTION

Health effects and the economic
consequences of accidents are considered in
the application of cost-benefit analyses,
regulatory policy development and related
decision making hierarchies. Accidents at a
nuclear power station would have an economic
impact on the licensee/operator and related
parties. Costs to the public at locations
outside the exclusion zone only occur if
there is a significant release of radioactive
naterials into the environment.

There is only one published report of ;
socio-economic impact assessment (1) fo:
accidents at a CANDU nuclear power station.
Economic risk assessment has become a feature
of the accident consequence assessments that
are done for light water reactors (LWR). The
LWF studies (2) were the basis for the study
reported in Reference l.

It is not possible to develop socio-
economic impact models without reference to
their applications. Examples of different
applications would include the following:

the financial risk to the owner/operator
in the event of a particular type of
accident;

emergency planning
protective action

optimization of
strategies and
guidelines; and

siting evaluation for planning a nev.
reactor site.

The purpose of this paper is to present a
methodology for assessing the socio-economic
impact of an accident at a Canadian power
reactor site. Consideration is given to
direct and indirect costs and social effects
in the short-term and the long-term,
including costs of evacuation,
decontamination, personal injury, litigation,
transboundary effects.

Pour applications were considered for the
purpose of developing the proposed approach.
Particular attention is given to the review
of litigation costs and financial costs
within the context of the Nuclear Liability
Act.

REVIEW OF ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGIES

Methodologies for assessing economic costs
in the United States and United Kingdom are
reported in References (2) and (3) . The
study by Lonergan et al (1) was based on the
American methodology. These studies and
»r>proaches are revi•»•-•••'• I hrmfiy below.

Rwctor 8«f«ty Study (U.S.)

Burke et al (2) updated the economic
consequence models used in the Reactor Safety
Study (4) . Both on-site and off-site costs
were considered, and the following cost
categories were included:

financial costs to the owner/operator
and the industry;

cost of health effects;

costs associated with protective
measures to mitigate health effects; and

litigation costs to the owner/operator.

The models do not include off-site
litigation costs or indirect (secondary)
impacts. The following typ*-. of impacts werr
considered to be secondary.
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disruption of a<rr.{ cultural supply remote
from the contaminated region;

increased cost of electricity in the
region; and

increased labour costs in the region.

Burke <3t al have compared their models
with alternative approaches. Of particular
interest is the comparison with the Input-
Output economic model developed by the Bureau
of Economic Analysis (BEA) within the U.S.
Department of Commerce (5,6). The BEA model
considers transactions between industrial
sectors and between regions. In this «ay it
includes the impact on the overall economy
counting both primary and secondary impacts.
Burke et al conclude that the BEA model
demonstrates that the secondary impacts are
small in general. Further, it shows that the
economic impact in terms of job losses is
proportional to thR population density in the
contaminated region.

NRPB Mafchodoloov

The National Radiological Protection Board
(NRPB) in the United Kingdom has developed a
methodology for estimating the economic costs
associated with emergency countermeasures
(3). This has been included in the MARC-l
code as the ECONO-HARC module and recently
developed into the COCO-1 model within the
European accident consequence assessment code
COSYMA (7). Their approach is based on
estimating the lost contribution to the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) from the disruption in
economic activity.

The NRPB approach has the advantage that a
micro-economic model is not required and the
costs can be estimated from per capita
contributions to the GDP. However, a model
has to be developed for the length of time
that the per capita contribution is lost from
the GDP. This implies a need for a more
detailed underlying model of the economic
disruption.

The Gross Domestic Product approach does
not take account of the loss of the wealth
which had been accumulated in the region
prior to the accident. The cost of these
physical assets has been shown to be
substantial in the study by BurKe et al (2).

Th» Ontario Nucl«ar 8af«tv R«vi«w atudv

The Ontario Nuclear Safety Review (ONSR)
commissioned Lonergan et al (l) to study the
economic consequences of a severe accident at
the Pickering nuclear power station. They
used the MACCS computer code which
incorporated the models by Burke et al (2).
Site specific data for an area 100 km around
the Pickering station was used as input.

In the absence of a severe accident source
term for the Pickering station, two source
terms were used for the purpose of estimating
consequences :

1. a source Uis; for a severe design basis
accident provided by Ontario Hydro; and

2. a source term based on the release
fractions characteristic of the 'PWR-ï'
source term in the Reactor Safety Study
(4).

It was found that the health effects and
economic consequences varied widely as a
function of wind direction and meteorological
conditions. In addition, a sensitivity study
showed the economic costs to be strongly
dependent on intervention levels for evacu-
ation and decontamination. The estimates for
the magnitude of the economic consequences
are consistent with U.S. experience (2) and
show that property damage costs are a major
component of the off-site costs.

CATEGORIES OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC EFFECTS

For the purpose of model development the
overall socio-economic impact is broken down
into categories of effects as shown in Figure
1. Each of these categories is defined
below.

Direct and Indirect Effects

Economic impacts can be categorized by
defining direct and indirect consequences as
follows.

Direct impacts are those effects related to
the personal injury and property damage on-
site and the contamination of the environment
beyond the site boundary.

Indirect impacts are those effects which are
removed from the immediate concern of
contamination with radioactive materials.
That is, the effect is the result of one or
more of the societal responses to the
accident.

The direct effects .re associated with
damage to the generating station, property
damage beyond the site boundary and the
health effects on the station staff and the
public. These effects are confined to the
geographical area contaminated by the
accident. Within this area there are
emergency plans to limit the health effects
in the short term. The intervention levels
required for decontamination and the
restoration of normal activity would be
established in response to a specific
accident. With the exception of the longer
term intervention levels, the direct effects
are predictable for a given source term.

Indirect effects being the result of
societal response to the accident are not
unique nor are they predictable. Further,
these effects are not confined to the
geographical area of contamination. For
example, the potential impact on the future
of the nuclear industry is an effect that
extends beyond the region affected by the
accident. Indirect ef f et • s have
characteristics of being dif f i ult to mod'
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Socio-Economie
Impact

Indirect
Effects

Off-site
Effects

Property
Damage

Figure l. Categorization of Socio-Econontic Effects

0n-8lt« and Off-Sita Cona«cra«nc»a

The only economic activity within the
exclusion zone around a nuclear generating
station is the production of electricity by
the owner/operator. An accident will leave
the plant damaged and requiring a lengthy
outage for decontamination and repair or
early decommissioning. For the purpose of
developing consequence models, the on-site
effects are defined to be those experienced
by the owner/operator at the generating
site. All other effects occur beyond the
exclusion zone and are categorized as being
off-site effects.

With the definitions being used there are
no indirect on-site economic consequences.
The on-site consequences affect the
owner/operator and the station staff. They
are primarily the immediate financial impact
including the cost of replacement power,
decontamination and repair (decommissioning)
of the facility, litigation costs in the
settlement of damage claims and employee
health effects. For station staff the
economic effects include the impact on their
employment and their health.

Off-site consequences can be either
direct or indirect effects. Direct effects
include, among other things, evacuation and
relocation costs, land interdiction, loss of
farm produce and health effects. Cost
models have been dpve>loped for these effects
by Burke et al (2) nnd Ha;, ».ood et al (7).

Stochastic and non-stochastic eflects
have to be considered separately in the
costing of health effects. Station staff
and the public near the station are
vulnerable to immediate non-stochastic
health effects including mortality in
extreme cases. In the longer term the
stochastic effects will appear in the
general population as a collective rather
than an individual phenomenon.

The net societal impact arising from
indirect consequences depends upon the
population and geographical area included in
the assessment. The impact of a local
detrimental effect from the accident might
be off-set by a remote compensating effect
when a large enough area is included. For
example, the loss in production from a
factory might be compensated by an increase
in production of a remote factory.
Extensive modelling would be required to
include all these indirect effects. It is
for this reason that models such as those by
Burke et al neglect indirect effects. They
are also believed to be small relative to
the direct effects. The input-output model
by the BEA (5,6) includes indirect effects
and supports the assumption that they are
small relative to the direct effects. This
is also consistent with the experience that
disasters are not as catastrophic from an
overall societal impact as might ha
expected.
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APPLICATIONS OF CONSEQUENCE ASSESSMENTS

The extent and type of modelling
needed to assess the socio-economic impact
of an accident depends upon the objectives
or planned use of the assessment. Four
examples of possible applications of the
modelling are discussed below.

1. Extent of Nuclear Liability - The
accident consequence assessment can
be directed to an examination of the
extent of liability under the Nuclear
Liability Act and the adequacy of its
provisions. The models should provide

and personal injury claims that would
be made. The Nuclear Damage Claiir
Commission established under the
provisions of the Act might make
awards on bases other than those
considered in the economic cost
models, it is difficult to predict
the influence of socio-politicj1
factors on the magnitude of award:.
Only off-site effects need to be
considered in detail for this
application.

2. Financial Costs to the Licensee - An
accident consequence assessment can be
directed to the study of the financial
implications of an accident for the
licensee. The models have to consider
all on-site consequences associated
with the loss of the. plant and
production as well as employee health
effects. Off-site costs to the owner
are limited by provisions of the
Nuclear Liability Act. For most
accidents the contribution of
liability for off-site costs will be
a small component of the total cost to
the licensee. Indirect effects might
contribute to the financial cost
through potential increases in
business costs.

3. Regional Impact Assessment - The
accident consequence assessment could
be used to study the impact of an
accident on the region surrounding the
plant. It might also be used for the
purpose of cost-benefit analyses of
emergency plans. In either case, the
on-site costs are not important.
However, the loss of a producing power
plant will disrupt the economic life
of the nearby communities and should
be considered. Modelling for a
regional impact assessment would
include direct and indirect off-site
costs.

4> Societal Impact Assessment - The
economic impact assessment may be
directed to input for cost-benef ' *•
'"alysi^ 'if r a f l r I l v I l l « f T V

the regulatory process. In this case.
the modelling would apply to canada as
a whole, including direct and indirect
costs as well as off-site and on-site
cost components.

COST COMPONENTS

The following is a discussion of some of
the major cost components required for
assessing the economic impact according to
the above applications.

Diract Off-site Costa

The direct off-site costs due to an
accident are primarily those associated with
the mitigation of the health effects from
the radiation contamination. These costs
have been modelled (2) with the following
components:

immediate evacuation costs and lost
income;

- short-term relocation costs and lost
income;

long-term relocation costs and lost
income;

- cost of contaminated agricultural
produce;

- decontamination costs, interdiction
costs, or loss of
wealth; and

medical care costs and lost income
from health effects.

While micro-economic models have been
developed for each of the cost components,
the presumed protective action levels
determine the overall cost. These action
levels determine the number of people
affected, the area affected and the durât-:-.-
••? evacuation-relocation directives.

Lonergan et al (1) shoved that the direct
off-site costs are largest when the
contaminated area is urban rather than
rural. Further, decontamination and
interdiction are the dominant cost
components. Health effects only become a
major component when there is a large nearby
population and lov property value in the
affected area.

On-»it» coat»

The on-site costs are specific to a
utility, the site, and the design of irhc
station. The dominant costs to be included
are the following:

replacement power costs and capital
losses;
repair/decontamination/decoiranissioning
costs; and
station employee health effects.

Litigation costs and indirect effects are
included in the off-site models. The utility
would have some litigation costs to be
included as an on-si-t-» cost.
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Liability and Litigation

The Nuclear Liability Act addresses the
assignment of liability for property damage
and personal injury arising from an accident
at a nuclear facility. The operator of the
facility is held liable for the damages and
has no right of recourse against third
parties.

Although the licensee/operator has an
absolute liability, the act provides an
upper limit of $75,000,000 to claims for any
one incident. Liability insurance would
cover the liability to the claims limit. If
the claims limit against the operator were
to be exceeded, the federal cabinet may
establish a compensation commission, the
Nuclear Damage Claims Commission.

The Claims Commission would have the
Tollowing function and roles (8):

it removes liability from the operator
and stays all proceedings for claims
against the licensee;

it hears all claims for personal
injury and property damage and offers
compensation;

normal rules of court do not apply; and

claims must be filed within three
years of discovery of the injury or
damage and within 10 years of the
accident.

Litigation would be an integral part of
the claims process against the operator and
before the Claims Commission. It affects the
process by:

increasing the likelihood of an award
being made for a claim; and

increasing the magnitude of the
settlement for a claim.

Awards for litigation costs would not be
expected to be a significant contribution
(10%) to the total value of the awards.

The Nuclear Liability Act and the
associated litigation would play a prominent
role in the settlement of damage claims.
Nevertheless, the process itself is not a
significant economic cost. It only
determines who is paying whom, it is true
that a number of lawyers would likely be
diverted from their normal practice and this
diversion would be a real economic cost.

Since the CANDU nuclear power stations
are near the canada/U.S. boundary, there is
potential for transboundary contamination in
the event of an accident. The U.S. is
covered by the Nuclear Liability Act
through reciprocity. American claims would
proceed as Canadian claims would before the
Claims Commission. It is reascn.ibi* to

assume that the Claims Commission would
treat all claims thç samp. Claims against
the $75,000,000 insured portion would be

determined by U.S. courts wi*U the potential
for higher awards. However, the limit
still applies.

If the socio-economic impact assessment
is being done for Canadian society, then
payment of an award to an American claimant
represents a real cost to Canadian society.
This has the potential to bias the socio-
economic assessment towards scenarios with
a significant transboundary impact.

Indir«ct costs

Indirect economic effects are difficult
to model. It is not clear that one can
develop a strong causal link between the
magnitude of an indirect effect and the
severity of an accident. For example, if the
nuclear generation industry was slowed as a
result of a severe accident, what would be
the threshold or feature that caused that
socio-political decision?

A threshold effect for indirect costs
could also be reflected in the intervention
levels for protective actions. In the event
of an accident the intermediate and long-
term relocation criteria and decontamination
levels would be subject to socio-political
consideration beyond the net health benefit.

There are no readily available models for
indirect off-site costs. Neither the HACCS
nor the MARC (2,3) models include the
indirect costs. Three costs that should be
considered are:

impact on the nuclear industry;
indirect medical effects; and
increased business costs for the
utility.

There is no question that an accident
would have an effect on the development of
the nuclear industry. However, it would be
difficult to predict with confidence what
the effect would be. It is likely this would
have to be treated as a potential impact v: =>
i sensitivity assessrc^rt.

The indirect health effects include
stress, pain and suXXering, among othe-
things. It may be possible to account for
some of these effects by modelling the
preference for risk avoidance.

It is likely there would be increased
business costs for the utility such as
higher interest rates. These effects can be
identified and included as part of a
sensitivity analysis.

•OCZO-BCOHOHIC IMPACT A8SESSKSHT METHODOLOGY

For severe accidents the following
observations are made £rrr~ fhe above model
considerations:
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1. The direi.i- off-site costs are event
specific depending upon details of the
accident scenario and the source term.
The on-site costs and indirect off-
site costs are not event specific.

2. Since the direct off-site costs are
associated with the mitigation of
health effects, the health effects and
off-site economic effects are directly
correlated.

3. The direct off-site costs are
maximized when a given source term is
dispersed over the region of highest
population. The same applies for
health effects.

The costs of mitigating health effects
has the following dependencies:

(a) increasing the level of contamination
increases the costs.

(b) increasing the population in the
contaminated area increases the costs.

(c) lowering the intervention levels for
dose reduction increases the costs.

Propo««d Approach

The following approach is proposed for a
comprehensive assessment of the socio-
economic impact of an accident at a Canadian
nuclear power reactor:

1. The total societal impact within the
Canadian context should be estimated
including direct and indirect effects.
Individual cost components do not
include the transfer of costs among
individuals and agencies as a result
of litigation-

2. The dominant on-site costs to the
utility include replacement power,
c a p i t a l l o s s e s , r e p a i r ,
decontamination, decommissioning and
employee health effects.

3. Litigation costs should be included in
the direct

off-site costs. The dominant cost will
be the cost of legal staff time spent
in presenting claims of property
damage and personal injury. This can
be estimated as an average percentage
of the size of the awards. The 'cost'
of the awards is already included in
the other direct off-site costs.

4. Ho special provisions should be made
for modelling the transboundary
effects of contamination and the
associated costs. The Nuclear
Liability Act treats Jonerican claims
the same as Canadian claims. Thus,
the models of direct off-site costs
are the same for both sides of the
boundary in terms of the method of
establishing the -<>sts.

5. The value of lost off-site economic
activity due to contamination can be
obtained by integrating the loss
(value added) over the period of the
disruption. Intervention levels for
protective actions determine the
duration of economic disruption and
represent a large uncertainty because
C ' ' ^ ' • i J n i : •- r r H i ' ' • • * • vl-~ * * • "

social response to i severe accident.
Nevertheless, be=t estimates can be
made and the uncertainty examined by a
sensitivity study. In addition, there
is the cost of supporting those
i n d i v i d u a l s w h o a r e
evacuated/relocated from the affected
region. This cost modifies the
estimation of lost output because of
the disruption in economic activity.

6. The loss of farm produce and
decontamination costs can be estimated
from land use data and the target
intervention level for returning the
area to normal use.

7. The loss of societal wealth can be
estimated as the depreciated value of
assets over the duration of economic
disruption.

8. The costs of health effects include
the lost productivity due to illness
and the cost of medical care. For
stochastic health effects it is
assumed the lost productivity occurs
after the economic life in the
affected area has been restored.

9. Indirect costs including the impact on
the nuclear industry and increased
business costs for the utility are
subject to ill-defined thresholds of
social response. Thus, they can only
be included via a sensitivity
assessment. other indirect costs
associated with the decontamination of
the area and restoration of normal
economic activity will affect the
application of intervention levels for
protective actions. These costs car.
be included then as part of the
uncertainty associated with the direct
costs.

CONCMJ8XONS

The methodology for modelling the socio-
economic impact of an accident have been
reviewed. A comprehensive approach
including direct and indirect costs is
proposed. The indirect costs are not
causally related to radioactive
contamination and are therefore
unpredictable. In the proposed approach
indirect costs are included within the
uncertainty of the direct costs as part of
a sensitivity analysis.
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ABSTRACT

Ontario Hydro's 1990 review of
environmental issues identified a number of
issues related to its production of nuclear
energy. These issues include,

i) the management of radioactive
wastes, used fuel and low-
intermediate level solid and liquid
wastes;

ii) the effect of ionizing radiation on
the public in the proximity of
nuclear stations;

iii) management of hazardous liquid
industrial waste,

iv) the zebra mussel invasion.
This paper briefly reviews each of these
issues and describes Ontario Hydro's
efforts to minimize or manage their
environmental impact.

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a brief review of
some of the environmental issues related to
Ontario Hydro's production of nuclear
energy. Before proceeding, the terms
"environment" and "environmental issues"
must be defined. Ontario Hydro defines the
environment as "the natural system of land,
air, water, plants and animals including
human beings and their social, economic and
cultural interactions with the system".
This definition is consistent with the
definition provided in the Ontario
Environmental Assessment Act.(l) All
activities have some level of impact on the
natural and social environment. The
consideration of the impact of these
activities on the environment can be
referred to as an environmental issue.

Actions by international agencies and
governments, at all levels, reflect the
public's concern about the environment.
The report prepared by the United Nations-
sponsored Brundtland Commission on the
Environment and Development stated "that
the needs of present generations must be
met without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own
needs".(2) With respect to energy
production the Brundtland Commission drew
the following conclusions:

all energy sources have
environmental consequences, some of
which are not dealt with adequately,
choosing an energy strategy
inevitably means choosing an
environmental strategy, and
less energy means fewer
environmental problems, low energy
•futures are therefore more
beneficial than high energy futures.

In Canada, the Federal government
recently released a draft of its
environmental policy, the Green Plan.(3)
This paper addresses,

i) toxic substances and wastes,
ii) atmospheric change,
iii) agriculture, forests and

fisheries,
iv) parks and heritage resources,

wildlife, and
v) the Arctic.

Provincially, the Ontario government has
introduced strict regulatory programs to
reduce water and air emissions. The MISA
Program - the Municipal/Industrial Strategy
for Abatement is designed to dramatically
reduce the discharge of toxic substances to
Ontario's surface waters. The province's
Clean Air Program (CAP) is expected to
place direct emission limits on all air
pollution sources of any appreciable size.

As we enter the 1990's, we can be sure
of a continuation in the growth of public
awareness and concern about the state of
the environment. The recognition and
resolution of environmental issues will
require public participation, respect for
public concerns and the search for
solutions which ate acceptable to both the
public and industry. This is part of the
continuing trend, starting in the 1970's
and 80's, to have industry participate in
and be responsible for environmental
solutions.

Ontario Hydro recognizes that public
concern over the environment is genuine and
well-founded. In order to integrate
environmental considerations into decision-
making, Ontario Hydro's Corporate Strategy
for the 1990's states that "... Ontario
Hydro will develop and manage its
activities and facilities in such a way as
to sustain the environmental base".
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This paper will briefly review some of
the environmental issues facing Ontario
Hydro's nuclear power production program
and our efforts to minimize their
environmental impact. Ontario Hydro
currently has 17 operating nuclear reactors
with 3 more under construction. Nuclear
generation is one of the major supply
options identified in Ontario Hydro's long
range Demand/Supply Plan for meeting
Ontario's future energy requirements.
Identifying and addressing the
environmental issues associated with this
program i s therefore a priority for Ontario
Hydro.

IDENTIFICATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

As the first step, Ontario Hydro has set
up a method by which to identify, monitor
and respond to environmental issues. An
issue is considered to be significant or a
"priority issue" if it meets the following
six criteria:

Public Concern. Is there potential
impact on the public: is there
public concern?

Broad Implications. Are there
implications beyond Ontario Hydro,
or beyond the control of more than
one branch of Ontario Hydro?

Cost. Is there significant cost
associated with defining or
resolving the problem?

Ontario Hydro's Share. Is Ontario
Hydro a major contributor to the
problem or to the solution?

Timing.
action?

How much time remains for

Legal Requirements. Are legal
requirements not Being met or are
they about to change?

The 1990 review of environmental issues
identified a number of issues related to
Ontario Hydro's nuclear program.
These issues include,

i) the management of radioactive
wastes, used fuel and low-
intermediate level solid and liquid
wastes;

ii) the effect of ionizing radiation on
the public in the proximity of
nuclear stations;

ili) management of hazardous liquid
industrial waste,

iv) the zebra mussel invasion.

Each issue will be briefly discussed below.

Management of Radioactive Wastes

Radioactive materials produced from
nuclear power generation include used fuel

(high level), and low and intermediate
level solid and liquid wastes. Ontario
Hydro is very careful to isolate its
radioactive wastes. Strict controls are
applied to its disposition, including
monitoring and storage.

To date, there are no permanent disposal
sites available for radioactive wastes in
Canada. Materials which have radioactivity
levels above the regulatory levels for
release are maintained in long-term storage
where they can be retrieved for eventual
disposal.

Used Fuel. The ultimate management step in
the nuclear fuel cycle is the disposal of
used fuel. Since the 1977 recommendation
by Energy Mines and Resources Canada to
dispose of used fuel in igneous rocks in
the Canadian Shield, Ontario Hydro and
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) have
been working towards this goal. Under the
Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management
Program, initiated in 1978, Ontario Hydro
is responsible for evaluating the
feasibility, safety, economics and timing
of interim storage of all used fuel and its
transport to disposal facilities. AECL is
responsible for development of the
immobilization and disposal technology.

The work is divided into two phases,
preclosure and postclosure. The preclosure
phase includes,

the design and construction of the
facilities for transport,
immobilization and disposal of used
fuel,
immobilization of the used fuel in
corrosion-resistant containers and
their placement in the disposal
vaults underground,
decommissioning of all facilities,
permanent sealing of underground
vaults and the return of the site to
normal use.

The postclosure phase follows the
sealing of the vaults. The used fuel will
remain in isolation and the radioactivity
will decay.

To date, AECL has prepared a report
detailing the preclosure stage of the
overall disposal concept. Ontario Hydro is
currently reviewing this report and
preparing a "Preclosure Environmental and
Safety Assessment" of the Concept for AECL.
In addition, Ontario Hydro is preparing a
Used Fuel '' ransportation Assessment. AECL
is preparing the postclosure Assessment
which deals with the long-term safety
issue.

AECL plans to submit the complete
Concept Assessment package, to be
collectively termed an Environmental Impact
Statement, to the Federal Environmental
Assessment and Review process in 1991.
Preliminary public information meetings,
run by the Federal Environment Assessment
Review Office (FEARO), have begun, the
first taking place in New Brunswick. FEARO
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will also form an independent panel
composed of regulatory authorities and
government agencies to review the disposal
concept in the 1991-93 period. Site
selection will not begin until after the
concept has been thoroughly assessed and
reviewed.

Radioactive Solid waste. Low (less than
2ÔÔ mCi/m3) and intermediate level (200
mCi/m3 - 100 Ci/m3) solid wastes include
process system wastes and contaminated
housekeeping wastes from areas of the
station where radioactivity is present. It
also includes the irradiated components of
the Pickering Unit l and 2 reactors which
have been retubed. The processing and
storage of these wastes from all nuclear
facilities, except for the irradiated
components from the retubing projects, is
carried out mainly at the Radioactive waste
Operation and Site at the Bruce Nuclear
Power Development (BNPD). The retubing
components are stored at Pickering NGS.
Increased quantities of solid wastes will
be generated when Darlington NGS becomes
operational, and as the rehabilitation
programs, such as pressure tube
replacement, continue. To date, after
supplying electricity to the grid for
nearly 30 years, a total of 23600 iir of low-
level and 750 m of intermediate-level solid
wastes have been stored in engineered
storage structures at BNPD.

Ontario Hydro's Radioactive Materials
Management Task Force was established in
1988 to ensure an integrated "cradle-to-
grave" approach to the development of new
waste management facilities. The Task
Force recommended the rehabilitation of the
existing Waste Volume Reduction Facility
located at BNPD. This rehabilitation will
include a new supercompactor and new
incinerator. The design and feasibility
work is expected to be completed in 1990.

This year will also see the
establishment of a generic waste
minimization plan, reduce, reuse, recycle,
with performance targets at all stations.

Radioactive Liquid Waste. Radioactive
liquid waste includes contaminated machine
oil, hydraulic fluids and organic solvents.
At present, Ontario Hydro has no central
facility for treating large volumes of
radioactive liquid chemical wastes.
Treatment and disposal are dealt with on a
case-by-case basis. With the concurrence
of regulatory agencies, about 20% of the
chemical wastes having very low activity
are sent off-site to commercial disposal
companies for incineration. In other cases
the wcistes are stored at the site of
origin.

The proposed steam generator-cleaning
program at Bruce NGS-A will produce up to
one million litres per year of low-level
radioactive chemical wastes, starting in
1990, and will require a waste treatment
facility. Research was carried out by

Ontario Hydro and external consultants to
demonstrate the feasibility of wet air
oxidation and biological treatment for this
waste. A treatment and storage facility
for this waste is expected to be available
in 1991.

Effect of ionizing Radiation in Proximity
to Nuclear Stations

The release of radioactive emissions
from Ontario Hydro's nuclear facilities is
regulated by the Atomic Energy Control
Board (AECB), which sets derived emission
limits (DEL) for each plant. Ontario
Hydro's operating targets call for
emissions of less than 1% of the approved
AECB limits. All radioactive emissions are
regularly monitored by an extensive
monitoring network around the nuclear
facilities.

Tritium, iodine-131, noble gases and
particulates are regularly monitored in the
ventilation exhaust. Tritium and gross
beta-gamma radionuclides are monitored in
the liquid effluent. Hydro also takes
field samples from a total of seven
radiation pathways, at distances of one to
25 km from each of the operating sites.
For example drinking water is sampled once
during each operating shift; cow's milk,
monthly; air, continuously; fruit and
vegetables at harvest; and fish are sampled
once a year.
Annual reports and assessments are provided
to the AECB zï.i local authorities.

In response to revised standards for
emission and environmental monitoring,
incorporated into Radiation Protection
Regulations, further assessments of
monitoring equipment and methods are being
carried out for all facilities.

Historically, all of Ontario Hydro's
nuclear generating stations and the
Radioactive Waste Operations Site have met
the 1% DEL operating target for emissions,
in all radionuclide groups on an annual
average basis. Emissions at the 1% of DEL
level result in only a small additional
exposure to the public, well within the
variation in exposures due to naturally
occurring radiation levels.

Recently there has been discussion of
the validity of assigning risk estimates to
very low exposure levels on the basis of
data from high dose exposures. The U.S.
National Research Council has revised its
estimates of lifetime excess risk to 3-5
times greater than previously estimated.(4)
Ontario Hydro's Health and Safety Division
has recently completed a review of this
report and recommended a 2 1/2 -fold
reduction in the annual occupation dose
limit for nuclear workers and a reduction
in thp long-term dose. The recommendation
of the Division is that individual
occupation radiation exposures of OH
workers or contractors be controlled so as
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not to exceed 2 rem in any single year with
the average exposure over a longer period
not exceeding 1 rem/y.(4) The
International Commission on Radiological
Protection (ICRP) is expected to issue new
radiation protection recommendations some
time in 1990.

In May 1989 the AECB reported the
results of a study of the incidents of
leukaemia in preschool children living near
five Ontario nuclear sites, Bruce,
Pickering, chalk River, Port Hope and
Elliot Lake.(S) Relative risk estimates
were calculated for each facility and
geographic area as the ratio of the
observed over the expected number of events
for each area. The expected values refer
to the number of deaths that would be
expected on the basis of provincial rates,
in a given population of children aged 0-4
years. In the vicinity of nuclear research
facilities the rate of leukaemia was less
than expected. In the areas around the
uranium mining, milling and refining
facilities, and around the nuclear power
stations, there was a slightly greater than
expected occurrence of leukaemia. These
results may however have been due to chance
because of the small size of the sample.
In order to increase the precision ot the
relative risk estimates detected in this
study, a second study covering older
children is in progress.

A recent British study reported that an
excess of childhood leukaemia cases in the
village of Seascale, near British Nuclear
Fuels' Sellafield waste reprocessing plant,
is linked to high radiation doses received
by workers (fathers) at the plant before
their children's conception.(6) In view of
these findings the AECB study may be
extended to cover this aspect.

Ontario Hydro is monitoring the progress
and results of these studies. However,
regardless of any changes in the limits,
Ontario Hydro's emissions, which are
controlled to less than 1% DEL, are within
the variation in exposures due to naturally
occurring radiation levels. Recall as well
the conclusions of the Ontario Nuclear
Safety Review, conducted by Professor
Kenneth Hare, "Ontario Hydro's reactors are
being operated safely and at high standards
of technical performance. No significant
adverse impact has been detected in either
the workforce or the public."(7)

Management of Hazardous Liquid Chemicals

Hazardous liquid chemicals in use at
nuclear stations include polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs), chlorinated fluorocarbons
(CFCs), hydraulic fluids, other spent
solvents, oils, etc. The
Municipal/Industrial Strategy for Abatement
(MISA) was promulgated in December 1989.
It requires all of Ontario Hydro's nuclear
facilities (and fossil-fuelled stations) to
conduct one year of intensive effluent

monitoring starting in June 1990. This
paper will focus on the two chemicals
currently receiving most media and public
attention, PCBs and CFCs.

Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs). Ontario
Hydro's policy is to manage PCBs in a way
that does not harm the workers, the public
or the environment. During 1989 a
Corporate Reference Plan outlining the
targets and options available for PCB
phase-out was approved. The Corporation's
long-term goal is the destruction of all of
its PCB wastes. Over the next 5 years
Hydro's goal is to reduce the risk of PCB
incidents, such as accidental spills, by
removing from service all high-risk PCB
equipment, collecting all low-level PCE
contaminated oils for decontamination,
equipment carcass decontamination and PCB
destruction. Destruction of high-level PCB
wastes will begin as soon as a PCB-
destruction process is licensed in Ontario.

Specific activities in 1989 included the
use of Ontario Hydro's Mobile Processing
Unit, at the Bruce Nuclear Power
Development, to decontaminate oils
containing low levels of PCBs. An unused
construction building at BNPD was converted
to a new approved PCB storage facility. A
pilot program was initiated in order to
assess the feasibility of retrofilling
askarel-filled transformers with
replacement fluids. In 1990 three large
transformers at Bruce NGS-A are scheduled
to be retrofilled with silicone.

Chlorinated Fluorocarbons (CFCs). In 1987
Canada signed an international agreement,
the Montreal Protocol, to control ozone-
depleting substances. The goal of the
agreement is to reduce the consumption of
chlorofluorocarbons to 50% of 1986
production levels within 10 years. It is
expected that in 1990 the limits will be
further reduced. Environment Canada and
Ontario have incorporated the provisions of
the Montreal Protocol into the
Environmental Protection Act.

Within Ontario Hydro, CFCs and halons
have a number of uses including dry
cleaning, air conditioning, refrigeration,
fire- fighting equipment and radiological
decontamination of equipment. Ontario
Hydro uses a total of 46000 kg of CFCs
annually and has an inventory of
approximately 9000 kg of halon held in fire
fighting equipment. The dry cleaning
facility at the Bruce Nuclear Power
Development is the single largest user of
CFCs within Ontario Hydro, accounting for
60% of Hydro's use. Ontario Hydro's
nuclear stations overall account for 80.7%
of CFC and halon usage within the
Corporation.
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Plans are in progress to switch the BNPD
dry cleaning facility to a wet wash
facility, at an estimated cost of $8
million. Darlington NGS is also
considering switching from dry cleaning to
wet wash at an estimated cost of $5
million.

In 1990 a working group was set up to
develop a corporate-wide CFC reference
plan. The plan will include strategies for
reducing use, a timetable for accomplishing
reductions and a monitoring program. We
are also in the process of compiling a
detailed survey of CFC usage within the
Corporation.

Other Liquids. Prevention of contamination
and reduced production are Ontario Hydro's
two highest priorities in the handling of
nonradioactive hazardous liquid chemical
wastes from nuclear facilities. A
reclamation and recycling program for some
materials has been started. For example,
hydraulic fluids are reclaimed at Bruce
NGS-A,B and Pickering NGS-B.

Zebra Mussels

The zebra mussel invasion is an example
of the environment harming Ontario Hydro's
operations. These small mussels attach
themselves to our water intake structures,
and multiply so rapidly that a large mass
quickly builds up and obstructs water flow
in the pipes, zebra mussels came into Lake
St. Clair on an overseas tanker in 1985.
Since 1985 they have spread prolifically,
producing 30,000 to 40,000 young per
female. They are expected to affect all of
Ontario Hydro's generating stations on the
Great Lakes by the end of 1990.

Ontario Hydro has initiated a program to
develop effective control measures for
zebra mussels. Initial control efforts are
based on chlorination, which is expected to
begin at Darlington NGS in June, 1990.
This however is only an interim control.
The Ministry of the Environment will not
permit continued use of chlorination
because of the expected negative impact of
chlorine residues on the aquatic ecosystem.

A research program has been developed to
look at alternate chemical and physical
control measures. Potential chemical
measures include use of ozone or hydrogen
peroxide, while candidate physical methods
include the use of protective coatings,
acoustics, gamma and UV irradiation,
elevated pressures or temperatures, and
mechanical filtration.

CHALLENGE OF DEALING WITH ENVIRONMENTAL
ISSUES

Dealing with environmental issues has to
consider both the technical solutions and

the public's interests and concerns. To
assist in meeting the challenge and to give
environmental issues a higher profile
within the Corporation, Ontario Hydro has
created a Corporate Environment Division
reporting to the Vice President of
Corporate Planning. In addition,
throughout the line organization, there are
well established environmental management
processes which include environmental
assessment and auditing practices.

All of Ontario Hydro's major
construction and rehabilitation projects,
and changes to operating practices and
emissions are subject to rigorous
environmental protection regulations. New
projects and major modifications to
existing facilities are subject to
environmental assessment review and
approval.

The environmental issues described in
this paper are related primarily to nuclear
power production. Ontario Hydro is working
just as hard to meet the environmental
challenges posed by its fossil and
hydraulic generation, and transmission
operations.

In spite of the many regulatory
requirements, public approval of electric
utility environmental performance dropped
11% between 1989 and 1990. This is a
serious situation. The trend must be
reversed if we are to maintain our present
performance in obtaining timely
environmental approvals for our projects.

Ontario Hydro is faced not only with the
technical challenges of minimizing the
impact of its operations on the
environment, but with convincing the public
that it is doing a good job. This cannot
be accomplished just by telling people.
When we do a good job, we must be sure that
it is done visibly and communicated openly.
In this way independent and respected
commentators can attest to our performance.
We must show leadership in addressing
difficult or controversial environmental
issues. We cannot continue to wait for the
public or government to force us into
action. We must be open, willing to
listen, and to discuss.

Ontario Hydro has a good environmental
record. Compared to other industries, we
are considered to be progressive. The
electricity we produce helps to give the
residents of Ontario a high quality of
life. Unfortunately there is no
environmentally benign way to generate
electricity. Ontario Hydro is working hard
to recognize, minimize and manage the
environmental impact of its operations.
with continued improvements in generating
station design and operating practices,
nuclear energy can be an environmentally
acceptable source of power.
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ABSTRACT

Significant savings are possible by integrating analysis
programs with computer-aided design and drafting systems.

Pipe stress analysis is a key task performed in support of the
design and operation of CANDU* reactors. In this paper, an
integrated pipe stress analysis (PSA) environment being
developed for the CANDU 3 project is described. Benefits
derived using PSA are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In preparation for the CANDU 3 project, a review of work
methods indicated that up to a 20% reduction in labour costs
can be achieved by using computing technology to automate
and integrate project activities, especially those associated
with engineering. As a result of this review, AECL
modified its engineering practices and for the CANDU 3
project introduced the concept of CANDID Engineering (an
acronym for CANDU Integrated Design Engineering):
"CANDID Engineering is a comprehensive, integrated,
electronic approach to engineering that encompasses all
aspects of engineering from design and drafting to analysis
and data transmission.''^].

A key aspect of the CANDID concept is the Computer Aided
Design and Drafting System (CADDS) used to support plant
design. This system provides comprehensive 3-dimensional
(3-D) modelling and generally includes software packages
designed to:

- prepare process and instrumentation diagrams,
- design piping systems,
- model large pieces of equipment,
- design concrete and steel structures, and
- layout raceways and HVAC systems.

Using such a system results in a 3-D computer model of the
entire plant and an associated database that contains system
and component information, e.g., operating conditions, line
and equipment names, and material class data.

The CADD system of choice for the CANDU 3 project is
the Intergraph Plant Design System (PDS).

One of the major activities associated with CANDU reactor
engineering is the design and analysis of piping systems.
The PDS piping task[2] supports design. Unfortunately, the
links to commercial software packages used to perform pipe
stress analysis and detailed pipe support design and analysis
are not readily available. Those that are, do not integrate
well with PDS, or do not support Class-1 analysis or NF
design[3].

In response to this deficiency, AECL has initiated the
development of an integrated piping design environment that
makes extensive use of computer technology to automate
tasks associated with pipe stress analysis and pipe hanger
design. The first phase of this development, an interactive
pipe stress analysis (PSA) interface^], is complete and in
production.

In the sections that follow, features of this interface are
described and benefits derived by using it are discussed.

THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH

Because the goal of the PSA development is increased
productivity, before proceeding with a discussion of PSA
and its features, it is useful to review the traditional pipe
stress analysis task workflow and associated costs.

The traditional workflow is a multi-step process that
involves several manual tasks. It includes the following
steps:

1) Request Information - The stress analyst identifies and
issues requests for the required analysis information to
the drawing office.

2) Compile Information - The drawing office compiles the
required information and reviews it for completeness.
This information normally includes a stress isometric
drawing, Figure 1, process flow sheets and
manufacturer's component drawings for the pipeline
being analyzed.

* CANDU: CANada Deuterium Uranium. Registered trademark.
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3) Create Dataset - The analyst prepares an input data set
for an analysis program. This involves manually
extracting geometry data from the isometric drawing,
Figure 1, and combining this with process information
(e.g., the design operating temperature and pressure)
and data from material properties and seismic spectra
tables.

4) Debug Dataset- The problem dataset is solved using a
pipe stress analysis program traditionally run on a
mainframe computer. Results are reviewed and the
dataset modified until the situation of interest is
modelled correctly.

5) Perform Peer Review - The model is reviewed internally
by peers to ensure that it conforms to company
design/analysis procedures.

6) Obtain Code Acceptance - The dataset is modified and
analyses are rerun until results that meet design code
requirements are obtained. In some cases, supports
must be relocated or modified, i.e., a hanger replaced
by a restraint or a snubber; in other cases, the pipeline
routing must be changed.

FIGURE 1
Typical Stress Isometric Drawing

This entire process may be performed several thousand rimes
in order to generate the required design and licensing
information. Furthermore, this process is labour intensive,
time-consuming, and prone to errors, especially those
introduced when the isometric is produced and analysis input
data are created or modified.

Estimates of the effort and elapsed time required for each
step in the pipe stress analysis process are presented in
Table 1. The values presented are for a typical moderate-
sized pipe run consisting of 100 to 150 nodes. The 'compile
info' entry includes time required to generate a stress
isometric drawing.

TABLE 1
Traditional Approach for a Typical Pipe Run

Step

Request Info
Compile Info
Create Dataset
Debug Dataset
Peer Review
Code Acceptance

Total

Effort
(days)
0.25
5.00
1.50
2.00
0.50
5.00

14.25

Elapsed Time
(days)
0.25

10.00
5.00
2.00

10.00
5.00

32.25

THE CANDU 3 APPROACH

Following the principles, of CANDID Engineering, the goal
of providing a piping design and analysis environment for
use on the CANDU 3 project is increased productivity
through automation and integration.

On the CANDU 3 project, automation of piping design is
achieved by the PDS piping task. This task is used not only
to perform piping design, but also to build 3-D piping
models and to populate associated database entries with
system and component data (e.g., operating conditions, line
and component names, and material class data).

A pipe stress analysis program like ADLPIPE[5] is used to
automate the calculation part of the analysis.

Integration provides the link between analysis and design.
This is accomplished with the PSA interface. Details of this
interface are reported in Reference 4. An overview of PSA
and the modified workflow used on the CANDU 3 project
follow.

The PSA Interface

The PSA interface consists of three processors: extract,
edit/review and export/import, Figure 2. These processors
provide required links to PDS and pipe stress analysis and
aie used to manage data stored in the task database and the
associated computational model. AU user interaction is
supported through a graphical interface.

FIGURE 2
The CANDU 3 Interactive Pipe Stress Analysis Environment

The extract processor is used to identify the pipe run to be
analysed, to extract geometric and analysis data from PDS
piping and equipment model files, to insert the extracted data
into the task database, and to build an appropriate
computational model.

The edit/review processor is used to modify computational
model geometry, to add/delete pipe supports, and to modify
load case data. It is also used to review analysis results
inserted in the task database by the export/import processor.
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The export /import processor is used to generate analysis
program input and to initiate analysis program execution.
This processor is also used to load analysis results into the
task database.

The computational model provides a one-line graphical
representation of the pipe run being analysed. It is
equivalent to the traditional stress isometric drawing,
Figure 1.

The task database acts as a repository for analysis model
data. This is a particularly important pan of the PSA
interface because it contains, in addition to all current
analysis results data, the information required to reconstruct
the computational model, regenerate analysis program input,
and produce analysis deliverables, specifically, stress
reports.

To understand how the various elements of PSA work
together to provide the required functionality, consider
analysis of the feeder model presented in Figure 3.

FIGURE 3
Feeder Analysis Model

The feeder model was built using the extract and edit/review
processors.

The extract processor was used to display PDS piping and
equipment model files containing information pertinent to the
required analysis, to identify the feeders of interest by
graphical means, to extract geometric data and process
information into the task database, and to build a
computational model using the extracted feeder information.

The edit/review processor was used to extend this model by
adding appropriate analogues to represent headers, the
process pump, and associated piping and fuel channels.
This processor was also used to enter load data.

Next, the import/export processor was used to create
analysis program input, to start the analysis program, and to
load analysis results into the task database.

The edit/review processor was used to review results
graphically using colour-coded representations of stresses
and line drawing representations of deformed shapes.

The Workflow

Like the traditional workflow, the CANDU 3 workflow is a
multi-step process:

1) Request Information - Using the extract processor, the
stress analyst identifies the pipe run to be analyzed
either by linename or graphically, by pointing.

2) Compile Information -The extract processor extracts
geometry and process information from the 3-D CADD
model and builds a computational model. The graphical
representation of the computational model replaces the
manually created stress isometric drawing.

3) Create Dataset- The computational model is
automatically nodalized by the extract processor. The
analyst interactively specifies the various load case
conditions on the piping system. The export processor
is then used to create an input dataset for the chosen
stress analysis program.

4) Obtain Code Acceptance - The analysis program is
submitted to run on any networked processor. The
import processor is used to load the analysis results into
the computational model database. The results can
subsequently be reviewed graphically, with anomalous
values highlighted or colour-coded.

Modifications to pipe support locations or pipeline
routing can easily be made by the analyst on the
computational model using the graphical editor. The
editor can also be used to create new pipe runs to
simulate items that have been modelled as equipment but
that must be included in the piping analysis.

Estimates of the effort and elapsed time required for each
step in the pipe stress analysis process using PSA are
presented in Table 2.

TABLE2
CANDU 3 Approach for a Typical Pipe Run

Step

Request Info
Compile Info
Create Dataset
Debug Dataset
Peer Review
Code Acceptance

Total

Effort
(days)
0.25
0.50
0.50

5.00

6.25

Elapsed Time
(days)
0.25
1.00
0.50

5.00

6.75

COMPARISON OF TRADITIONAL AND
C A N D U 3 APPROACHES

The CANDU 3 approach based on PSA represents a
significant improvement over the traditional approach.

Piping stress isometric drawings are no longer required.
Thus, the effect of any analysis errors introduced because of
errors in the isometric drawing are eliminated.

Analysis program input is generated directly from task
database information according to rules built into PSA.
Thus, the analysis program input data can be expected to
have significantly fewer errors than a similar input generated
following the traditional approach. Also, this input will be
generated in a manner consistent with company analysis
procedures coded in PSA. This eliminates the need to
perform a model peer review.
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Problem understanding is enhanced by visualization. The
computational model can be viewed with respect to other
PDS models. Figure 3. Visualization helps to reduce errors.
Also, analysis results are more readily understood through
colour-coded and deformed shape displays.

Finally, the CANDU 3 approach is cheaper. Traditional and
CANDU 3 approach total effort and elapsed time required to
analyse a typical pipe run consisting of 100 to 150 nodes are
presented in Figure 4.
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FIGURE 4
Cost Comparison - CANDU 3 vs Traditional Appro£"-h

Effort is reduced by a factor of 2 because a stress isometric
drawing is no longer required, and the task of compiling
required data is eliminated. Also, because analysis program
input data are generated automatically, debugging and peer
review are eliminated. Since it takes about 600 models to
represent the 300 feeders and the 30 process piping systems
of a CANDU 3 reactor, the total project saving due to
reduced effort is estimated at $1,800,000.

For similar reasons, the elapsed time is reduced by a factor
of 5, or 26.50 days per pipe run. This reduction is expected
to have a significant effect on project schedule.

CONCLUSION

The PSA integrated pipe stress analysis environment
provides significant savings in labour costs and the potential
to significantly reduce schedules. In addition, the uniformity
of analytical approach and data integration results in
consistent, high-quality analysis results, and the graphical
presentation leads to improved problem understanding.

FUTURE WORK

The PSA integrated pipe stress analysis environment is
currently being extended to include the detailed design and
analysis of pipe hangers. This extension will access the
stress analysis results to provide hanger load requirements,
allow the engineer to interactively layout a hanger
configuration, perform a detailed hanger design and stress
analysis, and produce the required deliverables, such as bill
of materials, detailed drawings and stress reports. It will
also generate CADD system information that will be used to
support interference detection and embedded parts demands.
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ABSTRACT

The speed and capacity of modern day per-
sonal computers, coupled with advanced
graphics and man-machine interface capabili-
ties, has provided an elegant tool for the on-
line interpretation and visualization of
experimental data, the visualization of
results fron analysis codes, computer-assisted
training, part-task simulators and computer
enhanced training/presentation video product-
ion.

Each of these applications, although
appearing somewhat diverse, is composed of
common elements - a data source, a processor
and a graphical user inter-face. The distin-
guishing feature among these applications is
the amount of interaction provided between the
user and the display computer.

A range of applications is presented to
illustrate the techniques involved.

INTRODOCTIOil

There are several large, computer based
inforaation aanageaent systeas being developed
in the nuclear industry for visual presenta-
tion of data. Examples include advanced
control rooas (1), the Integrated Programs for
Plant Design and Construction (Ontario Hydro)
and the CANDID / IDEAS (AECL) integrated
engineering systems (2,3). These are large
projects where the storage capacity, net-
working and graphical capabilities of
computers are used to aanage very large
amounts of inforaation. However, the speed
and capacity of modern day personal computers
and their ability to graphically display
information can bring the saae benefits seen
for these larger systeas to a wide spectrum of
applications.

At a more pedestrian level, it is not
surprising that spreadsheet software, like
Lotus 123, is so popular. The ability to
quickly model systeas and easily graph the
results, all in an interactive fashion, is a
satisfying and iapressive experience. The
means of distilling knowledge froa large
caches of inforaation is the challenge of this
Inforaation Age. "The power inherent in
information no longer derives from mere poss-
ession, but rather from how information is

used" (4).

The fact that a 14 inch optical disk can
store 6.8 Gbytes of data is both impressive
and a warning. Is the purpose to achieve a
95% reduction in storage space or to store 20
times more data? And what do you do with all
this data once it is stored? If there is any
truth in the old adage, "a picture is worth a
thousand words", a possible answer is to use
visualization techniques with the information
captured in these storage locations.

This paper will give a number of examples
where visualization schemes are being success-
fully eaployed to smaller scale projects
within the nuclear community. ...

DATA INTERPRETATION

Complex experiments, such as the Cold Water
injection Test (CHIT) loop or the Blowdown
Test Facility at CRNL, produce large amounts
of data. By coupling a colour-graphic sche-
matic of the system, simple relational /
adaptive system models and on-line data cap-
ture, the behaviour of critical system para-
meters can be displayed to the test director
in a format which is spatially and temporally
representative of the test.

This type of display is not necessarily new
as witnessed by modern nuclear plant control
rooms. However, the inclusion of relational /
adaptive models, allows parameter values at
uninstrumented locations to be displayed as
well. Through analytical redundancy, the
included models can also provide a basis for
assessing instrument degradation.

The recorded test data can be used post-
test to drive the same display in accelerated
time or slow motion to aid in interpretation
of test results. Multiple parameter trend
plots can also be superimposed to further
study system interrelations.
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CWIT Test Parameter Visualization

Figure 1 illustrates a computer display
showing how data collected during a CWIT test
is presented to the computer user. Numeric
data is updated on the screen as it is
received. Trend plots (middle section) for
three specified test parameters (colour coded)
are also updated continuously. Temperature
mapping on a tiled minic of the test assembly
(lower section) is done using colour coded
temperature ranges. Flow direction (arrow)
and flow magnitude are shown in the lower
corner.

FIGURE 1: CWIT TEST DATA SCREEN DISPLAY

A variety of options are available for data
review. Data display rate can be increased,
decreased, paused or tiae stepped. In the
pause or hold node, graphic screens can be
printed for hard copy presentation or the
tiled test assembly mimic can display actual
and interpolated test assembly temperatures.

The amount of data which can be displayed
on the screen, in a comprehensive fashion, is
very large. The appropriate use of colour
both highlights and segregates information
types.

Slowdown Test Facility fBTF)

The Blowdown Test Facility (BTF) in the NRU
reactor at Chalk River uses three data acqui-
sition systems (DAS):

- the REDMET system (5) to log the major-
ity of test data,
- an IBM PC-based Keithley-DAS system to
archive a subset of the test data for
short term retrieval, and
- an Amiga 2000 based system for data
display and test assembly minic (named
SEATFB).
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FIGURE 2: BTF-1O3 DATA DISPLAY FROM SEATFB

During a test in the BTF, the data col-
lected from the Keithley-DAS is displayed in
real-time on the SEATFB display in its correct
spatial location with respect to the test
assembly (see Figure 2). Using standard
thermal relationships, "virtual" thermocouple
data is created for display at sites where no
real thermocouples exist in order to provide
an improved visualization of test temperat-
ures. Additional derived information (ie.
fuel average volumetric temperature, radial
temperature profiles) is also available for
display to assist the test director in assess-
ing the course of the experiment. Derived
data is colour coded to distinguish it from
actual data.

Prerecorded data from pre-test calculations
can be used in place of on-line test data to
audition the test. This aids in establishing
a «entai model of test behaviour or checking
for adequate thermocouple coverage.

Data captured during the test can be
reviewed, using the start/stop/replay capabil-
ity of the computer system, to assist in post-
test analysis and data interpretation.

The video output of the Amiga computer
system can be used to provide remote viewing
of test progress or, post-test, as a visual
report of the test itself. As a report,
voice-over narration can be included as can
explanatory graphics and other video footage.

Visualizing Computer Code Output

As mentioned for the BTF pre-test analysis,
the SEATFB display can be used with computer
generated data to run a sinulation of a test.
It makes no difference in the action of the
display conputer whether the computer's inputs
are connected to the outputs from a reactor
test, a pre-recorded data file or a large
simulation code.
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For computer code output, two formats are
useful - direct, on-line graphical output or
post-calculation reporting.

On-line graphical output would not look
significantly different from the displays
created for CWIT or BTF. However, with a
computer code generating the displayed output,
it is possible to stop the calculation, recon-
figure the system being represented and per-
form sensitivity studies in an interactive
manner.

For ease of presentation and publication,
it is common to report the results of a com-
puter analysis in a graphical format. Since
many of the calculations are now performed on
desktop computers, it makes sense to display
the graphical output directly, on-line as
apposed to screens or pages full of numbers.
This also puts the data in a format suitable
for inclusion in desktop publishing software
for final hardcopy reporting.

While not as desirable as an on-line imple-
mentation, graphical data presentation is
easily retrofitted to existing simulation
codes by formatting code output such that it
can be imported into spreadsheet or presenta-
tion graphics software. In this form, the
data can undergo further processing and dis-
play enhancement.

An even more powerful data visualization
technique (essentially a micro-siaulator) can
he achieved by putting the simulation code
output in an interactive, graphical format. A
safety analysis for an inlet Feeder Break is
-used' as an illustration.

Feeder Break Interactiva Simulation

Figure 3 shows a simplified schematic of a
reactor core, a fuel channel and associated
inlet/outlet feeders. On the left hand side
of the display are "gauges" where a break in
the inlet feeder can be selected both as to
break size and elevation for a particular
channel group. Other gauges on the left hand
side of the display indicate flow size and
direction in the outlet feeder and flow from
the break.

A context sensitive "Help button" is avail-
able to provide an explanation of the function
of the various components or provide the user
with a more detailed description of cause and
effect actions occurring on the display.

Instead of producing a large, hard copy
report where considerable time and effort is
required to relate text, tables and graphs, a
few computer screens can be used to provide:

1) a direct visualization of cause and
effect,

2) levels of explanation geared to the inte-
rests of the user through hypertext
methods, and

3) response of related systems.
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FIGURE 3. INTERACTIVE INLET FEEDER BREAK
SIMULATION

COMPUTER ASSISTED TRAINING AND MCROSIMULATORS

Understanding system response during low
probability accidents which cannot be easily
or safely induced in real systems, demonstrat-
ing equipment operation in hazardous environ-
ments or showing the cause/effect relationship
between control actions/system response can be
simulated or animated via computer graphics.
The focus of these systems is to improve thé
user's mental model of the system by preserv-
ing the system's functional fidelity and
response.

Interactive training manuals accelerate and
reinforce the learning process by the use of
prompting, user selected explanation level and

dynamic displays. Animation of displays from
scripts and sequencing of screen displays pro-
vides a controlled but self-paced learning
environment. *

Complex reactor safety analyses can be
presented in a clear and understandable
fashion using the interactive training manual
techniques. The relationships between complex
event sequences using multiple screens, anima-
tion or digitized sound, are more easily shown
in this rich media than in traditional static,
paper-based reports.

Adding system simulation models to drive
the animation produces an attractive, cost-
effective solution for part-task or micro-
simulators. The ability to stop, start,
replay and restart operational modes enhances
the training process.

Depending upon the degree of animation,
training reinforcement, or simulation used,
these microcomputer based systems can be
deployed as interactive training manuals,
intelligent tutoring systems or microsimula-
tors.
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FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS REFERENCES

There are three notable technologies that
are rapidly approaching standard application -
local CD-EOM storage (6,7), voice interaction
(8) and "virtual reality" (9) - that will
enhance information access and visualization.

Although CD-ROM technology stills suffers
from a lack of industry standards, having
inexpensive mass storage on this scale will
redefine the way we use personal computers.
The CD-ROH format will let personal computer
users have access to information in all its
forms - from text to records to graphics to
animation to audio and video.

Voice interaction will allow users to
interact sore naturally in a computer envir-
onment. Instead of keyboarding coamands/resp-
onses or "mousing" around on a conputer
graphic, a conversational mode is used.

"Virtual reality" technology allows the
computer user, wearing either a glove or body
suit impregnated with sensors, to interact
directly with computer animation systems
showing, for example, inaccessible environ-
ments. The glove allows users to pick up and
manipulate objects shown on the computer
screen. The body suit allows the user to
become part of the conputer animation (or vica
versa). The body suit has already been used
by designers of a control panel in a power
plant to see how much room people need before
constructing the product. This style of
technology stretches the old adage towards
achieving a newer goal, "the real thing, is
worth a thousand pictures".
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ity, W. Gates, CEO Microsoft Corporation,
Personal Computing, page 212, 1989 Octo-
ber.

(7) Do-It-Yourself CD-ROMs, W. Rash Jr., BYTE
magazine, page 89, 1990 May.
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INTRODUCTION

A principal goal of the CANDU 3 project is to
reduce the installed cost of a CANDU 3 unit. This goal
is being accomplished by such means as technical
innovation, design simplification, and modular
construction. The way in which the work is done - the
design processes and tools - is also contributing to the
cost reduction.

It was recognized early in the Project's life that
Information Technology (IT.) tools, combined with
reconsideration of the entire design process could help
reduce costs and improve quality. Thus, the CANDID
fCANDU integrated Qesign) initiative was created as an
integral part of the Project to apply advanced I.T.
methods where appropriate. Based on the perception
that project definition falls naturally into two divisions,
CANDID has two sub-units: CANDID/CADDS and
CANDID/General Purpose Computer Ring.

The natural divisions on which this split is based
are:

• WHAT(CADDs)
i.e. geometric and equipment selection

information
- expressed as 3-D models, drawings and
associated databases

• WHY/HOW (Ring)
i.e. analysis, licensing and operating information

- expressed as analysis reports, design
descriptions, technical description, etc.

CANDID/CADDS has already been described

elsewhere (see References 1,2,3 & 4), only the Ring
will be described here.

PRE-EXISTING SITUATION
The pre-CANDID situation at AECL mirrored that

of many other organizations, in that computer
applications had been adopted in virtually every area,
but that these applications were not integrated with
each other. For example, it was not possible to transfer
piping geometry frcm the 3-D model, and reuse that
information in stress or thermalhydraulic analysis.
Instead, the geometrical information was extracted and
re-formatted manually, with all that implies in waste of
engineering time, possibility of error in the transfer, and
difficulty in handling design changes.

Similarly, the variety of operating systems and
platforms made information sharing almost impossible.

CONCEPT
Two areas stood out as offering major

productivity gains: engineering and safety analysis, and
the process by which information is documented and
disseminated.

Specifically, it was clear that the CANDU 3
project could achieve major benefits through the
sharing and re-use of information. The principle
advantages are:

• Quality
Single point data entry, with reuse as required
makes it convenient to apply the discipline of
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Configuration Management and so achieve major
gains in quality. Also, the data is controlled such
that the most current data is always available.

• Cost
Single point entry reduces engineering time and
allows shortened schedule duration. The
reduction in errors reduces re-work.

• Flexibility
Design iterations and changes can be handled
much more quickly, with increased confidence that
all affected areas are known and addressed.

The conversion of analysis to a distributed
workstation network was a straightforward task, now
successfully completed. The results are satisfactory.
We have achieved tight integration: from data input for
analysis computer runs through to final reporting of
results in formal project documents. Analysis will not be
discussed further here.

The concept which was adopted for
documentation and is now being implemented is as
shown in Figure 1.

SCOPE OF
GENERAL PURPOSE

COMPUTER RING

DOCUMENT CREATION & CONTROL
LIMITED 2-D GRAPHICS
ANALYSIS
REFERENCE (PROCEDURES. CODES. STANDARDS)
INFORMATION DELIVERY

THIS SCOPE IS APPLICABLE TO THE ENTIRE
PROJECT FROM CONCEPTUAL DESIGN TO
COMMISSIONING AND OPERATION AND
INCLUDES HOW TO WORK WITH OTHERS SUCH
AS VENDORS, CLIENTS. PARTNERS AND OTHER
CONSULTANTS.

SCOPE OF GENERAL PURPOSE COMPUTER RING
FIGURE 1

METHODOLOGY

The implementation concept for the RING was
worked out over a twelve month period of intensive
consultation with the intended users and the Project
management. This was done by a team which was and
is an integral part of the Project. As applications
became credible to the users, the Project budget was
reduced by the anticipated savings, and a fraction of
those savings was allocated to fund Ring acquisition

and operation. Working this way with the user
community ensured that Ring concepts and
development were tied very tightly to Project needs and
intentions. This in turn ensured that Ring development
addressed real user needs.

The implementation methodology we have used
is to model the complete process under consideration
in functional terms, then to identify the functional
requirements arising from the process, and only then to
look for solutions in the marketplace.

DOCUMENT CREATION AND CONTROL

We have focused strongly on the creation and
control of documents, because this is an area with large
and immediate paybacks. According to many sources,
the average design engineer spends 40-60% of his/her
time seeking, absorbing, validating transferring and
ensuring the currency of information.

On a large scale project, where over half the
project cost is labour, even small improvements in
information handling will result in large dollar savings.

The importance of documents to an engineering
organization such as AECL cannot be overstressed.
Documents at once define our product and are our
product. The need for high quality imposes onerous
requirements for peer review, approvals, issue control,
revision tracking, and archiving. Last, but not least, the
quality of documents reflects on AECL's image and
reputation.

The overall requirements for a complete
documentation system, derived from a consideration of
the process, were selected as:

• system must handle all documents generated in a
consistent and uniform manner, i.e.
correspondence, reports, drawings, analysis input
and output records, and external documents.

• system must incorporate, enforce and automate
adherence to document and QA standards to the
maximum extent possible.

• the entire process must, to the extent possible, be
incorporated into a single system with a uniform
user interface

• an audit trail must be generated, preferably
without specific user action being required

• document use must be controlled to the latest
approved revision. Obsolete versions must be
available only on an exception basis
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• all operations should be possible in the electronic
environment, i.e. no document should need to be
in paper form unless required by contract or
regulation

• single point entry of data, under Configuration
Management, and re-use as required is very
desirable. This includes especially information in
the CADDS environment.

IMPLEMENTATION TO DATE
Physically, the Ring consists of over 120 UNIX

workstations and 27 Personal Computers all networked
on an Apollo token ring. The usual services, such as
printers, back-ups, compute servers, and optical
storage are provided on a shared, networked basis
within the CANDU 3 project. This results in a ratio of one
workstation for each three staff. This ratio will improve
as the implementation matures.

The tool selected for the basic text operations
-the creation and editing of text documents- is Interleaf
TPS desktop publishing software. Most workstation
nodes are licensed for this product. Easy integration
with the Interleaf document management product was
a prime factor in this choice.

DOCUMENT CONTROL SYSTEM
The document control system that has been

developed for AECL by Interleaf, Inc. is called the
Relational Document Manager (RDM). It provides an
"electronic librarian" function for all project technical
documentation. It also provides a well defined
document production control environment, with every
step of a document's life cycle being modelled. This is
accomplished by maintaining a comprehensive
relational database of descriptive and control
information about the various documents in the
environment and controlling all access of the
documents through interaction with the document
management database. End users are provided an
easy to use, menu driven application interface which
serves as the window to all document access.
Requests for document retrieval and storage are
validated against security parameters in the database
and appropriate file transfers are initiated according to
file location and format parameters to move documents
between secured libraries and user working directories.
The system logs all document access activity and
maintains complete revision history for all versions of
each document.

System Administrators and Project Managers
are provided with extended functions. System
Administrators define such things as where users'

working directories are located in the network, user and
work group definition, users' functions, either
generically or on a per-document basis (ie. author,
reviewer, approver). Project management includes
document structure definition (define individual
document components), revision status tracking and
approval routings.

The RDM is based on the ORACLE Relational
Database Management System. All user screens have
been developed using the ORACLE SQL'Forms
application development tool with some critical
interfaces developed in "C" language subroutines. A
top level application control module, also developed
under SQL'Forms and "C" provides a consistent
integrated menu interface to all application screens and
manages system functions such as security. The
application control system is driven by a set of ORACLE
tables which define the various menus, forms,
programmes, scripts, etc., configured in the system.
In network configurations, workstations communicate
with the RDM via ORACLE'S SQL*Net architecture. The
use of standard ORACLE tools affords the greatest
flexibility in configuring the application across
mainframes, workstations and personal computers.

RELATIONAL DOCUMENT MANAGER
(RDM)PROCESS

All project documents will be controlled by the
RDM. Depending on the document type and whether
the document is a "formal" document (issue to client or
regulatory body) or not, specific document routings are
defined. Project and company QA standards define
whether certain documents require peer review, then
approval. This determines the document routing.
Certain forms are also required as "cover sheets" on
formal documents. These forms must also be handled
by the system. Figure 2 shows a simplified model for
the creation and control of formal documents.

Standard document templates are created using
the Interleaf TPS software. In a project with a well
defined document baseline, this information can be
pre-loaded into the RDM to create RDM "objects".
When the time comes to produce the document, a
request is made to the RDM by an authorized user (ie.
Document Administrator) to create the "object" in the
RDM if it has not been pre-loaded. Such information as
document type, title, author, reviewers, identification
numbers, etc. are entered into the database. Then,
based on the document type, an empty document
template in the Interleaf TPS format is created. The
RDM will create a "message" that the identified author
will see the next time he/she enters the RDM
application. A connection with the host system's native
electronic mail system is planned so that the user need
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FIGURE 2

not necessarily start the RDM application to know that
action is pending.

Every time an authorized user accesses the
"in-process" document via the RDM, a log will
automatically be made of the access. At any time during
the life cycle of the document, the status of the
document will be known by the RDM.

When the document moves to the next step in its
"routing", that of review or comment, the identified
reviewers will also receive a message that they are
expected to commence their review. By use of a
review/comment form that is automatically created by
the system when the document entered this stage, a
user can electronically "cut and paste" paragraphs into
the form, then perform the actual editorial change. If
appropriate, the user can merely identify the paragraph
and simply add comments about the paragraph. In this
way, every comment/revision can be recorded with the
user's name and date appended to it.

When all identified reviewers have completed
their review/comment stage, the document
automatically moves on to the comment disposition
stage. This is where the author must agree and
incorporate the comment or must state why the

comment will not be incorporated. It can be modelled
that all comments that are not accepted be flagged and
sent back to the originating reviewer. At AECL, this is
not presently done, but a record is maintained of the
disposition of the comments (accepted or rejected with
the reason).

Once the document is revised by the author, it is
passed on forapproval. At this point, the approver could
send the document back for re-editing. If the document
is approved, a full copy with all associated
documentation (ie. cover sheet forms,
comment/disposition forms, etc.) is made on
unalterable media ("write-once-read-many" optical
disk storage system). Henceforth, any authorized user
will be provided an electronic copy of the approved
document on request. If that person requires hardcopy,
they can optionally print it out on a network laser printer.

For users who do not have access to
workstations to work directly on the documents and
forms, proxy "agents" can be defined to the RDM. This
will provide the agent with the same privileges that the
user has (ie. "read/write") to access the electronic files.
At AECL, the word processing group is defined as the
default agent for authors of documents.
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EXTENDED RDM FUNCTIONALITY

The Relational Document Manager might more
appropriately be named the Relational Object
Manager, as it controls more than just documents. At
AECL, it will be used to archive final design and analysis
computer input and output files. In this way, any time
after an analysis is completed and questions are asked
about the actual computer runs that form the basis of the
analysis, they can be easily retrieved and viewed or
printed. This satisfies regulatory requirements.

Another set of files being archived by the RDM
forthe same reasons as discussed above are approved
CADD graphic and database files.

Documents that are received in non-Interleaf
TPS electronic format will be optically scanned and
converted into Interleaf TPS format for on-line access
and inclusion (if required) in AECL electronic
documentation. These files will be archived for use in
the RDM. Virtually, any information that is used by the
project can be converted to electronic files and hence
archived and controlled for use. Other applications can
be accommodated as they arise.

Remote site access will also be accommodated
by the RDM. Quite simply, this is more of a data
communications concern than an RDM architecture
concern. Remote sites can have local accounts on the
RDM host system allowing viewing, editing and copying
of files. If the communications environment is
adequate, the RDM can transparently provide direct
remote access and file transferto remote file directories
on remote systems.

SUMMARY

Through use of this system, AECL staff wiii
produce and have access to current, high quality
information in the form of on-line documentation.
Changes that occur in one document, from which
sections were re-used in other documents, will be
tracked and checked, to ensure downstream effects are
taken into account. An auditable trail will be provided for
regulatory agencies. The work processes required to
achieve this have been integrated to a large extent.

These are just a few of the inherent advantages
of having adopted an integrated document
management system forthe CANDU 3 project at AECL.
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ABSTRACT

An interactive computer-based training aid is being developed for
operator training in emergency recognition and response to events
involving loss-of-coolant during refuelling operations for the NRU
nuclear research reactor.

The training aid incorporates both conceptual and functional
training components. Conceptual training consists of sequenced
presentations of text, graphics and animations to explain the
fuelling-system configuration, operations, abnormal events, and
recovery procedures. Functional training consists of procedural
practice with an interactive simulation of refuelling operations
presented on a multi-window display.

This paper outlines the project objectives, discusses the approach
taken to characterize the training material, describes key features of
the training aid and relates our experience in coupling hypermedia
and knowledge-based tools for the implementation of an interactive
training simulation.

BACKGROUND

Well-trained personnel are essential for the safe and effective
operation of nuclear and process facilities. To maintain operational
skills at high levels of performance, personnel require opportunities
to practice learned behaviours and receive feedback on their
performance.

Beyond initial familiarization and skills development training,
most ongoing skills practice, reinforcement, and assessment occurs
during the performance of daily operational tasks. This is, in effect,
"on-the-job" training. This is an acceptable practice for skills
performed on a routine basis. However, for skills that may be used
only infrequently, such as emergency procedures to ensure plant
safety and protect plant investment, an alternative means of skills
maintenance must be provided. Commonly, periodic refresher
training is used to maintain these skills.

Refresher training in the use and practice of infrequently used
skills is usually performed outside of normal operational duties.
This training often consists of a mixture of supplementary self-study
and/or conventional lecture-format instruction, and operational
practice. The purpose of the self-study and instruction is to
reacquaint personnel with performance objectives, skill principles
and characteristics, equipment configurations, and event scenarios
and indications. Operational practice provides immediate
opportunities for skill development and reinforcement after self-
study or instruction.

Sometimes this operational practice can be performed with the
plant equipment during periods of non-production. In other cases,
simulators are used for operational practice:

- for facilities with high production demands,

- where the practice of specific skills could risk personnel safety
and plant investment unacceptably, or

- where it is not technically or economically feasible to create the
appropriate training scenarios with the normal configuration of
plant equipment.

Full-scope simulators that replicate the full physical and
functional characteristics of control interfaces have been extensively
used in the civil aviation, military and nuclear industries for
operational practice training. However, experience has shown that
full re-creation of scenario and equipment performance is not
necessary to address most training requirements. For example,
nuclear industry experience with control room operator training has
shown that 75-80% of the training needs can be met with only 25-
30% of the full-scope control room simulation capability (1,2).

Traditionally, even limited-scope or part-task training simulators
have not found wide acceptance, due to the high cost of software
and interface development, low simulation fidelity, and narrow
instructional scope. However, recent advances in instructional
design approaches and microcomputer-based computing
technologies have created new opportunities for developing low-
cost, yet highly effective, computer-based training applications (3).
The key components of these advances are:

- instructional strategies that permit on-line adaptation of instruction
to suit individual student learning styles, thus providing more
effective instruction delivery,

- highly productive software development environments, such as
hypermedia and customized training application authoring tools
that offer lower application development costs,

- high-performance and low-cost computing platforms that enable
improved simulation fidelity and real-time performance for
moderate to complex applications, and

- low-cost, interactive graphical user interfaces that enable the
development of interfaces to closely mimic the physical and
performance characteristics of plant equipment, thus improving
application fidelity.

As a result of these developments, it is now feasible to apply
computer-based simulator training to a wider range of applications.

At Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories, a joint project was
undertaken by the NRU Operations, and Instrumentation and
Control Branches to explore the technical feasibility and cost-
effectiveness of developing microcomputer-based simulators for
operations training.

REQUIREMENTS

At the onset of the project, it was decided to develop a computer-
based training aid for infrequently used emergency procedures
associated with refuelling operations. To provide a procedural
practice capability, an interactive simulation of refuelling operations
was developed.
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The following requirements were established for the training aid:

- the scope would be limited to training for emergency recognition
and response to loss-of-coolant during refuelling operations,

- the training methods would consist of sequenced presentations of
background training material, and an interactive simulation for
practice in event recognition and recovery response procedures,

- trainees would interact with the simulation by means of an
interactive computer display that would mimic the physical
representation and functionality of the NRU Fuel-Rod Flask
instrumentation panels,

- the interactive simulation would execute in real-tune and could be
interrupted, and

- the interactive simulation would be developed using a hypermedia
programming environment to minimize development effort.

Development was partitioned into three project phases. The first
phase was to develop the computer-based mimic displays of the
Fuel-Rod Flask instrumentation panels and simulation interface, the
underlying simulation, and implement the symptoms and recovery
procedure for a single loss-of-coolant initiating event. This
functionality would provide sufficient demonstration of the training
capability and effectiveness of an interactive simulation for
procedural practice. In addition, the real-time performance
capabilities of the programming environment would be sufficiently
tested.

TRAINING MATERIAL DEFINITION

Two analyses were used to characterize the detailed operational
and training information for the training aid at the beginning of the
project. First, the event symptoms characteristic of a loss-of-coolant
event were identified and referenced to a common timebase; the
symptoms observable to the fuel-rod handling crew were selected
for later incorporation into the interactive training simulation.

Second, a function analysis of recovery procedures was
performed. A function analysis is a top-down method of identifying
and organizing the functions required to achieve a specific objective
(4,5). In this case, the analysis provided a method for relating
operational goals to specific recovery actions, and identifying the
subset of refuelling console instrumentation and controls required
for event recognition and response training. The analysis also
provided an excellent familiarization with refuelling principles and
operations, event characteristics, and recovery procedures for the
training aid developers.

A recovery procedure display incorporating information from the
functional analysis is shown in Figure 1. The event the recovery
procedure is applicable to and the operational goal of performing the
procedure are shown across the top of the display. Specific operator
recovery actions are listed in sequence down the middle of the
display, highlighted in bold type.

The left side of the display conveys the purpose of recovery
actions. The intermediate functional relationships that link the
contribution of each recovery action to the achievement of the overall
operational goal are represented in the three sub-goals, objectives
and sub-objectives columns.

The right side of the display conveys how each recovery action is
performed and what confirmation of successful performance is
available through the equipment interface. Each recovery action
identifies the equipment to be controlled or monitored. To the right
of the recovery actions column, two columns identify the panel
location of the instrumentation used and the expected observable
result of performing the recovery action.

Both analyses were developed by interviewing reactor operations
and training personnel, consulting equipment and operating

manuals, and observing "walkthroughs" of simulated event
recognition actions and recovery procedures with the NRU fuel-rod
flask instrumentation panels. The completion of these analyses
required one quarter of the overall project budgeted effort

TRAINING AID DESCRIPTION

The training aid was designed to incorporate both conceptual and
functional training components. Conceptual training consists of
sequenced presentations of text, graphics and animations to explain
the fuelling-system configuration, operations, abnormal events and
recovery procedures. This training will familiarize the trainee with
refuelling operations and establishes "mental models" for operational
use in analysing refuelling operations. Also, it will characterize the
symptoms for specific loss-of-coolant events and relate recovery
actions to specific operational objectives. Trainees will review this
material prior to working with the interactive simulation for
procedural practice. The conceptual training features will be
developed in later phases of the project.

Functional training consists of an interactive simulation of
refuelling operations presented on a multi-window computer
display. Three simulation modes provide a graduated transition
from an off-line, guided walkthrough of recovery procedures to an
unaided, real-time replication of lois-of-coolant events. This
training component provides real-time procedural practice in event
recognition and recovery, and a standardized means of evaluating
student performance.

The simulation interface comprises a single computer display for
information presentation and a mouse pointing device and keyboard
for input Information is presented to the trainee via both multi-
window displays and menu selections. Trainee control of and
interaction with the simulation is through direct manipulation of
displayed objects via mouse control.

The primary simulation display is shown in Figure 2. The main
display area is divided into three window regions. On the left of the
display, one window contains a diagram showing the relative
positions of fuel rod and coolant level in relation to the reactor and
fuel-rod flask. During event simulation, the fuel rod and coolant
level are animated to show their position as determined by the
underlying simulation. This display was created to make visible to
trainees the direct results of recovery actions on fuel rod and coolant
level movements. During actual reactor refuelling, the operator must
infer the relative positions of the fuel rod and coolant from panel
instrumentation.

The main portion of the display contains a second window that
replicates the physical representation and functionality of two
instrumentation panels from the fuel-rod flask instrumentation
panels. One view shows the Extraction panel, which contains
instruments and controls for the fuel-rod hoist. The other view
shows the Circulation panel, which contains the instruments and
controls that affect flask coolant level. Not all panel instruments
have been fully implemented. Instruments and controls required for
event recognition and response training are fully functional. Other
panel instrumentation is identified and labelled, but has no
functionality. This approach was taken to ensure the visual fidelity
of the instrument panel interfaces, yet limit the development effort

Only one instrumentation panel is shown at a time, and the
selection is determined by the trainee. At the fuel-rod flask, both
panels are separated spatially and an operator must physically turn to
view the alternative panel. Thus, the presentation of one
instrumentation panel view at a time, and the capability to select
between panel views, mimics the action of an operator turning to
view the alternative panel.

During an event simulation, the trainee carries out recovery
actions by selecting panel controls using a mouse pointing device.
Visual and auditory feedback for control actions has been built into
the interface. For example, switches visually change position and
click when activated by mouse command.
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Event: Loss of Class 4 power, resulting in rundown of main heavy-water pumps
Operational Goal: Maintain full cooling to fuel rod by keeping it fully immersed.

Sub-goals Objectives Sub-Objectives Step Recovery Actions Device location Observables

Limit init ial codant Apply vacuum above Start generating
drop In snout of fuel- coolant In fuel-rod flask emergency vacuum
rod flask.

Check that vacuum line 2 Check vacuum lino
Is open between vacuum valve V-S6 is open
sources and flask. and open if closed.

Switch on emergency circulation panel -
vacuum pump. lower right.

Circulation panel -
upper left.

Use available vacuum
from vacuum tank.

3 Open valve V -12 If circulation panel •
vacuum tank pressure center
is below atmospheric
pressure.

Return fuel rod to
reactor core.

Lower fuel-rod
extraction hoist via
STANDBY mods.

Start lowering fuel rod. 4 Select STANDBY hoist Extraction panel -
mode.

5 Start hoist low-
volume hydraulic
pump.

6 Start hoist down.

top center

Extraction panel
top right.

Extraction panel •
center.

Over-ride programmed 7 Select medium hoist Extraction panel •
slow lowering speed speed. top right

vacuum pump ON lamp
illuminates.

Switch in ON position.

Vacuum tank pressure
init ial ly < 0.
Switch in OPEN
position.

Switch in STANDBY
position.

Pump running lamp
illuminates.

Rod position In light
string lowers

SwHcn In ON position.

Ensure continued
availability of flask
circulation pumps and
flask coolant Inventory

Prevent gas-locking of Select tank-to-tank
coolant pumps circulation flow

8 Switch valve v-8 to
tank-to-tank flow.

Circulation panel •
center left

Switch in LEFT
position m

FIGURE 1 : RECOVERY PROCEDURE DISPLAY CONTAINING FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS INFORMATION
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Across the top of the display, a third window contains simulation
controls and status indicators. Simulation controls in this window
provide a means to start, pause, resume and reset a simulation and
select either the Extraction or Circulation instrumentation panel
views. The simulation status portion of the window indicates the
initiating event, the reactor trip state, the simulation duration, and the
length and duration of fuel exposure.

A menu bar appears across the top of the display. Menu items
provide a means to set-up the simulation conditions (mode and event
selection), access reference material, obtain supplementary help,
save and re-run simulations, obtain an evaluation of the recovery
actions taken, and terminate the application. Each of the four menus
can be opened by pointing the mouse to a menu heading, depressing
the mouse button, and then dragging the mouse downwards to view
the menu items. Menu selections are overlayed in a separate "pop-
up" window region on top of the main three windows.

Three simulation modes have been implemented to provide
trainees with graduated practice from a guided walkthrough of
recovery procedures to real-time event re-creation. The three
simulation modes are:

Mode 1 - Guided Walkthrough

The trainee is led through the event recognition and recovery
procedure step-by-step. Once started, the simulation
automatically pauses at appropriate points and the trainee is
prompted with a message explaining the purpose and extent of the
next recovery action. Once the correct action is performed by the
trainee, the simulation resumes.

Mode 2 - Interruptible Simulation with On-line Help

The trainee is no longer prompted to perform recovery actions.
Once started, the simulation progresses in real-time. However,
the trainee can pause the simulation and review the reference
information via the Help menu selections, as needed.

Mode 3 - Real-time Simulation

Once started, the simulation will progress in real-time and can not
be paused. The trainee is expected to perform event recognition
and recovery actions with reference to only the instrumentation
panel displays. The left-most window display showing the fuel-
rod and coolant level positions in relation to the reactor and fuel-
rod flask is not visible in this mode.

Two emergency coolant supply valves are required in the
recovery sequence but are not located or controlled from the two
instrumentation panels. Symbols for these valves have been added
to the Circulation instrumentation panel for trainee selection. Once
either valve is selected, a photograph of the equipment containing
the valve is displayed, and the trainee is prompted to point to the
valve location and select the desired valve state as a means of
completing valve action.

The training aid was implemented on a Macintosh II computer
with a 19" black-while display. The interactive simulation was
developed with the SuperCard hypermedia application from Silicon
Beach Software and the NEXPERT OBJECT knowledge-based
shell from Neuron Data Incorporated. These applications afforded
the use of an object-oriented approach to the software design for the
interactive interface and simulation. The SuperCard hypermedia
environment was used to implement the interactive display interface
and the temporal aspects of the underlying simulation. NEXPERT
OBJECT was used to implement the simulation decision logic
governing the interaction of instrumentation panel controls and
instrument behaviour. During a simulation, both applications run
concurrently and communicate by passing messages back and forth.

implementation of an interactive training simulation. The following
lessons were learned:

- Close interaction with potential users during application
development is essential.

Our development team included a reactor operations engineer
knowledgeable about fuelling operations, who was a potential
user of the training application. This close access to operations
knowledge was essential during the characterization of operations
and instructional information to be included in the application. As
development issues arose, opportunities for daily contact with
this individual enabled the software developers to be guided by
timely user feedback.

- The Function Analysis method is very useful for characterizing
training application information.

The function analysis method was a practical tool for eliciting and
relating event and operational knowledge from NRU staff domain
experts. We found the use of the functional analysis framework
very useful in constraining the work scope and providing focus
during knowledge acquisition discussions. The method also
provided a reference template for selecting and structuring the
pertinent instructional information to be incorporated into the
application.

- SuperCard is an excellent tool for interactive interface design.

The SuperCard hypermedia environment proved to be an
excellent tool for the development of an interactive interface.
Implementation of the customized equipment controls and
animations was straightforward. The programming environment
was easy to learn.

- The combination of SuperCard (simulation interface) and
NEXPERT OBJECT (simulation logic) provide an excellent
environment to implement interactive simulations.

Alone, the current version of SuperCard is not suited for
applications where complex logic or equations must be executed
within time constraints of less than a second. The original intent
was to use SuperCard for all aspects of the application.
However, portions of the application were constrained by the
SuperCard environment to follow a procedural paradigm. This
resulted in several instances of embedded IF..THEN..ELSE
constructs, or the use of complex algorithmic procedures to
implement application decision logic that resulted in slow
simulation performance. Consequently, we used NEXPERT
OBJECT to perform most of the procedural decision-making for
the application to lower simulation response time.

- The graphical user interface of NEXPERT OBJECT accelerated
application development

NEXPERT OBJECT uses a graphic interface to enable
developers to encode logic rules. We estimate the simulation
logic for this application was implemented in half the time
required to develop the equivalent logic by W..THEN..ELSE or
algorithmic constructs in a traditional programming environment.
Additionally, the graphical representation of the decision-logic
was more readily visible and easier to troubleshoot for the
application developers, and easier for the reactor operations
personnel to audit. An example of a portion of the decision-logic
that determines the fuel-rod flask hoist speed is shown in Figure
3.

DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE

This project was the first experience for the development team in
coupling hypermedia and knowledge-based tools for the

CONCLUSIONS

The project has demonstrated that highly effective, computer-
based training applications can be implemented by exploiting recent
advances in low-cost, microcomputer-based computing
technologies. The combination of a hypermedia environment and a
knowledge-based shell proved to be an excellent way to implement a
real-time interactive simulation for procedural practice.
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FIGURE 3: NEXPERT OBJECT GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF A PORTION OF THE HOIST CONTROL LOGIC

The Function Analysis method was shown to be very useful for
characterizing and structuring the training application information.

Initial client impressions of this limited application and the
training potential of interactive simulations, in general, have been
very favourable.

Current work is focussed on performing a formal evaluation of
the training interface with reactor operations personnel. The
objectives of the evaluation are to assess the training effectiveness,
the intuitiveness of interface features, and the fidelity of the
instrumentation panel mimics and simulation behaviour. Evaluation
sessions with a number of reactor operations staff are planned and
will involve:

- initial evaluator familiarization with the Macintosh interface
characteristics on a separate application,

- pre- and post-testing of the evaluator's subject matter
understanding,

- video-tape recording of the evaluator use of the interactive
simulation and the collection of verbal protocols, and

- follow-up interviews with the evaluator to solicit subjective
impressions and suggestions for improvement.

Following this evaluation, a decision on whether to proceed with
further development and field use of the training aid will be made.
Current planning calls for the development of the conceptual training
material, the addition of more event scenarios, the extension of panel
fidelity, and the development of features and measures to assess
trainee performance in later project phases.

(5) KINKADE, R.G. and ANDERSON, J., editors, 'Human
Factors Guide for Nuclear Power Plant Control Room
Development", Electric Power Research Institute report NP-
3659, Palo Alto, California, 1984 August, Chapter 2
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ABSTRACT

The paper outlines the design and installation of a new, prototype
D2O Sampling System, which was recently installed in Bruce 'B'.
The ultimate objective of this system is to improve our knowledge of
the coolant chemistry in the pressure tubes and to improve our ability
to control the chemistry, thus reducing deuterium up-take in the
pressure tubes. The absorption of deuterium is one of the major life
limiting factors of the pressure lubes in CANDU reactors.

It is postulated that in the original system, the sample is exposed
to too much carbon steel and is not analyzed quickly enough after
leaving the pressure tube, to get a truly accurate measurement of the
chemistry in the core. The new system takes a sample very close to
the pressure tube and quickly analyzes it to get a more accurate
indication of conditions in the core, so that the bulk coolant chemistry
can be optimized for reduced pressure tube corrosion.

INTRODUCTION

The core in a CANDU reactor contains many zirconium alloy
horizontal pressure tubes (FT) installed in the calandria vessel. There
are 480 PT in the Bruce B reactors. The primary heat transport
coolant passes through the pressure tubes to remove heat from the
fuel. The absorption of deuterium into the zirconium alloys is one of

the major life limiting factors of the pressure tubes in CANDU
nuclear reactors.

Deuterium can enter the pressure tubes via various mechanisms,
one of which is from the Primary Heat Transport System (PHT)
through acorrosion mechanism on ihe inside ofthe tubes (Fig 1). To
properly control deuterium uptake in the pressure tubes it is essential
to determine the chemistry of the coolant as it exits from the PT, but
the original sampling system extracted samples from the reactor
headers. It is believed that the short lived oxidizing species are
removed by re-combination reactions and the dissolved oxygen is
scavenged by oxidation of the long lengths of carbon steel outlet
feeder pipes before reaching this sampling point.

The combination of boiling water, insufficient dissolved
deuterium, and radiation can create an oxidizing environment in the
coolant to which zirconium alloys are sensitive, causing them to
corrode more quickly. The presence of thick porous oxide layers is
believed to accelerate the pick-up of deuterium in the pressure tubes.

Figure 2 shows the effectiveness of hydrogen addition on
suppressing the radiolysis and maintaining a low concentration of
dissolved oxygen. The optimum hydrogen concentration is

S O

1 2 3 4 0 6 7 6 9 10

EFPY(YEARS)

FIGURE 1 D-INGRESS AND OXIDE THICKNESS VS EFPY FOR ZRNB

TOTAL [H21

0.1 0.2 0.3

ADDED H2 (mLAg)

FIGURE 2 SUPRESSION OF RADIOLYSIS
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dependent on a number of parameters such as flux, boiling and the
bulk coolant chemistry.

To gain more knowledge of the bulk coolant chemistry and
reactor operation on radiolysis, which in turn affects the coolant
chemistry at the pressure tube wall, a fuel channel DiO Sampling
System was designed and installed in Unit 6 of Ontario Hydro's
Bruce 'B' Nuclear Generating Station. The system was designed
with the following objectives:

- Collect and analyse samples representative of the coolant in
the pressure tube.

- Provide data to correlate changes in bulk coolant chemistry
and reactor operating conditions with the concentrations of
dissolved oxygen and deuterium in the coolant contained
within the pressure tube.

- Determine the coolant chemistry to maintain non-oxidizing
conditions with as low a deuterium concentration as possible.

DESIGN

Requirements

To achieve these objectives, several very stringent requirements
were imposed on the design of the fuel channel D2O Sampling
System.

• Collect samples as close as possible to the fuel channel.
• Transport samples in an inert conduit (including heat

exchanger tubing).
• Deliver sample to heat exchanger within 5 seconds.
• Deliver sample to dissolved D2/O2 analysers in 2 minutes,
• Ensure minimum 65 second travel time inside reactor vault to

allow decay of short-lived radionuclides in the coolant,
reducing radiation exposure outside containment.

• Provide enough support on the lines to avoid fretting.
• Provide three sample streams.

- Outlet of a boiling channel
- Outlet of a sub-cooled channel
- Inlet of one of the above channels

• Record information on remote data logger.
• The ASME Code and Seismic Requirements had to be met.
• System Classification had to be acceptable. Eventually, it was

decided that the part of the system inside the vault was to be
Class 1 and that outside the vault was designated as Class 6.

Constraints

Perhaps the biggest constraint, besides the above system design
requirements, was the fact that the system had to be installed on an
operating reactor during a maintenance shut-down. The space
around the fuel channels is congested and this presented a challenge
for access to the channel, routing of the sampling tubes, location of
the heat exchanger etc. Figure 3 gives some idea of the space
constraints around the end fittings. The routing of the lines had to
avoid the positioning assembly, which meant that above the centre of
the reactor the lines had to run vertically and in the lower half they
had to run horizontally when leaving the channel being sampled. As
well, the lines had to avoid the cantilever supports for the feeders in
the lower half of the reactor.

Personnel radiation exposure consumption was another factor.
Preference was given to selecting channels in the lower part of the
reactor to avoid the higher fields in the upper feeder cabinet.

The location of the vault penetration and the location of the
analyzer panel was yet another limitation. On one hand the fluid

FEEDER COUPLING

FIGURE 3 END FITTING CLEARANCES

could not exit the vault before 1 minute has lapsed, (to allow time for
decay of short lived radio-nuclides,) but had to be at the analyzer
within 2 minutes total. Finding physical space for the panel which
was close enough to the penetration was a problem.

Channel Selection

Two channels were selected for sampling. One channel boiling
under nominal conditions and a second channel with sub-cooled
conditions at the channel outlets. To simplify the system the two
selected channels were to be connected to the same inlet header,
allowing a single inlet sample to be representative for both channels.
The two channels selected were to have the following characteristics:

- high power channels
- comparable power (i.e., neutron flux)
- one channel boiling, one channel sub-cooled
- connected to the same inlet header
- located near the outside of the reactor face to minimize transit

time to the heat exchangers and avoid the need for tube
supports on the reactor face.

- located in the lower half of the reactor face to avoid
mechanical interference with channel positioning assembly
yokes above row M.

- have sufficient feeder clearances, to allow installation of the
modified feeder coupling seal ring.

In selecting the channels, some trade-off was required. Channels
M22 (inlet and outlet) and Wl 2 (outlet) were the two channels chosen
to best satisfy all of these requirements.

Nominal Channel Power
(MW,)

Channel How (kg/s)

Quality at Channel Exit. (%)

Channel
M22

6129

28.0

1.2

W12
5629

27.6

0.0
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Access To Channel

The design requirement was to access the PHTS as close as
practical to the pressure tube. There were three options considered:

a. drilling into the feeder hub and welding a sample line
b. replacing the feeder coupling seal ring with a modified seal ring

which has a tap coming off of it - Fig. 4
c. drilling and tapping into the end fitting (EF) (welding EFmaterial

is not possible) - Fig. 5

FIGURE 4 MODIFIED SEAL RING

All of these options provided a sample point in close proximity
to the pressure tube. Since this sampling system was being installed
on an existing reactor in a radioactive environment, the primary
criteria for selection was the practicality and ease of installation.
Space constraints in that area are very severe and risk of damaging
other components while anempting to install the system was another
factor. Since the modified feeder coupling did not involve any
machining or welding on the reactor, and since disconnecting the
feeder coupling had been done before, option b) was chosen as the
preferred approach.

HOLE LOCATION #2 HOLE LOCATION «1

FIGURE 5 END FITTING TAPPING

System Description

Samples of PHTS coolant are extracted from the inlet and outlet
end fittings of channel M22 and from the outlet end fitting of channel
W12.

The fuel channel D2O sampling system consists of three parallel
lines each leading from a feeder coupling seal ring in the feeder
cabinet, through a sample cooler, and exiting the vault to a sample
panel with a pressure-reducing element and dissolved H2 and O2
analysers. A schematic of the system flowsheet is provided in Figure
6. This figure, and the description below, are typical of each sample
line.

The coolant sample is extracted from a modified feeder coupling
seal ring and is transported at a rate of 53 kg/h (117 Ib/h) to a heat

jxi—,

TO D2O FEEO
PUMP SUCTION

FIGURE 6 BRUCE B FUEL CHANNEL
D20 SAMPLING SYSTEM SIMPLIFIED FLOWSHEET
(TVPICAL 3 PLACES)

exchanger through Zircaloy-4 and stainless steel tubing to minimize
any changes to the concentration of deuterium and oxygen. The
sample is cooled to 37°C (99DF) as quickly as possible, reducing the
reaction rates and stabilizing the chemistry. Stainless steel tubing is
used downstream of the heat exchanger. The cooled flow passes out
of the vault through an instrument tube penetration, to the sample
station.

Two Class 1 valves, an actuated valve inside the vault and a
manual valve outside the vault, form the isolatable containment
extension and the boundary between the Class 1 and Class 6
(non-nuclear) portions of the system. 1/4-inch tubing is used outside
containment to minimize radiation exposure and reduce the sample
transit time.

A temperature switch controlled solenoid valve is used to protect
the analysers against high temperature. When the sample
temperature exceeds S0°C (122°F), this valve closes automatically.
A rod-in-tube valve breaks down the pressure to about
690 kPa(gauge) (100 psig). A relief valve, with a set pressure of
1.2 MPa(gauge) (180 psig), is installed downstream of the
pressure-reducing elements.

The majority of the flow travels through a by-pass line around the
analysers. A flowmeter with an integral needle valve is installed in
this line. The by-pass flowrate is maintained at 650 mlVmin.

Two filters with 15-micron nominal disposable cartridges are
installed in parallel in each sample line upstream of the gas analyzers.
The dissolved oxygen and dissolved hydrogen probes are mounted in
series. A gauge indicates the pressure at the outlet to the probes. A
flowmeter located downstream of the analysers measures the flow
through the dissolved oxygen and hydrogen probes. An integral
needle valve in the flowmeter is adjusted to maintain a flow of
150 mL/min,

The two dissolved gas analyzer probes are installed in series
inside a ventilated sample cabinet (see Figure 7). The small
electrochemical cells are housed in stainless steel bodies with a gas
permeable membrane separating the sample from the electrolyte.
The microprocessor driving the analyzer has a built in temperature
compensation and displays the analogue voltage in engineering units.
In addition to a local display at the analyzer the output is also stored
in a data logger.
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FIGURE 7 D2OAHALYZER PANELS AND INSTRUMENTATION

The effluent from both the sample and by-pass lines join in a
common line connected to the purification system return line leading
to the DzO feedpump suction and returned to the PHT system.

Overcoming Obstacles Through Design Innovations

Satisfying all of the design requirements simultaneously imposed
significant difficulties in the design of the system.

Sample Line Layout. The reactor face is very congested with
feeders, supports and insulation. In addition the layout must
accommodate the thermal expansion and axial creep. The tubing runs
were selected to avoid the need for tube supports on the reactor face.
To do this the channel selected had to be on the outer periphery of the
core and below the horizontal centre line.

Sample Line Material. The goal to minimize sample line oxidation
demanded that Zircaloy-4 tubing be used to transport the sample
while at high temperatures. Even the heat exchanger was fabricated
from Zircaloy-4 tubing. Only after the sample had been cooled,
reducing the reaction rates of the oxidizing species, was stainless
steel tubing allowed.

Zircaloy-4 cannot be welded to either the feeder coupling seal
ring or the stainless steel tubing. Swageloc fittings were used for the
interface with the stub of stainless steel tube in [he seal ring and with
the tubing downstream of the heat exchanger.

These fittings were approved for nuclear Class 1 applications but
had been tested only for use with stainless steel tubing with a

maximum hardness value of Rb80. The Zircaloy-4 tubing has a
hardness value of RblOO. A thermal cyclic test program was
successfully completed to demonstrate the suitability of the joints
under reactor operating conditions.

Heat Exchangers. To ensure the samples reached the heat exchanger
in five seconds and the analyzer in 2 minutes, high flow rates are
required and the heat exchanger must be located in the reactor vault
and close to the reactor face. The higher the flow rate, the greater the
heat load and the larger the physical size of the heat exchanger (HX).
By locating the HX within a metre of the reactor face only a moderate
flow rate was required (0.9 kg/min) with a heat load of 18 kw which
was accommodated by a sample HX only 90 mm in diameter and
approximately 300 mm long; small enough to be mounted on the face
of the feeder cabinet without interfering with the fuelling machine
bridge, (see Figure 8).

Pressure Reducing Element. The sample pressure is reduced from
heat transport system pressure to 690 kPa before entering the sampie
panel. The long coils of small bore tubing normally used for this
function are prone to plugging and are difficult to adjust to the desired
pressure drop during commissioning. For the fuel channel D2O
sampling system, a rod in tube valve, as shown in Figure 9, was
utilized. This component offers the following advantages:

Variable resistance can be easily tuned during commissioning.
Identical equipment can be used for sample streams with different
pressure drops.
Crud build-up can be blown out without isolating the sample
system.
No filter is required upstream of this valve.
In addition the by-pass lines allow continued flow through the

sample lines even when the analysers are isolated for calibration.
This avoids the accumulation of mineral deposits coming out of
solution in cold sample lines with no flow, thus reducing the
likelihood of crud build-up.

Back-up Tooling For Installation

Each feeder hub is connected to the end fitting sidepon by a
flange and four capscrews. Bruce A and Pickering have experienced
shearing of the capscrews during their remov;'.l for fuel channel
replacement. The failure rate was approximately 20% of the
capscrews removed. Although the Bruce B capscrews are of a
different design and were felt to have a low probability of shearing,
it was necessary to develop contingency tooling to remove a sheared
capscrew from the end fitting.

CL/Q.1O .Q.Q.Q.O .OLQJO.OJaXOuUuUuLQ_QjQ\
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BOD ASSEMBLY
VALVE HANDLE

-HOD SIZE STAMPED HERE

DETAIL OF STEPPED ROD INSERTED
IN TDBE

FIGURE 9 ROD IN TUBE VALVÇ

The main design problem was to get a small tool to provide
enough torque to drill out the very hard Inconel capscrews, and
enough force to feed the drill in a very confined space. The feeder
could not be moved more than a few inches due to interference with
olher components. Special drill bits were used. The torque was
provided by an "off-the-shelf" air drill. The feed mechanism and drill
guide was a unique design by the AECL-Fuel Channel Branch. The
feed assembly, drill and guides may be seen in Figure 10 and Figure
11.

FEED MECHANISM -

FIGURE 10 BACK-UP TOOLING FOR CAPSCREW REMOVAL

INSTALLATION

The Fuel Channel D2O Sampling System was installed on Bruce
B Unit 6 during the 1989 autumn maintenance outage. Prior to the
outage the sampling panels were fabricated and tested at CRNL, and
the portions of the system located outside containment were installed

FIGURE 11 BACK-UP TOOLING FOR CAPSCREW REMOVAL

at site. During the outage, the portions of the system inside thereactor
vault were installed and final tie-ins completed.

The critical step in the system installation was the installation of
the modified feeder coupling seal ring. The feeder coupling joint,
connects the feeder pipe with the end fitting. Installation required
removal of the seal ring and insertion of a thicker ring. This was
practiced on a mock-up (Figure 12). Two potential problems were
anticipated; feeder clearances and capscrew shearing.

FIGURE 12 MOCK-UP

The capscrews were removed without incident by applying a
torque of around 200 lb-ft. There was no evidence of galling or
seizing on these particular channels. Therefore the back-up tooling
was not needed.

The modified seal ring web thickness was increased from 0.250
inches to 0.S60 inches to allow insertion of the sample line. This
increased the overall thickness of the seal ring to 1.060 inches. Very
little space is available between the feeders and adjacent fuel channel
components at the reactor face.

Installation of the modified seal ring required the feeder to be
moved about 1.25 inches along the axis of the end fitting sideport.
In order to achieve this clearance, it was necessary to deflect the
adjacent end fittings up to 1/2".

The increased thickness of the modified seal ring was expected
to decrease the vertical clearance between the channel M22 and W12
feeders and adjacent end fittings and yoke assemblies. Prior to the
installation, feeder clearances were measured using "go-no-go" type
gauges. Following the modified seal ring installation and channel
warming, (he feeder clearances were re-inspected. All of the feeder
clearances were acceptable following installation.
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Our experience indicated that changes in feeder clearances
following fuel channel maintenance are difficult to predict. Feeder
clearances must be evaluated following the maintenance and
sufficient time allocated to take any required corrective action.

Application of ice-plugs on the M22 and W12 fuel channels and
installation of the seal plugs was completed in less than 36 hours. The
installation time and dose expenditure were significantly reduced by
rehearsal on a mock up. System installation required about 200 man
days of effort during the outage. Total collective exposure was 13.5
rem for the installation.

The Fuel Channel D2O Sampling System installation was very
successful. Collective exposure and installation time were less than
expected.

OPERATION AND FUTURE PLANS

The primary objective of the fuel channel D2O sampling program
at Bruce B is to improve the understanding and control of PHTS
chemistry. The initial goal is to determine the optimum hydrogen
concentration in the fuel channels by varying the dissolved hydrogen
concentration in the PHTS. Once this is established, the effect of
changes in the coolant chemistry and reactor operation will be
determined. These initial tests are expected to be completed within
die next year. Hopefully, their prototype system will prove to be a
more accurate method of monitoring and controlling PHT chemistry,
and allow operations to minimize pressure tube corrosion.

Following the initial determination of PHTS chemistry, carrier
bundles will be used to determine the effects of chemistry and reactor
operation on fuel channel materials. Carrier bundles are standard 37
element fuel bundles in which the central element has been modified

to contain preoxidized fuel channel material samples in a perforated
sheath. Following exposure in the reactor, the samples are removed
for analysis. The data obtained from the fuel channel sampling
program will be used to provide a link between research and power
reactors, allowing a better understanding of pressure tube corrosion
and hydriding to be developed. Hopefully, this prototype system will
prove to be a more accurate method of monitoring and controlling
PHT chemistry and allow operations to minimize PT corrosion. It
may become a permanent design feature.

SUMMARY

The stringent constraints imposed on the design and installation
of the fuel channel D2O sampling system required innovative
solutions for mechanical layout, process design, installation tooling
and material selections. By practising the installation procedures on
a mock-up, the work on the reactor face was done in a shorter time
than anticipated and with a lower man-rem exposure. The back-up
tooling developed ensured that a contingency procedure was ready to
be executed in the event that a capscrew was sheared off when
dismantling the feeder couplings.

In short, a D2O sampling system has been successfully designed
to meet the requirements and has proven very practical to install in
a reasonable amount of time.

Commissioning of the system is just now being completed. Over
the next year or two we hope to get valuable data which will help us
understand ins relationship between operating conditions and PT
corrosion. Hopefully this type of system will prove to be a viable
method of improving the chemistry control in the PHTS and of
reducing the deuterium uptake of the pressure tubes.
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ABSTRACT

Support power systems perform an
important role in the operation of
nuclear power plants. Canadian Standards
Association (CSA) Standard N290.5 was
prepared in the recognition of the need
for a standard for electrical power
systems and instrumentation air systems
in nuclear power plants of the CANDU
design.

This paper reviews the major technical
features and requirements addressed by
the Standard. The impact on future plant
design is also considered.

INTRODUCTION

The first edition of CSA Standard N290.5,
Requirements for the Support Power
Systems of CANDtr Nuclear Power Plants has
been approved for publication. The
Standard is in effect and can be
referenced. The publication date will be
June 1990. The development of this
Standard was initiated by the Canadian
Nuclear Association and the preparation
was undertaken by a CSA subcommittee.

The specific objective of the Standard is
to establish the principal criteria and
requirements for the design, fabrication,
installation, qualification, inspection
and documentation of the support power
systems in order to provide assurance
that the systems will be available as
required.

It should be noted that the design,
manufacture, construction, commissioning,
operation and decommissioning of nuclear
facilities in Canada are subject to the
provisions of the Atomic Energy Control
Act and Regulations. Thus, requirements
additional to those specified in this

Standard may be imposed by the Atomic
Energy Control Board. The design of the
Support Power Systems is ultimately
determined by the requirements of the
special safety systems and other safety
related systems.

The Standard is based on the experience
and practice gained from the design and
many years of successful operation of
existing plants. The Standard was
prepared with input from all sectors of
the Canadian Nuclear Industry including
CANDU power plant systems designers,
operating and maintenance staff and
licensing related personnel. While the
Standard documents the established
practices for the designers, builders,
and users of support power systems, it is
not the intent to stifle improved system
design.

In addition to the minimum requirements,
the Standard also provides numerous notes
on typical practices to contribute
insight into well proven design
approaches.

SCOPE

Support power systems include those parts
of the electrical systems and instrument
air systems which are necessary for the
operation of safety and safety-related
systems. The support power systems may
also be utilized for power generation or
equipment protection but only those
requirements associated with nuclear
safety are included.

For nuclear plants the importance of
reliable and secure station service power
supplies derived from the power grid is
well established. The scope of the
Standard therefore extends from the power
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grid interconnections to the lower level
power supplies derived from or backed up
by batteries.

Specifically the
requirements for:

Standard covers

a. The Power Grid Interface
b. Class IV Power Systems
c. Class III Power Systems
d. Class II Power Systems
e. Class I Power Systems
f. Emergency Power Systems (EPS)
g. Instrument Air Systems.

GENERAL DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Figures 1 and 2 show typical electrical
and instrument air system configurations
which meet the Standard.

The Standard promotes the following
general design principles:

a. Keep the systems simple. Use the
minimum amount of equipment that
will adequately do the job.

b. Design for failsafe operation where
such an option may exist, while
keeping a balance with simplicity
(see principle a. above).

c. Design the systems such that as a
minimum all safety functions will
remain available following any
credible single failure or any
single operator induced fault within
the support power systems.

d. Design the systems with sufficient
redundancy, independence and
diversity to ensure that they will
perform their necessary functions
with the required reliability. The
reliability of the electrical or
pneumatic air supply to each load
must be such that the specified
design requirements for the
reliability of the supplied
safety-related systems are met.

e. Design the systems to perform their
functions under the normal
variations in environmental
conditions (eg, temperature,
pressure, humidity, vibration,
radiation, electromagnetic
interference, plant feedback
effects, etc.) to which system
components are expected to be
subjected during the life of the
plant.

f. Design the systems to avoid spurious
system operations both to prevent
needless stresses on the nuclear
plant and to maintain plant
production.

g. Design the systems to facilitate
testing and maintenance on line.

h. Design and qualify the support power
systems for the design basis events
and resultant environmental conditions
to ensure that the safety and safety
related loads continue to operate as
required (design basis events include
all localized and wide spread events
as described in the following
paragraphs and as applicable to a
given nuclear power plant site).

i. Design systems to facilitate access
where required under post accident
environmental conditions for operating
maintenance activities.

Each power system must be designed to
support the requirements imposed by the
design basis events that a plant is
designed to meet. Localized events and
widf spread events are two important
categories of adverse events that must
be considered when designing support
power systems.

Localized events are generally limited
to small areas of the plant eg, fire
within a panel, vehicle impact, water
impingement, operator error, etc.

Wide spread events potentially affect
larger areas of the plant such as main
control room, secondary control area,
etc. These include events such as large
fires, turbine disintegration, steam line
break, earthquake, etc.

Both types of events are catered to by
the separation of redundant systems. The
protection against localized events is
provided by redundant independent
channels of power supplies separated by
a specific distance. The protection
against wide spread events is provided by
redundant systems separated by area or
physical barrier, redundant independent
channels separated by a specific
distance, or qualified to withstand the
design basis events.

The concepts of separation and
independence are easily understood but
may be difficult to achieve in practice.
The Standard includes examples of how
this is accomplished in practice, refer
to figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1 illustrates a typical electrical
system configuration used in a number of
CANDU plants. The concept of protection
against potential wide spread events is
achieved through the use of two groups of
power supplies, group 1 and group 2, and
qualification. Each group of power
supplies is located in a different area
of the plant and feed respective
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loads following group 1 and group 2
routes, which in turn are separated.
Group 2 equipment, in this example, is
also seismically qualified for a design
basis earthquake. Protection against
potential localized events within a group
power supply or cable route is achieved
through physical separation (division
separation) of redundant or triplicated
power supplies and associated cables by
a specified minimum distance.

Figure 2 illustrates a typical instrument
air distribution system configuration
that meets the Standard. Protection
against potential localized events is
achieved through physical separation of
division air storage tanks/distribution
headers by a specified distance.
Protection against wide-spread events is
achieved through physical separation of
load groups and by providing a local air
storage tank complete with non-return
valves in order to ensure that at least
one local group will continue to
function. The group 2 local air tanks and
associated non-return valves in this case
are also seismically qualified for a
design basis earthquake.

Throughout the Standard a number of
typical durations or capacities such as
battery capacity, etc., have been
specified. Although the governing
requirement is that the capacity in this
example must be consistent with the
safety requirements, a 30 minutes minimum
capacity has been included as a guide
indicating that traditionally this has
been provided to allow the operator
sufficient time to manually restore an
alternate power source.

CONTENT

The main focus of the Standard is to
establish design requirements for
electrical and instrument air support
power systems. General and specific
design requirements for these systems and
their major components are included.
Also, requirements for appropriate
monitoring and test facilities are
specified for each system in order that
the operator can confirm that the systems
are capable of performing their intended
function. Where appropriate, system
maintenance requirements are also
included.

In addition to the main areas of emphasis
described above, sections covering the
following subjects are included:

a. Definitions
b. Documentation
c. Quality Assurance
d. Environmental Qualification

e. Manufacturing, Installation and
inspection.

IMPACT ON FUTURE DESIGNS

Future plant designs will be required to
meet the intent of the Standard. It is
anticipated that the Standard will be
particularly useful for new generations
of designers because it describes
approaches based on well proven concepts
and established practices.

Future plant designs utilizing new
technology such as distributed control
systems and common data highways etc.,
will require increased emphasis on the
avoidance of common mode failures.
Therefore, the use of sufficient
redundancy, independence, and diversity
in system design, will require increased
emphasis.

For future plants, environmental
qualification will be emphasized for
equipment required to operate under
adverse environmental conditions
resulting from design basis events.

The Standard permits innovation in
designs provided the safety-related
requirements are met. The Standard will
provide a reference against which new
designs can be measured.

CONCLUSIONS

Nuclear industry standards have been
widely recognized as being of significant
importance. Standardization promotes
efficiency in design, manufacture and
operation; it reduces costs and increases
safety. The publication of the new
Standard for support power systems is,
therefore, of importance to the industry
and those working in it.

It is essential that standards be kept
up to date. Therefore, the CSA
subcommittee for Support Power Systems
will be maintained as a standing
committee to update the Standard as
required in the future.
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PICKERING 'A' NGS CALANDRIA VAULT CORROSION PROGRAM

A.N. Sangwine*
N.G. Brown**

* Atomic Energy of Canada Limited - CANDU Operations
** Ontario Hydro

This paper outlines steps taken to control and correct corrosion damage to low
nickel alloy steel and carbon steel components and supports in the calandria
(reactor) vault at Pickering 'A' Units 1 to 4.

In the Pickering 'A' design, a heavy concrete vault is used as a shielded
enclosure for the reactor vessel (calandria), dump tank, ion chamber and numerous
large and small piping components and supports. Heat build-up in the vault occurs
from nuclear and thermal radiation effects. This heat is removed by circulating
cooling water through pipes embedded in the concrete, by water flow through pipes
in the calandria end shield and by water flow piped into thermal shields around
each end of the calandria. Some of these pipes are exposed to the calandria vault
atmosphere.

During the initial period of reactor operation, the vault atmosphere contained
moisture. Radiation effects with this air produces nitric acid. This environment
is hostile to the low nickel and carbon steel materials in the calandria vault.
Over the years of operation, corrosion of the pipes has taken place and leaks have
developed.

Remote visual examination in the Unit 2 vault shows that general corrosion has
taken place on components and supports made from these materials. Also, stress
corrosion cracking of some highly stressed components has occurred. Since in a
number of areas on major components, high residual stresses are present (e.g. at
welds), the possibility of further stress corrosion cracking has become a major
concern.

Up to the present time, a temporary fix of sealing pipe leaks with a proprietary
sealant has been successfully used. It is now apparent, however, that a permanent
method of moisture control is needed. Remote inspection and repair of corrosion
damaged components and supports will be performed as required.

A three stage program has been implemented to achieve this, and is described in
the paper.

It consists of:

1. Design and installation of a vault drying system.

2. Evaluation and integrity assessment of in-vault components affected by
corrosion.

3. Proposals for prevention of failure and remote repair.
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THE CANDU 3 CONTROL CENTRE DESIGN

R.F. MOORE, G.J. HINTON

CANDU Operations
Sheridan Park Research Community

Mlississauga, Ontario L5K 1B2

SUMMARY

The international trend towards a CRT based control
centre design inherits the benefits and the problems
associated with computer based systems. The CANDU
control centre design has included computer interfaces for
many years. For CANDU 3 the human/machine interface is
entirely computer driven. It embodies console operation for
all power levels, with backup workstations and large scale
dynamic plant mimics for status overview. Emphasis is
placed on developing ties between displays and operating
procedures. The specific features which are regarded as
benefits from the operations point of view are highlighted in
the paper.

The integration of the Annunciation system information
into the plant-wide database results in a systematic approach
to problem solving for the operator and a consistent
human/machine interface. The presentation of alarm
information to the operator occurs at several levels:
Overview, System Summary Information, and Point Data
alarms.

A change from past practices in terms of the design of the
control centre has been made. Specifically, a "Functional
Design Method" has been derived as an interpretation of an
international control centre design standard. This addresses
the need for a close connection between the control centre
flow of information, operating procedures, and the computer
system presentation of information.

The key to user acceptance of the CRT based control
centre design is the early co-operation of the operations
personnel with the design team. Further validation of the
control centre design and the display system integration is
accomplished by the use of a simulator. Feedback from the
simulator exercises will be early enough in the design stage
to provide constructive changes as required.

INTRODUCTION

Control centres are used in many industries to provide a
central location for the plant personnel to monitor and control
complex machines and processes. Within the control centre,
several workstations are brought together to allow the staff to
control and operate the plant while maintaining an overview
of the psrformance of the various plant systems.

Each workstation is a mini-control centre for the
processes or machinery to which it is connected. The
overview of the plant performance is created in the control
centre by the systematic design of these workstations and the
overall annunciation system which ties it all together.

Workstation design has all of the same elements which are
present in control centre design, but the scale of application
is smaller. There is a Human - Machine Interface (HMI)
which must be designed for each workstation. In some
applications, such as the design of amedical therapy machine,
a single workstation is the entire HMI for the process.

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) has had
experience with the design and development of workstations
for research reactors, medical therapy machines, nuclear
reactor refuelling machines, and for individual system panels
in nuclear power plant control centres (Ref. 1).

While the technology driving workstations has evolved,
Control Centre design has not radically changed. Recent
attention to the standards for control centre design is changing
this situation. This paper discusses the past successes and the
future directions for control centre design which have been
initiated at AECL in response to these changes.

PAST PRACTICES

The following summary addresses the main features of
the three generations of control centre design which can be
identified (Ref 2) within the genealogy of CANDU power
plants.

These generations of control centres are based on the
features which are easily observable in the control centre.
Just as important, are the changes in the control centre design
methodologies which have occurred in the same period of
time.
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First Generation Control Rooms

The first generation control rooms consisted entirely of
conventional panel instrumentation with fixed, discrete
components (handswitches, indicator lights, strip chart
recorders, annunciator windows, etc.)- The control rooms at
the various experimental reactors at Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories fit into this category. Their experience was
accumulated into the control centres of the Nuclear Power
Demonstration (NPD) reactor and the Douglas Point
CANDU reactor. The first implementation of centralized,
computer based controls for a production style of reactor was
at the Douglas Point site.

Each system designer was responsible for the design of
their system interface with the control room operator. Human
factors input into the design was based on intuitive common
sense factors which varied considerably from one designer to
another. A central design authority was designated to ensure
uniformity of labels, display and control devices.

Second Génération Control Rooms

Second generation control rooms integrated computer
driven CRT display monitors (meaning generic Cathode Ray
Tube style devices or computer driven screens) and
keyboards into the control panels. The control rooms at the
CANDU 6 stations (see Figure 1) and at Pickering Nuclear
Generating Station (NGS) demonstrate this integration.
Computer information processingand display capabilities are
utilized to present operators with vital plant information.

There is a considerable design effort for systematic
application of human factors through ergonomie and
anthropométrie standards and cookbooks. Architectural
practice and human factors engineering were applied mainly
to the physical layout of the control panels and the plant

A central design authority was designated with
responsibility for control centre design, integration and
construction.

The computers used in the second generation of CANDU
control centres were more powerful than the first generation,
and the list of required features for the display and control
systems became more detailed as operations experience was
accumulated. In addition to this success, computers were
applied to safety systems for monitoring and testing critical
functions (Ref 3). The result has been the development of
specific applications for each workstation in the control
centre as computer based technology was applied.

This evolution in the control centre HMI happened at the
same time as the construction of the Bruce NGS and the
Darlington NGS. The driving force in this evolution has been
the application of computer based technology to the needs of
the operations group in the second generation control room.
Operations feedback has been a strong factor in the design of
such diverse facilities as: an annunciation system flight
recorder, a chatter filter for nuisance alarms, increased
numbers of trend displays, new menu methods for display
call-up, and special shift logs.

It is also important to note that expert systems have been
applied in specific applications in existing CANDU control
centres (Ref 4,5). This is similar to the early experiences with
computer based display and monitoring systems in the first
generation plants.

Figure 1: An Example of a Second Generation Control Room - CANDU 6
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Third Generation Control Rooms

A third generation CANDU control room is presently
being designed on the CANDU 3 project. Figure 2 is an
illustration of a possible third generation control centre.
Increased attention is being given to the functional design of
a control centre as outlined in various international standards,
such as IEC-964.

The basic goals for the design of CANDU third
generation control rooms have been outlined elsewhere (Ref.
3). In summary, they involve:

Economics. Reduce cost, avoid schedule risk and
increase plant capacity factor.

Fit the design to the operators. Change the design
process to allow the operating utility to drive the detailed
design.

Automation. Apply automation to systems in a selective
manner, to remove tedious, distracting and stressful
procedural tasks from the operator.

Role of the operator. Provide tools which assist the
operator in the role of a situation manager. Planning,
organizing and problem solving activities must be addressed.

Context sensitive information. Package and present
information, to suit the context of a particular situation. For
example, create a display that integrates information across
system boundaries for a particular procedure.

Keep operator alert. Information and status displays
must keep the operator in touch with the plant.

Allow for variance in operating philosophies and
preferences. Provide the operating utility with a control

^room that uses standard components which are flexible
enough to suit different operating philosophies and methods.

Key to the success of the above goals is the active
participation of experienced control centre personnel in the
design of the control room. Their role is not solely that of a
reviewer, but extends to active work as members of the
control centre design team.

Maximum flexibility in the HMI design has been
provided by the use of computer driven displays, including
wall projections and CRTs. This creates a software driven or
"soft" control room. Backup facilities also use CRT style
interfaces. This is a significant change towards unification of
the control centre HMI for the many diverse plant systems.

Computer information processing and display
capabilities are utilized to present operators with vital plant
information. Also, the computers provide information on

the plant state and the required operator procedures.

There is a considerable design effort for the systematic
application of human factors in the CANDU 3 control centre
design. This third generation control centre design includes:

- a human factors specialist on the control centre design
team.

- a Human Factors Program Plan documenting the project
approach to human factors engineering. The scope of this
document extends to the whoie plant.

Figure 2: An Example of a Third Generation Control Room - CANDU 3
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- a research team investigating HMI for display, control
and annunciation methods for power plant applications. A
methodology for the computerization of operating
procedures is also under development.

- a standardized "Functional Design Methodology"
(FDM) has been adopted for control centre design. It
provides a means of documenting the integration of plant
display system information, annunciation, and control system
rules for the early definition of procedures (Ref. 7).

- a set of defined tasks allocated to the shift personnel,
which allow a link analysis to be performed on the control
centre workstations. The data behind these task definitions
corresponds to the collected survey data from operating
stations (Ref. 8).

THE CANDU 3 DESIGN

In line with established CANDU practice, there are two
control areas in this station. The Main Control Area (MCA)
and the Secondary Control Area (SCA). The MCA is the
normal habitat of the senior operating staff and this area is
supported with all of the operator aids necessary to control
power production and ensure safe operation (i.e. there is
access to both Group #1 and Group #2 signals as well as all
supervising functions).

The SCA is available in the event the MCA becomes
uninhabitable or inoperable. The SCA provides sufficient
operator control and monitoring facilities to establish and
maintain the plant in a safe shutdown state. From a
communications viewpoint, the control aid instrumentation
data available in the SCA is a subset of the information in the
MCA. Furthermore, from the operations viewpoint,
sufficient facilities are allocated to support communications
equipment and prolonged occupation by operations
personnel.

Figure 2 is a view of the MCA for the CANDU 3. The
SCA is functionally identical and similar in layout to the right
hand half of the figure.

In the foreground of this view of the MCA there are two
operator workstations1 - each station consisting of a desk, a
bank of three CRTs, a pointing device and a function
keyboard. The operator can control the station from 0% to
100% power seated at the left hand (Group #1 or Main
Control) workstation. The right hand (Group #2) workstation
is available for monitoring and testing the safety parameters
of the plant and can be switched to a Group #1 supervising
function if so desired.

At a distance of about 3 meters from the operator there is
a ring of stand-up console mounted CRTs. The six CRTs on
the left compose two additional operator consoles - identical
in functionality to the sit-down consoles in the foreground.
On the right is a bank of six CRTs capable of monitoring and
controlling the Group #2 safety and safety support systems.
These CRTs are fed from the dedicated computers in the
Group #2 systems.

In part, because there is e;.: --rimental evidence which
indicates that teams of people problem-solve best when they
work from a common display, the CANDU 3 provides a
dynamic graphic "wall display" and a fixed graphic "wall
mimic" at a distance of about 7 meters from the seated
operator. In the figure, the wall display is on the wall to the
left and the mimic is on the right Two status CRTs, located
above the "wall displays" summarize the plant state for safety
and power production procedure initiation. Also shown in the
figure are the "cumulative annunciation CRTs" suspended
from the ceiling which display the latest alarm messages.

Not shown in this view are (1) the fuel handling
workstation which would be behind the scene to the right and
(2) the shift supervisor's office and work control centre which
would be behind the scene to the left

The CANDU 3 control area utilizes a soft human interface
concept where all of the operator interface is through
computer generated displays. The only exception is the
Group #2 safety and support system overview "wall mimic".

This mimic must be seismically qualified in the SCA. Other
than this exception, the displays on the CANDU 3 are
completely configurable by software modification.

FUNCTIONAL DESIGN METHODOLOGY (FDM)

The FDM process is generally described in Figure 3. It
has been presented as a flowchart for clarity, although many
of the steps are iterative. Note that several key activities are
needed to create the necessary input data to perform some of
the activities requested by the ŒC-964 standard. These
activities would have been included as a part of the standard
product design, and placing them within FDM provides more
uniformity between designers as they perform the FDM steps
for their systems.

1. Power Plant terminology and computer industry terminology are
sometimes contradictory. In this paper, die term "workstation" means a
suiiion where work is performed. Therefore it can have one or multiple
CRTs.
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Functional Design Methodology
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Figure3: Flowchart of FDM

An important goal of the FDM process is to create the
documentation which connects the safety analysis and the
plant display system design. Effectively, each safety credited
display or variable could be traced to the source instruments
and controls. But just as important is the connection of the
related annunciation alarms to the safety related operator
actions and procedures.

Displays in the second generation control rooms were
generally described by "Software Requirement
Specifications". These documents described how each
display worked.

There were physical displays of the plant systems (ie.
trends, bar charts, point data displays and flow diagrams), and
some "function based displays" for the control programs (ie.
the Reactor Regulating System displays). The concepts
behind these classifications of displays have been outlined by
Rasmussen (Ref. 9).

The third generation control rooms require an hierarchy
of physical displays. Navigation through the massive number
of possible displays requires special design features in the
display systems. These displays are augmented by "function
based displays" wherever groupings of particular parameters
would aid the operator in performing a critical procedure.
Note that the same control program based function displays,
which are the trade-mark of a CANDU display system are
also provided.

With the proliferation of displays in the third
generation control centre, and the need for detailed system
information, it becomes difficult to create a software
specification for each type of "physical" display or "function
based display". Therefore, there is a need for the
documentation associated with the FDM process, because it
builds the procedures for the operator at the same time as the
generation of the display requirements.
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The Operator Mortel &
The Annunciation System

Operations concerns about the second generation control
centre tend to focus on the way the Annunciation system
identifies plant problems. To address their concerns, the
present design changes the way the control centre HMI
functions.

First the design team created a problem solving model of
the operator. Now, the design can focus on answering the
questions which the operator, in the role of a diagnostic
technician, asks as plant information is accessed. The
CANDU 3 operator model is shown in Figure 4.

Note that the CANDU 3 Plant Display Systems
automatically provide soned information on the related
controls and annunciation messages when aparticular system
status display is accessed. Thus the design helps the operator
with the next set of logical questions that would have to be
accessed in the display system in order to correct the situation.

One of the key features of the CANDU display systems
since their first design has been the integration of display,
control and annunciation information on custom designed
displays. This feature helps the operator to immediately start
executing a response to the defined problem with full
awareness of the control rules applicable to the current
situation.

SUMMARY

The CANDU 3 control centre is being systematically
designed in a more formal manner than any past CANDU
control centre. The amount of design activity necessary to
support this approach is significant. The early participation
of operations staff in the design process, and the escalation of
the AECL research programs in support of control centres and
human - machine interface design have contributed to the
rapid rate of progress which has been achieved thus far.

Fig.4: Operator Problem Solving Model

- first, the Annunciation system helps to "Define the
Problem" for the operator..... this is part of the Perception
Stage of the model. The "wall displays", annunciation CRTs,
and status CRTs perform this function. These are dedicated
features which replace the window system in second
generation plants. In particular, pattern recognition of alarm
windows has been replaced by a pictorial plant view and
automated monitoring for alarm patterns.

- second, when the operator decides to plan a response
to the defined problem. The display system is used to access
system information this is part of the Planning Stage of
the model.
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ABSTRACT
Existing CANDU Fuel HamOing (F/JJ) systems have all used
multi-conductor cables, in a catenary (umbilical) loop, for
connecting to sensors and actuators on ihe moving assemblies
of the Fuelling Machine (f/M) system. A hardwired cabling
system has inherent limitations for changes involving adding
new components, changing obsolescent components or for
incorporating inspection equipment.
This paper does noi provide the rationale for eliminating
conventional catenary cables but instead describes un alternale
method of communicating to and from the F/M head and ils
associated moving assemblies using 'ON -BOARD'
electronics. The CANDU 3 fuel changing system is currently
being designed using this technique and a demonstration
system developed under the CANDU Owners Group (COG )
is being installed on an existing system for evaluation.

INTRODUCTION
The CANDU 3 fuel changing system makes extensive use of
brushless servo-motors ( instead of the previous practice of
using oil hydraulic motors) for actuating mechanisms. These
servo-motors which use integral resolvers for electronic
commutation/position control require thai the resolvers be
located less than 50 me ties from their associated power supply
and signal conditioning equipment. On CANDU 3, this led to
incorporating the function of closed loop position control in
the 'ON-BOARD' electronics. Power to the mechanism
motors and 'ON-BOARD' electronics is provided via an
overhead bus rail. Using 'ON BOARD' electronics eliminates
the need for approximately 22 cables, each with an average
diameter of 40 mm.

The 'ON BOARD' electronics, as well as providing all the signal
conditioning, control and power distribution requirements, is
designed to operale in the environmental conditions the F/M
Head is subjected to during iis operating cycles. These
conditions are :

• Ambient temperature Mf'C

• Estimated total radiation dose ( Gamma ) Sx H)' rads over
a 12 year service life .

• EMI/RII interference.

condijions ihe following design

Temperatures up to ISO" C for 1 lir.

In addition for jn-
requirements arise :

In order to ensure operation under these conditions the
electronic equipment is designed using high temperature
( The highest temperature rating available in MIL SPEC
components is 125" C ) and rudiation hardened devices.
Therefore, for temperatures above 120" C, Ihe power lo the
DACCS will be disconnected. The 'ON BOARD' electronics
for the F/M Head and Carriage assembly effectively function
as a "Data Acquisition, Control and Communication System"
and will be referred to by the acronym DACCS in the following
parts of the paper. The paper also uses other acronyms
throughout lo avoid repetition of long titles. These acronyms
are defined where first used and as a reference, a list of
acronyms and their definitions are repealed at the end of the
paper. References denoted by superscript numerals are also
listed at the end of the paper

BACKGROUND.
An insight into some of the investigation and research earned
out prior to design commitment will be described, but first an
explanation of the term 'Radiation -Hardened!.
Actually there are two terms used in industry, with similar
definitions,

• RADIATION HARDIiNF.D

• NUCLEAR-HARDENED.

The term 'RADIATION HARDENED'1 is applied to a device
whose inherent radiation tolerance has been enhanced or
improved through special processing or design.
The term of'NUCLEAR-HARDENED'2 is usually applied to
the concept of making anything (components, circuits,
systems ) less susceptible lo nuclear radiation. This paper
describes a nuclear hardened system which utilises radiation
hardened components. At the component level a prefix is used
to differentiate between components which are inherently hard
and those components whose hardness has been enhanced.
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These prefixes are 'INHERENTLY' or 'PEDIGREE1.
•INHERENTLY RADIATION HARD ' components are
fabricated using processes and materials which are known lo
produce a radiation hard product.
'PEDIGREE RADIATION-HARDENED' components
which are fabricated and certiflably tested to a dose level are
relatively expensive and therefore usually used only when
inherently radiation hard components are not available.

RADIATION-HARDENED electronics are, and have been for
many years, used by the military and in the space industry in
satellites and space craft. Most of the development of
'PEDIGREE' devices is directly related to the space
industry/US military and today there is large selection of
'PEDIGREE' devices and literature available. Unfortunately,
as with other high-tech, low volume equipment these devices
are relatively expensive.
There is however an ever increasing use of
Radiation-Hardened electronic controls for robots designed
for operation inside nuclear containment. An excellent source
of information on these applications is from papers presented
at the annual ISA Robotic and Remote Systems Conferences.
As early as 1981 a paper3 entitled 'Role of High-Temperature,
Radiation-Hardened Electronics in Improved Instrumentation
for Nuclear Power Plants', concluded that High-Temperature,
Radiation-Hardened solid state electronic capability, (even at
that point in time), was available for practicaldesign solutions
to nuclear power plant 1 & C System design.
There is currently a considerable amount of world wide
research and development in Nuclear-Hardened systems. For
instance, at the 1989 ISA Robotic and Remote Systems
Conference in Charleston NC, a paper'1 was presented
describing the design and development of a 'Rad-Hard'
electronic multiplexer with fibre optic communication links
for use inside containment . This system was described as
being radiation tolerant to 1 x 108 rads total dose.

AECL-CANDU began to seriously consider the use of
'Rad-Hard' electronics in late 1986 during the initial
conceptual design of the CANDU 3 refuelling system, when
space and operability of a conventional electrical catenary
system in the F/M layout was being studied . General
discussions were held with a number of potential suppliers.
Further studies were made with a company in Seattle,
Washington (United Nuclear Technologies Inc-UNITEC )
which had designed and commissioned a radiation hard
multiplexer for use in a high radiation environment. The
system was in operation in the 'F. A.S.T.' facility at the IDAHO
NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABS (INEL) at IDAHO
FALLS to control a HOT-CELL crane, used for handling
irradiated fuel rods.

The studies along with the experience from the Idaho Falls
facility and other developments in Rad-Hard technology
reported in the literature confirmed that the application of
"RAD-HARD" electronics to the CANDU F/H System was
technically feasible and would provide numerous advantages,
a few of which are identified below :

• Eliminates the need for unique design of catenary cables
( for the CANDU 3 at least 6 types of cables would be
required )

• Reduction of the catenary cables from 22 conven tional
multi-conductor cables to 2 data serial communication
links

• Elimination of the associated trunk cables.

• Elimination of the unique catenary cable connectors.

• Multiplexing of signals and commands provides a system
which is more flexible with respect to future changes to
the control system.

• Reduction in overall costs, taking into account in creased
front end design/development costs and reduced
construction/commissioning costs.

TABLE 1 . A few examples of 'PEDIGREE' and 'INHERENTLY' radiation hardened components and
their level of radiation tolerance. (Data for table 1 has been extracted from ref.l and 2).

DEVICE

Bipolar : TTL/STTL

ECL

I2L

LINEAR

DI

RESISTORS: CERAMIC-WW

METAL-FILM

CARBON-FILM

CAPACITORS CERAMIC

MICA

PAPER

MOSDevices: NMOS

CMOS

CMOS/RH

CMOS/SOS/RH

TOTAL DOSE
Rads (si)

lxlO6

lxlO7

4XI06

ixICf

lxlO3

lxlO12

1x10"

lxlO8

lxlO10

lxlO10

lxlO7

7X102

3XI03

1x10*

lxlO6

TRANSIENT UPSET
Rads(si)/sccond

lxlO7

3X108

2X108

1x10*

1x10'°

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3xlO6

3xlO7

5xl08

5x10»

NEUTRON
Neutrons/cm2

1x10"»

lxlO l s

1x10"

ixlO12

lxlO14

5xlO17

3xlO16

lxlO15

lxlO15

lxlO15

1x10"

lxlO15

lxlO15

lxlO15

lxlO'5

TYPE

Inherently

Inherently

Inherently

Inherently

Inherently

Inherently

Inherently

Inherently

Inherently

Inherently

Inherently

Radiation Soft

Radiation Soft

Pedigree

Pedigree
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The design has progressed to the stage of building the first
prototype unit for functional tests. To date several of the
modules of the system have been proven in tests at UN1TEC.

CANDU 3 APPLICATION.
In the CANDU 3 Fuel Handling Design, the F/M Head and
Carriage assembly ( Figure 1 ) travels on rails in a horizontal
direction between the F/M Maintenance Lock Room ( where
it picks up new fuel or discharges the irradiated fuel ) and the
Reactor Outlet Vault.
When the assembly is in the Reactor Outlet Vault, it is driven
vertically and horizontally to a Fuel channel lattice position.
The F/M Head then clamps onto the fuel channel End Fitting,
( E/F ), the closure plug and various channel hardware arc
removed and fuel changing operations take place. Upon
completion of ihe fuel changing operation, the F/M Head is
undamped, driven down to the bottom position, rotated 90°
and the whole assembly is traversed to the F/M Maintenance
Lock Room. The irradiated fuel is then discharged to ihe f/F
Storage Bay.

During the F/M operational cycle, the DACCS which is
located on the F/M Carriage at the base of the assembly (see
Figure 1 ) is exposed to various levels of radiation from
different sources :

• Radiation dose from the F/M Magazine when it contains
from 2 to 12 irradiated fuel bundles.

• Radiation dose from the irradiated fuel bundles that are in
the channel end fitting during the refuelling operation

• Radiation dose from the Reactor in general including:

Heat Transport System ( HTS ).
Operating Core.
Scatter from the Outlet Vault walls during reactor
operations.

A listing of the various activities with times and operational
radiation doses is shown in Table 2. The total integrated
radiation dose seen by the DACCS is derived from table 2 and
as calculated is expected to be approximately 5X105 RADS
over 12 years of operation. A graphical representation of the
figures in Table 2 is shown on
chart 1;

The DACCS electronic components will be selected to
withstand an integrated dose of at least 1 x 105 Rads
gamma. Allowing for the DACCS enclosure and appropriate
lead shielding ( a jacket approximately 1 to 2 inches over the
top and sides of the enclosure ) the DACCS will be rated to be
nuclear hardened to lxlO6 RADS Gamma.

CHART 1 ONE F/M FUELLING CYCLE INTEGRATED
DOSE AT THE DACCS

Outlet vault area Maintenance lock

FIGURE I CANDU 3 F /M Head and Carriage Assembly

10 20 30 40 SO 60 70 60 90 100 110 120 130

ACCUMULATED TIME IN MINS

DACCS EQUIPMENT AND DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS.
Figure 2 shows how the DACCS fits into the overall F/H
control system. Communications with the F/H Control System
is via redundant serial data links with the DACCS configured
as an additional drop on the distributed control system remote
I/O bus. The control system is based on two Programmable
Logic Controllers (PLC's) configured in hot back-up with
remote I/O located at selected locations in the station. The
PLC's have a supervisory function co-ordinating the overall
sequential control with protective interlocking also carried out
in the PLC. The DACCS, as well as being a signal multiplexer,
is also used for closed loop position control of various
brushless servomotor driven mechanisms on the F/M Head
and Carriage.

This section describes the DACCS equipment in more detail
and discusses some of the design considerations.

General

The DACCS electronic equipment is sized to accommodate,
as a minimum, the following types of devices :

• 22 Servomotors and their incremental and absolute
resolvers.

• 30 Digital Outputs.
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• 50 Digital Inputs.

• 20 Analog Inputs

The DACCS is sub-tlividcd inro several self-contained units.
The units are mod ulur and lire designed for ease of replacement
using piug-in techniques and latching retaining mechanisms.
The front face of each module will house status indicators and
diagnostic aids, using LED's.
The DACCS enclosure will be designed to NEMA 4 standard

and will incorporate l-.MI/KFI shielding.
In order to accommodate power dissipation and minimise
temperature rise inside the DACCS enclosure, !he power
amplifiers and associated drivers will be mounted in (heir own
enclosure with the 300 VDC power supply connections from
the overhead bus rail(s) routed directly to the enclosure.
The DACCS configuration is shown in Figure 3. Other
features of the DACCS equipment are described in the
following sections :

TABLE 2 Estimates of Radiation Doses at the DACCS for One Channel Fuelling Cycle

Fuelling Activity

N/F/Ptodoor

Door to E/F

Clamp lo E/F etc

Remove 21/F/B's

Remove 2 UF/B'i

Remove 2 I/F/B'i

Remove 2 I/F/B'i

Remove 2 I/F/B'i

Remove 2I/F/B's

Insen 2 I/F/B's

Insert 21/F/B's

Insen2I/F/B's

Insert 21/F/B's

Insert 2 N/F/B'i

Insert 2 N/F/B'i

Undamp etc.

Move lo Door

Doortol/F/Pon

Clamp loE/F etc

Dischaige 2 I/F/B's

Difchaife2iyF/B'i

Unclamp etc.

Time

Integrated

7.00

13.00

34.50

36.70

38.90

41.10

43.30

45.50

47.70

50.15

52.60

55.05

57 JO

59.95

62.40

78.40

84.40

91.40

106.40

108.40

110.85

122.85

Mins

7.00

6.00

21.50

2.20

Z20

Z20

Z20

Z20

Z20

Z45

Z45

Z45

Z45

Z45

Z45

16.00

6.00

7.00

15.00

ZOO

Z45

12.00

1/F/B's in

Mag.

0

0

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

10

8

6

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

2

0

0

E/F

0

0

0

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

1.5

0

1.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

1.5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Radiation in mGy's

from
E/F

.006

.006

.006

.076

.076

.076

.076

.040

0

.040

.076

.076

.076

.076

.006

.006

.006

.006

.006

.006

.006

.006

from
Mag

0

0

0

4x10-*

6xlO"«

lxlO-3

2xlO"3

3xl<H

3xlO"3

3x l0 - 3

2xlO"3

lxlO-3

lxlO-5

mo-3

lxlO-3

lxHT 3

lxlO"3

lxlO- 3

lxlOr3

4xlO-«

4x10"*

0

from
Reactor

0

.049

.049

.049

.049

.049

.049

.049

.049

.049

.049

.049

.049

.049

.049

.049

.049

0

0

0

0

0

Total
mGy

2.52

19.80

70.95

16.50

16.50

16.50

16.50

11.75

6.47

13.09

18.38

18.38

18.38

18.38

8.09

52.81

19.8

2.53

5.41

.72

.88

4.32

Total for one fuel channel fuelling mission

lotal for 22 fuel channel filelliiu missions

Total for one year of fuelling

Total for 12 yean of fuelling

Total for 12 yean of fuelling with 1/10 attenuation lead shielding

Integrated

dose (rads)
lmGy =
0.1 rad

0.25

Z23

9.33

10.98

1Z63

14.28

15.93

17.10

17.75

19.06

20.90

2Z73

24.57

26.41

27.22

32.50

34.48

34.73

35.27

35.35

35.43

35.87

35.87 rads

7.89x10»"*

4.1 x ID4"*

4.92X103"*

4.92 xIO4™*
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FIGURE 2 Fuel Handling Control System Overall Configuration

300 VDC Supply

Remote I/O Bus ( see fig 2 )
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DACCS Enclosure
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connections
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22 motors

FIGURE 3 DACCS Configuration
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Central Processing Unit (CPU)
The CPU module's function is to direct the overall operation
of the DACCS under the supervision of the F/II Control
System. The design of [he CPU is based on a 16/32 bit
microprocessor and contains the necessary on -board memory.
A hot back-up CPU is provided to enhance the reliability of the
DACCS.
The CPU performs ihe functions of data acquisition, data
validation and conversion, execution of protective logic and
transfer of control commands to the various motion controllers
and I/O boards, ll interprets Ihe instructions received from the
supervisory control system, via the communication links.
The CPU maintains the tolal I/O data base in its on-board
Random Access Memory (RAM) and the system and
application software in its non-volatile memory and executes
the commands.

Motion Control Module
Each servomotor contains an integral incremental resolver
provided for use in electronic commutation. The motion
controller module includes Resolver to Digital (R/D)
conveners for converting the resolver signals to digital tor use
in commutation and velocity control. In addition the controller
includes an algorithm for counting the number of turns of the
incremental resolver and produces an absolute rotor position
for use in closed loop position control. The controller also
provides additional R/D converters for use with independent
absolute resolvers (fine/coarse) for establishing true
mechanism position after a power failure.
Each motion controller module contains the circuitry for
controlling two servomotors (two axis controller ) and each
servo axis has its own CPU which communicates to the
DACCS CPU via the local bus ( backplane ). These modules
are based on a 16 bit microcontroller with all the necessary
non-volatile memory and motion control algorithms in its
firmware.

Motion controllers are designed using digital techniques for
velocity, position and torque control in closed (or open) loop
mode. Motion profile parameters will be downloaded from the
F/H Control System at each boot-up of the DACCS. This
allows the F/H operator to change any parameters from the F/H
Control Console in the main control room. Moiion control
tuning parameters can also be changed from the F/H Control
Console.

Communication System
The Communication system is the vital link for the operation
of the DACCS and is designed to be highly reliable using a dual
system. The system consists of two communication boards in
the DACCS equipment and a remote Controller Interface Unit
as shown in Figure 3. The data transfer speed between the
DACCS and the remote interface unit is at 300 kbaud, through
two full duplex mode serial dala links.
The two DACCS communication boards have equal capability
and relieve the CPU of the communication function by directly
reading and writing the data to the DACCS main memory.
The remote interface unit provides the necessary physical
interface, data buffering and protocol conversion between the
F/H supervisory controller and the DACCS. This unit is
designed to be an independent system with redundant CPU's
and communication interfaces to the DACCS as well as to the
F/H Control System.

The communication system includes extensive error checking
and error correction using both hardware and software
techniques.

Other Modules
Other equipment in the DACCS includes analog and digital
input/output modules. These are also intelligent,
microprocessor based modules v. Inch scan the I/O and provide
data to the CPU module.

Reliability and Diagnostics
All modules are designed to run extensive on-line diagnostics,
in addition to power- up diagnostics. The CPU has the
responsibility of obtaining error data from each module in the
system and reporting it to the F/H supervisor)1 controller.
The status of all devices and feedback information is also
transmitted to the F/H supervisory controller and will be used
for display on the F/H Operator's Console and/or for historical
storage of dala. For example, >notor current trends will be
monitored with increase in current indicating a possible
increase of friction in the drive mechanism. This information
can be used by maintenance personnel to schedule equipment
maintenance.

The semiconductor device most susceptible to radiation induced
failure in a nuclear hardened system is the memory chip.
Memories can suffer both temporary upsets and permanent or
latent failures such as "Stuck at 1" or "Stuck at 0". The
temporary upsets may self anneal, or return to the
pre-radiation condition ( but radiation tolerance decreases
successively ) once the system is powered down and outside
the high radiation enviroment.

To minimize the effects of such failures in memory, both
hardware and software Error Detection and Correction (EDO
techniques will be used in the design of the DACCS.
Memory errors will be recorded by the F/II supervisory
controller and if the number of errors increase beyond an
acceptable threshold then replacement of the memory device
will be scheduled.

CURRENT PROGRAMS

CANDU3

As part of the CANDU 3 detail design work AECL-CANDU
and UNITEC are now in the process of completing the design
and development testing for the various electronic modules,
such as the Motion Conlrollerand Power Amplifier required
for the F/M DACCS. Testing of the breadboard design is
complete, and the design is now being packaged into a
prototype production module. Final testing of the module is
scheduled for 1990 August.

Design and development testing of the CPU, on-board
communication module, PI.C interface module, power supply
and motherboard assembly is underway and the integrated
DACCS tests will be completed 1991 February..

COG

In parallel with the design and development of the DACCS
electronic equipment for CANDU 3, an on-going development
program is being funded by the CANDU Owners Group
(COG)foranuclcarhardenedmultiplexer.Thepurposeofthis
program is to verify, under actual site operating conditions, the
concept of multiplexing control signals to/from the F/M Head
and Fuel Handling Control System, with the aim of reducing
or eliminating the need for conventional catenary cables on
existing stations. The equipment is scheduled to be installed
on the F/H System at BRUCE 'B' G.S.. The Nuclear Hardened
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portion of the equipment ( called the Remote Tenninal Unit-
RTU) will be located on a F/M trolley, and the other portion
( called the Data Acquisition Syslem-DAS ) will be located in
the Control Equipment Room.
The Data communication link between the two will be
operated in full duplex mode using spare conductors available
in the existing catenary cabling. Signals from a few selected
devices will be monitored at each end of the cable link using
non intrusive sensing devices. These signals will be
transmitted down the data link and the DAS will compare that
signal with the actual hardwired signal (ie. via the catenary
cables) also monitored by the DAS. Errors that are detected
between the two signals will be stored in the DAS .
Periodically, the error file will be down loaded via a modem
link lo the AECL CANDU offices in Mississauga, where the
data will be analysed.

The test period is expected to be 12 months starting in June
1990.

SUMMARY
This paper has described how exisiing high technology in the
area of Radiation Hardened components is being applied in
well established designs to provide a Nuclear Hardened
system for the monitoring and control of an important pan of
the CANDU re-fuelling operation. It is shown that
conventional electrical catenary cabling systems operating in
the harsh environment inside the reactor building can be
replaced by a more flexible, electronic based system which is
more suited to the distributed monitoring and control
configuration adopted for control systems in the next
generation of CANDU reactors.

Possible future applications of the RAD-HARD technology
described in this paper include :

• Back fitting to existing F/H systems for applications
involving added instrumentation, changing components,
eg. potentiometers to encoders or resolvers, replacing
obsolete equipment with equipment requiring more
wiring, etc.

* Deletion of mulu'conductor cables inside contain
ment by locating nuclear hardened multiplexers
close to the signal sources.

• Facilitate design of special purpose robotic machinery
needed to service or inspect failed equipment inside
containment.

The application on CANDU 3 follows the development and
trends of this technology in the nuclear industry.

ACRONYMS USED IN THIS PAPER

F/H Fuel Handling

F/M Fuelling Machine

DACCS Data Acquisition, Control and Communication System

E/F End Fitting

IFB Irradiated Fuel Bundle

NFB New Fuel Bundle

I/O Input/Output

CPU Central Processing Unit

PLC Programmable Logic Controller
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THE INDUSTRIAL BENEFITS OF FUSION ARISING
FROM THE CANADIAN FUSION FUELS TECHNOLOGY PROJECT

J. ROBINSON, A.6. ML'IK LE

Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project
Mississauga, Ontario

ABSTRACT

A main function of the Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology
Project (CFFTP; is to manage the transfer of fusion
systems technology from research organisations to
industry. CFFTP then endeavours to obtain industrial
contracts for engineering services and engineered
products from major international fusion establishments
to utilise the transferred technology. Benefits to
industry include the development of new technologies;
job creation; and strengthening of their capability to
compete in overseas markets.

This paper describes the technology transfer process and
some of the current projects being handled by CFFTP and
Canadian industry.

INTRODUCTION

fhere are increasing concerns regarding effects on the
environment of conventional fuels and the awareness that
fossil fuels are in limited supply. This coupled with
an ever increasing demand for more power have resulted
in growing interest in the prospect of fusion power.

The immense technological challenges and associated
costs and the fact that payback for these efforts is
likely to be well into the future, have made it
impractical for many private companies to become
involved in the fusion program. At the same time, the
potential importance of fusion as a future source of
power make it necessary for Canada to maintain * role in
international fusion development.

The technological challenges -are mainly being answered
by the application of research and development (R&D).
However, as the ultimate goal of a power producing
fusion facility grows closer, the need for the practical
involvement of private industries win increase as does
the need to turn research products into manufactured
goods. It has therefore been recognised that private
industry must be encouraged to participate.

The Canadian approach has been to take research efforts
sponsored and performed largely by government agencies
and to transfer this expertise to suitable private
companies showing a willingness to participate. The
long-term goal is to build a Canadian fusion capability.
This is only possible if the workload can be maintained
and, as a minimum, the companies involved will recover
their costs. These companies need to be encouraged and
assisted to train personnel, .learn new techniques and
acquire necessary facilities.

FUNDING

CFFTP is funded by the Provincial Government of Ontario,
the Federal Government (through atomic Energy of Canada
Limited) and Ontario Hydro. [he funding partners are
represented by a Steering Committee, which takes advice
from an Advisory Committee of physicists, engineers and
other specialists from the international fusion
community.

ORGANIZATION

Ontario Hydro is responsible for the management of CFFTP
and suppiips many of the key CFF1P personnel. The
Program Manager reports directly to the Steering
Committee and to the Design and Development - Generation
Division of Ontario Hydro, which monitors the release of
major funding and assumes responsibility for financial
backing and support for the project. Ontario Hydro
approves all CFFTP contracts and transactions with
clients, private companies, universities and other
organizations.

CFFTP is organized into: a design group which directs
its attention primarily to NE I and l TER; a fusion
systems and engineering group responsible for most of
the work done through research organizations; a recently
added safety and enviionment group to address concerns
brought into significance by ieœtiL public awareness;
and a technology applications group which deals directly
with Canadian industry. An or gamzation chart is shown
in Figuie L.

Figure 1
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POLICY AND MANDATE

CFFTP's mandate is to develop specialized technologies
and to use tbesa wJiereve* po&biblp in international
fusion programs by uti Lj.zj.ng exi-atjng Canadian
strengths. Ihese are peiceived to be in the aerospace,
nuclear and electrotechnoloçiy industries.

CFFTP focuses on applied research, engineering services,
and hardware development. Emphasis is on utilising and
building on technology in which Canada already has
recognised capabilities, such as tritium technology and
remote handling. As tritium is a natural by-product of
the CANDU reactors, Canadian nuclear establishments have
developed expertise in detecting, measuring, collecting,
purifying, storing, and treating tritium in many ways.
This is a very pertinent expertise for the fusion
industry since tritium is a fuel for fusion reactors.

Another Canadian strength is remote handling, developed
primarily through involvement in the space industry.
Many applications for remote handling exist in a fusion
facility due to inaccessibility by personnel for
maintenance as a result of the activation of structural
materials by the high energy neutrons generated during
fusion and potential presence of air-borne radioactive
substances. Maintenance will be a continuing and
essential part of the operation of fusion facilities,
particularly in the present generation of experimental
facilities, which as a result of incomplete materials
development, are subject to frequent part replacement.

Environment and safety have also assumed high profile in
Canada, and it is. recognised that these topics must be
addressed early in the evolution of fusion power reactor
designs. They are also subjects in which Canada is well
qualified to contribute.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROCESS

Research establishments, universities and some private
companies have received rfjrect fundjng and technical
assistance from CFFTP to carry out research into
specified areas which promote the fusion industry. These
include Ontario Hydro Research Division (OHRD), Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited - Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories, the University of Toronto, McMaster
University, Hiqhquest Engineering, Labserco Ltd., and
BOT Engineering, etc. Where promising research results
have been achieved, CFFTP has encouraged private
industry to exploit them and develop saleable equipment.
This encouragement has involved financial assistance
towards building the first commercial product. Under
such circumstances, CFFTP has requested the payment of
a royalty on future sales to offset its expenditures.
Royalty payments are not intended tocharqe for services
offered but rather &re a means of generating additional
funds to enable CFF1P to expand its ability to support
and develop additional new technologies.

CFFTP places personnel on attachment in off-shore fusion
programs, this being an excel.lent way to transfer
Canadian technology to the international fusion programs
and vice versa. CFFTP has experienced personnel .located
in some of the worlds leading fusion facilities, such as

•ICI in fnqland, NE F in Germany, the Princeton Plasma
Physics* Laboratories in the USA, etc. These per sons at e
f rom Atomic Energy of Canada I iiiu ted, un tar 10 Hydro.
uni v̂ ï cities and Canadian J iidu&Li y. when these
personnel return from then assignments, i.FKTP attempts
to fine! positions f°' them Lo make use of the acquired
experience.

CFFTP regularly participates in and liosts seminars,
conferences, information exchanges and pt esentations,
and by so doing, learns of business opportunities to be
pursued on behalf of Canadian industry.

To make Canadian bids attractive t^ potential overseas
clients CFFTP may assist by providing project management
services and technical reviews at no cost to the
Canadian contractor. I his helps balance the
disadvantages of a Canadian company bidding for work
overseas and will maintain CFFTP as a focal poirn for
the Canadian fusion community. If supply contracts
involve R&D content which may provide future value to
the» fusion program, CFFTP may fund this portion or share
the cost of the work with the client. CFFTP also
encourages the Canadian industry to cost share or at
least to operate on a minimal cost basis.

CFFTP has organized an Industrial Advisoiy Committee of
about 15 active members taken from a representative
group of Canadian suppliers interested in the fusion
industry. The purpose of this committee is to promote
information exchange between industry and CFFTP. The
committee has been successful in communicating and
developing a understanding of the needs of both groups.

CFFTP uses its overseas contacts and attachments to
search out potential needs in the fusion industry, and
uses this information to initiate R&D projects or, in
the event of a developed technology, to initiate
proposals to meet the need. CFFTP co-ordinates proposal
preparation for interested Canadian companies, selects
Canadian partners through open bids to suppliers and
p repa res the f i na 1 p r oposa i to the r. 1 ient. Such
proposals can be attractive to the Canadian industrial
partner because they will often covet a wider scope than
the individual supplier would be qualified to bid
independently.

A good example of successful ft&D technology transfer and
successful exploitation is the Gas Chromatograph
Isotopic Separation System cur lently being designed and
manufactured for a tritium laboraLoiy in Germany. The
original R&D work for this project was pet formed through
Ontario Hydro Research Djvj&ion, rind was funded jointly
by C F FT P and Ontario Hyd io. As a resu it of this
development, a démonstration unit was commissioned and
partly funded by KernforschungszeiiLruin Karlsruhe GmbH
(KfK), West. Germany, l.abserco Limited, of Oakviile, was
selected and invited by CFFTP to participate in the
construction of the demonstration unit as the initial
step in a technology transfer process. The
demonstration was successful. HII offer to build a
system was made based on the developed technology for
the design and supply of a commercial system to
function in the KfK Tritium Laboratory. CFFTP
is the prime contractor for the Lotal project
which is now under way. Mie main sub-
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contractor for this work is Labserco. The system
required expertise in several diverse areas, such as in
manufacturing getter beds. CFFTP made provision with
E.S. Fox Limited and Atomic Energy of Canada Limited for
the supply of this equipriienL; and for the testing and
conditioning of the getter bed, and for process design
support, etc., by Ontario Hydro, who have recognised
expertise in this area.

CONCLUSIONS

CFFTP has operated successfully as a fusion technology
development agency and has attained world wide
recognition for its work. By successfully transferring
technology and developing business in selected areas,
CFFTP has created a small but growing fusion capability
in Canadian industry. CFFTP has demonstrated to the
funding partners the value to Canada, Ontario and
Ontario Hydro of continuing the program. Supplementary
funding has been achieved through successful sales of
services and products and from cost sharing by the
industrial companies involved in the program. Steady
growth and success has been a feature of the program as
can be seen by reference to Figure 2.

TOTAL VALUE OF WORK PERFORMED
SHOWING FUNDING SOURCE ($M)

86/87 87/88

>> Sub-Corn Funcfcng £&£ Cl*« Funding
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RADIOLÏSIS OF THE AQUEOUS LITHIUH SALT BLANKET'

A. JOHN ELLIOT AND MONIQUE P. CHENIER

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Research Company
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories

CHALK RIVER, Ontario, Canada, KOJ 1J0

ABSTRACT

In support of the Aqueous Lithium Salt Blanket
concep for a fusion reactor, the radiolysis of
4.2-4.7 mol L"1 lithium hydroxide solutions arising
from the Ion-recoil reaction n + 'Li -> 3H + 4Be has
been studied. The hydrogen, hydrogen peroxide and
oxygen yields have been measured in: degassed
solutions; solutions containing up to 69 kPa over-
pressure of hydrogen; and solutions containing
1-10 x 10"3 mol L-1 methanol. When the methanol
concentration vas greater than 6 x 10-3 mol L-1, the
formation of oxygen vas suppressed.

INTRODUCTION

To close the energy loop, fusion reactors will be
surrounded by a breeder blanket where neutrons fro»
the plasma will react with lithiun-6 to produce
tritium. This tritium vill be extracted from the
blanket, reprocessed, and then used as fuel for the
plasma.

One blanket option being considered is a
concentrated (ca. 2 mol L 1 ) lithium hydroxide
solution vhlch is referred to as the Aqueous Lithium
Salt Blanket (ALSB). Any breeder blanket vill be
subjected to intense radiation fields due to the
fast-neutron flux from the plasma, and from the ion-
recoil reaction n + 6Li» 3H + *He. In the case of
the ALSB, copious amounts of hydrogen and oxygen vill
be formed.(1) For safety reasons, this hydrogen and
oxygen vill need to be kept dissolved in the blanket
solution and it is estimated that this vill require a
system operating pressure of 2 HPa.(2) However, If
the pumps fail, an explosive oxygen-hydrogen mixture
vill separate. It would be preferable if the
radiolytic decomposition of the vater in the ALSB
could be suppressed, as is currently done in fission-
power reactors by the addition of hydrogen to the
vater in the primary heat transport system.(3) Under
these conditions a steady-state concentration of
hydrogen is formed and no oxygen is produced. As the
radiation In the fusion-reactor has predominantly a
high Linear Energy Transfer (LET) character, high
hydrogen overpressures may be required to suppress
the oxygen formation.(1)

The high alkalinity of the ALSB solutions makes
predicting the radiolysis effects difficult because
the radiation-induced Reactions in aqueous solutions
at high pH are not as veil understood as those at
lover pH values. More experimental data are
required.

' Co-funded by Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology
Project and Atomic Energy of Canada Limited,
Research Company.

At the Chalk River Laboratories, ve have been
studying the radiolytic production of hydrogen,
hydrogen peroxide, and oxygen in 4.2-4.7 mol L 1 LiOH
solutions arising from the ion-recoil reaction
n + 6Li-. 3H + 'Be both experimentally and by computer
modelling. In this publication ve discuss the
experimental results obtained to date.

EXPERIMENTAL

All solutions vere prepared vith vater that had
been distilled once, passed through a Hillipore
Hilli-Q2 system and then redistilled from alkaline
permanganate. The lithium hydroxide (Fisher,
purified grade) contained natural-abundance lithium-6
(confirmed by thermal iontzation mass spectrometry).
To prepare solutions free of carbonate, saturated
solutions containing excess lithium hydroxide vere
prepared and filtered under a nitrogen atmosphere.
Lithium carbonate, vhlch is Insoluble at these
lithium ion concentrations, vas removed vith the
excess lithium hydroxide during filtering. The
lithium hydroxide concentration vas determined by
titration vith 1 mol L"1 hydrochloric acid. In some
solutions, methanol (BDB, Aristar), vas added to the
solutions.

All solutions vere degassed on a vacuum line by
the freeze-pump-thav method. The solution vas then
poured under vacuum into quartz ampoules (ca. 2mL and
ca. 70Î full), a cover gas of hydrogen added (if
required), and the ampoule sealed vith a flame. The
samples vere irradiated in a thermal-neutron flux In
the self-serve facility of the NRX reactor. Tvo
irradiation positions vere used: the dose rates from
the ion-recoil reaction vere 4.1 x 1024 and 25.5 x
1024 eV kg"1 s"1 respectively, as calculated from the
tritium formed. (The highest dose rate is ca. 10* of
that expected in an ITER/NET fusion reactor.) The
dose rate from the ganma-radiation field vas about 2X
of that from the ion-recoil reaction as measured from
Ce 3VCe l + dosimetry.(7)

After the irradiation, the gases vere extracted
from the solutions and analyzed using a gas buret and
gas chromatograph. The hydrogen peroxide
concentration vas determined by the tri-lodide method
of Ghormley(4) after neutralization of the hydroxide
vith hydrochloric acid. The HTO and HT
concentrations vere measured by scintillation
counting.

RESULTS

Deeassed Solutions

Figure 1 summarizes the oxygen and hydrogen yields
obtained from the radiolysis of degassed solutions
containing 4.2-4.7 mol L-1 lithium hydroxide. There
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Is no significant effect of dose rate on the yields.
(The solid points are for the higher dose- rate
position.) The initial G-values (number formed per
100 eV of energy absorbed) of hydrogen and oxygen
vere 0.66 and 0.25, respectively. The G-value for
hydrogen peroxide vas about 0.11 in these solutions.
As can be seen in Figure 2, with no initial hydrogen
present, there is a reasonable material balance for
the radlolytic decomposition of «rater since the
relationship:

G(H,)

holds.

2*G(O2)

Solution» Containing Hydrogen

Figure 2 demonstrates the effect of an Initial
hydrogen concentration on the production of oxygen
and hydrogen peroxide in these solutions. The
highest hydrogen concentration of 1.6 x K M mol L"1

represents a hydrogen over-pressure of 69 kPa (0.68
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FIGURE 2: THB EFFECT OF THE INITIAL CONCENTRATION OF
HYDROGEN ON G-VALUES OBSERVED IN
IRRADIATED 4.2-4.7 «ol L 1 LITHIUM
HYDROXIDE SOLUTIONS. THE G(H2) INCLUDES
THB CONTRIBUTION FROM THE INITIAL HYDROGEN
PRESENT.

atmosphere).(5) Under the present experimental
conditions this was the maximum pressure that the
anpoules could be sealed vlth a flame.

Over this hydrogen concentration range, the
hydrogen peroxide yield decreased significantly
vhereas the oxygen yield only slightly decreased.

Solutions Containing Hethanol

To study the effect of higher hydrogen
concentrations, 4.2-4.7 mol L'1 lithium hydroxide
solutions containing 1-10 x 10-3 mol L*1 methanol
vere irradiated to generate the hydrogen in-sltu (see
later). Some of these results are shown in Figure 3.
For 6 x 10'3 and 1 x 10'2 mol L"1 methanol solutions,
the hydrogen concentration, as the dose increased,
approached a steady-state level. At the highest
concentration of methanol, no oxygen vas detected.
However, with 6 x 10"3 mol L"1 methanol, small traces
of oxygen vere detected, suggesting that this
hydrogen level approaches the limit for hydrogen
suppression. Assuming equilibrium of the hydrogen
between the gas and liquid phase in the ampoule, this
represents a hydrogen over-pressure of 141 kPa and
solution concentration of 3.4 x 10* mol L"1.

It vas observed that 10-3 mol L 1 methanol did
not significantly alter the radiolysis of the
4.2-4.7 mol L"1 solutions. Hydrogen peroxide vas not
assayed in any of the nethanol solutions.

Distribution of Tritium Betveen Hydrogen and Water

In general, it vas noted that the HT/(HT + HTO)
ratio vas in the range 2-10 x 10-2. This ratio
tended to be lov at high dose and in the methanol
experiments. This suggests that isotope effects in
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the free-radical reactions vere beginning to over-
ride the tritium insertion reactions in these
experiments.

The ratio of HT/H, of 1-3 x 10"6 remained
remarkably constant over all the experiments.

DISCUSSION

In the radiolysis of water, transient
intermediates are initially formed, vhich then react
to form oxygen, i.e. oxygen is a secondary product of
the radiation:

H20 -radix e.q", OH, H, H 20 2, H 2 r HO, •» H2 + 0.5 03

About 80 reactions have been identified vhich are
involved in the radiolysis of vater.(l) In the
4.2-4.7 mol L'1 lithium hydroxide solution, the pB is
such that most of the transient Intermediates exist
in their base form.(6)

OB

In these alkaline solutions, the mechanisms for

the formation of oxygen are given below:

o- +
HO," +
o 2 - +

H+

H+

H+

H*

pK,
pK.
pK.
pK.

. 11.9
- 11.8
- 4.6
- 9.6

0-

2

o-

H02" OH"
+ 8,0 V

H0,,0 •» OH

0H-
0H-

To prevent the formation of oxygen, the hydrogen
peroxide concentration has to remain lov. This can
be achieved by the addition of sufficient hydrogen to
the system so that the following chain-reaction
sequence occurs:

0"
H OH-

HO,

- 0H-

0-

H
H 20
0H-

From the results in Figure 2, an initial
concentration of hydrogen of 1.6 x 10"* mol L"1

appears to lover the hydrogen peroxide yield, yet the
oxygen yield is still high. Higher hydrogen
concentrations are required. Unfortunately, under
the present experimental procedures, this cannot be
achieved by adding hydrogen. Hovever, hydrogen can
be generated ln-sltu by adding methanol to the
solution to be irradiated.

The suppression of oxygen formation by the
addition of methanol involves tvo distinct phases.
Initially the methanol protects the molecular
hydrogen formed from reaction with 0~ and allows the
hydrogen concentration to build up:

o- CH3OH •CHjO" 0H-

Hovever, it is to no avail if the hydrogen peroxide
concentration also builds up, because, on depletion
of the methanol in the solution, a significant amount
of the 0" will react with this peroxide and form
oxygen. For suppression to occur, the -CH20" radical
must react vith hydrogen peroxide:

Provided enough methanol is added to the solution
initially to produce sufficient hydrogen to suppress
the build-up of hydrogen peroxide, no oxygen vill be
formed. In the present case, 6 x 10-3 mol L 1

methanol is the lover limit of methanol required.

A G-value of 0.9 for hydrogen production can be
calculated from the linear portion of the yield
versus dose plot for 10"* mol L 1 methanol solution
in Figure 3. This G-value is the primary G-value for
molecular hydrogen in this system. This is because
the molecular hydrogen Is protected from 0' attack
and any hydrogen atoms that are formed by the
radiation are converted to e - in these alkaline
solutions. The lover G-value or 0.66 we observe for
hydrogen in Figure 1 arises from the loss of hydrogen
due to 0~ attack i.e. some recombination has
occurred.(7)
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CONCLUSIONS

1) The production of oxygen can be suppressed in
4.2-4.7 aol L-1 LiOH solutions by addition of
•ethanol. Furthermore the hydrogen concentration
reaches a steady-state concentration vhen oxygen is
suppressed.

2) Crucial experiments remain to be undertaken,
the most important of which is to demonstrate that an
overpressure of greater than 141 kPa of hydrogen is
sufficient to suppress radiolysis. This type of
experiment should preferably be done in an ln-pile
loop where there Is no vapour space in contact with
the solution during the irradiation.

3) Hore data are required to develop a computer
model for the radiolysis of ALSB solutions. This is
particularly true for the hydrogen peroxide yields,
as, in early experiments, hydrogen peroxide
concentrations were not measured because an assay had
not been developed.
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Two-Dimensional Model of Temperature Distribution and Stresses in the
T.F. Coils during Long Pulse Operation on the1 Tokainak de V'arennes

C. IWIair,"G.YV. Pachrr.Ui.D. Paclun/R. Deco.slr1

Contre canadien de fusion imtgncluiue
180-1. Montée Str-.Jiilie

Varnines. Quebec. .J.'jX IS I

ABSTRACT

To prepare for the uiHerein operational modes of the toroidal field
(T.F.) power supply of the Tokainak de Varennes. we have calculated
isotherms of a T.F. coil turn using a 2-d finite element algorithm.
The ramp-up and ramp-down phases are 2 s each (equivalent to 1 s
at full current ), combined with 10 s or 30 s of opera! ion. respectively,
at maximum current. The scenarios considered include two different
models for the joint region and two different cooling scenarios with
or without a fouling factor.

For the 32 s cases, considering only the strongest cooling scenario,
we conclude that the highest local temperature in the joint is mainly
dependent on the joint model while the inner leg temperature is
strongly affected by the fouling factor.

Finally, for all scenarios considered in this study, we present the
time evolution of the temperature at the location of the temperature
sensors.

*MPB Technologies. Dorva!. Quebec, Canada
'IREQ. Varennes. Québec. Canada
(INRS ENERGIE. Varennes. Québec, Canada

In each turn of the TF coils, large temperature differences are es-
tablished between far from and close to the cooling channels, gener-
ating alternatively tensile (cool region) and compressive (hot region)
stresses on the insulation between the turns. Considering the worst
case only, when the temperature gradients arc maximum, the stress
analysis show that the tension on the insulation reaches, but does not.
exceed, tlie limiting value for delaminaiiou measured experimentally
for repetitive operation.

INTRODUCTION

The Tokainak de Varennes [8] will allow some important aspects
of the operation of high-duty-factor machines to be investigated.
It was in fact specifically designed for a quasi-continuous operat-
ing mode, characterized by a series of successive plasma pulses, and
a continuous mode (up to 30 s) at full field strength using non-
inductive current drive. These modes imply operating the T.F. coils
in a quasi-steady state.

Demountable T.F. coils allow complet*» access to the intern»!
components of the tokainak. vacuum vessel and poloidal coils, for
maintenance or replacement. The requirement that the T.F. coils
be readily demountable, with minimum impact on T.F. coil perfor-
mance, dictates the use of water-cooled resistive copper coils [1],
During long pulse operation, the higher current density in the in-
ner leg of the TF coils induces thermal stresses unacceptable for the
joint, in order to reduce those stresses the inner leg has to be actively
cooled. Also the temperature gradient induced by the cooling chan-
nels create tensile stresses on the insulator between different turns
in a single coil, limiting the possible heat load and cooling in the coil
turn. The continuous operation of the T.F. coils is then only limited
by the amount of heat evacuated by the cooling system.

The cooling system installed (luring phase I was only able to
insure passive cooling between shots when the TF coils were limited
to 12 s. During that period tempera;ure measurements were taken

whose data will be compared to calculations. As part of the TdeV
upgrade ( 1989-90), a second pump lias been installed which, when
commissioned, will allow cooling during 30 s shots (1992).

T h e T . F . coil sys tem of t h e Tokamak de Varennes

The TF circuit [5] [Sj. consisiing ofa TF power supply and sixteen
TF coils, produces a quasi-stationary toroidal con lining field of 1.5
T at the plasma center.

The TF power supply provides pulsed ciment at high intensity
for rlie toroidal field during a main plasma discharge and at st lower
intensity for cleaning discharges. The design criteria of the different
operational scenarios for the T.F. power supply are the following:

10(Hvl
100 h A
120A-.4
10 fc A

30 s on
10 s on
10 s on

continuous

900 s off
300 s off
900 s off

The coils are cooled by demineralized water flowing in cooling
passages in the plates Fig. ]. These passages, up to 2.1 in long, have
been gun-drilled in the plates so as to avoid reducing the strength of
the work-hardened copper alloy by annealing when brazing or weld-
ing. Each T.F. coil turn is equipped with two temperature sensors
attached to the external demountable parts of the joints Fig. Ï. The
upper joint is actively cooled during each shot by two passages along
each of its sides. Two cooling scenarios, corresponding to the use of

698
127.S

—I
I •

225

-1
36

Cooling water eatnnce

Figure 1: Details of the ronling channels, the joint and the temper-
ature sensors.
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ont» or two pumps, are considered to limit the thermal stresses to an
acceptable level: the first uses reduced active cooling during a 12 s
shot, while the second, with accelerated cooling, allows shots up to
the design criterion of 32 s. In these calculât ions we will consider two
scenarios for the cooling system wit Ji the following flows per cliannel.

SCENARIO

channel 1
channel 2
channel 3
channel 1
channel 4a
channel 4b
channel 5

II

0.092 1/s
0.177 I/s
0.301 1/s
0.460 î/s
0.257 1/s
0.200 1/s
0.209 1/s

111

0.175 1/s
0.339 I/s
0.575 i/s
0.800 I/s
0.490 I/s
0.400 1/s
0.400 I/s

2-D Finite element modelling of a T.F. coil turn

The staiionary potential and current distribution in a T.F. coil
are entirely defined by the conductivity of ihc medium and the
boundary conditions. In the case of a stationary flow, the poten-
tial obeys I^jpJace'-s equation. The coil material is homogeneous .
except for silver plating of the contact surfaces of the joint. The
problem is reduced to 2-D by projecting the coil thickness on the
coil plane and solving the 2-D Laplace's equation with a variable
conductivity proportional to the coil thickness. The 2-D current
distribution serves to calculate the source term of a 2-1) heat con-
duction equation. Since the conductivity in the potential equation
depends on temperature, we have to solve the following system of
two 2-D coupled equations for the stationary potential, V(x.y). and
the temperature distribution, T(x.y). in the roil:

X(((x){l-oT[x,y))\'U:y}) =0

j.E - S(.r).T(x.y)

where o is the temperature coefficient of resistivity, K the ther-
mal conductivity. pm (lie mass density, c the heat capacity. pcu 11»*»
resistivity of copper.

The water cooling channels an* modelled by subtracting their
volume from the thickness projection I (x) in the potential equation

where HT)~ 0.0295 a-/0.335
l[x) = 0.0295

for
for

x < 0.335m
J- > 0.335w

In the projected channel area, we add ii sink terni S (x) in the
heat conduction equation representing the heat transfer from copper
to water as a volume effect. The heat transfer coefficient [-1] for
turbulent flow is given by

and takes into account the water temperature 7/ in Fahrenheit,
the average water velocity v in feel per second in 'virh Winnie), and
the channel diameter I) in feet, disregarding any water veliicity or
temperature distributions in the channel.

In this case the coefficients lake the following values:

•t = 4.31 Ur'7°<"- « = mA.7iilJ/io/f/0C. (>,„ = N.N{)

v = 0.3851 Jftj/°C.pc,, = 'L 10s ttm

The boundary conditions for tin* potential are:

V = 0 at the in trame of the roil
V* = V (t ) at the exit of fhe coil

~ \' = 0 everywhere else

while for the température they are:

— T = 0 everywhere
On

The potential equation has mixed boundary conditions: a given
potential difference between the coil entrance and exit and zero nor-
mal component of the potential gradient everywhere else on the
boundary, hi order to keep the total current constant, the potential
difference has to be adjusted as the temperature increases. Since
there is no heat loss other than water cooling in the model, 'the nor-
mal component of the temperature gradient is zero everywhere on
the boundary.

This system of two coupled equations is solved numerically in real
geometry using the 2D futile ejeiiicnr program PDK/PROTUAS
[2,3]. The mesh number is adjusted to insure a minimum of 1% on
the potential and temperature distribution while the energy balance
is controlled within 0.2% of error.

The demountable joint is too complicated to be modelled accu-
rately in a 2-D model. In order to lake into account its contribu-
tion to the total heat dissipation, we have adopted a simple two-
parameter model: one parameter to adjust its resistivity, the other
its temperature dependence. These parameters will be optimized
with temperature measurements on the coil. The joint resistivity
has been evaluated by comparison with measurements from other
demountable joints on tokamak coils and its value has been fixed at
three times tin? copper resistivity over the joint length. For com-
parison purposes, we have also considered the case where the joint
resistivity is five limes the copper resistivity. The temperature de-
pendence of the joint has been «issumed equal to that of copper, a
conservative assumption in view of the fact that the contact resis-
tivity decreases as the contact pressure increases with teuiperaiure.
While this model might underestimate the joint performance at low
temperatures, it is expected to overestimate it at high temperatures.
In this model, the joint resistance is distributed over the entire joint
region by changing the conductivity. Clearly, the normal current
density component and the tangential electric field component are
conserved at 1 he edges of the joint region

Pji.n.t = •"* PCU {I + i 7")

The value selected for the copper resistivity is tlio highest value
measured on the coils, (n this simple model we have iiogjecterl the
dependence of the resist inly on the temperature gradient {the Thom-
son effect) and. more importantly, on the external toroidal field (the
Hall effect). These effect*, complicated to model, would both act fa- -
vorably on tlio current distribution, playing the role of a centrifugal
force in the corners.

Even though negligible for the present operational titodes of the
experiment. Kddy currents in the inner legs, induced by the changing
of magnetic flux of the solenoid are rather small for the operational
modes considered hw. They can he simulated by adding n factor
to the current density. This factor is a difference of 2.5% between
the total current per turn used for the calculations (J0O kA) and
the current actually needed to provide a toroidal magnetic ïield of
1.5 T (07.5 kA). the difference being that this increase is applied
everywhere and not only in the region where the eddy currents occur.

Provision has been made in the calculation of the heat transfer
coefficient for a fouling factor whose maxim uni value for our condi-
tions is 0.0005 [A].

Finally, in order to take into account correctly the heal transfer
phenomenon, we would have to include the water temperature in-
crease affecting the total heat transfer from the copper. A simple
calculation has shown that the water temperature should increase
by S° during its passage through the T.F. coil. Tor the length of tin-
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leg considered in this study, we would only have to take into account
an increase of 2°.

Analysis of the t empera tu re distribution for 32 s operation

For this duration, only the .strongest cooling scenario III has been
considered with or without fouling factor.

In the inner leg. the temperature distribution is si ill independent
of the joint resistivity. In the absence of a fouling factor, the average
temperature increase is 27° with a maximum of 32° and a minimum
of 20°; a maximum temperature gradient of 8°C/nn appear Fig. 2.

1.20

l.lOr-

0.50
0.20 0.30 0.40

R(m)
0.50 0.69

Figure 2: Scenario 3, 32 s. resistivity x -3, FF = 0.000

When a fouling factor is taken into account the average temperature
rises to 66°C with a maximum of 72°C and minimum of 5S°C: the
maximum temperature gradient is 7°C/cin. In thjs last case, a wide
area of the central leg reaches the temperature of 102°C very close
to the maximum permissible value for the insulator. 105T.

In the joint region, a maximum temperature increase of 86° is
reached in absence of a fouling factor and of 91° when this factor
is considered, as compared to a maximum temperature increase of
109° for a joint resistivity factor of 5 without the fouling factor.

Tempera tu re measurements m t h e upper inner corner

A temperature sensor is placed at the hottest point of the bol loin
of the inner upper joint Fig- 1. We summarize the foregoing calcu-
lations by presenting the time evolution of the temperature increase
at that particular point for all the scenarios considered in this study.

For 12 s operation Fig. 3. the temperature increase at the temper-
ature sensor is plotted for all the scenarios considered. The results
show that the temperature increases at that point- are a function
only of the joint resistivity, independent of any cooling scenario or
fouling factor. Over that short period, due to the distance between
the cooling channels and the point of measurement, there is no influ-
ence of the cooling on the joint temperature. The measurements are
not an indication of the cooling effectiveness. The comparison be-
tween the calculated and the measured temperatures in that region
iiiv- nevertheless a good indication of the joint behavior, specially its
resistivity.

For 32 s operation Fig. -I the dominant factor remains the joint
ti'Mstivity. Uut after l!i s a change appears vrUcu the IbulillR factor is
taken into account. From this lime onward, the cooling reduces the
rate of temperature increase for all cases considered Fig. I. As in the
previous case, the measured temperatures an' more an indication of
the joint behavior than 'he cooling efficiency.

60

50

All cooling scenarios

RHO 3
RHO 5

Figure 3: Temperature increase at the joint 12 s

Cooling scenario III

RHO3 FF = 0.0 .̂. ••'•••
RHO 3 FF = 0.0005 .., '
RHO S FF = 0.0

I 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I '

I 4 g 12 16 20 24 28 32
Time (s)

Figure J: Temperature increase at the joint 32 s

Comparison with the measured tempera tures for a 12 s
pulse

For two shots. # G750 and # 6751. temperature measurements for
the (il turns were recorded each second for 50 s and archived. During
the 10 s Hat top of these discharges, the maximum TF current per
turn was 97.5 kA and the current ramp up lasted 2 s. With only one
operating pump, the rate of flow in the cooling channels corresponded
to our scenario # II, the external legs were also cooled durintg these
shots. The initial average temperature of the coils and the water was
2-VC.

While we expect all the turns to behave identically, the measure-
ments show a spread of values- In Fig. 5 we present the extreme
values among 63 turns, one being disregarded.

In a region of large temperature gradients, the temperature mea-
surement is extremely sensitive to the exact position of the sensor,
the precision of the measurement is of the order of 2°C. Also the
different rates of temperature increase and the different moments of
maximum values indicate different time constant.

( 'omparing the measured temperatures on the hottest turn to the
calculated values, we notice that after 12 s the temperature increase
is '.V2° compared to 47° or 6W depending on the joint Tesistivity. To
present an explanation to this large difference, we have to place this
in perspective with the other measurements taken during these shots:

• the dissipated electrical power in the circuit is only 70% of the
anticipated power dissipation
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> the TF coil current and the TF field were operating at their
design values 97.5 k.\ and 1.5 'I'.

32 r

10 20 30
Timefe)

40 50

Figure -5: Measured températures after 12 s pulse.

The lower tlian anticipated voltage can only be attributed to a
lower total resistance in the TF circuit but it is not possible actually
to determine where : lie resistivity is lower than expected: in the coils
themselves, in the bus bars or in the coupling bars.

Measurements were taken iti other parts of the T.F. coils. The
average temperature increase in the horizontal and external legs is
13° compared to a calculated value of 20°. That difference cannot
be explained by tjje small amount of cooling ill these legs during
the shots. These measurements seems to indicate that the copper
resitivity of llie TF roils used in the calculations is too high.

If. qualitatively, we apply to the calculated temperatures in the
joint the same ratio between calculated atld measured temperatures
observed in the other legs, we notice that the measured temperature
increase of 32" in I he joint now fall between 3(1° and 39° respectively
for the two values of the joint resistivity considered thus validating
our approach to model the joint. To draw further conclusions, the
calculations should be redone with a new value of the copper coils
resistivity to be determine.

Nevertheless, all these measures for 12 s shots indicate that all
temperatures being lower than anticipated by the calculations, the
operation of the TF roils for long pulses, up to 32 s. will be even
safer and that, the lifetime of the machine or the number of cycles
considered for fatigue can be extended.

Stress analysis

Iti each turn of the TF coils, large temperature differences are
established between points far from and close to the moling channels,
generating alternatively tensile (coo! region) and ronipressive (hot
region) stresses on the insulation between the turns. For the greatest
part of the inner vertical leg. where the vertical component of the
temperature gradient is negligible, the problem can be solved exactly
using a 2-1) algorithm. In order to calculate the maximum stresses
between two TF coil trims, if is only necessary to consider the worst
case, when the temperature gradients are maximum. This case is
obtained by considering H 32 s discharge with cooling scenario ill
and without fouling factor: combining the maximum heat load anil
cooling efficiency results in the maximum temperature gradient.

In the TF coil region of interest (llie rentrai vertical leg), the
vertical temperature «radient i> ne»lisible compared to rlie horizontal
on'1 .mil the mechanical Inatl is sucli that the vertical displacement
is minimi/I'd while the hnri/ouliil im" is free of constraint». I'mler
these conditions of a plane strain problem, the :(•!) formulation can
be exactly decoupled inio a hori/onlal 2-1) stress analysis and a i-l)
vertif.il analvsis. The'2-I) problem is solved assuming a zero vertical
displacement, the solution of the 1-1) vertical calculation provides
Hie load necessary to fulllil that boundary condition.

Since we are mainly interested in the thermal stresses applied
hv file cooling cliannels on the insulator between two turns of the
four turn legs, the problem can be further reduced by considering a
horizontal cross-section of two turns located on the same side of the
symmetry line between four turns.

The problem can be solved in two steps.
First one has to calculate the temperature distribution over the

surface of a horizontal cross-section element of two TF coil turns, in-
cluding the cooling channels. Considering the fad that the current
densitv is homogeneous throughout the section, the temperature dis-
tribution is obtained by solving the heat diffusion equation with a
constant source term.

cp^TU-n) = V.KT + pcuf

Since there are no other heal losses than those due to the cooling
channels, the boundary conditions for this equation are:

jj-T = 0 for the external boundary.

•$-T = -S(i)T on each cooling channel internal boundary.

A typical result is presented in Fig. 6 where the isotherms are
shown.

16 isotherms between 20 and 35

Figure (>: Temperature distribution in the inner leg horizontal cross
section

Secondly, we perform the thermal stress analysis due to this tem-
perature distribution. The 2-1) elasticity equilibrium equations in
absence of body forces are ^ J J <7,j = 0. for i.j = 1.2.

The strains r,, are general functions of the stresses IT,,, which for
the plane strain problem take the form

<„„ = (I -/'-') IE \an - i / / (

<r, = '..,/ = /•'/( 1 + ' ' ) "> , -

and lji<< strain-displacement relations

- v\tirr) + «(1+//) ' /• .

£ i + £ i ) for,'.; =. .2.
ùr Ox;)

In these equations. 1C represents Young's modulus. /' Poisson's
ratio and n tlie coelficienl of linear thermal expansion. In oui case,
these parameters take the values L —• 12 770 kg/mm2, v = 0.36-1.
n = 16.7 l(l~"/••{'• The free displacement boundary conditions lake
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tin1 form crij nj = 0 almost everywhere, except on the symmetry
line between turn 2 and 3 where nu = 0.

In Ibis particular case, replacing the stresses in tin1 equilibrium
equations in terms of the displacements, we obtain second order dif-
ferential equations. Tlio boundary conditions reflect the absence of
external stresses on the system. The equations are then solved us-
ing the same 2-D algorithm of PDE/PRO'i KAN. starting from the
temperature distribution described earlier Fig. 7.

The resulting stresses Fig. 8 show tliat the tensile stresses are
found near the cooling channels while the region between them is
under compression. The temperatures are identical along the median
lines between turns 1 and 2 or 2 and 3 Fig. 7. The stresses calculated
along these two lines are comparable Fig. S and identically located,
their peak values are well below the maximum values allowed for the
insulator but above the values permitted for acceptable fatigue [7].

35

31 h

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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Figure 7: Temporal ure between two turns after 32 s.

~ Thermal strenei between two tun» after 32S
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Figure 8: Thermal stresses between two turns after 32

are maximum, the results show that the tension on the insulation
reaches, but does not exceed, the limiting value for delainination
measured experimentally for repetitive operation.
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CONCLUSION

On the basis of the comparison between calculated am! measured
temperatures, wo conclude that TF coil opération is possible oven
without cooling during a 10 s flat top pulse and during a '.10 s flat
lop pulse with active cooling.

In order to increase the safety margin for the long pulse
operation by reducing the influence of the fouling factor, we
recommend chemical cleaning of the TF cooling channels
regularly, as often as twice a year.

Considering Mit* worst casnonly. when the temperature gradients

1 0 - 1 3
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ABSTRACT

The tritium technology development program carried
out at CRNL and its application to fusion research are
described. Technologies and processes developed
include metal getters, monitoring and analysis of
tritium, atmosphere detritiation systems and
components associated with fusion fuel cleanup.
Facilities available in the CRNL Tritium Laboratory are
also briefly described.

INTRODUCTION

Tritium has received special interest in Canada
over the past three decades, co-incident with the devel-
opment of the CANDU* reactor in which tritium is pro-
duced through the use of heavy water in the moderator
find coolant. Research programs have included the
health physics aspects of tritium, development of tritium
measuring instrumentation, behaviour of tritium in the
environment and biological effects of tritium. The
decision in the late 1970s to remove tritium from
CANDU reactors and concentrate it as Ï2 led to a
development program in the handling and storage of
this radioactive product. Plants to remove the tritium
from heavy water were constructed by Ontario Hydro
and AECL, and tritium laboratories were established to
provide the required R&D support.

Fusion research has increased the international
interest in tritium as deuterium and tritium are the
fuels for the reference designs of fusion devices. Many of
the technologies (being) developed in support of the
Canadian tritium extraction plants have applications to
the international fusion programs. In collaboration
with the Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project
(CFFTP), the CRNL Tritium Laboratory has expanded
its tritium technology program to investigate various
aspects of fusion fuel cleanup systems, fusion breeder
blanket materials, atmosphere detritiation systems, and
tritium assay techniques and instrumentation.

FACILITIES

Handling significant quantities of tritium re-
quires the use of special equipment and facilities. The
CRNL Tritium Laboratory has approval to operate with
up to 2 g of tritium, which must be in the elemental
form. Experiments with high specific activity tritiated
water receive project-specific approval.

The laboratory is equipped with eight fume hoods
and two recirculating inert atmosphere glove boxes.
This room area is at a negative pressure to its
surroundings and is independently ventilated to the
building exhaust stack which provides 48 air changes
per hour. The key safety philosophy is the prevention of
tritium release through multiple-barrier containment.
All operations with concentrated tritium are carried out
within high-integrity systems, which are the primary
containment. These systems are located in the inert
atmosphere glove boxes which provide the secondary
containment.

The two, 2.5 m3 inert atmosphere glove boxes are
of all-welded stainless steel construction with polycar-
bonate windows, an evacuable transfer port and purifi-
cation system. Each glove box has its own purification
system, based on metal getters, which is used to main-
tain oxygen, moisture and tritium at a minimum.
Oxygen and moisture levels are generally less than one
part per million, while tritium levels are less than
185 MBq/m3 (-0.002 ppm). A multipurpose tritium
handling system is located in one gl^ve box while the
other is reserved for specific system testing.

The main features of the multipurpose tritium
handling system include the ability to store, dispense,
measure and assay tritium and tritium gas mixtures.
It has been used to carry out many of the development
programs in the laboratory. The system, shown
schematically in Figure 1, is a stainless steel manifold to
which a tritium-compatible circulating pump, 1 and 8 L
expansion volumes, metal getter beds and various ana-
lytical components are connected. These components,
and others being specifically tested, are connected to the
manifold with Cajon VCR® all-metal demountable cou-
plings which limits the requirements for extensive reno-
vations to the system itself.

Tritium i.s stored in and dispensed from several
uranium beds, of varying design and size. Multiple beds
are used to store tritium of varying isotopic composition,
reducing the downgrading of the tritium supply.

Analytical components on the system include a
capacitance manometer and a high-level ionization
chamber for tritium determination. A small quadrupole
mass spectrometer (residual gas analyzer), connected

CANada fieuterium Uranium. Registered in the
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
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through a leak valve, is used for qualitative analysis of
tritium gas mixtures. Gas chromatography (GO is
used for isotopic composition determination of the gases
handled in the system (1). Sampling valves attached to
the manifold allow small gas samples (maximum
170 iiL) to be removed for this purpose. The measuring
range for the GC system, with a thermistor-type thermal
conductivity detector, is 0.1 to 100% T2. A specially-
prepared column of iron-treated alumina, operated at
-196°C, allows separation of the hydrogen isotopes.

A tritium monitoring system is established in the
laboratory. It allows continuous monitoring of the room
air, the atmosphere in the glove boxes, and the dis-
charge from the laboratory ventilation system. All mon-
itoring units have audible alarms. The room monitor is
also equipped with a remote readout and alarm located
in the hall outside the laboratory.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

The initial development programs carried out in
the Tritium Laboratory were directed towards develop-
ing and demonstrating a method to safely package tri-
tium recovered from CANDU reactors for long-term
storage and to develop expertise in the technology of
handling tritium that would be necessary for the opera-
tion of the Canadian tritium recovery plants. Much of
this technology is also directly applicable to the needs of
the fusion facilities that plan to use tritium as a fuel,
including the separation technologies of recovering tri-
tium from liquid water and hydrogen streams (as in the
Canadian tritium recovery plants (2,3)). While many
new process designs and technologies must be developed
and demonstrated for fusion facilities, these can incor-
porate the tritium-handling experience gained through
the development and operation of our laboratory. The
basic operating technologies, such as glove box design,
monitoring, assay, and storage of tritium, and labora-
tory and facility design experience in general, are re-
quirements for all tritium facilities.

The various programs carried out in the labora-
tory, and their application to fusion fuel technology, are
described below.

Mutai Gutter TVrfinoiogv

Metal getters are used in a number of applications
in the laboratory - tritium storage, glove box purification,
flow-through inert gas systems. Titanium metal, in the
sponge form, was chosen for long-term, recoverable
storage of tritium. The procedure developed for prepar-
ing this metal hydride (tritide) involves initial vacuum
annealing of the titanium sponge at ~500°C for two
hours and reaction of tritium with the sponge at room
temperature. The reaction is complete within the order
of minutes. These procedures are well-suited for use in
a glove box as the reaction is at low-temperature,
eliminating the need for special heat removal, and is
rapid so that the tritium is in the gaseous phase for a
minimum of time. Because tritium decays to 3He, a
recirculating system is required as any 3He present will
"blanket" the surface of the metal, inhibiting the "metal
- hydrogen" reaction. The suitability of titanium tritide
for long-term storage was demonstrated through
pyrophoricity and leaching tests, and storage and
transportation packaging design (4). The stability of
titanium tritide, however, becomes a disadvantage when
trying to recover tho tritium from titanium.
Temperatures in excess of 500°C and special processing
techniques are required.

The maximum design capacity for the uranium
beds used to store tritium in the laboratory is 3.7 PBq
tritium. Uranium has ideal properties for processing
but its pyrophoricity disqualifies it for long-term storage
of tritium. Uranium beds have been used for many
years in tritium facilities, but the additional demands
being put on them for use in fusion fuel processing and
new tritium laboratories means that the designs con-
tinue to evolve. Studies in the laboratory have included
bed design, hydriding/dehydriding parameters, and the
effect of impurities on getter performance. The pyro-
phoricity of the fine uranium tritide particles is a safety
concern. Contact with air and inhalation of the fine
particles must hi- avoided. Various groups are in-
vestigating a zirconium-cobalt metal alloy as an alterna-
tive to uranium (5,(5).

A metal getter-based inert atmosphere glove box
purification system has also been developed for the labo-
ratory using SAES® St707 metal alloy (75%Zr-20%V-
5%Fe). This system is used in conjunction with a com-
mercial system (GPU-20X, Cryenco Ltd.) which uses
titanium metal sponge, and is shown schematically in
Figure 2. The titanium system is used to control oxygen
and moisture levels and chronic releases of tritium,
while the St707 system is employed for acute releases or
when the tritium level rises above a preset maximum.

The SAES® St707 metal alloy is also used for tri-
tium removal from single-pass, flow-through inert gas
streams. A system was supplied for the BEATRIX-II
(IEA-sponsored International fireeder Exchange
Matrix) irradiation experiment of lithium ceramics (8),
in which tritium recovered from the ceramic is carried
by a helium sweep gas stream to an analysis system and
must be removed prior to the sweep gas being exhausted.
A detritiation factor of greater than 105 was determined
in preliminary testing for a packed bed of 750 g St707 at
375°C with inlet conditions varying from pure helium to
He-1% H2, a flow rate of 90 to 1000 mL/min, and tritium
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concentrations to 9.62 TBq/m3. The system has operated
successfully over the first three months of irradiation of
the BEATRIX-II experiment. A similar system using
this metal alloy has also been designed for the CRITIC-
II (Chalk River In-reactor Xritium Instrumented
Capsule) experiment in the NRU reactor at CRNL (9).

standards are assayed using an accurate oxidation
technique in which a known volume of gas is oxidized,
collected and the tritium determined by liquid
scintillation counting.

FfctnvZ- CloveBt»Purification%

nalysis of TYitiiim

A wide-range of tritium monitoring and assay
techniques are required for an operating tritium labora-
tory, for measurements ranging from surface contami-
nation and room air concentration to pure tritium gas
(10 Bq/m3 to 1016 Bq/m3). Commercially-available ioniza-
tion chamber-type area monitors are used for safety
monitoring, with a measurement range from 3.7 x 104

Bq/m3 to 7.4 x 101 1 Bq/K3. The hydrogen isotope gas
chromatograph, described above, is used for isotopic de-
terminations of the tritium gas stored on uranium beds,
prior to use, and for tritium inventory purposes in the
laboratory.

A number of process ionization chamber-type
monitors have also been developed (10) for a range of ap-
plications in process monitoring and a range of tritium
concentrations up to pure tritium gas. The various
monitors are all developed from a basic design that can
be easily modified to suit the specific requirements, such
as measurement range, clearing time and operating
pressure. Their applications range from measurement
of the feed to and from the second cryogenic distillation
stage in the CRNL Tritium Extraction Plant (0.0002% to
0.2% and 0.1 to 100%, respectively) to providing the
required on-line, analytical measurements of tritium
release (107 Bq/m3 to 101 2 Bq/m3) in various fusion
breeder blanket irradiation experiments at CRNL (9).
Work in the laboratory has shown that calibration of
these monitors with a tritium gas standard over the
expected operating range and with the gas composition
of interest (e.g. He, Ar, He - 1% O2) is very important.
Impurities in the gas and surface contamination can
affect the expected response quite substantially under
some conditions. The tritium gas standards used for
this purpose are also prepared in the laboratory. These

Appropriate technology for detritiation of both air
and inert atmospheres is a requirement for both a tri-
tium laboratory and fusion facilities. Metal getter tech-
nology has been investigated and applied to inert atmo-
sphere purification and detritiation and has been de-
scribed in the previous section. Experimental work has
also been carried out on air detritiation systems, investi-
gating specifically techniques to enhance the detritiation
performance of molecular sieve drier beds. Detritiation
of a molecular sieve bed during thermal regeneration by
tritium-free steam injection into the drier inlet is one
method of improving the performance (11). Adsorption
cycle detritiation is improved by a beneficial HTO-H2O
isotopic exchange between the tritium-free adsorbed wa-
ter and the tritiated water vapour passing through the
drier bed.

Recently completed laboratory tests have demon-
strated that the use of a tritium-free sieve bed to detriti-
ate an air stream is a very effective method of producing
high adsorption cycle detritiation factors, >105. The pro-
cess of isotopic exchange has been shown to enhance the
detritiation factor by ~100 to >200 fold, depending on the
humidity of the air stream. Detrimental effects of iso-
topic exchange have also demonstrated. When a tri-
tium-contaminated sieve bed was used to detritiate an
air stream, the detritiation factor was reduced to approx-
imately one-half of what was expected through simple
humidity reduction. An isotopic exchange model and
computer simulation which attempts to model the
adsorption/desorption of tritiated species has also been
developed as an engineering tool capable of
incorporating the effects of HTO-H2O isotopic exchange
into the determination of air detritiation drier
performance. Further experimental work is being
planned to ensure accurate data are used in the model
and to increase the application of the model. Conceptual
designs for JET (12) and ITER (13) have incorporated the
"steam-washing" technique to utilize the enhanced per-
formance of molecular sieves for detritiation of moist
air.

Plasma chamber vacuum pumping following a
plasma burn and removal of the impurities from the fuel
are two very important processes for the deuterium-tri-
tium fuel cycle. The fuel exhaust will be largely DT with
a few percent of helium and small concentrations of
impurities, such as water, methane, ammonia, and
carbon monoxide and dioxide. The water, methane, and
ammonia will contain tritium, which must be removed
and returned to the fuel stream. The CRNL Tritium
Laboratory facilities are being used for testing and
demonstrating various design concepts and components
for fuel purification.

The two main alternatives for vacuum pumping
the plasma chamber are cryopumps and turbomolecular
pumps (14). At CRNL, an experimental cryostat assem-
bly has been designed and commissioned for investigat-
ing various aspects of the cryopumping requirements.
An experimental program to investigate special con-
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cerns associated with tritium pumping, such as produc-
tion of tritiated methane by the charcoal cryoadsorbent
and the effect of co-pumping He and tritium on the
pumping speed, is currently being defined.

A number of process options for the the cleanup
cycle are under review and investigation by many
groups (14, 15, 16). A small-scale fusion fuel cleanup
system using only metal getters has been evaluated in
the laboratory (17), In this batchwise operation, aliquots
of gas containing a helium-hydrogen mixture and im-
purities were passed through a uranium bed at room
temperature, followed by a second uranium bed at
~400°C or a SAES 101/700 gas purifier at 700°C. The low
temperature uranium bed removed the hydrogen, O2,
H2O, CO and CO2, while the second hot uranium bed
decomposed methane and ammonia. After the helium
was pumped off, purified hydrogen was released from
the first uranium bed by heating to 400°C. A
disadvantage of using high temperature metal getter
beds is that permeation of tritium through the walls of
the reactor can be a concern unless ceramic materials
or other diffusional and permeation barriers are used.
Also, the metal carbides, nitrides and oxides formed will
eventually reduce the efficiency and capacity of the metal
getter bed so that disposal of the tritiated metal bed must
be considered.

Many of the fusion fuel cleanup process design
concepts result in the production of highly tritiated wa-
ter from oxidation of the impurities. Electrolysis has
been examined for the decomposition of DTO a? an al-
ternative to decomposition over hot metal getters (18,19).
Final preparations are underway in the laboratory for
testing of a low inventory electrolysis cell for DTO with
highly tritiated water. The cell system has been de-
signed and constructed by the nuclear research centre
SCK/CEN, Mol, Belgium. The test program is a coopera-
tive effort between SCK/CEN, CFFTP and AECL. The
Canadian contribution to the test program includes a re-
combiner loop to provide closed-loop operation, tritium
analysis equipment, a fully monitored glove box, labora-
tory infrastructure, and operating personnel. The max-
imum total inventory will be 2.22 PBq, with a maximum
liquid concentration of 37 PBq/L. Because of the extreme
toxicity of this liquid, containment and simplicity of
operation have been prime considerations in the choice
of materials and design features. A thorough safety
review has also been carried out.

CONCLUSIONS

The programs and capabilities of the CRNL
Tritium Laboratory continue to expand to meet the tri-
tium-related R&D activities of the various fusion pro-
grams. The design and construction of multipurpose
equipment has allowed the laboratory to meet these re-
quirements without the need for extensive modifications.
Planning is underway for a new facility which would
allow more space and larger quantities of tritium to be
handled in support of the Canadian commitments to the
international fusion programs.
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FUSION SOLID-BREEDER IRRADIATION EXPERIENCE AT CRNL

R.A. Verrall and J.M. Miller

AEOL Research

Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario KOJ 1JO

ABSTRACT

The Canadian Irradiation program on solid breeder
materials for generating tritium in fusion blankets is
described. One of the major elements of the program
was an irradiation of LI2O with In-pile recovery of
the tritium produced and continuous measurement of the
release rate. This vas a 20-month irradiation and
generated che highest bumup of lithium of any such
experiment to dace. Out-plle annealing experiments to
recover tritium bred in lithium ceramics are also
described. The complementary nature of these two
types of experiment is shown. Canadian participation
in an international in-pile tritium-release experiment
in the US in which Li2o is being irradiated in a high
flux fast-jieutron reactor is presented.

INTRODUCTION

Tritium and deuterium fuse more readily than any
other pair of isotopes and, therefore, most
international effort on fusion energy has focused on
D-T reactor designs. Tritium for such devices is
expected to be produced at the reactor site because
large quantities are needed that are difficult to
produce elsewhere, and to eliminate the need for
transportation. The neutron produced by the D-T
reaction is used to react with lithium in a
surrounding blanket to generate tritium. Lithium is
particularly good for generating tritium because it
has a high cross-section for absorbing neutrons and is
an abundant element in the earth's crust. Many forms
of lithium have been considered, including liquid
lithium and liquid lithium-lead mixtures, but lithium-
containing ceramics have become highly favoured
candidates. The most studied are LijO, LLA1O2,
Li4Si04, and Li2Zr03 Lithium oxide has an especially
high density of lithium, higher even than that for
solid lithium, making it a prime candidate, but it
readily reacts with H20 and C02 in air to form unwanted
LiOH and LljCOj. Lithium aluminaee is less reactive,
but requires higher temperatures to extract the
tritium and has a lower density of lithium. Lithium
zirconate has good tritium-removal properties, but the
zirconium becomes neutron-activated, giving decay
heat, handling and disposal problems.

Canada (1,2), Japan (3), US (4), Federal Republic of
Cermany (5), France (6), Italy (7), and the
Netherlands (8), have had testing programs on these
ceramics over the last five years. These include in-
reactor irradiations with on-line collection and
measurement of the tritium generated. The Canadian
testing program is centered at Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories (CRNL). The irradiation program Is
described here, with emphasis on a two-year
irradiation of LljO.

Canada is also participating in a major
international irradiation test of Li20 in the Fast Flux
Test Facility (FFTF) at Hanford, Washington. FFTF is
a fast reactor with a harder spectrum and a larger
flux of neutrons than URU. The burnup for this test

is planned to be 4 times that for CRITIC-I* (described
below), even though the irradiation is scheduled to be
only half as long.

CRITIC-I: IRRADIATION OF LijO

In most blanket designs incorporating ceramic
breeders, tritium is recovered by flowing a gas past
the ceramic to pick up the tritium that has diffused
to the surface, and carry It out of the reactor.
Experiments to study tritium release from the ceramics
take two general forms ; in one, a small amount of
lithium ceramic (compared to the hundreds of tonnes
required for power reactors) Is irradiated in a
fission reactor and tritium is recovered and measured
continuously with a He sw«ep gas. This, In effect,
models a small region of a. real fusion blanket. In
the second type of experiment, lithium ceramic is
irradiated cold, and the tritium is released and
measured in post-irradiation annealing tests. This
second method is much easier and less expensive. Both
methods have been used at CRNL; this section describes
the first method, a major Irradiation termed
CRITIC-I*.

One of the purposes of CRITIC-I was to understand
the processes that control the release of tritium from
Li2O. There are several processes involved: intra-
granular and grain-boundary diffusion to the ceramic
surfaces, desorption from the surface, and diffusion
through pores. It was thought that either diffusion
of the tritium to ceramic surfaces or desorption from
the surfaces would be rate controlling.

Since both of these processes are thermally
activated, the experiment was designed so that the
temperature would be approximately uniform through the
ceramic. Otherwise, the kinetics of release would
vary too much to obtain fundamental information. The
ability to control this temperature over a wide range
was another objective. It was also felt to be
Important to have uniform tritium production
throughout the ceramic; this necessitated a low 6Li
concentration, since only this Isotope reacts with
thermal neutrons to produce tritium. Too much 'Li
would cause self-shielding and a non-uniform tritium
production.

Other objectives of CRIUc-I were designed to take
advantage of Canada's lead in handling and measuring
tritium, and to NRU's tolerance to tritium compared to
other tritium-free reactors. (Tritium naturally
builds up over time in NRU's heavy water moderator).
Tritium-related objectives included:

• high levels of tritium production: 5 CI/day"
(comparable to the average production per unit volume
in projected fusion power reactors).

• high burnup of LI to observe effects on tritium
release: IK of the total amount of Li.

River Xn-Reactor Tritium Instrumented (japsule
**1 Ci = 37 GBq
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• large total tritium production: 2000 Cl

• measurement of the HT/HTO ratio in the recovered
tritium

• influence of H2 gas in the He sweep gas on tritium
release

• measurement of tritium permeation rate through the
3 mm Inconel capsule vail

• measurement of tritium inventories and average
residence times in the ceramic as a function of the
operating parameters.

The designs of the capsule and of the tritium analysis
system are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Properties of
the LijO are given in Table 1. Complete details are
given in References 1 and 9.

THERMOCOUPLES

TABLE 1 Li2O PELLET DATA

Isotopic content
Inner diameter
Outer diameter
Density
Weight
Grain size

1.53 «tl 6Li
30 nun
40 mm

91.5 ± 2% TD
103 g total
50-60 /am

Transient release following a change in one of the
operating parameters (temperature, sweep gas
concentration, sweep gas flov rate) provided the main
method of obtaining data on the ceramic behaviour.
These transient tests vere achieved as follows:

1. Hold operating parameters constant and wait
until a steady tritium release rate is
established. Unless there is a long-term sink
or trap for tritium in the ceramic, this steady
state release must equal the tritium generation
rate.

2. Change one of the operating parameters.

3. Measure the tritium release transient and
recovery back to the (same) steady-state.

Examples of this are shown in Figures 3 and 4.
Tritium-release time-constants (usually accepted to
be the mean residence time of tritium in the ceramic)
and inventory changes can be determined from these
figures. The shape of the transient in Figure 4 was
the expected shape, and the one that had always been
observed by other experimenters. The inverted shape
of Figure 3 was consistently observed in CRITIC-1 for
temperature changes of 50*C or less as long as the
highest in-reactor temperature of the ceramic was
650°C, Once the ceramic had been taken to a higher
temperature (850°C), the shape of the peaks reverted
to the normal expected shape.

The reason that most experiments show the normal
shape for temperature-change tests (i.e., tritium-
release transient increase for a temperature increase,
decrease for a temperature decrease) Is the following.
It is thought that the solubility of tritium in
lithium ceramics is small, The inventory of tritium
in a ceramic being irradiated is mainly due to a.
surface inventory of adsorbed tritium and the gradient
of tritium concentration in the bulk that is required
to produce a net diffusion of tritium to the surface.
When the ceramic temperature is increased, both these

NICKEL LINER

LITHIUM CERAMIC

COBALT FLUX WIRE

TWO FLUX MONITORS
(SPIRAL WOUND)

NICKEL ALLOY
CAPSULE

FIGURE 1 SCHEMATIC CROSS SECTION OF CRITIC-1
CAPSULE. ANNULAR Li2O PELLETS FROM A
10 CM COLUMN INSIDE A DOUBLE-WALLED
INCONEL CAPSULE. SHEEP GAS PASSES UP THE
INSIDE SURFACE OF THE Li20 COLLECTING
TRITIUM THAT HAS BEEN RELEASED. AN INNER
FLOV TUBE CHANNELS THE SWEEP GAS AND
HOLDS 3 Co FLUENCE WIRES AND 8 THERMO-
COUPLES. AN INCONEL LINER HOLDS 4 MORE
THERMOCOUPLES.

tritium inventories decrease. For the inventory to
decrease, the release rate must temporarily increase.
The opposite occurs when the temperature is decreased.
This gives the usual observed shape. Why the
"inverted" shape occurred during the first part of
CRITIC-I is not yet understood. It may be due to
surface impurities on LI20, which is known to be highly
absorptive of H20 and C02 from air. Peaks with unusual
shapes, somewhat similar to those in CRITIC-I, have
recently been observed in the BEATRIX-II experiment in
LijO in FFTF. More information is provided In
Section 4.

Other key observations from CRITIC-I were:

• Tritium-release time-constraints associated with
temperature changes were acceptable at all
temperatures tested (450*C - 850"C) for all sweep
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FIGURE 2 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE TRITIUM ANALYSIS AND RECOVERY SYSTEM.

I '

FIGURE 3 TRITIUM RELEASE TRANSIENT CORRESPONDING TO A
TEMPERATURE REDUCTION 540°-480°C EARLY IN
THE IRRADIATION. THE SHAPE IS OPPOSITE OR
"INVERTED" COMPARED TO THE NORMAL EXPECTED
SHAPE SHOWN IK FIGURE 4.

585°C

«re

Total Triïtum

.HT
_L_ l

too .y
LLJ

200 <
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UJ
Q_

0 £

0 3 6 9

TIME Ihours)

880CT17 TEST 91

12 15

He-0.01% H2
• MOISTURE IN
SWEEP GAS

FIGURE 4 TRITIUM RELEASE CORRESPONDING TO A TEMPERA
TURE INCREASE FROM 431O-585°C, SHOWING THE
NORMAL EXPECTED SHAPE. THE HT COMPONENT IS
SMALL BECAUSE MOISTURE IS PRESENT IN THE
SWEEP CAS.

gases that contained 0.1% H2 or more. In principle,
this means that the tritium release is acceptable for
these test conditions. But note the following point.

• Below about 500°C, the apparent steady-state tritium
release vas lower than the generation rate. This
could cause problems for LI2O blankets that operated
below 500°C due to unacceptable Inventory buildup.

• The proportion of tritium recovered as HT (I.e., in
the reduced form) increased as the H2 content in the
He sweep gas increased. With moisture in the sweep
gas, the oxidized form was prevalent.

• Tritium release was controlled by the kinetics of
surface desorption, not by diffusion. But the
kinetics of surface desorption are not fully
understood.

Post-irradiation examination showed the formation of
bubbles in the Li2O ceramic grains (Figure 5). These
had never been observed in previous experiments,
posslbLy because post-irradiation examinations had
not been done, or because the burnup in other tests
was too low. It is thought that the bubbles are
helium, formed simultaneously with tritium from
neutron reaction with lithium.

POST-IRRADIATION ANNEALING TESTS

Post-Irradiation annealing tests on ceramic
materials are useful as scoping studies for new
materials, for examining the effect of material
properties on tritium release, for investigating the
effect of chemical environment and for studying the
itiechansims that control tritium release. Tests
(termed CREATE*) have been carried out at CRNL (10) on
LiAlOj and Li2O, and tests are in progress on LijZrOj.
Small samples, 100-400 mg, are irradiated at low
temperature for 8 to 24 hours in the NRX self-serve
facility and tritium-release information is obtained
in a specially-designed tritium recovery and analysis
system after the irradiation is complete and the
sample removed from the reactor. The annealing
temperature, sweep gas composition and reaction vessel

*çhalk River Experiment to Assess Tritium Extraction
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FIGURE 5 SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPH OF THE Li2O
IRRADIATED IN CRITIC-I SHOWING THE FORMATION
OF BUBBLES.

material can be varied. As in on-line tests, the
benefits of adding H2 to He sweep gas on tritium-
release rate has been demonstrated. Also, in a low
oxygen activity environment (He-H2 sweep gas, stainless
steel reaction vessel) the tritium has been recovered
primarily in the reduced form, HT; in a high oxygen
activity environment (pure He or quartz glass reaction
vessel), the tritium vas mainly recovered in the
oxidized form, HTO. Pellets produced in Canada, US
and Japan, and spheres of LiA102 and Li2Zr0, produced
by the CRNL Advanced Ceramics Group have been tested.
For Li2O and LiA102, temperatures of 500-600°C are
generally required to obtain substantial release. But
for LijZrOj, 350°C is sufficient, as shown in Figure 6.
Current tests on LI2Zr03 spheres are aimed to qualify
this material for the next CRNL on-line release
experiment, CRITIC-II, and to help specify the best
operating parameters (e.g. temperature range) for
CRITIC-II.
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FIGURE 6 TYPICAL RELEASE CURVE OF TRITIUM (HT
COMPONENT ONLY) FROM A SAMPLE OF 1.5 MM
Li2Zr03 SPHERES. THE TEMPERATURE WAS
RAISED STEPWISE FROM 300*C TO 550'C.
THE SWEEP GAS WAS He-IX Ti-, FLOWING AT
100 Ml/MIN. THE REACTION VESSEL WAS MADE
FROM QUARTZ GLASS.

BEATRIX-II IRRADIATION OF Li20

An internationally designed and funded experiment on
Li20 began operation 1990 January in the Fast Flux Test
Facility (FFTF) , a high flux fast reactor, at Hanford,
WA, USA. Canada, Japan, and the United States are the
participating countries. The experiment is called
BEATRIX-II (Breeder Exchange Matrix), and is sponsored
by the International Energy Agency (IEA). Two
capsules containing Li2O are being irradiated and
independently swept for on-line recovery and analysis
of tritium release. In one capsule, the LI20 is in the
form of a thin annular ring. This experiment has
objectives similar to those for CRITIC-I: to obtain
fundamental information on tritium release mechanisms
to a high burnup, (4% of the total Li, cf. 1% for
CRITIC-I) with high tritium and high heat production
rates. The second capsule contains solid pellets of
Lx2O and is an engineering test, vith large temperature
gradients to more correctly simulate real (future)
blanket operating conditions.

FFTF is a liquid-sodium cooled fast reactor with a
peak neutron flux of 2 x 1015 n/cm^s. Because its
coolant temperature is 450°C, the lowest operating
temperature of the annular-ring LijO specimen is 550°C.
This is a disadvantage since current blanket designs
for ITER (International Thermonuclear
ExperimentReactor) show lover operating temperatures.
The operating temperature range of this specimen is
approximately 550-650°C.

Results have been obtained for five months over the
complete operating temperature range and for He sweep
gases containing 0, 0.01, and 0.1X H2- Observations
are generally similar to those in CRITIC-I and will be
reported at an ANS Topical Meeting on Fusion
Technology in Chicago, IL, 1990 October. It is
expected that these results, together with those of
CRITIC-I, will contribute to a better understanding of
the physical and chemical processes that control
tritium inventory and tritium release-rate from Li2O.

CONCLUSION

The Canadian irradiation program has contributed
toward a world understanding of the processes of
tritium release from lithium ceramics. The data from
CRITIC-I and the CREATE tests at CRNL are best
explained by a release process controlled by the
kinetics of tritium desorption from ceramic surface.
Many other tests worldwide have confirmed this
observation for the major lithium ceramic candidates.
And yet, the desorption processes are not well
understood; models are being developed, but none are
generally accepted. Work continues on how to enhance
tritium release, minimize impurity ingress into the
sweep gas, and, at the same tine, keep the blanket
engineering and tritium purification problems
manageable.

The use of lithium ceramic in the form of spheres is
being considered to solve some engineering and
technical issues, such as loading of the ceramic in
the blanket. The next major element in the CRNL
irradiation program is CRITIC-II, an on-line irradia-
tion of Li2Zr03 spheres, fabricated at CRNL, scheduled
to begin late 1990.
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CONTAINER STORAGE OF CANDU FUEL:
ONTARIO HYDRO'S DRY STORAGE DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM

R.N. Sumar, P.J. Armstrong, J.D. Tulk, D.J. Ribbans, 3. Freire-Canosa
ONTARIO HYDRO

I. INTRODUCTION

In most of the world's nuclear power programs, used reactor fuel
is discharged directly into water filled pools, where it is stored for
extended periods. At Ontario Hydro, each operating plant has bays or
water pools large enough to handle about a decade's worth of fuel.
For the long term however, dry storage is a very practical alternative,
especially for CANDU fuel with its comparatively low decay hea:
(which means that fuel sheath temperatures remain low under dry
storage conditions, even for relatively fresh fuel).

The economic attractiveness of an operationally simple, low-
maintenance dry storage alternative to pools has long been recognised
by both Ontario Hydro and AECL. Economic prospects improve even
further if the same container can be used for transporting the fuel to
its final destination without any need for re-packaging. There are
many engineering, scientific and licensing problems to be dealt with
before this goal can be achieved, but Ontario Hydro has made a start
with its Dry Storage Demonstration Program. The long term goal of
the program is to develop a container that can be used for storage,
transportation and, finally, disposal of used fuel.

This paper describes the stages in the development of Ontario
Hydro's approach to dry storage of irradiated fuel. While the earliest
stages in this development considered a wide variety of options, our
effort has converged on the concept of a "Concrete Integrated
Container" (CIC). This is a self-contained, high-integrity structure
designed to be loaded with fuel directly from the station pools, moved
to a storage area and eventually transported off-site to a final disposal
facility.

Ontario Hydro is, of course, an operating utility with immediate
as well as long term needs. Thus, in the development of the integrated
dry storage technology, it is necessary to progress through a number
of stages, each of which end with an operable, economic product that
meets current requirements while at the same time providing a path
towards the next stage. The present design effort will provide a
practical and efficient storage container. At the same time though, a
large effort is being made to ensure that eventual transportation
requirements will be met.

2. CONCRETE INTEGRATED CONTAINER: FIRST
PHASE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The primary objective of the initial research and development
program for the concrete integrated container was to demonstrate the
feasibility of building a single container that could meet regulatory
requirements for storage, transportation and disposal (Freire-Canosa
et al, 1986). The feasibility study was divided into three parts:

(a) Materials research into new concretes
(b) Design and construction
(c) Structural and thermal tests of two half-scale prototypes.

Concrete Materials Development

The concrete for the CIC needs to have adequate strength, high
density, low permeability, porewater pH between 9 and 11 and
chemical inertness to groundwater chemistry. Based on these
specifications, several concrete mixes were developed and tested
(Hooton and Burnett, 1984). These mixes included specularite and
magnetite aggregates to increase the density and radiation shielding
effectiveness. Silica fume and fly-ash were included as cementing
agents to reduce the amount of free calcium hydroxide. The concrete
mix specified for the full scale prototype has:

- 20 mm magnetite coarse aggregate
- Specularite (hematite) fine aggregate
- Sulphate resistant Portland cement
- 20 percent partial replacement of cement with silica fume.
- Low water cement ratio (about 0.35-.39) achieved with the use of

a superplasticizer.

This mix resulted in a cement paste with permeability below the
detection limit of the test equipment (< 10~15 m/s) after 28 days of
curing and a concrete of high compressive strength (80.3 MPa after 91
days of curing).

First CIC Prototype Design and Construction

The first prototype was a cylindrical container designed to hold
two modules. (The fuel storage modules are high storage density racks
that hold 96 CANDU fuel bundles each). This prototype had a steel
inner liner to provide containment and a reinforced high-density
concrete shell for shielding. The inner steel liner was closed with a
steel plate that was welded over the opening. The joint between the
concrete body and lid was grouted to improve structural rigidity.

Two half scale models were built and tested. These were 1.2 m
tall with an outer diameter of 1.4 m and an inner diameter of 0.82 m.
They weighed 6 Mg. In these prototypes, the outer surface of the
container was unprotected concrete, unlike later versions of the
container which have an outer steel skin.

Structural and Thermal Tests

One of the half-scale prototypes was tested to assess the
performance of the CIC as a transportation container. The tests were
done at the AECL/Chalk River transportation test facility (Sato and
Vecchio, 1986). During a 9 m drop test, the container experienced
damage at the point of impact and a 20 mm crack opened on the side
opposite to the impact. This crack arrested at the container/lid
interface and the loss of mass due to concrete spalling was less than
2%. During a I m drop test onto a steel pin, the container suffered
only minor further damage. Following the drop tests, the container
was subjected to a fire test that lasted about twelve minutes and
reached a temperature of 1000-C. Some spalling of exterior concrete
took place. This was generally uniform about the container with the
deepest spalling zone amounting to 19% of container wall thickness.
A final inspection of the damage showed that containment was
maintained and that the thickness of concrete remaining intact would
provide adequate shielding for a transportation container.

The second half-scale prototype was used to study the container
thermal response under storage conditions (Sato and Vecchio, 1986).
Tests included heat transfer under constant heat load, internal heat
source cycling and accelerated weathering (freeze-thaw). The
container performed well and confirmed the resistance of the
developed concrete thermal gradients, temperature changes and cyclic
freeze-thaw conditions.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF A FOUR-MODULE CONTAINER

The first stage of R&D established that the CIC was feasible. At
this point, operational and economic considerations prompted several
redesigns. In particular:

- The payload for each container was increased to four modules
(384 bundles or 8.5 Mg) to make the design more cost efficient.
To minimize the need for operational manpower, CIC's are
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designed to accept existing modules without any intermediate fuel
handling or repackaging.

- The existing pools are large and equipped with high capacity
cranes so that wet loading of the whole container is practical.
Since this involves immersing the entire container in the pool, it
is essential that the exterior surface of the container be sealed and
readily decontaminated. For this reason, an exterior steel skin
was added. (The exterior skin also serves as formwork during
fabrication and improves impact and fire resistance.)

- To faci'itale removal of pool water after the containers were
closed, there is a drain port near the bottom and a vent port in
the lid.

The overall shape of the container and the method of attaching
the lid changed as the design studies progressed. Initially, the
container was a circular cylinder, with a bolted lid that included
elastoir.eric and metallic O-ring seals - rather like the two-module
prototype referred to earlier. This version of the design was used for
the storage demonstration containers described in Section 4 below. As
a result of lessons learned in the storage demonstration and early
transportation impact tests, two important design changes were
introduced. First, a rectangular shape was adopted. This means that
the container fits more closely around the rectangular module stack
and that less interior space is wasted. Second, the lid attachment was
designed as a welded joint around the outer perimeter of the body.
(The design requirement is for a storage life of SO years prior to
transportation. Elastomeric O-ring seals might be expected to
deteriorate in the radiation environment in a much shorter time.
Metallic seals are more durable but they require a high-quality finish
on sealing surfaces and have very little of the mechanical resilience,
required to maintain a seal in an impact accident.)

The current design requirements are summarized in Table 1,
while a sketch of the design is shown in Figure 1.

TABLE 1

Requirements for Current CIC Design

3.55 m
212m
£42 m

WeftfiKEmply) 5BMg
PayUKI 10Mg

FIGURE 1 : PICKERING NGS DRY IRRADIATED FUEL STORAGE
CONCRETE INTEGRATED CONTAINER (CIC)

Payloid

Radiological Dose Rate
On contact
At 1.0 metre

Temperature
At centre line of cavity

Concrete Strength

Concrete Density

4 modules, 384 bundles

<200 dSv/h (20 mrem/h)
<100dSv/h(10mrem/h)

<150-C

>40MPa

>3.5 Mg/m3

4. PHY STORAGE DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM - RESULTS

A demonstration program was undertaken by Ontario Hydro to
demonstrate critical aspects of fuel loading operations and the
performance of the container as part of the dry storage system. The
demonstration was carried out at Pickering Nuclear Generating
Station. Two prototype CIC's were designed and built in 1988-1989.
The first was loaded with ten year cooled fuel on November 21,1988.
The second was loaded with six year cooled fuel on October 31,1989.
Both CICs are currently being monitored regularly.

The dry storage prototype containers were designed to meet the
requirements outlined in Section 3 above, but differed in several
important details from the configuration shown in Figure I. These
earlier containers were cylindrical in shape, with a height of
approximately 3.6 m, an outer diameter of 2.6 m, an inner diameter of
1.64 m and a gross weight of 70 Mg. They had bolted lids (24 bolts)
and double O-ring seals on the joint between the lids and container
bodies. Vent and drain ports also had double O-ring seals in this
version of the CIC.

Loading Operations

Loading operation consisted of: placing the CIC under water in
the pool and loading it with four modules; placing the lid and bolting
it into place; removing the container from the pool and draining the
water from the cavity; drying the cavity; decontaminating the exterior
surface; and transporting the complete sealed CIC to the storage yard
for monitoring (see Figures 2 & 3). The entire operation took about
48 hours. Each loading was preceded by a dry run to ensure that all
components fitted properly.

Experience Gained from Loading Operations

A number of lessons were learned while loading the first CIC.
Improvements to both design and procedures were made in the second
CIC and as a result, the second loading was quicker and more efficient
than the first. Some of the design improvements included the
following:

- Difficulties that had been encountered with aligning the fuel
module inside the CIC due to poor visibility was remedied by
painting the interior with white epoxy paint.

- Slight misalignment of the lid made it difficult to insert and
tighten the bolts. The solution was to tighten tolerances in the
guide pin arrangement.

- The metal O-ring lid seal failed to provide leaktightness and was
replaced by an elastomeric seal in the second test.

Decontamination of foe CIC

The exterior surface of the container is carbon steel plate, painted
with epoxy paint for corrosion protection and easy decontamination.
Water and Alxonox/Alcojet solutions were used to decontaminate. For
small corners and crevices, chemical cleaner was used. Although the
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FIGURE 2: CIC IS BEING LOWERED IN THE FUEL BAY

FIGURE 3: LOADING 10 YEAR COOLED IRRADIATED FUEL
INTO THE CIC

CIC could be decontaminated to an acceptable level, recurrence of
contamination through a sweating phenomenon was a concern. The
CIC was closely observed and monitored during the first six months
to ensure that the contamination level did not exceed limits. Typical
results are shown in Table 2.

S. TRANSPORTATION PACKAGE DEVELOPMENT

General

The CIC is to be licensed as a Type B(U) package as defined by
the AECB Transport Packaging of Radioactive Materials Regulations.
To obtain a Design Approval Certificate, the CIC must be capable of
surviving a 9 m drop onto an unyielding surface and immersion in a
totally engulfing, 800-C fire for 30 minutes.

Because of the unique structure of the CIC as a transport
package, it has been decided that demonstration of compliance will be
achieved through a combination of scale model drop and fire testing
and mathematical analysis. Scale model testing will reduce costs and

simplify logistics compared to full scale testing of a container
weighing SO tonnes.

TABLE 2

Storage Prototype Monitoring Results

Radiation
Dose Rates

Temperature

Leak Rates

Gamma fields on contact = 70 i&v/h (7mrem/h)
Gamma fields at 2 m < 25 nSv/h (7mrem/h)
(predicted field on contact = 23.5 mrem/b)

Average inner liner = 9*C
Average outer liner = 5-C
Ambient = 7.2-C
(Design limit - inner liner = 120-C)

Lid seal =
Vent port =
Drain port =
(Design limit •-

2 x 10"8cc/sec
7 x 10~7 cc/sec
I x 10""7 cc/sec
I x I0"8 cc/sec)

Fission Gas As part of the CIC performance monitoring
program, the internal cavity is monitored for
fission gases. For this purpose, two I litre samples
of inside gas were withdrawn from the cavity just
before it was moved out to the storage area. The
analysis of the volatile fission gases show the
following concentrations; these results are
compared with >redicted results assuming 1%
defected fuel bundles entering the CIC:

Actual Measured Concentration

Krypton Kr-85 = 6.5 x 10-7 Ci/litre
Tritium H-3 = 7.2 x 10-11 Ci/lilre
Carbon C-14 = 2. x 10-11 Ci/litre

1.72 x 10-5 Ci/litre
2.9 x 10-9 Ci/litre

CIC Transportation Package

During transportation, the container will be port At the same
time, new impact limiters were designed to protect the container from
accidental impact during transportation. These were made from high-
density rigid polyurethane foam inside thin stainless steel shells. A
conceptual view of the CIC transportation package (container, limiters
and mounting structure) installed on a rail car is shown in Figure 4.

The CIC is designed to be transported dry with a maximum
internal pressure of 700 kPa.

The CIC must be rotated from the vertical storage position to the
horizontal transportation position to allow for unrestricted rail
transportation. Two trunnions are to be welded onto the outer shell to
facilitate rotation on the railcar.

PERFORMANCE DEVELOPMENT

Impact Performance

An in-house capability has been developed for the analysis and
testing of container performance. This capability has been use to
investigate scale effects, to perform drop orientation analysis and
structural analysis, to support of the extrapolation of scale model drop
test results and to ensure that all regulatory requirements have been
fulfilled.

Impact Scalability

The first element in the test program was a series of tests to
demonstrate the use of scale models in drop testing and to check the
degree to which results could be extrapolated to full size from scale
tests. These tests were based on models that were nominally 1/4 & 1/8
scale versions of the cylindrical CIC. (Although the models were
simplified versions of the CIC design, they were close scaled replicas
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Impact (Jmiters

FIGURE 4: CIC TRANSPORTATION PACKAGE

of each other.) These tests confirmed that impact test results could be
scaled reliably over a 2:1 ratio (Tulk and Sumar, 1989). As well, they
showed that the steel-clad CIC design was very robust and that with
suitable impact limiters, the containers would survive a 9 metre fall
with virtually no detectible damage. This gave greater confidence in
the impact resistance of the CIC and encouraged us to make the
change from a circular shape to a more space and weight efficient
rectangular cross section.

i Scale Model Drop Testing

A quarter scale model of the new rectangular shaped container
was used in a series of drop tests in late 1989. Tests included:

- a nine-metre drop onto a thick steel plate with the container
orientared so that the centre of gravity was directly above the an
upper corner of the lid-end limiter (Figures 5, 6);

- a nine metre drop onto the top surface of the lid end limiter, with
the ling axis of the container inclined 5* from the vertical;

- a nine metre drop onto a side of the package with the long axis
of the container inclined 5* from the horizontal;

- a one mure drop onto a steel bar, with the end of the bar striking
an unpro'ected area on the side of the container body; and

- a one r.::.re drop onto a steel bar, with the end of the bar striking
the lid weld area (through the impact limiter).

There was no detectable leakage from the container model after
the drop tests. A small leak was found after the fire test, but this was
traced back to a manufacturing flaw that would be highly unlikely in
a properly inspected full scale construction.

This second round of testing confirms that the CIC is a very
robust structure and that the impact limiters are very effective in
reducing peak accelerations and spreading impact loads. Except for
highly localized denting caused by the drop on the steel bar, there was
no detectable structural damage from any of the drop tests.

* Scale Model Licensing Drop Testing

Licensing drop tests are to be carried out later this year on a 1/2
scale model. It is proposed to do two 9 m drops, one with the centre
of gravity over a top corner and one flat side drop. In addition, a I m
drop onto a steel pin, impacting on the lid joint, will be done.

Theoretical Impact Analysis

Finite element analyses have been performed to simulate the 1/4
and 1/8 scale model drop tests (Figure 7). The purpose was to
determine the accuracy of the analytical prediction through
comparison with actual tests results, thus determining the suitability

FIGURE 5: 1/4 SCALE IMPACT TEST

FIGUR E 6: 1/4 SCALE IMPACT LIMITER-POST-TEST
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FIGURE 7: FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF THE COMPLETE SYSTEM
(1/4 SCALE MODEL)

FIGURE 8: FIRE TEST WITH 1/4 SCALE MODEL

of the computer code "Dyna-3D" for analysis of the full scale CIC. It
was concluded that the impact damage can be predicted accurately
through use of this code.

Drop orientation analysis has been carried out to determine the
"worst-case" orientation for the 1/2 scale model 9 m licensing drops.

Full scale analysis is currently underway, using the Dyna-3D code
for the orientations identified above. In addition, an analysis of the
CIC under impact conditions with materials at -40*C is being
conducted to satisfy regulatory requirements.

Impact Limiter Design

The impact limiter configuration and design is governed by the
following:

The tie-down arrangement,
- Dimensional restrictions for rail transportation,

Minimization of 'g'-loads, and
Protection of critical areas such as lid ,vent and drain closures.

Impact limiters are fitted on the lid and base ends of the
container. Both consist of high density, rigid polyurethane foam
sheathed in stainless steel. The maximum "g"-load is estimated to be
65 g and this has been confirmed during i scale model testing. The
estimated 'g'-load takes account of temperature variability in the foam
response.

Thermal Performance

The CIC must be capable of dissipating the decay heat of the fuel
during normal transportation to avoid excessive fuel sheath and
container wall temperatures. It must also be capable of resisting the
effects of fire accidents in order to retain shielding and containment.

Heat Dissipation

A computer code has been developed for 3-D heat transfer
thermal analysis of a CIC under normal and fire accident conditions.
The code is based on the numerical solution of the conservation of
mass, momentum and energy equations. Good comparison with scale
model experimental results has been achieved.

Fire Accident

The 3-D finite element code was used lo predict temperatures
under accident conditions, as summarized in Table 4.

In addition to predicting teirperatures, the effect of high
temperatures on concrete have been investigated through scale model
tests. With the steel outer shell, no cracking or spalling of the concrete
was observed, though steam was produced which, if not vented, could
cause the outer skin to bulge and split. Vent holes, capped to facilitate
decontamination, have been incorporated into the CIC design.

TABLE 4

Response to IAEA Fire

Maximum Fuel Sheath Temperature

Maximum Wall Temperature

Maximum Internal Pressure

156.2-C

771.1-C

145.2 kPaabs

i Scale Model Fire Test

Following the drop tests, the 1/4 scale model was subjected to the
scale equivalent of the 30 minute regulation fire (Figure 8). No
damage occurred during the fire to cause containment boundary
leakage. Post-test examination of the model is currently underway,
using radiography, to determine the extent and significance of any
concrete cracking that might have occurred as a result of the drop or
fire tests.

I Scale Model Licensing Fire Test

The 1/2 scale model will be subjected to a licensing fire test
following the drop testing. The model will be orientated horizontally
to expose the largest area to the hottest part of the fully engulfing fire.
Impact limiters are not required for thermal shielding and will be
removed prior to the fire te*;. Post-test examination will be
undertaken to determine if any leaks occur or if shielding is lost.

TABLE 3

Normal Onerating Temperatures/Pressure

Maximum Fuel Sheath Temperature

Maximum Wall Temperature

Maximum Internal Pressure

119.4-C

114.0'C

137.2 kPaabs

6. LICENSING ISSUES

Transport Licensing Plan

A Design Approval Certificate for the CIC transportation package
will be obtained prior to large st e production of containers for the
storage phase. Manufacture of the CIC's will be to the Z299.2 quality
standard and will be monitored by the AECB. Evidence of structural
and leak integrity will be confirmed at the time of transport.
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Safety. Security and Safeguards

Fuel is loaded into the C1C directly from the water pool and an
IAEA inspector can be present to veiify fuel loading. The !id is
placed on the C1C while still under water and the final lid closure
weld is applied prior to storage. Vent and drain plugs are welded shut
following vacuum drying and leak testing. All of this makes for an
inherently "tamper proof" design.

The CIC's will be stored within the station security fence and can
be monilored. The required safeguard seals can be applied to the lid.

During transportaiion no special security measures are envisioned.
Because of the weight of the CIC only rail and water modes of
transportation can be used. Either mode would use a dedicated train
or barge/ship, ie., no other cargoes would be carried. This allows for
better control of the shipment.

The use of the CIC for interim storage and transportation to
disposal reduces fuel handling and results in reduced operator dose.
Automated lid welding procedures are being developed to reduce the
welding time and operator exposure.
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CALCULATION OF THE RADIOACTIVE INVENTORY
OF THE DECOMMISSIONED NPD REACTOR

W.M. SMITH

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
CANDU Operations

Sheridan Park Research Community
Mississauga, Ontario

Canada L5K1B2

INTRODUCTION

The Nuclear Power Demonstration (NPD) reactor was the first
CANDU reactor. After commissioning in 1962, it supplied electric
power until May 1987. In June 1987, examination of one of the
reactor's pressure tubes revealed deterioration of the zircaloy tube.
AECL and Ontario Hydro both deemed continued operation of
NPD without pressure tube replacement unacceptable. The options
of repairing the reactor or maintaining the reactor in a shutdown
state were considered and rejected as too expensive. AECL and
Ontario Hydro thus decided that NPD should be permanently shut
down and decommissioning initiated.

A decommissioning plan for NPD (Reference 1) was prepared
by AECL that included the calculation of the accumulated
radioactive inventory of the non-fuel reactor components. This was
prepared to aid the decision-making for future handling of these
components. The reactor fuel has been removed and thus the
calculation of its radioisotope inventory was not pan of this study.

Several computer codes were employed in preparing this
detailed inventory of radioisotopes in each of several reactor
components. We believe this is the most extensive radioisotopic
calculation employing computer methods that has been prepared to
date for a decommissioning study in Canada. In the following
paper, the calculation methods and results are described.

The work described was complete by March 1988. The
calculated radioisotope inventories were included in the NPD
decommissioning plan (Reference 1).

REACTOR DESCRIPTION

NPD was a heavy water moderated and cooled pressure tube
reactor. End and plan views of the reactor assembly and vault are
given in Figures 1 and 2 respectively.

At full power, it generated about 25 MW(e) from a fission power
of 98.5 MW. The reactor had a horizontal cylindrical core of radius
168.8 cm and length 384 cm containing 132 fuel channels with a
lattice pitch of 26.04 cm. Each channel contained nine 19 element
natural UO2 fuel bundles with zircaloy-2 sheathing. The bundbs
were contained within zircaloy-2 coolant (pressure) tubes. The
coolant tubes were supported inside aluminium calandria tubes.

The core was surrounded radially by a 55 cm thick (on average)
heavy water reflector followed by a 33 cm thick (on average) light
water reflector. The two end reflectors were 33 cm of light water.
The core and reflectors were contained within an aluminium
horizontally aligned calandria. The inner shell of the calandria
contains the reactor core (fuel channels and D2O moderator and
reflector). It is approximately barrel shaped with two truncated
conical walls joined by a short cylindrical section. The cylindrical
outer calandria shell con.i.;.-o :he lifchi water reflector. Ths flt-t end
walls of the inner and outer calandria shells have openings for the
fuel channels. The end fittings, tube end supports, closure plug
assemblies, fuel latch assemblies and fuel spacer sleeves are at the
ends of the fuel channels. The entire structure was enclosed within
an air-filled reactor vault with ilmenite concrete walls, floor and
ceiling.

LIGHT WATER REFLECTOR

Ai l DIMENSIONS I«C».

EKID VIEW OF NPD AND SHIELD

FIGURE, I.

Au DiMtJsious lu CH.

Puw VIEW OF NPD AMP SHIELD
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SCOPE OF WORK

The radioactive inventory of the following NPD reactor and
shield components were calculated.

Coolant (pressure) Tubes

Calandria Tubes

Calandria End Walls (Inner and Outer)

Calandria Shell (Inner and Outer)

End Reflector Stepped Tubes

End Fittings

Tube End Supports

Closure Plug Assemblies

Fuel Latch Assemblies

(10) Fuel Spacer Sleeves

(11) Radial Concrete (Sides, Top and Floor)

(12) End Wall Concrete

These components are identified in Figures 1, 2 and 3.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

INLET •
ENC-FlTTlliS

Activation calculations in a material require the irradiation
history of the material and a detailed elemental composition of the
material. The neutron spectrum and time variation of the neutron
flux (equivalent to variation in reactor power) comprise the
irradiation history. The irradiation history is used to calculate the
buildup, burnout and decay of isotopes in the material.

The neutron flux distributions at the maximum reactor fission
power of 98.5 MW in the radial and axial directions were calculated
using the ANISN code (Reference 2). Average neutron fluxes (at
maximum fission power) in the coolant and calandria tubes were
calculated using the WIMS-CRNL code (Reference 3). These
calculations provided neutron fluxes in the specified components at
full power.

Average neutron fluxes were calculated over the components or
the portion of the components irradiated at the highest intensities
(generally the volume where the thermal neutron flux drops from
maximum to one-tenth of maximum). The ORIGEN (Reference 4)
code was then used to calculate total radioactive inventories in the
specified components using fluxes derived from the ANISN and
WIMS-CRNL calculations and the NPD station power history.

ANISN CALCULATIONS

The neutron flux distributions in the NPD reactor and primary
shield were calculated with the ANISN code at the maximum
fission power of 98.5 MW. ANISN is a one dimensional neutron
and gamma transport code. The calculations used a 38 group library
of coupled neutron and gamma cross sections.

Table 1 gives the compositions of the mat rials used in the
ANISN models.

TABLE 1

COMPOSITION OF MATERIALS USED IN NPD ANISN
MODELS

ATOMIC DENSITY (IN 1024 ATOMS/CM3)

EL-
F-MEN
TOR
ISO-

TOPE

'U
JH

C

O

Mg

Al

Si

Ca

Cr

Mn

Fc

Zr

2150

mv

CORE

1,«M)'

SJW 2)

3.I3Ï-2)

3.«<-4)

IH1C-3J

1JHC-3)

RE-
I-'UiC-
TOR

1*3(4)

6JX-2)

3.27(-2)

CA-
LAN-
DMA

5.9JH 2)

LIGHT
WATER

e.ss<-2)

3.2B 2)

END
FIT-

TING

Z2W-5)

9.I4( 31

1.28M)

4-S«-3)

8-4K-S)

3.23-4)

1.16J-3)

1.0K-2)

CLO-
SURE
['LUG

3.341-4)

LINER

l»-3)

33«-4)

• MM)

S-3M-2)

CON-
CRETE

4.9C<-3)

4.60( 2)

1-6W 3)

l-S«-3)

i.9a-3)

15«-3)

14)1-2)'

1331-2)

* 1.46(-4)=1.46xl0-4

+ chromium is substituted for titanium in the concrete which is
absent from the ANISN library.

The radial calculation was done at the reactor midplane at the
minimum light water reflector thickness and highest reactor power
density. Thus, the activation calculation in the calandria and
concrete will be conservative. The source distribution in the model
is given in Table 2. The mesh structure is given in Table 3. An Sg
quadrature was used.

The axial calculation modelled the complex structure at the end
of the reactor (shown in Figure 3) with the following simplifying
assumptions:

(a) only the light water reflector (because it is the least shielded
path) between the inner and outer calandria was modelled, the
end fitting-coolant tube was ignored,

(b) beyond the calandria, the end fitting, coolant, and tube end
supports were homogenized into a single region,

(c) the closure plugs were homogenized over the volume of the
lattice site;

(d) the end shield concrete was adjacent to the end of the reactor
in the flux calculation. The concrete walls at the ends of the
reactor are 4.285 m from the end fittings on each end of the
reactor. The radius of the end shield is 1.6876 m. Assuming
the end shield is a cosine emitter, the geometric atrenuation of
radiation from the end shield to the concrete wall is a factor of
0.0388. The fluxes calculated by ANISN for the concrete end
walls were reduced by this factor for the ORIGEN
calculations.

The axial source distribution in the model is given in Table 4.
The axial mesh structure is given in Table 5. An S16 quadrature was
used.
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TABLE 2

NPD RADIAL ANISN

FISSION SOURCE DISTRIBUTION

RADIUS (CM)

0.0

13.0

39.1

65.1

91.1

117.2

143.2

148.4

157.3

165.7

168.8

2.62 neutrons per fission

SOURCE STRENGTH*
(fissions/cm3 .s)

2.13(11)

2.13(11)

2.09(11)

1.95(11)

1.67(11)

1.26(11)

9.01 (10)

8.88 (10)

7.84 (10)

7.29 (10)

6.68 (10)

TABLE 3

NPD RADIAL ANISN MODEL

MATERIAL

Core

Reflector

Calandria

Light Water Re-
flector

Calandria

Liner

Concrete

INNER RADIUS OUTER RADIUS
(cm)

0.0
106.76
138.76
154.76
162.76
168.76

227.20
227.84

257.81

259.08

259.71
261.11

(cm)

106.76
138.76
154.76
162.76
168.76

227.20

227.84

257.81

259.08

259.71

261.11
473.11

#OF
MESH

INTERVALS

11
4
4
4
6

32

3
30

3

3

3
106

TABLE 4

NPD AXIAL ANISN

FISSION SOURCE DISTRIBUTION

DIMENSION (CM)

0.0

14.7

34.9

64.3

84.5

113.9

134.1

163.5

183.7

191.8

* 2.62 neutrons per fission

]

MATERIAL

Core

Calandria

Light Water
Reflector

Calandria

End Fitting

Closure plug

Liner

Concrete

SOURCE STRENGTH*
(fissions/cm3 .s)

1.33(11)

1.33(11)

1.32(11)

1.23(11)

1.10(11)

9.13 (10)

7.02 (10)

5.09 (10)

2.70 (10)

8.36(10)

TABLE 5

NPD AXIAL ANISN MODEL

INNER OUTER
RADIUS (cm) RADIUS (cm)

0.0
129.8
161.8
177.8
185.8

191.8

192.45

224.79

228.6

280.67

292.1

292.74

129.8
161.8
177.8
185.8
191.8

192.45

224.79

228.6

280.67

292.1

292.74

414.66

# OF MESH
INTERVALS

9
4
4
4
6

2

33

4

26

9

2

61
WIMS-CRNL CALCULATIONS

The WIMS-CRNL code was used to calculate the neutron fluxes
in the in-core portions of the coolant and calandria tubes. This is a
multigroup neutron transport code for lattice cell calculations.

Some of the important input data used in the WIMS-CRNL
calculation of flux distribution in the NPD reactor lattice cell is
given in Table 6. The endcap region characterizes the end of the fuel
bundle. A 20 group calculation assuming a bundle power of 86 kW
was done. The flux distribution at a bumup of 2400 MWd/tonne
(approximately halfway through the burnup history of the bundle)
was used to calculate the fluxes in the coolant and calandria tubes
for the ORIGEN activation calculation.

ORIGEN CALCULATIONS

The ORIGEN code calculates a detailed radioisotope inventory
in materials irradiated in a neutron flux. As input, ORIGEN
requires a neutron flux history in the component of interest and the
isotopic composition of the component before irradiation.

From station power history, the average NPD fission power was
estimated for 10 time intervals.

The model NPD power history is given in Table 7.

The neutron flux calculations in ANISN and WIMS were done
assuming full reactor power. For the ORIGEN calculations, it was
assumed that the neutron fluxes in different components are reduced
proportionately to the reduction in reactor power. Thus, only the
full power calculated neutron fluxes are reported here.

In some components, the neutron fluxes may vary greatly (more
than a factor of 10 in the thermal neutron flux) across the
component. In these cases, the neutron flux in the highest flux
ponion of the component was volume averaged and used in the
ORIGEN calculation. This ponion was defined as the interval with
the maximum thermal neutron flux and other intervals in the same
component with thermal neutron fluxes within a factor of 10 of the
maximum. In components with thermal neutron flux variations of
less than 10 from the maximum, the neutron fluxes were averaged
over the entire component. The mass of the component within the
volume of this flux averaging was used in the ORIGEN calculation.

The average fast and resonance fluxes in the specified volume
was calculated in the following way. The interval with thermal
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TABLE 6

WIMS-CRNL INPUT DATA FOR NPD CELL CALCULATION

REGION

Fuel Pin Fuel

Fuel Pin Gas Cap

Fuel Pin Clad

First Fuel Ring
(Includes I Fuel Pin and
Surrounding Coolant)

Second Fuel Ring
(Includes 6 Fuel Pins and
Surrounding Coolant)

Third Fuel Ring
(Includes 12 Fuel Pins and
Surrounding Coolant)

Coolant

Coolant Tube

Gas Cap

CalandriaTube

Moderator

* 1/2 of lattice pitch

MATERIALS

INNER
RADIUS (CM)

0.0

0.7176

0.7245

0.0

0.81024

2.4125

3.94

4.1224

4.5466

5.08

5.2172

OUTER
RADIUS (CM)

0.7176

0.7245

0.7625

0.81024

2.4125

3.94

4.1224

4.5466

5.08

5.2172

13.0175*

Fuel Pin Fuel

Fuel Pin Gas Cap

Fuel Pin Clad

Coolant

Coolant Tube

Gas Cap

CalandriaTube

Moderator

Endcap
(3.9% of Volume
from 0.0 lo 4.1224
cm radius)

DENSITY
(g/cm3)

10.6

0.0014

6.44

0.8533

6.44

0.0014

2.68

1.0874

1.705

TEMPERA-
TURE (K)

583.16

537.66

537.66

537.66

537.66

338.66

338.66

338.66

337.66

COMPOSITION (wi%)

16011.85 a 4 U 0.00476
236U 0.627 238U 87.52
4 Hcl00
91Zr99.71 56Fe0.16
slCr0.11

>H0.02792H20.07
16079.91

"Zr99.7156Fe0.16
slCr0.11
4Hc 100
27AI 100

'H0.0279 :H20.07
"OT9.9I

'H0.O0935 2H6.72
16026.78
"Zi66.3056Fe0.1t
51Cr0.07

TABLE 7

NPD POWER HISTORY MODEL

INTERVAL
NUMBER

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

YEARS
INCLUDED

IN INTERVAL

1962 - 1964

1965 -1967

1968 -1970

1971 - 1973

1974 -1976

1977 -1979

1980-1982

1983 -1985

1986

1987

NUMBER OF
DAYS IN

INTERVAL

823

1095

1096

1096

1096

1096

1095

1096

365

145

AVERAGE
FISSION

POWER (MW)

53.2

62.3

50.9

46.4

84.7

61.4

78.7

67.3

76.8

72.5

FRACTION
OF FULL
POWER

0.540

0.633

0.517

0.471

0.860

0.623

0.799

0.684

0.780

0.736

neutron tlux closest to the average thermal neutron flux of the
specified volume was located. The ratios of fast and resonance
fluxes to thermal flux in that interval was taken to be representative
of the entire volume and used to calculate fast and resonance
neutron fluxes which were used in the OR1GEN calculations.

The full power neutron fluxes used for ORIGEN reference are
given in Table 8. The material and mass used for the components
in the ORIGEN calculations are given in Table 9. The elemental
compositions of the different materials used in the ORIGEN
calculations are given in Table 10. The composition of the metals
were based on ASTM/ASME materials specifications. The
composition of the concrete was taken from Reference 5. The
niobium, silver, and europium concentrations in the steels were
taken from Reference 6. The cobalt concentrations assumed for the
aluminum, zirconium, and steels were 200 ppm, 200 ppm, and
500 ppm respectively. The cobalt concentration in the concrete was
based on the average cobalt concentration in the earth's crust.

TABLE 8

INPUT FOR ORIGEN ACTIVATION CALCULATIONS

COMPONENT

Coolant Tubes

Calandria Tubes

Calandria Walls:
Inner Radial
Outer Radial
Inner Axial
Outer Axial

End Reflecior Sieppcd
Tube

End Fillings

Tube End Supports

Closure Plug
Assemblies

Fuel Lalch Assemblies

Fuel Spacer Sleeves

Radial Conureic

Axial Concrclc

FULL POWER NEUTP.ON FLUXES FOR
ORIGEN (n/cm2 .s)

FAST

7.20(12)

THERMAL'

4.47(13)

4.47(13)

RESONANCE

2.85(13)

2.62(13)

2.25(13)
2.14(8)
1.42(13)
2.39(9)

4.76(12)

4.96(10)

1.53(9)

1.15(7)

2.70(10)

8.45(10)

3.35(7)

7.71(5)

2.16(9)
8.14(6)
1.90(12)
2.45(9)

2.84(11)

3.45(10)

2.60(9)

1.04(9)

4.10(9)

9.71(9)

7.55(6)

6.43(6)

5.29(12)

1.99(8)
5.36(6)
2.30(11)
1.13(9)

7.47(10)

1.84(10)

8.55(9)

1.27(8)

2.79(9)

6.10(9)

3.37(6)

5.06(5)

Full power is defined as 98.5 MW

Definition of Neutron Energy Groups
Thermal En < 0.414 ev
Resonance 0.414 ev < En < 0.821 Mev
Fast E n > 0.821 Mev

RESULTS

The calculated inventories of the important long-lived
radioisotopes in each component type are given in Tables 11 to 22.

DISCUSSION

It should be noted that the total radioactivity in each component
falls by nearly a factor of 100 over a period of 50 years.

In the coolant tubes, calandria tubes, calandria component1! and
end reflector stepped tubes, total activity is initially dominated by
55Fe and 60Co. After these decay to about 10"3 of their initial
strengths at 30 and 50 years respectively, the most abundant
radioisotopes are 14C and "Ni . The steel components' (end fittings,
tube end supports, closure plug assemblies, fuel latches, spacer
sleeves) radioactive behaviour is similar. Initially dominated by
55Fe and 60Co, the important long lived radioisotopes include
i08mAg a n d iu8A g -j^g c i o s u r e piUgs and fue] inches also have high
MNi activity. The concrete activity is again initially dominated by
35Fe and 6(JCo. The important long lived concrete radioisotopes
include 14C, 39Ar, and 4ICa.
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TABLE9

INPUT FOR ORIGEN ACTIVATION CALCULATIONS

COMPONENT

Coolant Tubes

Calandna Tubes

Calandria Walls:
Inner Radial
Outer Radial
Inner Axial
Outer Axial

End Reflector Stepped
Tube

End Finings

Tube End Supports

Closure Plug Assemblies

Fuel Latch Assemblies

Fuel Spacer Sleeves

Radial Concrete

Axial Concrete

MATERIAL
ASSUMED FOR
CALCULATION

ZircaJoy-Il

Aluminium

Aluminium

SS41O

Carbon Steel

SS17-4

SS17-4

SS41O

Ilmenite Concrete

Umenite Concrete
TABLE 10

ESTIMATED MASS
FOR ACTIVATION

CALCULATION (kg)

3.83(3)

6.02(2)

9.33(2)
2.12(3)
2.55(2)
1.22(3)

3.81(2)

1.29(3)

7.74(3)

3.13(3)

4.62(2)

6.47(2)

2.06(4)

1.89(4)

COMPOSITIONS OF NPD REACTOR AND SHIELD
MATERIALS

CONCENTRATION (wt%)

ELEMENT

Hydrogen
Bon»
Cufcon
Niuofen
O*y|en
M^nenum
Aluminum
Silicon
Phosphorus
Suitor
Chlorine
Cildum
TiUuiium
Vinidium
ChtDfnium

Iron
Cobdl
Nickel
Copper

2nT
Zirconitun
Niobium
Mdyb-
denum
Silver
Cadmium
Tin
Europium
Hafnium
Tanulum
Tunfilen
Leid
Thorium
Unnitun

HRCA-
Loy.n

C002
0.00005
0.05
0.009
0.14
0.002
0.008
0.01

0.002

0.005
0.005

0.005
0.2
0.002
0.08
0.005

98.0

0.005

0.00005
1.7

0.02

0.01
0.01

0.0004

ALUMINUM

0.009

2 8
96.0
0.45

0.10
0.4S
0.002

0.10
0.10

0.05

STAIN-
LESS

STEEL
SS410

0.15

050
0.04

am

12,0
1.0

86.18
0.05

0.01

0.04

3x10*

STAIN-
LESS

STEEL
SS17-4

0.O7

1.0

16.5
1.0

73.03
0.05
4.0
4.0

0.01

0.04

3*1(H

03

CARBON
STEEL

0.32

0.30
0.04
0.05

0.90
98.29
0.05

0.01

0.04

3x10-*

ILME-
NITB
CON-

CRETE

023

35.0
1.8
1.9
25

4.7
19.0

35.0
0.0023

0.0012
0.0004

CONCLUSIONS

A detailed radioisotopic of theinventory for each
previously-mentioned reactor components now exists.

We have not been made aware of radioisotopic measurements
that have been made for any of the components. In addition,
radiation measurements inside the reactor vault have not been made
available to us. Therefore, we do not have experimental verification
of our results.

TABLE 11

TOTAL COOLANT TUBE ACTIVITY (Bq)

YEARS AFTER REACTOR SHUTDOWN

ISOTOPE 1 5 10 30 50 100

3H
14 C
36 Cl
54 Mn
55 Fe
60 Co
59 Ni
63 Ni
65 Zn
93 Zr

108-Ag
113 Sn
119-Sn
121 "Sn
125 "Te
182 Ta

9.48 (8)«
1.13(12)
Z53(10)
5.18(11)
134(14)
3.06(14)
1.71(11)
3.34(13)
1.25(11)
ZOO (11)
832(10)
3.81 (6)
1.10(13)
111 (14)
5.18(11)
186(13)
5.48(12)

7.57 (8)
1.13 (12)
2.53 (10)
1.83(10)
4.60(13)
1.80(14)
1.71 (11)
3.24(13)
2.00 (9)
2.00(11)
1.03(11)
3.72 (6)
1.64 (9)
3.67(12)
5.00(11)
1.02(13)
8.21 (8)

5.70 (8)
1.13(12)
253 (10)
2.80 (8)
1.2! (13)
934(13)
1.71(11)
3.11 (13)
1.14 (7)
2.00(11)
1.22(11)
3.62 (6)
2.72 (4)
232(10)
4.77(11)
2.83 (12)
149 (6)

1.85 (8)
1.13(12)
2.53(10)
1.56 (1)
5.87(10)
6.70(12)
1.71(11)
Z68(13)

5.99 (7)
1.13 (12)
2.53 (10)

2.83 (8)
4.80(11)
1.71 (11)
231 (13)

Z00 (11) 2.00(11)
1.66(11) 1.80(1!)
3.24 (6) 2.90 (6)

3.71 (1)
3.98(11) 331(11)
1.67(10) 9.84 (!)
1.49 (6) 149 (6)

3.58 (6)
1.12(12)
2.53 (10)

4.61 (2)
6.60 (8)
1.70(11)
1.59 (13)

2.00(11)
1.88(11)
2.21 (6)

2.10(11)
2.62 (2)
1.49 (6)

TOTAL 1.22(15) 3.23(14) 1.54(14) 3.58(13) 2.56(13) 1.77(13)

* 9.48 (8) = 9.48 xlO 8

TABLE 12

TOTAL CALANDRIA TUBE ACTIVITY (Bq)

YEARS AFTER REACTOR SHUTDOWN

ISOTOPE 1 10 30 50 100

3H
14 C
54 Mn
55 Fe
60 Co
63 Ni
65 Zn

TOTAL

1.60 (6)
2.36(11)
1.92(11)
6.22(13)
5.70(13)
1.80(10)
1.83 (13)

1.38(14)

1.28 (6)
2.36 (11)
6.77 (9)
2.14(13)
3.37(13)
1.75(10)
2.94(11)

5.57(13)

9.65 (5)
2.36 (11)
1.04 (8)
5.64(12)
1.74(13)
1.68(10)
1.67 (9)

2.34(13)

3.12 (5)
234(11)
5.75 (0)
2.72(10)
1.25(12)
1.45(10)
1.77 (0)

1.53(12)

1.01 (5)
2.34 (11)

-
1.32 (8)
8.96(10)
1.25(10)

-

3.37(11)

6.06 (3)
2.34 (11)

_
2.14 (2)
1.23 (8)
8.54 (9)

-

2.41(11)

In part, because of the results of this work, much of the
contamination at NPD is thought to be in the form of 55Fe and " t o .
The decommissioning plan (Reference 1) places the reactor vault
inside a restricted access containment boundary. This calls for a
50-year delay (appropriate to allow the decay of 55Fe and '"Co)
before extensive decontamination and dismantling of structures
inside the containment boundary to begin.

Much of the uncertainty in the long lived inventories arises from
assumed concentrations of important impurities such as cobalt and
silver. These concentrations are based on a few reported
measurements, and should be regarded as representing an upper
bound in the concentrations of impurities and the radioisotopes
which result from their activation. The work reported here
demonstrates the importance of measuring these trace impurities in
components before installation for decommissioning purposes.
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TABLE 13

TOTAL ACTIVITY IN AXIAL CALANDRIA END WALLS
(Bq)

INNER

YEARS AFTER REACTOR SHUTDOWN

ISOTOPE I 10 30 50 100

1.80 (4) 1.36 (4) 4.39 (3) 1.42 (3) 8.49 (1)
4.03(10) 4.02(10) 4.01(10) 4.00(10) 3.98(10)
1.60 (8) 2.46 (6) -
3.62(12) 9.51(11) 4.60 (9) 2.23 (7) 3.63 (1)

6.91(12) 3.58 (12) 2.56(11) 1.84(10) 2.52 (7)
4.65 (8) 4.48 (8) 3.85 (8) 3.31 (8) 2.28 (8)
4.60(10) 2.62 (8) -

TOTAL 2.51(13) 1.06(13) 4.57(12) 3.01(11) 5.88(10) 4.00(10)

3H
14 C
54 Mn
55 Fe
59 Fe
60 Co
63 Ni
65 Zn

235 (4)
4.03(10)
4.54 (9)
1.05(13)
1.68 (9)
1.17(13)
4.79 (8)
2.87(12)

TABLE 14

TOTAL RADIAL CALANDRIA SHELL ACTIVATION (Bq)

YEARS AFTER REACTOR SHUTDOWN

INNER

ISOTOPE 1 5 10 30 50 100

3H
14 C
54 Mn
55 Fe
59 Fc
60 Co
63 Ni
65 Zn

INNER
TOTAL

2.46 (5)
2.33(11)
1.43 (7)
6.01 (13)
1.04(10)
6.08(13)
1.31 (8)
1.64(13)

1.38(14)

1.98 (5) 1.48 (5) 4.80 (4) 1.55 (4) 9.29 (2)
2.33(11) 232(11) 2.32(11) 2.31(11) 2.30(11)
5.04 (5) 7.73 (3) -
2.07(13) 5.46(12) 2.64(10) 1.27 (S) 2.07 (2)
1.75 (0) -
3.59(13) 1.86(13) 1.33(12) 9.56(10) 1.31 (8)
1.27 (8) 1.22 (8) 1.05 (8) 9.05 (7) 6.18 (7)
2.63(11) 1.50 (9) 1.58 (0) -

1.38(14) 5.70(13) 2.43(13) 1.59(12) 3.27(11) 2.30(11)

OUTER

YEARS AFTER REACTOR SHUTDOWN

ISOTOPE 1 5 10 30 50 100

14 C 3.30 (7) 3.30 (7) 3.30 (7) 3.29 (7) 3.28 (7) 3.26 (7)
54 Mn 1.09 (8) 3.86 (6) 5.92 (4) -
55 Fe 8.92 (9) 3.07 (9) 8.10 (8) 3.91 (6) 1.89 (4) -
59Fe 1.30 (6) -
60 Co 1.28(10) 753 (9) 3.90 (9) 2.79 (8) 2.00 (7) 2.75 (4)
b3Ni 1.18 (7) 1.15 (7) 1.11 (7) 9.52 (6) 8.19 (6) 5.62 (6)
65 Zn Z60 (9) 4.16 (7) 2.37 (5) -

OUTER 2.44(10) 1.07(10) 4.57 (9) 3.26 (8) 6.10 (7) 3.83 (7)
TOTAL

YEARS AFTER REACTOR SHUTDOWN

OUTER

ISOTOPE 1 5 10 30 50 100

14 C 5.08 (6) 5.08 (6) 5.08 (6) 5.07 (6) 5.05 (6) 5.02 (6)
54 Mn 8.94 (5) 3.16 (4) 4.86 (2) -
55 Fe 1.33(9) 4.57(8) 121(8) 5.82(5) 2.82(3) -
59Fc 1.86 (5) -
60Co 1.69 (9) 1.00 (9) 5.18 (8) 3.71 (7) 2.66 (6) 3.66 (3)
63 Ni 9.88 (4) 9.65 (4) 9.26 (4) 8.00 (4) 6.86 (4) 4.71 (4)
65 Zn 3.51 (8) 5.62 (6) 3.21 (4) -

OUTER 3.38(9) 1.47(9) 6.44(8) 428(7) 7.78(6) 5.08(6)
TOTAL
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TABLE 15

TOTAL END REFLECTOR STEPPED TUBE ACTIVITY (Bq)

YEARS AFTER REACTOR SHUTDOWN

ISOTOPE 1 5 10 30 50 100

3 H 1.19 (3) 9.48 (2) 7.15 (2) 2.32 (2) 7.51 (1) 4.48 (0)
14 C 2.02(10) 2.02(10) 2.02(10) 2.02(10) 2.01(10) 2.00(10)
54 Mn 2.23 (9) 7.88 (7) 1.21 (6) -
55Fe 5.28(12) 1.82(12) 4.79(11) 2.32 (9) 1.12 (T) 1.82 (1)
59 Fe 7.67 (8) -
60Co 6.44(12) 3.80(12) 1.97(12) 1.41(11) 1.01(10) 1.39 (7)
63 Ni 2.45 (8) 2.38 (8) 2.29 (8) 1.97 (8) 1.69 (8) 1.16 (8)
65 Zn 1.41(12) 2.26(10) 1.29 (8) -

TOTAL 1.31(13) 5.66(12) 2.47(12) 1.64(11) 3.04(10) 2.01(10)
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TABLE 16

TOTAL END FITTING ACTIVITY (Bq)

YEARS AFTER REACTOR SHUTDOWN

ISOTOPE 1 5 10 30 50 100

TABLE 19

TOTAL FUEL LATCH ACTIVITY (Bq)

YEARS AFTER REACTOR SHUTDOWN

ISOTOPE 1 5 10 30 50

3H
14 C
54 Mn
55 Fe
59 Fe
60 Co
63 Ni
94 Nb

108 Ag
108 "Ag
152 Eu

3.48 (1)
7.78 (5)
3.59(11)
3.60(14)
5.06(10)
6.01 (13)
3.72 (2)
2.29 (8)
1.51 (10)
1.51 (11)
2.39 (8)

2.78 (1)
7.78 (5)
1.27(10)
1.24(14)
8.50 (0)
334(13)
3.61 (2)
229 (8)
1.48(10)
1.48(11)
1.89 (8)

2.10 (1)
7.78 (5)
1.95 (8)
3.27(13)

1.83(13)
3.47 (2)
2.29 (8)
1.44(10)
1.44(11)
1.42 (8)

6.79 (0)
7.76 (5)
1.08 (1)
3.27(13)

-
131 (12)
2.99 (2)
2.29 (8)
1.29(10)
1.29(11)
4.47 (7)

2.20 (0)
7.74 (5)

_
7.63 (8)

-
9.42(10)
2.57 (2)
2.29 (8)
1.16(10)
1.16(11)
1.41 (7)

-
7.69

_
1.24

-
1.30
1.76
2.29
8.81

(5)

(3)

(8)
(2)
(8)
(9)

8.81 (10)
7.84 (5)

14 C
55 Fe
59 Fe
60 Co
59 Ni
63 Ni
65 Zn
94 Nb

108 Ag
108 "Ag
152 Eu
182 Ta

7.10
1.16
8.34

(3)
(9)
(8)

1.18 (12)
1.84 (9)
2.43(11)
1.11
4.66
2.99
2.99
1.54

(7)
(6)
(8)
(9)
(7)

2.56(11)

7.10
3.98

(3)
(8)

6.99(11)
1.84 (9)
2.36(11)
1.78
4.66
2.92
2.92
1.22
3.82

(5)
(6)
(8)
(9)
(7)
(7)

7.09
1.05

(3)
(8)

3.62(11)
1*1 (9)
2.28 (11)
1.01
4.66
2.84
2.84
9.17
634

(3)
(6)
(8)
(9)
(6)
(2)

TOTAL 4.22(14) 1.60(14) 5.12(13) 1.61(12) 2.22(11) 9.72(10)

TABLE 17

TOTAL TUBE END SUPPORT ACTIVITY (Bq)

YEARS AFTER REACTOR SHUTDOWN

50ISOTOPE

14 C
54 Mn
55 Fe
59 Fe
60 Co
94 Nb

108 Ag
108 «>Ag
152 Eu

1

3.03 (4)
1.15(11)
6.57(12)
1.01 (9)
1.19(12)
7.48 (6)
3.17 (8)
3.17 (9)
1.32 (7)

10 30 100

3.03 (4) 3.03 (4) 3.02 (4) 3.01 (4) 2.99 (4)
4.05 (9) 6.22 (7) 3.44 (0) -
2.26(12) 5.96(11) 2.88 (9) 1.39 (7) 2.26 (1)

7.03(11) 3.64(11)
7.48 (6) 7.47 (6)
3.11 (8) 3.02 (8)
3.11 (9) 3.02 (9)
1.05 (7) 7.87 (6)

Z61(10)
7.47 (6)
2.71 (7)
2.71 (9)
2.48 (6)

1.87 (9)
7.46 (6)
Z43 (8)
2.43 (9)
7.81 (5)

2.57 (6)
7.45 (6)
1.85 (8)
1.85 (9)
4.35 (4)

TOTAL 7.93(12) 2.97(12) 9.63(11) 3.19(10) 4.56(9) 2.04(9)

TABLE 18

TOTAL CLOSURE PLUG ASSEMBLY ACTIVITY (Bq)

YEARS AFTER REACTOR SHUTDOWN

ISOTOPE

14 C
55 Fe
59 Fe
58 Co
60 Co
59 Ni
63 Ni
65 Zn
94 Nb

108 Ag
108 ™Ag
152 Eu
182 Ta

1

Z37 (2)
Z06 (7)
2.05 (7)
3.49 (8)
5/43(10)
2.34 (7)
3.22 (9)
1.71 (3)
7.00 (5)
1.67 (7)
1.67 (8)
1.68 (5)
1.33(11)

10 30 50 100

237 (2) 2.36 (2) 2.36 (2) 2.35 (2) 2.34 (2)
7.10 (6) 1.87 (6) 9.05 (3) 4.37 (I) -

236 (2) -
3.21(10) 1.66(10)
234 (7) 2.34 (7)
3.13 (9) 3.01 (9)
2.74 (1) -
7.00 (5) 7.00 (5)
1.63 (7) 1.59 (7)
1.63 (8) 1.59 (8)
1.33 (5) 9.96 (4)
159 (7) 3.30 (2)

1.19 (9) 8.53 (7) 1.17 (5)
234 (7) 2.34 (7) 2.34 (7)
2.59 (9) 2.23 (9) 1.53 (9)

6.99 (5) 6.99 (5) 6.97 (5)
1.42 (7) 1.28 (7) 9.72 (6)
1.42 (8) 1.28 (8) 9.72 (7)
3.14 (4) 9.88 (3) 5.50 (2)

7.08 (3) 7.06 (3) 7.02 (3)
5.07 (5) 2.45 (3) -

2.59(10) 1.86 (9) 2.55 (6)
1.84 (9) 1.84 (9) 1.84 (9)
1.96(11) 1.68(11) 1.15(11)

4.66 (6) 4.6S (6) 4.65 (6)
2.55 (8) 2.29 (8) 1.74 (8)
2.55 (9) 2.29 (9) 1.74 (9)
2.89 (6) 9.10 (5) 5.06 (4)

TOTAL 1.71(12) 9.41(11) 5.94(11) 276(11) 1.75(1) 1.19(11)

TABUÎ20

TOTAL SPACER SLEEVE ACTIVITY (Bq)

YEARS AFTER REACTOR SHUTDOWN

ISOTOPE 1 5 10 30 50 100

14 C 6.77 (4) 6.77 (4) 6.77 (4) 6.77 (4) 6.77 (4) 6.77 (4)
54 Mn 6.07(10) 2.14 (9) 3.29 (7) 1.82 (0) -
55 Fe 3.12(13) 1.07(13) 2.83(12) 137(10) 6.62 (7) 1.08 (2)
59Fe 4.38 (9) -
60Co 5.25(12) 3.10(12) 1.60(12) 1.15(11) 8.24 (9) 1.13 (7)
94 Nb 2.04 (7) 2.04 (7) 2.04 (7) 2.04 (7) 2.03 (7) Z03 (7)

108 Ag 1.32 (9) 1.30 (9) 1.26 (9) 1.13 (9) 1.01 (9) 7.71 (8)
108mAg 1.32(10) 1.30(10) 1.26(10) 1.13(10) 1.01(10) 7.71 (9)
152 Eu 5.87 (7) 4.66 (7) 3.49 (7) 1.10 (7) 3.46 («.) 1.93 (5)

TOTAL 3.66(13) 1.39(13) 4.45(12) 1.41(11) 1.95(10) 8.51 (9)

TABLE 21

TOTAL RADIAL CONCRETE ACTIVITY (Bq)

YEARS AFTER REACTOR SHUTDOWN

ISOTOPE 1 S 10 30 50 100

3H
14 C
39 AT
41 Ca
54 Mn
55 Fe
60 Co

2.68 (4)
1.31 (6)
3.98 (5)
2.18 (7)
4.27 (8)
1.60(11)
3.09 (9)

2.14 (4)
130 (6)
3.93 (5)
2.18 (7)
1.51 (7)
5.50(10)
1.82 (9)

1.62 (4)
1.30 (6)
3.88 (5)
2.18 (7)
2.31 (5)
1.44(10)
9.40 (8)

5.24 (3) 1.70 (3) 1.02 (2)
1.30 (6) 1.30 (6) 1.29 (6)
3.68 (5) 3.50 (5) 3.08 (5)
2.18 (7) 2.18 (7) 2.18 (7)

7.00 (7) 339 (5) -
6.76 (7) 4.84 (6) 6.66 (3)

TOTAL 1.97(11) 3.55(10) 1.98(10) 3.96 (9) 2.48 (9) 1.66 (9) TOTAL 1.64(11) 5.68(10) 1.54(10) 1.61 (8) 2.86 (7) 2.34 (7)
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TABLt 22

TOTAL RND WALL CONCRETE ACTIVITY (Bq)

YEARS AFTER REACTOR SHUTDOWN

ISOTOPE 1 S 10 30 50 100

3 H 5.65 (2) 431 (2) 3.40 (2) 1.10 (2) 3.57 (1) 2.13 (0)
14 C 3.56 (4) 3.56 (4) 3.56 (4) 3.55 (4) 3.54 (4) 3.52 (4)
39 Ar 5.46 (4) 5.41 (4) 5.34 (4) 5.07 (4) 4.82 (4) 4.23 (4)
41 Ca 5.96 (5) 5.96 (5) 5.96 (5) 5.96 (5) 5.96 (5) 5.95 (5)
54 Mn 5.87 (7) 2.07 (6) 3.18 (4) -
55 Fe 4.55 (9) 1.57 (9) 4.13 (8) 2.00 (6) 9.53 (3) -
59Fe 7.98 (5) -
60 Co 1.51 (8) 8.91 (7) 4.61 (7) 330 (6) 2.37 (5) 3.26 (2)

TOTAL 4.80 (9) 1.66 (9) 4.60 (8) S.98 (6) 9.26 (5) 6.73 (5)
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ENVIRONMENT AND SAFETY ASSESSMENT ON THE CONCEPTUAL

DESIGN OF THE DSED FUEL DISPOSAL CENTRE

OCCUPATIONAL RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY ASSESSMENT

AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS

M. ZEYA AND D. PETRAS

Ontario Hydro
700 University Avenue

Toronto, Ontario H5G 1X6

SUHKARY

The Canadian concept for the disposal of used
nuclear fuel waste is to immobilize and emplace it in
a deep, underground, stable, geologic formation. An
occupational health and safety assessment for workers
at the Used Fuel Disposal Centre (UFDC) forms an
integral part of the preclosure environmental and
safety assessment. The radiological risks associated
with work activities at the UFDC were considered in
this analysis. The initial work for the assessment
consisted of collecting and collating applicable
experience and safe work practices from operating
nuclear reactors and other relèvent industries. Hazards
from work activities were identified, quantified and
assessed risks compared with standards established at
operating nuclear stations and other industries.

INTRODUCTION

The objective of the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste
Management Program has been described elsewhere /I/.
The acceptability of the concept will be scrutinized by
the appropriate regulatory authorities and scientific
and public bodies prior to optimization of the concept
or site selection.

The concept for the underground disposal of used
fuel is not new. Many countries that have established
nuclear programs are actively pursuing this option
/2,3/. Since the public radiation dose limit is more
restrictive than those for the atomic radiation
workers, safety assessments for used fuel repositories
generally focus on public radiation safety. Very
little information is available in the literature on
occupational radiation safety analysis of used fuel
disposal /V-

The Occupational Safety Assessment (OSA) of the Used
Fuel Disposal Centre activities forms part of the
preclosure environmental and safety assessment. The
radiological as well as non-radiological safety hazards
associated with the used fuel handling and disposal
were assessed, based on the available data. The
objective of this paper is to report the results of the
radiological safety hazards assessment at the UFDC. The
occupational safety assessment of the used fuel
transport was reported earlier /5/. The safety
assessment considered the time allocations for workers
to perform the disposal activities and radiation dose
rates projected for different work areas at the UFDC as
described in the AECL-UFDC reference document /I/.

There is a considerable amount of conservatism in the
dose rates and exposure times because the design is in
its preliminary conceptual phase. As a consequence,
radiation doses projected for UFDC workers in this
analysis are conservative. Radiation dose
optimization, as required by a good ALARA (As Low As
Reasonably Achievable, economic and social
considerations taken into account) Program has yet to
be carried out by the AECL. Therefore, this study will
not analyse whether the radiation doses projected for
the UFDC are ALARA or not.

USED FUEL DISPOSAL CENTRE

The Used Fuel Disposal Centre will consist of

(a) Surface Facilities
(b) Shaft and Hoisting Facilities
(c) Emplacement Area
(d) Underground Ancillary Facilities

The emplacement area, which is a system of rooms and
access drifts, would be situated 1000 m below surface,
in stable plutonic rock, and would be confined to an
area of approximately 2 km x 2 km. This area would be
accessed from surface at one end through the main shaft
group, comprising of the waste shaft, the service shaft
and the downcast ventilation shaft. It would be
connected to the surface by two upcast ventilation
shafts at the other end of the vault. Both shaft
groups would be located outside the container
emplacement limits. Figure 1 depicts an isometric view
of the vault. Details of description for the UFDC were
presented elsewhere /I/. The designed capacity of the
UFDC is 250,000 fuel bundles per year.

USED FUEL DISPOSAL ACTIVITIES

Surface Activities

Details of work activities at the UFDC were
described elsewhere /I/. These would consist of
receiving and unloading used fuel transportation casks
followed by moving the casks into the Cask Handling
Accessible Area where the radiological work for
disposal would commence. An overview of the used fuel
disposal process and the floor plan for the Used Fuel
Packaging Plant are shown in Figures 2 and 3
respectively.
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FIG. 1 VAULT ISOMETBIC

The transport cask would be lifted by means of a
scissor lift to a port in the Module Handling Cell
(MHC). There would be two remotely controlled robots
inside the Module Handling Cell to conduct specific,
highly precise and repetitive tasks. A robotic arm,
the emptying robot, would remove the lid of the
transport cask as well as the modules containing used
fuel. The fuel modules would then be placed on trolleys
to be transported to the Used Fuel Packaging Cell
(UFPC) through an air-lock. A second robot inside the
MHC, (stacking robot), would remove empty modules that
would be transferred from the UFPC into empty transporc
cask and replace its lid. The empty transport cask
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would then be disengaged from the MHC and transported
to the Eoipty Cask Storage Area. Empty transportation
casks would be decontaminated before being transferred
to nuclear generating stations.

Used fuel bundles contained inside the modules would
be removed by a robot inside the UFPC and
identification of serial numbers on
individual bundles would b« inspected. The fuel bundles
would then be placed inside baskets, which, in turn,
would be placed in titanium disposal containers. A
predetermined amount of particulate would be added to
the disposal container to immobilize the used fuel. A
mechanical arm would place the lid an the container
which would then be diffusion bonded. Following
ultrasonic inspection and helium leak tests, the
container would be placed inside a shielded cask to be
transported to the underground vau-'t. Used fuel
immobilization, welding, inspection and transport of
disposal containers out of the UFPC would be carried
out remotely by control room operators.

Underground Disposal Activities

Disposal containers would be placed inside shielded
casks before being moved to the vault. The unmanned
elevator inside the waste shaft would be used to
transport the shielded casks to the vault headfrarae
area. An overhead crane would be used to move the
shielded cask onto a converted 40 Mg nine truck which
will function as an underground transporter. The
transporter would move the shielded cask to a disposal
room where a shielded platform would be readied on top
of a bore hole. The disposal container would be lowered
into the bore hole which would be covered with compact
buffer material and silica sand. Disposal rooms would
be sealed once all the bore holes are filled.
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HAZARD EXPOSURE AND ANALYSIS

Standards, Targets and Guidelines

The objective of the occupational safety hazard
analysis was to assess the risks that would be
associated with the operation of the UFDC to its
workers. Also, the safety assessment will ensure that
the design of the facility and its principles of
operation would be established to provide workers with
a safe work environment. The standards of worker safety
at the UFDC must be equal to, or better than those
associated with other "safe" conventional occupations
such as service, trade or office work; namely, one
fatal incident per one-hundred million person-year.

Llnits on worker exposure to ionizing radiation were
established by the Atomic Energy Control Board of
Canada (AECB), a federal regulatory authority which
requires that no atomic radiation worker (ARW) be
exposed to radiation equivalent of 50 mSv over one year
period /6/. In order to ensure that regulatory dose
limits are not exceeded, there are administrative
limits for radiation exposure of 40 mSv per year (20
mSv per quarter) at Ontario Hydro /7/. It is possible
that this limit will be revised to 20 mSv in the near
future.

In addition, it is an organizational requirement
within the nuclear industry, to keep radiation
exposures "as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA)",
social and economic conditions taken into account.
Guidelines to assist in radiation dose optimization and
ALARA reviews are available in the literature /8/.
Ideally, high standards of safety established by
Ontario Hydro and Atomic Energy of Canada Limited,
should be considered as targets for the level of safety
at the UFDC.

Methodology for Hazards Assessment

The basic approach to the occupational safety
assessment of used fuel disposal is illustrated in
Figure 4. Tasks to be carried out by workers were
identified for each area of the UFDC. The hazards
associated with these tasks were identified. Hazards
were then quantified where possible. The magnitude of
radiological hazards were expressed as person- Sieverts.
The occupational risk assessment was then carried out,
based on the quantified data.

In the case of chronic radiological hazards,
estimates of external radiation dose rates at different
locations of the UFDC were made, based on experience,
measured values or theoretical calculations. Estimates
of airborne radionuclides and /or radiation hazards are
quantified where possible.

Frobablistic studies estimated the potential for
radiation accidents which could occur at the UFDC /9/.
The severity of these accidents can be estimated from
the consequence of failure analyses. The risk from
acute radiological hazards can be derived by
considering the probability of a radiation accident and
Its severity.

OCCUPATIONAL RADIATION SAFETY HAZARDS ASSESSMENT

Identified Radiological Hazards

Radiation from transportation casks containing the
used fuel would be the principal occupational
radiological hazard under the normal operational
conditions. External dose from gamma radiation would
be predominant. Radiation dose from beta, and to a
lesser extent, from neutron sources would also result
from work activities at the UFDC. Repairs and
maintenance of fuel handling equipment located inside
the module handling and used fuel packaging cells will
also add to radiation dose for workers.

Airborne radionuclides might be present in some
accessible areas of the disposal centre. Resuspension
of airborne radionuclides as well as loose
contamination from the surfaces of the casks would also
contribute towards the ambient radiation fields. The
full cask receiving area, the decontamination area, the
cask handling accessible area and the receiving pool
surge areas would be the areas where workers would be
exposed to radiological hazards from airborne and
surface contamination. Table I presents the extent of
contamination projected in the receiving pool surge
area. Operators who would be working in this area
would be exposed to the airborne hazard. The pathway
for exposure would be inhalation because the operators
would not be in personal protective clothing under
normal conditions.

Abnormal operational conditions at the UFDC were
postulated to assess the corresponding occupational
hazards /6/. The most serious accident scenario is the
situation where a full transport cask dropped onto the
floor of the cask handling accessible area due to the
failure in the scissors lift mechanism. Workers would
be exposed to airborne radionuclides emitted from
broken fuel elements. Table II lists the airborne
radionuclides that would be released under such
accident conditions. External radiation hazard is not
considered because fuel elements would still be inside
the transport cask.

The workers who took part in disposal activities
inside the underground vault would be exposed to
external radiation from shielded casks containing
disposal containers. Airborne hazard from
radionuclides would be negligible, as long as the
integrity of the welds on disposal containers are
intact. However, it is possible that defective welding
on some disposal containers might escape detection
during the process. The probability of such an
occurance was estimated to be 1 in 5000 containers
/10/. It is also remotely possible that these
containers might contain a defective used fuel element.
Emissions from these prematurely failed disposal
containers are listed in Table III. If undetected, the
airborne radionuclides would result in an occupational
hazard for workers because none of the workers are
expected to be in radiological protective clothing
under normal conditions.
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TABLE I

Projected Xaximun Air and Surface Concentrations in
the Receiving Pool Surge Storage Area

Radionuclide Concentration

Air (Bq/m3) Surface (Bq/m2)

3H
«fcr
"Sr

îzf16

«*Cs
137Cs
'"Ce

'«Eu
155Eu

a uPu
241pu

«C
55Fe
59N1

«Nb

1.1E-2
4.OE-1
2.8E-6
4.6E-8
2.1E-4
2.9E-8
5.8E-3
2.3E-1
3.7E-9
2.6E-7
2.4E-8
1.0E-8
3.9E-9
8.2E-9
1.1E-8
6.9E-7
1.4E-8
5.8E-10
1.3E-5
1.2E-10
3.4E-12
1.4E-12
4.5E-10
2.3E-10
O.OEO

TABLE II

3E-3
8E-2
6E-7
1E-8
5E-5
6E-9
2E-3
5E-2

8E-10
6E-8
5E-8
2E-9

8E-10
2E-9
3E-9
2E-8
3E-9

2E-10
3E-6
3E-11
7E-13
3E-13
9E-11
5E-13
OEO

Projected Airborne Kadionuclide Concentration
in the Module Handling Cell

After Accident

Radionuclide

Kr
9 0 S r

C
'"Ce
1*rPm
««Eu

Z«1pu

««Cm
«C

Ni
«Co
«Ni

Concentration

4
3
8
1
3
4
3
1
4
3
3
1
5
1
1
8
1

73
7
34
1
4
13

(Bq/n3)

.5E7

.7E8

.4E4

.4E3

.6E2

.8

.2E3

.3E5

.7E2

.3E4

.0E3

.3E3

.0E2

.0E3

.4E3

.8E4

.8E3

.OE-1

.OE-1

.5

nccn c
ui H»2ar« Asii ivnm tracts*

For tut Usfd Futl OliHttI Cfntrf

The worst case scenario for a radiological accident
occuring in the vault would be the situation where a
shielded cask containing a disposal container is
dropped down the waste shaft onto another shielded
cask. It is envisaged that most of the used fuel would
still be contained inside the disposal container,
except for the volatile fraction. Airborne radiation
hazard would result from such an accident. Table IV
illustrates the potential airborne emissions from such
an accident. Further analysis to support the assumed
consequences of such an accident are required.

Hazards Quantification

The chronic occupational radiological hazards
associated with UFDC operations would be gamma and to
a lesser extent, neutron radiation fields emitted from
the transport casks. The cask dose rates are limited
by the Atomic Energy Control Board Regulations to a
maximum of 0.1 raSv/h at 1 m and 2 mSv/h on contact
/ll/. Transport cask receiving activities and also
tasks related to the immobilization of used fuel at the
disposal centre would require workers to perform tasks
at various distances from the casks. Therefore, the
cask dose rates at these distances must be defined
prior to the hazards assessment. Estimates of external
radiation dose rates at various distances were listed
by Shetler /S/. After the used fuel is immobilized in
the disposal containers, these would be transported
from the used fuel packaging cell to the waste shaft
inside the shielded casks. Again, workers would be
exposed to small levels of radiation from shielded
casks.

Internal radiation doses for workers located inside
the receiving pool surge area from chronic airborne
emissions, can be estimated by multiplying the exposure
hours with the dose conversion factors for different
radionuclides present /12/.
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TABLE III

Projected Release Races of
Eadionuclldes From Prematurely Failed

Disposal Containers and Airborne Concentration

Radionuclide Maximum Release Rate Concentration in
EmplacementPanel

Bq/year Bq/year

"Se

85Kr

4.7E5
8.9ES
1.6E11
9.6E9
4.5E4
2.4E9

2E-4
2E-5
38
3

1E-2
6

TABLE IV

Projected Airborne Radionuclide Concentration
in the Vault Headfrane Area

After Accident

Radionuclide Concentration
Bq/m3

H
«Kr
»°Sr

*Ca

1M,
1«7P|

Ce
•7Pm

'MEu
15sEu
2Mpu

s»Pu
»°Pu
241pu
241Am
««Cm
«C
55Fe
»«I
"Co
«Ni

5.5E7
4.2E8
1.0E5
1.7E3
4.4E2
6
3.9E3
1.6E5
5.8E2
4.1E4
3.8E3
1.6E3
6.2E2
3E3
8E3
1E5
2E3
1E2

3E-1
5.E-1
17

Occupational radiation dose to workers resulting
from a radiological accident was estimated. The
accident was postulated to occur when the scissors lift
failed inside the Cask Handling Accessible Area. The
full transport cask would drop onto the floor releasing
airborne radionuclides. Under the postulated accident
scenario, the external dose would be negligable because
the used fuel would be contained inside the
transportation cask. The pathway for the radiation dose
would be inhalation. The occupational dose resulting
from this accident scenario was estimated to be 16.5
mSv per person.

Sources of radiation for workers engaged in the
disposal activities inside the vault are considered to
be shielded casks and groundshine from boreholes into
which disposal containers are buried. External
radiation doses from the shielded casks and boreholes
were calculated as part of the occupational safety
assessment.

Airborne radionuclides which'include radon daughters
and emissions from the prematurely failed disposal
containers would contribute towards the internal
radiation dose. It Is assumed that the ventilation
system for all underground areas would be suiTf icient to
control the concentration of radon daughters so that
lung doses to workers would be negligible. Disposal
containers that had failed prematurely will result in
radionuclide emissions Into the underground vault
atmosphere. Occupational radiation dose resulting from
inhaling airborne radionuclides was assessed.

An accident situation would result if a shielded
cask was dropped down the waste shaft onto another
shielded cask. Radionuclide emissions from the used
fuel would impart internal radiation dose to workers
via inhalation. The resulting dose was estimated to be
20.5 mSv per worker. As noted earlier, the
consequences of this scenario require further review.
Table V shows the occupational radiation dose
associated with normal operations at the Used Fuel
Disposal Centre.

From Table V, it is evident that the above ground
work activities (used fuel immobilization) at the UFDC
would be more dose intensive compared to the
underground (disposal) activities. This is to be
expected because workers would be performing tasks in
close proximity to transport casks full of used fuel at
the front end of the used fuel packaging process.
Following the immobilization in solid particulate
matrix, the radiation dose rate emanating from the used
fuel decreased. The underground disposal activities
are not expected to be labour intensive. Therefore,
lower dose rate level : *nd lower labour hours reflected
in the lower overall dose estimates for underground
activities.
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TABLE V

oisrasM. carre «ourlet C K U T I O M - muti post ESTIMATES

Area/Activity Person-hour

per rear

Distant* from

Cask

( «

DOM Hate

(aSv/hr>

Estimated Annual

Dose Equivalent

(•Sv>

Used ruai Packaging Plant:

Transporter Shipping/Receiving Area

a) Damai Operation

b) Servie* l Maintenance

c) «epetrs

Full Cask Laydoun Area

*) Nonaal Operation

b> Service t Maintenance

O «.«pairs

Decontamination Are*

a) Monael Operation

bl Service 8 Maintenance

c) ««pain

Espty Cask Laydoun Area

a) Montai oper. tion

b) Service l Maintenance

c) Repairs

Cask Kandlins Accessibla Ara*

al «oral Operation

M Service « Maint

O Kepairs

nodule Handling cell

a) Kepairs

Surge Storage Receiving Pool

a) Horaal Opération

b) Service t Maintenance

c) Repeirs

Control ROOM

* ) nome! Operation

b) Service t Maintenance

c) Repairs

1S7.6

781.67

0
187.6

687.9

703.S

10810

350

28

9.4

0

0

197.4

48.57

70.5
3680

42

28

29.77
70.5

23.5

45.43

32.9

81.17

7360

M
28

2530

M
28

343.91

859.(3
0

859.83
781.67

2032.33

7360

42

2»

0.5
1

2
3
5

10

MF

AIF
« F

0.5
1

2

3

5
10

ARF

ARF

AtF

0.5
1

2

3
9

10

ARF

ARF

AXF

4*F
MF

« F

0.5

1

2
3
5

10

AtF

« F

AtF

0.0345
0.027

0.0142

0.008
0.0035

0.001

0.02

0.02
0.02

0.0345

0.027

0.0142

0.008

0.003S
0.001

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.03*5

0.027

0.0142

0.008

0.0035

0.0O1

0.0025
0.0025

0.0025

0.O025
0.0025

0.0025

0.0345

0.027
0.0142
0.008

0.0035

0.001

0.05

0.05

0.05

6.47

21.11
0.00

1 50

2.41

0.70

21S.20

7.00

0.56

0.32

0.00

0.00

1.58
0.17

0.07

368.00

4.20

2.80

1.03

1.90

0.33

0.36

0.12

0.08
18.40

0.21
0.07

6.33

0.21
0.07

11.87

23.22

0.00
6.88
2.74

2.03

368.00

2.10

1.40

0.25 29.25

5060
175
14

37950

100
14

ARF

ARF

ARF

ARF

ARF

ARF

0.005

0.005

0.005

0.0025

0.0025

0.0025

25.30

0.88
0.07

94.88

0.25

0.04
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TABLE V (concluded)

USED FUEL DISPOSAI. CHIME MUTIHt OKMTIIMS - MWUAl POSE ESTIMTE5

Area/Activity Person-hour

ptr r«ar

Distinct f r o *

Calk

(•>

Do** M M

(aSv/hr)

Estimated «mu«l

Dose Equivalent

<«Sv>

Access & Maintenance ftoca

a) Morwal Operation

Basket/Container-Front End

a) Kormt Operation
b) Service & Maintenance
c) Repairs

Basket/Containcr-lack End
a) donnai Operation
b) Service t Maintenance
c) Repairs

Keadfrme Surge storage Pool

a} MomaL Operation

b) Service ft Maintenance

c) Repairs

Kaadf raaa Area
a) Montai Operation

b) Service t Maintenance

c) t«pairs

3680
100

u

1380

100
14

4830

175
14

293.92

951.27

9430

42

42

ADF
MF

MF

« F

MF
MF

ARF

MF

MF

0.3
1

MF

MF

MF

0.0025

0.0025
0.0025

0.025

0.025

0.025

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.02
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02

9.20
0.25
0.04

34.50
2.50
0.35

57.96
2.10
0.17

5.88
9.51

188.60

0.84

0.34

Transport of Disposal Containers

a) Noneal Operation

Effplaceaent of Disposal Containers

a) Horaal Operation

406.12
1291.37

11730

1380

1099.15

2429.7
B797.5

0.3
1

MF
MF

0.3

1

MF

0.02
0.O1

0.02
0.0007

0.02
0.01

0.0007

8.12
12.91

234.60
0.97

21.98
24.30
6.16

Summary of Dose Estimates

The following table (Table VI) presents the annual
dose estimates for routine a c t i v i t i e s expected carr ied
out by the UFDC employees. In addition to dose
estimates for normal operations, service and
maintenance a c t i v i t i e s as well as repair operations are
included.

TABLE VI

SUMMARY OF DOSE ESTIMATES - NORMAL OPERATIONS

Activity Estimated Annual
Dose Equivalent

Operations

Service and Maintenance
Repairs

2113
21
36

Based on the data provided in Table VI and
assumptions made for the occupational safety analysis,
the maximum individual external doses that could be
received by workers at the UFDC are listed as follows:

Management and Professionals 19.70 mSv/year
Engineer/Technical (Operators) 22.85 mSv/year
Trades (Mechanics) 16.60 mSv/year

Support Staff 6.00 mSv/year
(Service maintainers, sheet
metal workers)

The radiation doses estimated above, although very
conservative, are lower than the regulatory dose limits
of 50 mSv per year for atomic radiation vorkers in
Canada. In addition, the annual dose equivalent
projected for the professionals exceeds that for
mechanics. This is a consequence of assigning a large
number of person-hours to supervise field work. Such
a situation is consistent with a work environment where
research and development is carried out. The
supervisors would take active part in hands-on work to
develop and optimize field work procedures. However,
when the used fuel disposal process becomes routine,
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the UFDC would resemble a production facility where the
operators could carry out their tasks with minimum
supervision. As a result, the annual dose equivalent
projected for the professionals would be much lower.

It is envisaged that the UFDC, under a production
environment, would would have its dose distribution
different from that listed above. The results of the
dose distribution at the UFDC was re-analysed to
reflect the production facility environment, based on
experience at the Ontario Hydro nuclear power stations.
Assuming that the UFDC operation hours are constant and
further assuming that operators collectively distribute
their times in work areas of 0.025 mSv/h and 0.0025
mSv/h dose rates, the following dose distribution
results-

Management and Professionals 0.31 mSv/year
Engineer/Technical (Operators) 2.20 mSv/year
Control Maintainers (Electricians) 3.76 mSv/year
Mechanical Maintainers (Mechanics) 11.85 mSv/year
Support Staff 0.56 mSv/year

The estimated annual dose equivalent for the UFDC
operations (production facility environment) is 1320
person-mSv per year.

It should be noted that both AECL and Ontario Hydro
have the capability and technical expertise to perform
the tasks associated with the used fuel disposal
without compromising workers' health and safety. AECL
personnel have moved 22,000 used fuel bundles from the
Douglas Point Nuclear Generating Station. The used
fuel was transferred from trays to fuel baskets
manually by operators using long handled tools. The
baskets were lifted into a shielded work station where
the baskets and fuel bundles were spray washed, dried
and welded. Welding was performed remotely as directed
by the control program. After inspecting the welds, the
baskets were placed inside shielded transport casks and
moved into concrete canisters for dry storage. The
entire operation was completed in 18 months with the
total occupational dose expendature of 0.03 Sv (3 rem)
/13/.

RADIOLOGICAL RISKS

The biological effects of ionizing radiation have
been a topic of studies by scientists for a number of
years /14/. The effects are more obvious when large
amounts of acute radiation are given to laboratory
animals. However, the doses involved are very much
higher than the current radiological dose limits for
atomic radiation workers. For acute doses of less than
0.1 Sv (10 rem), the effect is less clear. The
uncertainty is more pronounced when chronic low
radiation dose is involved. However for estimating
radiological risks, to be conservative, a non-threshold
linear dose effect is widely accepted. This implies
that radiation effects are zero only at zero dose and
increase linearly with increasing dose.

The International Commission on Radiological
Protection (ICRP) has, in its document ICRP - 26 /15/,
confirmed the linear hypothesis as a mechanism for
conservatively estimating cancer risks at low doses.
For the purpose of radiation protection involving
exposed individuals, the nominal mortality probability
for radiation induced fatalities (somatic and generic)
is conservatively estimated as 1.65 x 10"2 per sievert.
The figure represents the mean value during a working
life from 18 to 65 years of age at constant exposure
for all ages and sexes.

If the same scenario is assumed in the Used Fuel
Disposal Centre as it is at Ontario Hydro's nuclear
power stations, the mean risk value of 1.65 x 10"^ per
millisievert (mSv) can be deduced. Using the ICRP risk
factor, the chronic radiological risks associated with
the used fuel disposal is estimated to be less than 1
fatality per 100 million person-hours worked.

The following table (Table VII) illustrates
fatality risks from the occupational radiological
exposure at the UFDC in comparison to other
occupational activities at traditionally "safe"
industries in Ontario /16/.

TABLE VII

Ontario Industrial Fatality Risks

Industry Fatality Risks
x 10*8person-hours

Transportation, Communication
and Utilities
Agriculture
Public Administration
Manufacturing
Trade
UFDC workers

20
15
12
2
1
1

Source: Reference 16

CONCLUSIONS

An occupational radiation safety assessment was
conducted on worker activities at a conceptual Used
Fuel Disposal Centre proposed by the Atomic Energy of
Canada, Limited.

The radiological hazards that will be encountered
during the UFDC operations would be comparable to the
hazards present at the operating nuclear power
generating stations and to those during the used fuel
transfer operations at the now decommissioned Douglas
Point Nuclear Generating Station. The disposal
activities can be safely carried out by competent
workers using similar personal protective clothing, if
and when necessary. Comparable methods for radiation
dose reduction can be carried out, such as, shielding,
careful work planning and decontamination prior to
radioactive work.

Estimates of radiation doses to workers at the UFDC,
based on very conservative assumptions, are within the
regulatory dose limits for atomic radiation workers in
Canada. The fatal risks associated with radiation
doses resulting from the normal UFDC operations is less
than one in one-hundred million person hours worked.
This risk is comparable to those associated with
traditionally "safe" occupations.

Finally, opportunities exist for improvements in
some areas. The first is refining the estimates for
radiation dose rates at some locations, especially in
the full cask laydown area and the cask handling
accessible areas. Secondly, a more accurate worker
time estimates should be made. Revisions on procedures
and tooling should be made so that more realistic man-
hours can be estimated.
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It is envisaged Chat these improvements can be
carried out at the design optimization stage and that
Che ALARA Principle will play a major role in the
optimization process. Incorporation of the
abovenentioned factors will, no doubt, lead to the
optimization of occupational risks for workers at the
Used Fuel Disposal Centre.
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Tritium Gas Handling Using Tritide Forming Materials

W. T. Shmayda, A. G. Heics
Ontario Hydro, Research Division

800 Kipling Ave, Toronto, Ontario, M8Z5S4

Over the past several years, the need for tritium gas handling has
progressively increased worldwide. Several factors are responsible:
the construction of the Tritium Removal Facility, the impending
growth in the tritium light industry, and the steady progress of
fusion machines towards tritium burning. Materials which can
incorporate up to three tritium atoms per host atom are particularly
well suited to safely store large quantities of tritium. Uranium is
one example. Other materials, in particular zirconium alloys, can
extract tritium from carrier streams at concentrations below 1 ppb
and are particularly well suited for purifying a stream prior to
venting to the atmosphere. Zirconium iron alloys for example have
been used to scavenge tritium from nitrogen atmospheres and are
finding applications in glovebox cleanup systems. Ontario Hydro has
been involved in the development of getter beds for both storage
and scavenging applications. In both cases, the physics database is
sufficiently advanced that the technology is being transfered to
industry. This presentation will summarize the developments getter
technology, outline systems which have been sold offshore and
describe development trends.
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AH EFFICIENT HEAT-TRANSFER PREOICTIOM PACKAGE
SUITABLE FOR STEADY-STATE AND ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

L.K.H. LEUNG AND D.C. GROENEVBLD

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Research Company
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario, XOJ 1J0

ABSTRACT

A software package has been developed to evaluate the
heat-transfer rate and flow regime in convective
boiling, and provide the thermodynamic and transport
properties of fluids such as light water, heavy water,
freon, etc. It is organized in a user-friendly form for
the IBM-pc AT/XT or other compatible microcomputers, but
can also be used on mainframes and integrated into large
reactor~safety codes. Prediction methods and correl-
ations employed in this package are selected mainly for
their (i) accuracy, (ii> wide ranges of conditions, and
(ill) correct parametric and asymptotic trends.
Validation of the computational method has been
thoroughly performed with many sets of experimental
data. The parametric trend of the predictions has also
been examined in detail.

INTRODUCTION

In thermalhydraulic modelling of heat-transfer
equipment, it is important to identify correctly the
heat-transfer mode and flow regime, and evaluate
accurately the heat-transfer rate and fluid properties.
Significant progress has recently been made in thermal-
hydraulic modelling with the use of a mechanistically
based heat-transfer logic and phenomenologically based
prediction methods.

The calculation of convective heat-tiransfer rates in
nucleate boiling, transition boiling and film boiling
usually involves a combination of complex equations. In
addition, the predictions of critical heat flux (CHF)
and film-boiling heat transfer are cumbersome, since the
number of correlations available in the open literature
is overwhelming (more than 500 for CHF in tubes).
Hence, the evaluation of wall temperatures for a series
of heat fluxes for a specific set of parametric
conditions requires a considerable amount of time and
effort. Although the use of a mainframe computer
facilitates the evaluation significantly, its high cost
and limited availability makes it a less-than-ideal
tool.

Heat transfer is influenced by the ph?se distri-
bution, especially in horizontal flow. This is
particularly true at low flows, where phase separation
(stratification) occurs. The determination of flow
regimes in simple geometry is carried out with flow-
pattern maps or comparison to criteria for flow-regime
boundary. For a bundle geometry, experimental results
indicate that the flow-regima boundaries shift slightly
from those for a simple geometry.

Evaluation of heat-transfer correlations requires
precise knowledge of thermodynamic and transport
properties of the fluids. Fluid properties are available
.'.n various forms: tables, correlations, software for
mainframes and for microcomputers. The use of
proparties cables is rather cumbersome and can
considerably slow down the evaluation process.

Utilizing computer-software routines is the simplest and
most accurate method for obtaining fluid properties,
especially for a large number of calculations. Some of
the software routines, however, are proprietary and
therefore unavailable.

The proliferation of microcomputers has led us to
develop a microcomputer-software package for convective
heat transfer applicable to wide ranges of flow
conditions. This package can identify heat-transfer
modes and predict heat-transfer rates, as well as
transition points (such as the CHF point). Its
application ranges from laminar to highly turbulent
flow, and from highly subcooled liquid to superheated
vapour conditions. In addition, this package can
determine the flow regime in both vertical and
horizontal flows, as well as provide the thermodynamic
and transport properties of various fluids, other than
its application in a microcomputer, this code can also
be implemented into complex reactor-safety or
subchannel-analysis codes.

HEAT-TRANSFER LOGIC

The heat-transfer logic follows basically the boiling
curve, schematically Bhown in Figure 1, for a specific
set of parameters (i.e., pressure, mass flux and
quality). It first proceeds by locating the two major
transition points: the departure of nucleate boiling
(DNB) or CHF point, and the minimum film-boiling (MFB)
point. The specified heat flux or wall temperature is
then compared with the respective values at the
transition points, to determine the appropriate heat-
transfer mode and hence the heat-transfer correlation.
Different heât-transfer modes may be selected, depending
upon whether the system is heat-flux controlled or
temperature controlled.

Figure It Schematic Diagram of a Boiling Curve.
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Temperature-controlled System

Systems such as steam generators or fuel elements
experiencing fast transients are usually considered to
behave like a temperature-controlled system. The
determination of the heat-transfer mode or transition
point is straightforward:

'HFB transition boiling

Tu > TKFB — > film boiling or
vapour forced convection

TH < TC(|F — > nucleate boiling or
liquid forced convection

(Note that the nomenclature used in this paper is
defined at the end of the text.)

Since most film-boiling correlations are also applic-
able to vapour forced convection, no further distinction
is necessary between these two heat-transfer modes.

To distinguish between liquid forced convection and
nucleate boiling (including forced-convective svapor-
ation at high qualities), the approach of evaluating the
onset of nucleate boiling (OMB) point is often used.
For most applications, this approach may be simplified
by comparing the prescribed wall temperature to those at
the two transition points:

T K * Tsat — * iiquid forced convection

S|jq

'CHF
liquid forced convection

and q[iq < g^j — > nucleate boiling

Hote that the heat-transfer mode of partial-nucleate
boiling has been ignored.

Heat-Flux Controlled System

Electrically heated tubes or nuclear-fuel elements
during steady-state conditions behave as a heat-flux
controlled system. The determination of the heat-
transfer mode is complex, as more than one mode can be
encountered for the same heat flux.

CHF » oHrll. This is frequently the assumed case in a
heat-flux controlled system. As the heat flux reaches
the CHF point, the temperature increases rapidly from
Tcl)f to film-boiling temperature. The transition-
boiling region is either not present or occurred so fast
that detection is not possible.

q < CHF and

q < CHF and
T».UC > TM,NB

q > CHF

liquid forced convection

— > nucleate boiling

— > film boiling

CHF < anrD. This case is encountered at high flows
and/or high qualities where the boiling curve does not
display a minimum. It corresponds to a gradual
increasing Tu when the heat flux is elowly increased
above the CHF. The heat-transfer logic is basically
similar to the previous case (i.e., CHF » q^j) except
for q > CHF, where the following heat transfer modes are
possible:

CHF < q < gjifj — > transition boiling

q > qHF8 — > film boiling

CHF > o|irD. This case corresponds to a boiling curve
having both a maximum and minimum; hence, more than one
heat-transfer mode can be encountered if the heat flux
falls between the CHF and %ra'-

TCHF < Tu < TMFB — > transition boiling

TH > THFB — > film boiling or
vapour forced convection

T H < TCHF — > nucleate boiling or
liquid forced convection

For q > CHF or q < q ^ , the heat-transfer logic remains
unchanged from the case of CHF = g^pg. Note that here
the transition boiling is a highly unstable heat-
transfer mode since a slight reduction in heat flux
would result in a shift to the stable film-boiling
region, while a slight increase in heat flux would
result in a shift to the nucleate-boiling region.

PREDICTION METHODS FOR HEAT-TRANSFER RATE

A number of prediction methods or correlations are
available in each heat-transfer mode. Most of them were
derived empirically, based on data within narrow ranges
of conditions. Extrapolation of these correlations to
other geometries (bundles, annuli) and/or outside the
range of its data base is generally not recommended.
For this package, the selection of prediction methods or
correlations is based on their accuracy, wide ranges of
application, and correct asymptotic as well as
parametric trends. Significant progress has recently
been made in the development of tabular-type prediction
methods for both the CHF and post-dryout (FDO) heat
transfer. Having the advantage of wider ranges of
application than empirical correlations, these methods
are currently being used in the design and safety
analysis of nuclear reactors.

Forced Convection to Liquid

Many empirical correlations based on the same form of
the Dittus-Boelter equation are available for evaluating
the heat-transfer rate in single-phase forced
convection. Petukhov developed an analytical equation
for circular tubes [1].

(f/B) Re Pr

1.07*12.7(Pr2/3-l)(f/8)°

where

(1.82 log He-1.64)2

for a smooth surface, and

(1)

(2)

0.11 heating with uniform Tu (Tg > Tb)
0.25 cooling with uniform Tu (T^ < Tb)
0 uniform-wall heat flux or for gases
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The correlation was derived using the averaged
energy, momentum, and continuity equations, and is
applicable for smooth tubes. For a rough surface, the
friction factor, f, can be obtained with the colebrook
equation [2].

For Reynolds numbers less than 2300, the laminar-flow
effects become dominant and, hence, the heat-transfer
coefficient must satisfy the condition of being at least
equal to the laminar-flow value

3.66 (3)

Nucleate Boiling

Nucleate boiling is the most efficient heat-transfer
mode in equipment operated with a two-phase mixture.
Though a number of correlations are available, Chen's
correlation [3] is selected in this package. It is
expressed as

s

S - 0.1

_ 0.0001 F1-25 G {1 - X) B
Retp ^

Critical Heat Flux

The maximum heat flux attained in nucleate boiling is
usually referred to as the CHF. Because of its
importance in reactor operation and safety analysis, a
variety of prediction methods have been developed. The
recently developed CHF table [4] is the most accurate
and is applicable for the widest range of conditions.
It provides CHF values for an 8-mm diameter, water-
cooled heated tube at discrete values of pressure (P),
mass flux (G), and dryout quality (X) covering the
ranges of 0.1-20 MPa, 0-7500 Kg.m^.a'1 (zero flow refers
to pool-boiling conditions), and -50 to 100% (negative
qualities refer to Bubcooled conditions), respectively.
A number of correction factors, K{, have been provided
to improve its accuracy for CHF predictions in bundle
(or subchannel). They are used to account for effects
such as cross-sectional shape, spacers, flou orientation
and axial-flux distribution:

t^- 0.023 Re™ Pr°-< %

0.29 n0.24 0.24

C»*actual ~ c"F t, b l e K, K2.. .Kg K 9 (S>

Host of these correction factors were derived from a
mechanistic approach.

The corresponding temperature (TC||F) is obtained from

The Reynolds number factor, F, is expressed as a
function of the Hartinelli parameter, Xtt,

F - 1.0

for Xtt'' S 0.1, and

.736

for X,,'1 > 0.1, where

,0.9 ( )0.5 ( >0.1

where h ^ is the heat-transfer coefficient in nucleate
boiling, T M t ia the saturation temperature.

Transition Boiling

A linear interpolation between the CHF and the MFB
points on a log-log plot of q vs AT y ia used in this
package. It is expressed as

(7)

The suppression factor, S, is expressed as a function of m -
 o g WFa ' "

the two-phase Reynolds number, Re,p, log(arHFB /ÛTCHF )

1 + 0.12 Re..

for Retp < 32.5,

1 • 0.42 Re".

for 32.5 S Re, s 70.0, and
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This prediction method is universal: it provides the
correct parametric and asymptotic trends. Since it
requires the knowledge of both the CHF and HFB points,
its accuracy depends strongly on that of the
correlations for these two points.

Minimum Film-Boiling Point

Because of the different types of film-boiling
formation/termination and the scarcity of reliable data,
not much confidence can be put into any correlation for
predicting the minimum film-boiling temperature;
nevertheless, perhaps theGroeneveld-Stewart correlation
[S] is tentatively recommended because of (i) good
agreement of this correlation with the data provided by
most researchers, and (ii) correct asymptotic trends of
pressure and subcooling. The correlation has been non-
dimensionalised for multi-fluid applications.

MfB -0.862 <- 1.5071 JL - 2.812

(9)

O.lBZb * 1.747 P/Pc

for P/Sc < 0.407;

with <t> = 0 for <j> < 0 and <t = ir/2 for p > ir/2. For non-
aqueous fluide. Shah's graphical method [7] is used.

In inverted annular-flow film boiling, a modified
Berenson equation is employed for all fluids. It is
expressed as

V -

Anod.BER - »Ber 1*25.5 ^ s f i 5 ( l -°rH)°

where
with

aH is the homogeneous-void fraction calculated

Pf
Pf

In this package, the maximum heat-transfer
coefficient (or the minimum wall temperature) of either
the Groeneveld-Delorme correlation or Shah's graphical
method, and the modified Berenson equation, is selected:

- Hax{ (Ac or AS|,ah ) . (16)

,0.407 (10)

TrB - Mini (%> or rshah> ,TKldita.} (17)

for P/Pc > 0.407.

The minimum film-boiling heat flux is calculated with

the film-boiling correlation based on THFB.

Film Boiling

There are mainly two types of film-boiling pattern:
dispersed flow and inverted-annular flow. In dispersed-
flow film boiling, Groeneveld & Delorme [6] proposed a
phenomenological correlation for light water to
calculate the heat-transfer coefficient

A - 0.008348-

where pv is the
properties are
temperature.

rvf -
 v* "

vapour density at Tv>f

evaluated with the
vapour-film
vapour-film

Strictly speaking, this prediction method is valid
only for directly heated tubes. Extension to bundle
geometry requires some modifications. At powers
slightly above the dryout power, the post-dryout heat-
transfer coefficient is considerably higher than that
predicted with the film-boiling correlation for a fully
developed flow. For power values greater than 16% of
the dryout power, however, the heat-transfer coefficient
converges to bfB. Hence, the employment of the present
prediction method without any modification is a
reasonable approach.

At high sheath temperatures, radiation heat transfer
becomes significant. It is evaluated based on the
simple method of considering the fluids as two grey
planes. The radiation heat flux is calculated with

?rad- S.ÔVxiCÎ-1

±.±-1
(18)

The actual-vapour temperature is obtained from the
actual-vapour enthalpy, which is calculated from

"v« " "ve * "fa exp<-tan (13)

where

• 0.13864
g

-0.9232

1 f-Z

(1*)

(1.3072-1.0833X,,tO.89SSx|)

Forced Convection to Vapour

Both the Groeneveld-Delorme correlation and Shah ' s
method are based on the Hadaller superheated-vapour
equation [8]. The prediction method employed in film
boiling is extended to cover this heat-transfer mode.

PREDICTION METHODS FOR FLOW REGIME

The prediction of flow regime is based on the work by
Taitel and Dukler [9,10). In horizontal flow, the
criteria for flow-regime boundary, developed through a
mechanistic model, are evaluated. The flow conditions
are then compared against these criteria to determine
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the flow regime. In vertical flow, the flow regime is
located from a generalised flow-regime map with the
calculated superficial velocities of vapour and liquid
phases at specified conditions.

EVALUATION OF FLUID PROPERTIES

Thennodynamic and transport properties are generally
presented in tables for various kinds of fluid: e.g.,
ASKE's table for light water. Hill's table for heavy
water, ASHRAE's or Du Pont'a table for freon. The
properties ate tabulated at various discrete values of
parameters, and linear interpolation is employed to
determine the in-between conditions. The evaluation
procedure can be cumbersome when working with a number
of fluids. To simplify the process, several computation
routines have been developed for this package. They
provide properties including specific volume, density,
enthalpy, specific heat, viscosity, thermal
conductivity, surface tension, saturation temperature or
pressure, and entropy for subcooled or saturated liquid,
and superheated or saturated vapour.

VALIDATION WISE EXPERIMENTAI. DATA

The predictions evaluated with this software package
have been compared against the experimental data of
Bennett [11], Janssen s Kervinen [12J, Herkenrath [13j,
and Leung [14]. Most previous comparisons of film-
boiling correlations against experimental results were
based on the assumption that the location of CHF was
known. The predictions used here to validate the package
are based on no prior knowledge of the heît-transfer
mode (i.e., the prediction method first predicts the
pre-CHP heat transfer and the CHF conditions, and then
evaluates the film-boiling temperature at conditions
downstream of the CHF location). System pressure, mass
flux, inlet temperature, geometry and heat-flux are the
input parameters: pressure drop along the test section
is neglected.

Figures 2 to 5 show the comparison at low pressure,
medium pressure, high pressure, and reactor operating
conditions, respectively. The predictions of wall
temperature at the pre-CHF region and the CHF points
agree closely with the data. Beyond dryout, the package
predicts the data very well at medium and high-pressure
conditions but over-predicts slightly those at low-
pressure.
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PJUUUŒTRIC «n> ASTNPXOTIC noms

A prerequisite for any new empirical or analytical
prediction method should be a careful examination of its
asymptotic and parametric trends. Too frequently,
correlations have been recommended and were subsequently
found to have incorrect asymptotic trends: e.g.. the
Biasi correlation which predicts negative CHF values
even within its recommended range. Based on the
correlations selected in this package, families of
boiling curve have been produced. These computed
boiling curves, covering wide ranges of conditions, are
shown in Figures 6 to 9. The trends are in agreement
with the observed trends. At asymptotic conditions,
where frequently no experimental data are available, the
prediction is made to agree with the mechanistic models
(which are, in general, still leas accurate than
correlations within the ranges of their data bases, but
are useful as universal prediction tools). Figure 8: Effect of Quality on Predicted Boiling

Curve.

FUTUMI DEVELOPMENT

The first version of this package has been designed
for light-water application only. Revision and updates
are constantly introduced to improve its capability.
This package is currently applicable for light water,
heavy water, and non-aqueous fluids such as freon,
carbon dioxide and nitrogen. More features are planned
in the future, including applications specifically for

Figure 6: Effect of Pressure on Predicted Boiling

Curve.

,X'X

0 * 103.0 kt.m''i"
, « - mio.O fcSm * • "
... . i j - I0COO t i i m ' ' ^ "

Figur* 7 s Effect of Mass Flux on Predicted Boiling
Curve.

Figure 9s Effect of Diameter on Predicted Boiling
Curve.

horizontal 37-element bundles, and high-temperature
steam conditions. More up-to-date prediction methods
(such as the improved version of CHF table and the
recently developed post-dryout look-up table for wall
temperature) will be introduced into the package to
improve its accuracy and efficiency.

CONCLUSIONS

An accurate and efficient tool has been developed to
assist the evaluation of heat-transfer mode, heat-
transfer rate, flow regime and fluid properties. It is
presented in a software package suitable for
microcomputers or mainframe application. All prediction
methods have been carefully examined; they are selected
for their accuracy, wide ranges of applications, and
correct parametric and asymptotic trends. The
predictions with this package have been validated with
experimental data. Their parametric and asymptotic
trends have also been examined.

HOMENCLATUXE

CHF Critical heat flux W.iiT
Cp Specific heat J.kg .K

D Diameter r

F Reynolds number factor
f friction factor
G Mass flux kg.ro"*.••
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H Enthalpy
Hf Latent heat of vapourization
h Heat transfer coefficient
K Correction factor for CHP
k Thermal Conductivity
P Pressure
Pr Prandtl number
q Heat flux
Re Reynolds number
S Suppression factor
T Temperature
X Quality
Xtt Martinelli parameter

Greek

a Void fraction
e emiasivity
0 Groeneveld-Delorme parameter
ii Dynamic viscosity
p Density
o Surface tension

Subscript

a actual vapour
b bulk fluid
Ber based on Berenson equation
c critical
CHF at critical heat flux point
conv convective boiling
e equilibrium
FB at film-boiling condition
f saturated liquid
GD based on Groeneveld-Delorme correlation
g saturated vapour
H homogeneous
liq liquid forced convection
MFB at minimum film boiling point
mod modified
NB at nucleate boiling condition
pool pool boiling
rad radiation
sat saturated condition
Shah based on Shah's graphical method
sub subcooled condition
TB at transition boiling condition
tp two-phase
v vapour
va actual vapour
vf vapour film
w wall

Superscript

J.kg"1

J.kg"1

.m-Z.K"1

.m^.K-1

kPa

W.m'2

kg. of
kg.m'
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ABSTRACT CORRELATION DEVELOPMENT

An enhancement factor correlation was developed
to improve the prediction of CHF at different axial
locations in a fuel bundle by accounting for the
effect of quality, mass flux and bundle-appendage
enhancement. The correlation was developed with CHF
data from an experiment with a test section
comprised of three-equal subchannels. It adequately
accounts for the effect of spacers, mass flux and
local quality in predicting the CHF enhancement for
upstream dryouts. Additional work is suggested to
further improve the correlation's predictive
capability, especially in subchannels, where
misalignment affects the dryout enhancement.

INTRODUCTION

In licensinq submissions for water-cooled power
reactors it has been assumed that once the critical
heat flux (CHF) has been reached somewhere in the
fuel channel, the fuel downstream of the CHF point
is in dryout. Fuel failure or fuel center-line
melting must then be considered. Recent
experimental studies into the extent of sheath
overheating and drypatch spreading in bundle strings
[1] have shown this to be a conservative assumption.

These studies have shown that cooling beyond CHF is
much better than that predicted by popular post-
dryout (PDO) heat transfer predictions based on tube
data (2). The studies established that once CHF is
exceeded, local "dry" spots appear with impeded heat
transfer from fuel element to coolant. Snoek [3]
has developed a prediction method for estimating the
maximum dryout surface area that would occur in a
fuel «heath at heat fluxes beyond CHF. However, the
predictive capability of this correlation proved
inadequate. The problem was to obtain an adequate
prediction of the local CHF for any bundle axial
location, given local conditions of pressure, mass
flux quality, and any CHF enhancement due to spacer
planes and bundle junctions. Further studies aimed
at improving the local CHF prediction have
indicated that, to be able to adequately predict
local CHF at different bundle axial locations, one
must account for the effect of quality, mass flux
and bundle-appendage enhancement.

Early work

Initially Snoek [4] tried to predict the ratio of
dry to wetted parts of the fuel rod perimeter,
called the circumferential drypatch fraction (CDF),
by correlating the CDF to the critical overpower
ratio (COR) defined as the ratio of experimental
power to experimental dryout power. This ratio,
based on the channel power to the critical power at
the first onset of dryout, proved unsatisfactory.
The reason was that under similar conditions and
overpowers two elements (in the same ring or plane)
may indicate completely different drypatch
fractions. To overcome this problem, Snoek et al.
[5] changed their definition of COR to the
predicted CHF ratio (PCR), defined as the ratio of
the local heat flux to the predicted local CHF. To
predict the local CHF for the experimental crost-
sectional average PDO conditions, Snoek et al. [5,
used a local, cross-sectional-average
thermalhydraulic-conditions CHF correlation
developed by Rudzinski et al. [6]. However, this
correlation tended to underpredict the experimental
CHF at the location of interest. It was established
that the underprediction was not due to the
correlation itself, but to its use. That is, to
obtain PDO conditions the power to the fuel string

is increased beyond the experimental critical power,
thereby increasing quality at all locations. The
correlation, developed to predict initial CHF in a
fuel string, follows the trend of decreasing CHF
with increasing quality. Therefore, the experimental
CHF using PDO conditions is underpredicted. Besides
the effect of quality, studies by Tong (7),
Groeneveld et al. [8] and Groeneveld [9] have
indicated that bundle structural components, such as
spacers and end plates, also enhance the CHF.
Therefore, to be able to adequately predict CHF at
PDO conditions, one must account for the effect of
quality and bundle-appendage enhancement.

The data used to develop a correlation capable of
predicting the enhancement factor (EF) was selected
from a test program [ 10 ], where a large number of
CHF and PDO measurements were taken in a number of
different test assemblies with simulated
interconnected subchannels using water as coolant.
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The correlation was developed with data from these
experimental subchannel configurations:

(1) Three-equal subchannels (Figure 1)
(2) Three-equal (60-degree-misaligned)

subchannels (Figure 1)

THREE -EQ.UAL SUBCHANNEL EXPERIMENT

B0-OECREES-I1ISRLICNEO THREE-EOURL SUBCHANNEL

FIGURE I: TEST SECTION GEOMETRY

The data taken covered a mass flux range of 1 to S
Mg.m .s"1 and an inlet quality range of -25 to +35%
at a pressure of 9.6 MPa. During the experiment the
power was slowly increased/ from just prior to CHF
to about 100% overpower or until a preset
temperature level was reached. The power was then
decreased slowly to a pre-CHF level. During power
rampa, scans of a serieB of axially mounted test-
section thermocouples and loop parameters were
recorded every seven seconds. The resulting
quantity of data was then reduced for use in
developing an enhancement factor (EF) correlation.

Correlation Development

In previous work done on CHF enhancement by
Groeneveld [8,9J it was established that the
enhancement factor (EF), defined as the ratio of
local CHF to reference CHF , had to be evaluated for
the same quality at the reference and local
conditions. To accomplish this for the present data
base, the relationship between quality and CHF had
to be known. This relationship between quality and
CHF for the reference (or initial) CHF measured in
the three-equal subchannel and 60-degree-misaligned
subchannel test sections had already been
established by Snoek [11]. The correlations of CHF
vs quality were then used to predict the reference
CHF at local conditions for the upstream dryout
locations. The EF for each upstream dryout location
was then evaluated. These EF factors were then
plotted (Figure 2) against the distance from the
upstream spacer, with mass flux as a parameter, to
determine if any trends existed. From this Figure,
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it appears that the EF tended to decrease
exponentially as the distance from the spacer
increased. A Bimilar trend was noted by Tong [7J and
Groeneveld [9). Therefore, the functional form of
the equation is similar to that used by Tong and
Groeneveld.

P4

EF =. 1 •

where:

L

DHï

EF

CHFlocal

0HFpredicted

XMC

(1)

PI - P4 are correlation constants

= distance from the upstream spacer
plane or endplate to the dryout
location (cm)

= hydraulic equivalent diameter (cm)

• enhancement factor, defined as the
ratio of C W l o c a l to CHF t e d at
location L

= local heat flux required to initiate
dryout at a distance L from the
upstream spacer plane or endplate
(kW.nT2)

• predicted heat flux that would be
required to initiate dryout at
similar local conditions for an
element without spacing devices
(kW.rtf2)

- mass flux (Mg.m^s"1)

• local guality at the dryout location
of interest
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The correlation, when applied to data used for i ts
derivation predicted the EF with an HKS error of
7.89%, an average error of 0.42% and within error
bounds of 20% (Figure 3).

THREE-EQUAL SUBCHANNEL EXPERIMENT

1.0 2.0
PREDICTED ENHANCEMENT FACTOR
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ABSTRACT

The effect of curvature on the distribution of
turbulent eddy viscosities in the wall subchannel of
a CANDU* bundle was demonstrated using the results
obtained in a straight-wall subchannel (a subchannel
bounded by a straight wall and a rod) and an annulus.
The curvature reduced the anisotropy factor of
turbulent viscosities from that in a straight-wall
subchannel, but this factor was higher than that in
a pipe. Correlations for the turbulent intensities
at the narrow gap between the pressure-tube wall and
the fuel rod were developed. These correlations showed
good agreement with the experimental data obtained in
an up-scale model of the 37-element bundle.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of turbulent properties of momentum and
energy in different subchannels is needed in analyzing
the thermalhydraulic behaviour of nuclear fuel
bundles. Turbulent properties of momentum are
generally described by turbulent eddy viscosities (or
momentum diffusivities) in radial and circumferential
directions. These are dependent on the fluid
conditions as well as the geometry of the subchannel.
It is a common experience that these eddy viscosities
vary widely in subchannels of rod bundles (1 - 3).
This variation is defined by an 'anisotropy factor',
which is the ratio of circumferential to radial eddy
viscosities. Anisotropy of momentum transport means
that the turbulent eddy viscosities are different in
radial and circumferential directions.

Moreover, the anisotropy factor in a subchannel is
significantly different from that in a pipe. This
factor was observed to be very small, between 2 to 3,
for flows in pipes (4). Studies (4, 5) showed that
the variations in radial and circumferential eddy
viscosities were higher in subchannels than in pipes,
and near the smallest gap of subchannels the
circumferential turbulent viscosity is about 30 times
greater than the radial one. As in the case of pipe
flows, the anisotropy factor for flows in annuli is
also very small (6).

Extensive studies of turbulent eddy viscosities have
been done mainly for subchannels with straight
boundaries (1 - 5). Information on eddy viscosities
is very scarce for subchannels with curved boundaries,
like the wall subchannel in a CANDU bundle. Studies
have been done in which the straight boundary of a
subchanne1 was s tre tched to a curved surface
representing the outer cylinder of an annulus (3). The
data base of flow in annulus was then used to evaluate

* CANDU: CANada Deuterium Uranium.
Registered trademark

the two-dimensional eddy viscosities in the
corresponding subchannel. Measurement of turbulent
characteristics in the small gap of a subchannel is
very tedious. Recently, correlations for axial and
circumferential velocity fluctuations (which are
related to the eddy viscosities through local velocity
gradients) at the midpoint of a narrow gap have been
published for a subchannel with a straight wall (7).

The distribution of local flow velocity in subchannels
of fuel bundles may be different from that represented
by the universal velocity profile (8). The velocity
distribution in bundles was observed to be lower (1,
4) than that predicted by the universal velocity
profile (8). Velocity distributions in annular
geometries (6) may also vary significantly from the
universal velocity profile.

Heat transfer in narrow gaps of fuel bundles is
important from a safety point of view. The turbulent
momentum transport in the small gap controls the
inter-subchannel mixing and localized heating of the
fuel rod, as well as the pressure tube. Inclusion of
anisotropic momentum transport in the energy equation
resulted in a reduced temperature variation of the rod
surface (3). Recent studies (9) suggest that the
turbulent eddy viscosities in the wall subchannel of
a CANDU bundle could be different from either that in
pipes or in subchannels with straight boundaries. In
the present study, the wall subchannel of a CANDU
bundle is considered as the limiting case of a
subchannel bounded by a straight wall and a concentric
annular geometry. Available correlations for a
straight-wall subchannel, together with the
experimental results in an annular georae try, were
extended to demonstrate the effect of curvature on
momentum transport in the wall subchannel of a CANDU
bundle.

ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The radial and circumferential eddy diffusivities of
momentum In a subchannel are required for the
simulation of therraalhydraulic phenomenon in fuel
bundles. Turbulent diffusivity of heat can be
obtained from the momentum diffusivities using the
turbulent Prandtl number for the flow. Eddy
viscosities are related to local turbulent shear
stress and local Reynolds stress through the following
equations. For a cylindrical geometry (e.g., a fuel
rod), these are represented as*

[1]

for radial direction, and
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for circumferential direction.

Turbulent diffusivity of heat is

at - i/t / Prt [3]

The momentum diffusivity can be obtained from
Equations [1J and [2(. Prt for a specific flow
condition can be calculated as shown in reference
(10): for the present case, Prt is 0.87.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

Experiments were performed at the University of Ottawa
(9) in a 12.9:1 upscale model of a CANDU bundle. The
test section consisted of five circular pipes,
arranged in a quasi-trapezoidal duct with the circular
arc at the top, as shown in Figure 1. The central rod
was moved vertically to vary the gap size, and rotated
about its own axis for measurement at different
angular positions. Air at atmospheric pressure was
used in the 6.1-metre-long test section. All
measurements were taken near the exit of the test
section, where the flow was fully developed and L/De
was greater than 100 (cross-sectional basis). Local
flow velocities (axial direction) were measured around
the central rod with a 0.41 mm diameter pitot tube.
The pitot tube coulcj be traversed radially and
circumferentially in the subchannels around the
central rod. The wall shear stress was measured with
Preston tubes. The Reynolds stresses were measured
using constant temperature hot-wire probes. The mean
error of the fluctuating velocity in the axial
directions was between 0.2 to 2 percent. Detailed
test procedures are reported in reference (9).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

This chapter discusses the wall shear stress, local
velocity distribution, turbulent velocity fluctuations
and eddy viscosities in a wall subchannel. These
parameters were obtained for the design condition of
the CANDU bundle (W/D - 1.149). The expression for
the variation in velocity fluctuations due to the
curvature of wall is developed from the results
obtained in a straight-wall subchannel and an annular
geometry. Finally, the eddy viscosities in the narrow
gap of the wall subchannel are compared with those of
the straight-wall subchannel and the pipe.

Wall Shear Stress

The distribution of shear stress in the subchannel is
obtained from the measured local velocities at
different radial distances from the rod surface.
These velocities were measured at different radial and
circumferential locations (15-degrees interval) in the
wall subchannel. The fsovel contours in terms of V/Vm
are plotted in Figure 2. These plots show that the
minimum velocity occurs at the minimum gap between the
wall and rod. The maximum velocity was measured near

* The nomenclature used in the
paper is summarized at the end
of the text.

the centre of the cross section, where the flow area

was the largest.

The bulk velocity for a 15-degree sector of the
subchannel was obtained as follows (11):

U,

where Aj is an elemental area of the sector bounded by
lines small distances (radial) apart and lines at 15-
degree intervals.

Variation in friction factor, f, in the wall
subchannel at the design condition was very small,
about 8.0 percent (9). Hence a constant friction
factor in the wall subchannel could have been
considered for the analysis. For other off-design
conditions, the friction factor of each sector can be
included in the calculation using the method outlined
in reference (19.) .

For the present study, the shear stress for the 15-
degree sector was calculated from the area averaged
sector velocity using the simple method outlined in
reference [2]:

T a f(Us)
2

f a I/Re02 cc (Usr
0-2

The ratio of local to average shear stresses is:

r/ 7 - ( Us/Û"s )
i a [4]

The average velocity in the wall subchannel

calculated as :

Equation [4] represents the distribution of shear
stress calculated from the measured local velocity
distribution.

The analytical prediction for the distribution of wall
shear stress was obtained using the method in
reference (13). The expression for the prediction was
derived for any arbitrarily shaped channel and the
constants in the expression were determined from the
experimental results for eight complex channels. The
expression for shear stress is (13):

7.7
r/ r - C tl - exp (- )] [5]

y0

X -

(?o>2

1 1 . 7.7 y0 (#)
l[l - exp(- . )] d*

where y0 is the distance from the rod surface to the
line of maximum velocity at any angular position of
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the rod. The LMV is generally considered as the
geometric mean nf the wall subchannel formed by the
rod surface and the pressure-tube wall. The LMV is
a curve for the wall subchannel (0- to 60-degrees) of
CANDU bundle. y0 can be expressed by the following
equation as a function of angular position, #, of the
rod.

-K2 -K3 cos <6)/(K4 [6]

where K ^ P(b2+0.25D2+PR)+R3; K2- (2RP+0.25D
2)R;

K3- bDP; K4- 2R(R+0.5D-P-0.5DP/R); K5- 2bP

data of a curved-wall subchannel are available in the
literature. Usually, the data for the straight
channels are used in calculating the turbulent
intensities in a wall subchannel as well. The data
for turbulent intensities for different gap sizes in
the wall subchannel of a CANDU bundle were obtained
during the experiment at the University of Ottawa (9).
To predict the turbulent intensities in the wall
subchannel of a bundle, the concepts of straight and
annular geometry were combined in the following way.

The axial turbulent intensity can be expressed as:

u/U* - 0.6 + 0.307(W/D-l)"2/3 + C0(R/b)~ [8]

Figure 3 shows the plot of experimental (Equation 4)
and predicted (Equation 5) results of shear stress
distribution in the subchannel. The average error
between the experimental and predicted results is
about 3.0 percent.

Velocity distribution

Non-dimensional velocity distribution, U+, as a
function of non-dimensional radial distance, Y \ from
the rod surface Is sho*m in Figure 4. The data around
the central rod (near the pressure-tube wall) were
used in obtaining the fitted line for the velocity
distribution (9). The velocity distribution around
the central rod is represented by:

\T - 2.25 lnY* + 4.5 [7]

The data of the present study (wall subchannel only)
are also shown in the same figure.

The estimated velocity distribution represented by
Equation 7 (dashed line in Figure 4) for the design
condition of the CANDU bundle (W/D - 1.149) is about
10 percent lower than that for a cylinder in an
infinite medium (solid line in Figure 4 ) . The
velocity distribution in an annular geometry showed
a marked difference compared to the velocity
distribution over a cylindrical surface (6).

Turbulent Intensities

Rehme (7) measured the axial and circumferential
turbulent intensities in the wall subchannel of a
rectangular channel containing rod bundles. Data at
the line of maximum velocity at the smallest gap were
correlated for u and V. The turbulent intensities
were observed to be geometry (gap size) dependent
only. These correlations are:

u/U* - 0.6 + 0.307(W/D -1)' 2 / 3 and

w/U* - 0.6 + 0.0425(W/D-l)~"3

The turbulent intensities in radial direction, v, is
small compared to those in axial and circumferential
directions. However, v can be estimated from u, w and
the kinetic energy at any point in the subchannel.

Data for turbulent intensities for concentric annuli
with W/D ratios of 1.4 to 8.5 for a flow Reynolds
number of 95 000 to 327 000 are presented in reference
(6) . These were found to be independent of gap size
for fully developed turbulent flows in annuli.

The line of maximum velocity for the wall subchannel
of a CANDU bundle is a line situated between the LMV's
of straight-wall subchannel and annulus. No
correlations for turbulent intensities based on the

For a subchannel bounded by a straight wall, R/b is
infinity and the last term in the above equation
vanishes. For an annular channel, R/b - 1 and Co is
obtained by equating u/U* to the data for the annulus
channel (6). n is a positive quantity dependent on
the geometry, as in the straight-wall subchannel. For
the present case, the value of n is taken to be the
same as the exponents suggested by Rehme (7). More
experimental data will be needed in deriving the exact
value of ti for different types of turbulent
intensities in the wall subchannel of a CANDU bundle.

The following assumptions were made for the above

expression:

(a) turbulent intensities are independent of the

Reynolds number,
(b) these are independent of W/D in the annuli, and

(c) Co in Equation [8] was evaluated only for the
design condition.

The correlations for the turbulent intensities are

then:

u/U* - 0.6 + 0.307 (W/D-1)"2'3 - 0.88(R/b)"2« [9]

w/U* - 0.6 + 0.0425(W/D-l)"4/3 - 0.52(R/b)-i/3 [10]

v/U* - 0.6 + 0.0002(W/D-1)"8" - 0.10(R/b)"8'3 [11]

The experimental results of turbulent Intensities at
different radial locations from the rod surface are
shown in Figure 5. The predictions for u, v and w
(Equations 9 through 11) on the line of maximum
velocity in the narrow gap (for y/y0 - 1) are also
shown in the same figure. The predicted values are
very close to the experimental ^sults. The turbulent
kinetic energy was estimated using the correlations
for u, v and w, and this compared with the
experimental result within 4.0 percent.

The correlations for u and w for the CANDU geometry
are plotted in Figure 6 as a function of R/b. The
variation in v is small and hence its plot is not
shown in the figure. The design condition of a CANDU
bundle (R/b - 6.0) is marked for both u and w, and
this shows that for R/b greater than the design
condition, u and w approach the corresponding values
of the subchannel bounded by the straight wall. The
variation in u and w as a function of W/D is also
shown in the same figure. Changes in both u and w as
a function of W/D were observed, with w changing
faster than u with decreasing gap size.

Figures 7 and 8 compare the turbulent intensities (u
and w only) at the midpoint of the narrow gap in a
curved wall subchannel to those for the straight-wall
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subchannel (7). Also shown on these figures are the
turbulent intensities, u and w, for flows in annul!.
The axial and circumferential turbulent intensities
for the curved wall subchannel are lower than those
obtained in the straight-wall channel. However, these
are significantly higher than the values obtained in
annul!. The intensities approach those of the annul!
with H/D increasing beyond 1.2.

Turbulent Eddy Viscosities

The turbulent eddy viscosities in both radial and
circumferential directions (Equations 1 and 2) were
evaluated using the velocity profile (Equation 7) and
the correlations for u, v, and w (Equations 9 through
11). The local shear stress was obtained from
Equation 5. The calculated anisotropy factor for the
curved wall subchannel on the LMV in the narrow gap
was estimated to be about 13.0, and this compares well
with the experimental result of 12.5 for the CANDU
geometry. For channels with straight wall, this
factoi. is very high, about 30 to 40 (1, 2). Present
studies show that the anisotropy factor for a curved
wall subchannel is about 6 times larger than the pipe,
but about half of that for a straight-wall subchannel.
This variation in anisctropy factor will affect the
heat transfer calculation in the narrow gaps of wall
subchannels in CANDU bundles.

CONCLUSION

The velocity distribution in curved wall subchannels,
as in the CANDU bundles, is different than that in
pipe flow. The shear stress distribution calculated
from the local velocities correspond very well to the
analytical approach presented by Equation 5. The
proposed correlations for the turbulent intensities
in axial, radial and circumferential directions at the
midpoint of a narrow gap in a curved wall subchannel
shows good agreement with the experimental results.
Turbulent intensities are strong functions of
subchannel shape, and these can be evaluated from the
analytical approach mentioned in the paper. The
anisotropy factor in a curved subchannel is lower than
that In a straight wall subchannel, but higher than
the circular pipe geometry. A proper estimation of
the turbulent dlffusivlty of heat (Equation 3) will
provide an accurate temperature distribution In the
narrow gap of the wall subchannel.
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NOMENCLATURE

A.
b

Co
D
D.

elemental area in 15-degrees
sector of small thickness
sector area
distance of rod centre from
pressure-tube wall
constant in Eq. 8
diameter of rod
hydraulic diameter of test section
(cross sectional basis)
friction factor

R
r
Re
U

U*

y
Y*

gap between rod surface and
curved vail
constant in Eq. 6
length of test section
pitch circle radius of the
centre of outer rod
turbulent Prandtl number
radius of curved surface
radial coordinate
Reynolds number
local fluid velocity
maximum velocity
sector velocity (15-degrees)
axial turbulent intensity
local friction velocity
non-dimensional velocity - U/U*
turbulent intensity normal to wall
turbulent intensity parallel to wall
D + g
radial distance from rod wall
non-dimensional distance from rod wall
radial distance from rod surface to
the line of maximum velocity
average distance for a sector
turbulent diffusivity of heat
kinematic viscosity of fluid
turbulent eddy viscosity (turbulent
diffusivity of momentum)
density of fluid
wall shear stress

average wall shear stress of
subchannel
radial coordinate
maximum angle subtended by
wall subchannel

number of elemental area
radial direction
circumferential direction
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TWO-PHASE PRESSURE DROP «ID WALL-TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
AT STEADY STATE IN THE HIGH-PRESSURE, NUCLEATE AND FILM-BOILING REGIMES

L.K.H. LEUNG AND D.C. GROENEVELD

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Research Company
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario, KOJ 1J0

ABSTRACT

Measurements of critical heat flux (CHF), po^t-dryout
(PDO) pressure drops and wall temperatures hava been
obtained using 2 circular tubes of different inside
diameters. The test sections were constructed with
Inconel-600 tubes and electrically heated with direct
current. They were positioned vertically and cooled
with an upward flow of light water. Six pressure taps
and 15 thermocouples were installed along various axial
locations. The tests covered the following parametric
conditions:

Pressure
Mass Flux :
Inlet Quality :

5 000, 7 000 and 9 600 kPa
1 000 to 10 000 kg.m'2.s'
-20 to -1*

This paper presents some observations and preliminary
results obtained from the experiment.

INTRODUCTION

Pressure drop in two-phase flow has been extensively
studied. Though numerous empirical correlations and
analytical models have been proposed, most of them are
restricted to adiabatic flow only. It is common
practice, however, to employ these adiabatic
correlations and apply them to heated channels,
experiencing either nucleate boiling or post-dryout
conditions.

Although some experimental data are available for
two-phase pressure drop in diabatic flow, they are
usually limited to the nucleate boiling (i.e., pre-CHF)
region only. In an experimental study, Tarasova et al.
(1/2) indicated that pressure drop in a heated channel
is significantly higher than for an adiabatic channel.
However, the annular-flow model of Whalley, Hutchinson
and Hewitt predicted a decrease in pressure drop as the
surface condition approached dryout [ 3 ). This reduction
of pressure drop is probably caused by a smoothing of
the liquid film just before the CHF condition.
Experimental data were not presented to support the
predictions.

In the POO region, the heating surface is covered by
a vapour blanket. This vapour layer acts as a lubricant
to th» liquid phase and, hance, reduces the liquid/wall
shear «trasses • Therefore, the pressure drop in the PDO
region is much smaller than that in the pre-CHF one.
This mechanistic explanation agrees with the few test
results of POO pressure drop- Usually, the total
pressure drop that includes components from pre-CHF, CHF
and post-CRF regions i« measured. The separation of
post-CHF pressure drop from th* ovarall value is
difficult as the estimates of pre-CHF pressure drop are
oftan imprecise.

In this study, data of pressure drop and wall
tempsratura at the pre-CHF and post-CHF regions war»
obtained using 2 tubas of différant insida diamatars.

These data will be used to develop correlations for use
in systems analyses and safety assessments.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The tests were carried out in the MR-1 loop at the
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories. Two test sections
were constructed with Inconel-600 tubes having 5.45 and
8.94 mm inside diameter (ID), and 1.24 and 1.09 mm wall
thickness, respectively. Each of them was mounted
vertically in the loop and provided with a heated length
of 2.5 m. a total of 15 Chromal-Alumal (K-type)
thermocouples and 6 pressure taps were installed along
the axial direction.

TEST MATRIX

The tests were designed to cover the loss-of-
regulation (LOR) accident conditions. Host measurements
were obtained at a pressure of 9 600 kPa (close to the
reactor operating conditions) with numerous flow rates
and inlet temperatures of water. Selective measurements
were also obtained at pressures of 5 000 and 7 000 kPa.
The test matrix is presented in Table 1.

OBSERVATIONS

A number
experiment:

o£ observations were made during the

b.

As the power increased, the mass-flow rate of
water decreased in the pre-dryout regions but
increased in the post-dryout regions. Adjustment
was made to maintain a constant flow rate.

The pressure drop across the last 50 cm of the
test section generally increased with increasing
power in the pre-dryout region. It decreased,
however, when approaching dryout.

In the pre-dryout region, the wall temperature
remained nearly constant with increasing power.
At certain power levels, it increased suddenly at
a much faster rate. This temperature excursion
is used as an indication of dryout. With the
power remaining at the same level, « fluctuation
of wall temperature, together with a slight
oscillation in liquid flow rate, was found to
correspond to the surface alternating between
dryout and rewet.

At the dryout point, the magnitudes of
temperature excursions depended strongly on the
parametric conditions. In some cases, the
temperature increased rapidly to approximately
600°C. For other cases, however, the increment
was hardly noticeable.
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Table 1
Test Matrix for the Post-Dryout Pressure-Drop Tests

330

HOSS Flux
fcg.m-2.s-1

1 000

2 000

3 000

4 500

6 000

7 000

7 500

8 500

10 000

-1

9 600,

9 600,

9 600,
7 000,

9 600,

9 600,
7 000,

9 600,

9 600,
7 000,

9 600,
9 600,

-5

8.92

8.92

5.45
5.45

8.92

5.45
5.45

8.92

5.45
5.45

5.45
8.92

9 600,
9 600,

9 600,
9 600,

9 600,

5 000,
9 600,

9 600,

5 000,
9 600,

9 600,

9 600,

9 600,

9 (00,

5.45
8.92

5.45
8.92

5.45

5.45
8.92

5.45

5.45
8.92

5.45

8.92

5.45

5.45

nlet Quality
-10

9 600,

9 600.

9 600,
7 000,

9 600,

9 600,
7 000,

9 600,

9 600,
7 000,

9 600.
9 600,

8.92

8.92

5.45
5.45

8.92

5.45
5.45

8.92

5.45
5.45

5.45
8.92

(X)
-15

9 600,

9 600,

9 600,

9 600.

9 600,

9 600.

9 600,

9 600,

8.92

8.92

5.45

8.92

5.45

8.92

5.45

8.92

-20

•9 600,

9 600,
7 000,

9 600,
7 000,

9 600,
7 000,

9 600,

5.4S

5.45
5.45

S.45
5.45

5.45
S.45

5.45

The first number indicates the nominal outlet pressure (kPa) and
the second one indicates the inside diameter (mm) of the test
section

In most cases, dryout occurred first at the

downstream end of the heated length (either at
the last or the second-last position of
thermocouple). At high mass flux (beyond 7 000
kg.m*z.s"1), however, dryout was noticed to occur
first upstream of the end of the heated length
(about 20 cm away from the end; instrumentation
in that region was insufficient to accurately
locate the initial dryout point). Only a slight
increase in power was reguired to expand the
dryout front to the end of the heated length.

For any location in the post-dryout regions, the
wall temperature increased with increasing power
until reaching a maximum. Beyond the maximum
point, an increase of power caused a decrease in
wall temperature at that location.

PRCLIMIHAKY RESULTS

Hhile the experimental data are still being analyzed,
some preliminary results are shown in Figures 1 to S,
each corresponding to a constant geometry and the
condition of constant pressure, mass flux, and inlet
subcooling. These figures present the variation of the
wall temperature (of the downstream thermocouple at the
exit) and pressure drops (over a 50 cm length at the
downstream of the test section) with respect to the
surfaca-heat flux.

Figuras 1 and 2 show the results up to the dryout
point for the same pressure of 9.7 HPa but different
mass flux. In the single-phase, forced-convection
region, both the wall temperature and the pressure drop
increase linearly with increasing heat flux. Their
rates of increase (i.e., the slopes) change at the
transition point from forced convection to nucleate
boiling, and are no longer linear. When the surface
approaches dryout, a reduction in pressure drop is
indicated in both figures. This agrees with the
prediction of the annular fllm-dryout modol by Whalley.
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Figure 1: Wall Temperature and Pressure Drop in
pre-CHF region at 9.71 MPa and 4.49
Hg.m"2.s"'.
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Figure 2: wall Temperature and Pressure Drop in
pre-CHF region at 9.64 HPa and 6.05
Hg.m"2.s"'.

Beyond dryout, the wall temperature increases sharply
as a function of heat flux (as shown in Figures 3 and
4). This corre»ponds to a developing region of film
boiling. In this region, the pressure drop continues to
decrease. When the fully developed film-boiling
condition is achieved, the wall temperature seems to be
rather stable despite the increase in heat flux. In
this region, thai pressure drop has bottomed out and
begins to increase with increasing heat flux; the whole
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however, appears to be higher for a decreasing power
than for an increasing one at the vicinity of dryout,
put coincides at low power regions.

CONCLUSIONS

Measurements of CHF, POO pressure drop and wall
temperature in vertical tubes have been obtained. They
covered a wide range of conditions in 2 circular tubes
with different inside diameters. Observations
encountered in the experiments are presented for future
reference. The data obtained from the POO pressure-drop
tests are being analyzed and the preliminary results
have been shown together with the loop parameters. It
appears that the pressure drop decreases when
approaching dryout. The decreasing trend continues
until the measuring section is completely in film-
boiling. Beyond that, the pressure drop increases with
increasing power.
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section of 50-em length is probably experiencing film-
boiling.

The hysteresis effect has also been studied in this
experiment, after raising tha power up to the fully
developed film-boiling conditions, the power was
decreased slowly at a steady pica. Figura S indicates
that tha i ill temperature follows closely the path of
increasing power; hence, the hysteresis affect is not
present at this tasted condition. Tha pressure drop,
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CANDU FUEL CHANNELS

OVERVIEW OF PRESSURE TUBE MANUFACTURING AND INFLUENCE
OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS

E.G. PRICE. J.F. SLAVIK

AECL CANDU
Mississauga, Ontario

ABSTRACT

The current fabrication process and the overall
procurement practice for the pressure tube, an important
CANDU fuel channel component, are reviewed. The
developnents and changes in pressure tube manufacture,
aimed at improved product quality and enhanced in-
reactor performance, are discussed. The design,
metallurgical, and quality requirements controlling the
fabrication process are described. On-going research in
pressure tube technology is briefly discussed.

BACKGHOUND

The manufacture of pressure tubes for CANDU reactors
commenced over 30 years ago and, to date, more than
13,000 tubes have been produced and installed in reactor
units located within Canada and overseas. The initial
product of the CANDU pressure tube manufacturing program
was a seamless Zircaloy-2 tube; however, in the early
1960s, an alternate alloy with inproved performance
characteristics (Zr-2.5ïNb) was introduced. The Zr-
2.52Nb alloy represents the current production standard
and approximately 90% of al 1 CANDU pressure tubes have
been manufactured from this material.

The pressure tube is designed to have a uniform wall
and a unifurn diameter, with an as-manufactured length
of about 6.5m, an inside diameter of 103mn and a wall
thickness of 4.2mm. The tubes are seamless, with a
relatively homogeneous microstructure and all have been
fabricated by processer that include hot extrusion and
cold reduction. Although simple from the geometry
viewpoint, the pressure tube is required to operate
safely and economically for long periods of time in a
harsh environment of high temperatures, internal
pressures and flux. The properties of the pressure tube
determine its in-service performance and, consequently,
both the final pressure tube specifications and the
fabrication processes are closely controlled. Changes
to the manufacturing specifications ami processes,
resulting from continued fuel channel development, are
subject to extensive qualification programs that
typically involve the combined efforts of pressure tube
designers and the component manufacturers II].

The research and development of the fuel channel
technology, in which the pressure tube is an important
component, lias received increased emphasis as a result
of trie 1983 in-situ pressure tube failure of Pickering
unit 2 fuel channel 016. Since that event, which
highlighted the circumstances under which hydride
blister formation in the pressure tube can occur, the
improved knowledge of the relationship of pressure tube
manufacturing processes and the component in-reactor
performance has led to some refinements of the tube
fabrication procedures. Overall however, the main steps
of the fabrication route and practice have remained
unchanged.

STEPS IN PRESSURE TUBE FABRICATION

The main steps in the fabrication of Zr-2.5%Nb
pressure tubes are described below and illustrated in
Figure 1.

INGOT
T

SUPPLIER:

TWCA

TWCA

TWCA

COLO DRAWING

NU-TECH

FIGURE 1: Steps In Pressure Tube Production

Ingot

Zirconium sponge produced fro» zirconium silicate
ore is compacted into brickettes along with a master
alloy of zirconium and niobium. The brickettes are
electron beam welded in vacuum to form an electrode,
which is then melted in a consumable electrode vacuum
arc furnace. The melting process produces a Zr-2.5XNb
ingot 0.6m in diameter, consisting of material with
low impurity and inclusion contents. The ingot,
containing sufficient material fur the fabrication of
up to 40 tubes, is machined tu remuve surface
imperfections and to allow the required volumetric
ultrasonic inspection, which establishes the presence
and the depths of pipe flaws. The ingot is cropped to
remove identified material discontinuities. Chemical
samples are obtained at several locations along the
machined ingot length and are evaluated I'm'
conformance wit.i the specification requirements with
respect to the two major alloying elements, niobium
ami oxygen, and 23 residual elements. The hardness of
the alloy is also verified at each sampling station *ti
the ingot.

Recent developments in ingot production and forging
liave led to a modification in the ingot solidification
procedure to minimize the pipe flaw depth. Thu
corresponding practice of ingot cropping to remove
flaws identified through ultrasonic examination was
introduced al the same tine. In early Zr-.2.5%N1>
production, unremoved piping cavities in ingots were
found to In; sources of lap-type flaws in a smal 1
number of pressure tubes.
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Chemical homogeneity in the ingot is the
responsibility of the manufacturer and it is achieved by
balancing the electrode composition against the known
distribution behaviour of the elements [1]. From the
impurity elements whose concentrations are controlled,
hafnium is of interest due to its significant
contribution towards the neutron absorption cross-
section of the alloy; its concentration is limited to
50ppm. Iron concentrations are also controlled as
continued research suggests a possible correlation
between iron contents and the corrosion properties and
the creep/growth behaviour of the Zr-2.5%Nb alloy.

Billets

The ingot is preheated to 1000cC and forged into
round bars ("logs") 200mm in diameter using pr^ss and
rotary forges. The logs are sectioned into billets: the
microstructure of the billets is homogenized by solution
heat treatment in the beta-phase region fnllowed by
water quenching. The billets are trepanned and the
surfaces conditioned to remove any forging
imperfections. Each billet is examined with dye
pénétrant for surface discontinuities. The billets are
also examined ultrasonically, using the immersion
technique and continuous overlapping scan, with two
opposed angle beams in the circumferential direction and
with straight (normal) beam in the radial direction. One
billet per ingot is checked for conformance to the
specified material composition requirements (type
analysis).

Extrusion Hollows

Billets, protected from oxidation at elevated
temperatures by copper and steel cladding, are preheated
to 817°C and then extruded into tube hollows. The
extrusion process forms the elongated microstructure
which is retained through to the final tube product.
The tube hollows are surface conditioned to reaove the
protective cladding and any surface oxide fonted during
the extrusion process.

Cold Drawn Tubes

Tube Imllows undergo cleaning, sand blasting and a
surface treatment that ensures the required lubricant
adherence during cold drawing. The cold reduction to
the final tube size is typically carried out in twu
passes, each pruducing a cross sectional area reduction
of 12 to 15%. lor a total of 24 - 30%. The <;uld drawn
tubes are sand blasted ami cleaned. The tube finishing
includes honing of tin- inside surface ami grinding and
polishing of the outside surface. Honing removes
approximately 0.0f>4 mm of material containing minor
surface imperfections. The center less grinding
operation is combined with wall thickness measurements,
and it is selective so that the largest amount of
material is removed at the thickest wall regions (thus
minimizing the amount of material installed in the
reactor core), while maintaining the minimum required
wall thickness along the length of the tube. The tinned
and polished tube is ultrasonic-ill} examined using a
normal beam pulse-echo inspection and a four-directional
shear wave, with twu waves travelling in opposite
directions around the circumference and two additional
shear waves travelling in thr axial direction of the
tube. This in-process inspection determines whether or
not the component should proceed to the finishing
stages. Other tests carried out at this manufacturing
step include a hydrostatic pressure test, chemical
analysis of selected tube off-cuts to ensure conformante

of the four major alloying and residual elements, a
tensile test of a tube specimen at 300°C. a hardness
check, and a corrosion test of a small tube specimen
to confirm that the required material corrosion
properties are met.

Finished Tubes

The final stage of pressure tube production
includes a stress relief operation, dimensional
checks, and non-destructive examinations. Following
cleaning, the tubes are stress relieved in an
autoclave for 24 hours at 400°C. The pure steam
atmosphere produces a uniform dark oxide layer,
approximately 2 microns in thickness, which acts as a
barrier to deuterium ingress and provides added wear
resistance during operation. The stress relieved
tubes are visually examined and checked for
conformance to dimen: ional requirements on
straightness. ovality, bor- size, outside diameter and
wall thickness; deviations from specifications are
corrected as necessary. The tube end dimensions in
particular are required to have closer tolerances than
the body of the tube, since the wall thickness and
outside diameter variations in these regions affect
the quality of the pressure tube to end fitting ro.' led
joints. The final ultrasonic inspection of full tube
lengths includes a four-directional shear wave and two
normal beam scans, one of which is in the high
frequency range of 50-100MHz. The high frequency
normal beam examination is a recent addition to the
tube final inspection. It has been shown to be
effective in detecting and characterizing low angle
lap flaws, and thus it provides additional assurances
against the occurrence of such flaws in the finished
tube. The eddy current technique is employed in the
examination of the inside and outside tube surface
layers to provide additional sensitivity to near
surface flaws. The finished tubes are weighed and
packaged for shipment.

The specialized manufacturing requirements and.
more importantly, the limited number of tube
production runs have resulted in a small number of
manufacturers being involved and remaining in thr
field since the initial production 11]. Presently.
Nu-Tech Precision Metals Inc is the single primary
supplier of pressure tubes (Figure I). Nu-Tech
subcontracts the ingot and billet production to
Tel «dyne Wah Chang Albany (TWCA) and. to dat<-.
essentially all CANUU pressure tube material Ins
originated at TWCA. The remaining stages of
manufacture are carried out at Nu-lech facilities at
Waterbury. Connecticut (extrusion) and at Arnprmr.
Ontario (i-uld drawing and finishiriji). liristuj
Aerospace limited was another major participant in the
fabrication process until 1988, when tin
responsibi 1 ity fur tube finishing was taken over Uy
NU~1'T1I Precision Metals Inc.

PRESSURE TUBE PROCUREMENT PRACTICE

The overall pressure tube prucurenent practice is
i-iiutnillud by three main requirements: the dr-.igu
iequirements, the metallurgical ami fabrication
requirements, and the quality assurance requirements
HI-

Design Requirements

The pressure tulx1 design consists of the
determination of the dimensional, physical .nul
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mechanical requirements. The three main dimensional
parameters are the tube length, inside diameter and wall
thickness. The length of the tube is determined from the
reactor core size. The inside diameter is based on the
requirements for fuel movement and coolant flow, while
the pressure tube wall thickness is obtained from the
component stress analysis. The minimum allowable wall
thickness accounts lor the effects of the internal
operating pressure and fuel channel mechanical loads.
Combined corrosion and wear allowances (typically 0.2
mm) are added to the computed minimum wall thickness.
The tube wall thickness is kept as low as possible for
optimum neutron economy during reactor operation. Other
controlled dimensional parameters include ovality,
particularly at the tube ends, and straightness.

The design properties of cold worked Zr-2.5%Nb alloy
are covered by the Canadian Standards Association (CSA)
specification N285.6.7. The basic requirements of the
CSA Code correspond to the intent of the ASME Code
Section III for Class 1 components. CSA N285.6.7 lists
the derived allowable stress intensity values at design
temperature (Table 1). The measured properties of the
pressure tube typically exceed the indicated minima and
thus provide a suitable margin over the minimum design
requirements.

The pressure tube analysis consists of calculations
carried out for several equally spaced locations along
the tube length, each with a specific temperature-
pressure combination. The tube is analyzed as a thin-
walled component with purely elastic behaviour under
operating conditions. Additional finite element analysis
is carried out for the tube rolled joint sections. The
fuel channel analysis simulates both the beginning and
the anticipated end of design life when factors such as,
tube material strengthening due to irradiation, are
considered.

The design requirements for pressure tube material
chemistry are established in order to control the
adverse effects of selected residual elements on the
material corrosion properties, neutron capture cross
section, and strength and ductility.

seamless tube making process, the nature of the alloy,
in particular the two-phase structure and anisotrophy
of the material, necessitate close control of each
stage of fabrication to ensure that the component
develops the optimum characteristics to resist the in—
reactor environment.

During reactor service, the Zr-2.5%Nb alloy
undergoes dimensional changes due to irradiation
enhanced creep and growth; it is also subject to
corrosion and deuterium pick up from high temperature
water, and to changes in strength and ductility due to
irradiation. The material factors controlling, for
example, the amount of in-reactor deformation are the
alloy texture, grain size and shape, and to some
extent the concentrations of selected residual
elements. These parameters in the tube can be affected
by different stages of the tube fabrication sequence
(Table 2). For example, the final material
microstruclure, that is the texture and the grain size
and shape, are essentially determined by the extrusion
process. Dislocations are induced primarily by the
cold working operation; dislocation density in the
cold-drawn pressure tube is reduced by the 24
hour/400°C stress relief in an autoclave.

Table 2 lists parameters that influence rates of
pressure tube corrosion and deuterium ingress during
reactor operation. Other than the microstructure
developed during extrusion, these are primarily the
initial ingot chemistry, the level of cold work in the
tube material and the thickness and quality of the
autoclaved oxide layer on the tube inside and outside
surfaces.

Cold worked Zr-2.5%Nb is sensitive to a delayed
hydride cracking mechanism. In order to minimize the
possibility of delayed hydride cracking initiation in
the p essure tubes, the tubes are stress relieved
shortly after cold drawing, hydrogen concentrations in
the alloy are kept as low as possible, and fabrication
processes are developed such that flaws that could act
as crack initiation sites are eliminated.

TABLE 1

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR
FINISHED COLD WORKED Zr-2.5% Nb PRESSURE TUBES

DIMENSIONAL RFXJl'IREMENTS

Minimum inside diameter:
Minimum wall thickness:
Length:
Straightness:

103.4 mm
4.19 mm

6445.3 mm to 6540.S mm
0.25 mm in any 300 mm

111YS1CAL AND MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS

Chemistry: Similar to UNS alloy K6090] with reduced
selected element concentrations

Tensile Strength at 300°C
Ultimate Strength: 480 Ml'a rain.
0.2% Yield Strength: 330 MPa min.
Elongation: 12% min. (in 25 mm)

Corrosion Resistance:
Maximum weight gain:

Test to ASTM G2,
35 mg/dm'

Metallurgical ami Fabrication Requiremeiits.

While the fabrication process for pressure tubes, as
described earlier, follows a relatively conventional

TABLE 2

RELATIVE EFFECT OF MANUFACTURING STEPS
ON IN-REACTOE PERFORMANCE

FABRICATION PARAHETERS
STEP

'ielting

Forging

Beta Treat.

Extrusion

Cold Reduct.

Chemistry
Melting

IRRADIATION
INDUCED
DIMENSIONAL
CHANGES

Significant
Not Signifir.

Teaperature Stall
Working Not Known
Reductions

Température Saall
Cooling Rate Saal 1

Ratio Significant
Teiperature Saall
Speed Not Known

Level
Type

Significant
Not Sisnilic

Conditioning Cheaical None
Mechanical None
(Honing/Grinding>

Heat
Treatment Temperature Significant

Tiae Saall

Oxide
Thickness

IN-REACTOR STRENGTH/
CORROS10N& DUCTILITY/
DEUTERIUM TOUGHNESS
INGRESS

Significant
Not known

Significant
Not known

Not known Significant
Nut Signifie Saall

Caall
Saall

Saall
Saall
Not Known

Significant
None

None
None

Not known
Not known

Significant
Significant
Saall

Significant
Saall

None
None

Possibly
Significant
Saall Saall

Significant

Significant None
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Quality Assurance Requirements TABLE 4

The quality assurance program established for the
pressure tube manufacture conforms to the requirements
of CSA Standard Z299.2. This quality program level has
Lieen selected on the basis of CSA 7.299.0, "Guideline for
Selecting and Implementing of CAN3-Z299-85 Quality
Assurance 1'rogram Standards", and it reflects tile degree
of interaction and control over the fabrication process
that is required of both the pressure tube manufacturer
and the designer. AECL-CANDU.

The quality programs of major suppliers such as Nu-
Tech Precision Metals Inc. and its subcontractors are
documented in quality assurance manuals. These manuals,
manufacturing facilities, equipment, detailed procedures
and personnel qualifications are subject to periodic
audits by the purchaser's Quality Assurance staff or
their designates.

The qualified pressure tube supplier receives
component design requirements in the form of technical
specifications and drawings. The process flow plan and
detailed manufacturing procedures are prepared by the
manufacturer on the basis of the design documents, and
are then submitted to the designer for review and
approval. The process flow plan identifies the
manufacturing steps in a sequential order, references
detailed procedures, and defines hold points and
documentation requirements. The manufacturing history
of each individual pressure tube is compiled by the
supplier in a History Docket, a document whose format
and contents are determined through design
specifications and which is retained by the purchaser as
the final component manufacturing record.

Tables 3 and 4 below outline the typical quality
program scope and the inspections and tests carried out
during pressure tube fabrication, respectively [1].

TABLE 3

QUALITY PROGRAM
MANUFACTURE AND PROCESSING OF PRESSURE TUBES

A. INSPECTION TEST PLAN

The Plan
The Procedures
The Forms

E. PROCEDURES

Contract Review
Design Control (AECL CANDU)
Control of Documents
Control of Measuring Testing Equipment
Control of Purchasing
Incoming Inspection
Control of Processing and Special Processes
In-Process Inspection
Fijia] Inspection
Identification and Traceability
Handling and Storage
Control of Non-Conforming Items
Packaging and Shipping
Quality Records
Corrective Actions

C. QUALITY AUDITS

Internal Audits
Subcontractor Audits

SUMMARY OF INSPECTION AND TESTING REQUIREMENTS IN
PRESSURE TUBE MANUFACTURE

Ingot - chemistry and hardness
ultrasonic normal beam scan
(ASTM 350)

Billet- chemistry (type analysis)
ultrasonic examination
(shear wave, normal beam)
dye pénétrant examination
dimensional

Cold Worked
Tube - chemistry (main elements, top and bottom

tube from each ingot)
corrosion (ASTM G-2)
hardness test
mechanical properties at 30Q°C (after
simulated stress relief)
hydrostatic testing
in-process ultrasonic examination (shear
wave, normal beam)
dimensioning

Autoclaved.
Stress Relieved
Tubes - ultrasonic: examination (shear wave, normal

beam, high frequency normal beam)
eddy current examination for surface and
near surface flaws
(inside and outside surface)
dimensional inspection

- visual examination

PRESSURE TUBE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

With the objective to enhance pressure tube quality
and its in-service performance, continued development
of the pressure tube technology is jointly undertaken
by the manufacturers and by the engineering and
research staff of both AECL and CANDU plant owners.
Through this development, understanding of the factors
affecting the in-reactor operation of pressure tubes
and their relationships to pressure tube properties
and fabrication techniques, is being improved. In
recent years, changes in the tube manufacturing
procedures and inspections have been implemented. Some
of these were:

(i) Gradual power shut-off during melting and ingot
cropping arc applied to eliminate pipe discontinuities
that could lead to shallow lap type flaws in a small
number of pressure tubes produced from billets
originating from the top of the ingot.

(ii) Reduction of concentrations of residual elements
with potential adverse effects on various pressure
tube material properties such as deuterium pick up
(Cr), neutron capture cross section (Hf ), delayc:d
hydride cracking (H), corrosion and deuterium pick up
(Fe, Ni). The practical and economical means of
obtaining the lowest possible levels of hydrogen in
the tube material are under continuous evaluation.

(iii) Tube final manufacturing inspection has been
enhanced with the addition of a full length eddy
current scan of the inner and outer surfaces.
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(iv) High frequency (SO to 100 MHz) normal team
ultrasonic examination of full tube lengths, developed
by Ontario Hydro Research Department, has been
implemented as part of the pressure tube final
inspection. This tedmiijue has been found effective in
the detection of shallow laminar flaws such as that
found in the Bruce unit 2 channel N06 in 1986.

(v) Increased emphasis by jurisdictional authorities
tin pressure tutu» iji-ftcrvice inspectabi 1 ity lias led to
implementation of additional tube outside surface
conditioning (double-polish) that minimizes the
background, noise levels in ultrasonic scans. The results
of the manufacturing examination are intended for
comparison with tubt indications obtained during
subsequent in-service inspections.

The above changes and additions to the manufacturing
process were relatively small in scope and thus did not
necessitate significant qualification programs.
Considerably greater qualification effort, including in-
reactor testing of prototype components, is normally
required whenever one or more of the main fabrication
steps are changed, or it an alternate supplier route is
under consideration. One instance where significant
qualification programs wen? iopleoeaied was i)ie security
of supply exercise, which was initiated in the early
1980s. The purpose of this program was to ensure that
alternate pressure tube manufacturing capability could
be established quickly, thus maintaining continuity of
supply of this important fuel channel component in the
event that the present fabrication route was disrupted.

It has been established that alternate extrusion
techniques and facilities, and pilgering rather than
cold drawing, produce similar properties to those of the
current production pressure tubes. Prototypes procured
by such routes have been installed in power reactors as
a final step in their qualification.

In addition to the above changes in pressure tube
manufacture, related developments have been made in
modifying reactor operating conditions that affect the
pressure tube in-reacteir performance, particularly with
respect to deuterium ingress. Some of the modifications
are now being implemented. As an example, addition of
smalt amounts of oxygen to the annu/us gas systems (AGS)
is being incorporated in order to prevent the oxide
layer on the outside of the pressure lube from becoming
permeable to deuterium. The as-autoclaved oxide layer is
an effective barrier to deuterium ingress, but this
layer is maintained only through continued oxidation.

Long Term Developments

In parallel with the engineering support effort for
the current pressure tube supply route, research
programs are being carried out that address the main
concerns affecting the existing Zr-2.5%Nb pressure tube
properties and performance. Tlmse are primarily related
to pressure tube creep and growth, arid the sensitivity
to delayed hydride cracking. Given below are throe cases
of long term developments intended to deal with the
above phenomena.

A program to produce Zr-2.5%Nb pressure tubes with
reduced elongation was initiated in 1978 and has led to
fabrication of three batches of prototype tubes using
alternate manufacturing procedures. Based on the
evaluations of the prototypes, a manufacturing process
involving Zr-2.5XNb alloy cold worked to 40% (compared
to the current tube levels of 24 to 30%) and heat
treated prior to autodaving, was considered to produce
the desirable pressure tube properties [2). Under the

current CANDU Owners Group research programs, the
techniques and procedures necessary to successfully
manufacture such low elongation tubes on a production
basis, are being developed.

Stvidies of deuterium concentrât inns in operating
pressure tubes have indicated peak concentrations near
the lute ends, with the highest levels measured at the
fuel channel outlets. One technique for preventing
these deuterium accumulations is the use of yttriuiD
sinks. Yttrium, which has a greater affinity for
deuterium than zirconium alloys, is encased in
zirconium rings attached to the pressure tube ends,
where it draws deuterium from the lube material. The
stress levels in the ring after absorption of
deuterium by the yttrium remain as the one unresolved
aspect of the yttrium sink concept inhibiting reactor
application. Other deuterium "getter" configurations
in the Zr-2.5%Nb pressure tubes are also being
invest igated.

Hydrogen in pressure lubes is a potential life
limiting factor and control of this element in
production is thus an important aspect of manufacture.
Minimization of the material initial concentration
increases in service tijue heïorû the pressure lube
reaches threshold level from the deuterium picked up
through operation. Current melting practice has
improved so that the initial ingot hydrogen levels are
consistently below 5 ppm. Continued work in this area
may indicate other teclmiques to reduce hydrogen
concentrations even further.

CONCLUSIONS

Continued effort of manufacturing personnel,
engineering staff at AECt-CANDU and of the plant
operators has led to the establislunent of a successful
pressure tube procurement route. This manufacturing
route is subject to changes resulting from the on-
going developments of the fabrication technology and
the improved knowledge of parameters controlling the
tube characteristics and performance. Although
research and development effort is being devoted to
alternate pressure tube concepts or highly modified
fabrication techniques, nxi significant c/ianges tram
the present pressure tube production route are
anticipated in the near tej-m.
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ABSTRACT

This paper covers the stress analysis and structural integrity
assessment of the calandria assembly under the channel flow
blockage condition. An elastic - plastic stress analysis of the
critical components is carried out using the advanced finite element
features of the MARC computer code. Axisymmetric models are
developed in which pressure load is applied in increments up to the
flow blockage pressure of 1.2 MPa (174 psi).

The analysis results show that the calandria assembly maintains
its structural integrity under the flow blockage condition. The
stresses in the calandria assembly components, except the annular
plates, are in the elastic range. For the annular plate the membrane
stresses are below the yield strength. There is an indication of local
yielding at the annular plate inner and outer surfaces. The limit load
analysis is also carried out using the same 3-D calandria assembly
axisymmetric finite element model.

The analysis demonstrates that the fuel channel flow blockage
condition can be accepted as a design basis accident condition as per
the provisions under the ASME Section III code for pressure vessel
components.

INTRODUCTION

The calandria vessel is a horizontal, cylindrical, single walled
stepped shell enclosed at each end by tubesheets and spanned
horizontally by 480 calandria tubes. The stepped shell is comprised
of a main shell with a smaller diameter sub-shell at each end.
Flexible annular plates welded to the main and sub-shells
accommodate the differential thermal expansion between the
calandria tubes and the calandria shell. The calandria assembly is
shown in Figures 1 to 3.

Each pressure tube in a CANDU reactor is isolated and insulated
from the heavy water moderator by a calandria tube which is
roll-expanded at both ends into the calandria tubesheets. The
pressure tubes contain reactor fuel and are a part of the primary heat
transport (PHT) pressure boundary.

The calandria vessel and end shields are made of austenitic
stainless steel, type 304L. Zircaloy-2 is used for the calandria
tubes. Although this is not an ASME code ma'.erial, the material
requirements and allowable stresses of Zircaloy-2 in CANDU
reactors have been selected to be consistent with, and to follow the
intent of the ASME code.

The calandria vessel comprised of the calandria, calandria
tubesheets, and calandria tubes forms the moderator pressure
boundary. It is designed by analysis to comply with the intent of the
ASME Code Section III, Division I, Subsection NC, Class 2.
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CALANDRIA ASSEMBLY ANALYSIS OVERVIEW

For the general type of loading conditions such as normal
operating pressures, weights, temperatures and earthquake events,
the calandria assembly analysis is performed by using finite
element techniques as shown in Figure 4. Substructuring
techniques are employed, where required, to handle large models.

For one of the large CANDU reactors the finite element
modelling statistics are as follows:

Number of nodes

Num ber of degrees of freedom

158,759

952,554
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Number of quadrilateral plates

Number of triangular plates

Number of beam elements

132,080

54,190

114

The models are run for different loads which are then combined
to determine stress intensities for comparison against ASME code
allowables.

For the single pressure tube/calandria tube failure resulting from
the channel flow blockage.where stresses are beyond the elastic
range due to severe loading, the general elastic finite element model
is not appropriate. A simplified axisymmetric model described
below is developed to perform the elastic-plastic stress analysis of
critical components.
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FUEL CHANNEL FLOW BLOCKAGE CONDITION

An undetected fuel channel flow blockage under reactor full
power operation is a postulated low probability event that can
impose severe loadings on the calandria assembly. This postulated
flow blockage is defined as the blockage which exceeds 65% of the
channel flow area. Under this postulated condition the coolant flow
path is obstructed somewhere between the inlet and outlet feeder
connections to the headers, which causes the overheating and
rupture in the fuel channel and develops a potential for the release
of the hot molten fuel contents into the moderator. Consequently
it produces a hydrodynamic transient within the calandria vessel.

The most severe hydrodynamic load occurs within a fraction of
a second when the hot fine droplets or particles of the fuel are
quenched rapidly, generating large quantities of steam. The steam
forms highly pressurized and rapidly expanding bubbles which
induce a severe pressure transient load on the calandria vessel. The
pressure transient, as shown in Figure 5, occurs about 0.18 second
(Reference 1) and the pressure inside the calandria vessel reaches
a maximum of 1.2 MPa (174 psi).

Comparing the maximum internal pressures resulting from the
flow blockage condition with other postulated in-core LOCA
conditions, such as pressure tube/calandria tube burst condition, it
indicates that the pressure transient due to flow blockage condition
is more severe (2 times more) than those under other LOCA
conditions. Since this flow blockage condition envelops all other
postulated in-core LOCA conditions, the calandria assembly is
analyzed for the pressure loads associated with this condition.
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FIGURE 5 PRESSURE TRANSIENT

ELASTIC - PLASTIC ANALYSIS

Elastic analysis of the calandria assembly using finite element
sub-structuring techniques indicates that annular plates and
calandria tubes are highly stressed components under the in-core
LOCA (P/T-C/T burst) condition. Therefore, for the postulated
channel flow blockage condition, when the pressure increase in the
calandria is even higher, the stresses in these components become
critical. In order to determine the actual behaviour of the critical
components, an elastic-plastic analysis is performed to assess the
structural integrity of the calandria vessel.

The elastic-plastic analysis is performed using the computer
code MARC (Reference 3) with material non-linear capabilities.
For modelling simplicity and economics, it is assumed that the
calandria vessel is an axisymmetric structure. The axisymmetric
finite element model is shown in Figure 6, which represents a
cylindrical sector of one-half of the calandria vessel with a vortex
angle of 0.05 radian (2.86°). The model includes one-half of the
main shell, the sub-shell, the annular plate, the calandria and
fuelling tubesheets and the end shield shell. These components are
modelled by shell elements with 5 integration layers, whereas the
calandria tubes and the lattice tubes are modelled by beam elements
which are tied to the shell elements. The calandria tubes are
included in the model since they act as reactor's axial stays. The
calandria vessel dimensions and material data are shown in Table
1. The calandria tubes and the lattice tubes are simulated by
equivalent beams spaced in the radial direction at 0.286 m (11.25
inches) apart. Equivalent beam cross-sectional properties such as
areas and moments of inertia are computed based on the actual
numbers of tubes in the reactor.

Due to the large numbers of holes in the tubesheets which result
in reduced resistance in taking the in-plane forces and bending
moments, .he effective elastic modulus of elasticity and Poisson's
ratio for die calandria tubesheet and the fuelling tubesheet are
computed based on Reference 4. The effective modulus of
elasticity and Poisson's ratio are shown in Table 2.

The elastic - plastic analysis is carried out by applying
incremental pressure loading acting inside the calandria up to the
maximum pressure of 1.2 MPa (174 psi) under the flow blockage
condition.

CE NI RE **'!

FIGUHE 6 AXISVMMETRIC FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF HALF OF THE CALANDFtlA ASSEMBLY

TABLE 1

CALANDRIA VESSEL MATERIAL AND GEOMETRY
DATA

Main shell
Diameter = 8.48 m (334 inches)
Length =5.0 m (197 inches)
Thickness= 31.75 mm (1.25 inches)

Sub Shell

Diameter = 7.57 m (298 inches)
Length = 0.492 m (19.375 inches)
Thickness= 31.75 mm (1.25 inch)

Annular Plate

Thickness = 19.05 mm (0.75 inch)

Material - 304 L Austenitic Stainless Steel (except calandria
tube - Zircaloy -2)
3041.SS

Young's Modulus = 189 G Pa (27.4 x 106 psi)
Yield Stress =139 MPa (20,200 psi)
Poisson Ratio =0.28
Zircaloy -2

Young's Modulus = 89 GPa (13.0 x 106 psi)
Yield Stress = 258 MPa (37,400 psi)
Poisson Ratio = 0.405
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TABLE ?

EFFECTIVE E AND V VALUES

Ciilandria Tubesheet
effective E = 126 GPa (18.3 x 106 psi)
effective v = 0.26
Fuelling Tuhesheet

effective E =82 GPa ( 11.9 x 106psi)
effective v = 0.194

LIMIT ANALYSIS

The same elastic - plastic model is also used for the limit load
analysis to determine the lower bound collapse load as per the
provisions of the ASME code and the perfect elastic - plastic
material characteristic as shown in Figure 8.

The applied load is continuously increased in small increments
until the collapse load is reached.

RESULTS

Based on the elastic - plastic analysis up to the maximum
pressure experienced under the flow blockage condition (1.2 MPa
pressure), the annular plate experiences some yielding at its outer
fibres only with a maximum plastic stress of 197 MPa (28,500 psi)
and plastic strain of 0.015 at the top junction of the annular plate
with calandria shell. However the stresses in the inner integration
layers of the annular plate remain within the elastic limits. A
comparison between the elastic and elastic-plastic analyses is
shown in Table 3.

TABLE.2

STRESS RESULT SUMMARY AT ANNULAR PLATE
UNDER FLOW BLOCKAGE CONDITION

2)

Elastic analysis:
primary membrane stress intensity =110 MPa
(16,000 psi)
primary membrane plus bending stress intensity = 379
MPa (55,000 psi)
Elastic-Plastic analysis:

maximum plastic stress = 197 MPa (28,500 psi)
maximum plastic strain = 0.015

Based on the limit load analysis, the estimated lower bound
collapse load, without taking the material strain hardening into
consideration as per the ASME code Level D classification, is 1.65
MPa (240 psi). This is determined using the procedure of NB
3213.25 of the code. Applying a factor of 0.9 to the collapse load,
the allowed collapse load limit is 1.49 MPa (216 psi).

The plot of the displacement versus applied pressure is shown in
Figure 7.

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis indicates that the postulated fuel channel flow
blockage condition can be accepted as a design basis accident
condition as per the provisions under the ASME Section III Code
for Class 2 components.

The analyses demonstrate that the calandria vessel structural
integrity is maintained under the severe flow blockage condition
and the calandria assembly pressure boundary and its heat sink
capability stay intact under this extremely low probability event.
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ABSTRACT

The Mechanical Zone Control Unit (MZC) is a new
reactivity control device developed for spatial control of
fission power in the CANDU 3 reactor core. It replaces the
Liquid Zone Control system of current CANDUs to provide
equivalent performance, but with significant plant
simplification and cost reduction. Each MZC unit
independently positions an upper and a lower metal absorber
rod within the core region, via twin electric motor-powered
winches. While firmly based on well proven similar CANDU
devices, it incorporates several new features whose
performance and durability are validated by testing.

INTRODUCTION

The Mechanical Zone Control (MZC) unit is a new
Reactivity Control Unit (RCU) being developed for spatial
control of reactor power in the CANDU 3 core. Design and
development of the MZC equipment was integrated with
engineering work for CANDU 3 in core physics, control and
reactor layout and structures, and reference 1 describes a
simulation of core behaviour using the MZC unit. This paper
describes the design and development of the on-reactor
equipment by the CANDU 3 RCU design group, including
testing in AECL's SPEL facilities to validate its performance
and durability.

The MZC design shown in Figure 1 is firmly based on
other RCU devices which have been proven and refined in
service over 20 years or more. However, it includes several
new features needed to meet unique requirements on
function, performance and durability, related to MZC service
and also to the CANDU 3 reactor configuration and operating
specifications. These features are described as they relate to
the particular requirements they cover. Tests and assessments
used to confirm the efficacy of the design are outlined.

RATIONALE FOR ADOPTING THE MZC

Zone Control System Function

In CANDU reactors, the Reactor Regulating System
(RRS) maintains control of the general level and distribution
of neutron flux and fission power throughout the reactor core.
Steady state control and long-term changes are effected by
combined usage of Control Absorber and Adjuster Units, and
management of rates and patterns.of refuelling. The Zone
Control units deal with transient and cyclic fluctuations
caused by perturbations and short term manoeuvres. They
automatically respond to deviations from desired local power
levels, as measured by associated in-core Flux Detectors
(FD). For this purpose, the core is arbitrarily divided into a
number of regions, or "zones" and a variable neutron absorber
device and a Flux Detector assembly are located in each zone,
as shown in Figure 2.

Liquid Zone Control System

In current CANDUs, Liquid Zone Control (LZC)
units are used. As shown in Figure 3, each LZC unit
comprises a closed vertical tube passing between the rows of
ftiel channels, in the moderator. The tube is divided into two
or lhree compartments along its length, corresponding to the
two or three "zones" which that unit controls. Each
compartment is partially filled with light water, continually
circulated via internal tubing runs; and the void is filled wilh
helium. Water is a neutron absorber, and therefore the amount
of a compartment's neutron absorption, (called "reactivity
worth") is adjusted by changing the water level, effected by
modulating its outlet flow rate.

While the LZC units are functionally simple, they are
structurally complex, and costly to manufacture. They also
require a complex supporting process system to supply and
regulate the light water and helium. The piping and radiation
shielding clutter the reactivity mechanisms deck (RMD). The
process systems tanks and flow control equipment, also
heavily shielded, occupy significant space in the reactor
building. They also incur significant costs for system
engineering, installation and maintenance.

The MZC System

The MZC unit aims at improving ail these aspects.
Thisdesign uses a pair of metal abso'ber "rods" or"elements"
in place of the LZC's water filled compartments. The two
rods are independently inserted into the upper and lower
"zones" they control. Like other current RCUs, the "rods" are
actually hollow tubes, suspended from electric
motor-powered winches on the RMD. They are freely guided
in the core region within moderator-filled, perforated
zircaloy guide tubes and their position is monitored via shaft
angle transducers. The LZC's piping, process system and
shielding are eliminated, providing savings in engineering,
equipment and installation costs of up to $500,000 per unit.

The MZC design exploits the smaller size of the
CANDU 3 core. The CANDU 3 requires only eight zones to
provide adequate control, as shown in Figure 2B; each end is
divided into two sides, each with upper and lower zones. The
CANDU 3 therefore requires four, two-zone MZC units.
Current CANDUs all have cores divided into 14 zones as on
Figure 2A; each end is sub-divided into three vertical
regions, of which the outer two have upper and lower zones,
but the middle region additionally has a central zone. They
therefore require four, two-zone LZC units plus two,
three-zone units. A three-zone mechanical unit is not
possible because an element located in the central zone would
have to travel through the upper or lower zone, to be
withdrawn, causing undesirable power changes there.
Therefore MZC's are not applicable to large reactors.
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MZC PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

Configuration

When fully inserted, MZC elements in each unit must
meet at mid-core, and extend to the edge of the core. When
fully out, they need only be withdrawn to the edge of the core.
This results in 2.26 m long elements having 2.26 m stroke.
Their normal operating position will be at about mid-stroke
to provide approximately equal negative and positive
reactivity control range. This is the configuration shown in
Figure 1.

As shown in Figure 4 the upper element is a plain
metal tube, and withdraws partly up into the thimble, above
the core. The lower element is a set of five telescoping tube
segments which extends to the 2.26 m length when in-core
inserted, but collapses to a 0.64 m length in the reflector
region between the core and the calandria shell, when
withdrawn.

The diameter of the largest telescopic segment is the
same as that of the entire upper element, ( 120 mm), to provide
ample clearance on its bearing cuffs inside the guide tube, to
ensure free movement. (The guide tube is the same 126 mm
diameter as used for the standard Shutdown Rod.

Performance

The MZC unit must respond to both gradual and rapid
flux changes, such that speed is proportional to the magnitude
of the error signal. The maximum speed must produce full
stroke movement in 60 seconds. Each MZC winch must
therefore be capable of variable speed operation at between
0 and 40 mm/s.

Furthermore the characteristics of the control system
will be such that it is always "hunting" about a dead band. For
ihe purpose of design, this motion is conservatively
represented by an oscillation of 5 mm amplitude with a
12 second period. Simple calculations based on this indicate
the winch and element components will accumulate 15
million cycles and travel 290 kilometres in five years
operation. The design targets are twice these values. To meet
CANDU 3 plant capacity factor targets, easily replaced

components, such as motors and i;ear boxes should not
require maintenance more frequently than every five years
and major in-core items such as elements and guide tubes
must have service lives of at least 20 years. Non-replaceable,
structural items must meet the plant design lifetime
specification of 100 years.

COMPONENT FEATURES

Elements

Physics design requires that both upper and lower
elements should have the same neutron absorption, (i.e.
reactivity "worth"), and that it should be uniform along their
length. These elements are of ordinary stainless steel so as
to produce the specified worth with minimal loss through
transmutation from irradiation, throughout their service life.
These elements do not absorb all the neutrons striking them
(i.e. they are "grey", not "black"), which means they must
have a specific thickness. For the plain cylindrical upper
element, this requires 1.8 mm thickness for its 120 mm
diameter.

For the telescopic element, the thickness of each
segment depends on its diameter, to maintain the same
"worth" per unit length (i.e., approximately, constant mass).

As shown in Figure 4, the telescopic segments are
stepped such that the largest diameter is at the bottom when

FIGURE 3 LIQUID ZONE CONTROL UNIT
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the assembly i.s extended. The top end of each segment has
an inward clinical flange which engages with a mating
outward conical flange on the bottom edge of the segment
above it. This conical nesting acts like a spherical joint to
allow the segments to swing freely to align without binding
or "window-jamming". Hach flange also carries a short
cylindrical bearing surface which rubs on the cylindrical bore
or outer surface of its mating segment while collapsing.
Actually, these short surfaces are slightly barrel-shaped to
ensure against corner contact, as segment!! swing within their
generous clearances.

As shown on Figures 1 and 4, the five segments are of
unequal lengths such that, when collapsed and resting on the
guide lube bottom, the top end of each segment extends above
the next, larger diameter one. This ensures that one segment's
top conical flange doesn't gel "hooked" under the top flange
of the next one. When fully "parked", the innermost segment
does not bottom on lite guide tube, so as to maintain some
tension on the support cable.

Cable and Winch Design

A three mm. stainless steel cable of 7 x 19
construction is used, the same as in current CANDU
Adjusters, but cable end fittings have been redesigned to
minimize fatigue sensitivity. The cable and end fitting have
a static load capacity about 75 times the load applied.
Dynamic loading is negligible for the speeds and
accelerations applied, (about 1/10 g acceleration), so that
fatigue is clearly the dominant design factor, because of the
very huge number of cycles applied.

Design practices which minimize fatigue damage to
cables have been rigourously applied; i.e., avoidance of high
cyclic tensile loading, flexing, small pulleys, reverse
bending, wire scuffing, abrupt restraint, and deformation in
end fitting attachment.

As shown in Figure 5, the cable is helically wound
onto a very large (254 mm) diameter, shallow-grooved drum
of nylon (rather than the usual spiral winding onto a steel
sheave), and runs directly down to the element (rather than
over idler pulleys). The cable end fitting is bell-mouthed to
avoid abrupt flexing at the joint.

In parallel with these measures to obtain long cable
life, easy cable replacement has been provided for, to permit
fast and frequent changeotits to be made. Since only the
portion wrapping onto the drum is tlexed, only that portion
needs to be cable which needs to be changed. The remainder
of the element support linkage is plain round rod. The cable
is joined to the drum and push rod by quick-disconnect
fittings, both of which can be reached within the winch
housing, with the housing access cover removed, when the
element is at highest position (Figure 5).

The plain upper element is suspended from dual
parallel push rods, attached by means of a gimbal to ensure
equal tension; theircorrespondingcables are wound ontodual
drums on the upper element's winch shaft. The central single
cable and rod for the lower element pass clearly between the
upper element's two rods.

Each winch assembly utilizes the same drum shaft
bearings, shaft seal and shaft-motion limiter assemblies as the
proven Adjuster unit drive mechanism. However, to
accommodate the very frequent reversing operation and large
accumulated travel imposed by MZC service, the Adjuster's

--[ /-^r^f1 " E-gflgsjeHciiz îa^^ îiiijj

C40LE DHUM (CALANOHIA PRESSURE TWIN DRUM

CI>MP NUT eOUNDARY} FACE SEAL (FOR UPPER

SCHEWS ELEMENT)

FIGURE 5 MECHANICAL ZONE CONTROL DRIVE MECHANISM

gearing, universal induction motor and potentiometer have
been replaced with higher rated equipment. A commercial
worm gear reducer provides irreversability so that the
elements will remain in position should motor power be lost.
The drum shaft, seals and shaft-motion limiter components
are assembled in a flange-mounted cartridge, readily
removed from the housing. The gear unit is shaft mounted
onto the cartridge shaft extension; and the motor and shaft
position sensor are directly mounted to the gear unit. This
configuration permits quick, easy replacement of all the drive
assembly functional components, in situ. Keying ensures
proper alignment to minimize need for re-calibration or
re-adjustment.

Shield Plugs

Streaming of gamma and neutron radiation through
thcRCU penetration is blocked by a set of stepped, fixed and
moving shield plugs. As seen in Figure 1, each push rod
carries a moving shield plug at its top end, and these three
push rod-plugs travel inside three matching parallel bores in
the fixed shield plug in the thimble. Allowing for a 2.26 m
stroke for the 0.5 m long moving plugs, the triple-bore fixed
plug is over 3 m. long, and it is made in sections to ease
possible removal for replacement. Like current RCUs, shield
plugs, guide lubes and elements can all be removed after
removal of the drive assembly, using the Reactivity
Mechanism flask and associated tooling.
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Because of the very large accumulated travel during
the life of the elements, the potential exists for a large amount
of wear to occur. The configuration of the component is very
tolerant ot* a significant loss of material without loss of
function or reliability, over the design operating life.
However, the eventual accumulation of radioactive wear
particles in the moderator system's fittings and heat
exchangers would cause unacceptable fields for their
maintenance. Accordingly, contacting surfaces are coated
with hard surfacing materials, i.e. chrome carbide ceramic
applied to stainless steel surfaces (segment to segment wear)
and thick zirconium oxide generated on zircaloy surfaces,
(element to guide tube wear).

VERIFICATION TESTING

Function and Performance

Prototype upper and lower elements were suspended
from winches, in a full scale guide tube inside a water-filled
tank. They were repeatedly traversed over their full range of
speeds, together and separately, and with the water both still
and vigorously circulated to simulate excessive moderator
turbulence. Under all these conditions, the lower element
telescoped and extended and both elements raised and
lowered flawlessly.

In the same facility, the lower element was released
from its upper (inserted) position to simulate a cable break.
This demonstrated that i.he free sink rate was sufficiently slow
that the remaining control rods can respond and avoid a
reactor trip (as assessed in a parallel core physics analysis)

Durability and Life Assessment

Element reciprocating wear tests are continuing,
which closely simulate service conditions to evaluate actual

wear particle production rates for the hard surfacing materials
and their mating surfaces. The objective is to demonstrate
that element and guide tube life of 25 years can be achieved.

Cable endurance tests are also continuing, where
oscillating prototype drums cyclically wrap and unwrap
multiple cable specimens under design loads, with the
specified end connections used. The objective is tc
demonstrate that cable life of at least 5 to 10 years is reliably
achieved.

CONCLUDING SUMMARY

The MZC unit was developed for CANDU 3 to
replace the LZC system of current CANDUs. This design
provides significant savings in cost and reactor building space
requirements. It is shown that, although it utiiizes much
design experience and some components of current RCUs,
the MZC has some unique aspects, needed to suit MZC
service. Conf igurationally, twin winches are needed on each
unit for the two elements; and the lower element must be
telescopic. The continuous, cyclic motion imposes
demanding fatigue duty on the element support cables and
significant wear action on in-core rubbing parts. Extra care
was taken in design of the cable fittings and associated pans
on the winch and the shield plug system; and selected hard
coatings were applied to the in-core parts. Tests have
demonstrated reliable, proper functioning, and continuing
tests and design assessments indicate adequate service lives
will be achieved.
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ABSTRACT

The CANDU1 3 reactor will utilize shop-
assembled fuel channel assemblies that will be
installed in the reactor as single modules to
shorten on-site schedules. These modules will
consist of two dissimilar end fitting assemblies
connected to a pressure tube by means of 'con-
ventional' rolled joints, two dissimilar calan-
dria tube extensions attached to a calandria tube
by sandwich-type rolled joints, and four spacers
installed in the annular gap between the pressure
tube and calandria tube.

The introduction of the modular fuel channel
assembly has resulted in a fuel channel assembly
design which incorporates four new or different
designs of rolled joints. Because of space
limitations, the pressure tube/end fitting rolled
joint assemblies have significantly thinner hub
wall thicknesses than normal on CANDU reactors,
while the calandria tube/ calandria tube exten-
sion rolled joint assemblies incorporate thin-
walled CTX hubs rather than the more usual rigid
tubesh^ets in current CANDU reactors.

These changes have necessitated the introduc-
tion of some unusual fabrication techniques and
procedures to achieve acceptable rolled joint as-
semblies. The fabrication and testing of a
limited quantity of each type of joint has dem-
onstrated the feasibility of producing joints
that will meet their design requirements. This
paper reports on the extensive development pro-
gram carried out to optimize the fabrication
parameters in terms of rolled joint integrity and
leak tightness, and to establish practical pro-
duction tolerance ranges.

INTRODUCTION

Fuel channel assemblies for CANDU 3 are to be
modular units, shop-assembled and installed into
the calandria vessel from the outlet (fuelling
machine) face of the reactor. Each fuel channel
assembly will consist of inlet and outlet end
fittings (E/F), one pressure tube (P/T), four
garter spring-type annulus spacers, one calandria
tube (C/T) and two calandria tube extensions
(CTX). Figures 1 and 2 show the pressure tube to
end fitting and calandria tube to calandria tube
extension rolled joint assemblies at the inlet
and outlet ends of the CANDU 3 fuel channel. The
pressure tube to end fitting rolled joints in
CANDU 3 differ from the existing E/P-P/T rolled
joints in that the inlet end fitting hub and
outlet end fitting hub are 7.5 mm (0.300") and
20.5 mm (0.8") thick, respectively, compared to
the CANDU 6 hub, which is 25 mm (1") thick. The
calandria tube is to be rolled into thin-walled
calandria tube extensions using sandwich-type
rolled joints. In the CANDU 6 design, the calan-
dria tube is rolled into tubesheets using sand-
wich-type rolled joints.

I , ..»..«- ftïïï™" K3.-KÏÏ

Figure 1: CANDU 3 P/T and C/T Rolled Joints
- Fuel Channel Inlet End

Figure 2: CAHDU 3 P/T and C/T Rolled Joints
- Fuel Channel Outlet End

CANDU: CANada Deuterium Uranium.
Registered Trademark.

The designs of the inlet E/F-P/T rolled joint
and CT-CTX rolled joints, as explained above, are
not covered by the existing qualification envel-
opes for the respective joints. Therefore, they
must be evolved through the distinct phases of
feasibility, development, optimization and qual-
ification tests.

The relevant test programs to address the
above phases of testing of the following rolled
joints have been undertaken by the SPEL Laborato-
ries of AECL-CANDU (feasibility) and the Chalk
River Laboratories of AECL-Research (development
and optimization):
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(i) Inlet End Fitting to Pressure Tube Rolled
Joints,

(ii) Outlet End Fitting to Pressure Tube Rolled
Joints,

( iii) Calandria Tube to Inlet Calandria Tube
Extension Rolled Joints, and

(iv) Calandria Tube to Outlet Calandria Tube
Extension Rolled Joints.

CANDU-3 INLET END FITTING TO PRESSURE TUBE ROLLED
JOINT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The design of the CANDU 3 inlet E/F-P/T rolled
joint consists of a zero clearance rolled joint
joining a 4.19 mm (0.165") wall thickness x
103.4 mm (4.070") ID Zirconium 2.5 wt% Niobium
pressure tube and a 127 mm (5.0") OD SS àO3 end
fitting hub, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: CANDU 3 Inlet End Fitting
Rolled Joint Hub

The aim of the development program is to
explore the effects of rolling parameters on
rolled joint performance, optimize the rolling
parameters and select a preferred range, and
perform assurance tests to confirm the adequacy
of the joints fabricated within the preferred
range. The test program also includes simulated
•end-of-life' verification tests and the fabrica-
tion of a double-ended rolled joint assembly for
long-term loop tests using specified ranges of
joint parameters.

Performance Characr.eri sties to be Evaluated

The following aspects pertaining to the per-
formance of inlet E/F-P/T rolled joints have been
addressed during the development program:

1) Residual hoop and axial stress distribu-
tions in the pressure tube, around the
circumference and along the axis, on the
outside and inside surfaces of the pressure
tube for delayed hydride cracking consider-
ations .

2) Residual hoop, radial and axial stress
distribution across the hub wall thick-
ness, for flaw tolerance evaluations.

3) Results of equilibrium helium leak tests as
a measure of comparison with the database
on standard CANDU 6 E/F-P/T rolled joints.

4) Rolled joint pullout strength under oper-
ating pressure and temperature, in beginn-
ing-of-life and end-of-life (simulated)
conditions.

Rollinp Parameters To Be Studied

The effect of the following parameters on the
performance characteristics are being studied
during Che development program:

1) Average diametral fit between the outside
diameter of the pressure tube and the
inside diameter of the end fitting hub.

2) Apparent wall reduction of the pressure
tube as measured by the increase in the
inside diameter of the pressure tube during
rolling.

3) Extremes in the ratio:

End Fitting Hardness (R.)
Pressure Tube Hardness (Rc)

Dimensional Measurements

In additional to the rolled joint bore diame-
ter, the following measurements were specified
during the development program to provide base-
line data for production of fuel channel assem-
blies and post-service examinations:

1) Temporary and permanent hub growth.

2) Inboard and outboard extrusions of the
pressure tube.

3) Deformation of the rolled joint region at
the inside surface of the end fitting hub.

4) Pressure tube twist (these data may be of
minimal use for shop fabrication; however,
the data will be recorded for the sake of
completeness).

5) Wall thickness measurements of the rolled
region of the pressure tube to evaluate
groove filling and actual % wall reduction.

6) Profile measurements of the burnish mark
region inside the pressure tube, to corre-
late the data with the maximum residual
hoop stress measured by strain gauging.

Development Program Outline

The development and optimisation program for
the inlet E/F-P/T rolled joint is divided into
six stages.

Stage 1 Investigation and optimization of
average diametral fit and apparent
% wall reduction to minimize residual
stresses in the pressure tube and the
hub while achieving acceptable helium
leak rates.

Stage 2 Assurance tests to ascertain that
satisfactory residual stresses in the
pressure tube are consistently
achievable in the preferred optimum
ranges per Stage 1.

Stage 3 Hot pressurized pullout tests to
ensure that satisfactory pullout
strength is constantly achieved in
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the preferred
Stage 1.

optimum ranges per

Stage 5

Stage 6

Ead-of-iife simulation tests to en-
sure that the hot pressurized pullout
strength of the joints, after thermal
relaxation to simulate end-of-life
conditions, is consistent and ade-
quate in the preferred ranges per
Stage 1.

Fabrication of double-ended rolled
joint assemblies for long-term loop
tests.

Assessment/evaluation of residual
stresses and fracture toughness in
the inlet hub-

CANDU 3 Inlet. R/.T Pavel moment Program - Stage 1

Objective. The primary objective of Stage 1 was
to optimize average diametral fit and % P/T wall
reduction of inlet E/F-P/T rolled joints using
the burnish mark location per CANDU 6 requirem-
ents . The parameters were optimized to proùuce
low residual tensile stresses in the pressure
tube and the end fitting hub and satisfactory
helium leak tightness.

As a secondary objective, the inside surfaces
of the rolled pressure tubes (burnish mark
region) were profiled; profile parameters are to
be correlated with measured maximum tensile
residual hoop stress on the inside surface of the
pressure tube. These data are necessary for
post-service examination of fuel channel rolled
joints to establish start-of-life stress levels.
(Such a correlation is available for non-zero
clearance rolled joints with 25 mm (1") thick
hubs.)

Test Program Description. During Stage 1, twenty
single-ended rolled joints were fabricated. Four
ranges of average diametral fit and four ranges
o£ aooarent X wall reduction were investigated.
The stress distributions across the wall thick-
ness of the hub were measured using two tech-
niques in selected rolled joints. The joints
were made using the burnish mark location per
CANDU 6 fuel channel installation requirements.

Evaluation of Test Results. Based on the resid-
ual stresses in the P/T and/or hub, optimum
ranges of average diametral fit and % wall reduc-
tion were selected.

Test Details

Components. The end fitting hubs were manufac-
tured from scandard end fitting material, AISI
403 stainless steel, meeting the requirements of
AECL Technical specifications for the end fitting
assemblies installed in CANDU 6 commercial power
reactors. The pressure tube spool pieces were
machined from cold-dïawn Zirconium 2.5 wt.X
Niobium pressure tubes fabricated to the re-
quirements for installation in commercial -pwreï
reactors.

Equipment. Based on the results of the feasi-
bility test program, a backing ring fixture was
used during the roll expansion of the inlet E/F-
P/T rolled joints.

The hubs were installed on an end fitting stub
to produce an assembly representative o£ a full-
scale CANDU 3 inlet end fitting assembly. The
alignment between the pressure tube and end
fitting, hub bores was measured using an alignment
gauge similar to those used in production fuel
channel fabrication. The pressure tube was
mounted on an alignment fixture with five degrees
of freedom (vertical, horizontal,
Z-direction (fuel channel centreline), pitch and
yaw), which was adjusted to attain the required
hub to pressure tube alignment.

The end fitting hub was heated using a induc-
tion heating system identical to that used for
production fuel channel installation in CANDU
commercial power reactors. The system is con-
trolled by a programmable controller. The induc-
tion heating coil was fabricated to suit the
outside diameter of the CANDU 3 inlet end fitting
hub. The heating cycle was optimized to ensure
that the necessary increase in the inside diame-
ter of the hub (to facilitate unimpeded pressure
tube entry) was achieved without exceeding the
maximum permissible hub temperature, with reason-
able elapsed time. The heating cycle and the
temperature profiles were cheeked daily using a
calibration hub before induction heating the
first hub for the day.

A full-length expander fabricated to the
dimensional requirements of the CANDU 3 inlet end
fitting was used to roll expand the joint.

The rolled joints were soaked in helium from
the outside of the assembly at 15 psig for a
minimum of 24 hours in a pressurizing can prior
to leak rate measurement. The leak rate was
measured using a leak test tool similar to that
used for helium leak tests during construction
fuel channel installation. A VARIAN PORTA-TEST
leak detector was used to perform the helium leak
test on the rolled joints. Two calibrated leaks
with integral helium reservoirs, covering 10E-7
and 1ÛE-8 atmos.cc per second He, respectively,
and a capillary leak with 10E-4 atmos.cc per
second range, were used for calibration, depend-
ing on the leak rate being measured.

For the measurement of hub residual stresses
using the Sach' s method, strain gauges were
installed manually inside and outside the hubs.

Hub residual stresses were also measured by
neutron diffraction techniques using the L3
spectrometer at the NRU Reactor operated in the
diffractometer mode.

The strain gauges for the measurement of
pressure tube residual stresses were prewired and
bonded to the inside of the pressure tube with
epoxy cement that cures aC room temperature.
Following removal of the hub, a strain gauge set
was installed on the outside surface.

Component Preparation. pressure tube spool
pieces were trimmed to the required nominal
length, the ends of each spool piece were cut
square Co the axis of the tube and an external
chamfer and an internal chamfer per fuel channel
installation requirements for CANDU 6 were added
and deburred.
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after three hours, the measurement was continued
until the leak rate reached a steady state.

In addition to the soak-type helium leak test,
a long-term leak test was performed on a rolled
joint. During this test, the rolled joint was
installed in the pressurising can and the helium
leak test tool was installed in Che rolled joint.
The can was pressurised with helium at 2 to 3
psig. The helium leak irate was measured at 15-
minute intervals for a period of 100 hours and
the data was collected using a data logger.

Hub Residual Stress Measurement. The residual
stress in the inlet end fitting hub was measured
by two independent techniques : (i) the Sach's
turning and boring method, which is a destructive
method, and (ii) the Neutron Diffraction Techn-
ique , which is a nondestructive technique.

Pressure Tube Residual Stress Measurement.
Measurement of residual stress in the pressure
rube was performed by the standard strain gauging
and slitting technique.

Measurement of Actual Wall Reduction. The wall
thickness in the rolled and unrolled areas of the
pressure tube axial strip were measured after
residual stress measurement to calculate the
actual percentage wall reduction achieved.
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Figure 4: Maximum Tensile Residual Hoop at
Inside Surface of Ï/T

OUTLET END FITTING TO PRESSURE TUBE ROLLED JOINTS

The design of Che CANDU 3 outlet E/F-P/T
rolled joint consists of a zero clearance rolled
joint joining a 4.19 mm (0.165") wall thickness x
103.4 mm (4.070") ID Zirconium 2.5 vtX Niobium
pressure tube and a 153 mm (6.0") OD SS 403 end
fitting hub, shown in Figure 5.

Dimensional Results. All dimensional results
were recorded on a worksheet and the final rel-
evant results were summarized onto a Rolled Joint
Record Sheet.

Pressure Tube Extrusion. 11 is seen that the
extrusions are proportional to apparent wall
reduction and the inboard extrusion is marginally
lower than the outboard extrusion, similar to the
observations on CANDU 6 (l-inch thick hub) rolled
joints.

Hub Growth. The outside diameter of the hub was
measured at two axial positions in the as-
received condition, after pressure tube insertion
and after roll expansion (after the removal of
the rolling tool and the backing ring). The hub
OD growth after pressure tube insertion and after
rolling, with the as-received diameter of the hub
as the datum, were calculated from these measure-
ments .

Hub Residual Stress Measurements. The residual
stresses in the hub were measured using the
Sach's boring and turning method and the neutron
diffraction technique, and the results are being
evaluated.

Pressure Tube Residual Stress Measurements. The
residual stresses in the pressure tube were
measured by strain gauging and slitting. The
maximum tensile residual stresses measured are
summarized in Figure 4.

Subsequent Tests. Subsequent tests covering
Stages 1 to and including 6 are in progress. They
cover hot pressurized pullout tests and fabrica-
tion of a rolled joint assembly for long- term
loop tests.

Figure 5 : CANDU 3 Outlet End Fitting
Rolled Joint Hub

The development program for outlet E/F-P/T
rolled joints is to confirm that the performance
of the joints conforms to the qualification
envelope for CANDU 6 rolled joints.

Performance Parameters to be EvalnaroH

The following aspects pertaining to the per-
formance of the outlet E/F-P/T rolled joints are
being addressed during the development program:

1) Residual hoop and axial stress distribution
on the inside and outside surfaces of the
pressure tube for delayed hydride cracking
considerations.

2) Results of the equilibrium helium leak
tests as a measure of comparison with
standard CANDU 6 E/F-P/T rolled joints.

3) Rolled joint pullout strength under oper-
ating pressure and temperature.
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Rolling Parameters rn he Studied

The CANDU 3 outlet E/F-P/T rolled joints
behave la the same manner as CANDb 6 rolled
joints comparable hub, the following range of
parameters were evaluated:

1) Apparent percentage wall reduction, and

2) Average diametral fit.

Dimensional Measurements

The following dimensional measurements were
obtained during the development program to pro-
vide baseline data for production of fuel channel
assemblies and post-setTvice examinations:

1) Temporary and permanent hub growth.

2) Inboard and outboard extrusions of the
pressure tube.

3) Deformation of the rolled joint region at
the inside surface of the pressure tube.

4) Pressure tube twist.

5) Wall thickness measurements in ths rolled
joint regions of the pressure tube to
evaluate groove filling and actual percen-
tage wall reduction achieved.

6) Profile measurements of the burnish mark at
the inside surface of the pressure tube, to
correlate the data with maximum tensile
residual hoop stress at the inside surface
of the pressure tube, measured by strain
gauging.

The development and optimization program for
the outlet end fitting pressure tube rolled joint
is being performed in three stages:

Stage 1 Pressure tube residual stress evalu-
ation.
Quantity: 8 rolled joints.

Stage 2 Hot pressurized pullout tests.

Quantity: 16 rolled joints in 8 dou-
ble-ended assemblies.

Stage 3 Fabrication of double-ended assem-
blies for long-term loop tests.
Quantity: 2 rolled joints in 1
double-ended assembly.

Components. Equipment and Procedures

Component material specifications, fabrication
and test equipment and procedures are the same as
for CANDU 3 inlet E/F-P/T rolled joints, except
that no backing ring assembly is required for the
outlet E/F-P/T rolled joints.

Dimensional Results, All dimensional results
were recorded on worksheets and the final rel-
evant results were summarized on a Rolled Joint
Record Sheet.

Pressure Tube Extrusion. It is seen that the
extrusions are proportional to the apparent wall
reduction and the inboard extrusion is marginally
\tA4et tViaTi t-Vrt: wiVb*>a*<l extïv>siot\, sioù-Lar to the
observations on CANDU 6 (1-inch thick hub) rolled
joints, and CANDU 3 inlet rolled joints.

Hub Growth. The outside diameter of the hub was
measured at two axial positions in the as-
received condition, after pressure tube insertion
and after the roll expansion- The hub OD growth
after pressure tube insertion and after rolling,
with the as-received diameter of the hub as the
datum, was calculated from these measurements.

Pressure Tube Rpsirlnal st-t-ncs Measurements. The
residual stresses in the pressure tube were
measured by strain gauging and slitting. The
maximum tensile residual stresses measured are
summarized in Figure 6. Subsequent tests are in
progress.
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Figure 6: Residual Stress

CA.LANDRIA TUBE TO CALANDRIA TUBE EXTENSION ROLLED

JOINTS (INLET AND OUTLET ENDS)

The design concept for ttte calandria tube to
calandria tube extension rolled joints (inlet and
outlet ends) is a sandwich-type rolled joint with
a thin-walled calandria tube extension. The
inlet and outlet CTX hubs (shown in Figures 7 and
8, respectively) are used instead of a tubesheet.
The joint will be rolled with adequate temporary
backing support to stiffen the CTX hub as re-
quired. Included ir this program will be eight
rolled joint assemblies to investigate the effect
of proposed calandiia tube enhancements.

The development program for CT-CTX rolled
joints is addressing (1) leak tightness, and
(2) pullout strength under operating conditions.

Test Program Description

Eleven inlet and five outlet double-ended CT-
CTX rolled joint assemblies are being fabricated
and tested as follows:

1) Inspection and metrology of the CT spool
piece, CTX hubs and inserts.

2) Roll expand and fabricate double-ended

assemblies.
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Figure 7: CANDU 3 Inlet C/T Rolled Joint
- Calandria Tube Extension Hub
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3) Equilibrium helium leak test of both rolled
joints.

h) Thermal cycling.

5) Equilibrium helium leak test of both rolled
joints.

6) Cyclic loading tests with combined bending
and axial load.

7) Equilibrium helium leak test of both rolled
joints.

8) Accelerated thermal stress relaxation to
simulate end-of-life condition.

9) Equilibrium helium leak test.

10) Hot pull out test using axial force.

The results from test joints will be compared
with the feasibility test results and design
requirements.

CONCLUSIONS

The development testing of the four rolled
joint designs, viz., pressure tube to end fitting
rolled joints (inlet and outlet) and calandria
tube to calandria tube extension rolled joints
(inlet and outlet) is well underway at AECL-RC,
CRNL. The work will be completed by the third
quarter of 1990.
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Figure 8: CANDU 3 Outlet C/T Rolled Joint
- Calandria Tube Extension Hub
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USE OF THICKER PRESSURE TUBES FOR
CANDU POWER PLANTS COST OPTIMIZATION
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ABSTRACT

This study establishes the basis for reduction in capital and total
unit energy cost by optimization of pressure-tube design in CANDU
plants. Preliminary assessment indicates a reduction of 1.25
mills/kwh using pressure tubes that are 0.45 mm thicker (4.62 mm
thickness) and that allows operation at PHT pressure and
temperature of 12 MPa and 323°C respectively.

INTRODUCTION

High neutron economy in CANDU reactors (a key requirement
set by the use of natural uranium) is achieved by restricting the
amount of parasitic neutron absorption in the core lattice. This
restriction has repercussions in several design areas. It places a limit
on pressure tube thickness and consequently imposes limitations on
the Primary Heat Transport (PHT) System design pressure and
temperature.

In the early days (1965), as part of the optimization of the
CANDU plant, the pressure tube thickness was limited to minimize
the zirconium in the reactor core. This achieved a fuel burnup
which, considering the fuelling costs at the time, seemed to result
in the minimum Total Unit Energy Cost (TUEC).

Fuelling costs in the 60's and 70's were a larger fraction of the
TUEC than at present. Today, fuelling costs (including back end
costs) are a smaller fraction of TUEC, mainly because the Nuclear
Steam Plant (NSP) and the Balance of Plant (BOP) equipment and
engineering costs have increased as a fraction of TUEC. Also
uranium prices have not increased in line with other material costs
and it seems this situation will persist for some time.

It would seem, therefore, that the present pressure tube thickness
used in CANDU plants (based on earlier optimization criteria) need
to be reviewed in view of the current TUEC factors.

THERMODYNAMIC EFFICIENCY

The incentive to increase pressure tube (P/T) thickness is based
on an increase in thermodynamic efficiency that becomes available
with uprated PHT conditions. For saturated steam, increasing the
system pressure from the present 10 to 12 MPa (with the consequent
increase in coolant temperature from 310°C to 323°C) leads to an
increase of 1.5 percentage points in thermodynamic efficiency of
the steam cycle. This reduces the capital cost, per installed kilowatt
by 5% and furthermore it also reduces the size of the turbine.

PRESSURE TUBE THICKNESS

The pressu.? tube (P/T) wall thickness is a key factor in the
design of CAND'J plants.

The wall thickness is determined on the basis of strength
considerations using the provisions under the Class 1 nuclear vessel
requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, and
CSA N285 standards. The hoop stress due to PHT pressure is the
predominant stress in a pressure tube.

The pressure tube wall thickness is proportional to the
pressure/allowable stress ratio, (P/Sm), and it is maximum when the
P/Sm ratio is maximum. As the Code allowable stress Sm is a
function of the temperature, the pressure-temperature profiles are
examined at various locations along the length of the tube in order
to determine the location of the tube where this ratio P/Sm is a

maximum, i.e., the minimum stress margin from the Code
allowable. This location is referred to as the 'design point' and the
pressure and temperature occurring at this point are used to
calculate the pressure tube wall thickness (Figure -1). The pressure
tube thickness is calculated by equating the primary membrane
stresses to the Code allowables.

The minimum required wall thickness is calculated for two
different points in time: (1) at the beginning-of-life and (2) at the
end-of-life, e.g., after 30-40 years of operation at 80% - 94%
capacity factors as per the plant design specification. The highest
thickness value obtained from these two sets of calculations sets the
minimum wall thickness requirement for the pressure rube.

In the beginning -of-life calculation the loads appropriate to the
initial installed conditions are used and the internal diameter is the
maximum "as installed" size. The allowable design stress is one
third the minimum ultimate strength at the design temperature.

For the end-of-life thickness calculations, the effects of channel
creep are taken into account The inside diameter of pressure tube
is increased by the predicted diametral creep and wall thickness is
reduced by the predicted creep thinning. The bending moment due
to weights (fuel, coolant etc.) and other mechanical loads is less at
the end-of-life as the calandria tube takes a larger proportion of the
load due to creep-sag of the pressure tube.

Irradiation strengthening of Zr-2.5% Nb pressure tube is
considered for the end-of-life calculations. In general, the pressure
tube ultimate strength may increase up to about 45%. However,
analysis takes credit for only about 8 to 15% increase in the
allowable stress.

The creep parameters such as diametral creep, wall thinning etc.
are calculated based on creep equations established by data from
research and power reactors.

Additional wall thickness is provided for corrosion and wear
over the life of the plant. For reasons of neutron economy and
bum-up, the pressure lubes are specified on the basis of minimum
wall thickness and are manufactured with minimum excess
material.

Table 1 shows the typical required pressure tube wall thicknesses
with respect to the PHT system pressure.

FUEL BURNUP

The higher pressure tube thickness of 4.62 mm (an increase of
0.45 mm over the present P/T thickness) increases the
zirconium/niobium content of the pressure tube by 11%. Reactor
physics calculations show that this produces an additional reactivity
load of 2.42 mk. The reduction in fuel bumup to sustain this load
is 278 MWD/te (u).

This represents a 4.3% reduction in burnup and consequently a
4.3% increase in the fuelling rate. This imposes slightly higher
requirement on the fuelling system.
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COSTS

The makeup of TUEC for the evaluation done for this study has
been taken from Reference 1 and is applicable for a C6 - Mark II
design. Cost estimates are based on 1988 values.

Cost of heat removal should drop slightly because of the higher
pressure and hence smaller turbine. For the purpose of this study,
this reduction is offset by the slight increase in cost associated with
the 4.3% increase in fuel handling capability (maintenance, wear
etc.).

Reduction in capital cost per installed kilowatt due to increased
thermal efficiency is 5%. This reduces interest on capital costs in
TUEC by 1.65 mills/kwh. The 4.3% increase in fuelling rate adds
o.4 mills/kwh.

The overall reduction in TUEC is, therefore, 1.25 mills/kwh.

CONCLUSIONS

The study establishes that there is potential for cost reduction by
further optimization of pressure tube design in CANDU plants.
Preliminary assessment indicates a reduction of 1.25 mills/kwh
using pressure tubes that aie 0.45 mm thicker and that allows
operating at PHT pressure and temperature of 12 MPa and 323°C
respectively with a consequent increase in thermodynamic
efficiency of 1.5 percentage points.

Fuel cost penalty due to thicker pressure tube is only 24% of the
cost saving.

Although there is a net cost reduction in using thicker pressure
tubes with higher operating pressure and temperature, there are
other related design and metallurgical aspects of the thicker
pressure tube design which must be taken into consideration. The
effect of the higher pressure and temperature on delayed hydride
cracking, fracture, creep/growth and operating performance would
require additional review to further optimize the thicker pressure
tube design.
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Table 1
Pressure Tnha Wall Thickness

PHT System
Outlet Header

Pressure
(MPa(a))

10.0

12.0

Required P/T Wall Thickness (mm)

Bcginning-of-
Lifc

3.KI

4.37

End-of-Lifc

30 Years at 80%
Capacity Factor

4 .17 '"

4.62 O)

40 Years at 94%
Capacity Factor

5.08 <2>

Notes:

(1) An 8% increase in UTS is credited for irradiation
strengthening of the P/T material.

(2) 15% increase in UTS is credited.

0680

067S

0670

0665

« s

MAX fVSn

\

\
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DISTANCE FROM f ' T INLET [UETEH;

FIGURE 1 PRESSURE TUBE DESIGN POINT
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ABSTRACT

The CANDU calandrla tubes, made of seam welded and
annealed Zircaloy-2, have given exemplary service in-
reactor. Although not designed as a system pressure
containment, calandria tubes may remain intact even in
the face of pressure tube rupture. One such incident
at Pickering Unit 2 demonstrated the economic advan-
tage of such an outcome, and a case can be made for
increasing the probability that other calandria tubes
would perform in a similar fashion. Various methods
of obtaining stronger calandria tubes are available,
and reviewed here. When the tubes are internally
pressurized, the weld is the weak section of the tube.
Increasing the oxygen concentration in the starting
sheet, and thickening the weld, are promising routes
to a stronger tube.

INTRODUCTION

The calandria tube in the CANDU*
two main functions:

reactors performs

• it isolates the hot pressure tube from the rela-
tively cool heavy-water moderator, and

• after a few years of reactor operation, its creep
resistance is the factor controlling resistance to
sag of the fuel channel.

A third function, required only on one occasion thus
far (1), is to contain the water of the heat transport
system in the event of a leaking pressure tube.

The calandria tubes, made of seam welded and
annealed Zircaloy-2, have thus far given exemplary
service. Of the approximately 9000** calandria tubes
installed and operated in-reactor, only two tubes have
failed, one from fretting in Douglas Point (2), and
the other from cold over-pressurization In the Bruce
Unit 2-N06 (3) pressure tube failure. In each
incident, the tube*** was subjected to conditions far
more severe than allowed for in the design. In the
Pickering Unit 2-G16 pressure tube failure (1), the
calandria tube withstood full pressure of the heat
transport system water, again beyond design
requirement.

The annealed Zircaloy-2 retains a significant
portion of its original high ductility and toughness
many years into reactor life, and the combination of
metallurgical condition and crystallographic texture
is particularly resistant to both sag and elongation
in-reactor. Also, the combination of crystallographic

ÇANsda Qeuterium Uranium. Registered trademark.

**Includes KANUPP, but not Centilly-1, any Indian

reactors or Fugen.

***Hereafter in the report, the word "tube" will
mean "calandria tube" unless otherwise stated.

texture, low hydrogen isotope concentration and low
stress during normal operation results in little
possibility of failure from delayed hydride cracking.
In view of the service record, and prognosis of
continued good service, any requirement for a stronger
tube does not have a high priority. Nevertheless,
there is currently a worldwide trend towards improving
reactor safety whenever possible, and confidence In
the safe and economic behaviour of the CANDU reactor
would be enhanced if the resistance of the calandria
tube to failure, when Internally pressurized by water
of the heat transport system, could be increased.

The strength being considered here is the burst
strength of the tube when internally pressurized,
failure occurring at strain rates in the range 10"* s"1

or higher, a range normally described in engineering
literature as tensile, as differentiated from stress
rupture or creep deformation. The tubes are fabricated
to a specification on tensile strength, Table 1, based
on design requirements unrelated to the burst strength.
The tensile strengths obtained in various batches of
tubes are listed in Table 2. These strengths in
Table 2 are for a strain rate of 3 x 10"3-7 x 10"3 s"1

through the 0.2% Y.S., after which the crosshead speed
of the tensile machine can be set to a faster rate.
These uniaxial tensile strengths must form an
important component of the burst strength of the tube,
and the interrelation between uniaxial and biaxial
strengths is an integral component of any discussion
on stronger tubes.

TABLE 1. SPECIFIED MINIMUM ROOM TEMPERATURE TENFILE
PROPERTIES FOR DARLINGTON CALANDRIA TUBES.

DIRECTION

Longitudinal

Transverse

0.2% Y.S.
HPa

317.2

317.2

U.T.S.
HPa

427.5

413.7

%
ELONGATION

20

20

TABLE 2. SOME AVERAGE VALUES OF TENSILE PROPERTIES OF
PRODUCTION BATCHES OF CALANDRIA TUBES AT
ROOM TEMPERATURE.

REACTOR

Bruce 8

Darlington l&A

DIRECTION

Longitudinal
Transverse

Longitudinal
Transverse

0.2%
Y.S.
MPa

384
312

394
425

U.T.S.
MPa

464
457

547
538

%
ELONGATION

27.7
28.7

24.4
25.1
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THE FAILURE MODE TABLE 3. CALANDRIA TUBE DETAILS.

In considering the strength and failure of the tubes
«hen internally pressurized by water of the heat trans-
port system, there are two important environmental
factors :

• if the water coolant is at its normal temperature,
then the average temperature of the tube will be
about 440 K (4), and

» in the reactor, the tubes are firmly held at each
end by the reactor structure, and thus the
internally pressurizes tubes are stressed in a
fixed-end mode.

From the first of these factors, tests in experi-
mental programs have concentrated on the 440 K
temperature. The fixed end biaxial stressing gives an
opportunity for a strong texture strengthening,
Appendix A. The sheet ftom which the tubes are made
has a high concentration of basal plane normals in the
thickness direction, leading to values of the aniso-
tropic parameters R,P (Appendix A) in the range 2 to 6
and thus the strong texture strengthening.

In the fixed end burst tests in the laboratory, or
fn shielded cells If the tube has been irradiated, our
practice has been to use sections of tube about 0.5 m
long. More than 25 of these tests have now been
completed, including seven lengths of highly irradia-
ted tube removed from Pickering Unit 2, Channels G16
and K13. In every such test, the failure occurred
along the weld or heat-affected zone, Figure 1. More-
over, the Bruce Unit 2-N06 tube failed in-reactor at
the weld, as have all full-length tubes tested at the
Stern Laboratories (5). It is evident, therefore,
beyond any doubt, that the weld is the weak point in
the tubes as currently fabricated. The first obvious
step to a stronger calandria tube is to strengthen the
weld.

THE STRENGTH OF THE WELD

When it was decided to use the thin seam-welded
Zircaloy-2 for the tubes, it was recognized that the
weld might be a weak section in the calandria assem-
bly. Careful fabrication practices are required to
keep the grain size in the weld to the - 10 grains
through-wall normally achieved. Despite the compa-
ratively large grain size, Figure 1, it was recognized
some years ago that in unlaxial tension the weld, at
least in the longitudinal direction, was stronger than
the remainder of the tube. For the current work, an
attempt was made to quantify this strength difference.
Three tubes were chosen for the tests: in AECL
notation, tubes P-628, P-646 and G-033. Some details
on these tubes are listed in Table 3; the strength of
the tubes in both uniaxial tensile tests and fixed-end
burst tests had been measured in more detail than for
any other CANDU calandria tubes. Because of the
narrow weld, its uniaxial strength could only be
measured with specimens of miniature gauge width and
length for the transverse directions. The transverse
strengths of the bulk material of the tubes and the
welds, the burst strengths, and the correlation
through equation A.7, are presented in Tables 4 and 5.

Details on the information given In each column of
Tables 4 and 5 are as follows :

1. Tube identity.

2. Temperature of test.

TUBE
NO.

P-628

P-646

G-033

REACTOR
FOR WHICH
TUBE WAS

FABRICATED

Darlington

Darlington

Pickering-
B

INGOT
OXYGEN

CONCENTRATION
wt ppm

1370

1360

1200

NOTES ON
FABRICATION

Wah Chang continuous
strip, -1.6% sink,

stress relief 1 h at
773 K

Western Zirconium
strip, -1.6% sink,

stress relief 1 h at
773 K

Strip from batch
anneal, -1.6% sink,

no stress relief

3. Strength of tube excluding weld material.

4. Strength of weld material.

5. Strength of tube internally pressurized in fixed-
end mode.

6. The expected ratio

strength internally pressure -r
strength in uniaxial tests

calculated from R,P measured on uniaxial specimens
at failure and equation A.8.

7. The ratio of measured strengths

strength away from weld
strength of weld

8. The calculated improvement of strength of the tube
if the weld were removed, based on

• strength of weld
• strength away from weld
• R,F at failure away from weld
• R,P for weld = 1.

9. The ratio

strength internally pressui-fyprfj
uniaxial strength of weld

10. The ratio

strength internally pressurjT»^
uniaxial strength away from weld

Column 8 in the tables presents the information of
most interest here. Values given in the table are
based on the assumption that:

A. For a seamless tube having the properties of the
bulk material, the biaxial strength would be

biaxial strength - anfsotropy factor x uniaxial
strength

where the anisotropy factors are as in eqns. A.7, A.8
of Appendix A.
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FIGURE l(c

FI CUKE !. FAI I.LKK IN A BRICK TYPE CAI.ANDRIA TUBE. The tube was internally pressurized to failure in the

fixud end node. Figure l(.i) shows the split along the weld end heat-affected zone, with a section

of higher magnifiL-ation in Figure l(b). Photomicrograph of a section through the failure is shown
i n K i ^ u r t ' 1 (>• ) .

TABLE i . TRANSVERSE 0 . 2 . Y .R . (IF THE WELD MATERIAL IN TUBES P - 6 2 8 , P - 6 4 6 AND G-033 AND IMPLICATIONS DRAWN FROM
I'HE DATA.

1

TUSE

P-628

F-645

G-033

2

TEMPERATURE

(K)

RT
353

443

RT
353

443

RT
353

3

0 . 2Ï

Y.S.

BULK

438

377

272

419

257

332

274

215

4

0 .21

y.s.

WELD

491

4 50

32*.

550

44S

346

492

413

020

5

O.ZZ Y.S.

BURST

528

470

330

505

415

325

425

375

275

6

CALCULATED

RATIO

R.P.

1.35

1 .38

1.41

1.62

1.67

1 .69

2.08

2.06

2.28

7

RATIO

0.892

0.836

0.839

0.762

0. 770

0. 738

0.674

0.663

0.672

8

6 * 7

1 .05

1.01

1.03

1.07

1.12

1.08

1.22

1.19

1.33

9

5 + 4

1.07

1.04

1 .02

0.92

0.93

U.93

0.86

0.91

0.86

10

5 + 3

1.20

1.25

1.21

1.20

1.20

1.26

1.28

1.37

1.28

TABLE 5. TRANSVERSE I1.
THE DATA.

T.S. OF THE WELD MATERIAL IN TUBES P-628, P-646 AND C-033 AND IMPLICATIONS DRAWN FROM

1

TUBE

P-628

P-646

G-033

2

TEMPERATURE

CK)

RT

353

443

RT
353

4<V3

RT

443

3

U.T.S.

BULK

517

443

319

489

416

305

420

275

4

U.T.S.

WELD

556

4'4

350

570

465

363

516

334

5

U.T.S.

BURST

(TRANS)

702

646

555"

734

662

538

686

540

6

CALCULATED

RATIO

R. P.

1.35

1.38

I.41

1.62

1.67

1.69

2.06

2.28

7

RATIO

3 + 4

0.930

0 .934

o\g"ii

0.856

0 .662

0.840

0.814

0.823

8

6 x 7

1.15

1.09

1. 12

I. 12

1.21

1.25

1.23

Î..47

1.63

g

5 + 4

1.26

1.36

I. 5ff

1.29

1.36

1. 48

1, 33

1.62

10

5 + 3

1.36

1.46

1.7*

1.50

1.58

1.76

1.63

1.96



B. For a tube having the properties of the weld metal
only, and since the weld (and heat-affected zone)
appeared to be fairly isotropic

biaxial strength — 1.15 x uniaxial strength

Accepting these assumptions, and further assuming
that the weld is not strengthened by constraint from
the surrounding bulk material in the burst tests, the
factor in Column 8 in the tables becomes the improve-
ment in strength expected in the current tubes if the
weld was removed and the tube not otherwise changed.

The wide variation of the values in Column 8 is
presumed due to the poor statistics of the experiment,
but the average value is clearly >1, and a strengthen-
ing of at least 10% and more likely 15% is clearly
predicted. The assumption of effective isotropy of
the weld material is supported by two types of data.
Firstly, R,P values from the longitudinal and trans-
verse tensile specimens of weld material were s= 1.
Secondly, neutron diffraction measurement of the
crystallographic texture in the weld and bulk material
have shown that radial basal plane normals are more
pronounced in the bulk tube than at the weld, Figure
2. It would also be inferred from Figure 2 that
improvement in biaxial strength from removal of the
weld would be greatest in tube G-033, and least in tube
P-628, in agreement with column 8 in Tables 4 and 5.

INCREASING THE STRENGTH

Having established that the weld is the weakest part
of the tube, by a margin of > 10%, it is possible to
proceed with sensible suggestions for strengthening
the tube.

A Thicker Tube

Thickening the whole of the tube is almost too
obvious to mention. All our evidence leads to a
conclusion that no mechanical problem would be intro-
duced . and no fabrication development should be
required. The resultant loss in neutrons, however,
would be a highly undesirable feature of this tube.

A Seamless Tube

This route is almost as obvious as thickening the
tube. Here, however, there are significant fabrica-
tion problems. A preferred method of tube fabrication
would be extrusion and drawing, but this would lead to
a crystallographic texture with fewer basal plane
normals in the radial direction, and hence less poten-
tial texture strengthening of the tube. It might be

preferable to try to fabricate tubes by the Rollmet
process, as there is some indication from very few
crial runs that satisfactory crystallographic texture
and dimensional tolerances can be achieved. Several
years of development effort would be required before
confidence in the tubes could be assured.

Sharpening the Crystallopraphic Texture

There is little doubt that increasing the proportion
of basal plane normals in the radial direction of both
weld and bulk material would provide an appreciable
increment in burst strength, although we do not have
the analytic technique to make a quantitative predic-
tion. Obtaining this texture is another matter;
probably it could be done in the bulk material, but to
achieve this in the weld we would require a radical
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change in tube fabrication procedure, preceded by an

as-yet-undefined development program.

Tubes from a Different

Me could obtain a stronger tube by using col
Zr-2.5 Nb; a large strength increment is readily
achieved, Table 6. A major problem with this approach
is to achieve a veld that would not have ductility
severely reduced by irradiation. However, this
probably would be achieved by the cold work and
«crystallization of the weld, as is now done for the
Zircaloy-2. Weld concerns could be eliminated by
producing a seamless tube. One such tube has already
been made for AECL by the Rollmet process. This tube
had excellent strength, but inadequate dimensional
tolerances (6). There is every reason to feel that
the dimensional tolerances could be improved, but with
a development program of several years duration.

TABLE 6. COMPARISON OF TENSILE STRENGTHS AT 575 K OF
ZIRCALOY-2 AND Zr-2.5Nb IN COMPARABLE
METALLURGICAL CONDITIONS.

MATERIAL

Zlrcaloy-2

Zr-2.5Nb

Zr-2.5Nb

CONDITION

Extruded,
20» cold-worked
stress-relieved

at 675 K

As-extruded

As-extruded,
25% cold-worked,
stress-relieved

at 675 K

0.2*
Y.S.
MPa

310

365

482

U.T.S.
MPa

365

434

586

Narrower Weld

The assumption here is that a narrower weld and heat
affected zone would effect an improvement in biaxial
strength by virtue of increased constraint from the
stronger (biaxially) bulk material. The increment
possible is not known, nor is the magnitude of the
development program required. Electron beam or laser
welding should produce narrower welds than the current
welds made by TIG welding.

Raising the Oxvea^ Concentration

The strength of Zircaloy-2 ia markedly dependent on
the oxygen concentration, Figure 3, and there is a
sound basis for assuming that the strength of both
weld and bulk of the tube could be increased further
by oxygen additions. We have analyzed the strength-
ening, reported from several laboratories, in the
simple form

a - A + B(coneentration of oxygen in ppm wt)

where a can be either the 0.2» YS or U.T.S., A and B
ate the ««levant constants.

and found that
temperature is

a conservative value for B at room

24 MPa per additional 100 ppm of oxygen.

"0 800 1600 2400 3200

OXYGEN CONCENTRATION IN ppm. wt.

FIGURE 3. THE DEPENDENCE OF THE STRENGTHS AT ROOM
TEMPERATURE OF ZIRCALOY-2 ON OXYGEN
CONCENTRATION. The authors had plotted
their data with strength against test
temperature for the various oxygen
concentrations. The material was in a
fully annealed condition.

The strengthening contribution from the oxygen
decreases with temperature to a low value at tempera-
ture > 573 K. However, at the operating temperature
of the" tubes and at 443 K, 60-70» of the strengthening
at room temperature is retained (7).

One concern with raising the oxygen concentration is
the fabricability, as at some high oxygen concentra-
tion the ductility would become unacceptably low. The
current specification for the oxygen concentration in
the tubes is 1600 ppm, although 1400 ppm has rarely
been exceeded In practice. Information on sheet
fabricability with oxygen in the range 1600-2000 ppm
is very sparse, and if the oxygen concentration Is to
be raised to this range we would need to proceed on a
trial and error basis.

Decreasing the Grain Size

The strength of zirconium is increased by reducing
the grain size, Figure 4. The strengthening from
grain boundaries is athermal, so the information on
zirconium should apply to its alloys. With current
fabrication practice the average o-grain size in the
Zlrcaloy-2 of the main body of the calandria tubes is
in the range 8 to 13 ^m. A reduction to a diameter of
5 Jim could provide an increase In strength of at least
15 MPa. During fabrication, the tubes are recrystalli-
zed at 990 to 1030 K. A reduction in this temperature
to (say) 900 K should produce smaller grains but still
provide a reasonably recovered structure that is
resistant to growth. A smaller grain size should also
increase ductility. the benefits of improving the
body of the tube may not be realized in practice,
because the weld may not be similarly improved; with
current practice, parts of the weld have large grains,
sometimes in the range of 30 Co 100 pm. Avoiding the
critical strains for rapid grain growth has the poten-
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tial of much Improving the strength and ductility of
the weld. Techniques for refining the grain size are
available. The previous development program on
refining grain size in the weld was stopped when an
acceptably fine size was achieved; it is not obvious
how much development effort would be required to make
a further significant advance.

Cnld-Worked Zlrcalov-2

It would be easy to strengthen the tube by cold
working in the latter stages of fabrication. The weld
and bulk material would be strengthened by about equal
amounts, certainly giving significant increments in
the biaxial strength. A strength Increment of about
70 MPa could be achieved by 10% cold work, Table 7,
leaving the material still quite ductile and retaining
much ductility after irradiation. Also, the increment

TABLE 7. VALUES OF INCREMENTS IN TENSILE STRENGTH AT
ROOM TEMPERATURE FROM COLD WORKING ZIRCALOY-
2. DATA ARE TAKEN FROM VARIOUS PUBLICATIONS.

PROPERTY

0 . 2 % Y . S .

U.T.S .

PERCENT
COLD WORK

2 . 5
5 . 0

10.0

2.5
5.0

10.0

DIRECTION

LONGITUDINAL

MPa

54
92

134

28
47
70

TRANSVERSE

MPa

26
54
87

U
35
80

of strength at room temperature is largely retained at
temperatures up to at least 573 K, an advantage over

strengthening by oxygen addition. The hazard with
this approach is that using current strip, the 10%
cold-worked tubes that have an unacceptable elongation
in reactor. Also, the tubes would have increased sag.
The latter two problems would be solved by a 0-
treatment of the tube prior to cold working. The f)-
treatment would remove much of the crystallographic
texture, and 10% cold work should not increase the
tube elongation to much higher values than for present
tubes. However, the now random crystallographic
texture will also reduce the texture hardening in the
bulk of the tube, possibly negating the benefit to
strength of the cold work. Effecting all of the
required strength increment by cold work is therefore
not promising, and in any event will require a
development program.

Thickening the Weld

Thickening the weld, and thus causing failure to
occur in the stronger bulk material, has an attraction
similar to that of the seamless tube, but with the
advantage that the bulk material will already have the
crystallographic texture desired for texture strength-
ening. There are two apparent means of thickening the
weld:

(a) making sheet with thickened edges, welding these
leaving a thickened weld and heat-affected zone
on the outer surface of the tube;

(b) using uniform thicker sheet, fabricating the tube
as now, then removing the excess bulk material In
the final stages of fabrication.

In (a), it would be expensive to obtain the sheet,
even if the desired thicknesses were obtainable, and
effecting a satisfactory weld structure and tube
dimensional tolerance would require an extensive
development. There are fewer metallurgical problems
with (b), the principal problem being the probable
expense of fabrication to the desired thickness
tolerances.

CONCLUSIONS

It is apparent from the evidence presented here that
strengthening the calandria tube requires strengthen-
ing the weld by some method. Eliminating the weld,
combined perhaps with a modest increment in oxygen
concentration, is theoretically the most attractive
method, but involves an unknown amount of development.
Cold working the tube, including the weld, is also
attractive, but has a serious hazard of increasing
elongation and sag of the tube. Thickening of the
weld, with the tube remaining at its current thick-
ness, seems technically feasible, presents no apparent
hazard to operation in-reactor, and only a negligible
penalty through loss of neutrons. This method will
also accommodate an increase in oxygen concentration.
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- G+H, ^ - H+F and z*"- F+G

In a longitudinal uniaxial tensile test, o x - <rz - 0.

We define

de

a
de

RR

- R which from (A.I)(A.2) leads to

(A.3)

Similarly in a circumferential tensile test,

„ - a, - 0. We define

de
- P which from (A.I) (A.2) leads to

P - (A.4)

In a fixed end burst t es t , CTZ •= 0, dey - 0 and

APPENDIX A

Anisotropv Thpnry & Measurement Procedure

THEORY & NOTATION

Hill's theory (A.I) of anisotroplc plasticity is
applied to a Zircaloy-2 tube with basal plane normals
not necessarily confined to the radial direction.

The notation is as follows:

H<7y - 0

from which

We can then derive

I + R

(A. 5)

i - circiimf.r.nti.i
y - axial
z • radial

jTj-R) P
R(l+P+R)

This is the biaxial flow stress in the circumferential
direction as a function of the longitudinal uniaxial
tensile strength.

Alternatively, we can write

X, Y, Z
ffjj, <7y,
e e

• uniaxial yield stresses
az - principal "tresses at yield
e z - true strains at any time during

deformation.
1+R+P

(A.8)

which is the biaxial flow stress in the circuraferen-
HI11 assumed that the yield condition for principal t l a l d l r e o t : l o n a s a funotion of the transverse

tensile stresses Is

F(oy-°z)
2 H(<7x-ffy)

2 -

uniaxial tensile strength.

(A.I) W e term R and P the anisotïoplc plastic parameters
of the material. R and P are obtained from theof the material. R and P are obtained from the

•vftieTB T, G and H axe constants nescriVïns tire aniso- u n i a x i a l tensile tests For many materials, and
tropy. With internal pressure az approximately 0, p a r t l c u l a r l y f o r t h e t h l n <;alandria tubes, it Is
then (AI) becomes b l fthen (A.I) becomes

then from (A.I)

difficult If not impossible to obtain values of strain
in the thickness direction to an accuracy sufficient
to give accurate values of R and P at low plastic
strains. Rather, it is assumed that metal volume
remains constant, and the longitudinal strain is used
in the calculation. In all of the current work, it
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has been assumed Chat R,P are constant to specimen using longitudinal and transverse specimens, respect-
failure. At failure, the thickness strain is large ively.
enough to give a sensible measurement, and R,P are
evaluated from

REFERENCES
ln(w/w )

R > P * ln(t/t°) < A- 1 ) H I L L ' R-' " A T ^ 0 1 ? of the Yielding and Plastic
o Flow of Anisotropy Metals", Proc Roy. Soc. Vol.

A 193 (1948) p.281.
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THE AECB PREPARES FOR THE CHALLENGES OF THE 90s

BY RENE J.A. LEVESQUE, PH.D., PRESIDENT

Atomic Energy Control Board
Ot c awa, Ontario

Forty-six years ago today, the Allied Powers
landed in Normandy in an ultimately successful
quest to establish world peace and security. A
little over two years later, a unique Canadian
organization was established by a government in-
terested in maintaining that peace and security
with respect to the awesome power of the atom.

In the beginning, this translated into the fun-
damentals of non-proliferation or safeguards work
for the fledgling Atomic Energy Control Board,
which managed to discharge its growing respon-
sibilities with a staff of less than a half-dozen
until the early 60s.

Safeguards work has always been an important
facet of AECB operations, but it was the concern
for health and safety in connection with a growing
number of nuclear energy applications in the 50s
and early 60s that established the Canadian
nuclear regulatory agency's next great challenge.
The first regulations dealing with nuclear health
and safety came into being in 1960.

From 1965 to 1975, the AECB grew slowly but
surely, nevertheless depending heavily on outside
resources such as advisory committees to fulfil
its mandate. In the period 1975-1985, when
nuclear power experienced its greatest growth, the
AECB staff increased four-fold, to nearly 270, but
then shrank slightly under the influence of
federal government belt-tightening programs.

It is the post-1985 period that I will focus on
today, explaining why it is that while the theme
of this year's CNA/CNS conference is being ready
for the 90s, the title of this address refers to
the AECB's getting ready.

When I became a member of the Control Board in
1985, I was amazed to find so many of my otherwise
very knowledgeable friends and colleagues totally
ignorant of the very important agency I'd joined.

And, though I don't think I'm a vain person, I
was somewhat surprised that my appointment in 1987
as president of the AECB, and the first fran-
cophone in that post, resulted in but one small
news media mention - in the Montreal Gazette.
Once again I encountered people I knew who were
totally unaware of Canada's nuclear regulatory
body.

This lack of visibility for the AECB has con-
tinued to concern me.

From the perspective of the president's chair
it did not take me long to realize that not only
was the AECB practically invisible to the public
it serves, but also it lacked the resources neces-
sary to be a truly, effective regulator in the
short term, and in the decade to come.

Not that ths agency was doing a bad job,
but it was becoming more and more difficult
to state confidently that a good job was
being done in all areas.

The Board's mission is to ensure that the
use of nuclear energy in Canada does not pose
undue risk to health, safety, security and
the environment. We were getting to the
point, particularly in the areas of reactor
safety and the transportation and use of
radioisotopes, that our limited resources
could do less and less ensuring of low risk
in the face of rapid technological develop-
ments and industry size.

My own realization of the shortcomings was
confirmed by both the 1988 report of the
House of Commons Standing Committee on
Energy, Mines and Resources, and the 19S8
Ontario Nuclear Safety Review, which ex-
pressed the judgment that the AECB was
deficient in money and manpower.

This state of affairs could not be allowed
to continue or we would be in breach of our
duty to atomic radiation workers and the
public. Accordingly, a detailed case for
increased staff and financial resources was
presented to the government about a year ago.
It called for a very substantial increase in
the financial and personnel resources
available to the Board over a five-year
period.

The supporting arguments were based on the
important job to be done and the resources
required to do it, but also included com-
parisons with the resources available to
nuclear regulatory bodies in other countries.
For instance, we found that the regulatory
authorities in the U.K., Sweden, France and
the U.S. have from one and a half to four
times as many staff resources per power
reactor as the AECB, and spend a good deal
more per unit. Another important point is
that due to similar reactor technologies,
these and other countries have more of a
capability to share operating, regulatory and
research experience, whereas Canada stands
pretty much alone with the CANDU design.

Comparisons with other countries are
fraught with uncertainties. Obviously, the
number of dollars spent per reactor or the
number of inspectors per licensee is not a
direct measure of a regime's inherent safety
- regulatory style or approach has a great
deal to do with it. However, it does provide
a basis for comparison when introspection
suggests change is necessary. With the
Stanley Cup just behind us, it might be ap-
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propriate to cite a hockey analogy: we all know
that the number of players on a team is no guaran-
tee of a winner. But a coach with a small roster,
looking for improvements to his team's perfor-
mance, might be influenced to do some serious
recruiting if all the other teams played with more
breadth and depth on the bench.

Last fall the government responded to the AECB
submission with approval for some 100 additional
staff positions and a total of just over $25 mil-
lion in additional funding in the next couple of
years. That was less than what we'd requested
over a five-year period, but realistically we
could not spend money or hire stafi' at a greater
rate in just two years without compromising the
efficiency and effectiveness the new resources
were intended for in the first place.

All in all it was a remarkable sign of support
from our government, given the climate of
restraint in government spending. I feel that it
shows the government•s interest in sustaining a
safe nuclear industry, as well as its rapid recog-
nition that a number of areas needed attention in
the public interest. The Board is very grateful
to our Minister, the Honourable Jake Epp, for his
full and consistent support in our quest for these
resources» And I am pleased to note that he will
be giving further study to our requirements beyond
what has already been granted.

Our new resources will permit us to do a number
of things. Overall we will improve the depth and
rigor of the regulatory audit. In the area of
power reactors, the review of analyses will be
more thorough and quicker. Human factors will get
more attention, as will the requalification of
reactor operators. Technical reviews and inspec-
tions will gain in depth and scope. We will have
the ability to become involved earlier in uncom-
mitted projects like the CANDU-3 and the SES-10,
ensuring AECB criteria are met at the design
stage. Emergency preparedness will get attention,
and the many AECB policies and requirements that
have been developed over the years will be
edified and documented.

In the transportation and use of radioisotopes,
inspection will be stepped up and new approaches
to enforcement will be evaluated, such as fining
by ticket. The AECB's mission-oriented research
program will be expanded, particularly in the
areas of reactor safety, waste management, and the
development of radiation protection standards.

Last but not least, the AECB will be able to do
more to improve its visibility. This will be
achieved through staff communications efforts, as
well as a greater openness in the Board's
decision-making process. For example, April 1988
saw news reporters witness a portion of a Board
meeting for the first time. And during the licen-
sing of the first unit at Darlington last fall,
the presence of journalists and intervenors at
Board meetings became commonplace. I expect this
kind of activity to increase, with the Board
developing the ways and means to meet the needs of
the interested parties effectively and efficient-
ly.

We've even developed the beginnings of a sort

of "road-show": this month alone the Board
will have visited two communities before
making decisions on issues of local interest.
I have just returned from Saint John, New
Brunswick, where the Board heard local views
on licensing activities at the Point Lepreau
Nuclear Generating Station. In two weeks,
the Board will hold a public meeting and a
Board meeting in the vicinity of the Bruce
Nuclear Power Development. This fall it will
travel to northern Saskatchewan to meet with
the Hatchet Lake Indian Band prior to making
a licence decision on Cameco's nearby Rabbit
Lake mine.

Incidentally, as well as enhancing
visibility, these activities assist the Board
in complying with the Federal Environmental
Assessment and Review Process Guidelines
Order. Under this regimen, the Board must
systematically assess the environmental im-
pact and public concern associated with a
proposal on which it must make a decision,
and provide for access to information and
public response at key stages. In reaching
an opinion on something like the need for
public review, it is obviously valuable to
have had the benefit of direct input from the
interested parties. Our new resources will
facilitate the necessary encounters.

The AECB is not the only federal nuclear
entity to get an infusion of funds recently.
On March 30, the government announced that
agreement had been reached for Canada's three
nuclear utilities to share some of the cost
of operating Atomic Energy of Canada Limited.
The AECB welcomes this because of the obvious
implications for nuclear safety, particularly
as it pertains to the CANDU reactor.

It is intriguing to note that nuclear
power today is in much the same position as
consumer electricity was exactly a century
ago: a new technology with acknowledged
hazards and demonstrated advantages, but
badly understood and beset by aggressive
critics — hence concerned for the future. I
have heard tum-of-the-century stories atout
demonstrators electrocuting dogs in New
York's Central Park to protest the
introduction of "dangerous" high-voltage
alternating current, which to that point had
been used to electrify convicted murderers,
not homes and factories.

I doubt if in 1890 an "electric safety"
equivalent of the AECB would have prevented
D.C. - proponent Edison from losing the
Niagara Falls hydroelectric development con-
tract to A.C. - advocate George Westinghouse,
but it might have saved a few of those poor
dogs.

This is because an effective regulatory
body - and one that is publicly perceived as
such - contributes as much to the reputation
of the industry it governs as it does to the
industry's performance.

Just as people would refuse to fly if the
air traffic control system fell into
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disrepute, so the Canadian public will balk at
nuclear energy applications if the AECB is seen to
be less than effective, or is not seen at all. In
terms of public perception, if for no other
reason, I believe the nuclear industry profits
from a strong, visible regulator.

Accordingly, as we progress through the 90s, I
would hope that the CNS, the CNA and their members
will be supportive of the AECB1s revitalization.

Despite what critics say, the AECB is not in
the business of promoting nuclear energy. It
does, however, have a job to do in promoting
nuclear safety: to encourage safety in the
workplace and with respect to the environment; and
to tell Canadians how safety is achieved.

We have now been given the tools to do this job
better. While I think it is fair to say the AECB
has discharged its mandate quite well, and com-
pares favourably with comparable bodies in other
jurisdictions, changes are necessary so that the
AECB can continue to serve the Canadian public
with distinction in the future.

The challenges of the 90s will find the AECB
prepared.
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